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‘Beauty chains me to the Earth / But if I could fly where would I fly?
/ The heavens are not a place for human souls’

– Bankei Zenji

from the demons. ‘We can’t lead these things to the others.

c. 100,000 BCE

Tanzania

We need a plan, a better plan, before we encounter him again.’
After the monster in its wrath
had passed, the desert blew

And so they slunk away, their fallen comrades devoured and
their inheritance pilfered.

2900 BCE

gentle. Slain angels, too

Uruk

honour-bound to flee, lay scattered in a burst of blood and
limbs around the cave’s mouth.
Ironheart was face down on a pile of rocks, one arm twisted
behind her back and over her head. The first of the circling
vultures above alighted and picked at the rags that swathed her.
It knocked its beak on Ironheart’s head, shrugged and slumped
its neck around her lovingly. The fallen angel moaned, rolling
over as more buzzards arrived.
‘Ironheart!’ The first bird transformed swiftly, Selaphiel now
kneeling at her colleague’s side. ‘You live!’ Ironheart looked
up and her face showed a terrible scar, a burn so deep it cut
through her and marked her forever. ‘I guess he thought he
killed me,’ she smiled, blood on her teeth. Selaphiel pulled her
into an embrace, both shuddering from pain and relief.
‘Hey!’ called Ironheart to the gathering birds as they hopped from
corpse to corpse, pecking, testing, rifling. ‘Get away from them!’
She threw a stone and as one the birds leapt back and glared;
a ragged voice rasped from their beaks: ‘DO NOT
PROVOKE US!’
The angels started and leapt back together, weapons in hand.
‘WE ARE LEGION!’ the chorus of snarling vultures snapped.
‘WE ARE EVERYTHING.’
‘They’re searching for the relics,’ Ironheart gasped. ‘We have
to stop them.’
Selaphiel put a hand to her shoulder, holding her back,
‘Ironheart, we are beaten. We must leave while we still can.
We need to find anyone else who managed to escape.’
Ironheart leaned, grasping onto her friend as they backed away
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Sweeping in on thermal breezes,
Selaphiel spied others far below, attracted to this distant city.
A city! When she saw the canals and gardens, ziggurats and
towers, the straight streets and thriving trees, she knew she need
search no further. This city was clearly the work of one or more
fallen, intent on revealing all the machinations of the universe
to the children of earth.
At dawn she took to wing with the other raptors and swifts,
skimming the markets and temples, breathing deep to seek
out other angels. Tantalising traces whipped by; nothing solid.
She swooped through the roof of a disused warehouse and
gracefully dropped to her feet, her form now human but for
the long otter’s tail she could never truly hide. She drew a cord
around her waist to keep the tail from sight, pinned behind her
legs, beneath her robe, and stepped once more into sunlight.
Selaphiel roamed the streets all day, spiralling quietly in on the
Locus she knew must lie beneath one of the temples. She paused
for breath and a pulse of recognition nearly knocked her over.
‘Selaphiel!’ she heard Ironheart call as she turned to look at the
other fallen. ‘You’re here! So you’ve found the diadem?’
Ironheart strode forward and swept her arm around Selaphiel,
indicating the marvellous city around them with a sweep
of her other hand. ‘Look at it, my friend – you know what
this must mean.’
Selaphiel nodded, ‘Paschar.’ She gripped her friend’s arm
warmly and smiled, shaking her head. ‘But while there is much
of the angel of conviction in this, I’ve not seen her walking

these streets. No sign at all. To find you here, though, is a joy.’

the mess, then held a hand before her, indicating she must wait.

The Aryeh smiled at Selaphiel’s words. She stood tall and

‘I know,’ the Aryeh moaned, ‘we’ve been here before.’

powerful, armed as always with the long broadsword she
designed aeons ago in Heaven.

Selaphiel sipped at her own bowl and casually glanced around
the room. A thin man with spindly fingers caught her eye

‘Aren’t you concerned to look so foreign?’ Selaphiel gestured at

immediately. He stooped to pass through the door, paused, and

the weapon.

turned to stare at them from far across the room.

Ironheart shrugged lazily. ‘Let’s see them take it from me.’

‘Isha,’ whispered Selaphiel.

Selaphiel eyed the blade. ‘There must be many hungry to.

Ironheart looked up from her drink-soup but didn’t turn around.

Have these people even seen metal?’

‘Who is it?’ She took a brief sip from the bowl, using the gesture

Ironheart nodded. ‘Perhaps nothing so fine as steel,

to cover the movement of her lips.

but yes. Haven’t you been to the markets? These people

Selaphiel shook her head. ‘Not sure. But I think he’s one of us –

are smelting copper!’

I think I remember him from Paschar’s legion…’

Selaphiel looked around, saw the many woven clothes, the walls

Ironheart turned as the man approached, and each stared

of dry-stacked bricks, the roads built on platforms of tessellated

at the other.

rock. ‘Someone has done this,’ she turned her head back to
Ironheart, ‘but not you?’

‘Ironheart,’ he nodded.

The Aryeh shook her head. ‘I’ve tried, but nothing beginning

‘Uh…’ She stared at his enormous mouth and pin-like teeth.

to approach this. A few inspired individuals, maybe in another

‘We have met?’

ten generations they will start to work metal – who knows.’

‘It’s Miras,’ said Selaphiel, recognition in her voice as she looked

She shrugged. ‘But someone, some fallen, has decided to share
everything with these mortals.’
The two friends paced the streets together, looking for signs of
others of their kin.
‘I have heard talk,’ said Ironheart, walking beside her friend. ‘For
many years now – of a gathering.’

up at the mouth of needles.
‘Ah, I didn’t recognise this Semblance,’ said Ironheart, nodding
at an empty chair as she turned and drank deeply. Miras sat and
stared at the side of Ironheart’s head.
‘You never did like me, did you?’ He drew an empty bowl from
the centre of the table and broke his own bread into it. One of

Selaphiel looked sideways at the Aryeh. ‘A mission? A cause?’

the slaves approached and poured a measure of water.

Again Ironheart shrugged. ‘I can only guess. But in recent

They sat in silence a while.

decades everywhere I went I encountered devotees of this new
idea; this belief that we have failed as God’s servants. That the
knowledge we possess should be gifted to the humans, that we
should raise them up. A bequest – a passing over.’
Selaphiel paused, face in her hands, overwhelmed a moment
and unable to look around. ‘So,’ she said slowly, ‘who could it
be? And do they have the diadem?’
Ironheart spread her arms wide. ‘Why don’t we take a look?’

Selaphiel turned to the Isha. ‘Is this you? Did you build
this city?’
Miras shook his head and clicked his neck, ‘Come come,
Selaphiel. You know only humans build human things.
I merely inspired them.’
‘Then you must have the diadem of Paschar. Why did you not
try to find us, or the other survivors?’
Miras slowly placed his bowl back on the table. ‘I do not have
the diadem. I have worked long and diligently. What have you

After weeks spent observing the city and its people, they sat in

two been doing?’ He lifted the bowl and sipped again, not

an open food hall sharing a drink.

taking his eyes from Selaphiel. ‘I’d be careful if I were you –

‘This is… interesting,’ mused Ironheart as the owner brought

this drink alters the metabolism.’

a bare bowl and crumbled dry bread into it. With great

‘How did you do this without help?’ Selaphiel whispered, her

flamboyance he deftly poured an exact measure of water into

tone dangerous.
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‘I have my Isha Miracle and I use it well,’ said Miras coolly. ‘Also,

Ironheart let out a little laugh, and they kissed as they had seen

writing is a great enabler, and all humans have a talent for it, if

humans do.

you can only find the hook.’
‘All humans? This city is amazing, but it hardly contains them all.’
Miras leant forward and gave her an awful grin. ‘And what
makes you think all my eggs are in one basket?’
‘But, establishing one people is central to what Paschar said!’
Miras tightened his smile and sat back, his needle teeth glinting
in the sun. ‘I do not disagree. But perhaps you have a different
notion of what “one people” means. I don’t recall Paschar
speaking of one location…’
Selaphiel shook her head and looked at the others questioningly.

‘I found some people. They like games, now.’
‘So you inspired them a little?’ Ironheart smiled.
‘More than a little, and they me. They love animals; they hunt,
they fish. They appreciate quickness, the elusive prey.’ Selaphiel
picked at the table with a barely disguised talon, carving a
simple depiction of an otter. ‘You should come visit, next time
I’m up there. Maybe you can bring the people you’ve seen a
glimmer in.’
Ironheart nodded, ‘I’ll think about it. I certainly don’t think
Miras wants me here.’

Ironheart too seemed confused. ‘But how would you unify them

‘Good.’ Selaphiel stood and stuck out her hand. ‘Let’s meet

if they are not together?’

again soon somewhere west of here, within a thousand years.

Miras waved a hand dismissively, ‘Forget I said anything.’

That should give us each time to investigate further and see
what we may see. The separatists are fools and Miras is no use

Selaphiel stood. ‘You have used Paschar’s teachings well, and I

to us, but perhaps Adari, Phorcys, some others survive. Let us

respect it. But surely the time has come to recover her relic; to

try and find them. And in between, let’s you and I both search

gather her true followers and enact her vision. It is long enough
since we were scattered.’
Miras turned an eye towards her. ‘Strong language, Nesher.
Who would her untrue followers be?’ He sipped again.

– really look for any sign that
points to the diadem.’

c. 10,000 BCE

Tanzania

‘You were there,’ Selaphiel said, ‘you know some fell to the
demon’s persuasion before others fell to its claws.’

This place barely looked changed. What had it been? Eighty

Miras stood as well, tall and spidery as he loomed over her. ‘Yes,

thousand years? Ninety, maybe? The vegetation was thicker,

I was there. I saw you run. Both times. Don’t speak to me of

and the hillsides showed a little wear, but you’d have hardly

true belief. You have cowered for millennia. I suggest you go

noticed if you didn’t have Selaphiel’s knack for memory.

back to whichever hovel you call home and cuddle your tool-less

That first time going back, after the attack, it was like a

hominids until they discover fire. I have work to do.’
Selaphiel watched Miras go, then sat in a slump beside
Ironheart. ‘And how goes your project?’
Ironheart looked over her arm at Selaphiel. ‘To start a
civilisation?’ She sighed. ‘That is the great dream, isn’t it?
No. I have looked for decent people, people to inspire.
But I have felt lost.’
‘I looked for you in the north,’ said Selaphiel.

nightmare. Not frightening, like something was going to happen
– she was pretty sure the demon had gone long ago, or else
she wouldn’t have returned at all. No, it was like a nightmare
where you couldn’t run, couldn’t breathe, couldn’t scream.
Creeping through the same stack of rocks she’d hidden in ninety
thousand years ago as she watched her family get ripped to
pieces. Watched Paschar, that tower of honour, fall in the jaws
of a many-mouthed monster. That abysmal beast, so full of
power, the thick reek of rending teeth that tore flesh from bone.
She didn’t see Paschar die; in fear Selaphiel had fled, as others

‘What?’

did. And those who didn’t flee died, too.

‘Remember? At the cave of the Fury, when – you said

But now the place was silent. The grief swept her by like a shark,

look north.’

swirled on the horizon and came back again for another bite.

Ironheart took a drink, ‘How far north did you go?’
‘All the way.’
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Here, Ezeael fell. Selaphiel could still smell his smiles – wait.
She really could smell him, strongly. Selaphiel stooped to dig.
As soon as her fingers thrust into the dust a mechanical scarab

all but crawled up her arm. Ezeael’s relic. Selaphiel wept to

who’d abuse it.’

be so close to him while knowing it confirmed his death, to

500 CE

Nova Roma

find it lying discarded in this wasteland. This place was potent,
throbbed with ethereal energy. Others from Paschar’s company
must still have had relics here.
‘Selaphiel!’

‘Temy! I knew you were still alive,’ Selaphiel sneered.

Ironheart’s whisper shocked her like a fist to the gut. She was

‘Actually it’s Ptolemy now,’ Temy smiled at Selaphiel from the

creeping along too, eyeing the cave mouth. The broad, tall

table in the centre of the private room.

angel with the confident voice had long been lost to Selaphiel’s
memory. At once to see her filled Selaphiel with delight – the
moment where being alone for nearly one hundred thousand
years is ended with a friendly gesture is not far off the ecstasy
of God Herself. Selaphiel greeted her friend silently, kissing

Selaphiel and Ironheart had agreed to meet in the ‘most
popular bathhouse’ in Constantinople. Selaphiel had been
confident they’d both go to the same place – but hadn’t realised
there’d be other fallen coming, too.

her forehead – the best she could do to express how relieved,

Selaphiel narrowed her eyes. ‘I had all but guessed.

excited, and delighted she was to be together again.

More than one of the fallen claimed to have seen you at the

They went into the cave, and the going was slippery. The air

burning of Persepolis.’

around them thickened, remnants of the vapour exhaled by the

Ptolemy drank and smiled. ‘So you know of my work?

Fury that had lain brooding here for millennia.

My greatness?’

‘Where do you think it is now?’ Selaphiel whispered.

‘Your twisted inbreeding, more like it.’

‘Anywhere… Bottom of the ocean? Making some new Hell?

Ptolemy’s grin darkened as he leant forward, waving his sixth

That thing doesn’t stay out in the open.’

finger. Ptolemy’s carelessness showed in his Mark, the sign all

Selaphiel looked up in surprise. ‘You’ve been hunting it?’
Ironheart shook her head as she crawled deeper. ‘Not hunting.
Just… trying to understand.’

angels carried of inhumanity. ‘Careful, Selaphiel. You never
know whom of those around you might be listening.’
Selaphiel clenched her hands and breathed through her nose,
allowing her to slowly peel back illusions throughout the room.

‘And what have you learned?’ Selaphiel tried not to get excited.

She gasped.

‘Does it have any weaknesses?’

‘What is it?’ Ironheart’s hand was already at her sword, moving

Ironheart laughed. ‘Not likely. I think it establishes itself around

to protect Selaphiel.

a Locus to attract human mysticism. Buries itself or otherwise

‘Nephilim,’ said Selaphiel. ‘He’s filled the room with his

hides, then absorbs all that strange faith.’
‘Feeding,’ muttered Selaphiel.

monstrous children.’ All around them, every second person, so
it seemed, appeared to Selaphiel as an enormous ogre, stunted
wings pinched up behind some, on others a dented halo or

‘Exactly.’

elongated claws. All looked mortal; none looked human.

Ironheart stopped walking. They were kilometres underground

Ptolemy laughed, ‘My darlings don’t take kindly to staring,

by now, in a tall, wide chamber. She opened her hand, letting

Selaphiel. Perhaps you should forget what you saw.’ He drank

her flaming sword emerge. It lit the corners. ‘Growing fatter,

some more and sneered, ‘Now, what business do you want

and more powerful.’

to discuss?’

‘So shouldn’t we kill it now, while we can?’

‘Are you still with Phorcys? We know he is a servant of Adari,

Ironheart looked around them. From wall to wall the floor was

defers to her in everything. Ignores all others.’

covered in bones. ‘Who says we can? Even Paschar couldn’t beat

‘Adari,’ Temy muttered. Selaphiel looked to see if Ironheart had

it. We’d need another Herald, a whole company. And for what?

noticed the tinge of contempt. ‘Yes, you should go harass her.

Revenge?’ She kicked a hominid skull across the floor. ‘We’re

She was never my friend, remember? Why bother me? I am

better off finding Paschar’s relic; that’s a truer way to honour

the – with the Helm, nothing less. Adari’s west folk have grown

her. Find the relic and keep her memory safe, away from those

powerful, sing beautifully, songs that would charm your power
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eternally.’ He drank deeply. ‘Not like my monsters you abhor so

– there against a rock face not thirty metres away, a figure with

much.’

ochre-stained skin stood in front of her, almost invisible against

‘And Phorcys?’ Selaphiel leant in close, ‘What is he building?’
‘Go speak to Gen Tenshi, the writer,’ Temy waved his hand, ‘ask
them about the books they’ve been gathering. The… trinkets
and collectibles.’ He drank some more, surrendering his
corporeal form to the influence
of the fermentation.

the stone. ‘Isn’t that Phorcys?’
‘It is.’
‘And where’s the third?’
Selaphiel shifted slightly, ‘Above us, in the clouds. I’m not sure
these two know about that one.’
Ironheart squared her stance and gestured with her free hand.

c. 10,000 BCE

Tanzania

‘Phorcys, what are you playing at?’ She stared at him until he
detached himself from the wall and squared off against her,
the spindle of blades on his ‘ravager’ – his pet weapon – starting
‘It’s not here.’ Selaphiel

stood up, bone dust and broken teeth falling away from her
soiled clothes.
Ironheart stopped searching through the bones and stood too,
shaking her head.
‘Someone else has beaten us to it.’ She looked grave,
uncharacteristically unsure. ‘These aren’t even victims of the
thing. They’re too new.’
Selaphiel looked up into the gloom and nodded, ‘Agreed.
Humans have been coming here to bury their dead, thinking
this place is somehow special.’ She spat out the last word with a
bitter laugh. ‘Let’s get out of here.’ Selaphiel leapt into the air
and flew up a lava tube.

to spin. The blades were long, crooked, and irregular,
made to shred the psyche of its victims as well as the flesh.
An angel-killer.
‘I might ask you the same thing, Ironheart.’ Phorcys started
circling. ‘After all, how is it that you and this lone Nesher come
to get in and out of the thing’s lair without a scratch? Who have
you been bargaining with?’
Ironheart’s eyes hardened, her hand gripping her flaming sword
until the knuckles turned white. ‘What do you insinuate, bug?
How dare you suggest we would stray!’
‘I don’t suggest anything.’ Phorcys strode, his long, many-jointed
limbs clicking with each step. ‘I merely ask.’
‘And I ask you,’ said Ironheart, ‘who is your friend and why
won’t they too step out of the shadows?’

They hadn’t been back on the surface more than two seconds
before Selaphiel spotted the others.
‘We’re being watched,’ she cautioned Ironheart as the Aryeh
clambered out of the hole.
‘How many?’ she said, flexing her sword hand.

‘Perhaps he waits to see first what it is you have in mind?’
Phorcys’ hardened skin glinted in the sun.
‘This is nonsense! We are all on the same side. The relic is gone.
Selaphiel and I came, as I suspect did you, looking for Paschar’s
diadem, to honour her memory.’
‘Honour her memory! Ha! You came to steal it for use against

Selaphiel scanned around her. ‘At least three.’

your enemies, no doubt!’

Ironheart stepped up back to back with Selaphiel and drew her

‘What would it matter if we were on the same side?’

flaming sword out of her palm. ‘I don’t see them.’

Phorcys spat in the dirt. ‘Since God forced us into this blunted

Selaphiel unwound a long chain from around her waist, the

state there are too many sides to count. Every time I see

clawed iron balls at either end chiming softly as she weighed

someone like you from the old days, their own notions of what

them. ‘One behind the pile of rocks we entered by.’

it is we’re here for seem to have slipped that much further from

Ironheart immediately spotted the shadow of a shoulder where
Selaphiel indicated.
‘Another about forty-five degrees to your right.’
Ironheart nearly swore in surprise when she checked the spot
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the light.’ He gestured with his weapon. ‘Same side! There are
many, many sides. So I ask again, what are you up to? And who
do you serve?’
Selaphiel held firm: ‘We serve the memory of Paschar, however
best we can. As Ironheart said, we both came here alone,

looking for answers.’

‘No, we didn’t come here to –’ began Ironheart.

‘Looking for relics,’ Phorcys cut in.

‘You didn’t come here? You are here!’ He thrust the ravager

Selaphiel shrugged and rolled her neck. ‘Phorcys, you never
liked me, I know. Ever the lesser Nesher, that cuts you eternally.’
Phorcys snarled and showed his fangs, his halo flaring with
sparks. The two Nesher began circling each other in the dirt,
weapons in hand.
‘This is foolish!’ Ironheart declared. ‘We are all friends.’
‘Then why don’t you share what you’ve found, friend?’
Phorcys hissed.
Ironheart raised her fiery sword and turned to face Phorcys’
colleague, still in the shadow. Maoz obliged by stepping out,
hefting a massive mallet. Though Ironheart was famed for her
height, Maoz still towered over her, his broad shoulders almost

forward and sparks flew as Selaphiel’s weapon wrapped around
it, then spun free again. Maoz looked from each to the other of
the angels around and above him.
‘Don’t let them go on!’ Phorcys cried, again lashing out with
his weapon.
‘Ironheart?’ Maoz lifted his maul questioningly, looking up,
‘Temy?’
Temy stood and made to swoop down.
‘Watch out!’ shrieked Phorcys.
Neither Ironheart nor Maoz would wait to be struck. Each
saw the widening irises of their opponent and acted at
once. Ironheart dove forward to come under and within the

twice her width.

enormous blow Maoz brought down. As his hammer hit the

‘I agree. We are friends. Why are you all drawing weapons?’

upturned blade. She held her weapon still, letting him bury the

He looked from Phorcys to Ironheart and back.
Selaphiel spoke over her shoulder without looking at him.

rocky ground, momentum brought his torso down on her
blade up to the hilt. The enormous fallen grace tumbled over
and beside her, knocking everyone but Temy off their feet.

‘Maoz, this insect is leading you astray.’

Ironheart sat, frozen, watching the life slip from Maoz’s eyes.

Phorcys snarled again and feinted at Selaphiel. She spun her

‘Look what you’ve made us do!’

chain into a shield before her, letting its arc peel out toward him
and back again.

Phorcys scrabbled backwards in the dust, looking from
Ironheart to Selaphiel to Temy. ‘This was the plot all along?

‘Watch them, Maoz,’ muttered Phorcys. ‘Selaphiel is slippery,

Pick us off one by one? Gang up and kill anyone who might yet

and Ironheart is not easily fooled. Don’t get too close.’

remember Paschar’s relic but forget his teachings?

Maoz took a cautious step, his enormous head swiveling to focus
on Ironheart. ‘Iron, we are friends, aren’t we?’ He rested his

“A gathering,” he said! To hold fast!’ Phorcys’ voice turned
to ragged rage. ‘Temy! How could you?’

maul over his shoulders, ‘I saw you fall when the demon struck,

Temy fluttered down behind Ironheart, furling them as he

but I saw you stand before it. You didn’t flee.’ He coughed and

touched the ground. ‘Not I.’ He turned on Ironheart. ‘What

looked at Phorcys and Selaphiel. ‘Not that I don’t understand
why some did. But you stayed and stood and fought and fell.
We are friends?’ He took another step forward.

have you done?’ He drew his tall thin spear. ‘Both of you, back
off. I’ll not let you slay Phorcys, too.’
‘What?’ Selaphiel clambered to her feet as Phorcys leapt to his,

‘What about you, Maoz?’ called Selaphiel, still eyeing Phorcys,

both waving weapons once again. ‘That was self-defence!’

keeping him at bay with her spinning chain. ‘How did you

‘Phorcys, come here,’ Temy said. Phorcys scuttled between

survive? Did you not flee?’
Maoz opened his mouth to protest when a figure dropped
swiftly from the sky, thudding onto the high boulder
overlooking them.
‘Temy?’ Maoz looked up, uncertain. He looked back down at
Ironheart, at Selaphiel’s back, ‘You said you came alone?’

Ironheart and Selaphiel, and took up a position beside Temy
and his spear. ‘You two are leaving,’ Temy said, pointing the
spear head from Nesher to Aryeh and back again. ‘Don’t try
and wait us out. We will bury Maoz honourably. Stay away, or
face my wrath.’ The two backed slowly away.
‘And how do we know they won’t pursue us?’ Selaphiel
whispered to Ironheart. Ironheart sheathed her sword as they

‘I see what’s happening,’ cried Phorcys. ‘They’ve delayed until

retreated further. The Behema and the Nesher watched them

Temy could come and save them.’

angrily but didn’t follow.
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‘We should split up,’ said Ironheart. Then, after a moment: ‘You
know I didn’t mean to kill Maoz, don’t you?’
‘It looked like self-defence to me,’ said Selaphiel, somehow
being not at all reassuring. ‘This is a mess, and I think Phorcys
intended it so. Let us both go our different ways, see what else
we may discover, then come together again.’
‘Fine,’ said Ironheart as she lifted her wings and pulled herself
into the air. ‘Look for me in the north once you have news to
share.’ She sped into the east. Selaphiel drew a breath and
became invisible, so swiftly did she
take to the sky.

330 BCE

On the floor before him one of those last thrown texts lay
unfurled and exposed, shining strangely in the pre-dawn light.
He swooped down and snatched up the document, his eyes
flicking quickly across the page. The flowing script shone golden,
the ink itself infused with precious metal. Temy mouthed a few
lines and the words began to glow. Immediately he stopped,
closed the work. One relic, carefully hidden, only visible if you
knew the ancient angelic script. But so many texts? A secret
library? This was a reliquary. A hoard of power.
Miras had long ago made his own cult, but now Temy knew the
purpose: to amass every relic and every secret of their location.
Just as Selaphiel had thought. And it appeared far more
advanced than they’d expected.

Persia

Now the sun was almost up. Temy stretched his wings and shot
up the stairwell, spiralling expertly with feathers tucked around
The city had more or less settled

under the martial law of its recent conquerors. As was his

him to avoid injury. There was no time to lose. Leaving the
secret entrance ajar, he sped to Alexander’s side.

way, Alexander made a point of dressing like the local leaders,

He found his pet carousing with the other generals, their

speaking words of their language when addressing the populace,

drinking session from the previous night still not over. ‘Ptolemy!’

and respecting their religion. In general, Temy took no issue

cried Alexander. ‘Where have you been? Come, drink with us.’

with this approach – but it was the final element which caused
him concern, and which had led him to push his human pet to
attack Persepolis in the first place.
Now that he, Ptolemy, was in control of the city guard, he took
the first opportunity to investigate more closely those rumours

Temy nodded and took a glass. ‘My king, I have grave things we
must discuss.’
Alexander looked closely at his confidante’s expression, set his
cup down, and waved at the others.

that had troubled him for centuries. He slipped by darkened

‘Please, leave us awhile. Go drink in the hall. My servants are

passages and empty halls to the palace of Xerxes. Throughout

yours to command if you need more wine.’ The laughing

the friezes he recognised his old comrade Miras’ glyphs, hidden

company collected food and carafes from the table, faux-

warnings to his enemies, exhortations to his companions.

curtseying to their battle-leader as they exited the room.

‘I knew it,’ Temy whispered. Familiar with Miras’ codes, he
took only a few hours to find the location of the hidden library.

Temy closed the door carefully behind them, then swept to
Alexander’s side.

Stepping through a hollow pillar down a narrow stair, he held

‘What is it this time, my friend?’ Alexander focused on the fruit

the torch close up above his face, elbow tucked into his chest.

in front of him as he cut and chewed.

The room was not vaulted, but it was long, and every corner

‘Lord, I have reason to know that you are not as safe as you

was a cubicle for texts. The floors, ceilings, balusters and

believe.’ Alexander said nothing and continued eating as Temy

cornices – every architectural aspect had been designed in

spoke. ‘This is a most serious matter. There remain forces within

service to the careful storage of scrolls and codices. He worked

this city who would yet bring your undoing.’

through the night, scanning scroll after scroll, the marginalia,
personalised inscriptions. Nothing.
Toward dawn, knowing how little time he had left, Temy shot
from wall to wall randomly removing texts, hurling scrolls and
loosely bound pages down in the hopes some hint would spill

Alexander rolled his elegant head back and stared at Ptolemy.
‘What would you know of that, friend?’ They held each other’s
gaze awhile, hanging on that last word spoken, then Alexander
looked for his cup and drank some more.

out amongst the mess. He gripped a row of short, thick codices

‘My king,’ Temy began, slipping forward to sit beside his

and sprayed them out behind him. From some hidden crack

comrade-at-arms, gently touching his leg. ‘This is no time for

above, the first rays of morning were slipping down, and as he

scepticism. Have I ever before counselled you wrong? Look at

glanced behind him he saw.

where we have come!’ Temy threw his arm across the waking
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city out beyond the balcony, turning pink in the desert dawn.
‘Yes, Ptolemy, look at where we have come. And we have done it!’

‘Yes’ said the king, not understanding, and the two ascended
to more sacking.

793 CE,

Temy felt his king’s gaze fall upon his ornate armour, priceless

North Sea

sword. ‘But we are done. The Persians are cowed. It is time to
step down from your fears and enjoy our accomplishments.’
‘Would you truly risk losing all this?’ Temy again looked over the
city. ‘Not just Persia, but your own empire and crown?’

The sea was still, a bed for thick,
cold fog. Behind her, Selaphiel’s troops rowed smooth and

Alexander frowned. ‘Surely you exaggerate.’ He tried a laugh

strong, a dance of shoulders and arms.

but knew too well the gravity of Ptolemy’s expression. ‘All right.

‘How sure are you?’ Ironheart, tall beside the Nesher, her

Tell me more.’

beloved sword warm in her hand as all those made in its image

With no small embellishment Ptolemy wove omens of fear and

chimed in gentle fraternity on the belts of those behind her.

destruction, painted a picture for his human lord of what might

‘Quite sure,’ Selaphiel stared at a tiny, distant light, growing

come to pass should Miras’ cult continue to ascend. As always,
Alexander swayed to Ptolemy’s persuasions. Taking up his sword
in one hand, a torch in the other, he raced into the dawn with
his generals at his side.
As the ashes of the city scattered to the horizon, a soot-streaked
Alexander picked his way back through the ruined palace
of Xerxes, to a smashed pillar amongst the blackened blocks
remaining of the walls. Smoke and heat drifted up out of the
earth itself, like a vent to the underworld. The king stepped
carefully down the narrow stairs to find his friend and mentor
emblazoned with searing light. Wings full spread, halo burning,
Ptolemy turned his fanged face to greet his protégé.
‘Scrolls. Scrolls?!’ Alexander said. ‘You told me they had a
stronghold. You said there was a secret store of weapons, the
likes of which I’d never seen. You told me Xerxes was amassing
an army that could defeat us one hundred times over.’ He
walked through the modest room, shattered tablets and blistered
papyrus scattering as he stepped.
‘You were right to trust me,’ Ptolemy growled, the smoke and
flames spiralling around him as sparks leapt between the ruined
texts and the angel hovering in flight. ‘In time you will see.
When next you relax in confidence of your grip on the empire

brighter by the minute. ‘These monks are a part of the
separatist sect. You heard Gen yourself – “they have many relics
in their island monastery, including some of Paschar’s”. What
more do you want?’
Ironheart shifted and sighed as she looked down at the Nesher.
‘That is not what I heard. Gen Tenshi said they had books and
treasures that point to Paschar’s relic. Gen invited us to come
and read,’ she looked over at the Viking rowers, ‘not to raid.’
Ironheart observed her friend a while. ‘Some days,’ she said
quietly, ‘you remind me of those who call themselves the Sword.’
She watched Selaphiel’s face, but saw no response.
‘You heard what you wanted to hear,’ Selaphiel sniffed. ‘See for
yourself when you get there. But don’t expect to be welcomed.’
‘You really think Gen’s working with the others?’
Selaphiel stared ahead and did not answer, then called out
to brace a moment before the longboat slid up across the
sandflats. Around them other ships pulled in, warriors
piling out and clustered at the edge of the field before them.
‘There!’ pointed Selaphiel in the half-light. Behind the dunes,
the lights of a modest complex were visible. Chanting carried
across the breeze.

of the world, you will thank Ptolemy and the gifts that he has

Ironheart shrugged and leapt over the prow of the longboat.

given you.’ He nodded at the amulet he had instructed the

‘What are you waiting for?’ she called to the assembling horde.

leader collect from the wall. ‘And the gifts we have destroyed,’

‘Attack!’ The raiders roared with delight and streamed along

he finished. A final scroll collapsed in ashes and like a roar

behind her. Selaphiel rolled her eyes and leapt into the air to

shouted from within a sealed coffin, the air itself shook and

speed to the tallest tower.

boomed, thumping Ptolemy’s body. The angel writhed in
ecstasy and his eyes glowed purple and blue. Fanning his wings,
he alighted on the floor and resumed his Guise of a general.
‘We’ll be safe from the others now. Let’s go,’ he said.

She pulled her wings in tight and rolled on her side to enter a
half-open window. She stared down at a stunned looking man,
brush in hand, standing in front of a book opened to a bare
page he was filling with carefully crafted letters. Long ago she

Alexander barely hesitated as he noticed again that sixth finger,

would have come in disguise as a bird or a lion, and she ached

that sign of Ptolemy’s true self, as Ptolemy pointed the way.

knowing her powers were locked away.
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‘What are you?’ the man managed, his awe turning to welcome.

Selaphiel nodded. ‘One tried to invoke him. I think Gen is using

He gathered the hem of his long brown robe and took a step

this name to lead her own sect. Or did they do it themselves and

towards her. ‘Surely God has sent you to us for a purpose.’

she just finds it useful?’

She cocked her head to one side. She heard the outer gate

Ironheart looked mournful. They had come for answers and

break on its hinges. She saw the man notice the noise and find

found only more questions, more doubts. More enemies.

his fear. She stared him in the eye and spoke. ‘God sent us to
destroy you.’
The monk staggered back in shock, hands rising in supplication.

The Vikings were sharing out what loot they’d found. Gold and
silver triptychs from the chapel, books embedded with gems.
One of the captains tore a stone from a reliquary and admired

Selaphiel half turned, shooting her chain ball out at the torch

it in the light of the flames from the monastery.

wavering beside the door. She turned back and gave a yank,

Ironheart threw a heavy tome at Selaphiel’s feet. ‘We found

sending the burning brand onto a pile of books.
‘Oh! No no no!’ he wailed, his awe and fear forgotten as he beat
the flames with his clothed arms. She pushed him aside, looking
for the telltale spark of power of a relic amongst the flames.

this.’ Selaphiel saw immediately the thickness of the covers,
the fine leather that bound them. Gems or no, this book was
special. Selaphiel picked it up and spread her fingers across
the worked surface.

Nothing. Selaphiel kicked over the podium he’d been working

‘This is human skin,’ Selaphiel said, sniffing the leather. ‘And

at and tore the book in half, throwing the pages out one by one,

this,’ she said, one of her tapered fingers picking at a fleck of

faster and faster. Nothing. It wasn’t in the books.

translucent red buried in the skin, ‘is a peridot. Did you notice?’

She turned and scanned the room. An embellished crucifix

She looked up at Ironheart.

above the fireplace caught her eye. She strode over and

‘Of course,’ said the Aryeh. ‘I thought I’d let you do the

grabbed it. Outside, bells were ringing. A rooftop burst into

honours.’ The Vikings ceased rummaging through refuse and

flame. Cries rose from various sides of the complex as the

stopped to watch.

monks resisted as best they could.
She held the cross to her forehead and focused a moment.
The monk watched in terror as she opened her eyes. Looking
back to him, she shrugged ‘A little there. But useless really,’
and threw the bejewelled Christ over her shoulder, into the
courtyard below.

Selaphiel whispered to the book. The peridot glowed in
response, veins in the leather squirming.
‘It’s not possible,’ said Selaphiel after a lengthy pause. Ironheart
frowned and opened her mouth. ‘I mean,’ said Selaphiel, ‘not
without destroying it. This is her relic. She’s trapped in this
stone, and this human surrendered their skin to keep her safe.

Selaphiel worked her way down the stairs. Every book she saw

The only way to use it is to carry the book and read it again and

arrested her attention, yet invariably they were full of gibberish.

again. He guards the relic. For eternity.’ She was impressed with

Beautiful, decorative gibberish. She burned them all. At the top

that kind of foresight.

of the stairs some monks appeared with a golden cross, speaking

Ironheart nodded in understanding, ‘That’s why they made

angelic names among their nonsense. She pushed past them
with her claws and the fire of her flesh, leaving blood and death

these monks live here? To guard this power for the separatists?’
Selaphiel nodded and lay the book down, its semi-precious eye

and destruction behind her.

watching her as she stepped back.

‘You should not say such words to us,’ she yelled behind her,

‘I’m not sure now what we do with it. We can’t let them keep it,

frustration growing.

they’ll destroy us with it. But I’ll not turn my people into monks

Her Vikings had gathered together outside; among them a few

for the sake of–’

monks cowered, held from running away by the ropes that had

Selaphiel stopped short as Ironheart stepped forward and

been looped about their necks like dogs. A building opposite

crushed the gem under her heel. The power of the dead angel

collapsed in flame, bricks and tiles clattering. Selaphiel saw

bloomed around them like a sudden rush then floated away, a

Ironheart approach in the firelight and held up her hand.

puff of existence blown out to sea.

‘They’ve been worshipping an angel,’ said Ironheart.

‘Problem solved,’ said Ironheart.
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874 CE

Iceland

his arm, and pulled him to the ground. ‘Where is it?’ she hissed,
one foot on his neck. The deep long rumble of another voice,
Selaphiel found herself again at
the prow of a ship crossing the icy

sea. Beside her, Ironheart now looked every bit the Viking
shieldmaiden. Her hair braided, awesome height further
accentuated by the boots she wore, she was fearsome.
The Vikings beside her, across in the other boats, had all tied

then two in harmony behind it, approached her from the side.
She turned to meet the monks, snapping their heads together
with her spinning chain. ‘I am not one of Miras’ fools!’ she
raged. ‘Do not sing his songs at me!’
Ironheart and the raiding party found Selaphiel by the early
sun, rummaging the boxes and bags tucked in the cleft of a rock.

their fates to Selaphiel when she promised them clear green

Half a dozen dead monks lay scattered about.

farmlands, undefended, underutilised, just waiting to be taken.

‘They attacked you?’ Ironheart looked at the wizened bodies and

Ironheart, of course, knew Selaphiel had no need for
farming. Over the last century or so they’d been tracking
Adari’s influence. The Isha was using a mix of Ptolemy’s fake
prophecies, Miras’ tales about himself, and some composite of
her own creation to drive an entire kingdom to praise her and
build her an arsenal. Finally the winter had lifted, and with
the first buds of spring Selaphiel’s Vikings set sail for the great
empty island she promised them across the sea.
The sailing was good, the water choppy but the sky clear and
bright. Flying fish and narwhals sped them on their way. The

agonised faces.
‘After a fashion,’ replied Selaphiel, standing in triumph with a
single piece of vellum. ‘This will tell us something.’
The Vikings wandered across the hills, admiring the vales
and fjords. Ironheart and Selaphiel interrogated the page for
days until finally despair set in. If it was a code, they could not
break it. If it meant something to the mortals, it left no clue to
celestial souls.
‘We’ll have to ask someone else,’ said Ironheart. ‘It’s no good to

trip took several days and nights. On the fifth morning, just

either of us; we’re useless.’

before dawn the ships slid into the bay that would one day come

Selaphiel glared daggers at her friend, but rolled the vellum in a

to be known as Stöðvarfjörður, Selaphiel slipped into the chill
water and, to the shock of her followers, dived beneath the
waves. It was getting harder and harder to explain her wings, so
a convenient fiction was needed.
‘Don’t worry,’ said Ironheart. ‘She knows what she’s doing. We’ll
meet her on shore.’
The captain beside her nodded. ‘And how will we know where
to find her?’
Ironheart drew her sword and pointed into the pale light.

stretch of leather and slipped it into her belt. ‘Yes. Useless.’ She
looked at Ironheart as she said it. Then she shed her skin and
spread her wings.
‘What about your faithlings?’ Ironheart asked, flying up, looking
over the landscape for the explorers.
‘Leave them to it,’ said Selaphiel. ‘They’re not much use now
either.’ She soared away toward the rising sun, the lettering at
her hip thrumming with hidden knowledge, Ironheart fading
smaller and smaller behind her.

c. 100,000 BCE

‘There.’ A tiny flicker, like a shuttered lantern, wavered on

Africa

the hill. Even Ironheart, who had known her for hundreds
of millennia, smiled at her lover’s speed. In that, she was
unchanging, Ironheart thought.
Out in the harbour, the Vikings rowed on. Selaphiel
transformed into a sleek human, normal but for the otter
tail that followed her everywhere. She dashed through the
diminishing darkness to the grotto on the hillside where she
could sense Adari’s servants and faintly hear them chant.

The morning sun split the
horizon, cracking like an egg as Heaven sucked up the night
and the dark Earth fell away into itself. Selaphiel watched
across the rocky savannah, blood-brown dirt surrounding her
as she crouched amongst boulders and crevasses. A tap on her
shoulder and she looked back to Ironheart, hefting her sword to

At her approach, the islanders rose.

find the perfect length.

An old man in a thin robe held up his lamp. ‘Who is it?

‘Be my eyes,’ Ironheart whispered.

Who has come from God?’
Selaphiel smashed his lamp with a throw of her chain, entwined

Ahead, the rest of the crew filtered between rocks, Paschar at
the front, as always; her vision led them in more ways than one.
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Selaphiel smiled at her, her powerful wings and enormous back

she spoke of so fervently it seemed real already. So real they

casting a great shadow as she stepped towards the cave.

could touch it, hold it in their hands.

Paschar swept her gaze left now right, her great wings curving

2016 CE

in each direction as she turned, checking the team were in
position. They’d follow her to the ends of existence if she asked;
Selaphiel knew that in her heart. Many of them owed their lives

New York City

to Paschar more than once over; to her smarts or her endurance.

‘I used to be a

She lifted her hammer, double headed at either end, clenched

king,’ sniffed Temy. ‘King of Kings. My children were gods.’ He

in her fist, and everyone stopped moving. She pointed at one of

lifted his head and looked out across the water tanks of the city.

the senior angels – a Nesher like Selaphiel. Koy Bumba raced

‘Now my daughter looks like some picture star. My kingdom is

ahead, a blur most couldn’t follow, but to a fellow Nesher he

a dusty museum full of students.’ He drank deeply once more.

was still visible. Just.

Selaphiel blew a long breath.

‘What’s going on?’ Ironheart whispered again. Selaphiel smiled to

‘So can we count on you or not?’

think Ironheart acted so law abiding, so obedient, but the fact that
she kept talking during this moment, with all the things that hinged
on discovery, belied her sympathy for law-breakers like Selaphiel.
That’s why we’re friends, I guess.

Temy looked up confusedly, ‘To be a king?’
‘To come and help tear down the separatists. They’re insulting
Paschar. They divide and divide when we should unite. What’s
more… they truck with demons. They’re breeding with the

‘Koy Bumba’s going ahead to scout for lookouts, traps, pitfalls,

daughters of man and trapping dead fallen in relics to make

that kind of thing,’ Selaphiel said admiringly.

them ever more powerful. Everything they do is wrong.’

‘Who?’ asked Ironheart.

Temy’s eyes grew clear and hard. He sat back and four bulky

Selaphiel rolled her eyes. ‘The leopard. The one who tricked
the entire horde of Pangaea into throwing themselves off the
edge of the Earth.’
‘Oh.’

forms materialised in the shadows behind him. ‘I still don’t see
which part of what you just said is a problem?’
Selaphiel drew a breath and looked for an exit; for all her rage,
she was still one angel. For her it was about convincing. She’d
sent Temy to destroy Miras’ stores; set Gen against Adari when

Paschar had recruited quite a gang to hunt down the beast they

they had crossed her. Now, she knew, Temy would think her

had found below, some enormous malformed demon that had

vulnerable if she lost her temper.

crawled into the world like a tick. Selaphiel counted twelve
different heads creeping through the rocks, and she too didn’t
know who they all were. Some wore spectacular armour, some
weapons burning eternal. Some bore themselves with the quiet,
heavy dignity which might mark them as Behema, some danced
half in air as Nesher, or prowled like Aryeh. But all of them
were driven by their loyalty to and love for Paschar, a beacon
of good in the battlefield of the cosmos. Earth was new and
smelled of damp and soil, but the same rules applied. They

She gripped the table and the marble cracked. ‘This is bigger
than you,’ she hissed at Temy. ‘Bigger than me, too.’
Temy leaned back, resting his neck in his crossed hands.
The figures around him lingered, weapons slipping back
to their hiding places. ‘I don’t remember a time seeing you
so worried, Selaphiel,’ Temy smiled unkindly.
Selaphiel leant in close and low. ‘We must do something.

would always apply, above or below.

They’ve almost got the numbers. This isn’t just a changing of

Temy urged his fellows to prepare by whispering exhortations

will replace us. For thousands of years they’ve chipped away at

and cataclysmic inspirations. Maoz rested on his hammer.
Rahma, a Behema of endurance famed no less for the slightness
of her frame, flexed her left arm to manifest a small round
shield bearing a crescent moon, her idea of the perfect counter
to the broad, long blade she bore in her right. Soon everything
would be over. With the enemy dead, with the beast of discord

the guard; this is the end of everything we’ve worked for. They
us and now they will break us apart.’
‘If they succeed,’ Temy murmured.
‘Yes, if.’ Selaphiel relaxed her grip on the table edge and chips of
stone fell to the floor.

slain, the danger would be over. They could begin the true work

‘I don’t recall ever joining your cause. Was I even invited,

of leading humanity. They could build Paschar’s world, the one

Selaphiel?’ Temy gazed at the window and back to the
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red-faced angel. ‘If,’ he said again, more firmly, ‘if I were to join
you, what would you propose?’

difference!’ He smirked and reclaimed his drink.
Selaphiel nodded. ‘Of course, you are right. They are the

Selaphiel scanned that bedraggled fake face, trying to see

majority, for the moment. They have the mortals behind them.

behind the human semblance. This ragged wreck lamenting

But if we could reduce them to the fallen and nothing more, we

his lost kingdom seemed an unlikely rebel, swollen in his

would stand more than a chance. Especially with–’ she glanced

drunkenness, bemoaning his glory days. But this was beyond

at Temy’s Nephilim and fell silent.

just angels. God was gone. Something was wrong and every
angel was afraid. It had to come to a head now; everything
might be lost. Ironheart would have left for nothing.

‘With what?’ sneered Temy. ‘You come to beg my help because
you are helpless, and now you preach that we can win? I have
no influence anymore. I am no king. You have no children.

‘This land, this America, it is a place of all faiths. That little

You say they have an army of the faithful and perhaps the

madness that began as a stream and became a thousand rivers:

kings of this land as well. So how are we to eradicate their

they all flow here. Everything here is full of belief. It’s a locus.’

horde of servants?’

‘They have always shed blood for their gods. We’ve seen worse.’

‘With this,’ Selaphiel said desperately. Arm outstretched, she

‘This is different. Their world is dying. They’re afraid. Out there
in the western desert, do you know they burn giant statues like
they did when their race was young?’
‘What of it?’
‘One whisper of the truth of us and the separatists will have

flashed her open palm less than a moment. Golden light
flickered across Temy’s eyes and she took it away again.
‘The diadem! You have it,’ he said breathlessly. Shaking,
he stood and glared. ‘For how long? Why didn’t you tell me?’
‘Why?’ Selaphiel stood too, preparing to leave. ‘What would you

themselves an army, desperate to believe. If they don’t already.

have done?’

They have already given the humans clues about us, and soon

Temy scowled and slowly sat back down. He gestured at the

they will hunt us down like dogs.’ Selaphiel reached across and
took a sip of Temy’s drink.
‘Hunt us?’ Temy scoffed, eyeing the taken cup. ‘Why? Like you
say, we are scattered, we are weak.’
‘I never said that!’
‘You don’t need to. It’s in every breath you utter. It’s there in the
footsteps that brought you here. You are desperate.’
‘With good reason. They will hunt us down, one by one.
They will kill us.’ She glanced at the Nephilim behind Temy.
‘All of us.’
Temy put a hand to his heart and chuckled, ‘And you, the
master cynic, care for our welfare…’
‘I care about Paschar’s dream! Our dream! I would see it
restored, not further perverted.’
Temy laughed out loud. ‘Restored! You can barely keep yourself
alive, you have no relics, no thralls, no followers, no children.

empty seat across from him, and Selaphiel sat, too.
‘How long,’ he said again, looking past her.
‘I honestly don’t remember,’ she said, and she wasn’t lying.
‘I took it in the first days. Thousands of years ago. But I knew it
was only worth the angels that were pure.’
‘That won’t win a war. It can’t destroy anyone,’ Temy said.
‘No,’ Selaphiel concurred, pocketing the relic. ‘But it doesn’t
need to. They will do it themselves.’ She smiled without humour.
‘The diadem makes the mortals believe in a future, as Paschar
said. But it can make them believe any future. That’s what we
never really understood. It can make them build a city, but
it can also make them tear that city apart to find whatever
enemies they can imagine.’
Temy was silent. He thought of all the times he had tried
to rule the world and how much he had enjoyed the ruling,
and the trying.

Admit it – these “separatists” – they are the force you wish you

Selaphiel went on, working her way into him like a tick.

were. They are the majority now, and they have everything

‘The mortals are already near the boil. This will just add enough

they need. They have no need to kill us, they can simply let us

pressure to split all the cracks wide open. We will give them

rot. So why should I care? What reason is there to lift my head

mortal leaders that are worshipped like gods. And while their

above the parapet? What can be done, what do we plan to do?

followers founder in panic, the separatists will be exposed.

What do we have besides your stubbornness? We’ll arrive in L.A.

And we can turn them on one another as well. The separatists

and they’ll slaughter us on the spot. It won’t make a whiff of

have thrived on conflict, on divisions that drive their followers
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to ever greater displays of loyalty to whichever creed brings
them to heel. But those same loyalties will lead them out
against each other – with the right inducement.’ She smiled and
patted her pocket.
Temy rubbed his face, waking more than he had in centuries.
‘So we create some chaos, and under its cover we slip in and
slaughter whoever we can?’
Selaphiel smiled. ‘It needn’t be slaughter. Cut off the head and
the body will surely die, even if it wriggles a while. Theirs is a
many-headed hydra, but each head is not so hard to find, nor
kill. And when their servants are dissipated, the separatists will
no longer be so invulnerable either. Divide and conquer.’ Rising,
she nodded briefly to Temy, stepped to the window and lifted
the sash. Gazing on the setting sun, she turned again to Temy.
‘So, we will see you there?’
He nodded. He felt helpless against her force of vision.
‘Watch for our sign. It will be a wall of fire. The western coast
burning. That is how you will know we have begun.’ Looking
back to the horizon, she braced against the window frame, then
flew out like a shockwave, instantly gone. And leaving a vacuum
like the hungry apocalypse.
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‘A man of God came unto me, and his countenance was like the
countenance of an angel of God, very terrible: but I asked him
not whence he was, neither told he me his name.’

– Judges 13:6

‘Did it hurt when you fell from Heaven, Sam?’ he asked,
and I laughed politely.
It did, actually, but as in that old cowboy film, it hadn’t killed
me, and swimming had proved to be the harder part.
‘I’ve heard that one before,’ I replied.
He rolled away from me. I knew from experience that meant
I had misjudged the laugh. I wanted it to be knowing, not
condescending, but humans were so subtle in their language,
and so easily offended. He couldn’t have thought his quip
unique. He was babyish at my touch, reveling in my attention,
but he was very much a man. Even so, I had pricked his ego.
I realised that was because it implied I’d had other lovers.
I said nothing and flexed my wings instead. He reached out
to touch them as I’d hoped, and I shivered on cue. Perhaps
without pretending. It was hard to tell, after so long. The wings
were key, I knew, again from experience. Show them the horns,
the halo, the claws, the shining light… they are impressed, yes,
but not dazzled. Show them the wings and they fall in love.
Of all our Aspects, that is the one they cling to. I think they very
much want to be able to fly.
He ruffled my feathers adoringly. I felt his body tense up again,
and I wondered if he was thinking of sex once more. Instead he
curled inwards, protectively.
‘You can’t stay, can you.’ It was phrased as a question but with
no tonal indications. I was trying to figure out how to respond
when, thankfully, he continued. ‘You – someone like you – you
don’t want us.’
I have lived on this strange rock of a planet for centuries,
and the two of us had been intimate companions for almost
a week, and I was still breathless at his arc from egotism to
self-deprecation in eight words. For them, conversation
was a sport, like fencing. I said nothing, hoping he would
defeat himself.
The truth was that I was leaving, of course. This was a
seduction job, a means to an end. He was our best lead on the
location of what human folklore had once called the Spectacles
of al-Rashid. He was the grandson of an insanely rich drug
baron who had avoided infiltration by any government agents
because – we believed – those spectacles granted him the ability
to see if anyone was lying to him.

And that was only one of his treasures. He had, if we were
correct, the sixth bowl of the Apocalypse. His grandson
couldn’t have known any of that, and would hopefully get
us into the closer circle. But he could sense my hesitation.
Although I am very persuasive from a distance, up close
I’m a terrible liar. I decided to use it.
‘I have a mission,’ I said. It wasn’t a lie. He nodded. It fit the
narrative he had no doubt constructed, a half-truth that his
desire gave full life to. I was about to tell him he wasn’t part of
it, he was a distraction I couldn’t give up, but the moment was
ruined when the door exploded inward in a ball of fire.
The blast knocked me clear off the bed, and by the time I got
back up, my large associate had my boyfriend’s neck in his fist,
Malachi standing between the two of us.
‘What. The. Hell,’ I said, trying to stay calm. I shouldn’t have.
They don’t care.
‘Change of plan!’ yelled the gigantic angel squeezing the life
from my companion. ‘They’re relocating. And the Fifth Day are
the buyers. We have to get in tonight.’
Wait. Did I just think of Wade as my boyfriend before,
I thought, and then couldn’t believe I was thinking that
right now.
‘Your idea was too slow.’ That was Malachi. Of course he liked
speed, he was a goddamn Nesher. And Vulcan was an Aryeh who
had no patience either, not when they worked for the Shield.
I was a stiletto surrounded by sledgehammers but until that
very moment, I’d never considered them anything but friends.
Then Vulcan said, ‘So I squeeze it out of him. Much quicker.’
His fist glowed red and Wade bubbled out a squawk of agony,
his eyes lost in mad panic.
We were on the side of the angels, I knew that. I’d fought beside
these two countless times since the days of Ancient Egypt.
And until God left us, I knew every cost, every sin, every
agony, was part of the plan. But She wasn’t here anymore. And
suddenly I picked up my gun and pointed it right at Vulcan.
‘The hell you will.’
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– Damiel, Wings of Desire
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is strange and alien to you.

Now God is gone. The War is happening beyond the
Gates of Heaven, and for those who are left behind,
rigged to begin with...
Relics is a roleplaying game of modern urban fantasy.
Players take the roles of marooned angels who spend their
time uncovering powerful relics, reconnecting with their
ancient pasts and discovering a new future. Demons, mortal
agents, and other enemies stand against them. The world is
in terrible danger, and not every angel cares about saving it
anymore. The players are angels who still care – at least some
of the time – and despite their different natures and beliefs,

them. They explain more about how angels work in Relics

and how we model their powers in the system. The last

three chapters explain the secrets at the heart of the game
and should only be read by those intending to be the Dealer.
You’ll also find lots of tools and advice in there to make
running games easier.

As Above...
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It was in God’s nature to create, and so She did. With a spark
of Her divine fire, She breathed the universe into existence.
But, being God, She was not of existence. So She created
Her angels: beings made of raw divine energy, yet able to

interact with Her great creation where She could not. She

gave them the ability to shape and form creation according to
Her design and tasked them with this duty. And they did so,
and their nature shaped the world below. From their nature

there came humans, reflections of angels, sharing the divine
spark of God and able to perceive or imagine a higher plane
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The angels were drawn to such beings like themselves, seeing

to play the game and tell those stories with fellow players.

something different and beautiful in its own right. They were

The game works best with two to six people, but more are

gleeful to discover they could talk to them directly of the

possible. One person takes on the role of the storyteller,

things beyond, to share stories and songs, to have companions

come together to fight for a better future. Or at least
a less demon-haunted one.

and a greater purpose.
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In this book, you will find everything you need to know

in them the glory of the divine that they shared but also

known as the Dealer, who ‘runs’ the game; we’ll describe

in this world that they were helping to lend form. And so it

this further below. To play you will also need pens and paper,

was that gods and monsters walked the earth and begat many

a standard tarot deck (see where you got this book for the

myths and legends, faiths and religions.
The interaction did not go well. Mortal and angel together
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This first chapter explains all the basics of the setting and

was an explosive combination that seemed to lead to nothing

the core concepts of the game. Chapter Two describes how

but chaos and bloodshed. And so God decreed that angels

to make a character, and Chapter Three describes the rules

could no longer interact with the creation they had shaped.

to play the game. All players should read through those

Life was too fragile – and too beautiful – to risk being

chapters, though if the Dealer is willing to help them learn,

disturbed from above. Even if suffering occurred from this

all they need to know is in this first chapter. They can even

edict, interference would surely make things worse. Such was

skip ahead to the ‘Ten Things to Know’ and they’ll have most

Her belief and the Law.
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official Relics tarot deck), and a dozen counters or chips.
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for players to read, but the Dealer should be familiar with
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the rules have changed forever. But maybe the rules were

of the game down. Chapters Four, Five and Six are optional
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ou are an angel. You were created by God to shape the
world into existence. You were charged to watch over
creation and not interfere in its path. But you decided
you could not simply observe, so you fell to earth to
fight the great War against demons on the front lines.
You live amongst the humans, even though their world

In other games they are known as the dungeon master or

They believed they deserved to determine every will of the

game master, but in Relics we call them the Dealer. The

world, to shape it to their purpose and bend it to their will

Dealer is responsible for setting the scene in the game; they

– to control it and rule it absolute. Their pride and greed

control the environment, play the minor characters, and

tainted their souls and twisted their forms, and soon they

develop conflicts and dramatic encounters that the players

became known as demons, casting aside their role as Her

will face. Together with the other players and the rules, the

angels as they cast aside Her Laws. And so began the War.

Dealer determines the success and failure of those conflicts,

1

and the consequences thereof. The Dealer is not playing

T

...So Below

Creation was both the prize and the battlefield, and as such
the War could not rage wild. A cold war began, fought by
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stealth and proxy. To this end many angels and demons

decided to stage their battle on earth itself; they sought to
change their creation directly, to control and harness this

T

power and turn it on each other. And so the minds, hands,
and souls of humanity became weapons in this war between
angel and demon.
But they soon discovered that God had protected Her
world: the descending celestials found themselves without
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their heavenly powers. Their divine natures were instead

bound into items, which also trapped them on earth. Still,
they sought loopholes, and found some. And in spite of

T
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this protection, more and more came to try their own luck

and fight the War below. The battle could still be fought,
albeit with even more distance and subtlety. Still others
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Many angels raged to be denied the world they had built.

simply abandoned their existence, slipping away from the

world, waiting for the War to properly begin and bring them
meaning once more.

But the War never came. God, in Her ineffable wisdom,
found a way to save Her creation from calamity. She closed
the Gates to Heaven, forever sealing off the supernal world

from the natural one. The angels had been cast out before,
but they never truly expected it to end like this. It was never
supposed to be forever. They remained, but to what end? To

fight the War their own way? Or find something new to live
for? Their enemies remained as well, and, with the Gates
closed, their relics are no longer damping power as they once
did. They have a chance to bring back the days of myth and
legend. They can shape the world as they did of old, to walk
again as gods. To be gods, since no other remains. To rule the
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world – or save it.

Playing the Game

‘Be not forgetful to entertain strangers, for thereby
some have entertained angels unawares.’
– Hebrews 13:2

Relics is a game about telling a story. One player takes a
more direct role in shaping the setting and scope of the story.

against the players; instead, their responsibility is to be a
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fair arbiter of play, to express and adjudicate the rules, and
to act as a guide for the other players in creating the story.

Through this the Dealer helps the players have fun, create an
overarching story, and ensures each character has a moment
to shine as heroes in the story the group weaves together.
The other players will take on the role of playing those

Falling & Damnation

‘Falling is the last thing an angel feels.’

– Gabriel, Gabriel

Much human angelic fiction and religious doctrine conflates
the idea of the angel descending to earth with the angel
suffering moral corruption, as a parallel to how disobedience
towards God causes humankind to ‘fall’ into sinfulness and
separation. In Relics, falling only refers to the descent of
the angel leaving the supernal world and becoming bound
to creation. Choosing sides in the War, and choosing moral
pathways, are things on a different axis to whether the angel
resides above or below.
What’s more, angels can – could – travel to earth from
heaven and back without ‘falling’; falling is a shift in their
essential nature that then allows them to interact as natural
beings within creation, not godlike figures above creation.
Once fallen, they are bound by their relics and can
never return.

What’s more, as far as any angel is aware, there was never
an angel called Lucifer, and neither he nor anyone else is
the antithesis of their God. Nor is there any place akin to
the Christian Hell or any myth’s underworld. However, it’s
certainly possible angels impersonated gods like Hades or
Anubis and dug out massive palaces beneath the earth to
inspire myths or to emulate myths that already existed. More
than one angel has claimed to be Lucifer to other angels,
and many, many more have used the same line on humans.
And the angels can never know for sure. They helped make
creation, but even they do not know all of God’s plans. It’s
just barely possible Satan was among those plans all along.
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say on when a scene ends and a new one begins. Scenes can

Typically each player plays a single persona each, and this

have ragged edges: for example, two angels may be talking

collection of personas comprises the protagonists of the

to a mortal while one runs upstairs to explore the mortal’s

story being created. The nature and capabilities of these

house; the Dealer may split them into two scenes or keep

personas are recorded on a persona sheet which every player

them as one. Scenes only matter for the purpose of Miracles

has. Guided by these qualities and personality details, players

and other rules cases that operate once a scene or for the

make decisions about what their personas will do, reacting

duration of a scene. For players who prefer more precise in-

and working to overcome the conflicts and challenges the

world definitions for powers, scenes can be discarded, but we

Dealer presents them with, to create an exciting narrative

use the terminology throughout.

to succeed, the players are not trying to win so much as
work together to help each other create the most enjoyable
experience of the game and the best possible story they
can create.
Players may like to act out their character’s actions in
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a theatrical way, and Dealers may do likewise, playing
characters the personas meet. Other players prefer to
describe their personas in the third person like writers of
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fiction. Neither way is better or more correct, and most
gamers use a combination of the two, switching back and
forth. Likewise, players will move back and forth between
referring to game rules and in-setting concepts as players,
and speaking in-character within the world of the game.
The main goal of players is to entertain each other, and to
provide space for everyone to contribute equally to the story
and have their persona feel significant and powerful in the
narrative. To this end, the rules are designed to give personas
a variety of different skills and powers, and balance these
mechanics so that everyone is roughly equally placed in their
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capacity to succeed in conflicts and influence outcomes.
The rules include random elements, to ensure a story that
nobody can predict and where the outcomes of actions
are always in doubt, but these rules should be adjudicated
with common sense, logic, fairness, and the needs of
good storytelling.

Scenes, Sessions & Series

sS

A game of Relics is played out around a table with a group
of players over the space of a few hours. During this, the
players will describe their personas moving through a series
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of scenes. A scene is not a precise definition of time; it
is a narrative construct. A scene can be thought of as a
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or the players will run out of time to keep playing. The total

T
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time played is called a session of the game. After this, the

game is over but the story of the personas will likely continue.
Further stories may be told with the same group and the
same Dealer, or with some different combination. Some
groups may like to shift the Dealer’s role around; others have

a rotating cast of players depending on who is available; some
may have no continuity between the players but the worldstate persists throughout the story. Generally, throughout
these rules we assume that the roster of personas is fairly
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small, but there’s no reason why your game couldn’t

involve dozens of personas and different Dealers, all

exploring the same world. Sessions of Relics connected
by the same personas and a continuity of setting are
collectively called a series.

Through a series, angels can grow and develop and explore
their past as well as their future. They can also learn more
about their world and uncover deeper and deeper secrets

that lie at the heart of the Relics universe. The design of
the game assumes a series will comprise somewhere between
three to twelve sessions. Mechanics are provided to track
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the development of powers across this time, whether the

story remains on about the same sort of level or scope, or

if it develops from low-level stories of naive angels dealing

with minor threats into epic battles for the future of creation.
Players track the abilities they gain and their personas’
development by noting it on their persona sheets.
Future products for the Relics game will include published
scenarios, which are outlines and structures designed to
help Dealers run single sessions or even full series.

Theme & Tone

A series of Relics grows in the telling and will be something

discrete dramatic unit where the personas deal with a single

uniquely created by all players and the Dealer, working in

situation. Typically it will be a limited amount of time and be

concert. This means a series can often go to some strange,

contained to a single place, but it could also be something like

new and wonderful places regardless of where you begin.

a discussion over a long car journey, or a night of searching

However, Relics has a baseline set of assumptions of the

the city for clues for demonic activity. The Dealer has final

kinds of stories it is trying to emulate. The primary genres
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tell a fantastic and dramatic tale. Players and the Dealer

After any number of scenes, the story may come to a close
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of their successes and failures. Though their personas strive
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characters, which in this game are called personas.
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of a Relics series are mystery, horror, and action. And when
exploring any of these genres, Relics uses the tropes of
urban fantasy and mythology to create its own atmosphere.

T

The mystery comes from hunting relics and the strange

1

phenomena they may cause, the horror comes from how
demons and mortals alike have done evil in the search for
such powers or with them once acquired, and the action
lies in the battle to stop these agents and halt or avenge the
evil acts. Beneath this runs a theme of moral philosophy
and eschatology: questions around the purpose and end of
existence. That also allows elements of satire and bathos.
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If the game was a movie, it would be rated MA or R for
strong violence (using the American or Australian rating

mood of Relics is isolation broken by desperation.
The key is minor, but the beat is a thundering trochaic
march. The ocean is still, but a terrible tide is rising.

The Game System
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This is a narrative RPG, where the focus is on the stories
created by the players together. The system exists to support

dM
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systems), some drug use, and adult concepts. The primary
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that play. A lot of the time, that play is done without the
system, informally, through discussion. The Dealer describes

the situation and the players describe how their personas

react. Other times, we bring in formal rules to drive and

elements to the story.

The rules used in this game are based on the Fugue System.
This system was created by James Wallis and first appeared
in his game Alas Vegas. It was released under the Creative

Commons license (see the final page). The Fugue System has
two main parts: it uses a tarot deck to generate random

outcomes, and it is designed for the personas to begin as
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amnesiacs who discover who they are through the play of the
game. The personas in Relics do not have amnesia, but we

dM

resolve conflict, encourage new ideas and add unpredictable
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still use the concept of memories in the same way: flashback
scenes triggered by players provide personas with character
abilities that they can then use to affect their environment
and situation, while the skill and the flashback provide all the
players with a greater idea of who the persona is. More on
the differences between the Fugue System in Relics and in
Alas Vegas can be found in Chapter Three.

The Conceit of Memories
in Relics
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The Fugue system, like all character generation, begins with
the players knowing nothing about their personas. Unlike
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most RPGs, they do not determine this information before
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explains how to make a persona, an angelic character in the

playing a character who does not know their own history or

game. Chapter Three explains all the rules you need to play

personality is that the personas have ‘Hollywood amnesia’,

apart from how Miracles work, which is covered in Chapter

rendering their minds blank slates that will be revealed to

Four. Unless the Dealer is content to walk players through the

them through flashbacks.

game, players should read these chapters. Chapters Five and

Relics uses the same mechanic: the players begin with
little definition of their personas and add to them through
play. However, the personas do not have amnesia. They
know exactly who they are, even if the players do not. The
flashback is not informing the persona of something they
have forgotten but informing the audience of something that
known all along about this part of their history, it is just that it
is only now being told in the story. This kind of storytelling is
common in television and movies, with flashbacks providing

out much more about the background of the game, including
secrets; players who read those sections may reduce their
enjoyment of their game! Chapter Nine is specifically for
Dealers and provides advice on taking on that role.
Finally, there are appendices providing useful tools for
players and Dealers alike, such as a guide to world history
to help inspire Memories and angelic backgrounds, and
a list of suitable names.
The rules are simple, but even so, do not have to be
memorised! The rulebook can be consulted during play

always acting ‘in character’, but that is an assumption we
freely make when entering a fiction. Of course, players in
an RPG are not simply the audience but also the authors,
and it is true that authors often have a better sense of their
characters’ inner lives and motivations, and hint at this
hidden world beneath the surface as that surface is pulled
back over time. But many writers describe characters being

sS

revealed through the process of telling the narrative,
and even slowly gaining a mind of their own. In truth,
deeper character emerges from surface actions,
rather than the other way around.
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Some roleplayers will not find this enjoyable, because their
method of roleplaying involves a sublimation into the mind
of their character and performing a simulation of that
character’s ‘true’ words and actions. If they demand this kind
of total fealty and in-world simulation, the conceit used in
Relics will not be fun for them. Other players may be less
bound to one style, but still nervous to explore new territory

sS

to them, feeling adrift without a sense of who they are
playing. Resources are provided later in the rules for players
and Dealers alike to smooth over this process. We flag this
right at the start, as it is the most unconventional part of the
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rules. You will likely find, however, that players get the hang
of it very quickly.

This Rulebook

This book contains the rules for telling the stories of personas,
and the setting they inhabit. Chapter One you’re reading
right now and introduces you to the game. Chapter Two

to help guide the use of rules or to verify some fact in the
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setting, so it is a good idea to keep it handy when playing.

The contents should help you find the information you are
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what they say and do. We tell ourselves the characters are
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and are optional for players. Chapters Seven and Eight lay

exposition, character background and setting information.
idea who characters are until they reveal themselves through

dM

Six go into more detail about the life and society of angels,

This idea is, however, in all storytelling: the audience has no
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until now was not a part of the narrative. The persona has
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play, but rather during it. The explanation in Alas Vegas for
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looking for quickly and easily. If not, make a quick decision
and move on; dramatic pacing is always more important

than being ‘correct’. Indeed, what is ‘correct’ in the rules can
be ignored, either in part or wholesale. The only thing that
matters is that everyone at the table is playing by the same

Technical Terms

If you want to get all fancy and impress your players, you can
tell them that the memory mechanic is exegetic, not diegetic.
Originally from theology, exegesis refers to the meaning of
a work, while diegesis refers to the expression of the text in
itself. In The Usual Suspects, the diegesis is Verbal Kint telling
Agent Kujan about how Dean Keaton led them in a fight
against Keyser Söze. The exegesis is something very different
indeed; it is what actually happened, the in-universe truth,
rather than the lie that Verbal weaves. (That technique is
called the unreliable narrator, but you don’t need one to have
diegesis and exegesis diverge or work independently.)
Exegetically, the angels have always known their memories.
Diegetically, they come out when needed – and this may
change the exegesis, as the flashback may reveal truths about
the personas which change the meaning of what we have
already seen. Indeed, players may discover that although
they said one thing earlier in the session or series, they are
now revealed to have been lying. The thrill of not knowing if
you are actually an unreliable narrator or not is what makes
Relics unlike any other role-playing game.
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Each suit contains cards numbered from 1 (also called the

reality of the scene currently taking place. If those things

Ace) to 10. After this there is a Page (11), Knight (12), Queen

contradict the rulebook but lead to everyone having fun and

(13), and King (14); collectively these are known as the

telling a satisfying story, then what the rulebook says doesn’t

court cards. The Major Arcana are separate from the suits

matter. Everything in this book is a tool designed to help you

and contain 22 special cards, originally used as powerful

build great experiences. If any use of this book would get in

trump cards in the various tarot card games. These are also

the way of that, discard it. Use the tools when and where they

numbered and distinctly named, from the Fool (0) to the

are useful, ignore them when and where they are not.

World (21). It’s important to know the terms used here for
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are important (whether the card has the correct vertical

‘The tarot could be described as God’s Picture Book.’

orientation); reversals are not important in Relics.

– Lady Frieda ‘Pixie’ Harris,
Creator of the Thoth Tarot

During character generation and other times in the rules, the
tarot deck is used to generate random numbers. Sometimes
we want a number from 0 to 21, in which case you draw until
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you find a card from the Major Arcana, and note its number.

to divination or anything religious. This recent connection

This is called a Major Draw. Other times we need a selection

was helped particularly by the occultist Jean Baptiste Aliette.

from four things, so you draw until you find a card from the

In the late 18th century. Aliette was the first to link tarot to

Minor Arcana and note its suit. This is called a Minor Draw.

the four Greek elements (earth, air, water, and fire), the four

from the deck and both its number and suit are noted. In this

bile), and ideas in Egyptian magic. From there they were

way we can use a single deck of cards to provide a variety of

also connected to Kabbalah, gnosticism, and other kinds

different scales of results.

of religious and magical belief. Nowadays, they are most
commonly associated with divination, and are ubiquitous in

For these and other card draws, always return cards and

New Age culture. No offence is intended to those who take

shuffle them between drawing again. The only exception is

the tarot as a serious part of their religious or spiritual world-

the blackjack mechanics for Complex Tests (see Chapter Three).

view, but in this game we use them as a simple collection of

Any kind of tarot deck is usable for this game but it is good to

random – and beautiful – objects, with no more meaning

have one with different art for every card in the deck (many

than they grant themselves.
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only have art for the court cards and Major Arcana). The
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Rider-Waite-Smith deck is a good example of this kind of

deck, and widely available (although it uses Pentacles rather

the same make-up of cards. The Minor Arcana is 56 cards,

than Coins). It also features Kabbalah and angelic symbolism

made up of 14 cards of each of the four suits: Swords, Staves

which is good for our purposes: there is an angel on the
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(a card sometimes called The Angel); and the Four Living
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called Discs or
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(also called Wands),
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artists, but from the early 20th century onwards they all share
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There are many different tarot decks out there, with different

Coins (sometimes

sS

Finally, in play there is simply a Draw when any card is drawn

humours of alchemy (black bile, blood, phlegm, and yellow
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used for games for three hundred years before being linked
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The tarot deck was invented in the 15th century and was

a
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the mechanics of the game. In some uses of tarot, reversals

The Tarot Deck
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rules, and with the same idea of what the setting is and the
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respectfully – we hope – because of
their primacy in our culture and the
emotional resonance that comes from that,
in order to tell a story about faith and
belief. Angels are, after all, metaphors for
church, and more importantly of our idea of
goodness and doing good. The point of this game

l

dM

our ideas of God, faith, religion, and the

is to explore those ideas seriously. If you think we’ve
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erred somewhere, please let us know.

dM

things the setting discusses, and also what you and your

dM

fellow players intend to do with the themes and elements

dM

T

Players entering this game should be aware of the kind of

we provide. We trust you wouldn’t use your game to attack
a fellow player’s religion – but what you consider satire,
horror or exploration might be offensive or disrespectful to
another. Even with good intentions, it’s very easy to make
and establish a clear dialogue before any play begins, and

srqponmlkjihgfedcba
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is part of persona design) appear on the World card and the
Wheel of Fortune card. Even more such images appear in
the Thoth Tarot created by Aleister Crowley and Lady Frieda
Harris – but note if you use this deck, its court comprises the
Princess, Prince, Queen and Knight, and has a few different
names for cards in the Major Arcana. Due to the popularity
of angels in modern New Age belief, you may also find
‘angelic tarot’ decks. Some of these replace the four suits
with the four archangels mentioned in the Bible, and which
in some Judaic and other texts are elevated above all others:
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel (also spelled Auriel or
Oriel). Our rules assume the more common suits, but you can
easily substitute them as long as you keep track of which suit
is which.
For extra enrichment of your Relics experience, we have
produced a specific Relics tarot, featuring angels and
demons and other scenes from the Relics setting. The deck
was illustrated by artists Dan Smith and Dean Maynard and
designed by Matthew Roberts, and is available wherever you
purchased this book. We also have print and play versions
available online.

Faith Matters
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The setting for this game uses elements of the real, living,
and sacred Judaic, Christian, Islamic, and Zoroastrian faiths,
and other religions, living and dead. This is not an intent
to mock or undermine those faiths. Faith, religion, and the
cultures that surround them are important parts of human
existence and personal experience. We’ve used these elements
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you can save a lot of hurt before it happens. There are more
guidelines in Chapter Nine on how to ensure everyone is on
the same page at the start, and how to put on the brakes if
needed.

Abrahamic Religion
(Except When It’s Not)
‘God hates it when you refer to
Him as mythology.’

– Rufus, Dogma

The setting presented in Relics (and any series that explores
that setting) necessarily plays fast and loose with the core

Away From The Table

W V \Z
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mistakes. Take care with your subject matter, ask in advance,

Roleplaying games can be played in many ways. The
assumption of these rules is you will use them to play around
a table with paper, pencil and dice. However, the world of
Relics can equally be explored through other storytelling
and roleplaying media. You can play online using various
platforms that simulate the RPG table (like Roll20.net) or
simply through chatting online with text, voice, or forum
posting. Relics can also be played in live action (LARP),
with players dressing in costume and playing out the roles
of their characters like actors. Drawing from a tarot deck
means you don’t need a table, although the blackjack
mechanics will not work so well in that arena! As always,
we encourage you to find your own creative alternatives and
play Relics however you prefer.

the Middle East and Eurasia. Part of the thrill of
the setting is the knowledge that, in-game, much
of what these religions teach is inaccurate,
incomplete or only a shadow of the truth – and
that angels get to know (some of) the real truth
behind them, and players get to explore the
excitement of those differences and the unknown
between and beyond.
Of course, that thrill is most potent to those people
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of your games. As with religious elements, all the players
should discuss things before they play and note any elements
they feel uncomfortable covering in the game. Just because
buttons pushed. Respect each other; scare with care.
Relics is also a game about morality and questions thereof.
With God departed, angels no longer have any clear guidance
on Her intent, and only had a shaky idea to begin with. They
know the world is full of demons, evil acts, and perhaps
humans who deserve to go to Hell. But there is no Hell, there

born and raised in a culture and society, steeped

is no Heaven (for humans at least), and they only have their

in Western and European culture. Words like angels,

own conscience to answer to. The purpose of angelic myth,
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demons, gods, and the language of religious relics, have power

fundamentally, is to discuss the nature of good and evil, and

because they underlie so much of our everyday life and the

Relics is no exception. In particular, Relics is about the

belief systems that run through the DNA of our history,

Problem of Evil, the philosophical question of what actions we

society and philosophy. But that’s only true to those of us

take as good people to try and

who live in that Western superculture. Anyone raised outside

stop or curtail evil, and

of it has their own history, culture and philosophy that has

how to do those actions

its own meaning and weight attached to words like god and

without compromising

religion, with their own rules and different philosophies. And,

our own morality. This

in the face of their culture being increasingly minimised on

means that there are no

the world stage, they may take little joy in being playful with

set moral boundaries or

such things.

expectations built

For the purposes of this game we assume your game takes

into the game.

place in the West. We also don’t make any claims about the

Players may ask whether a

supernatural truth of religious and spiritual beliefs that lie

certain action is ‘OK’ in the game,

outside of that purview. Angels in the setting don’t know (but

or allowed for angels to do. In

have some guesses) about those things; we’ve provided a few

these cases, if the action fits the

hints at what might be true for the Dealer’s eyes only, and

tone of the game and everyone

we’ve left it at that. Your series and personas are more than

playing is comfortable with it

welcome to explore these questions with the caveats of good

being in the game, the Dealer

Importantly, we don’t want to ever imply that the angels
in this setting and the largely Abrahamic religious mythos
they draw from are the most correct approximation of the
universe, and that therefore other religious and spiritual
beliefs are less correct or less accurate approximations.
Including other religions in a game about angels inevitably
creates this sense, which is why they make a limited
appearance herein.

Tone & Morality

Relics by default is a game with a fairly dark and gritty

T
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is within their rights to decline
to answer. It’s up to the angels
– and their players – to work out
what they should be doing morally,
and how much they care about
what they should be doing when
evil abounds. The Dealer doesn’t
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need to dictate to the players
whether an act is innately

‘good’ or ‘evil’. Instead, allow
the group to explore these

dM

faith and fair warning as discussed above.

concepts without easy

tone. We’ve aimed for what would be about an MA level in

answers. Players wanting

films: violence, dark themes, some horror. However, Relics

extrinsic certainty about

is a tool for you to tell your own stories. It is up to the Dealer

right and wrong will

and their players what tone those stories will take. Chapter

be disappointed, and

T
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it’s about dark topics doesn’t mean everyone wants all their

dM

Zoroastrianism, and with several dead religions from

Nine goes into more discussion about setting tone and style
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mythologies of Judaism, Christianity, Islam, a bit of
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or at least painful.

and it never feels normal... because you are a creature of a

Ten Things To Know
About Relics

higher power that doesn’t quite belong. Deep down, most

– Crowley, Good Omens
(2019 television adaptation)

Falling to Earth was said to be permanent, but everyone has
about ways to go back, that one day God would call Her

is vast, deep, and complex. However, much of these details

children home again – if only to at last start the War against

are not necessary to know at the beginning, and the game is

the demons. And God was always there, too. Even on Earth,

l
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that all players should be familiar with, so players can

jump straight in.
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1. The Bible Got Most of It Wrong
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Gates to Heaven are closed permanently and God is gone.

Nobody knows where. Maybe gone forever. For the first time,
angels are totally alone, no longer bound by God’s commands,
but also lost without Her guidance. That has caused a wave
of fear, panic, and confusion to run through angel society like

of God’s word, nor are they here to save souls, nor to take

nothing before.

of your behaviour. Angels were given the duty to guard the
Earth and its inhabitants; demons are their adversaries in this,

4. Fallen Angels Filled the World
with Magical Items
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T
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as angels know, nor Hell, nor a final judgement on the quality

When angels fall, they are bound to a relic. A relic is a

and as such they are locked in an eternal war. Many of them

singular object designed to contain their angelic powers,

interpret their duty as directly improving mortal existence

ground them in this reality, and prevent them from

or mortal character. Some are preachers, some are healers.

unleashing their true existence onto the natural world. Over

Many more couldn’t care less about humanity. And nobody

the ages, angels found loopholes which allowed them to

is going to give your granny a harp and a halo at the pearly

detach from or embody themselves into their relics so they

gates when she kicks the bucket.

could give these things to mortals. This granted those mortals

2. Strangers in a Strange Land

immense powers that the angels hoped the mortals would use

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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for good. Over time, humans and other forces have gathered

Mdl T

definitely true. You can fly with

these items for their own ends. Others have been lost to

wings of eagles. You were made

history, at least for now. Demons follow the same rules,

of fire and light to serve
God, but you couldn’t
directly interfere,
so all you could do

was be a watcher: a whisperer in
into ears you didn’t

5. An Arms Race Has Begun
When the Gates of Heaven closed, the thunderclap caused
dormant relics to reawaken. The severing of the connection
between Earth and Heaven means relics are no longer
permanently attached to their owners, allowing them to be

truly understand. So,

passed around with ease. Angels and humans alike can gain

sometime in the last

enormous power by gathering up more of these treasures.
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twenty thousand

years or so, you fell and became
semi-mortal. You try to blend
in but you are, and always

srqponmlkjihgfedcba

will be, an outsider. Long-

time residents have gotten

The arms race has become a gold rush, turning the cold
war against demons red-hot, and whoever wins may be able
to rule the world. Even angels who were ambivalent about
fighting demons know that demons cannot be allowed to
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ears at best, and even then

and have even more relics out there.
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That said, you are an angel, and much of their myth is

T

you knew She was there, watching and listening. But now the

And so did the Torah and the Koran. Angels aren’t preachers
spirits to Heaven. There IS no Heaven for mortal spirits as far

sS
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3. You Can’t Go Home Again

alien natures, beliefs, and customs. The world they inhabit

The following section describes the key parts of the setting

Ss

alone anymore.

an escape clause in their minds. There were always stories

designed to let players learn them through active play.

dM

angels would love to go home again. Or at least, not be so

The angel personas in Relics are complicated beings with

T

s

very good at the performance – but nothing is ever perfect

‘But nobody’s really keeping score anymore.’

T
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Dealers are encouraged to make these choices impossible

hoard this power. Sitting on the sidelines and letting time drift
by is no longer an option.

For the longest time, angels didn’t need to know anything or

right – or agree about the ends but not the means. Then

learn anything because they were connected to the cosmic

there are the other things that weren’t in the brochure about

truth of God. Now they desperately need to know what’s

planet Earth: elementals, spirits, ghosts, monsters. Relics

going on. Ironically, humans may hold the very knowledge

that want to control you. And there’s the mortal agents who

they seek. But that knowledge is tied up in powerful relics,

know how the world works and are quickly finding out about

buried history, and sacred books. All of which are typically

angels and how to kill them. All of these things want to rule

possessed by dangerous and powerful institutions: godlike

the world – and that requires angels being brought to heel.

corporations, shadowy conspiracies, modern cults, and

Angels and humans are in the firing line, evil is afoot, and

powerful religions. To find out what they need to know, angels

somebody has to fight back.

have to break into the most impregnable places on earth,

10. You Can’t Trust Anyone

steal the unstealable from under their noses. On top of all of

this, they also have to protect what they have already amassed

T
T

from being stolen in turn.

7. Angels Are a Product of All They Remember
Most angels have lived on earth for centuries or millennia.
Unlike humans, they have no such thing as rote learning
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or muscle memory. Everything they know is tied to an
experience. Over the unending ages, much of their memory
has become faint or forgotten. As their relics wake up, so do

Angels are alone. Humans can’t understand who they are
and what they’re going through. The only beings they have
anything in common with are fellow angels, but they only
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share a connection because they are equally in exile. There is

little sense of loyalty or owed devotion, and no desire to share
information, because what you tell another angel could be

what that angel uses to kill you, or trades to your worst enemy,
or needs to perform some act of terrifying evil. There are

countless mysteries you need to solve and nobody on Earth or
in Heaven is going to help you do it. God’s away on business,

their pasts. As they dig up lost relics and track down ancient

which means you’ve been left in charge.

truths, they also rediscover their lost memories and piece

Good luck.

together the things they’d prefer to stay forgotten. Secrets

are out there, both deeply personal and deeply powerful.

Looking is not going to be easy or fun. It may reveal things
about the universe even angels aren’t ready to know and

would kill to keep secret.

8. T he Path Is Unclear

Angels don’t know where God went, why She left or if She’s
coming back. They don’t know what they’re supposed to
do now that God’s law about not interfering in human

history is not being enforced, and the War is going on

without them. Angels are also incredibly diverse beings. From
their very creation they were built to do different things, and

dM
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fight the unstoppable power of worldwide organisations, and
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they just disagree with you about the ends they believe are
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6. Thou Shalt Steal

were led by different Heralds. After falling, angels had vastly
different ideas about how best to fight demons, win the War,
and protect creation. Now, large political divides and factions
have grown up around these. Angels do not always agree, or
get along. They are not always on the same side – and in the
face of growing ignorance and fear, unity is impossible. An
angel’s greatest enemy is their own kind.

9. Everybody Wants You Dead

T
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There are demons and devils and they hate angels the way
fire reacts to oxygen: a force that gets hungrier the more it
consumes. Then there are angels who you thought were on

your side but who seem to be acting towards evil ends. Or

31

There was no such thing as Hell.
Not really. But if there were, war would be pretty damn close.
The roof of the old bombed-out schoolhouse vibrated for the
157th time that day – Rahma had counted – and dust rained
again from the ceiling onto the beds of the Red Crescent’s
makeshift hospital as another round of bombs hit somewhere
else in the city. Government or American? Not that it mattered,
Rahma reflected. If one of them hit the hospital they’d all be
just as dead no matter who dropped it.
A young man, legs blown away below the knees, whimpered
softly for his mother – something understandable in any
language. The morphine was wearing off, and they weren’t
expecting more for at least a week – if they were lucky. Rahma
bit her lip, looked around, and sighed. What mortal medicine
could not do, Raphael’s gift would have to. She walked to his
bedside and knelt beside it, laying her hands on his shattered
legs. ‘Be free,’ she murmured, closing her eyes as her relic, the
silver crescent moon that hung at her throat, gleamed with a
pale white light. ‘I will take this burden from you.’ The man
took slow deep breaths as the pain ebbed from the ragged
stumps, and he fell into a blessed, restful sleep.
Rahma had only taken two steps away from the bed when
the agony hit. She staggered, panting, leaning sideways
against another bed as the cold sweat ran down her face. Her
Semblance’s legs were shrieking at her, every nerve ending
below the knees aflame.
It isn’t real, she reminded herself, just as she’d done every time
in every war as humans invented more and more excruciating
ways to slaughter each other, and she’d taken their pain into
herself and held it down until it drowned. Your legs are still
there. Now move them, you have work to do.
She hauled herself to her feet, thanking the absent God for
making her a Behema. Pain was temporary, and she was
eternal. It would pass. She hobbled down the ward towards a
little girl who’d started to cry as her broken arm throbbed in its
sling. ‘Be free,’ Rahma murmured as she dropped to her aching
knees, laying a hand on the girl’s arm. ‘I will take this burden
from you…’
War was Hell. But maybe, once she’d collected enough of its
pain, she could return to Heaven.
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– Elijah Snow, Planetary
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persona so you can begin playing the game.

The Steps

Generating a persona takes several steps, each one outlining
help clarify the process, it proceeds chronologically through

Relics, but it is your key card in the deck. Whenever you

draw it in play, it means your relics will reveal a reclaimed

Miracle, and you will triumphantly succeed at the task at
hand – even if you aren’t the key actor in the scene. It is a
sign that the focus of the scene and story has, if only for a
moment, pivoted to your persona and their destiny as they
choose to make it. The card and the imagery on it may also
inspire you regarding the nature of the angel you create over
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the following steps.

an angel’s existence, from their origins, to their descent, to

Draw randomly from the Major Arcana and note your drawn

their current human form. Mechanically, the most important

card on your sheet. Redraw if you get the Devil (15) or the

elements are your Aspect, Herald, Mission, and the Miracles

World (21) as these have other mechanics associated with

in your relic.

them. When your Signifier comes up in play, let the Dealer

1. Draw your Signifier

know. See Chapter Three and Four for more on this.

2. Determine your Aspect
3. Determine your Herald

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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4. Determine Your Descent

5. Determine Your Mission

6. Describe your Relic, Dominions
and first Miracle

7. Add Descriptive Touches (optional)
You can go through this process with a concept already in
mind, or you can go in with a blank slate and let random

Step Two: Aspect

‘And the first beast was like a lion, and the second
beast like a calf, and the third beast had a face as a
man, and the fourth beast was like a flying eagle.’

Mdl T
– Revelations 4:7

Angels are things of another world, and as such have different

physical rules. When they coalesce into an earthly form called
a Vessel, they become caught in the fabric of our universe
and try to cohere with our natural world. This distils an angel
down into four facets, forms known as the Four Living Creatures
or the tetramorph. They are all present in some way in every
angel: the angelic form has horns like an ox, claws like a lion, the
face of a human, and the great wings of an eagle.
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results prompt your imagination. Generating from the

Of these four forms, every angel also has one form in

random tables involves either a Major or Minor Draw. As

particular which reigns supreme. The crowning form is

described in Chapter One, a Major Draw means drawing

known as their Aspect. Aspects determine the core essence

only from the 22 Major Arcana, and noting the number of

of an angel and their function in creation. It is an irrevocable

the card drawn (0 to 21). A Minor Draw means drawing

and eternal stamp upon their being and actions. Some angels

from the 56 Minor Arcana cards and noting the suit (Swords,

are chosen to strike forth with the might of God, others to

Staves, Coins or Cups).

resist the forces of evil. Some are born to move across the
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8. Create Memories with your fellow players
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An angel’s signifying card has no meaning in the world of
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several different facets of your persona and their history. To

Step One: Signifier
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ll of the players in Relics, apart from the Dealer, play
the game by controlling a singular protagonist called
a persona. That character is described by a list of
attributes that describe who they are and what they
can do, collected on a persona sheet. This chapter
tells you how to assemble those attributes and create a

T
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approximately humanoid size or smaller. It can only be wielded

the word of God.

by the angel themselves, and not passed or dropped.

Each Aspect is associated with one of the things angels were
built to do, known as their Mastery. In game terms, if you
are doing an action that aligns with your primary Aspect’s

Mastery, you have a better chance to succeed and have a
greater quality of success.The below table shows which suit
is associated with each Aspect; these suits are used in the
mechanics for Mastery so you should note down what suit is
associated with your Aspect. You may choose the Aspect for
your persona or, if you prefer to randomise it, do a Minor

VWN R 1 Ss

Draw and use the suit drawn to determine Aspect. For more
on Mastery, see Chapter Three. Each Aspect has a unique

Miracle that only they can perform which reflects their

T

command over their Aspect.

Behema
Behema is the aspect of endurance and
persistence. The Ox-faced angel outlasts,
outfights, and outruns all comers, and can
withstand the greatest blows. Angels of this
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aspect are natural guardians and intercessors who stand for
others long before they look to themselves. Some mistake

their reticence for softness – but none are as strong as the

Behema. They are gentle in their own way, for none has a
heart so full of love as the Ox. The Behema overlap with
what the humans called cherubim – the Mighty Ones.

Strong and unyielding, their symbol is the suit of Staves.

Minor

Aspect

Mastery

Miracle

Swords

Aryeh

Striking

Sword of Majesty

Staves

Behema

Resisting

Body of Beryl

Coins

Nesher

Moving

Wings of Heaven

whether that’s having them as pets or familiars, or being able

Cups

Isha

Speaking

Voice of God

to turn into them, or having animalistic traits. Such players
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Aryeh

Aryeh is the Aspect of striking. This is not just
physical attacks or bodily attacks; it includes all

forms of forcing, dominating, or destructive actions.

Those who wear the face of the Lion are decisive and

bold, full of courage, ferociousness, and forthrightness. The

Aryeh are often leaders, even if they do not seek out such roles,
because those who strike out tend to shine brightly. The Aryeh

Furry Tales

Something enduringly popular among roleplayers is making
characters with a strong connection to nature and animals,

may rush to Aspects to fulfil this desire, so it is worth pointing
out that the animal nature of the forms is metaphorical and
symbolic. Although every angel carries the claws of the lion,
the wings of the eagle, the horns of the bull, and the face of
the human, they are none of those things. They do not have
the strength or the roar of the lion, or any knowledge of what
it is to be a lion, or a kinship with such beasts. At least, not
necessarily. Such elements can come from elsewhere.

angel fights their own battles but also leads armies and dictates

Those who want to be able to communicate with animals

fates. Sometimes the Aryeh answer to seraphim – the Burning

should have Dominion over the power of Communion.

Ones. They are (naturally) associated with the suit of Swords.

Those who want to appear as animals should look to the

Their Mastery is over the action of striking. When they push out
to damage or destroy, they are more likely to succeed.

dM
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waters on wings of eagles. Others are called to speak forth

Dominion of Countenance; to have animal powers look to
the Dominion of Excelsis; and to change into an animal
look to the Dominion of Shaping. Angels can describe their

Their Miracle is Sword of Majesty. Angels are creatures of fire

Vessel as having whatever animalistic forms they prefer, as

and can shoot forth small flames (a trick that stopped impressing

the Aspects form in strange and mysterious ways, and their

mortals when the lighter was invented), but the Aryeh have

Mark can easily be an animalistic form, shape, or habit. Some

harnessed that to its apex. Once per scene they can manifest a

of these may indeed represent their Aspect: Koy Bumba

metre-long blade of solid fire that burns at something around
5000 degrees Celsius and can cut through a few inches of
steel. Many angels carry swords on their Semblance to disguise
the blade; others find a gun is sufficient cover for the burning
puncture wounds. In mechanical terms the blade acts at a higher

T
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level of Scale than regular weapons (see Scale in Chapter Three).

For one attack, it can kill a mortal, destroy a relic, or severely
injure a celestial creature (assuming you can successfully hit

your target). It can also completely destroy any object of

is a Nesher who turned his gift for speed into creating and
embodying the swift leopard (see Angelic Work), and his Mark is
that he grows leopard fur rather than hair. Finally, every now
and then the Semblance is animalistic; for some reason the
angel appears as an animal instead of a human. They do not
necessarily get any of the powers of the animal, however, as
it is just an appearance – but on the other hand, they can still
talk like a human.
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Their Miracle is Body of Beryl. Angels are creatures of fire
coalesced into a kind of crystal that appears not unlike a shiny
mineral and is much more resistant to damage than mere flesh.
For the Behema the form is as strong as diamond, and takes an
enormous amount of punishment. In mechanical terms, once
per scene they can ignore any amount of damage resulting from
a failed Simple Test, or in the same round of a Complex Test.
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They only get one. Then they’re on their own. This includes
resisting the power of the Sword of Majesty.

Nesher

The Aspect of Nesher is that of swiftness and
stillness. The Eagle-faced angel is a predator like

the lion, but of a different sort: they watch and

wait for the perfect moment, swoop down, and fade

away. They are also the rushing bull, the leaping wolf, the

soaring owl. The Nesher angel is about moving in every sense.

Moving in and out, moving silently and unobserved, moving
things where they need to be. A term that matches the Nesher
is malakim, the Messengers. They are associated with the

great human system of movement – the suit Coins.

Their Mastery is over the action of moving. When striding
across space within the physical universe they are more likely
to succeed.

Their Miracle is Wings of Heaven. All angels can fly, but
most may do so only slowly and ponderously at no faster than
a walk. Nesher can soar, swoop, dive, hover, and zoom at
speeds of hundreds of miles an hour. They can outmaneuver
a bird of prey, dexterously turning in the air and speeding
away before any can catch them. Mechanically, they win
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Cherubim is a term used when describing the fiery wheel
formed angels in the vision of Ezekiel, and this could be
describing the whirlwind movement of the Nesher. But it
could equally be a mistranslation of the word for the wheels
of an ox-cart and nothing to do with angels at all. And some
books use ophanim or galgalim for the same angels. The
word cherub comes from kerob, which could mean mighty,
or great, or the ‘one-like-god’, and at this time a bull-headed
god of Akkadia was worshipped. But it was also close to the
word for ox.
The ancient names were best guesses. Even when they
were close to something meaningful they were turned into
hierarchies or classes in ways that make no sense to angels.
Humans always insist on bringing up the groupings of the
Torah, of the Zohar, or of the scholar Maimonides or the
derivation used by Thomas Aquinas, and angels shake
their heads. There are no Thrones or Virtues. Even Aryeh,
Behema, Nesher, and Isha are approximation for human
ears and are only broad fields to the infinite angels.
But humans are all about categories and do so insist
on names for everything.

l
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Their Mastery is speaking. Whenever they bring forth their

Blessings on any flying Tests.

voice to direct or instruct others in the mortal world, they are

Isha

human of things: communication. They are

diplomats and traders, teachers and sages.

more likely to succeed.
Their Miracle is Voice of God. All angels have impressive,
resonant voices, but the Isha speak with the sound of a great
tumult and the earth shakes to hear it. When they choose, they
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They are not always the most knowledgeable, but the loudest

can bear true witness and be believed: as long as they do not lie,

voice is the one that leaves the impression – on the individual

anyone who hears them when they speak with the Voice of God

and on history. And although they talk, they still know how
to listen. The human word ishim matches them the closest –

The Human-like Ones. To be human is to be alive and drink

believes absolutely that what is said is true. The truth here must
be absolute, and not what the angel believes to be true; it also
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human of all. As such, their nature is the most
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any Test of flight against non-Nesher angels, and have two

The human-faced angel is, naturally, the most

sS
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Angels know they have to work with human terminology to
make humans understand them. So they don’t mind using
words like seraphim, cherubim, malakim and ishim; these
broad categories fit their descriptions fairly well and were best
guesses by ancient peoples, translated into Avestan, Aramaic
or Akkadian. Elohim (the godly-ones) is a general word for
angels as well, but to humans this sometimes became another
class of angel. Hashmallim translates as the Lightning Ones
or Amber Ones, which could be servants of storm-Herald
Chazaqiel, or just angels arriving in their usual blinding light.

dM

likely to succeed.

Ancient Names

T

hold against a force and refuse to yield, they are more
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Their Mastery is over the action of enduring. When they
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from the cup of life, and the Isha are associated with the suit

must be something they know to be true. They cannot use this as

of Cups.

a lie detector or to discover the secrets of the universe.

soon as the angels became creators, the demons rose and the

twelve words. What is spoken does not command or control

angels were forced to become warriors in response. As soon

anyone, but it can be very convincing: for example, someone

as they were taught to create by their Herald, they were also

told that they are in great danger will likely want to flee, but

taught to fight.

Step Three: Herald
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‘Every blade of grass has an angel that bends over it
whispering ‘Grow! Grow!’’

T

– derived from Bereshit Rabbah 10.6

The following is not a complete list of all the Heralds; angels
are manifold and legion. But these are eleven of the first
twelve. The twelfth, Remiel, was the Herald of Prophecy.
Remiel sat outside the river of time and could see God’s plan
extending far into the future. He was the angel who gave
Daniel and Joseph the ability to dream of the future and

d MT

and his regiment vanished. Many believe they saw the closing

was infinite in its variety and complexity, and the angels

coming and fled above to stay with God and join the battle

fragmented into individuals to deal with each aspect of

– but if this is true, why did they not warn anyone? Others
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the universe. The first few angels were given the task not

believe that without God there is no set future or fate, and so

just of mastering their assigned element of reality but also

Remiel’s angels have ceased to be.

commanding, organising, and teaching those beneath them.
These progenitors were known as the Heralds. An angel’s
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Herald determines their chief Dominion – the aspect of
creation they can control – and also in part their personality

There is also a legend of Zaphkiel, the angel of Truth, who
has power over angels themselves. But nobody knows if
Zaphkiel really exists.

and attitude. (Dominions are discussed more in Step Five.)

Choose your persona’s Herald or make a Major Draw using

Theoretically, all angels owe continued obedience and fealty

the table below. Also note down their Dominion.

to their Herald, and disdain and distrust to those in service

Major Draw

Herald

Dominion

presumably vanished with Her to fight at Her side, these

0-1

Azrael

Excelsis

allegiances should be meaningless. But old habits die hard.

2-3

Barachiel

Intercession

4-5

Chazaqiel

Lightning

6-7

Gabriel

Communion

Metatron

Countenance

Michael

Protection

Raphael

Healing

Raguel

Passings

Sandalphon

Witness

18-19

Tzadqiel

Shaping

20-21

Uriel

Fire

to other Heralds. Now that God is gone and the Heralds
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Followers of a Herald are called soldiers, legions, or members
of that Herald’s choir. Again, these are human words

approximating the relationship; it is, however, a relationship
that involves obedience and has a military sense to it. As

2

read others’ dreams. When God closed the Gates, Remiel

Angels were once one: indivisible and unending. But creation

8-9
10-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
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Blessing to any Tests involving such communications.
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may also fall to the ground in shock. This Miracle can add a
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This power can be done once per scene and can only be up to

sS

Azrael
Azrael is described as the boldest of angels: the first to
descend to Earth, the first to speak to humans, and the first to
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dazzle them with his majesty. Azrael’s servants listened to the
prayers of mortals and gave them the strength they so desired.
As a result Azrael appears, under different names, in lots of

mythology – and is disliked by other angels for causing a lot
of problems. The angel of preeminence does not care and
neither do their followers.
Dominion: Excelsis, the power to make themselves and

sS

others strong.

37

Barachiel is the archangel of Intercession, of moving swiftly

Michael is the power of God and Her right hand. Certainly

to stand between mortals and their very doom. But Barachiel

God’s drive to protect is one of Her most salient features,

is mercurial and is as quick to act as they are to be swept

and Michael embodies that to the core. Their agents take the

unreliable, incredibly powerful but only when they focus on
the problem long enough – and then sometimes they focus
too much and rise into a whirlwind of activity trying to do
everything and be everywhere.
Dominion: Intercession, the power to move themselves and

that can never be shirked. This makes it difficult for them to
relax, and as such they don’t get invited to many parties.
Dominion: Protection, the power to shield themselves and
others from attack.
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Raphael

Chazaqiel

Raphael saw the world’s savagery and cried the first tears of

Chazaqiel is known as the Breath of God, the archangel of

creation. Raphael is the angel as restorer, who held up the

arms of Aaron, calmed the rage of Jacob, and strengthened

given the sea and the sky, and the waters that fall between,

Daniel in the lion’s den. Agents of this archangel tend to the

and the lightning that sparks across. Chazaqiel’s soldiers are

world’s pain often at the risk of ignoring their own, and their

to feel the rain on their face, the wind in their hair, and the
electricity in their fingers.
Dominion: Lightning, the power to stir electricity in objects
and the atmosphere.

Gabriel
to Mary, to Muhammad and to Jim Morrison. Gabriel
is described as being the closest to God and the truest

Michael is a Hebrew word meaning ‘the one who is like
God’ or more literally ‘who is like God?’; a question with
no answer. It was not specifically male originally and has
only become associated with a male first name through the
accidents of culture and time. The important part is that
the names are again approximations from early human
encounters. Regardless of their names, the Heralds have no
real gender. No angel does, until they fall, and even then it is
complicated: see the next sidebar.
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expression of Her will. Certainly a lot of Gabriel’s agents

own pain can be immense as they bear the weight of lifetimes

believe this and will tell you so. Agents of this Herald master

of suffering taken into themselves.
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all forms of communication and expression – but sometimes
they only use it to talk about how great they are.

Dominion: Communion, the power to share their thoughts
and those of others.

Metatron

sS

The burning bush, the statue with the feet of clay,
the seven-headed beast: God is a creature without language
and prefers to work in images and metaphors. Or rather,
She sends Her child Metatron to do this: Metatron who
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commands mortal minds and deceives their senses. Agents
of Metatron are exhausting because they talk in riddles – but

Dominion: Healing, the power to cure wounds of the body,
mind, or spirit.

Raguel
Time is something angels do not properly understand, for
it does not move for them. But for everything else on Earth,
summer moves to winter and life to death. Quiet, dutiful
Raguel took it upon themselves to rule over this part of
existence. It is possible that the legend of the Grim Reaper
stems from the cloaked and hooded agents of Raguel who
take souls quietly into death. Some human mythologies have

they also understand that humans do, too. Perhaps more than

the forces of Raphael and Raguel opposed – but angels of

anyone, the soldiers of Metatron truly understand humanity.

both choirs get on well and often enjoy philosophical debates.

Dominion: Countenance, the power to make things appear

Dominion: Passings, the power over death and decay and

as other things.

time’s forward march.
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Gabriel truly was God’s chosen messenger. They spoke

Michael is a Boy’s Name

dM

up getting hit by lightning. They see this as a plus. They love
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the kind of people who don’t go inside when it rains and end
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protection of mortals and the mortal world as a sacred duty

others across space.

the fog, the cloud, and the storm that gathers. To them is

dM
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Michael

up in other matters. Their agents are likewise: swift but
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Barachiel
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mend what has been broken, to unite what has been divided.
They are obsessed with finding that last piece to make it

know all the things that are on the Earth’. Sandalphon is that

right, the lost melody of a tune forgotten, or the perfect

angel. All that can be seen is theirs to see. They don’t move to

cup of coffee.

stay the hand of evil – that belongs to Barachiel or Michael.
They wait and they watch. Seeing the things that they see

Dominion: Shaping, the power to turn the substance of a

wears upon them greatly. When the angels were ordered

non-living thing into something else.

to not interfere, it was the angels of Sandalphon who were
ready to teach how to carry this burden.
Dominion: Witness, the power to sense everything that can
ever be sensed, however far or hidden.

Uriel
Uriel’s name means ‘God is my light’. Uriel created the sun,
to the beauty of creation, and that glowing beacon represents

Tzadqiel

the blazing glory of God. Agents of Uriel share the intensity

Tzadqiel means ‘the purity of God’, and Tzadqiel is the

of their antecedent. Nothing can turn off their blinding desire

epitome of that purity. Not spiritual purity free from sin, but

to light up the world. This intensity can wear on the nerves of

the world pure in its creation, untainted and untrammelled.

the other choirs, but they are invaluable in the darkness, and

Tzadqiel wished it would stay that way, but time and chaos

rarely matched in a fight.
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unwound all things. Their agents now try to put it back, to

Historic Names

For most angels, the paradigms behind Zoroastrianism,
Judaism and Christianity were the cultural frameworks in
which they found it easiest to define themselves, so they took
and adapted the names used in these theologies early on.
In other times, in other cultures, they may have adopted
different names, or had them thrust upon them. Uriel may
have been Helios, Horus, Belenus, Amaterasu, Hunahpu
and more. Or those may have been other angels. Or it may
just be a coincidence. Not every sun god is necessarily an
angel of Uriel.
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Dominion: Fire, the power to shoot forth heat and flame

Step Four: The Descent
‘[Crowley was] an angel who did not so much Fall
as Saunter Vaguely Downwards.’
– Good Omens
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Some angels fall on purpose, with a clear intent in

mind, even if that intent wavers when they encounter
reality. Others fall by accident, or with no great plan,

or through carelessness of memory or vagaries of emotion.
The descent is as individual as an angel themselves,
and for many, a deeply private moment. No matter

themselves bound into, so many choose names for their

what the reason, there is always, always some regret,

Semblances from human belief. Hebrew names are the most

sadness, and anger associated with that choice and the

common – but for every Joshua there is a Vulcan, a Tehuatl,

memories around it.

or a Xena. Others name themselves after whatever they see

Angels who fall with clear intent are often already drawn
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persona, you may find it easier to choose your Mission first.

thing they think is a name but isn’t: Tovarisch, who runs the

On the other hand, you may not truly see why your angel

bar in Arkhangelsk, always has people laughing at his name,

fell until the very end of creation.

but it brings in customers.

This is a step about personality and storytelling, not

Akkadian, Hebrew or Aramaic, see the Appendix.
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to a clear Mission (see Step Four). If this is the case with your

in’. It is not unheard of for angels to name themselves after a

If you’d like to draw your angel’s name from ancient

sS

wherever they command it.

Meanwhile, angels cannot escape the stories they find

around them when they fall, whatever seems best to ‘blend

2

believing that light was vital so that all could be enlightened
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Samuel was described as ‘having the wisdom of an angel, to
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mechanics, so can be skipped or revisited later at your
preference. This said, a clear view of what led you to

sS

Earth may help bring everything else into focus.

39

Passion. There was someone or something you had to
have or be near, and it was worth giving up the supernal
for – or so you thought before you gave it up....

2-3

4-5

dM l
6-7

Rebellion. God’s laws and philosophies rankled you.
There had to be another way to act, if only so it was your
way. You had to fall, if only to prove a point.
Power. To win the War, you have to think outside the box
you are given. Fighting on the front lines, knowing the
enemy, knowing the terrain – these things matter.
Justice. A demon, dark angel, or human committed a
terrible crime. Falling was the best way to make them
suffer or atone.
Ennui. It sounds very flippant, but a restless spirit is a
wise one. Nothing changes in the supernal. On Earth,
everything changes.

8-9
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10-11

12-13

Atonement. Like the former, but you committed the
atrocity, or were so close to it the guilt is yours to share.
You wear your descent as a hair shirt, a scarlet letter, as
a sign of your sin.

14-15

Experience. You had to know more about humanity, or
more about the world. You had to become part of it, to
truly feel it as it really is. To see what all the fuss is about
for these mortals.

16-17

Carelessness. You did not so much make a singular,
defining choice as simply realise you had come to feel
more at home below than above. Maybe you barely
noticed the final step.
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Rejection. There was something in God’s law, Her
creation, or being Her servant that went against what you
saw as right. Something your fellow angels did could not
stand. You had to walk away – or put things right.

18-19

Madness. Perhaps it was a fit of pique or some passing
curse, or perhaps it was a long-building sickness in your
mind or soul. Whatever the case, when the fog cleared,
you had cast yourself down.

Mysterious. Maybe you don’t remember falling. Maybe
you have an idea why it happened, but don’t want to
admit it to yourself or think about that part of your past.
Maybe someone did it to you. Maybe there was a mix-up,
it was supposed to be someone else…
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Skipping to Step Seven

Descent only gives you the briefest idea of your angel’s
personality, which might not give you a clear view of what

– Michael and Gabriel, Legion
Angels have been falling to Earth for a long time – perhaps
longer than there have been humans. And, like humans, they
found that once they were free from God’s commands, they
were unsure of the purpose or meaning of their existence.
To answer this angelic existential crisis, six major philosophies

T
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emerged, and aeons ago they were named after the six
components of the ‘Armour of God’ (as mentioned in

Isaiah, Solomon and throughout Paul’s letters, to name just
a few sources). Soon they became factions to which angels
ascribed membership, identity and devotion. Many angels
are renegades, undecided, or torn in two directions – but
ultimately all of them would rather ascribe allegiance to
one than be left without allies. With the departure of God,
the search for meaning becomes more desperate and the
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purported answers clutched all the more tightly. The divisions
become more stark and the distrust deepens. An angel’s
greatest enemy, all too often, is their own kind.

You may prefer to remain unaligned, but still choose or

draw to reveal which group has played the biggest part in

your background – as mentors, as support, as the group you
crossed or your last resort. Whatever the case, they reflect

how a part of you views humanity, or first viewed them, and
that will affect every encounter from then on.

Mdl T

Each of the Missions has a hierarchy, however loose, and

those in a higher position can call on resources from those
beneath. For the purposes of generating your persona, we
assume personas start at the lowest level (Level One of

Three). If you want to start at a higher level you should talk
to your Dealer and look at Chapter Six with their approval.
The only mechanical effect for starting personas is they might
inform your first Memory (see Step Seven).
Major Draw

Mission

Step Seven: Descriptive Touches before you do Step Five and

0-3

The Boots of Humility

Six. In Step Seven you’ll be able to find out when your

4-6

The Belt of Truth

angel fell to Earth, what time and place they found

7-10

The Armour of Righteousness

themselves in, and who they may have met along their

11-14

The Shield of Faith

travels, which will help inform the Mission they chose to

15-18

The Helm of Salvation

join and the Relic they carry.

19-21

The Sword of Wrath

their Mission or relic might be. In that case, skip over to
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‘We are here to guide them.’
‘No. We are here to obey.’
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Step Five: Mission
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The Boots believe that falling is an ending. For
an angel to give up their supernal nature is to

with the constraints of our physical universe: they are an

make a decision to become mortal and of this Earth. Angels

explosion of flame burning across all time. In the latter, they

can’t become humans completely – but they can do whatever

take the form of solid fire in a vaguely humanoid shape but with

they can to fit in where they can and hide where they cannot.

claws, horns, wings, and a halo of light. This is known as the

That doesn’t necessarily mean not using your angelic powers,

Vessel. Over the Vessel they present the Semblance, which

but it does mean using them subtly. Humans were not meant

shows a human form to the world.

to have their history distorted by powerful, otherworldly

In both the supernal and material states, angels possess a Virtus,
which is akin to what humans might call a soul, or their identity.
Before an angel falls they can come to Earth, assume a Vessel,
and when departing (or being killed) know that their Virtus will

beings; they may need help from time to time, but they
Indeed, the very fact that angels can fall is proof that this is
God’s plan for angels: to become one with their creation by
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becoming part of it. With God gone and the supernal world

swiftly be reborn in heaven. After falling, their Virtus is tied

with Her, it is now undeniable that this is the right course –

permanently to their Vessel and their Relic, preventing them

for the time of angels to pass and humans to replace them.

from ever going home. If the Vessel is destroyed the Virtus

Anyone trying to do otherwise is really only trying to feed

is as well.

their own ego.

An exception exists to this rule: some angels have found ways to

The Belt of Truth

separate their Virtus from their Vessel. The Vessel is destroyed in

We are here to understand them.

this process but the Virtus can then remain either in the Relic or,

An angel’s job is to create and to preserve

in rarer cases, as a free-floating entity which can possess humans

what has been created. Angels are not just

or animals to stay alive. Few angels take this path and instead

the builders of the world but keepers of its

choose to keep the burden of being effectively mortal, relying

memory; not just the shapers of reality but students of the

on their Vessel to provide them with a single, precious life. Some

rules that underlie that shape. Belters see their purpose as

fallen angels believe that when they die, their Virtus will surely

unchanged below as it was above; by falling they are even

return to heaven, but since they cannot go home to find out, they
have no proof. Certainly no angels have seen such things return,
but the hope goes on just as it does for humans. Other angels are
sure humans have made some special deal and resent them for
that – or are trying to unlock that secret.

better placed to study, understand, and record the mortal
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ultimate database inside the ultimate computer to produce

the unified theorem that answers all possible questions and
resolves all the mysteries of the universe. By doing this

they will even answer why anything exists at all and thus,

perhaps, create God anew from that answer. Now that She

without falling was only possible before God forbade such things.

has gone, the goal must be to either create God anew or to

There are stories of angels still doing so after the ban, but there

understand Her entirely by compiling all of the knowledge of

are always stories. There are some angels who fell before the

creation, whatever the cost. Even if it means going public. Or

ban – which might seem odd but falling is different from simply

destroying all other Missions so they can’t keep messing with

visiting. It gives an angel a heaviness, a real sense of mortality. At

the experiment.

the same time, angels in heaven are fundamentally connected,

The Armour of Righteousness

supernatural nexus where everyone knows where you are and
what you are doing.
Falling is usually conscious and distinct, but angels can’t always
tell where visiting ends and falling begins. Some angels only
meant to leave for a bit, and then found they’d slammed the door
too hard, as it were.

sS

world. They are historians and scientists, building the

Note that journeying back and forth to Earth in a new Vessel

so falling was a way to leave properly, to disconnect from that

2

don’t need to be led like sheep or sheltered like children.

dM

on Earth. In the former, their existence is impossible to describe

We are here to be forgotten.

dM

An angel has a supernal state in heaven and a material presence

The Boots of Humility

dM

A Brief Guide to Metaphysics
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We are here to stand beside them.

Falling is about walking with the humans. Not
becoming them, or standing over them, but

working with them as allies. If there is teaching
to be done then it should be done by example.

The Armourers believe they should be paragons of virtue as
well as staunch and unflinching champions – and champions

sS

trust their allies. Refusing to work with humans in the war

41

here, on Earth, where the mortals know the territory. In

We are here to build a better world.

many ways, the angels of this faction are the most traditional

God’s law made it very clear: it was forbidden

and the most reactive; ironically, it is the angels who least

for angels to direct humanity and human

up most interested in working side by side with humans. For
Armourers, though, their ‘keep calm and carry on fighting
demons’ attitude is not just falling into the default. They
believe staying the course matters all the more now that God
is gone – and could come back at any moment. Trying to run
things differently now risks losing the whole game.

The Shield of Faith
We are here to save them.
Humans do need allies, but they need more
than just fellow warriors. They need defenders,

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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teachers, guides, and prophets. They need to be cared for like
plants in a garden: their bodies, minds and souls tended right
down to the roots, and given a light in the sky. The Shield
considers itself the greenhouse. That means working with
much more structure than any of the other groups, and its
go-to tools are schools of thought, cults of instruction, and
of course organised religion – either working with human
examples or starting its own. Nowhere else has it found a
better way to provide supernatural support and spiritual
nourishment at the same time. Throughout history, religions
have been overturned and perverted into horrific violence
and oppression – but humans continue to need faith to
understand the world, and to shield them from its savagery.
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to be left to the fallen. Angels fall so they can lead humanity,
and you can only lead from the front. To be humanity’s
hope, the angels of the Helm must be sitting on the highest
thrones, being the governors and politicians, the kings and
the priests, the policy-makers and the trend-setters. Though
other Missions scoff, the Helmers are not show-ponies: they’re

T
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not here to be popular. But the more power they can gather

the faster they can bring about a better world for more people,
more quickly. They are also not here to oppress or punish

those who disobey them, but a just world demands order. With
God gone they are the only meaningful power left, and can
finally make the world as just as it should be. Any angels trying
to work against the Helm will quickly discover that it has its
finger on the trigger of a gun made of Earthly power.

The Sword of Wrath
We are here to win the War.
Demons, monsters, evil angels and who
knows what else are literally trying to

Mdl T
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destroy the world. The purpose of falling
must surely be to fight back. Why fight a

battle anywhere but the front lines? Humans may or may not
get saved on a given day – but they are unarguably helped

by the total extermination of all enemies of creation. That

doesn’t mean that humans are acceptable casualties, nor does
it mean that the Swords are berserkers or madmen. They are

To deny them this would be unimaginably cruel. Now that

capable of being strategic, measured commanders, but they

God is gone, the Shield is all humanity has left. This is the

are always focused on the War, and total, absolute victory.

Shield’s time to shine, and its world church will arise.

Nothing else is good enough; anything else means assured
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society as angels. The implication was that such behaviour was
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The Helm of Salvation

care about any specific duty to humanity who have ended
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against demons is like trying to fight one-handed, especially
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surrender or destruction. The Sword’s adherents have always

been the first to the barricades and the last to lay down arms.

But now that God is gone, more and more are thinking that

Dominions must begin anew.
Angels begin with one Dominion provided by their Herald.
They may also, at the player’s option, choose a second.
Whether they start with one or two Dominions, they still
only begin with one Miracle (which may come from either
Dominion). A brief discussion of Dominions is given here

Dominions, you then determine the nature of the relic that
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contains them, and then the relic’s Miracle.

Over a series, angels will find their relics awakening and their
power growing until they have many Miracles under their

command. Your Dealer might want to run a campaign where

they have the right of it. And the angels of the Sword are

you start with no Miracles, or have already reattuned to

getting tired of dying for those who refuse to join their ranks.

several, perhaps of a higher power, but the default is a single

T

Step Six: Describing Your Relic,
Dominions, & first Miracle

‘But we have this treasure in earthen vessels,
that the excellency of the power may be of God,
and not of us.’
– Second Corinthians 4:7
Angels have access to great power just by being angels – they can
fly, they are hard to damage, and their fiery flesh allows them to
shoot forth sparks of flame. But beyond this lies the true power
of their Miracles: gifts that let them shape creation to their
will. These powers are limited in scope, as each angel only has

T
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provided in Chapter Four; you can go through that process and
build one Level One Miracle, or jump into the game quickly by
generating one randomly from the tables in Chapter Four.

Dominions
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‘She’s happy... up there? In Heaven?’
‘That’s not my area.’

– Huey and Michael, Michael

In order to shape creation into infinite forms and beauty, angels
were given Dominion over forces and facets, dividing the
universe up so each angel could focus their art to its pinnacle.

are called Dominions. Each angel, by virtue of their Herald, is

Actions derived from the power of a Dominion are called

given charge over a Dominion, an element of creation that they

Miracles. Angels can master Miracles from the Dominion

can command. In theory, an angel of a Dominion can achieve

indicated by their Herald and one other of their choice. The

archangels are true masters of their powers. It takes great time
and effort to become so.
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When angels fell, their Dominions were taken from them.

sS

Miracle at Level One. The full details of Miracle creation are

control over so much of creation, and these categories of scope

anything that power would grant; in practice, only the highest of

2

to help guide your choice. After choosing your one or two

dM

T

There are some very obvious connections between certain
Aspects, Dominions and Missions. Behemas are drawn to
mastering the Dominion of Protection; the warlike Aryeh are
naturally suited for warlike missions like the Armour and the
Sword; the soldiers of the watcher Sandalphon make perfect
members of the Belt. This is to be expected: the Dominions
and Missions rose out of the nature of angels. It doesn’t mean
that unusual groupings never occur. The Belt needs Aryeh
willing to strike for knowledge or soldiers of Raphael to help
keep human scholars safe and well. Protection is important to
the forthright speakers of Isha. Angels are complicated beings
– they don’t always end up even where they expect, or belong.
Sometimes the least expected combination is the perfect fit.

even the most powerful angels, the process of mastering their

dM

Obvious Parallels

dM
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But now that God is gone, relics are coming back to life. For
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second choice can come from any other Herald’s Dominion.
Select your one or two Dominions and note them down.

Much more about Dominions and Miracles is covered

All their miraculous powers, apart from that linked to their

in Chapter Four. The eleven Dominions to choose from

Aspect, were torn away and poured into their relics – and

are as follows. Just as there are other Heralds, there are

their relics locked those powers away, unable to be used.

other Dominions.

sS
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The power to connect with the minds
and hearts of others

Countenance

The power to overcome the senses
and deceive the minds of others

Excelsis

The power to increase the strength
and power of angels and mortals

their relics with their lives. Others hide them where they can
hopefully never be found, but of course without them they
cannot create Miracles – the relic must be held to work.
An angel without their relic is not powerless (see the sidebar

The power to unleash the fire
that is the true form of an angel

Healing

The power to heal the minds and bodies
of yourself and others

Intercession

The power to move yourself and other
things at a distance

Relics are designed to go with the angel everywhere, so have

Lightning

The power of the sky and its storms

to be things that can travel. Of course, portable does not

Passings

The power over the passage and ending
of mortal lives

Protection

The power to protect yourself and others

larger or buried or hidden. In other, much more rare cases,

Shaping

The power to make, change or break
the things of mortals

the relic is itself something too large or heavy to be moved.

Witness

The power to see all the things on Earth

When angels fall they find themselves constrained by a relic.
This object becomes part of them, although not of their flesh.
The relic is a chain, a fetter, a grounding rod that – until God
departed – prevented angels from using their divine powers
on Earth. It also contains a direct link to the supernal world,
and so acted as a permanent remembrance of what it was
like to be in the heavens. For some this was an extremely
painful reminder, which is why so many sought to destroy
their relics or escape them.
Until God departed, relics could never be given away
or removed. Now they can. Yet each relic retains a
distinct connection to its
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always mean ‘legal’. Relics can be portable themselves, but
become inaccessible because they are part of something

These are known as Loci (singular Locus). In either case,
relics are designed to be durable. Like angels, they don’t
age and are not easily lost. A relic is never something alive,
nor is it something ephemeral or easily dispelled like a soap

tuvwxyz M d l T
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bubble, nor is it something intangible like a piece of music or

Wednesdays. On the other hand, all things are possible; in an
infinite universe, who knows what strange relics might exist.
Angels do not choose what their relic is, although theories

abound that it is some aspect of their nature made concrete.
As a player you may choose or draw from the table below
for ideas.

Living Relics: Vinculum

In theory, relics aren’t alive. But nothing is certain for angels.
It can happen, in the strange pattern of the universe, that
relics can be living things, or the remains of living things.
Sometimes these things are unaging, immune to decay, and
appear as familiars or servants. But relics can even start
living, and die, or pass across living things. There is a legend
of an angel whose relic is tied to a human bloodline, forcing
them to keep that bloodline close and powerful across the
centuries. Another angel walks the Earth with a skeleton on
his back. Some of the ancient Christian relics may indeed
be of celestial power. How does all this impact the angels in
question? What happens when your relic can walk away or
decline to be used? All sorts of things. Mostly bad.
Especially for the relic.
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Relics

a constant consideration.

T

Just to clarify again: to grab a power, go to page 102
in Chapter Four to see a list of Miracles broken down
by Dominion and Power Level. Choose a Level One Miracle,
or do a Major Draw to select one randomly from the
Level One list.

wielding a weapon that can be stolen and used against you is
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Where Are The Miracles?

opposite) but is likely outclassed by all opponents. The risk of
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powers. This makes them extremely dangerous. Angels guard

Fire
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original owner and contains almost all its owner’s supernal
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Major Draw

Relic

0

Your Relic is something large or part of something large. A place (a Loci), a building, a vehicle or a piece of furniture. Or
something stranger or more abstract: a piece of software, a play, a musical score, a poem, a state of being or a living thing
(see sidebar on Vinculum). You still have to be touching it – or experiencing it – to use it.

1

A weapon or part of one

2

A piece of armour or part of some

3

A coin, piece of currency, or element of trade

dM
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4

A piece of jewellery or ornamentation

5

An item of clothing, accessory, or part of one

2

T

7

An image, sculpture, or other work of art

8

A natural object, either polished or unfashioned

9

A symbol of faith

10

A symbol of membership or fealty

11

A symbol of rank, achievement, or status (low or high)

12

A memento of a time, place, or experience

13

A toy, game, or puzzle, or part of one, or something from a hobby or pastime

14

An item of communication – an inscription, a letter, a message, a book

15

An item of science or technology

16

A replacement body part or sign of medical repair, or a medical tool

17

A powder, liquid, or gas (contained somehow)

18

A package or container, or part of one

19

Food, drink, or something for cooking or serving them

20

Something that was once was, or was part of, a living organism

21

Draw again, without replacing The World. Your relic is as suggested but from a very exotic culture, a time far in the past or
even far in the future, or has some supernatural nature or element to it.
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Inherent Powers

All angels can manifest parts of their true form even in their
Vessel. This means they can extend their wings and fly. Their
claws can scratch like knives. Their physical form is made of
fire, allowing them to shoot forth small flames, and that same
form is much more resistant to harm than mortal flesh.
All of these are available without their relics and are as
natural to them as walking is to humans. So too are their
Aspect Miracles. These powers are explained more in
Chapter Three and Chapter Five.
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Step Seven: Descriptive Touches

Once you’ve figured out the broad strokes and mechanical
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is optional and has no mechanical representation. Use as

much of it as is useful and inspiring for creating your persona,
discard whatever gets in the way of that creativity.
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A tool, implement, or something used in construction
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Age and Experience
‘So the Civil War – what was that like?’
‘I don’t know. I was in China.’
– Cara and Cain, He Never Died
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Angels aren’t alive. They don’t eat, sleep or breathe, they

don’t hunger or thirst, they can grow weary with exertion but
they do not naturally tire out. They don’t grow their hair or
their nails, and they never age. But they do evolve and change,
and – every now and then – they learn... though just like

humans, they can go through a lot and never learn a thing.

elements of your persona you can fill in the details about

So although angels may have fallen to Earth at very different

their appearance, background and personality. This section

time periods, we assume they all have the same amount

sS
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Note that the mechanics of the game are about memory; if

descriptive element. Choose any time in history, or draw on

you create an angel who only fell recently, you may have less

the table below to find when you fell to Earth. A sampling of

range for flashbacks than others in your game. Groups may want
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the civilisations present at that time is given to suggest ideas

for your persona’s history.

History of the World

A much, much longer breakdown of world history and
its many great people and moments can be found in the
Appendices. There you will find limitless inspiration for your
persona’s backstory.
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1990s with little to offer. Which is not to say that such a series
could not be entertaining, but that all players involved should be
aware of the potential exclusion it could create. All that matters
is that everyone feels they have equal participation in the story
and across characters. Talk to other players and your Dealer
before deciding your arrival date.
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0

The beginning. The dawn of creation. The time of early man, Neanderthals, other pre-humans, and their ancestors.
Megafauna dominate the earth. A time of primal chaos and angelic creation.
The humans arrive. Around two to three hundred thousand years ago, Homo sapiens becomes the only Homo-genus left
alive. Fire has been invented. Humans live in large co-operating tribes. Stone tools are highly innovative and specialised.
Humans have religion and primitive language. Indigenous Australian culture, the oldest known on Earth, develops before
70,000 BCE. Other early human species like the Neanderthals also have sculpture and painting.
10,000 – 5000 BCE. The Neolithic age. Dogs and cows are domesticated. Agriculture begins, and humans then develop
pottery and alloys. The first large structure appears at Göbekli Tepe in Turkey, and cities slowly follow. Much of this history
is unknown, but oral tradition preserves records of Indigenous Australian culture and early Polynesian culture.
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3

5000 – 2000 BCE. Chalcolithic age. Large civilisations appear in Sumer and the Indus Valley, and rise into empires.
The Old Kingdom of Egypt, Kerma Culture in the Sudan. The steppe cultures appear in Eurasia and are the first to
domesticate the horse. The Pueblo and Oshara culture develops in the Americas.

4-5

2000 – 1000 BCE. Peak of the Bronze Age. The Middle Kingdom of Egypt, the Vedic States of India, Shang Dynasty
of China, the Minoans and early Mediterranean cultures. Babylon and Assyria. The rise of the ‘Sea Peoples’
and the Bronze Age collapse.

6-7

1000 – 400 BCE. The Iron Age begins. The New Kingdom of Egypt, height of Ancient Greece, Persian Empire,
Zhou Dynasty of China. Olmec, Maya, Nazca, Adena and more in the Americas. Kush in central Africa.

8-9

400 BCE – 400 CE. Classical Antiquity. Alexander’s Greece, Rome, the Achaemenid Empire, the Maurya in India,
the first Qin empire unifies China, and the Silk Road connects them all. Height of the Maya and Toltecs in Andes.
Aksum Empire in Ethiopia.
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10-11

400 – 800 CE. The Early Middle Ages. The Fall of Rome. Hellenic States and Western Roman Empire fall into chaos.
Byzantine and Sassanid Empires rise from the ashes. Han dynasty in China, and the Guptas lead India into a Golden Age.

12-13

800 – 1200 CE. Age of Religion. Islamic Golden Age, stretching from Eurasia to the Ghana Empire, Mali and Songhai
empires in Africa. China under the Tang Dynasty has another Golden Age. The Khmer Empire in South East Asia is at its peak.
The Heian dynasty rules in Japan. The Dark Ages continue in Europe, while the Vikings reach America.

14-15

1200 – 1500 CE. The High Middle Ages. Turkish Empires grow in Asia. The Mongols invade China and India. Great Zimbabwe
is built in southern Africa, Cahokia built in Mississippi. Feudalism reigns in Japan, Europe, and the Aztec Empire. Polynesian
Tu’i-Tonga Empire founded along with other great South Pacific kingdoms.

16-17

1500 – 1700 CE. The Early Modern Age. The Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch establish empires and slave trades across
the globe. The Renaissance and Reformation in Europe, and the religious wars come to an end. The Turkish empire
morphs into the Ottoman Empire, while China is ruled by the Ming Dynasty. Mughals rule in India, the Kongo
and Ashanti Empires rise in Africa.

18-19

1700 – 1900 CE. The Late Modern Age. Humanism, the Enlightenment, and derived political and industrial revolutions rock
the world. American and French Revolutions. Russian, Ottoman, Prussian, British and French Empires take what the Spanish
and Dutch can’t hold onto, then fight each other. Colonisation and slave trade at its peak. Zulu Nation in Southern Africa,
Japan moves into the Meiji Restoration.

20

20th Century. The Age of War. Two world wars leave Europe and its empires shattered. Out of the ashes, the capitalist
American empire rises to clash with Communist Russia and China. Mass media, mass transportation, the information
revolution and total surveillance. The rise of plutocracy under multinational corporations, plundering Africa, South America,
the Middle East and the natural world.

21

Broken. Draw twice without replacing The World. The first is when you fell, but you remember nothing until the latter time
period. Presumably something terrible happened.
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the days of Ancient Rome will leave the one who arrived in the
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are similarly entwined: a band of angels always reminiscing to

Arrival

2
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to have limits on angel ages to make sure all shared backstories

Major Draw

1
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of skills and powers. Your persona’s age, then is purely a
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Humans and their history are so fragile, and the slightest

arrive before the 21st century – very new angels do exist in

incident can end up causing a huge impact. You may have

the setting, but are not good choices for personas. To allow

only made one indiscretion in a life of hiding, or perhaps this

T
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know better: the historian, or the angel who was there at the
time? Also, there is much beyond mortal ken, especially in the

involvements. Maybe this was something you did before you
fell – or even the cause of your fall: you had to come down to
explain yourself properly, or fix the mess you made.

protoplasmic times before any recorded history. Atlantis, the

These two things can of course overlap. You might have

continent of Mu, the garden of Eden, a flat Earth ringed in

invented the very idea of monotheism and later explained it

fire: anything is possible if you were there to see it.
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Angelic Work and Historical Impact

‘That was right about the time I invented
standing in line.’
– Michael, Michael
All angels were part of shaping creation and its inhabitants.
To help flesh out your persona, you can determine which part
of the world they were particularly responsible for. Perhaps
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they invented knees, or Norway, or the concept of fear. These

of course were all done before you fell, although it could
have been done at any point in human history, as nudges of

in person to Akhenaten in 14th century BCE Egypt, leading
humans to your idea. On the other hand, perhaps gravity
was your idea but you were busy negotiating the treaty of
Nerchinsk between China and Russia while some other angel
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was using an apple to make things clear to Isaac Newton.

Angels often give themselves titles based on their creation or
their impact. Just as your Herald is the Angel of Lightning,
say, you may dub yourself the Angel of the Tides or the

Angel of the Radio. It’s an affectation but one that angels
continue to use because it reminds other angels that you

human behaviour could still happen here and there – and,

are indeed someone important; that you were there at the

of course, creation is always fluid.

beginning, you did your share of the work and you left your

Meanwhile, although angels were forbidden from altering
human history, being present on Earth and among humans
made it impossible to not become involved in some way.

Mysteries Abound

When it comes to angels, strangeness is the only rule. That’s
why many of these tables leave room for mysterious options
and strange outcomes, unknown to the angel or entirely
inexplicable. In that spirit, good ideas that break the given
rules for these categories shouldn’t be discouraged if the
Dealer thinks they can lead to stories. If every relic is a single
object, then the one time this isn’t true creates a powerful
mystery to solve. The stories tell of the angel of love who
shattered his bow in half, creating two relics, one which
he claimed had power over desire and the other over care.
Another legend tells of an angel whose relic is every grain of
sand in a lonely mountain, but he must collect them all one
at a time. There are angels who have no proper Semblance,
flickering back and forth like changelings, allowing them
to be a different person every day. Nathaniel is an ancient
and terrible angel who fell in a land devoid of all humans
so is forever in the Semblance of a small white dog. There
are angels who were cast out by all the Heralds and have no
master. If it sounds interesting to the other players, and the
Dealer likes it, go with it.

2
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mark. An angel without a title is one who no longer cares
for celestial matters and is perhaps heading for Dissolution
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(see Chapter Five), or just one who thinks such things are
putting on airs.

dM

happened the way it has been recorded, and who would

is just the most memorable occasion in a life of ‘accidental’

dM
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space for creation and ideas, remember that history is a

human invention and entirely incomplete. It might not have
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To allow space for some memory, we assume all personas

Minor Draw Angelic Work
Swords

You created a specific plant, animal, or biological
concept. Choose which.

Staves

You created a specific piece of geography or the
environment. Choose which.

Coins

You created one of the fundamental principles of
physics, chemistry, science, maths, or logic, or an
invention from them. Choose which.

Cups

You created an emotion, thought, abstract concept,
belief, or idea. Choose which.

Minor Draw

Historical Impact

Swords

Staves
Coins

Cups

sS

You were instrumental in preventing, inflaming,
or causing a natural disaster, cataclysm,
apocalypse, plague, war, uprising, pogrom,
or some other suffering.

tuvwxyz
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You were highly influential on, friendly with,
or actually were a historic figure or celebrity.

You guided, inspired, or conducted a famous act
of exploration, scientific discovery, invention, new
idea, concept, or philosophy, or great work of art.
You inspired a legend, horror story, folklore, myth,
religion, or religious schism, or are the solution
to a great unsolved mystery.

sS
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The Vessel and the Semblance
‘His body was like topaz, his face
like lightning, his eyes like flaming
torches, his arms and legs like the
gleam of burnished bronze, and his
voice like the sound of a multitude.’
– Daniel 10:6
In Heaven, angels are beings of pure celestial light.

sense in this reality. It varies slightly between angels, but
from Isha it has the basic shape of a human, from Behema it
has horns or a crest, from Aryeh it has claws and teeth, and
from Nesher it has wide wings across its back. The Vessel

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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usually stands between six and seven feet tall and radiates
light from the fire burning within. That light crowns the
head in a halo, and when the eyes open there is nothing but

It is a sight that makes mortals mad.
Over this, angels wear what is called the Semblance. This
is a projection, a sort of three-dimensional, solid ‘hologram’
that overlays the Vessel. The Semblance is not chosen by
the angel, but rather is an instinctive defence mechanism,
activated automatically. In almost every case it is an image of
a human but there are stories of angels who found themselves
in the bodies of cats, dogs, or other, stranger things.
The Semblance is based on whatever surrounding

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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humans look like when the angel first manifests, matching

It is not human of course. Some supernatural rituals can

approximate body size, skin colour, and – if the angel so

indeed unlock the supernal potential in this ‘matter’, but

chooses – generic costume. Nothing that cannot be worn

as yet no technological working can do so. Because of this,

appears, nor anything unique or identifiable. To fine-tune

angels are constantly hunted by those with a knowledge of

their appearance angels can adopt a Guise (see below), use the

these rituals who would like to steal a lock of their hair, a

Miracles of Countenance, or acquire human costumes.

feather from their wings, or a vial of their blood. Angels do

The Semblance is not perfect; it is itself a costume, a best
and true nature often shows through. Also, as a costume

hunters must take their prize by force or guile rather than just
waiting for the angel to comb their hair.

created by an outsider, the image has quirks that, if studied,

The Semblance remains intact when the angels use their

might reveal it as an imitation (see Marks, below). However,

inherent gifts or perform Miracles. As such, a lot of angelic

it is an image that is impenetrable to mortal means;

flight looks more like free running or parkour, as they skip up

no non-supernatural investigation can reveal an angel’s

and down surfaces with no visible means of support. Angels

nature if they wish to remain hidden. Even parts of their

often go out of their way to add such manoeuvres to help

‘body’ will maintain the appearance under the image if

maintain their cover with onlookers. They also tend to carry

studied; Semblance blood, skin and hair appears as human

obvious blades because it allows mortals to justify the slash

under a microscope.

wounds of their claws, and the appearance of a flaming
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not drop hair or skin cells like a living thing does, so these
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guess of what humans look like. Clues to the angel’s identity
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blazing white orbs.
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various aspects and reflects them in terms that make

l

T

crystallised form of their fiery nature that captures their

dM

or permanently, they enter a Vessel. The Vessel is a

T

When they descend to Earth, whether temporarily

Major Draw Apparent Gender

cultures has left angels bereft of their go-to accessory, and like

0-7

You present as typically masculine for your culture

8-13

You present as androgynous, undefined or nonbinary for your culture

14-21

You present as typically feminine for your culture

back in style.
Angels can break the Semblance
at will but humans find it disturbing

Age
‘I was old when the Pharaohs first mounted
The jewel-deck’d throne by the Nile.’

and the omnipresence of cameras
and surveillance makes it extremely
unsafe. Every demon, cheap mortal sorcerer,
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or petty tyrant dreams of capturing an angel,

which makes leaving any trace unwise. Thus angels

T

who wish to ‘reveal’ their divine nature to humans do it in

secret – and even there, to avoid damage to the human brain,

they usually only reveal some of their nature, or modify it

with Countenance. Humans prefer wings and a halo, and

– H.P. Lovecraft, Nemesis
not only adopt a middle-aged appearance but also a sense of
timelessness; they tend to have faces that could be twenty-five
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or sixty-five. Others can be more accurately placed.
Major Draw Apparent Age
0

see claws and horns as demonic. Angels constantly find

Child. 12 years or under. You are disturbing to
mortals, as your experience and knowledge belie
your appearance.

1

Teenager. Some places, things, and events will be
off limits to you. Others will welcome you where
adults are not welcome.

2-4

Young Adult. You will still be seen as
inexperienced, but you can drink and vote.

5-8

Twenties. Western popular culture views you as
the pinnacle of human existence.

whatever they want (see Chapter Five). But as angels move

9-12

Thirties. A commanding presence.

through the ages and across the world they need to adapt to

13-15

Forties. Knowledgeable and mature.

their local climes – so a Semblance of full costume would be

16-17

Fifties. ‘Over the hill’ and out of touch.

unhelpful as it wouldn’t update; thus the Semblance is usually

18-19

themselves forced to choose between lying to humans or

being viewed as enemies, and neither sits right with them.

Angels can of course possess items and wear other clothes,
but they can cause complications – and are limited by
the Three Laws which prevent them from simply buying
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mostly or fully naked. Since so many angels fell in the Middle

East in the Bronze Age, the loincloth or lap-lap is the most

20

common dress.

You can use your arrival date to suggest your Semblance’s

21

appearance, or get ideas from the tables below.
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Sixties. ‘Past it’. An old nag who needs to be put
out to pasture.

Seventy or older. People will treat you kindly but
patronisingly, or would rather pretend you don’t
exist at all.

Ancient. You seem so old you attract attention
again. People may believe you are mystical,
supernatural, or extremely wise – but perhaps also
extremely fragile.

sS

Mark

Gender

‘You’re not perfect. You’re an angel, not God.’

‘For spirits, when they please,
can either sex assume, or both.’
– Milton, Paradise Lost

– Mark Gordon, Highway to Heaven
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Angels creating a Semblance are artists painting a picture of

Angels don’t have a gender; like every other part of humanity

humanity without ever seeing it. As such, every angel has a

it is a performance, a costume they put on. Some become

quirk which doesn’t necessarily relate to their true nature but

extremely attached to their costumes and it becomes a sense

simply that they are not truly human. This is known as their

T
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2

Angels don’t age, and their need to fit in means they usually

dM

blades, certain they will come

dM

aging nostalgics, many still insist on carrying their

dM

sword. The recent disappearance of the sword from human

of their identity. Some never quite get the concept or refuse to

Mark. Some of these are subtle, but many others are not,

learn, or have a limited desire to match the dominant culture’s

increasing the angel’s need to be remote from society and

gender language. Androgyny and undefined gender appearances

people much of the time. Randomly generate one or choose

are common. This is discussed more in Chapter Five.

based on these ideas.
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Mark

0

You are covered in scars or are disfigured
or deformed.

1

You have different coloured eyes, or your skin
or hair changes colour dramatically.

2

You teeth are entirely ornamental;
you cannot eat anything solid.

3

You levitate a centimetre off the ground,
all the time.

as visitors, it never comes naturally to them. Even after

4

You have no genitalia and
no secondary sexual characteristics.

signifiers and make choices seemingly at random – or opt

5

You have no hair whatsoever.

6

You have no eyelids, and cannot blink or close
your eyes.

7
8

‘Word of advice: lose the trenchcoat.
‘Cos as it stands it’s less brooding angel
and more pedophile chic.’
– Lucifer, Lucifer
Angels have trouble with clothing and make-up. Again,
centuries, they have trouble judging cultural rules and
for one simple outfit and never vary. They also approach
costume as an art of fitting in, so they often wear their Guises
constantly, as a simple shorthand. If they are in the Guise
of a doctor, they might wear their scrubs and stethoscope
everywhere they go. This means jobs with publicly visible
uniforms like soldiers and police are popular Guises. Outside

You have no back – you appear front on no matter
which way you face (if unclothed).

hoodie. The bulky jacket hides the wings; the hood hides

You constantly emit a tiny noise,
not from any orifice.

considered very last century by any angel who cares about

You have a long prehensile tongue.

informed that trench coats are for goths now. Some angels, of

of those, the modern quintessential angelic garment is the
the horns and halo. The trench coat is also popular but is
such things. Every time a bell rings, another angel is being
course, are still struggling with losing the toga or the peplos.

11

You can’t think complex thoughts in your head, so
must use an external monologue to concentrate.

12

Your wings are not invisible and have to be
covered by a coat or similar.

so their form would reflect their crowning Aspect and their

13

You have a tail. It makes sitting
down uncomfortable.

compelled to do the same, and for their Missions as well, no

In Heaven, angels represented themselves always truthfully,
allegiance to their Herald. On Earth, they find themselves
matter how much they know disguise is important. It is not
always immediately obvious, but it is ubiquitous. The Behema

14

You are missing joints or have way too many.

15

You have a visible halo or horns.

16

Your body temperature is hot or cold enough
to make touching your skin or being near you
uncomfortable.

have a penchant for stylish hats – they are hidden, but look

17

Your fingers end in claws or your toes end in
talons (or pads, or webbed feet).

Also, because they often have something unusual or ill-fitting

18

Your gravity is off, relative to your volume.
Either you weigh almost nothing and can be blown
aside like paper, or you weigh up to a tonne
and cannot easily be carried.
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10

Costume

You don’t breathe, bleed, or sweat
unless you concentrate on doing it.
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Major Draw

19

Your semblance needs some earthly substance to
survive, and not a typical human food.

20

Your memory doesn’t work instinctively; you must
consciously commit things to physical record or
you lose them at the next sunrise.

21

You have an animalistic habit, such as walking on
all fours, perching like a bird, cleaning yourself
with your tongue, or thumping your chest.

may keep his bull horns on his truck’s bumper, perhaps;
the servant of Michael may have the symbol of the spear
tattooed on his back; the angel who follows the Helm may
long enough and the pattern is unmistakable.

about their costume, appearance or behaviour, and don’t
quite understand human customs or forms, angels often
find it safest to hide among the indigent, the bohemian,
and the queer communities, or other such subcultures
where strangeness is less interrogated. Few angels make it as
stockbrokers – you will find more in the circus or theatre; in
communes and asylums; among sex workers and street artists;
and of course among the poor, the outcast, the criminal, the
heretical, and the misshapen: anywhere where human eyes
are unwilling to look.
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It comes with no personality or character or backstory: the
address might be an empty lot; the bank balance will be
exactly thirty-six dollars and twenty-seven cents every single
day. Nobody will remember you from a conference or when
you sold them a car, unless you actually go to the conference
or sell the cars. Some angels live up to their cover and go to
their jobs every day. Others just throw on what works when
they remember they need to.

world and the actual world: both of them are made out
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of earthly matter and equally a pretence. So their Guise
has adapted to advancing society. If they create a Guise

that would likely have an online presence, it will do so, to a
minimal requirement. Likewise, they appear to have legal

and financial documentation as would be appropriate for a
human of that age and occupation.

them suspicious in that they lack any statistical outliers or
aberrations. They are all average and uninteresting.
Angels aren’t idiots, but they aren’t typically imaginative.
It’s hard enough blending in without trying to be sufficiently
random as well. Any meeting of angels will have more than
its fair share of John Smiths and Jane Messengers. The shoes
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will all be size ten for men, six for ladies. Guises are not

Memories: unless Memories are added, they provide no skills.

They can, however, provide situational bonuses in the form of

‘I don’t do much of anything anymore

Blessings applied to Tests where they know the right protocol

– Cain, He Never Died

As society became more complex, it was not enough to just
appear human to be able to walk amongst them. So angels
developed the art of the Guise. This is another costume that
appears on top of the Semblance, although it is much more
than just clothing. It is in effect the societal version of the
Semblance, a projected identity not just visually but within
the culture and hierarchy around them. This is conjured into
being without needing to live a life for decades to construct
it. Unlike a Semblance, it can change, but it does so slowly.
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Angels typically shape their Guises as careers, occupations,
callings or social positions. Not enough to pass any real
scrutiny, but enough to fit in. Like the Semblance, the Guise

can be dropped at will.

sS

Anyone studying lots of angels’ documentation would find

Guise

but when I did, I did a bit of everything.’

2

Angels have little sense of disconnect between the virtual

dM

Relics are even harder. They do not scream out their nature,
and in a room full of objects, figuring out which item has an
angelic sense to it is a painstaking task. Only direct touch is
sufficient to be absolutely sure. The British Museum owns
eight million items, of which only one per cent are on display
at any time; so even if you know a relic is in the collection it
may not even be on display. And touching every one of eighty
thousand items will take a very, very long time. Research is
important – too many angelic heists have left a trail of bodies
and exposure only to leave with a not-at-all supernatural item.

like an address, a job, a birth certificate, and a bank balance.

dM
dM

Unless an angel has Dominion over Countenance, or is
using other means to disguise themselves, a successful Simple
Test (see Chapter Three) will tell an angel if they are looking
at another of their kind. The hints of the halo, the way
they carry themselves, the sense of being out of place or
poorly fitting in are all strong tells. Also, it’s quite common
that angels know each other and, over the centuries, run
into each other on a regular basis. Sometimes you can’t tell
what gives it away, you just get a feeling. Spotting demons is
much the same, in that they look like angels, but they smell
wrong. A smell of brimstone that burns the nostrils and stings
the eyes comes off every demon – although humans seem
to be immune to it. In both cases, they have to be looking
directly at the item or celestial being and no more than a
few feet away, with no barriers in between. The naked eye is
required – viewing over technology doesn’t work (this is of
course assuming that spotting their Mark or dropping their
Semblance doesn’t confirm it more directly).

dM

A Guise is tied to society, not individuals. It gives you things

Telling Their Own

to fit in and not be noticed (i.e., Moving Tests, but never

Knowing Tests). If you want to actually be able to act like

your Guise should be, use your first Memory (see Step Seven) to
provide that skill.

Reflexive Disguise

A good example of how the Semblance and Guise work is
fingerprints. Angels don’t have them: they have no grooves on
their fingers and they leave no marks when they touch things,
as they aren’t covered in oils like living things. But if a police
constable inspected their fingers and took prints, then they
would have fingerprints, as it would be strange if they did
not. And if it was appropriate for those of a certain Guise
to have their fingerprints recorded on file, they would appear
to be there.
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Mortal Connection

Like your Guise, your Mortal Connection does not provide

‘I found out she’s an angel,

any skills. They cannot be used to provide any mortal

I don’t think she knows I know.

advantage to you. If they do provide an advantage in the

I’m worried that something might happen to me if

mortal world, that must come from a Memory. See the next

anyone ever finds out.’

section for more on this.
Major Draw

Mortal

do and why they do it, and that makes them dangerous and

0

Your lover.

unpredictable – and yet, without human example to learn

1

Your ex-lover.

2

Your boss or superior.

sometimes in desperation, or with hesitation, or resentment.

3

Your employee or subordinate.

Stumbling in this foreign land, they find a human to help

4

Angels don’t trust humans. They don’t understand what they

from, they cannot fit in. Without understanding humans,
they cannot help them. So many angels reach out, albeit

them assimilate, though the relationship may be strained
and fraught. There may be other mortals in their lives,
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of course, but a significant person to start things off will
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help shape your character and give the Dealer ideas for
plots and developments.

5
6
7
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A colleague.

Someone who shares fealty with you,
e.g. you are both cops, or fought in the same war,
or follow the same sports team.

A waiter, bartender, or other service person.
A servant, janitor, or maintenance worker.

Character Generation Example: Dr Banda

Mdl T

I decide to make an autocratic angel, who feels himself quite superior, but otherwise I’m going in blind and taking random results.
For Aspect I get Behema, which fits: he is long-suffering. For Herald I get Sandalphon, with Dominion over Witness. He has little
tolerance for humans because he can see through all their lies. His Mission is the Sword of Wrath. I decide he’s had his fill of
humans; he’s seen all their lies and can’t be bothered with them any more. His destiny is to kill demons, and humans are a distraction.
I decide not to draw a reason for falling, because it seems pretty clear: to get closer to the demons he wants to fight.

sS

For his relic I get a 21 – something from an exotic time period – and 16, a medical tool. I’m not sure what to do with that, so I go on
to other factors. In Descriptive Touches, I find out he appears middle aged, but was born before the time of Sumer in Egypt, and
something about his manner makes me imagine a doctor. I decide that he’s a mature, know-it-all medico, and has been one forever.
He presents as an African gentleman in his early forties, handsome and austere. He was a doctor in ancient Atlantis, and his strange
tool is a medical device that is somehow five thousand years old but was of a technology the world believes did not exist back then. It’s
a stethoscope made of narwhal horn. I inform the Dealer and my fellow players that Atlantis was an experiment of
the angels that precedes recorded human history.
Drawing Swords and Coins for background, I decide he invented the heart itself, and was the first to teach humans
about their hearts and what they do, which is why he is so condescending: he had to teach humans everything.
The young doctor fits with his disdainful manner: he is a smug GP who has no time for patients lying to him or
ruining their health. I decide his relic’s first power will be a lie detector: while held against the skin, the doctor
knows whether they are lying or not.
For his Mark I get a long prehensile tongue. I decide this means the doctor keeps his mouth tightly shut
behind a rictus grin. For his Mortal Connection I get an ex-lover: affairs of the heart indeed. I decide
he slept with a co-worker in a moment of weakness. Looking on the internet I find that ‘Banda’ was
an ancient Sumerian name meaning young and proud, and Dr Banda is complete. He presents as a
north African gentleman in his early twenties, handsome and proud. A few of his less kind colleagues
call him Dr Band-aid, given to throwing his patients a solution as quickly as possible. He has other
concerns: surveying the emergency room and the morgue for signs of demonic attack, so he can find his
enemies. But his encounter with another doctor at the last staff party has put all of his work in jeopardy.
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– They Might Be Giants, She’s An Angel
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A stranger you see every day, such as on a bus or
a park bench.

9

Someone who believes you are someone else
(maybe you lied to them, maybe they assumed).

10

Someone who suspects or believes you are a
supernatural being.

11

Someone that you suspect or believe is a
supernatural being, or of supernatural importance
or destiny.

12

Someone who is teaching you something.

13

Someone you wish to teach, inspire, or mentor.

VWN R 1 Ss

A Band of Angels

The English language records many collective nouns
for an angelic assembly: a host, a choir, an exaltation.
Angels themselves have settled on band as their word of
choice for a small group of angels working together.
Those angels of the same Herald are typically called
a choir, or more military terms such as legion, armies or march.
They use the Host to refer to all of their kind on Earth,
and the Horde to refer to demonkind.

2
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persona to the group, giving a brief overview of personality,

14

Someone you watch from afar
but have never spoken to.

15

Someone you idolise, or who is idolised by others.

16

Someone whom you care for and keep alive.

share, in two stages: first, each player describes a Memory

17

Someone who has taken it upon themselves to
care for you and keep you alive.

their persona shares with the persona of the player on their

18

A rival or competitor (although perhaps the
antagonism has faded).

and each player assigns a Memory their persona

19

Someone you are trying to save or protect.

their right. At the end, each

20

Someone you are planning to kill, foil, or destroy.

persona should have three

21

Someone who has nothing at all (but you).
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Step Eight: Memories

‘Tell him that we drank wine together in Babylon.’
– Neil Gaiman, Sandman

Angels are loners. Out of habit, out of nature, and out of a
survival instinct. But like all expatriates, they know people

from the old country because they can’t avoid seeing them

around the same places. Eventually, after centuries, they
become something like friends with the angels they keep

running into. Like human friendships, most of this is built

on shared experiences. Remembrances. The angels the other
players will be playing will be their closest friends on this

Earth, and they will share memories with them.
Angels can’t learn the way humans do. There’s no part
of their brain that turns the specific into the general, the
repeated into the instinctual. So every time they need to do
something, they have to go back over when they learnt to do
it. As in most RPGs, personas in Relics have abilities and
skills which allow them to manipulate the world around them,
or to do so more effectively. In this game, every such skill is
also associated with a memory. Some memories are created
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during play, as described in Chapter Three. Your starting
memories provide your starting skills. Creating these is done

collaboratively, with all the playing group present.

Each player, taking turns around the table, introduces their

dM
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appearance and concept. Next they describe a Memory that
persona has of themselves. Lastly, players assign Memories

to their fellow players, describing an event their two personas

left; then, they go around the table in the opposite direction,
shares with the persona of the player to

Memories in total.
It is important that
this process be
done in good faith
and with a spirit of
collaboration. The
player adding Memories
has full control of the
scene being described,
which gives them a lot of
power to shape and change
the described persona, and
must take that responsibility
seriously. They may not
change or make false any
previously defined Memories,
but they can certainly add to and
develop them. Also, the Dealer and
the player of the persona can veto the
suggestion, as well as make suggestions
and additions to the memory to make it
the best possible story (so can everyone
else at the table if it is helpful, but
the player giving the Memory is in
charge, so let them have the stage).
Similarly, the persona being
described is the heart of
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the scene and should be the centre of the story told. Again,

Building Memories

T
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everyone can help craft the right skill once the Memory is

‘Remember how a highway was built here one day?

done (and again the Dealer may veto if it is too broad or

Later it witnessed Napoleon’s retreat... and still later

powerful), but the player getting the Memory has control and
the spotlight here.
Some players may find it difficult to think of ideas. We have

it was paved over. Today it’s covered with grass.’
– Cassiel, Wings of Desire
Capital-M Memories are the central mechanic of Relics.
Angels will no doubt share many memories of their

lots of guidelines below to help build suggestions. Others

intersecting pasts with their fellow angels, but Memories as a

may feel unwilling to inflict things on other players without

mechanic are singular descriptive moments that do two things:

‘consent’ – so much in roleplaying games is about letting
people have full control of their characters, and breaking that

• Provide a skill for the persona
• Create a strong emotional and narrative hook for the persona

about who the personas are and how they know each other

Joint Memories also create an emotional connection between

first can help get through this tension and make it feel like an
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the angel remembering the Memory and the angel who is

act of shared creation, not an imposition. Take a moment to

acting in the Memory. This is achieved in part by the fact

establish this sense of trust before Memories begin.

that the Memory comes from someone else: the persona

to the story quickly, or have a larger group, consider only
going one way around the table, with each player only
giving one memory to one other.

who gets the skill gets it based on the Memories of another.
To summarise:
The player who gives the Memory describes the scene.
The player who receives the Memory determines the

Mdl T
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Finally, note that if you have limited time and want to get
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is unusual and uncomfortable. Developing a conversation
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skill they get, based on what the scene contained.

During actual play, the timing of this process is reversed, and
the player calls for the skill first, and then the Memory is

added. This is covered in much more detail in Chapter Three.
Crafting the Scene

The scene can be anything the player can imagine, as long as
it doesn’t contradict anything already established about the
character’s timeline (i.e., they can’t remember seeing them
at the Siege of Troy if they’ve already established they were
inventing writing in China at that time). The scene described

Mdl T

must be a remembered instance, and must have some

W V \Z

importance to the angel remembering it. For shared Memories
it has to be something that the persona giving the Memory
either witnessed or later heard about – so they have to have a
reason that they observed or found out about the event, and
why it stuck in their mind. It will be told from their point of
view, as how they remember it. That means it doesn’t have to

be completely reliable. Since it is a Memory, the scene does not
need to be constrained to one time and place: an angel could
remember how another angel slowly brought about the fall
of Rome over centuries, for example, or that time they gave
another angel bad directions and they ended up lost in the
desert for forty years.
Although the Memory must be important

Mdl T
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to the giver, the central figure in the

described scene must be the persona
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and will thus naturally suggest a skill. Players are, however

emotional resonance to the giver, they are not the principal

encouraged to talk about intent and interpretation, and find

actor in the scene. They are the (mostly) passive observer,

the best fit for both of them. Being lost in the desert for forty

watching the receiver, who is doing something. It is important

years might suggest a wilderness survival skill – but it could

that the scene showcase the receiver in this way, as that is

just as easily point to skills in keeping up the morale of your

the basis for choosing a skill. Put them front and centre,

fellow wanderers, crowd dynamics, or even navigation (after

and describe it as a Memory about them doing actions

that time, you learnt never to get lost again).
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the Memory giver has the power of the narrator, they give
power to the skill receiver by telling a story about them

T
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being the central character, doing some dramatic, powerful
thing(s). Things that have punch and importance, and

created a lasting impact on the world around them or at
least the trouble at that time. Things that suggest skill and

capability in the angel who performs those actions, so they
feel comfortable linking the skill they get with that Memory. It
should be a simple step to see that the Memory described has
showcased various skills displayed by that angel.
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Note also that Memories are always about time spent on

The definition of a skill in Relics is deliberately very wide: it
means anything that an angel might be able to do, and/or be
able to do better. Chapter Three discusses the nature of skills
at length and provides a list of examples to give you a good
starting point. Do not be afraid to think creatively and express
your ideas in fanciful or flavourful terms; some example
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personas have had skills such as ‘Knows Where the Bodies Are
Buried’, ‘People Trust Me Easily’, ‘Preventing People From
Escaping’, and ‘Covering My Tracks’.

players cannot apply a skill to every possible situation, they
are anchored to one of five areas, four of which match the

not celestial events, nor do they provide supernatural powers –

Masteries of the Aspects. A skill is linked to either Striking,

only mortal skills, ones that a human can do.

Enduring, Moving, Speaking, or Knowing. More on these,

Once the scene is described, the player of the receiving
persona gets to choose the skill. Just as the giver can describe
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again, appears in Chapter Three.
The First Memory
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Your first Memory you get to give to yourself, and this allows

any scene they wish, the skill chosen is entirely up to the

you to establish every part of the flashback. Ask others to

receiver. They cannot contravene anything said, but they

suggest the skill; you get final choice, but they may see things

can think expansively in how they interpret it, especially if

in the flashback you may not. Your first Memory can be

the scene covers a long period of time. A good Memory will

anything, but the easiest route to inspiration is your Mission.

place the persona central to the scene, taking decisive action,

What encounter or choice drew you to that group? Was there

Memory Creation Example:

2

Skills are, however, each associated with a Domain. So that

Earth, whether before or (more likely) after falling. They are

Choosing the Skill

dM
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that were important, impressive, and memorable. Although

dM
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receiving the Memory. Although the Memory will have

Lami has created Horace, a Nesher of Sandalphon who has been recording the passings of the Earth since the days of the dinosaurs.
John has created Biblios, an Isha of Gabriel who believes in protecting humanity as a member of the Shield of Faith. Biblios fell to Earth
in the late 19th century and sees Horace as a mentor figure. It is John’s turn to provide Horace with a Memory.

John decides that there is tension in this mentor relationship. He describes a scene in 1942 Germany. Biblios is putting on a German
uniform and preparing false documents for himself and a family – tonight he will drive them safely to the border to escape the death
camps surely coming to them now their Jewish heritage is exposed. Suddenly Horace appears behind him, pinning his arms and
dragging him into a cellar. Horace slams the door and locks it, ignoring Biblios’ screams that the family will die. Lami writes down the
memory as ‘Prevented Biblios from saving a Jewish family in 1942, Germany’ and decides his skill is ‘Subduing People (Striking)’.
When it is Lami’s turn he decides to explain his side of the story. He describes Biblios as an idealist who couldn’t see all the ends.
Saving that family would have exposed Horace’s own plan to build an underground railroad, something that would have saved
hundreds, while the disappearance of this family would have risked alerting the soldiers guarding the city. After Horace let Biblios
go free the next day, Biblios set himself to helping the German people rebel on a countrywide level to help end the war. This was
through planning and organising rather than raw charisma, so John decides the skill is ‘Inciting Rebellion (Knowing)’. He believes
Horace saved his life and others, but still smarts about how he chose to do so and at the loss of that one family he failed to save.
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formed your view of them or cemented your expectations?
Perhaps the first human you met? Or the last? If not from
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your Mission, you might also take inspiration from your

Mortal Connection, or indeed your Guise.
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‘We go back. I knew him from before the Big Bang.’
– Gabriel, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent

During play, creating Memories gets easier: the persona
getting the Memory will already have a skill they want
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much more intimidating: you have no prompts of shared

history but you want these founding remembrances to spark
juicy, dramatic game play. Here are some ideas to help. They
may also be of help when conjuring up Memories during play.
Shared Time & Place
Whether both of you knew it or not, the design of Memories

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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means that in most cases the two personas involved happened
to be in the same time or the same place. Even if the
Memory was passed on second-hand, it means someone the
angel knew was at that time and place. Angels are loners and
their timelines vast. When their paths intersect, something
important is usually going on.

Look at their angelic history. Compare timelines and find

sS

out when the two of you were likely to have met, what time
period that was, and who arrived first. Angels who fell earlier
often act as guides to new arrivals. You can also do a random
draw on the Arrival table (page 46) to get another time period

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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(drawing until you get one the two of you share) and then
consider all the events going on at that time. Finding ideas for
that in the vast tapestry of history does depend on you having
a strong knowledge of history, but the internet is immensely

sS
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on the wrong side of history or on opposing sides.

These kinds of Memories can leave misunderstandings that
become unspoken, open wounds. A great hook for a Memory
is a thing you don’t understand or that hangs in the air – the
elephant in the room. Memories of the last time personas met

What Makes A Memory

ammel
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human events; therefore, it is very easy for angels to end up

a mentor who brought you in? Was there some human that

dM

l

helpful here and we’ve provided a large guide to get you
started in the Appendices. Remember that good dramatic
hooks have conflict, and angels have poor understanding of
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can provide instant story when the series begins, as suddenly
that long lost encounter must be resolved, or at least quietly
tip-toed around. Remember that Memories can be unreliable
and inaccurate because they are not omniscient; these

Memories don’t necessarily condemn one angel to be the

bad guy – rather they set up the angst of misunderstandings,
which is the heart of so much drama. Consider Shakespeare’s

sS

Getting Ideas

Playing roleplaying games and story games is all about
coming up with ideas. It can be an exhausting process, and
few of us are able to turn great ideas on and off like a tap.
Anything you want to use to help with that is a good idea,
be it a random internet search, turning on the television, or
looking at a random page in a book. Sitting at your table is,
of course, a great source of inspiration if you use a tarot deck
with individual images for each card, like the Rider-WaiteSmith deck. Cut the deck and see what the card says to you.
Also, involve your other players. Even though you have the
final say, they can be great for throwing ideas into the mix to
get you started – or even to help you finish. Feel free to start
or end scenes with questions or blanks for them to fill in. You
know the two of you were in Alexandria, but perhaps others
can say exactly why. You saw your angelic colleague step up
to lead the revolution, but can’t quite recall what they said
that seemed so inspiring.
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If you’re using the persona sheet provided, there are clear
places to (briefly) describe the Memory, remind you who
recalled it, and list the skill you chose. If it’s just in text, we
write the Memory, followed by the name of the angel who
gave it, followed by the skill, which is underlined, like this:
Brought about the fall of Rome, Yeshua, Planning (Knowing)
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Whatever you use, be open. Take ideas from anywhere and
be ready to say yes, however strange. Unexpected inspiration
can be the most powerful because it jumps the brain into
places it might not have gone, forcing new ideas instead of
old favourites. Don’t be afraid to take the first idea, no matter
how crazy. Sometimes those are the best.

of a misconstrued observation from afar.

T

There is much in angelic Missions that can suggest Memories.
If you share a Mission with the angel receiving the Memory
it could be when one of you introduced the other to that

Love
Not just romantic love, of course: friendship, filial love,
camaraderie, the love of a child for a parent or a similar
relationship. It may be love between the two angels, or it
could be love between one of them and another figure, or
love between two other figures. Love is the kind of emotion

group, or some task you performed together in it. If you

that drives other emotions: jealousy and anger in those

do not share a Mission, then all of those have reasons to

without it, betrayal or sadness in those who lost it. Love of

dislike the others. The same goes for Aspects, Heralds and

mortals is always complicated because they die, so sadness
can part of every love memory too. Love goes with almost

Dominions; one angel easing a dying man’s pain with the

any scene but it helps set the stakes. Whatever was going on

power of Passings might conflict with a servant of Raphael

mattered more because of the affection involved. Lean into
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love hard and wear it on your sleeves; it leads to every other

for talking that time when striking was the better option.

emotion and stays forever.

The Guise and Mortal Connection may also suggest conflict

Anger
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feel exposed when other angels know too much about their
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Anger is an emotion that stays with us for a long, long time,

so it is perfect for memories. We don’t know what to do with

mortal dealings. Yes, you do in fact know about the waitress

anger. Forgiving feels like forgetting, and we

that smiles all the way to her eyes whenever your angelic

want to protect ourselves from more

friend walks into the diner. Yes, she is in love with you. Yes,
something has to be done about that before it goes too far…

Focus on the Pain

Memories are emotional things; that’s what makes them stick

hurt so we need to remember.
Anger festers and boils within

us. There are so many reasons
to be angry, but mostly anger
is a defence that arises when
someone ignores our

in our mind more than every other thing we see. Rather than

boundaries.

focusing on time and place, you might like to think of the

Someone hurt us or

emotion first and then build the Memory around that. It can
be simply a feeling like love or heartbreak, or it can have a

2
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keen to heal. An Aryeh might still be annoyed with an Isha

centred around the same time and place, and angels naturally
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Much Ado About Nothing, where very much indeed is made out

took something from
us or disrespected us
and our values.

stronger hook to it than that. The following tables suggest

ideas and the prompts are discussed further below. You can

combine the two table suggestions or use them on their own.
Major Draw

Memory Emotion

0-1

Love

2-3

Anger

4-5

Fear

6-7

Joy

8-9

Sadness

10-11

Regret

12-13

Pride

14-15

Disgust

16-17

Jealousy

18-19

Betrayal

20-21

Confusion

T
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Whatever was done, it was against your wishes and you will
never forget that. If the angel did it to you, it will remain with
you; if it was a third party and an angel stood with you, you
will never forget their loyalty.
Fear
Fear and anger live close together: we are often angry at
those who make us afraid. We rarely stay friends with those
who make us fear them, but fear is very much a shared pain.
When we are afraid, we cling to others and we remember
those who relieve our fears. Angels have much to fear; they all
have enemies and so much they do not know, and this drives

dM

them to seek each other out as allies. Fear memories are
typically about enemies resisted or escaped, together, and that
gives an easy way to showcase abilities.
Joy
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What keeps angels going after so many millennia? Sometimes
it is the little moments of joy. Joy seems like a hard emotion
to attach a skill to since skills suggest overcoming a conflict,
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but joy comes after the conflict is resolved, or after some of
the other emotions on this list are relieved. Joy memories
stick in our heads because they are often relived in times of
sadness; they become rituals of remembrance and how we
connect. So they make excellent starting memories between
two angels: every time they think of each other,
they remember the joy they shared that one time.
Sadness
As timelines stretch to infinity, sadness becomes the default
experience of angels. So much suffering, so much death, so
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much waste. Like fear, sadness is often weathered together,
even when it makes us feel alone. Sadness adds a tinge
of failure to a memory: the angel remembered achieving
something but it was somehow not enough. Something was
lost even so. That creates a bond of shared mourning but
it might also create a sense of separation. If they had done
better, could the sadness have been avoided?

sS

Regret
Regret is sadness with an edge – a sharp edge, a blade, turned
extra hard between the shoulders or under the ribs. Sadness
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is about what happened, but regret is about what should have
happened instead. What might have happened, but did not
and now never can. Perhaps the action came after the regret,
reducing or redeeming it somewhat, or maybe it could never
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do enough. It may be that the angel depicted did something
powerful, but you regret letting them do it or asking them to
do it. Strong action, but the wrong choice.

If in doubt, go with pride. It makes the player feel good to
have their persona described with pride and admiration, and
they’ll be more inclined to want to play with you and give you
good Memories in return. It can still cause plenty of drama
later on – and there’s plenty of modern day threats to angels,

the angel resolves it successfully. But confusion is great if you
can’t think of all the details. How did they get there? Why
were you there? If you, the player, don’t know, you can add
it to the scene and let your persona not know either. Later in
the story we can find out what happened, and what happened
to make your persona unclear on the situation previously.
Major Draw

Memory Prompt

0-1

The first time we met…

2-3

It was terrible when…

Disgust is pride’s dark opposite. Pride is when you can’t

4-5

We almost died when…

believe how lucky you are to know someone that talented and

6-7

I owe them a favour because…

so not every memory needs to be generating angst.
Disgust
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noble; disgust is when you recoil in horror, as if the things
wrong with the other individual might somehow crawl onto
your skin and taint you. Disgust sits surprisingly well with
a Memory full of achievements, though, because disgust is

8-9
10-11
12-13
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They wish I had never...

We always fight about…
We always fight over…

triggered by totality and extremes. We might not be disgusted

14-15

by a single murder – but if they killed a hundred people and

16-17

ate their hearts, that shows passion, skill, and dedication.

18-19

The lie we agreed upon was...

20-21

It was different when...
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Jealousy

Also in the shadow of pride is jealousy. It’s all very nice when

The secret I keep from them is...

The secret they keep for me is….

This memory gives the player a sense of how their persona

that means you are not. Like pride, this works perfectly for

presents themselves to others, as well as something that might

showcasing skills because every flourish, every triumph of

set the tenor for that whole relationship. First impressions

the showcased angel getting the skill stings the persona of the

matter so much. This memory also lets the other player pass

giver like a harpoon through the heart. The more you suggest

the memory back, describing the same situation from their

the other persona is good at doing stuff, the more you have

point of view, which might be totally different.

Betrayal
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It was terrible when…

This is a painful or distressing memory. Bad memories stick

Betrayal, like disgust, might make staying friends and working

with us much more than good ones and bind us together in

together as a group difficult, so don’t go too far if you fear

ways happiness never can. It doesn’t mean something bad

you won’t be able to tell believable stories afterwards. On the

was done by the angel – it could have been done by someone

other hand, betrayal often comes from misunderstandings

else, but it left both angels damaged.

or miscommunications, and they can be cleared up later.
Betrayal is a great emotion to tell stories with because it can

sS

We almost died when...

only come after trust has been established, so you know that

Facing death and great danger, like facing pain, forges

before this Memory you had reason to trust that person

friendships in a way unlike anything else and can inspire us to

deeply. This gives space to add Memories before that –

find hidden strengths. This memory also gives you something

and now you can tell the story of how the wound healed,

to blame each other about (who caused it), and/or a shared

or festered.

enemy (who put you both in danger).

Confusion

I owe them a favour because...

Not everything in life makes sense, and in an immortal life

Debts force characters together. Especially if that debt can

that adds up to a lot of strangeness and surprise. Confusion is

never be repaid. Or maybe they just cleaned up your messes

surely the most common emotion of an angel’s existence. On

and the favour is perpetual – an unbalanced relationship that

T
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The first time we met...

someone excels, but it means they are in the spotlight – and

reason to hate them. Jealousy is a jackpot.

2
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memory needs to describe someone doing something well.

a scene, as scenes tend to be quite clear: a conflict appears,

dM

Pride can be the easiest of the memory prompts because the

the surface it doesn’t sound like an emotion that might drive

dM
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dramatic foil to react to, and a gift to them (and the Dealer)
as they have an easy hook to drag your character into scenes.
They wish I had never...
This is a very slight but important change from the above.
There is the same sense that your persona did something that
made their persona feel bad – but in this case you are unable
or unwilling to balance the scales. Maybe you had no other
choice, or maybe it’s something that can’t be set right. Again

dM

it is better to compel your own persona, but this reverses: if
you can’t think of something you did wrong, tell them how
they wronged you.
We always fight about…
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Conflict drives drama, and conflict comes from disagreement.
What you fight about is also what you care about. It could
even be something trivial like whether baseball is better

sS
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than cricket. Perhaps that points to a moment in your past,
or is a cover for some other conflict, or is just a fun little
character tic.
We always fight over...
The difference here is this is about competition. It’s not who
is right and who is wrong, but about you both wanting to be
the best. Or have the most, or be the first, or win the love or
affection or support of someone else. Competition is a big
driver in so many different narratives (particularly television)
and shouldn’t be overlooked.

Roleplaying games offer players a tantalising concept: the
ability to at last be whatever they want to be with nobody
to tell them no. For some this is a powerful promise and
something no other game – or even their real life – can
provide. Relics breaks that promise. Even without random
character generation, a player may reach the Memories
section and be handed something they want no part of. In
their head they may have created a pure soul only to be told
they are a murderer, abuser, or worse. On the one hand, this
is the nature of Relics; it deliberately breaks this covenant.
Your character isn’t sacrosanct and it doesn’t belong only to
you. That’s to make a point about how we aren’t all masters
of our souls. On the other hand, nobody should be forced
to play something they despise, and what matters – the only
thing that matters – is everyone having fun. Players should
be warned that these mechanics are coming, and if they
do still want to play, they should be allowed to discuss the
Memories given to them. The rules should never be used
to crush someone’s fun or stop the idea of painting the
picture that makes them happy.
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angel is keeping it for you. You might think nobody knows.
But someone does. Maybe more than one someone.
The lie we agreed upon was...

We took an oath not to mention what really happened.
We have our cover story and we’re sticking to it.
Being bound in a conspiracy is a tie that binds and then
chokes and cuts. To see the other reminds you of the lie. And
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The secret I keep from them is...

it grows every time you look into your pasts.

There’s something they should know, but you haven’t told

It was different when…

them. Why? Tell the players, of course. You can reverse it
and list something they won’t tell you, or they may explain
that on their turn anyway. Also remember that the scene is
about them, so your secret can’t be too much about what you

sS

did. If you committed the crime they were arrested for, then
you should tell the story of their bold escape.
The secret they keep for me is…
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They know something about you that you don’t want them to
say to others. This is another reason you owe them a favour,
especially if it costs them to keep it a secret. What do they
have on you? You could leave it and work it out in play – just
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knowing they keep your secret is enough for now, and can still

Relationships change. Once, it was different. Maybe you
were lovers, maybe you shared a passion, maybe one was the
student and the other the master. But not anymore. Even if
things are better now there’s regret for what was lost and can
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never be regained.

The Extra Step:
Building the Group

‘What’s the point of being an angel
if you can’t help a brother out?’
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your own character. It’s a gift to you as you always have a

But That’s Not
What I Wanted

dM

owe your persona a favour: it’s much more fun to compel
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never balances out. Don’t do this the other way, where they
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– Lucifer, Lucifer

Shared remembrances built connections to the other

set the tone of a memory. It’s also possible that, although you

angels of your city and your past. But for stories

know what the secret is, your persona has no idea the other

about groups to work, the group needs a strong

the structure of the series (see Chapter Nine), but otherwise

T

you should work together to create this element. It will give
the Dealer a clearer view of what you’d like to see in the
series, too.
The importance of a strong reason for the group to hang
together cannot be overstated. Angels are diverse creatures
and – crippling loneliness aside – are not nearly as given
to socialise as humans. Players often give their personas
countless reasons to fight demons, find relics, and save the
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world without thinking why they would do it as a team. It
might even be worth doing this step before making your
personas if you prefer. The simplest and easiest solution is

T

to have a strong, well-defined purpose for gathering together.

T

dM

Some examples are listed here to get you going.

Just A Social Occasion

Angels are not nearly as social as humans – but they are
alone on this planet, much more so now that God is gone.

There’s comfort in being around people like yourself. It can
desensitise you to the reality of where you are, but it also
stops you going insane. Angels can be so desperate for this

that they will even seek out angels they despise just to have

a sense of the familiar. Many angels invent formal rituals

– gathering at certain times in certain places over the long
centuries. They might not talk, they might just agree to sit

and watch the sunrise or feed the pigeons in the square, but
at least they’re there, among their own. This might be a city-

wide occasion or smaller gatherings for closer acquaintances.

This isn’t loaded with plot hooks, but rituals matter and when
someone is in trouble they know they can go to the meeting

and at least find others who will listen or understand... of
course, that comes with the reverse expectation that if
someone comes with a problem, you have to help.

Safety in Numbers

Angels live dangerous lives. They are surrounded by enemies
and don’t even trust other angels. Gathering together in
numbers is a way to stay safe in an uncertain world. A few
extra people around gives you – at least for small pockets
of time – a chance to relax, knowing that there’s at least
one other pair of eyes watching the door and checking
the exits. You don’t even have to like them – just being
around them keeps you safe; like a herd of

T
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buffalo, maybe the

2

Study Group
Angels like to watch the world. For some it is a hobby, like
bird watching or collecting butterflies. There’s a thrill
in studying individual specimens as well as charting
population patterns. There’s also a need to increase the
body of knowledge: even after thousands of years among
us, large aspects of human life and world concepts remain
mysteries to them. Even more mysterious is their own history
and mythology, and the nature of their own existence.
Understanding mortal and angel existence is the first step to
being able to protect that existence, or at least stop it driving
off a cliff. Research and study requires resources, access, and
agents on the inside – ideally going unseen. This is much
more dangerous and hard work than birdwatching. As with
real life politics and intrigue, intelligence gathering can tilt in
a split second from boring book-keeping to a deadly game of
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shared focus. The Dealer may already have an idea about

demons will kill someone else and leave you to run away.
There’s a moment of détente from internecine squabbles if
there’s a place you can look each other in the eye. Maybe
you’ll be able to tell from who doesn’t show up where things
have gone wrong. If everyone stays close, everyone lives
longer. Again, formal or ritualised gatherings may be part of
this: they offer the chance to take a count of everyone on a
regular basis. Angels are few enough but wander so far that a
census is worth taking every century or so. This means when
numbers go down, or the wolves circle, angels must act.

dM
dM
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reason to stay close together and collaborate. They need a

Sharing Roles Around

As players create Memories and flashbacks for their fellow
players, they may introduce human and supernatural
figures that their angel band has encountered over time.
Mortal connections will also populate the setting with
other characters to interact with. Players should feel free
to build these characters up collectively, with none of them
‘belonging’ to any one player. Players might even volunteer to
take on the roles of these characters in scenes in which they
appear, especially if their persona isn’t present in that scene.
As there are no mechanics to ensure story control is equally
shared, it is up to everyone to ensure that happens: don’t let
the more vocal players get to run all the minor characters or
other players may feel left out.

Example: Jake and Andrew have established that their
angels were on different sides during the French Revolution,
and both met Robespierre. They decide to do a scene
where they flashback to Jake’s angel learning how to forge
documents and Andrew’s angel catching her in the act.
Another player takes the chance to play Robespierre and flesh
out this relationship – and add new details to the backstory.
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thrones, and having a specialised team that you can rely on at
that moment makes all the difference. It also helps if people
can work shifts: somebody can watch the mating rituals of the
couples across the road through binoculars while the others
get the coffee. That duty is what keeps a group together to
share in these discoveries.

Search & Retrieval
Relics of fallen angels were designed to be dormant, all their
power sealed off unless severed from the host angel. Now
that God is gone, that’s no longer true. Finding lost or stolen
relics provides a great pathway to enormous power, and
stopping the wrong people from finding them is an important
part in keeping the world from descending into chaos
and nightmare. Tombs need to be looted, lost arks
need to be raided, and casinos need to be heisted.
This, however, requires a wide array of skills and
knowledge, and someone to watch your back –
not to mention
someone
to
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help you remember where you were when you last saw your
own relics. Finding your own is important partly because

it’s a piece of your soul, and partly because no angel wants
to be the one whose relic ends the world. Angels are not

natural archaeologists so they’ve had to be fast learners – or
seek outside help. But when you’re dealing with things this
valuable, you can trust only a few, and to earn that trust
nobody works outside jobs. That makes for a tight-knit
group... and one rife for betrayal when a job goes south and
it’s every angel for themselves.

Seek & Destroy

T
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Those agents, infernal or otherwise, who are trying to gain
the power of relics to rule or destroy the world need to be

found and stopped, as do all enemies of angels. The cold war
is supposedly over, but the thaw is slow and some enemies still
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prefer to work in the shadows. This means finding the wolves
among the sheep is no simple task. Angels attempting this

often take on the Guise of police, intelligence agents,
or private investigators to better track their prey

and cover their pursuant actions. Like finding relics,
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they need a wide breadth of skills and abilities, and

somebody to watch their back. Angels crazy enough to

try to find and eliminate their enemies seek out like-minded
allies, and the bonds of loyalty forged in these battles last

forever. There are plenty of angels who want the war to stay
cold or to freeze solid altogether – and they will come for

angels messing with the status quo. This group of angels can
afford no allies but themselves.

Win the War

tuvwxyz M d l T
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A more proactive version of the above is to start – and finish

– the war against the demons and the forces of darkness. This

W V \Z

means gathering weapons, recruiting allies, establishing bases

and supply lines, and then clearing neighbourhoods and cities,
one by one. This is a global task beyond just a small handful

of angels – but they could start a movement, or be rising
stars in one led by their various Missions. Going from

sS

The Last Time We Met

Flashbacks are a great way to build a shared purpose. Your
Dealer might ask you to do this by focusing all your starting
Memories on a single time period and/or event. That event
might also describe why you haven’t met again until now,
or why your old reason for meeting changed. A great way
to start a series or a session is with group flashbacks, going
back to Memories the whole group experienced. The Last
Time We Were All Together or The Reason We Promised To
Gather Again make very strong Memories to begin a game.
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or flicking through police scanners to find people in need.

war across the globe would be the basis of a great epic series.

Rumours of small teams of angels being dumped in Miami

Part of that war, or a series of its own, could be the struggle

by the CIA or cruising the Los Angeles underground in a

to make your Mission ascendant across the globe, which

black van are probably exaggerated.

is more than one war to win. War is Hell, they say, but the

Save the World

bonds formed in it are unlike any other; angels going to war

It might seem redundant: fighting demons, finding relics,

will be bound to each other against the entire universe.

winning the War – aren’t angels always saving the world?
But this isn’t just something that might happen in your plot:

We Help Humans

it’s your explicit reason for gathering together. That means

The Christian and Islamic idea of angels spreading

VWN R 1 Ss

God’s message and ushering humans towards Heaven is
not based on fact. But angels were charged to care for the

world and its inhabitants, and have a special kinship for the

T

things they find most like themselves. They take their role in
existence to be not just protecting the sheep from the wolves
but taking care of all aspects of the sheep’s lives. Some seek
out caring professions – soldiers, spies, police, emergency
workers, or doctors – while others provide private services

you only gather when the world is about to end. That adds a

2

sense of urgency and immediacy to every single game session
and every story you tell: if you are together it means the
world is definitely at stake. It also changes the relationships
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between the group. The individuals you see only when the
world is about to end are people you trust, but might also

hate seeing. The group of you gathered in one place means

dM
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involves convincing all the others to abandon theirs. There
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a group of elite soldiers to generals leading an outright hot

terrible things have already begun and more suffering is on
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as local vigilantes, crime fighters, or private investigators.

its way. You have a bond laced through trauma and tension;

Some work on problems as a whole rather than just specific

your associations seem to exist in a different reality to the

instances – for example, running charities, community groups,

other world, that one where existence isn’t hanging by a

schools, orphanages, halfway houses, drop-in clinics, and

thread. When the threat is over, you dissipate because you

youth hostels. Still others prefer to just wait in the shadows

don’t know how to socialise in other terms. But you only

for chances to play good Samaritans, perhaps tending bar

dissipate when the threat is done.

a gAME of aNGELS

l

MEMORIES

Angel

MISSION ~

RELIC ~

Rank

Memory

Skill

Dominions

Signifier

l

HERALD ~

Mastery
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a gAME of aNGELS

ASPECT ~

a gAME of aNGELS

Persona Name:
Player Name:

DESCRIPTION

MIRACLES
Effect

Trammel
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Descent:
Arrival:
Angelic Work:
Historical Impact:
Appearance:
Mark:
Mortal Connection:
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1~6 Failure

7~10 Partial Success

11+ Full success
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Of all the things you’d expect to find in a Zurich bank vault,
a man in an SS uniform glaring at you with burning red eyes
would probably be relatively low on the list.
But there he is, gaze like twin embers fixed on the angelic
intruder who’s come to so rudely relieve the bank of what
he’s guarding.
‘You seeing this?’ Ironheart mutters under her breath.
‘Seeing. Not liking,’ Yuurei says through the earpiece.
‘Whatever you’re going to do about him, do it fast. I can’t keep
the bank locked out of its systems for long.’
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‘This was supposed to be a simple job. Intel said nothing about
this bastard,’ says Ironheart, a mildly accusatory tone creeping
into her voice.

‘You’re the Aryeh. Stab him a lot. Or see if he’ll go away under
threat of stabbing.’

sS

‘Right. Good plan.’ Ironheart circles warily, the burn on her
face throbbing as she watches the man watching her.
Demon – no doubt about it. The burn never lies. ‘Hey. Buddy.
This doesn’t have to end with you being pounded into dust.
Take a walk.’
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‘Such confidence,’ the demon hisses, his German-accented
voice like escaping steam. ‘As much as I would love to leave,
I have been bound here. They have my relic. So if you want
your prize, you’ll have to come through me to get it. I do hope
you try – I haven’t tasted angel blood in such a long time.’
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‘Comforting. Any suggestions?’
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‘Hey, I went over this place with a fine-toothed comb. You saw
how he just materialised – honestly, I’d be willing to bet he’s
only there because you are.’

sS

‘I won’t deny a dying man his last meal.’ Ironheart runs
her hand along her blade and it erupts in flame as she
leaps to strike.
The demon ducks to the side as the sword comes crashing
down, striking sparks on the tiled floor of the vault. With a
guttural growl, his hands sharpen into black talons, ripping
through the fabric of his gloves, and he slashes at Ironheart’s
quite-ruined-enough-already-thank-you face.
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Ironheart raises her sword in a flash, blocking his strike with
the edge, and he howls in pain – right before she brings her
knee sharply into his gut. He staggers and she’s on him, blade
blazing with holy fire – fire potent enough to harm even a
demon – as she cuts him clean across the face. ‘You’re out of
practice,’ she observes. ‘Been down here too long?’

T
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The demon ash settles while Ironheart steps up to the large
deposit box. ‘I swear, if your guy gave us the wrong key I’ll gut
him myself.’

sS

‘You’ll have to get in line behind Adra. Hurry – the security
people are trying to get me out of the network,’ Yuurei says, her
voice strained. ‘Grab the thing and go.’
Ironheart slots the key into the lock and mutters a silent
prayer of thanks to God – wherever She is – as the box swings
smoothly open. ‘…Wait. Damn it, no!’
‘What? What’s wrong?’
‘It’s not in here! The Spear’s not in here!’
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‘What? Ugh… Adra’s going to be so mad. Anything we
can salvage?’

‘Do we want Nazi gold?’ Ironheart asks, staring down at the
stacks of gleaming ingots, all embossed with the seal of the
Third Reich. ‘Because I’m looking at a fortune in Nazi gold.’
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‘I’ll smash you to shards and eat them!’ the creature screeches,
leaping again with claws outstretched – only to lose them as
Ironheart’s sword slices too fast to see, biting through the
wrists and cauterising the stumps in an instant. As he drops to
the ground, her boot is on the back of his neck, and she stomps
his face into the floor before silencing his agonised screams
with a sword point directly through the spine and into his
black heart.

sS

‘Fortune in Nazi gold buys a lot of guns, and a lot of guns is a
lot of dead demons. Grab as much as you can and bounce
– ah, hell!’
‘What now?’
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‘I’m locked out! Security’s gonna be on you in two minutes!’

Ironheart sighs and draws her sword again as the alarms begin
to blare. ‘They’re never simple jobs, are they?’

sS
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– James Madison

the rules you have as guidelines. The Dealer and the players
should make a decision and move the game forward.

Much of the game does not need rules: you describe what

your persona does, and the Dealer tells you what happens.

how. Nobody without lengthy medical training can perform
brain surgery; on the other hand, someone with no training

whatsoever might be able to staunch a bleeding wound.

Maybe. Poorly. Deciding when an action is automatic, only

possible with a skill, or can be improved with the possession

of a skill is one of the primary duties of the Dealer – and it

is an art, not a science. We provided guidelines on this choice,

but no fixed rules that can cover all situations.

However, in situations where the outcome is in doubt or can

Informal & Formal Play

create dramatic tension, that is when the rules come into

In most games, players only interact with the game (and the

play. Cards drawn from the tarot deck are used to determine

game’s setting) in formal ways. No amount of legal arguments

the outcome. For the most part this will be done with Simple

Tests; for more dramatic or more drawn out encounters, a

Complex Test will be used. This chapter takes you through
these elements and the rest of the game rules.

As mentioned in Chapter One, we’re using the Fugue system
in this game, which first appeared in Alas Vegas. The system
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is available under the Creative Commons. We’ve made some
changes from the original to better suit our world and game

made by your character in Monopoly can stop you being sent
to jail if you land on that space. Roleplaying games are

different. Players can and often do spend long periods of time
engaging with the game and with the story without using
mechanics, and don’t need any rules intervention. Some
role-players prefer to spend as much time as possible in these
modes of play and see rules as an intrusion; others prefer lots

design, and we’ll point those out as we go. It doesn’t matter

of formalised rules play. Similarly, each group has their own

if you’ve never heard of the Fugue system – everything you

preferences about how often they move between these play

need to know is contained in this book.

modes and how much each informs or directs the other.

Can I Do It?

Some people like to have the imagined story call up the
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‘You never know what is enough until you know
what is more than enough.’

sS

– William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven & Hell

mechanics, others like to work the other direction and use
rules and random results to call up story; most people use
both at some point.

The chief function of the rules in Relics is to decide whether

Every group and every player can be different, and the rules

a persona can or cannot do what they intend to do, and

of a roleplaying game should be adjusted to the players.

perhaps how well they can do it. There are some times where

Time and intuition will allow everyone to find the right

this is easily decided. Some things are generally impossible:

balance and flow. In other words, use the mechanics as and
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There are also things that are impossible without knowing

W V \Z
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elics is a game designed to simulate a world and a story
being told in that world. No rules set can be so extensive
as to model everything you might encounter while
exploring a world this vast and imagining all the things
you can do in it. Therefore, in any instances where the
rules seem absent, you should make something up using
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a persona cannot simply unmake the universe (although in
certain cases, maybe they could, but mostly, no). Other things
are trivial: a persona can walk down a street.

when your style of play wants them. Ignore them otherwise.
We trust you.
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As a general rule: err on the side of allowing personas to
attempt actions. If it seems unlikely, add a Blight (see below).

This is because attempting something with a random draw

T

is exciting and involving. It draws attention to the player and
their actions. Any failure that is produced will also be blamed
on luck, not the fiat decision of the Dealer. It also means that,
in the few times the Dealer demands a skill be in place before
spend their precious Memories.
If it still seems unlikely, the next option
is to make a plan. A persona with

VWN R 1 Ss

no training cannot perform brain
surgery. But they can find a

T

brain surgeon who can. And
then convince him to act in
their interest. Or, since this is
Relics, excise the memory of
that skill out of the surgeon’s
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head, store it in a relic, and give
that relic to an angel. In either

case, instead of the story ending
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the Test can be made, the personas will be more willing to

with the ‘impossible’, we get a new
scene. So when you do say no, always

follow up with ‘unless you find a way’

and throw the ball back to the players.

‘You’re keeping me alive because
you don’t know DOS?’
– Izzy, The Prophecy 2

In roleplaying games there are always actions that
personas are assumed to be able to do. In Relics and

other Fugue system games, this is not a straightforward issue.
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In some Fugue games the personas have lost their memories,
meaning much of what players might expect they can do, what

dM

Assumed Actions

sS

adult humans can normally do, has become elusive to them.
In the case of Relics, the personas are very much inhuman
creatures, which means much of what humans can do is strange
to them. They cannot be expected to know what the average
person in the street might know. Here are the basics:
Angels can:
• Speak one human language (which, for simplicity,

T
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we assume is the dominant language of where they
are currently based for their Series)

•R
 ead and write the same language
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(unless the Dealer says otherwise)
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onto train lines, try to make friends with speeding cars, eat
urinal cakes and so on)

l

• Understand basic human concepts like how humans eat,
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excrete, sleep, have sex, and interact with other people – they
understand the general behaviour humans use to operate in
society, and copy these concepts and behaviours with enough
success not to be immediately seen as alien elements

• Read human body language well enough to recognise basic

• Physically attack someone with their fists and claws
• Use a phone and a computer (although not very effectively)
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intent and emotional mood of others

• Interpret anything beyond their time scale through
an understanding of human cultures of the past

(e.g. cricket might be new, but everyone gathering
to watch sport makes sense)

• Figure out how to use simple technology where you push a
button and something happens, like a toaster

sS

• Wear clothing that matches what most people are wearing
around them (on top of their Semblance)
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Memory), Angels cannot:
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• Speak a foreign language
• Drive a car
• Fire a gun or use any other kind of weapon
• Find specific places in a city, or a place that would
provide a specific thing they need
• Make use of cultural and civic concepts and technologies

T
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that are commonplace to humans (they know what buying
and selling is, but might not understand an ATM
or needing a bus pass)

•U
 nderstand the purpose of specific, complex, or subtle
human actions or societal structure (e.g. why people get
married, how banks work, what looks impressive
to people who like muscle cars)
• Understand culturally coded information about concepts
and structures (e.g. they know what a phone number is but

Mdl T
T
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not that certain digits will indicate a mobile number or a
landline or an international call)

• Know how to get useful information off a computer
or a phone

• Use a phone to do more than call or text

•C
 ook anything without a microwave and detailed
instructions

•T
 ie their shoelaces properly (they often wear sandals
or go barefoot)
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minds or being killed by unexpected threats (e.g. not wander

Unless other rules in play say otherwise (such as skills from a
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• Navigate through modern human society without losing their
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The narrative purpose of not being able to do things is to
emphasize that angels are eternal strangers on earth. It is

supposed to be dramatic, interesting, a little humorous, and
maybe just a bit frustrating in order to drive angels to seek out
human companions to help them. It is not supposed to be boring,
agonising, bathetic, or to make a game an exercise in bad jokes
about trying to solve the puzzle of the mysterious soda machine.
Dealers should work hard to find this balance, and players
should let Dealers know if the balance comes unstuck.
Of course, most of the things on the ‘cannot’ list can be done
with a test, seeing if they can intuit the solution. The Dealer can
apply Blessings and Blights depending on how arcane the activity.
Angels can also do some special actions which players might
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not assume. They have four specific supernatural powers
that mortals lack:
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flesh, a tiny flame will appear. It won’t spread without more
fuel, though. They can also heal their wounds in fire. Cutting
themselves to heal their own wounds doesn’t work.

1 R NW V \sZS 1 R N W V \ Z

• Might. Angels are far more resistant to harm than mortal
humans. This is modelled in them having four wound levels,

whereas humans have just two. They also don’t get sick or
age, and can take a human punch without flinching.

• F light. Angels can fly. Not fast, only at about a mortal
walking pace (unless they are a Nesher), but enough not to
die from most falls. They can also get a buffet from their

wings to ‘jump’ their own height quite easily. With their
wings hidden, they look like parkour masters.

Once per scene, an Isha can speak a sentence – no more than
twelve words – and if they know it to be true and believe it

to be true, it will be taken as the absolute truth by the listener
or listeners. It has a sense of weight and importance to it, as
well as a sense of truth, but does not compel the listeners in

any way. It doesn’t work over technology; it must be spoken to
human ears directly.

Unlike other Miracles, these are not bound into relics and the
angels of each Aspect have them at all times.

The Simple Test
‘It would be nice once just to guess,
instead of always knowing.’

– Damiel, Wings of Desire

• The Semblance. Angels can appear to be entirely human

s
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Before any Test is made, it is important that the players and the

at will, but it tends to cause mass panic and worse, no matter

Dealer alike agree on what is being Tested. Everyone should

how much you say ‘Fear Not’.

be clear on who is involved (which player or players, and which

Each Aspect also has its own Miracle:

Aryeh: Sword of Majesty

Once per scene, an Aryeh may manifest a five-foot-long blade
of fire. It does sufficient damage in an attack (assuming it hits)
to destroy anything smaller than a truck, destroy a relic, kill

a single human, or severely wound a demon. It is considered
one level of Scale up (see page 81 for more on Scale) for that

attack. It can cut through anything, burns at around five
thousand degrees Celsius, and the angel is skilled at wielding
it, so may be given a Blessing on Tests.

Behema: Body of Beryl

Once per scene, a Behema may ignore all damage dealt by a
single attack or instance. It doesn’t matter how much damage

it is, as long as it comes from the same source. The Dealer

can be generous as to what consists of a source: for example,
the round of a firing squad could be considered one source

– at least for the first round. Damage includes any negative
effect, but they can freely choose to take some of the effects if
they wish: for example, they could shake off a rocket blast but

enjoy the distance travelled by the blast wave.

Nesher: Wings of Heaven

characters controlled by the Dealer), what the active participants
are broadly trying to achieve, and what forces might be acting

against them. You also should have a rough idea of what success
and failure will look like. There’s no need to go into detail – that
comes after the Test. Intent is what matters.

Example: Ironheart is trying to get into an event. ‘I run ahead, shoving
everyone out of the way,’ the player says.
The Dealer hesitates. ‘Are you just barrelling forward,
knocking people to the ground?’
The player recants: ‘No, no, I just meant, I move forward quickly; I don’t
want to slow down, but I’m not flooring people. Probably nobody gets
knocked over. Maybe if I fail somebody does.’ Now everyone understands
the intent and the desired outcome.

tuvwxyz
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Once the intent and goals are established, the Test begins.
The Simple Test of Relics is very simple: The Dealer
shuffles the deck and deals the player one card.

If it is six or lower, the Test is a Failure.
If it is a seven to ten, the Test is a Grudging Success.

tuvwxyz
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If it is an eleven/Page or higher, i.e. a court card,
the Test is a Full Success.

If it is a Major Arcana, then:

If it is the Devil (#15), it is a Dramatic Failure.

If it is the World (#21), it is a Dramatic Success.

can outfly any bird of prey and outrun anything subsonic.

If it is one of the players’ Signifiers,
a Miracle may occur (see below).

Tests related to air manoeuvres, and speed. The wings are not
real, so they don’t require any wind or air pressure to operate.

sS

If it is a Minor Arcana, then consult the value of the card:

All angels can fly but Nesher can fly like, well, eagles. They
Unless racing another Nesher or a fighter jet, they win all

3
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and move amongst humans without notice. They can drop it

dM

d MT

is slightly pyrophoric, and with a flick of their claws across

Isha: Voice of God

dM
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• Fire. Angels can create fire from their flesh. Their blood
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Otherwise, the card counts as a ten,
and thus is a Grudging Success.

sS
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suit, then the result is a Full Success, regardless of the value

the Dealer may also decide something strange or

of the card.
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There are two things that can alter the Simple Test:
Blessings and Blights, and Masteries.

Differences from
the Fugue System

Certain powers and conditions in the game will give actions
Blessings or Blights. Blessings are advantages, assets or some

are seeking to endure, outlast or withstand an impacting
force, they get a Full Success if they draw any Staves card.
•N
 esher have Mastery over Moving. Whenever they
Success if they draw any Coins card.

• I sha have Mastery over Speaking. Whenever they are
aiming to speak with impact and impressiveness, they get a
Full Success if they draw any Cups card.
These categories are strictly delineated. Trying to make your
point by punching someone doesn’t become Speaking or
Moving the argument forward: it is Striking. The physical

Mdl T
T
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activity being performed is what matters, not the intent.
Aspect

Mastery

Miracle

source of Blessings is an appropriate skill for the task in

Swords

Aryeh

Striking

Sword of Majesty

Staves

Behema

Resisting

Body of Beryl

Coins

Nesher

Moving

Wings of Heaven

Cups

Isha

Speaking

Voice of God

question, provided by a Memory. Blights represent the
opposite: complication, hindrances, or some lacking element

Test is a normal Test. You can have up to two Blessings and
up to two Blights. If a situation would ever create three or

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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more Blights on a Test, consider it impossible; if a situation
creates three Blessings, consider it something that can always
succeed as a Full Success (see below).

Dramatic Success & Dramatic Failure
If the World (#21) is drawn, the action is always a Dramatic
Success. If the Devil (#15) is drawn, the action is always a

Mdl T

Dramatic Failure. These override all other results. This can
make Blessings more risky (as there is a greater chance of

For each Blessing applied to the Test, draw an extra

Dramatic Failure in more cards), but similarly Blights

card and take the best of all cards drawn.

contain the greater chance of a Dramatic Success as well.

For each Blight applied to the Test, draw an extra
card and take the worst of all cards drawn.

T
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are trying to move swiftly, secretly or skilfully, they get a Full

Minor

each other out. If you have both a Blessing and a Blight, the

If both occur in the same draw, the Dealer decides which
one takes precedence.

When doing multiple draws, multiple Major Arcana effects

Only the Players Draw

can be triggered. See ‘A Miracle Occurs’ (page 72) for more.

In Simple Tests, typically only the players draw cards. The

Always draw all cards available for the Test rather than

Dealer may decide to draw in certain instances, but the

stopping once you have a Success, as later draws may trigger

Tests are always done by players, acting for their personas.

these kinds of events.

Characters controlled by the Dealer never make Simple Tests.

Mastery

Example: Rachel tries to shoot Selaphiel in the chest. Selaphiel is being

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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•B
 ehema have Mastery over Enduring. Whenever they

extra quality being added to the action. The most common

making the task more difficult. Blessings and Blights cancel

dM

Success if they draw any Swords card.

Each Aspect has an associated Mastery, and an associated suit

played by the Dealer. Rachel’s player makes a Test to hit with the shot.

of the Tarot. Whenever they are performing an action that

When she misses, Selaphiel swings back with her flaming sword. Now

corresponds to their Mastery and draw the corresponding

Rachel’s persona makes a Test to avoid being hit.

Mdl T
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Blessings & Blights

trying to strike a person or object with force, they get a Full

W V \Z
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Relics makes a few small changes with Simple Tests from the
Fugue system as it appears in Alas Vegas and in the Creative
Commons document. First of all, those rules call these Tests
‘Skilled Actions’. They have no fixed difficulty: the Dealer
will set one between 3 and 12, which the draw must equal
or exceed. They have no levels of success; just success or
failure. Major Arcana are successes when skills apply (i.e. like
Blessings), rather than drawing extra cards. Complex Tests
are known there as ‘Contested Actions’.

• Aryeh have Mastery over Striking. Whenever they are

W V \Z

supernatural happens.

T
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If a Major Arcana is drawn and a Miracle does not occur,
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in detail below.

Dramatic Failure
The goal of the action was not achieved and things have got
worse or a significant problem arises, beyond simply failing to
execute the action. In improvised narrative terms, this would

Naomi is grabbed from behind by a civic-minded person trying to stop
an alleged thief. Naomi makes a draw to point out the exploding cars as
the motivation for her actions. She gets a seven of Cups. Normally this
would be a Grudging Success, but she is Isha, so it counts as a Full
Success – she is Communicating and Cups is Isha’s suit. Her assailant
immediately understands and follows her to help.

be described as the No-And result.

Dramatic Success

Example: Naomi runs after the fleeing angel and tries to follow through

The action succeeds, and then some. The result is above and

VWN R 1 Ss

busy traffic. She draws the Devil – she doesn’t just fail to get across the

beyond what was sought or even expected. An extra benefit is

road, a car skids and knocks her down. Another jack-knifes around her

gained, or a lucky break goes their way in addition to getting

and crashes, bursting into flame. Car horns blare, metal scrapes metal,

what they wanted. In improvised narrative terms, this would

and the sound of screams fills the air.

be described as a Yes-And result.

Failure

Naomi throws the blankets down onto the car so she can extinguish some

T

You fail to get the outcome sought. You cannot keep
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trying the same action and hope for a success, but if you
significantly alter your resources, conditions, or circumstances

you may be able to make another Test. Alternatively, there
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flames and reach over the hot metal to the trapped person. She draws The
World. Naomi can’t think of a way to do the action in any particularly
spectacular or more amazing fashion, so instead the Dealer decides that

the heavens open and it begins to rain, like an act of God. All the other

may be another solution and players should be encouraged

fires go out and everyone is out of danger.

to see Failure as encouragement to try another idea. In

Not Everything Is Grudging

improvised narrative terms, this would be described as the

No-But result.

For more detail in scenes, there are the rules for Complex

Tests below. However, there are times when you may want

Naomi tries to reach the injured person in the car wreck. She makes a

less detail. Not everything is so important that a Grudging

draw to reach through the jagged metal, but draws a 4 – she can’t bear

result is going to be particularly interesting, nor a Dramatic

the pain. She decides to instead run into a nearby house in the hope of

one for that matter. In these cases, the Dealer can simply look

finding towels or blankets to extinguish the fire.

for success – a 7 or higher is enough

Grudging Success

The action succeeds… just barely. Or with a consequence or
qualification. You reach the outcome you wanted, essentially

– but not entirely, or not without cost. Players and the Dealer
should work together to find entertaining qualifications or
sacrifices to apply. In improvised narrative terms, this would

dM

T

play. The outcomes and their implications are described

described as just a Yes result.

dM

Once a card is drawn that result must be interpreted in

problems. In improvised narrative terms, this would be

dM
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Interpreting the Result

to achieve a Full Success.

be described as the Yes-But result.
Naomi makes a draw to find a blanket as fast as possible in
a strange house, and draws an 8. Naomi’s player decides
she finds the blankets, but someone thinks she’s robbing
the house and chases after her into the street.
She’ll lose precious seconds explaining herself.

Full Success

T
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Everything goes well. You get what
you want just as you wanted
it, with no conditions,

qualifications, or added
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Optional Rules: More Success

defined by the fact that it is about one singular

the tarot deck, smaller groups will find few Miracles occurring

lots of different actions. For example, a scene

With the Major Arcana making up more than a quarter of
(as their Signifiers will be drawn less often) and quite a lot of

involving breaking into a museum might involve

Grudging Successes (almost half the time, in fact). A simple

the action of sneaking past the security

way to make things easier for the players – and less work for

system, climbing the walls, picking the

the Dealer having to describe things – is to make all Major

door locks, and so on. A scene involving a

Arcana a Full Success. Your game will feel more forgiving in

conversation might be broken into several

dM

When running a scene, it may be resolved with Tests for each

players and Dealer should feel free to be inspired by the art

to decide which they prefer in different situations. Both of the

also be used to inspire the Dealer or players about what
happens next. If you’re not sure what the future might hold
or what an antagonist might do, draw a card at random and
free associate.

Optional Rule:
How Long or How Much?

Another use for the Tarot deck is to generate a random
number. Drawing any Minor Arcana will give a number

but can’t decide how much time it should take or how many
resources it might require, they can generate this randomly.
Select a denomination of time or resources, and the number

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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drawn indicates how many of those are required.

Example: The persona needs to talk to a mortal who is in hospital after
a demon attack. The Dealer draws a nine and says ‘There’s been some
complications and possible infection. He’ll be in hospital for nine days.’

Scene Resolution
or Action Resolution

sS

Movies and TV shows are broken up into scenes, and a game
of Relics follows suit. A scene is made up of actions. Any
Miracles that don’t last for an action, or a specified length of
time such as a minute or an hour, last a scene. It is the basic

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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building block of the game.

many actions are described. Alternatively, each action could

tuvwxyz
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be governed by a separate draw from the deck. Sometimes,
for dramatic effect, a critical scene with back and forth

interplay is best represented by blows being dealt back and
forth with individual draws. But equally a critical scene

could hang on a single draw, building suspense and tension.
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Alternatively, the Complex Test can model this back and forth
in a single interchange.

Memory Chips For Success

Players have access to a shared pool of Memory Chips. These
will be discussed in greater detail in the Memories section
(page 84). Players can spend these Chips to acquire Memories,
but they can also use them after a Simple Test that resulted
in a Failure or Grudging Success to instead make it a Full
Success. Chips used this way are then discarded and do not
produce a Memory. You cannot do this if you draw the Devil.
You also cannot do this in Complex Tests. Finally, you cannot
do this if the Dealer says otherwise. In moments of dramatic
tension, for example, or extreme long shots, the Dealer can
rule that a Test must be made.

A Miracle Occurs

The first time during a session that a given persona’s Signifier
is drawn during a Test, a Miracle occurs. It must be a Test
in a scene in which they are involved, and it only occurs at
most once per player per session. Drawing the specific Major

An action is typically a small moment of time, just enough for

Arcana card causes two things to happen: firstly, the persona

one brief act to occur or one beat of the story. As such it can

achieves a Dramatic Success on the Test; and secondly, they

be modeled with a single Test, Simple or Complex. A scene,

gain a new Miracle for their relic. Rather than break up the

however, is not any particular given length of time; in fact,

action in determining the specifics of this new Miracle, the

a montage scene can cross a great deal of time. A scene is

Dealer and the player should make a quick determination of

Mdl T
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between 1 and 14, and drawing a Major card gives a number
from 0 to 21. If the Dealer thinks an action should succeed

governs how the whole scene turns out, regardless of how

dM
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(see Alas Vegas for more on this). Art and interpretation can

above examples could be simplified to one simple draw that

T

on the card itself that is drawn. Alternatively, each of the

action, or one Test for the entire scene. It is up to the Dealer

W V \Z

When seeking inspiration for descriptions of an action, the

practice cartomancy. This can also be used for inspiration

sS
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Optional Rules:
Interpreting the Tarot

cards is associated with an interpretation used by those who

dM

l

separate attempts to convince people as the
discussion moves back and forth.

T

tone, but it will also make description a lot simpler.

dM

part of the story. A scene is usually made up of

dM

dM

can see.

dM

the Coals’, which lets him quell any fire he

The persona does not need to
be directly acting in the current
Test as long as they are close by
and involved in the scene. In this
case they might not be able
to win the Test directly; they
can simply choose which side
they want to win and they
will. The power described
way. Whether they are the one doing the action or
not, the power doesn’t have to be directly related to

tuvwxyz
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the action being performed; it just has to be helpful in
some fashion.

dM
dM

should help this victory in some

3

Example: Koriel watches nervously as Xiang runs across the street,
trying to stick to the shadows, while armed members of the cult are on
active patrol. Xiang makes a Test to remain hidden and draws Koriel’s
signifier. Koriel, an angel of Passings, decides that the street lights die,

sS

running empty of power, allowing Xiang to reach cover easily.
If The World or the Devil is also drawn in the Test, ignore
them – the Miracle is the trump card. Note that this means

the goal of the action.

In a break in the action or

at the end of the session, the fine details can be determined.
The player and Dealer work together to produce something
of the appropriate power level, based on the current Tier (see
Chapter Four).

Once a new Miracle has been granted to a persona in a

session, their Signifier is only treated as a Full Success in

subsequent draws. If the Dealer agrees it can also provide an

additional degree of success, but not of a supernatural level –
things just go the angel’s way.

Miracles in Complex Tests

A new Miracle can be triggered in a Complex Test as well,
also causing a Dramatic Success. See that section for more.

dM

would help achieve
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the Dramatic Success occurs regardless of other cards drawn.

T

T

something that

card if your Signifier is drawn – the Miracle occurs and

But I Didn’t Get One!

Example: Anubis, a Behema of Raguel, has just been thrown through

The randomness of this system means that not every player

the window of a house by an explosion of demonic fire. He draws to see

will get a new Miracle in every session. There are two ways

if he lands safely, but given the speed he left the building the Dealer gives

the Dealer can handle this. The first is simply to not allow

him a Blight. He draws a 2 of Swords and The Chariot – his Signifier.

personas to gain more Miracles until every persona has

The Dealer says Anubis lands on his feet, in a dramatic pose. His gold

gained one. Another solution is to ‘catch up’ personas off

necklace glows as the burning pieces of house fall around him – and then

screen, either between scenes or between sessions. This allows

the flames extinguish. Anubis’ player jots down ‘extinguish flames’ as a

the Dealer to craft more developed plot points around the

note. At the end of the session, he works to craft a new Miracle, ‘Only

power and its reveal, wiring them into the plot more directly.
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that when Blights apply, you do not select the lowest
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the exploding house, the
demon the band was
pursuing has escaped.
The angels try to
give chase and
fail miserably.
The Dealer says
that Scarlett
despondently
plucks at her
old violin, only
to suddenly get
an image of
the demon
flagging down a
cab. Scarlett has
unlocked another
Miracle of Witness.

Too Many
Or Too Few
The nature of the

Miracle. If there is a risk of one player stealing the limelight,
then assign each new relic to a different Signifier either when
the relic is acquired or when it gets its first Miracle. Players
still only get one new Miracle per session, no matter how
many relics they posses.

Optional Rule:
More than One New Miracle

Miracles to occur per player as the cards provide. The risk

here is that some players may get far more than others but
that doesn’t have to be a problem in a group that is fine
with sharing the spotlight regardless. It can also produce
an exciting story if one character is clearly the protagonist
of the tale.

No Tarot, No Problems
Running Relics without a Tarot deck is not ideal but can

Mdl T
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be done. For Simple Tests, the following rules for dice

that they arrive in

Mapping Complex Tests to other methods is too complicated,

a random fashion.

and they should be left out of your game. Alternatively, adapt

Over time you should

the rules over fully to your preferred game system! There are

usual, a moderate amount
of skill checks, about four to six
personas and about four hours of play).

srqponmlkjihgfedcba
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Sometimes, however, you will get a lot in one game, and

sometimes hardly any. If you’re getting very few, it is entirely
appropriate to increase their potency, either through having

some excellent options that easily fit, such as Powered by the
Apocalypse, FATE or Cortex.

Two Dice
Use two six-sided dice and consult the following table. For
each Blessing or Blight, roll an extra die; pick the best two for
Blessings and the worst two for Blights.

Mdl T

reduced Trammels or extended effects, or even bringing them

Roll

Result

up to the next level of power. Miracles work in strange ways,

2

Dramatic Failure

after all. Similarly, if there are lots of Miracles coming out in

3-5

Failure

the middle of a long fight scene, they can be powered down.

6-9

Grudging Success

All that matters is that each player gets the same amount of

10-11

Full Success

12

A Miracle Occurs (the first time per player);
afterwards a Dramatic Success

Miracles at the same power level, so if any are added between
sessions, make sure they correspond to any shift in power level.

More Than One Relic

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Relics is a game about an arms race: the gathering of relics

as quickly as possible – so naturally personas may have more

T
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For shorter series or one-shots, Dealers can allow as many

and regular cards provide a close enough approximation.

session (assuming, as

If you are acting according to your Mastery, add +1
to your roll.

than one relic in their possession. They might not even have

Standard Deck of Cards

a relic they personally own, but rather one they just found, or

Use a 52 card deck and include the two jokers also. Draw as

a bunch in a bag, or a vault, or sitting on the altar about to

in the standard Relics rules (twice for Blessings and so on)

activate and destroy the world.

and consult the following table.

Mdl T
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their personal or shared control may activate and gain a new

Miracles system is

get around two per

Ss

the same. When a player’s Signifer comes up, any relics under
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For any relics under the control of the personas, the rules are

W V \Z

Example: In the chaos of

Result

is controlling in the conflict. As such, they may have more

Black Joker

Dramatic Failure

than one hand involved if they are controlling more than one

2-6

Failure

7-10

Grudging Success

J, Q, K, A

Full Success

Red Joker

Dramatic Success

Players should also be assigned a Signifier from the court

Vs WS N1 R R1 NSWs VT \ Z l d M

involved. There are also some special rules for the occurrence
of Tarot cards which will be discussed later.
Most importantly, each card is turned up one by one, each
providing inspiration to describing a beat in the scene as
the conflict develops towards its climax. They should all be
revealed before any hitting or standing happens. This is very

cards (e.g. Jack of Hearts).

different from casino blackjack where cards are revealed only

Complex Tests

at the end, and brings a sense of suspense as players know

‘If you are the Dealer, I’m out of the game.’

T

– Leonard Cohen, You Want It Darker

Relics works perfectly fine using only Simple Tests. Some
players will prefer to keep things uniform and use the same
rules throughout. Other players may prefer to switch to more
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complex systems to simulate more dramatic scenes or critical

encounters. For this we have Complex Tests.

Complex Tests use a simplified version of the game of
blackjack. Blackjack is a gambling game also called pontoon

or vingt-en-un (‘twenty one’) that’s normally played with a
regular deck of cards. All the players play against a single

dealer. Everyone is trying to get a hand of cards that add up
to 21 without going over, with face cards counting as 10 and

aces as either a 1 or an 11. Going over 21 is called ‘going
bust’. Hands start off with two cards each and players may

ask the dealer for more, one at a time (known as ‘hitting’
or ‘twisting’). Instead of getting more cards, a player may
choose to stay with the hand they have (‘standing’, ‘sitting’ or

‘sticking’), hoping it is high enough to beat the dealer’s hand.
If adding more cards takes you over 21, you’ve busted and
cannot win. Otherwise, you win if you beat (not tie) the total
the dealer has, or if the dealer goes bust.
In casino blackjack, lots of minor rules are added, such as
buying insurance, splitting and doubling down and so forth.
None of those are used in Fugue blackjack. There are also no
bets made – it is purely win or lose and stakes do not change
during play. In a casino, a dealer will typically stay with each
player until they have busted or decided to stick; in Fugue
the Dealer will pass on to each player after each hit. In a
casino, dealers will often have set rules for when they hit or

T
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stand (e.g. on a ‘soft sixteen’ or a ‘hard sixteen’); in Fugue

exactly what they need to get to beat the Dealer – but it also
means players will frequently bust, since they will know that
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their current hand is not a winner. Other times, the Dealer
may want to keep the players in the dark and they must

decide if they keep their hand as it is without knowing what
total they require.

Setting Up the Conflict
Just like with a Simple Test, the players and the Dealer work

3

sS

out what the Test governs and what will be the outcome.
If a lot of people are fighting at the same time, it’s a good
idea to break it down into smaller conflicts – if three angels
are fighting seven cultists, perhaps two of the angels are
distracting three of the goons each while the third angel
rushes through to attack the high priest. The Dealer can then
resolve these as three separate Tests, each with their own
goals and potential outcomes. The conflicts are not atomic
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Clubs are Staves, Diamonds are Coins and Hearts are Cups.

they will have no hand but they still deal to the players

dM

T

Suits align to the Aspects as follows: Spades are Swords,

character; alternatively, if it is a persona-vs-persona conflict

dM
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or isolated, however, and even though they are happening
simultaneously, players and the Dealer can use ideas and

outcomes from one conflict to change or inspire the others.

The Hole Card

If you have a Blessing which aids you in a Complex Test,
you get dealt a Hole Card. As with Simple Tests, Blessings

sS

typically come from skills, or from a Miracle. The player can
hold onto this card and swap it for any of the cards they are
dealt. If you don’t use your Hole Card, just discard at the end
of the Test.

tuvwxyz
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If you have a Blight which hinders you in a Complex Test,

you get a Hole Card as well. The Dealer looks at it, then deals
it face down. You do not get to look at it until the Dealer says
so. When they do, they may replace any of your other cards
with the Hole Card, typically to make your hand worse.

the Dealer is welcome to make these choices entirely at their

In some very rare cases you may have more than one Hole

own discretion. In Fugue, the Dealer’s hand represents the

Card, but all such cards will either be positive Blessings or

game characters or groups of game characters the Dealer

negative Blights. Just as with Simple Tests, Complex Tests

sS
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too far with an action; either way you are out of the conflict

They cancel each other out as always.

until it goes into another scene. If everyone goes bust on a

The Dealer deals two cards face down to each participant in
their face-down cards, and describes what action corresponds
to in the scene.

Once all their dealt cards are revealed, they may:
• Hit, asking the Dealer for a face-up card. Then describe the
action that corresponds with this card.

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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• Swap their Hole Card for one of their face-up cards (if they
have one). Discard the other, and describe how their Blessing
gives them an edge.

• If they have at least two face-up cards, they can choose to sit.
If they do so and they have a Hole Card from a Blight they
must now reveal it. If exchanging it for any of their cards
would make their hand worse, according to the Dealer’s

sS

definition of worse, they must do so. The Dealer may also

Remember that only once all players have made their final

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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dM

force them to do this earlier in the play.

decisions does the Dealer reveal their cards and choose
to hit or sit.

sS
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effect that can be brought to bear also depends on the nature
of the conflict, and just as in Simple Tests, the quality of
the success produced. Complex Tests have different degrees
based on the nature of the winning hand. Hands in Complex

T
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Tests are rated like so, from lowest to highest:
• Highest hand under 21
• 21 in three or more cards
• 21 in two cards

• 21 in two cards where one card is from the Major Arcana
• 21 in two cards where both cards are from the Major Arcana
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For comparisons with Simple Test measures of quality,

calculate the difference in degrees between the results of the
competing parties. One degree is a Grudging Success, two

is a Full Success, three a Dramatic Success, and those above

increasingly impressive supernatural and potent outcomes for
the winner. Those higher levels can even trump Effect level
differences beyond the reach of a Simple Test.

21!

If a persona has face-up cards in front of them totalling 21,
the normal play stops. Every other persona with a hand
in the round can turn over any or all of their face-down
cards to try to make 21 as well, or a better version of 21
(see below). Whoever ends up with the highest 21 wins the
hand. The outcome is the same but we cut to the chase
when a king hit lands.
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Ties

The Dealer always wins ties. The personas are trying to beat
the odds, and that’s what the Dealer represents. If two people
on the same side have a tie (or two players are competing
using a Complex Test) and you need to know which wins,
choose the hand with the highest card. Card rank counts

The play ends when one player has 21 and nobody can

here: a King is worth more than a Queen even if both count

match them, or nobody else wants to reveal any more cards.

as 10 for the hand value, and Major Arcana outrank all

Whoever has the highest hand wins. Anyone who went bust

Minor. If there is still a tie, the Dealer decides who wins, or it

cannot win. Going bust can represent being stymied or going

is a stalemate as if everyone went bust.
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the Test. Moving around the table, each player reveals one of

The winner of the hand gets to describe the outcome. The

dM

The Play

need to re-establish the goals and stakes.
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round of conflict. If nothing much has changed, there is no
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Using Complex Tests brings more cards into play. The more
you use them, the more cards you’ll turn over, which means
more chances for Miracles to occur when players draw their
Signifier. This won’t unbalance the game as Miracles only
occur the first time a card appears per session, but it’s good to
remember. If players have gone through a session and have
not drawn any of their Signifiers yet, switching to Complex
Tests may be a good way to not just ratchet up the action and
pacing but to also bring on more Miracles. This makes for
an exciting climax or a good change of pace if you switch
between sessions. You could even allow games that are heavy
with Complex Tests to have two or three Miracles occur.
This is particularly fun for long action scenes and big story
climaxes. Finding hidden strength when pushed to a breaking
point against the ultimate foe is a great action trope, and adds
power to what might otherwise be a run of the mill slapfight.

hand, nobody gets what they want and you reset for another
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Complex Miracles
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never have Blessings and Blights applied together.
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Card Values in
Complex Tests

T

• Minor Arcana (suit cards) are worth
their face value.
• Aces count as a 1 or an 11.
• Face cards of the Minor Arcana (Page, Knight, Queen,
King) all count as 10.
• If you are doing an action that matches your Mastery,
you may count cards in the corresponding suit as 1.

s

• Major Arcana count as 10 or the number on them. So the
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Magician card (number 1) can be played as 1 or 10; and

– Two to Ten: Face Value

– Page, Knight, Queen, King: 10
Major Arcana:

T

– Face Value or 10

Blackjack Hand Rankings
• Bust (Lowest)
• Highest Hand Under 21
• 21 in Three or More Cards
• 21 in Two Cards
• 21 in Two Cards where One Card
is Major Arcana
• 21 in Two Cards where Both Cards
are Major Arcana (Highest)
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Exceptions & Clarifications

• The Wheel of Fortune (number 10) has to be played
as 10, obviously.

• The Fool (number 0 or 22) can be played as 0 or 10. If it is

played as 0,

Z \ V WN R 1 S s
it adds no points to the hand but can

have narrative results – plus it may be a persona’s Signifier.

3

•T
 he World (number 21) has to be played as 10 – it may be

worth 21 but cannot be played on its own; it has to be played
as part of a hand of at least two cards. However:
•T
 he World and the Fool can be played together, to total 21.
This is the most powerful hand in the game (see page 76).
• I f you draw the Devil (number 15) you always lose – as a
Dramatic Failure. You cannot swap your Hole Card for the

tuvwxyz
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Devil, unless your Hole Card is The World. Yes, Dealer, this

dM

– Ace: 1 or 11

dM

Minor Arcana:

l

T

Card Value In Blackjack

dM

Temperance (number 14) can be played as 10 or 14.

goes for you too.

• I f a Miracle occurs (your Signifier comes up for the first time
that session), treat it as a 21 in two cards, where both cards
are Major Arcana. As with Simple Tests, ignore the Devil or
the World if they are present.
Example: Samuel is trying to seduce Nassir, a high level art smuggler,
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into giving away too much information, playing a honey trap. The Dealer
has given Samuel a Blight because the smuggler has been tipped off that
someone is sniffing around his organisation. Samuel’s player Jake turns
over his first card. It’s the Chariot (a ten or a seven). Since they’re at a

club, Jake interprets this as him disarming Nassir by asking for a dance,
moving across the floor.

Next, Jake reveals a 10 of Coins, for a total of twenty or seventeen

(since the Chariot is a ten or a seven). The card shows a man tilling

the field. Samuel decides he starts doing the fishing line move, reeling in
his catch for a closer dance. The Dealer thinks this overplays Samuel’s

hand, so flips over the Hole Card swap. It’s the five of swords, showing
someone walking away and not looking back. The Dealer says things
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interpret this as Nassir being a stallion in the sack, so although he regrets
last night, Samuel is almost too exhausted to track down his conquest and
ply him for details. The Dealer’s next card is the Prince of Cups. The
picture doesn’t really inspire anything but the Dealer now has twenty one,
with one card as Major Arcana. That is far better than Jake’s nineteen.
The Dealer decides that Nassir not only feels used, he feels deceived. As
Samuel sleeps, Nassir steals the angel’s clothes, finding his hotel key,
wallet and phone, which he will take away to investigate Samuel’s real

Ganging Up
Since the highest hand in a conflict gets to decide what
happens, having more people on your side is a huge
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advantage. This same mechanic can be used in Simple Tests
as well, when personas are working together: all contributors

Success & Scope

There are a few conditions on this. Firstly, no more than

All RPGs work under a basic set of assumptions about what

three individuals can be on any one side of a conflict.
Beyond that, it becomes impossible to really contribute to the
same task, and what is actually going on is better represented
as several separate conflicts. Alternatively, this can be an issue
of effect through Scale (see page 81), if there are large crowds
working together.

players can and cannot do. Often these assumptions are
unspoken, as there is an implied level of capability in the setting
– but in Relics godlike achievements are possible. Other systems
try to list the extent of capabilities in detail, which requires a
crunchier system then is used in Relics. Instead we use four
campaign levels, or Story Tiers. In each Tier there is an agreed
sense of what success and failure can mean, and how high the

tuvwxyz
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Another option is to represent assistance from another as a

consequences can go. If in doubt, use the lowest Tier (Tier

Blessing applying to the persona making the Test. As with all

One): that is the base assumption of these rules and where most

Blessings, you can only get a maximum of two in total – you

games will start. These Tiers also correspond to the relic powers

can’t get a third Blessing from assistance. Again, this caps the

discussed in Chapter Four. In general, powers of relics match the

limit of working together.

Tier of the story. The Tiers also determine the kind of stories

Conversely, not every crowd needs to be modelled as

being told, the scope and level of threat to the world.

individuals. Where a group of combatants are trivial enough

The four Tiers are:

to be thought of as a single force, the Dealer can represent
them with one single hand in a Complex Test. This can speed

Tier 1: Watcher

things up immensely, and again, simply use the effect of Scale

‘Kill me? Fried food can kill me. A mugger can kill me.

Note that if two people beat one person, that’s not two
levels of success – the extra odds are in your favour, so the
outcomes don’t add. Just take the highest.

You’re not so special.’

T ldM
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if they have true weight of numbers.

– Gabriel, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent

Watcher-level characters are new to the world of Relics.

Although they have a few supernatural abilities, those abilities
have strict limits and their use will cause repercussions. The
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Example: Two burly angels rush at a demon hoping the two of them can

human world does not yet know of the existence of angels,

hold the hellspawn. The demon sits on 19 but both angels manage to

and treats such revelations as frightening and strange. The

Z\
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draw, and the highest result is the one that takes effect.
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motives and identity.

A Memory provides a Blessing and costs a Chip. A helping
hand provides a Blessing and costs nothing. Players may
quickly realise that a word of advice is a lot more costefficient than remembering, and start dragging around useful
humans with them everywhere they go. This is entirely within
the spirit of the game – the whole point is angels having to
overcome their isolation and rely on mortals. Dealers can
insist that angels, due to their complex relationship with
skills, are terrible advisers and must instead rely on mortals to
assist them. They can also allow humans to do many, many
things without needing a Test at all, things an angel would
find challenging but that is quotidian for a mortal: drive cars,
operate computers, buy drugs and so on. This gives angels
even more reasons to keep humans around, highlighting the
differences between the two worlds. That’s a key trope of
angelic fiction and a great part of a Relics game.

dM

The Dealer’s card is Strength (a ten or an eight). The Dealer decides to

Human Helpers

T

escalate to the bedroom – but in the morning Nassir leaves without saying
a word. Jake now has nineteen, so he decides to sit.

dM

dM

get 21 on two cards, and one being a Major Arcana. The Dealer rules

personas have few allies and have to deal with their foes alone.

the highest of the two is the one with the highest ranked Arcana. That

While there are plenty of angels waiting in the wings who

angel describes their three levels of success (not five) as the two angels

could help, they want to see what these newcomers do before

barrelling the demon down and locking his arms with their weight.

deciding if they have to be destroyed.

T

solves. Heists are tricky, but elaborate schemes tend to pay off.

achieved with technology: reducing or increasing damage,

Seductions work swiftly, and wounds heal fast.

sS 1 R NWV

healing wounds, communicating across distances, acquiring

T ldM

Their relics tend to produce minor effects that could be also

learnable skills, and the like. Watcher adventures focus on

Tier 3: Sentinel

building alliances with human friends, identifying enemies,

‘I do lightning. I do power. And I stop your heart if I

and learning the basic rules of the setting in which they live.

Watchers face minor, localised threats such as human enemies,
the Taken, and lone, weaker demons. In their Missions they

are lackeys, gofers, or simply unknown.

look at you the right way.’

– Baal, The Wicked + The Divine
Sentinel level characters are the power brokers of their city
and their country. They are counted among the important

and powerful angels on earth and every other powerful figure

ability. Without supernatural aid, bullets kill, fights hurt,

and group knows of them, and has plans to deal with them

and people hit once rarely get back up again. Groups of

somehow. They uncover truths at the centre of creation.

people are very dangerous, and cops and soldiers win fights

They unlock powerful, dangerous relics that can control

every single time over civilians. The world is gritty and fragile.

minds, shatter the laws of physics or mortality, and cause

Violence produces tragedy and randomness as much as

world domination or total chaos. They fight those who wish

success. Heists require a great deal of planning and

work to succeed. Relationships are hard, painful, and as
fragile as bodies.
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Success in a Watcher story sits within the limits of human

to destroy the world, be they worldwide terrorist groups,
rogue nations, archangels, archfiends or the seemingly

3

unstoppable Anathema. If human governments are not

Tier 2: Keeper

‘Your orders are to destroy the Fallen
and bring light back to this place.’
– Gabriel, Gabriel

working with them, they are fighting them in cold or hot wars.
Sentinel successes are grandiose and powerful. Angel fights
can demolish buildings and neighbourhoods. Bullets are as

meaningless as the human agents who throw them around.

Keeper characters are established heroes in their local area.

Anything not packing supernatural elements or enormously

They have made a few allies and even more enemies, and

powerful technology is in danger and cannot affect outcomes.

have likely attracted the interest of powerful agents who have

Violence tends to be the ready option, but can cause great

decided to ally with them or work against them. Keepers have

aftershocks and collateral damage. Love is forged in a second

begun unlocking the truth about their angelic history and
the politics of angels in their city and country. Their relics,
and the relics they seek, can grant superpowers such as flight,
great strength, or delivering or avoiding massive damage.
The angels themselves can act not unlike comic-book
superheroes, and, similarly, hover on the edge of discovery.
They fight large or powerful human groups such as organised
crime rings, churches, corporations and government agencies.
Some of these agencies will have a growing awareness
of the supernatural and have begun to actively study and
fight it. They mix with, and battle, dangerous elementals,

Mission Levels

An angel’s position in their Mission is also measured in
three Levels that match to the levels of Story Tiers and relic
power Levels. Interesting stories happen when the levels are
mismatched. These Mission Levels are discussed more in
Chapter Six.

spirits and celestials of all types. In their Missions, they are
movers and shakers, but must follow orders and show respect
to the real powers.
Success in a Keeper game is more four-colour comics
in nature and goes beyond the human limit into the
cinematic. Bullets can miss entirely, or cut through
steel. Fights hurt, but people keep going anyway.
Groups of people can be overwhelmed. Cops
and soldiers are a hindrance that can be overcome,
at a cost. Violence rarely creates more problems than it
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look cooler.

Tier 4: Vanguard

‘He soared through the first sunrise and sang his joy
to the first born of the world and every living thing
learned how to smile.’
– Neil Gaiman, Sandman

personas. This may be a short story like a single movie,
ovel or TV series, following one story arc. Or it could be
an episodic story with lots of little stories only connected
by the personas’ lives across them. For the latter kinds of

who tower over the existence of the world like gods. They

time model the increase in skills of these evolving characters.

may, indeed, take the place of God(s) and rule the universe

There is no other ‘experience’ system in the game, nor other

or build a new one to start anew. They control the fate of

traits to improve.

l

themselves) for the destiny of the whole planet. Their relics

Other games may model a different kind of story where the

can create or destroy universes, blot out suns and alter the

stakes and tone rise from the small and local to the vast and

Z \ VWN R 1 Ss
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flow of time. They can see beyond creation to whatever lies
beyond, and deal with the things that might live there, be they

ancient leviathans or new and angry gods. They have dinner

epic. This is perfect for Relics as angels can go from knowing
little of the truth of their world and origins and dealing with

with abstract concepts and destroy millions with a snap of

limited human threats, to fighting world-spanning battles for

their fingers. They invented love and use it like a peashooter.

the fate of all existence with things that demons themselves

The Vanguard level is not designed for long term play;

are afraid of. Moving across this arc requires the powers that

perhaps just a session or less. However it is useful for the

the personas have access to, the threats they face, and the

Dealer because it is possible in dramatic moments for

secrets they learn to change and evolve. To model this, simply

elements from higher Tiers to be plot points in lower Tiers,

increase the Story Tier as the game progresses, allowing

as MacGuffins that drive plot or terrible foes that must be

more powerful actions, higher consequences and more potent

‘For demons as well as angels, size and shape are
merely options.’
– Neil Gaiman & Terry Pratchett, Good Omens
Although a session or series may exist in a given Story Tier,
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not everything in that story will belong to that single conceit.

Relics, enemies and schemes may drive the story and be
important by being of a higher Tier. Similarly,
personas and plot actions in a Relics
session are not irrevocably bound
to their Tier. There are four
key ways that the action
can break into higher

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Tiers: Success Levels,
Scale, Supernatural
and Specialisation.

Success Levels

in Chapter Nine.
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can allow you to raise your success to a new Tier. Getting

blackjack with two Major Arcana is rare enough to imply a
victory of a higher scope. A Dramatic Success in a Simple
Test can qualify, too, if the Test is an appropriate one (not
just figuring out the bus schedule). If the players turn up such
a result, let them enjoy it; don’t dampen the consequences
because they seem out of genre. Similarly, if the bad guys
get these results, let them off the chain. Let them cause
consequences the players were not ready for, things that will
never get better.

Supernatural
The power of Miracles that relics can create is beyond
mortal means. As such they can trump regular concepts of
success and failure. Miracles, like Story Tiers, are measured
in four levels and each level adds an effective Tier of effect
to a success, or, when applied against the personas, a Tier of
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difficulty to a problem. Kicking in a door is doable for a Tier
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Shifting Your Scope

dM

hence Tier 4 events drive Tier 3 scenarios.

l

Miracles in more dangerous relics. More on this is discussed

T

destroyed with enormous effort. Tier 2 events drive Tier 1
scenarios; Tier 3 events drive Tier 2 scenarios and below, and

sS
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The game of Relics is designed to tell a story about the

campaigns, the addition of Memories and Miracles over

millions, have the fealty of several nations, and fight (amongst

dM

Experience

At this level the personas are one of the handful of archangels

T

s

and hearts broken as quickly. Bleeding just makes you

As mentioned in Complex

1 Aryeh, until that wall has a Level 1 Miracle placed upon it

Tests, high levels of victory

to protect it. Of course, angels can bring their own Miracles

T

Level 1 Miracle protecting it.

Scale
Size does matter. So does time, and sheer weight of numbers. An
angel might be able to punch through one wall, but not ten walls
– but ten angels might be able to get through ten walls, or one
angel might be able to get through if he had ten days to build
a battering ram or ten thousand dollars to acquire explosives

VWN R 1 Ss

or a wrecking ball. Scale represents this kind of large difference
in numbers, in preponderance of weight or support. It can also

represent a scale of technology: all else being equal, a Tier 1

T

angel can outrun a human with a Simple Test, but would find it
hard to outrun a car and impossible to outfly a jet – something
two levels of Scale above.

Specialisation
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This last category is somewhat of a catch-all. There are cases
where objects or processes can be designed or made to be
extremely resistant to something or extremely well purposed
for one task. Maybe you’ve studied door construction your

whole life so know exactly how to kick down their weak point.

Perhaps you studied the layout of the hideout so perfectly and
so deeply you knew exactly where the speeding car would

come from so you can outrun the car when they try to leave
that way. Of course, what’s sauce for the goose is sauce for
the gander. If you point to this rule and tell the Dealer that

you can definitely succeed at something they said you failed
at because you obviously prepared for it, they can likewise tell

you your target thought of it first and has prepared as well. In
other words – don’t abuse this. It’s designed to make you feel
clever, not let you feel untouchable.

These levels can stack: ten walls with a Level 1 Miracle on
each of them is a conflation of Scale and Supernatural levels.

A Dramatic Success with a Tier 1 Miracle can get through

Much of what sets the tone and feel of any roleplaying game
is what failure (and success) means. If failure means missing
your target entirely as the sword swipes through thin air
or becoming a bumbling fool when trying to talk your way
out of something, a dramatic scene can swing suddenly to
comedy. Sometimes that’s appropriate; you get to choose
how much comedy you want in your game and how much
ineptness to go with that. Remember that Han Solo manages
to be both cool and deadly while also being a bumbling fool.
At the same time, players can get sick of falling over their feet
and feeling like they lack ability. The solution is for failure to
represent stronger opposition and outside factors. You miss
with your sword because your opponent is too fast to parry
and a great clang rings out. You fail at your smooth talking
because guards come around the corner and shout ‘that’s
the one!’ These drive new ideas and actions, increase
drama and leave the personas with their dignity intact.
Choose the failure that suits the tone you want.
This is particularly important in Relics because angels can
be very bad at very basic things. Failing to know how to use
a computer or buy a bus pass can quickly become bathetic
and ruin the tone entirely. Bathos can be amazing for
generating tension and horror, but only if used delicately
and sparingly. Dragging a game to a stop when players are
keen to chase the bad guy across the city because they don’t
know how to drive is not fun or entertaining. Keep such
things to early parts of the story where it won’t break the
flow. Intensity is the hardest thing to create at a gaming
table. Never break it if you can avoid it.

Risk

dM

all other things being equal, punch through a wall with a

Failure & Tone

l
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‘Why had I let it get so bad?
Why hadn’t I interfered more?’
– Jesus, The Book of Life

a Tier 2 Miracle. Effect difficulties can cancel each other

There is one other way that a persona may qualify to reach

out as well: you brought a magic ring but they brought an

an Effect level that would normally be beyond them, or would

army. However, this is not simple mathematics and the Dealer

require a Dramatic Success: risk. All actions taken in the game

always has the final say. A hundred people can’t reasonably

are considered risky to some extent – a Grudging Success or

hope to beat up a fighter jet. Calling in the entire US Marine

Failure can produce a cost beyond just not getting what you

Corps may not be enough to kill one demon. These are

want. A player can decide to increase the risk of what they are

guidelines to help adjudication and produce drama. Dealers

doing so that a Test can produce a greater outcome than might
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should be generous in allowing players to reach beyond their

normally be achievable. In doing so they accept a greater level of

T
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out: someone powered up with a Level 2 Miracle can,
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to bear in much the same way and they cancel each other

capabilities by pondering if they can bring some aspect of

consequence if they fail, or a greater cost if they only Grudgingly

Scale or Specialisation to beat terrifying opponents; don’t

Succeed. An exchange of blows becomes a fight to the death.

allow these things to turn your game into a game of who

A chase to grab someone runs into speeding traffic. A simple

remembered to bring the most barrels of gunpowder.

pickpocket attempt risks arrest by passing police. And so on.
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going wrong. After some disastrous attempts to escape he finds himself

if she can take the axe off the assailant. The Dealer likes the image and

trapped indoors, surrounded by a dozen heavily armed soldiers with rifles.

the axe lodges deep in Ironheart’s flesh, too deep for her assailant to pull

The Dealer points out that not only do they have numerical superiority

out. She takes it out herself, wincing but now armed.

but that these guys are specifically selected and trained for their ability to

In this case she traded a Full Success down to a Grudging Success in

put down enemies of the state, and they love their work. The latter makes

order to achieve an ongoing benefit: the axe gives her a Blessing in combat.

them dangerous opponents even to a Tier 2 angel, and the former gives

But she also has a wound now, which would cause an ongoing Blight.

them an Effect raise because of Scale. Leviathan has the odds against

The Dealer rules that the two cancel each other out when she moves to

him. None of his Miracles seem to apply. The Dealer says if he tries

attack back.

to fight his way out, even a Full Success will involve Leviathan being

In general, unless it was specifically part of the terms

brief head start, and a Failure is teetering on death in a black-site cell.

declare that the penalty or bonus lasts longer, depending on

fighting regular humans who have a fear of death and pain. I’m going

the situation if they feel it is appropriate. Missing that arm

to go all out. I will sacrifice parts of my body and aim to do incredibly

will make things difficult until it can be replaced. Dealers are

disabling attacks by doing so. Enough to give me an edge. So this isn’t

encouraged to favour Blights lasting longer than Blessings.

about them capturing me, it becomes a brutal, savage brawl with all bets

Relics is a game of desperate violence and world-spanning

off. A Success means I walk out bloody but still on my feet, a Grudging

stakes; don’t expect to walk out of things with just a scraped

Mdl T

Success means I collapse on the perimeter barely alive and maybe my

knee and a handsome eye-graze.

friends can find me.’

Example: Rahma convinces a surgeon to help her with dangerous surgery

‘And if you fail?’ asks the Dealer.

on a young child. The Dealer says this will give Rahma a Blessing on

‘Then I die here and now, in a hail of bullets,

Not only does the boy die, but Rahma is treated as a dangerous rule-

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Long Term Consequences

Success and Failure can have consequences beyond a
single Test or a single scene. For example, failing a Test in a
gunfight might result in the cost of having your arm blown
off. Winning a Test to gain influence over someone may
result in them doing many favours for you. In Relics, this

sS

is represented by creating ongoing Blessings and Blights that
can be applied to further Tests.

the Test to perform the surgery. Later, the surgery is a Dramatic Failure.
breaker. Due to the legal and professional fallout from the death, in future

tuvwxyz
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interactions with the surgeon and others in the hospital she will have a
Blight applied to Tests.

Long term Blights should generally be fixable by making a

successful Test or getting the resources required, or both. For

W V \Z

sS

The Dealer agrees these are good stakes and allows the draw.

example, finding a large enough fire to cure the damage
and making a Test to withstand the pain of growing
it back. The purpose of enduring Blights is to

drive new scenes to fix the problem. Similarly, the
purpose of enduring Blessings should lead to
new and fun dramatic situations, and then

In general, success and failure should apply to the current

fade away. The inside man helping them

event. Further consequences should only apply as a

out will give Blessings for a scene or

replacement for success and failure, or added for

two, then stop because the bad

Dramatic Success or Dramatic Failure. By trading a result

guys have found out the truth.

down to a Grudging Success, an ongoing Blessing can be

The mechanical bonus

achieved. However, some Tests will naturally create

didn’t just ‘wear off’; a

ongoing Blessings or blights.

new situation developed.
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consequence that lasts for only one scene. The Dealer may

Leviathan’s player says, ‘Okay, these guys are trained but they’re used to

and they get my relic as well.’

T

of the Test, a regular Failure or Full Success produces a
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to dodge out of the way, but tells the Dealer that she’ll take the damage

severely injured. A Grudging Success gives the same injuries but only a

T

Example: A mortal swings an axe at Ironheart. She gets a Full Success

Leviathan has broken into a high-security black site and everything is

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Example of Effect Levels and Risk:

dM

dM

One hit is one Blight, two hits are two Blights, and it takes

they are better used for situations where there will be varying

a third hit to knock them down. That’s down but not out: it

levels of effects delivered. Levels of success can then be ‘spent’

means angels can’t perform Tests any more. To be dead, they

on applying Blights, gaining Blessings, and making those

need at least one more hit. Angels also have a supernatural

things last longer than just a scene. However, the rules of

advantage when it comes to damage: they are made of fire

Relics are intentionally light and freeform, so there are only

and crystal, not squishy bleeding meat, so require a lot more

guidelines here, and the Dealer can change them how they

to damage them than the average human. Adversaries need

wish. That freedom is important; it produces good stories.

some edge of Scale; a punch or a hit with a baton will do

dM

‘Everyone loves you except the haters. Some of the
haters have machine guns.’
– Lucifer, The Wicked + The Divine

T
T
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Angels, demons, and mortals do often come to blows, and
rules for such will be regularly needed. Winning a round

of combat means you can accomplish one of three things:
escaping from the conflict, wounding your opponent(s),

or gaining an advantage over them/removing an advantage
they had. For each increasing level of success, add another,
or step up how effective each outcome is: escaping from the
conflict becomes being able to get far enough away
to avoid being drawn back into it, wounding becomes severely

sNW V \ Z
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T ldM
wounding and/or killing, an advantage becomes
a controlling advantage.

For the average mortal, any two wounds will put them out of
a fight, and any two advantages will allow you to control
or restrain them. Supernal
beings are tougher.

to the discussions of Tiers for a sense of what appropriate
damage amounts are.

Group Hits

Three angels rush a fanatical terrorist who responds by
opening fire with a machine gun. After a Complex Test,
all of the angels go bust and the terrorist gets three levels of
Success against the group. That’s all three angels taking three
hits each, right? No. That would be nine hits. Three hits are
three hits. Distribute them evenly among all the combatants,
or burn them all onto one person – Dealer’s choice.

Specific Case: Breaking & Entering

‘Heaven and Hell are here. Behind every door,
every window.’
– Constantine, Constantine

tuvwxyz
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Specific Case: Grievous Bodily Harm

chainsaw will cause a wound at the Watcher Tier. Refer back

dM

effects in the instances of success and failure.

little on its own. A bullet, a sword or a solid swing with a

T
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in a game of Relics and how the Complex Test might apply
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Here are three common instances you are likely to encounter

dM
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Since Complex Tests have more levels of success outcomes,

Stealing things and performing heists are rarely matters of
success or failure but questions of timing. The angels can

probably break open the safe, but do they have enough time
to get the thing done before the guard comes back or the

security system kicks back in? There are two ways to model
this. First, the Dealer can run a Complex Test where their

sS

hand represents the situation being faced: the guards, the
security system, the firewall, or the pretence of being invited
to the gala ball, whatever it might be. If the personas win,
they get what they want before the system that stands against

tuvwxyz
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them ‘realises’ they are there and reacts against them. If they

lose, they run out of time and will have to adjust their plan or
retreat to try again.

Alternatively, heists can be fun to model as a series of

intricate steps planned out in advance. The Dealer can set

a time limit of a number of actions that the personas have

available before their opposition reacts. Then the personas

83

means they use the time allotted for that action. A Full
Success means they pass that action without using one of
their time units, and a Dramatic Success means they can do
an extra action on top of their current one, still without using
a time unit. Any Failures, however, mean they lose a time
unit without getting what they want and have to try again or
simply move on to the next step without that part of the plan
in place. A Dramatic Failure is a step backwards. In this way
they do not fail, but get delayed and waylaid until they can
as that creates immersion and excitement. The last move can
be done as a Complex Test, allowing even more tension in
that last encounter.

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Specific Cases: Research and Development
‘It’s not the being here that perplexes me.

sS
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It’s the not knowing.’

– Gabriel, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent
The inverse of time running down is building towards a total.
When angels are trying to find a lost relic, solve an ancient
puzzle, or anything else that would require a long period of
shared labour, this can be modelled as a target number of
successes required.
This also works for complex organisational problems like
establishing a base of operations or a network of contacts,

Additional levels of success after the Test is made can add
these other elements: a Nesher rushing into combat who gets
extra success levels on his Movement can use them to cause
damage. However, if you’re trying to cut down a demon with
your sword, you’re Striking and only Aryeh angels have the
edge to bring that Mastery to bear.

Memories & How to Get Them
‘I don’t remember anything from before I was born. I
don’t think I’ll remember anything when I’m dead. I
think being alive is just remembering.’

l
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– Hugh Crawford

A core part of Relics is the acquisition of Memories. Every
angel begins with an almost blank slate and over the game,
they create their own past, slowly discovering their present

so they can build their future. Building Memories is a central
mechanic to the game.

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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training in a skill, or anything that might appear as a

A Memory has two functions to serve: a good Memory should

montage in a film. The Dealer sets a number of successes

provide a clear ability, skill, talent or power that the persona

needed, usually between six and twelve, and the personas
make the appropriate Simple Tests. A Grudging Success
completes one step of the process, a Full Success completes

can bring to the fore or use to a purpose in the present, and
it should reveal a little more about the character and history
of the persona. In the standard Fugue system, Memories are
called Flashbacks, an allusion to both the mental condition

two, and a Dramatic Success completes two and adds a

where memories can tear us back to lived experience, and

bonus to the hoped outcome, an unexpected edge on things.

to the way memories are depicted in media. In Relics,

Failures add nothing, forcing the angels to look for new leads

when Memories occur, players may describe them via a

sS

or find a new plan of attack, and a Dramatic Failure indicates
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a great setback or time spent chasing dead ends and false
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Combat is full of people striking each other, enduring blows
and moving around as fast as they can. This means players
are always going to be wanting to use their Masteries all
the time. They’ll argue that attacking someone involves not
getting hurt (Enduring) and rushing into position (Moving).
While Dealers are encouraged to be lenient, it comes down
to intent. If the goal of the combatant is to do damage, then
that’s Striking. Just because they move on the way there, it
doesn’t become Moving: it’s only Moving if their clear goal is
to change position; likewise, it’s Enduring if their chief goal is
to withstand damage, not deal it.

flashback, describing a scene and actions, or summarise
them as their persona looking back on them – whichever
suits the atmosphere best. Memories are less traumatic and
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leads. Again, the Dealer should be sure to show these success

less cinematic in Relics than in other Fugue games. They

‘clocks’ to the players, as watching you reach your goals bit by

aren’t triggered like a traumatic mental replay – unless that is

bit is exciting and motivating. As with the heist, the last move

appropriate to the situation and persona at that time.

can be done as a Complex Test, allowing more focus on the

Building personas is a shared part of playing Relics and

final dramatic reveal.

is done by the group together. A persona’s new Memory is

W V \Z
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recover. Make sure the players can see the clock ticking down

Masteries & Combat

dM

can run Simple Tests on each of these. A Grudging Success

T

dM

persona should also be present in the Memory, but they

on earth, typically after they fell. They describe them using

don’t get any abilities from the Memory for themselves. The

skills and abilities mortals also possess. They might also

Dealer and all the players can and should work with the

use their angelic Miracles in the scene as well, but they will

player describing the memory to make it and its attached

never be the ability given by the scene – so a mundane skill

skill interesting, dramatic and useful. The player giving the

(or skills) must be demonstrated. They can repair a space

memory has control, with the Dealer only allowed to veto if

shuttle’s thrusters on re-entry, but it’s the repair that would

the memory is too strange or inappropriate, or the ability too

be the skill, and not the resistance to the heat of re-entry, or

sweeping or too narrow.

surviving without oxygen.

While another player determines the narrative of the

The skill must also be tagged to a Domain. To stop skills
being applied to every possible situation, they cover a single

nature of the skill they gain. Again, this is in consultation

area. These are the same as the four Masteries – Striking,

with the Dealer and following the guidelines below. You can

Enduring, Moving and Speaking – with the addition of

specify the skill you are looking for before you are given the

Knowing, for pure knowledge. The nature of your skill comes

Memory, or simply describe the kind of situation you are

under one of these five areas. Note that a skill with the same

in and trust your fellow players to give you something you

name could be thought of as having different Domains, and

can use. The storytelling conceit is that the need for the skill is

indeed an angel could take the same skill twice to cover

a narrative trigger that leads to an explanation of how the

different Domains and get more use out of their knowledge.
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character acquired that skill, and thus, resolves the situation

(or has greater chance of doing so). Note that calling for the
skill first and then doing the flashback is the reverse of how it

is done in character generation. In play, a simpler system is

called for to speed things up and this gives the skill receiver
more control.

Memories are mundane and so are the skills they
provide. Not mundane as in boring – they could

be as outlandish as Being President of America

or Blowing Up Hong

Kong if it suits the

scene – but mundane

as in not supernatural.

T
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Example: Gibborim needs to smuggle a rifle through customs for an
important heist in Vatican City. Gibborim has the skill Sharpshooter

3

sS

(Striking) from the time he had to take care of a demonic conspiracy
from atop a grassy knoll. He asks the Dealer if he knows the best kind
of guns to break into small parts and how to best to smuggle them.
The Dealer says that’s either a Smuggling skill or a Sharpshooter
(Knowing) skill, and just being good with a scope offers
no such information on gun
running. Gibborim looks

tuvwxyz
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Memory, the player getting the Memory determines the

dM

Memories describe scenes that occurred to the angels while

dM
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narrated or described by another player. That other player’s

around the table for someone

to perhaps help explain more
about that fateful day
in Dallas.
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Complex Action – there’s nothing more appropriate to the
cinematic universe of Relics than looking like you’re about
to lose and then ‘remembering’ the way forward. When
you are in a situation when you need a Memory, you simply
announce it, and spend a Memory Chip (see below). The
Memory is provided by the first player to your left around the
table who has not already given you a Memory this session. A
persona should have a roughly equal number of Memories
given to them by every other persona in the game; don’t
allow more than two Memories’ difference between most and
fewest. All personas in play should also have a similar number
more than two Memories between the persona with the most
and the persona with the fewest, take some time to catch the
disadvantaged persona up.
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Chips on the table. This is a communal pool that all players

may draw from. Whenever you get a Memory, hand a Chip

back to the Dealer. When there are no Chips left, you cannot
gain any new Memories in that session. Chips can also be
spent to turn a Grudging Success or Failure on a Simple Test
into a Full Success. They do not provide a Memory in this

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Example: Amenset went to the New World with Ixiel in the 15th century

case. To get Chips back into the pool players may, with the

and the two have reminisced a great deal about that trip. She has five

Dealer’s permission, suggest a Twist (see below).

memories from Ixiel, three from Wren and four from Brokkr. She cannot
add another memory from Ixiel, as she would then have greater than two
more than she has from Wren. When her car breaks down on a lonely
highway, she looks to Wren for help, wondering if he can remember when
she was good at repairs.

Although no persona may have more than two more
Memories than any other angel, the Memory Chips are
otherwise unregulated in which player gets to use them.
However, the player who asks for a Memory must do exactly
that: ask. And they may not spend the Chip until someone

Memories are always written down with a brief summary

agrees to give them a Memory. If a decision is in doubt and

of the event, followed by the angel who gave the memory,

the argument cannot be settled take a vote and go with the

followed by the ability acquired. When writing them in rules

majority, with the Dealer breaking ties. It is in the interest of

we write the scene, followed by the giving angel’s name, and

everyone, however, both in terms of consolidating power and

then the skill underlined, with the Domain in brackets.

enjoyment of the game, to spread Memories around.
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Angels have memories, as in the things in their head, and all the
things they remember doing. We use the capital-M Memory
to refer only to memories which provide abilities to use in the
present. Just because these are the ones on your character sheet
doesn’t mean you don’t remember other things, or that other
memories are less significant to you. Your mortal wife dying
might be visible every time you close your eyes, even if you
haven’t added it to your sheet yet as a Memory.

a gAME of

Person
T
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Players may get more Memory Chips placed in the pool by
adding a Twist to the story. This is a new event, situation

EMOR
IE
Memo
ry
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of Memories overall at any one time; if there is a gap of

Memories With a Capital M
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You can get Memories at any time, even in the middle of a

T
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or detail, described by a player, which provides a significant

S

disadvantage to the current situation the personas find
Skill

themselves in. If the Dealer agrees, the event or detail is
added and a Chip added (or returned) to the pool. The
Dealer may also have a Twist occur if they think it is
necessary for the story to progress. They add the element and

sl S

add a Chip to the pool.
Example: Wren remembers meeting Amenset in Westinghouse’s factory
in Pittsburgh, 1878, and helping him create engines. Wren recalls
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that Amenset had trouble concentrating because she had taken a fancy
to Westinghouse’s pretty daughter. Amnenset writes down ‘Distracted
by Westinghouse’s daughter, Pittsburgh 1878, Wren, Mechanical

demon, through the streets. The imp flies down into the train station.
Ixiel’s player looks at the diminishing pile of Chips and has an idea.
‘What if I chase the imp onto the train and it leaves the station, so I’m
cut off from the others?’ The Dealer likes how this ups the stakes of the

Engineering (Knowing)’.

fight, and allows the Twist. Later, Ixiel catches the imp and cuts it down

Memory Chips

to link the personas to the next act of the story where they encounter the

with his sword. The Dealer thinks that the imp would be a great way

Mdl T
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At the beginning of each session, the Dealer will place seven
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Example: Ixiel, Wren and Amenset are chasing an imp, a savage proto-

imp’s master. He puts a Chip in the pool and says that although Ixiel

Z \ VWN R 1 Ss
‘This is like Budapest all over again.’
‘You and I remember Budapest very differently.’

dM

The Rashomon Job
– Black Widow & Hawkeye, The Avengers
The power to narrate another persona’s history opens up
the possibility of messing with your fellow players. Resist this
temptation, or they will certainly do it to you. If you want to
have a game about messing with each other, that’s perfectly
fine (and not in any way against the spirit of the game) – but
that should be agreed upon before starting play. Otherwise,
work together for a good story. That means drama and
conflict, not being a jerk.
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Memories and may reveal or add to particular scenes.
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They may not contradict anything that has been already

established in a Memory, but revealed or added information

dM

s

Players can and should build on what’s come before in

3

can change the tone of a past Memory, or its interpretation.
This also provides a much more fun and entertaining way
to adjust other persona’s Memories – offering a different
viewpoint. In this way a Memory offers insight into both the

sS

one being described and the one doing the describing.
Example: A previous Memory about Leviathan has established that in
Renaissance Italy, the Medici family sent ten men to kill him, and they

T

thought the imp was dead after reuniting with his fellow angels, they

discover it somehow regained enough strength to crawl into the train
tunnels, trailing blood behind it.

Twists don’t have to describe an event happening right now.
Twists can also be handed out just like Memories: something

rushing into a church crypt where Leviathan is busy defiling the grave
of a powerful Medici family member in his frenzied search for a relic.
Now we see why Leviathan was so passionately wanted dead. Leviathan
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writes down ‘Removing an item from a Medici coffin in a delicate and
totally appropriate way, actually, Elysia, Graverobbing (Moving)’.

On Session Length
& Player Count

Game sessions can vary a great deal, in both how long you
play and in the content itself. Whole sessions can focus on
one single in-character argument – or could summarise

a great deal of Memories, while a showdown with the villain,

important soon. As long as they leave the personas worse off,

though epic, might only require sword fighting skills. To

they are worth a Chip.

accommodate this, Dealers may increase the amount of
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available Chips when necessary, or carry Chips over between
sessions so that games with few Memories are balanced out

out of being arrested. The Isha of the group, Sen, steps up and starts

by more the next time. Chips can’t carry over for more than

trying to charm the arresting officer. Another player looks across the table

two sessions, and you can never have more Chips ‘banked’
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at Sen’s sheet. ‘We’re in trouble. You know that time you were working

than the number of players.

as an emergency medic? Well you were distracted one night and of course

The figure of seven is based on sessions of four to six

were learning on the job; this cop thinks your incompetence killed two
people.’ A Chip goes in the pool and the band go straight to jail.

sS

months of activity. A complex heist one session might require

that happened long ago but is important now or will become

Example: The group is low on Chips and are trying to bluff their way

dM
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failed. In a later session, Elysia, another angel in his band, describes

personas, lasting about four hours. Your games may be

sS

shorter or longer. To get an estimate of how many chips to

87

economy at stake. Seven Chips is an arbitrary number

and subtract one. If this number is less than the number of

designed to keep tempo with a game session, not a hard

players, then use the higher figure. There is no need to adjust

limit on what personas can achieve or a mechanic to drive

it down for smaller numbers of players, as angels will simply

players to constantly weigh their options. For some groups

get more Memories each.

there might not be a need to use Chips at all, especially if

On The Need For
Players To Feel Safe

l

‘How do the angels get to sleep when the devil leaves
his porch light on?’

dM

– Tom Waits, ‘Mr Seigal’

The nature of games is that they are inherently combative.
Even if the players are not fighting the Dealer, they feel they
are fighting the rules – which is only sensible, given the rules
tell them exactly what they cannot do. Players will therefore
naturally try to do whatever they can to ‘win’ against these
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rules. They will try to make every Chip count as much as
possible, defining their skills as expansively as possible. They
will also try not to use Chips unless they absolutely have to,

that encourages players to spend in a more satisfying and
enjoyable way. Each group will have its own tempo. If they
warm to spending and go through Chips quickly, keep a tight
limit; if they are wary of spending, increase the number of
Chips or remove the limit and let them spend as they want.
Whatever makes them feel like they don’t have to try to cover
best suit the narrative, not which choices will keep them alive
and ‘winning’.

What is a Skill?

The nature of the skill provided by Memories is deliberately
left open to encourage creativity and flexibility. However, they
should not be defined too widely. Players will often try to use
skills in ways beyond their original scope and definition, so

pushing their existing skills to the limit.

always err on the side of making them narrow to begin with.

The reason that Chips can’t be banked forever is to

The Memory itself will provide a guide to shaping the skill:

spending by being sure to keep skills narrow in their

sS

application and requiring new Memories for new challenges.
However, players may still want to save them, particularly
early in the session, with the fear that as things build to a
head they may lose their most precious resource – a resource
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the Dealer has made more critical by keeping skills narrow.

Dealers can manage this by allowing there to always be one
Chip in the pot when needed. Players keen
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to get all the Memories possible would
abuse this, so it is only recommended
for groups that are hesitant to spend.

Also players should remember that
they, as well as the Dealer, can

introduce Twists to get more Chips.
The idea is for players to feel

sS

like they can spend when it is
dramatically appropriate,
rather than constantly
be worrying about the
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it must be a skill used in the scene specifically, so it must be

something that can be demonstrated in action. The skill also
needs to be usable in the current circumstance. If you can

only ever think of using it in the flashback situation, then it is

too narrow. If it seems like it doesn’t really describe the action
in the flashback, it is too wide.

Example: Leviathan fights the city guard among the pews of the
cathedral while Elysia slips away into the night. Leviathan’s player has
described this memory to improve Elysia’s sneaking away skills, which in
the modern day she needs to evade the police. Her first stab at the ability

Mdl T
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encourage players to spend them. Dealers can also encourage
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themselves and can instead feel safe to make whatever choices
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use, multiply the number of hours your games last by two,

T

is ‘Escaping From Churches’. The Dealer feels that’s too specific. She

tries ‘Defying Civic Authority Figures’. That’s too wide. The Dealer asks
for more description of the scene. Leviathan’s player describes a shadowy
moonlit night, Elysia darting through alleyways with footsteps echoing on
the cobblestones. The Dealer suggests that sounds like ‘Losing Pursuers’.
Then, realising that players could use this to apply to a speedboat chase
or dodging cybersecurity, they amend it to ‘Foot Pursuit’. Elysia writes
down ‘Escaping the City Guards that night in Florence, Leviathan,
Foot Pursuit (Moving)’.
Dealers feeling generous can, of course, let skills be used
more expansively by simply applying one or two Blights
depending on how much the player wants to ‘stretch’ the
definition. But with their extensive backstory to draw on,
it’s usually easier and more interesting to ask for another

Mdl T

Memory. It also makes for richer characterisation.
Our weaknesses define us more than anything.
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Pilot (specify
type of vehicle)

Politics

Psychology

Pursuit

Rapport

Repair

Research

Resourcefulness

Ride
(bicycle, horse etc)

Science
(specify a field)

Scrounge

Seduction

Sense Motive

Sleight of Hand

Stealth

Streetwise

Surveillance

Survival

Swimming

Tactics

Teaching

apply a Blight. She decides instead to ask the table for a Memory of

Teamwork

Tracking

Trade
(specify a type)

working in ichthyology.

Tradecraft

Weaponry

Willpower

exploration, joining Columbus on his journey to the New World and

Nelson at the Battle of the Nile. She wants to use her Seamanship
all that time would have given her a natural sense of when storms or
winds were coming. The Dealer decides this is possible on a Simple Test
with no Blessing. Later, Amenset needs to know what kind of fish might
have inspired the story of Jonah in the Bible, and suggests that while
sailing the world there was a lot of fishing going on. The Dealer
suggests it is possible – but since she never worked on a fishing boat, they

VWN R 1 Ss
Skill List

suggestions helpful to get ideas rolling. Here’s a list of
ninety-nine possible skills to get your started.
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The Language Problem

Learning a language is one of the ongoing problems in all
skill-based RPGs, because in the real world, it’s difficult
enough to definitely count as its own skill. But in fiction it
feels like a very narrow skill in its application. The chances
that you run into Ancient Greek every second scenario is
nowhere near the odds of needing to climb a wall or pick a
pocket, because there’s so many other languages out there.
Generous Dealers can deal with this the same way fiction
tends to: by giving out branches of languages or clumps of
them. Ancient Greek, Latin, Sumerian and Egyptian would
fit a scholar of that time period. A well-travelled European
art dealer would know French, Italian, Spanish, some Russian
and some German. Alternatively, don’t even list them; just
give a general sense of the group and let the cards decide.
The Dealer says it’s in a language in your field, but a Failure
on the test means it is not one you know. Success means
it is, and you can pick which one. Sometimes the Dealer
might force a Twist by making it a language you don’t know
even though you should — perhaps it’s in code? Sometimes
Dealers need to make things a secret or hard to uncover.
Most of the rest of the time it’s more fun to just be able to
speak the local lingo, and a generous approach to languages
smooths everything along.

Academia
(specify a field)

Analysis

Animal Handling

Antiquarian

Archaeology

Archery

Art (specify)

Athletics

Awareness

Bargaining

Blend In

Brawling

Bribery

Bureaucracy

Business

Canvass

Climbing

Computers

Construction

Convince

Cooking

Crafting

Cryptography

Culture Knowledge
(specify culture)

Deduction

Design

Demolitions

Discipline

Disguise

Drive

Electronics

Engineering

Etiquette

Fashion

Fencing

Finance

First Aid

Forensics

Forgery

Gossip

Gymnastics

Hacking

Handguns

Humanities (specify
a field)

Hunting

Insight

Inspiration

Interrogation

Intimidation

Intuit

Investigation

Language
(specify which)

Law

Leadership

Linguistics

Local Knowledge
(specify where)

Lock breaking

Logistics

Longarms

Lying

Martial Arts

Management

Mechanics

‘Knowledge of the Streets’, for example, can represent access

Medicine

Motivation

Mythology

to a series of informers, contacts and acquaintances, who,

Navigation

Negotiation

Notice

Occult

Oratory

Perform (specify
which artform)
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Although skills can be anything you want some will find
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skill to see if she can predict the weather for the next day, arguing that
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Example: Amenset sailed the ocean many times in the golden age of

Memories Are Always Skills,
Even When They Aren’t

Often, the skill you want to acquire is not necessarily a ‘skill’
that a human could learn through research or practice.

when tapped, provide information. Another angel might

want ‘Access to Police Files’, so the giver creates a Memory
of someone in the police station who regularly helps them.

89

The World Moved On
In my day job, I am a dog trainer. It’s well established that
anyone who works in the field who was trained before the
year 2000 or so and hasn’t kept up their education is now
stuck in the Stone Age. Nothing they know is correct and
their methods are inefficient at best, damaging and useless
at worst. It is far from alone as a discipline that has been
rewritten in just twenty short years. The faster pace of
scientific discovery over the last hundred years has caused our

to use the same person to let them hide a body in their

house. That would require a different Memory, because it’s
a different skill. This also lets you build on these Memory
details. The cop who slips you access to police files is going to
become more nuanced when you call on a new Memory to
find out why he’ll also help you hide a body.

Knowing How or Knowing Better?
The power of skills in Relics is inherently loosely defined.

extremely short shelf life. So how could an angel who learnt

In some cases, a skill lets you perform an action without

to train horses with the Mongol khans still be considered an

making a Test. In other cases, it will allow you to make a

expert? Or the angel trained by a medieval doctor be able to

Test with a Blessing, or just make a Test at all. It depends on

diagnose depression instead of unbalanced humours?

the nature of the skill in question and the situation. In many

It’s a conceit, like the flashback system itself: a suspension
of the rules of reality that make the stories easier to tell and

cases, angels simply cannot do something at all without the
skill, so the Memory simply allows the Test. This is always the
Dealer’s call.
Someone can speak French a little bit without actually

Totally Bogus Rationale, as coined by Ken Rolston) is that we

learning it, for example; on the other hand, they may still

assume that experience counts and that the Memory is only

require a Test to read an ancient French manuscript. Note

one example of them demonstrating that skill. There

that this doesn’t have to be just to do with ‘reality’ – the rules

are clearly countless other times since then that they could

of drama are far more important. Thus, if your entire heist

have caught up on new changes. It is better to have a cool

depends on beating the bad guy at poker, the Dealer can and

memory with a useful skill attached then get bogged down in

should absolutely still make that a Test.

for them not to know.
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14th-century steel. The only exception is when it is interesting

The exception is when the skill is first granted by a Memory.
In this situation, the action has stopped for the skill to be
established, so it should pay off when we return to the

As mentioned in the Languages sidebar on the previous page,

story. The action should either succeed automatically or

if the cards or a Twist demand ignorance by turning up a

be performed with at least one Blessing. The Dealer may

Failure then there’s clearly an interesting reason for it. This is

also rule that the Test cannot be Failed, and allow the Test

Mdl T
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where they have failed to grasp new scholarship in the field,

to simply determine if the Success is Grudging, Full or

or missed something in their training. There is an old rule in

Dramatic. Again, drama matters: if the game has built up

roleplaying that saying no can be boring, but not if you find

to an incredible climax around a single moment, spending

a really interesting reason to explain it – a reason that asks

a Chip for total success can be extremely anticlimactic. The

more questions or suggests a way to find a yes. Your Mongol

Dealer can always override auto-successes in the name of

horseman should know about this kind of horse behaviour,

narrative tension and player excitement. This also applies to

and the fact that he doesn’t is because he hasn’t ridden a

spending Chips to succeed on Tests.

horse since his loyal stallion died saving his life in that fire

Optional Rule: Expert Skills

Or because only the khan’s royal horseman dealt with such
critical things and our angel was banned from the royal house
because of misunderstandings with the khan’s handsome son.
Or it’s an unusual behaviour normally only seen in top racing
horses, which means the angel needs to consult a breeder for
the last piece of the puzzle. Use these moments as a reason to
add to the story, not detract from a persona.

Possessing a skill from a Memory indicates a substantial
familiarity with that ability but does not make success
guaranteed. Players may want to have their personas possess
an even greater level of proficiency in some abilities, so much
so that failure is rare if not impossible. Players can take a skill
a second time, with a different Memory providing the same

Mdl T
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in the Old West, and so he missed out on the latest studies.
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more interesting to hear. The long answer (also known as the

whether your Roman blacksmith would know anything about

90

must be phrased as a skill. That stops the player from trying

body of facts and sense of mastery over subjects to have an

The short answer is that it’s just easier if we assume they can.
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Although the Memory that is created is a person, the skill

ability provided by a previous one. In this case underline it

twice on your persona sheet. From then on, in Simple Tests

Optional Rule: Personal Chips

and Grudging Successes count as Full Successes. In Complex

Not all roleplaying groups have the same social contract and

Tests, gain two Hole Cards, where both, one or neither can

sense of shared camaraderie. Some people play games in a

be used. If a Blight applies to a situation where the expert

competitive way, no matter what. And there’s nothing wrong

skill applies, the expert skill counts as having two Blessings,

with that, if that’s what they enjoy! Being fired up and keen

one of which is cancelled out by the Blight, leaving one

to engage a system and get all the power you can from it is

T

T

dM

Blessing remaining.

Optional Rule: Temporary Skills

‘The very best part of memory is
it’s mostly about forgetting.’

– Mr Wednesday, American Gods

The Relics system is built with the idea of personas
getting one or two new skills per session. This also assumes a
six-to-nine-session campaign, with each persona ending up
with between ten and twenty skills each at the end. For longer
campaigns, or simply to keep each persona feeling unique,
Dealers may choose to cap the number of skills an angel can
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have at eleven. In this case, players should also be allowed to
have temporary skills: at the end of each session, players may
look at the skills they gained and choose to make any of them
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where this skill applies, Failures count as Grudging Successes

great energy to bring to a game. But if you find that some
players are always quick to spend Chips and others hesitant,
consider just giving each player one Chip per game. They
can earn more with Twists, as described, and bank some over
a session if they have many.

Making Memories Interesting
‘That was in another country, and besides,
the wench is dead.’

tuvwxyz
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– Christopher Marlowe, The Jew of Malta

Flashbacks don’t simply have to show the angel using a
particular skill to get the ability in question. Say the
personas are trying to search

3

sS

non-permanent. The Memory remains part of their history

and is not discarded; however the skill was not something
particularly key to their persona so is forgotten as a key

aspect to their identity. In this way, personas can have strong
recurring skills that very much reflect their nature and abilities,

and passing temporary ones to help them out in a jam.

Bindings

Just as angelic Miracles can be contained in a relic, so can
Memories. Angels can fragment their minds and pass their
experiences into these items. Doing so is not as fatal as it is
for Miracles, but it is risky and has a cost. It requires a night
and a day of concentration and a Test with at least one Blight
to do so without going insane, but from there the Memory,
and the skill with it, can be transferred to others as simply as
passing the relic to another. The angel forgets the memory
entirely unless they too are holding the item. In the modern
day, this has proven useful for angels needing to pass sensitive
information between their numbers, or protect themselves
by removing information others might kill them for. Ancient
relics often come with skills as well as powers, or just skills,
from when such things were greater gifts to mortal hands.
The Greek myth of the Sword of Peleus that would grant
its wielder sure victory, and the Irish myth of the Salmon of
Knowledge, may both have been about relics full of Bindings.
It is rumoured that the lance of Archangel Michael contains
all the knowledge of battle and warfare in the world.
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learning how to search for local planning information and

Where is this wrestling match taking place? If it was in Vegas

building permits, and then go do just that. Or they could just

in 1968 against a guy called The Lobster, then the next

flashback to when it was built, when they helped install the

flashback can tell us something about what else happened

secret room themselves. Or when they dated the architect and

in Vegas, or in 1968, or the next time they met the Lobster.

learned his signature style. Want to defeat the demonic goons

Details give ground to build on. Slowly, Memories can build

running towards you? You could flashback to learning how

not just a backstory but an entire tapestry of story told in

to do jujitsu in ancient Japan, or you could flashback to when

flashback. If players do it right, they will be as excited to see

you helped said goons romance their partners and they owe

the next flashback as they will the next scene in the current

you a favour. A skill is anything that provides an advantage or

story. This kind of parallel storytelling is Relics at its best.

solution in a situation, and a Memory is anything that shows

Skills Are Noticeable,
Distinctive & Unique

Players may baulk at the idea of such specific ‘skills’: after

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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all, ‘I Helped These Demons Meet Their Fiancés’ is not a
widely applicable skill. It doesn’t seem like it would help
with the next goons to come along. But what skill is actually
Seduction? Twentieth-century dating? Couples therapy?
Being well-connected? Knowing everyone? Demonic friends?
Dealers should encourage players to think of different ways
to solve situations and also different skills that can arise from
Memories. Players should get into the habit of asking for a
way to solve their current problem rather than a specific

Since Memories are often traumatic and showcase the
angel in question performing actions in stressful situations,
a very common skill that suggests itself is the art of being
calm under pressure. Anyone who can continue to operate
coherently in the kind of action-packed, end-of-the-world
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scenarios angels regularly face needs to be able to be calm

under pressure, so it is something that naturally would come
up in both flashbacks and regular play. But just because it

would be realistically ubiquitous doesn’t mean it should show
up on every persona’s skill list.

idea they have that would solve that problem, and in turn,

Skills in Relics are narrative, cinematic concepts: they

giving wide-spanning Memories that can be interpreted

set the personas apart from each other. Occasionally two

in different ways.

personas might have the same skill but it would be rare.
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A Memory with lots of depth and description can provide all
manner of interpretations. And one that brings up having
met the demon goons before is far richer than just asking for
kung fu skills and getting a short training montage.

The former hints at character and background and gives

sS

everyone else more to work with. The next time that angel
needs some demonic insight, they can call in on that demon
goon they know and see if he’s turning his life around,
and flashback to learning more about that partner they

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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romanced. Maybe things worked out – maybe they didn’t.
But now we want to know.

sS
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When someone has Calm Under Pressure, it would be

Mdl T

noticeable at a level not just beyond the average celestial

entity but also above the rest of the personas. That’s why

only one persona should have the skill: if everyone had it, it
wouldn’t be noticeable enough to stand out. That’s as true
to the imagined ‘audience’ as it is to the other angels. Few
of us remember the time our friends had a skill we also have
in equal measure – we remember when they did what we
could not, or vice versa. This is why the player giving the
skill reflects on the moment as the narrator: this is an artifice
designed to showcase how the skill visibly manifested above
and beyond what the narrator saw around them, and in

Even if skills are just being simply demonstrated, players

themselves. Make the player remembering tell a vivid story

should be encouraged to add as much detail and context as

about something that stuck in their head, and it will make the

they can. If they learned how to suplex a bad guy when they

skill shine forth as a clear character trait.
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being shown? Networking, perhaps? Matchmaking?
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used to be a luchador, then what was their wrestling name?

that advantage being gained.
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a building for hidden rooms. The angel could flashback to
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They failed to detect the engine problem because that kind
of problem never came up when they were learning to drive.

Players want to feel safe, to feel the game is not actively about
to screw them over for one single choice. The Dealer can
combat that by being generous with Memory Chips and skill
use. It is also in the nature of players to use every resource
they have to every possible extent. Players are playing a

VWN R 1 Ss

game, and they want to win. If they can get an advantage,
it is in their interest to take it. The rules of role-playing

T

games are never set in stone. In simulating reality, there
must be judgement calls made by the Dealer, and where
there are judgement calls there is room
for argument. Players can convince
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the Dealer that their resources

will stretch. A Memory about
driving cars will stretch to

that throws a spanner in the works can inspire a whole new
plot twist – especially if the Devil shows up and there is a
Dramatic Failure.
Stretching is natural, though, and players will always do
it. The golden rule, however, is that stretching is fine with
Memories because they have a cost, but nothing else should
stretch. The Masteries of Aspects do not stretch because that
is what makes each angel special. Nor do descriptive traits
stretch at all. Players may insist that being born in Babylon

tuvwxyz
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means they can speak ancient Akkadian, or that having a

Mortal Connection in the rock industry means they
know how to get into the cool party, or that
having a Guise of a doctor means
they know basic first aid. This

may make narrative sense, but
the central mechanic and

Or navigation. Or where

thematic heart of the game,

secret compartments might

and ends up devaluing

be in a car for hidden drugs.

Memories. The reason

Or how someone might clean

Memories are interesting is

a car so it no longer appeared

you only get so many of them,

nearby ‘chop shops’ that do such

work. And so on.

Resist the temptation to stretch. Getting more
Memories means more story for everyone. And more story
gives you more ideas to play with, and gives the players a

tuvwxyz
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and you might find out something

bad about yourself. The balance to

this is that they are powerful: they provide

instant command over the ability needed at that

moment, whatever it might be, and that power should not be
diluted by getting it from something else.

better sense of their personas. They each get to work with

Some players might also like to stretch by surrounding

their fellow players instead of just waiting for their own turn

their personas with human helpers who will handle all the

to shine. More Memories makes for better games.

sS

mundane things. But if this becomes trivially easy –
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i.e. done without thinking about it, without roleplaying it

Dealers can discourage stretching by requiring Memories as

– it dilutes the core of the game’s mechanics and themes.

often as possible to do basic everyday things, so more and

Yes, mortals can help, but the game is about how that

more Memories are needed. They can also discourage this

transaction is arranged. Humans are messy, strange
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pulling on this thread unravels

understanding engine repair.

stolen. The location of

3
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– Seth, City of Angels

Again, it provides better chances for more story: a card pull

dM

T

‘They want wings. They all want wings.’

dM
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The Incredible
Stretching Memory

by adding Blights or removing Blessings when any kind of

creatures, and if angels want mortals to make their lives

stretching happens. In this way, players aren’t stretching to

simpler, they need to do a much more complex thing and

get a Blessing, but to get a chance to make the Test in the first

actually get to know them. Want someone to drive you across

place. Then if the cards say no, then the answer is no.

town to stop the apocalypse? And Jan the waitress is the

sS
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There are several reasons to prefer a Memory:

pick up Jan’s daughter first. And you will be paying for fuel,

• Miracles always have a cost, condition or limitation

because Jan is not well paid. Even if Jan works for you as
your personal driver, she still has needs. She normally drives
you but today is the day her daughter has ended up in the
emergency room and Jan needs to be there right now.

T
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only person you know? Sure, she can do it. But you have to

(called a Trammel)
• Miracles tend to be noticeably supernatural
• Miracles tend to attract other angels and demons
• Miracles are always tied to a relic, an item which can be

If you want to be driven around all the time, make ‘Jan drives
us around’ a skill, and the Grudging Success or the Failure

dM

are the times that Jan needs help. Plus, you get the Memory
of exactly how Jan came to be in your life. The heart of
good play is understanding that the mechanics and random
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elements offer significant opportunities to make a good story,
and should be listened to. Every time you make something
just be ‘whatever is likely to happen’, you take away a chance

sS
dM

for a good story that none of you can predict.

So, players: you want it to be easy, and the Dealer not to

• Miracles cannot be added when needed – they are acquired
at random moments

A smart angel, therefore, does not put all their eggs in one

basket. There are some angels who do devote all their efforts
to recovering and harnessing their lost supernatural powers,
but this is a risky path. Powerful angels who never learned
‘local’ skills tend to need lots of local helpers and
acquire them willingly or unwillingly when
necessary. You can always spot
an angel who has devoted
everything to supernal power:
they dress like a Bronze

deal. Dealers, if they are hassling you to stretch skills over and

Age king and get run

over again, point them right here until they back off and let

Memories vs Miracles
‘I like it here. I even learned to drive.’
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– Gabriel, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent

Just as angels acquire Memories, their relics acquire
Miracles. These Miracles provide incredible
supernatural powers that the skills from
Memories cannot match; they have also

sS

only just reawakened on Earth, so will not
feature in Memories.
Since Miracles can perform the
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supernatural, they could be

seen as outclassing Memories:
why learn how to pick a

lock when a Miracle could
open any door?

sS

and care little for mastering anything of the mortal realms,

hassle you? Spend a Chip and get that Memory. That’s the

you do your job..
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lost or stolen

over by the bus.
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Remember, narrative traits don’t typically provide benefits.
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‘I don’t like doctors,’ she said for the third time.
‘And, well,’ she paused, taking a moment to stare into his eyes
so he knew she meant the next words as a personal insult,
‘I’d prefer an English doctor.’

‘I was born in Brighton, madam,’ he added in an off-hand
manner. It was a lie, but Dr Banda was not above some
mocking cruelty. He pulled his ancient hearing tube from an
unseen pocket – his own personal relic – and blocked out her
sudden bleating as he listened to the drum beat of her heart. It
was a fine instrument, made from marble carved before Egypt
had Pharaohs. It had been used by Banda to hear the beating
hearts of men when men still believed they were made of dust.
A century ago, tubes like his were still used around the world,
but now the modern stethoscope had made this tried and tested
device seem medieval.
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‘My daughter, she should have said,’ she added, as if that ended
the matter on her part. Dr Banda nodded. He understood that
humans had relics too: objects that they swung around as
weapons but cursed as traps; things that kept them alive, yet
they resented so much they dragged them behind them like
spiteful children with unwelcome burdens. Unlike angels,
humans usually kept other humans as their relics.
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Dr Banda did not blink, not because the casual racism was
nothing to a man with skin as dark as his who had lived in
northern Europe for centuries, but because he typically forgot
to perform this human function when he was concentrating, as
he was now on the patient’s chart. Age 58, female, shortness of
breath, dizziness. History of high blood pressure.

‘Oh, oh no, what’s that thing? That’s not a – ooh – it’s voodoo,
get it off! Nurses! Doctors! Oh, Shirlie, where is she?’
Behind the woman’s horror was that beat.
That perfect. Perfect. Beat.

sS

‘If you’ve given me some disease I’ll sue you! What is this?
You can’t be using no tribal medicine, that’s not–’
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‘Your heart is in excellent condition for the most part,
Mrs Marten,’ Dr Banda said in what he called his Big Booming
Doctor Voice. ‘That is as it should be, for it is such a perfect
device, if I do say so myself.’

T
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‘This is good news for the girl upstairs, whose heart is very
weak,’ he said, as he snapped the dagger-claws through Mrs
Marten’s chest like a piston, splintering and bending her aged
ribs with ease. ‘And your eyes, the blood vessels are poor from
the drinking, which would explain why you will die before the
blood pressure kills you, but yes, your eyes will give another
child sight, I expect. And your kidneys may save another.’
Mrs Marten gave no answer as her head slumped down onto
Dr Banda’s wrist, pink saliva running into the torrent of blood
rushing down between her knees from the hole he was digging
in her chest.
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‘I couldn’t speculate on where your other parts may end up.
But I do believe you can still hear me, so I want you to know,
your heart, most of all, is in good hands.’ He leaned in a little,
if only for effect. ‘I have simply decided, as its creator, to take it
back from one unfit to own one.’
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Mrs Marten heard the knife edge in his words and, for the first
time in her life, she was worried. She was often discomfited.
She thrived on it because she could use it, harness it, and send
it out into the world to get what she wanted. Discomfit wormed
around her skin like the layer of pork fat and cheap sherry
wormed around her arteries. But she was a stranger to actual
concern. Nor had she really known fear before. Certainly not
the screaming alien fear she felt as the flesh fell off Dr Banda’s
hand like it was sand, leaving a giant hawk-like talon behind.
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od so loved the world that She could not bear to see it
empty. So She gave to Her children the power to shape
the world and the things that live on it. These powers
were known as Dominions, rulership over aspects and
elements of the world below. When the angels fell,
that power was locked seemingly forever into the

chain that held them to the earth: the relic. Now that God

has gone, relics have begun to spark back to life and the time
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of Miracles is at hand again.

Crafting Your Relic

sS

‘The Lord said to Moses: ‘Have them make a
sanctuary for me, and I shall dwell amongst them.’’
– Exodus 25.8

Relics are powerful and mysterious. Some have changed

big a persona sheet as your angel.

Acquiring Miracles

Unless the Dealer says otherwise, a persona begins with their
relic possessing one Level One Miracle (see below for more
on creating this). Subsequent Miracles are acquired when
the persona’s Signifier is drawn in play. This only occurs
the first time the Signifier is drawn that session. Unlike
Memories, the Miracle is then defined by the player of the
persona who gained the Miracle. They can also describe
how the new Miracle manifests. When this happens the Test
result counts as a Dramatic Success (or twenty-one in two
Major Arcana cards for a Complex Test).

To keep up the momentum of the scene, don’t worry
too much about getting the details of the Miracle
specified. The level system here will help give good

Even minor ones can change lives and rewrite destinies. Each

guidelines, and there’s always the chance it did

one has a unique story and a unique collection of Miracles –

something unpredictable and unusual on that

but they are not merely a collection of powers; just like your

first manifestation that can be fine tuned

personas, they have their own stories to tell.

later. Likewise, cool and evocative names

A relic can have any Miracles from the Dominions that an

will not usually spring forth on cue. Describe
the strange effect, then get back to playing.

angel can access. This need not follow any overarching theme

Everything else can wait. Never sacrifice the

or logic: the Tarnhelm of Germanic myth, for example,

excitement of play for any other concern.

allows its wielder to turn invisible, change shape and teleport
great distances (Dominions of Countenance, Excelsis and

sS

Intercession, respectively). On the other hand, a relic can
have a singular theme, like the Holy Grail has a more unified
set of powers (i.e. healing wounds, raising the dead and
eventually curing a country of a terrible blight). A theme may
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emerge over time for a given relic, or it may not; either way
it should be the product of an evolving story. Better to have
a power that has a memorable origin than one that perfectly
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– Daniel 7:13-14
and gravitas. Your relic may end up with just as

human history, some have created myths older than time.
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The player getting the Miracle may ask for
suggestions, but ultimately it is their power to
define, with the Dealer having a veto if the power
level is beyond the current Tier level. The player has the
floor: don’t be afraid to be showy and grandiose. Miracles
are the driving force of the game and the true power of the
supernal realm. They should be dramatic and entertaining,
even at first level.

matches a theme or predetermined idea.

Example: Rachel has an amulet that can become extremely hot when she

By being open to new ideas and creative flow, you can take a

her door investigating a murder and are asking a lot of questions

laundry list of powers and give them an inherent sense, story,

about her manufactured identity and failure to own any possessions.

holds it and concentrates on it (Fire, Level One). Some police come to

alight and send the police running in panic.
Since it doesn’t do any significant damage,
the Dealer agrees this fits the power Tier.
We pick up the action as Rachel flies away,
looking for a new cover.
There may be no reason in the scene
for the power to manifest then and there,
or for the persona to have any need for a
power. In this case, the player can describe a
power that does not manifest, or manifests

with the Dealer’s permission, leave
it somewhat undefined and let the
Dealer reveal the truth when a
more opportune or narratively
satisfying moment comes about.
Example: Lucy has a sword relic that can cut
through any mortal substance (Shaping Level 2).
During a blaring argument with another angel,
she draws the Star, her Signifier. Lucy’s player says
that, unseen to all, the sword blazes with holy power when
Lucy is angry. She suggests it is some great power to pierce
through reality. The current series is about breaking open the
Gates of Heaven to find God, so another player suggests
that this could be something that could cut through
those Gates. The Dealer agrees – but will add
some conditions and restrictions that must be
dealt with first to make it more dramatic; they’ll
work those details out after the scene wraps up. The
Dealer also suggests that, instead of nobody seeing
it, one character does but chooses to keep it a secret.
Amenadiel’s player jumps at this chance to have a secret
because he loves that kind of drama.
Dealers and players alike should also feel free to create ideas
for future Miracles beforehand and between sessions.
In-the-moment inspiration can be the best source of
the truly unexpected, but there is much value in the
long-prepared delight as well, and the two
also work well together.
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Building a Miracle

‘Your time on earth is affecting you, dear brother.
You’re changing.’
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‘My life is change. The same thing over and over –
that’s your boring motto.’
– Amenadiel & Lucifer, Lucifer

somewhat unseen, laying in a secret that
can be revealed later. They may even,

l

Miracles may be incredible, but they follow rules.
Every Miracle is made up of five components:

Name, Dominion, Level, Effect and Trammel.

Name

sS

Miracles need to feel miraculous – and they can’t do that if
they are just an effect, a thing that they do, or a game ruling.

4

Names have power inside our heads. Take the time to give
your Miracle an effective, descriptive and evocative name.
As you add Miracles to your relic, they may be part of the

dM

enough to kill anyone, but enough to set things

dM

the amulet shoots forth a blast of fire – not

M

Relic is a word that angels have taken from human tongues.
They have other words for their singular item. Fetter and
shackle are common, referring to the cage it places around
them. Icon, idol, token and simulacrum refer to its symbolic
and miraculous power. Fetish was also a common term – but
angels have stopped using that one recently, as its meaning
has shifted all of a sudden...

dM

her Signifier. She says that as if reacting to her fear,

That’s My Fetish

T

the questioning when the Wheel of Fortune turns up,

dM

Rachel’s player is making a Simple Test to bluff through
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same ‘name’ and just be slightly different applications,
or they may each have new names.

Example: Azazel has a Miracle called Fury of the Heavens, which

causes lightning to strike the ground. Later he adds a Miracle with the

Effect of summoning a storm. He decides this is part of the Fury of the
Heavens Miracle and doesn’t need a separate name – the name refers to
two powers he can draw on as needed.

Dominion

Angels have access to at most two Dominions. One is granted
to them by their Herald, and they may master one other
if they have the time and patience. It is said that originally
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each Herald guarded their Dominion as a secret, gifting its

power only to those who followed them in battle, but over the
millennia the angels mixed and learned many crafts. When
creating a Miracle to add to your relic, it must come from

one of the two Dominions you possess. Although it is possible
for Miracles from different Dominions to closely mimic the

Effects of others (a remnant of the days when angelic powers
were unrestricted), each Miracle comes from one Dominion

sS

only. Choose which one and note it.

99

Level
Level measures the strength of the Miracle. This is a number
from 1 to 4 (and usually just 1 to 3). By default, the Level is
equal to the Story Tier the game is currently in; Tiers are

l

explained in the previous chapter, and your Dealer will let
you know which Tier the story is in. Occasionally, the Dealer
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may give out a Miracle of a different Level than the Story

Tier. In either case, the Dealer determines the Level of the
Miracle. The scope and effect of powers at each Level is
discussed in detail later in this chapter.

Effect

dM

Every Miracle has an impact upon reality, determined by its
Dominion and its Level. At the very minimum a Miracle will
provide a Blessing to a Test. At higher Levels they can divide
the Red Sea or turn the sky as black as cloth. Effects need to
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be specific and descriptive, creating a predictable outcome in
given circumstances. The Dealer may let you extrapolate on
that a little – but to add more powerful Effects, or different
types, you will need another Miracle.

sS

Trammel

Angels do not have unlimited power. Miracles have limitations
in how far they can reach and how much they can do. This
is partly described by the Effect, but every Miracle also has at
least one Trammel limiting its power with a restriction or cost.
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Extra Trammels can be added to Miracles to gain access to
larger Effects. The narrower the condition or higher the cost,

the greater the Effect you can achieve.

Trammels come in Levels; by subtracting the Trammel’s
Level from the Effect Level, you get the overall Miracle Level.
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Applying a Level 1 Trammel can permit a Level 2 Effect
to be performed as a Level 1 Miracle, Level 2 Trammels
allow a Level 3 Effect as a Level 1, and so on. Trammels
do not stack in a numerical fashion, but two or

sS
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more of them can be combined to create what
is effectively a higher Level.
Base level or mandatory Trammels are
considered to be Level 0 – in other
words, all Miracles have some
restrictions. The simplest base
Trammel is that the power
can only be used once
per scene; if no other
restriction is listed,
assume this
is the

100

Duty, Honour & Glory:
How To Be A Good Roleplayer
Players are playing a game. They like to win and sometimes
they want to do so easily. Dealers are telling an exciting story.
They want to make their players exultant, but also full of
suspense and terror and even, sometimes, despair. Balancing
these goals is hard. Great books have been written on ways
to do this, and you are encouraged to peruse them all – but
a simple rubric to remember when it comes to adjudicating
what Miracles can accomplish, or allowing the Dealer to
adjudicate them, are the rules of Duty, Honour and Glory.

Duty means you owe a Duty to the story as if it were real,
important and worth telling. That means accepting its world
and its people as real things and taking them as seriously as
your character would. It also means accepting the tropes and
structures of the genre and tone of your game, and working
within them, not against or outside them. Even – especially –
when those tropes and tone make your character’s life harder.
When you do your duty to the world and the story you and
your group are creating, you respect the rules of that world
and story, you respect its truth and its power, and the story
grows because of this.
Honour means honouring your fellow players, and the
Dealer particularly; you must also honour that to which
they attach significance. If someone’s persona is built
around picking locks, it does not honour the significance
of that if you kick down every single door, or if the Dealer
makes all doors unlocked. Similarly, if the Dealer presents
a powerful and significant threat, then it requires you the
player to honour the level of that threat with a commensurate
response. Defeating the vampire king by flicking open a
blind does not (typically) honour the nature of the encounter
and its meaning. When they come bigger, it must be harder
to make them fall.
Glory works as a kind of opposite to Honour. If the struggle
is great, and is honoured by being felt and suffered, then it
also important to rise above it not just by inches, but to the
stars. Tales are designed to be full of verve and greatness,
and you do no favours to yourself or your fellow players to
hide your light under a bushel or narrow your scope. While
accounting for Duty and Honour, think big, beyond just
hitting things with your sword. Paint pictures of victories that
are epic and poetic, that resonate beyond this time and space,
that mean more than just flesh and steel, that are above the
plebeian or the banal. You have an infinite budget and all the
time in the world. Take a breath and paint a masterpiece, tell
of heroes with a soaring voice.

M

the story to drive action and

explained in greater detail further in this chapter.

plot, but will not be available

unable to repeat the Miracle until he heals. Maoz’s player agrees to this
combination of two Level 0 Trammels to create the Miracle at Level 1.
Powers are written with their name first, then their Dominion
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and Level in brackets, followed by their Effect and Trammel.

Example: Maoz writes down FIST OF GOD (Shaping 1).

T

Effect: Can break a mortal-sized hole in a wall in a single punch.
Trammel: Once per scene, causes a wound.

Nickel & Dime
‘I spoke about wings, you just flew /
I wondered, I guessed and I tried /
You just knew’
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– The Waterboys, The Whole of the Moon

The Miracles system is not designed to be number-crunched.
Not only does this leads to uninteresting results, it halts the
action of the game which is no fun for anyone. However, it
is perfectly reasonable to make sure player and Dealer alike

feel the power is appropriate, interesting, and useful. Players
should feel they that what they got was a worthwhile and

good fit for their persona, but also something that doesn’t
steal any thunder or screen time from other personas, or

that can break the game or the story somehow. Work
towards compromise, making choices that are dramatic

and interesting and lead to good stories, not to finding ways
to defeat whatever threats the Dealer presents with casual

disdain. And, as mentioned, try to leave as much crunching

as possible to after the game or after the scene. Dramatic
tension is extremely hard to produce in a game played
around a table with cards and pencils; don’t ever break it for
something as petty as number crunching a power.

Miracles at the Beginning
of a Series

As discussed in Chapter Three, games of Relics operate
either within a single Story Tier or move across several
Tiers as time goes on. The power level of a relic is assumed

T
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to match the Tier level of the story. Unless the Dealer says

otherwise, Tier 1 stories will involve personas’ relics gaining

we assume they are at Tier 1.

l
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The basic assumption of these rules is that games of

Relics begin at Tier 1 and thus each persona begins with a

relic containing one Level 1 Miracle as described in Chapter
Two. For games beginning at higher levels, personas should
begin with one Miracle of a level matching the Story Tier,
and two Miracles of every level below that.

Don’t Wimp

In the world of improv, wimping is a term for choosing safe,
limited choices for the character or plot to keep yourself from
engaging with the scene as much as possible. Dealers risk
making the same mistake with Miracles. Narrative is a precious
and fragile thing, and it is easy to see it as being in danger of
falling over if personas get their hands on Miracles that let
them remove all challenge. However, Miracles have built in
limitations in their Trammel: they’ve already paid. So when
describing Effects, don’t try to restrict, undermine or soft-sell
the impact of a Miracle. Miracles are one of the few times in
the game that personas can do amazing, powerful things and
feel like the strange, inhuman and mighty beings they are.
Let them.

4
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down entire walls feels like a Level 2 Miracle, even once per scene, so
suggests doing such a thing causes a wound to the angel, leaving him

clarify the power level in play. For starting personas

Miracle Effects

T

smash down any barrier with a punch. The Dealer feels that knocking

At the start of every session the Dealer should

dM

that lets him knock down doors. He suggests once per scene he can

dM

T

Example: Maoz’s player wants to add a Level 1 Miracle to his ring

from Signifier cards.

T
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base Trammel on the Miracle. Like Effects, Trammels are

‘I’m waiting for the Miracle,
there’s nothing else to do.
I haven’t been this happy
since the end of World War II.’
– Leonard Cohen, Waiting for the Miracle
The rules below outline examples of Effects that suit
each power level; generally first, then for each Dominion.
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Trammels are dealt with in the following section. Finally,

there are tables which let you generate a completely random
Miracle at the desired level. You can use them as they are or
as inspiration for your own creations.

General Effects by Level

Level 1 Miracles, Tier 2 stories they will gain Level 2 Miracles

Level 1 - ‘Useful’

and so on. Higher power Miracles can and should appear in

Level 1 Miracles accomplish what might already be
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possible without a Miracle, but in ways more spectacular or
convenient. They are noticeable unless the angel is clever to
hide them.
Level 1 Effects Can:
Give a brief glimpse into the future, the past
or the minds of living things
Create unlikely good or bad fortune
Damage someone as equivalent to a shot from a gun
or a cut from a sword

Create a believable illusion or sound

Affect the emotional state of a mortal

Move a small handheld object a short distance at a low speed

sS
dM

Alter the environment in small ways such as
making dirt into mud or lighting a dark scene

Level 2 - ‘Powerful’
Level 2 Miracles always suggest the supernatural is at work.
They are frightening and disturbing even if they produce
beneficial effects, and are the kind of things that make
police and soldiers nervous as hell. Other supernaturals and
powerful mortal agencies in the area also tend to hear about
Effects like these.
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Level 2 Effects Can:

Accurately see portions of the past or future

Read the minds of mortals and gain limited control over them

W V \Z

Gain a rare or very powerful skill, talent or ability
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Become a master of a real-world talent, ability or skill,
to the peak of human capacity

T

T

Close a wound or cause a bad one to become critical
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Become immune to specific kinds of damage or attacks
for a short period of time

W V \Z

Reduce as much damage as equivalent to wounds
from guns or swords

Incapacitate or stun someone

Inflict significant, debilitating or lasting damage
to someone or something

sS

Resist or withstand significant, debilitating
or lasting damaging effects or situations
Grant a mortal skills, talents or abilities
no human could ever possess
Break the laws of science in limited ways
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Create, alter or destroy actual objects or conditions in objects,
up to the size of a mortal human
Significantly alter the environment or add new elements to it

Perform any Level 1 Effect on a large group of people, or over a
sustained period of time, or without some restriction
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Move large, heavy objects and/or living things a large distance

Level 3 - ‘Devastating’

Create dimensional portals and travel between them

If it happens around people, a Level 3 Miracle will be up

Destroy or become gods

Perform any Level 3 Effect on thousands of people,
or permanently, or without a thought

towards it in wonder. Cops and soldiers will open fire with

much they change the rules. Every angel in the city, if not the
country, will know something big is going on if these powers
are being brought to bear.

VWN R 1 Ss
Level 3 Effects Can:

Travel into the future or past, see them clearly
and edit them in a limited fashion

T

Enter the dreams, mind or memory of a mortal
or an angel and edit the content

Miracles & Story Tiers

Miracle Effect Levels should match Story Tier. Referring
back to the descriptions of the four Story Tiers discussed in
Chapter Three can also help guide your sense of what is an
appropriate power for that Level.

l
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These powers are almost always terrifying because of how

T

extreme prejudice and the National Guard may be called.

Effects By Dominion

‘He can turn himself into a stranger.
They broke a lot of canes on his hide.’

– Tom Waits, Black Wings

Gain total control over the actions, thoughts
and emotions of a mortal or an angel

The following sections provide examples of Effects for each

Kill a mortal or angel

of the Dominions. Each Level lists several examples, not one

Survive typically lethal attacks like beheading or immolation

single Effect. The eleven Dominions are:
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Do lasting, crippling or critical damage to large things such as
buildings or vehicles

Dominion

Effect

Create or destroy large or complicated objects,
significantly larger and more powerful than a mortal

Communion

The power to connect with the minds and
hearts of others

Move things as big as buses long distances
and/or at extreme speeds

Countenance

The power to overcome the senses and
deceive the minds of others

Move at incredible speeds, travel enormous distances
or inflict effects from massive distances away

Excelsis

The power to increase the strength and
power of angels and mortals

Significantly break or bend the laws of science

Fire

Gain total control over the environment,
altering it extremely or tuning it exactly to your needs

The power to unleash the fire that is the true
form of an angel

Healing

Perform any Level 2 Effect on a large group of people, or over a
sustained period of time, or without some restriction

Intercession

Gain or grant a Level 1 Effect permanently,
or a Level 2 Effect permanently with some restriction

The power to move yourself and other things
at a distance

Lightning

The power of the sky and its storms
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The power over the passage and ending of
mortal lives

Passings

This is apocalypse stuff. The world watches – when it isn’t

Protection

The power to protect yourself and others

panicking, rioting and looting. Nothing will ever be the same

Shaping

The power to make, change or break the
things of mortals

Witness

The power to see all the things on earth

Level 4 Effects Can:
Kill thousands or millions

Communion (Gabriel)

Destroy whole cities

Communion is the art of sending messages and sharing

Make an angel immortal, invincible and unaging
Provide the angel godlike abilities or grant them to others
Create, destroy or remodel enormous things or areas to your whim

T
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Rewrite the laws of science forever
Rewrite the past to create a new future
Move beyond the restrictions of time and space

4

The power to heal the minds and bodies of
yourself and others

Level 4 - ‘Apocalyptic’
again after a Level 4 Miracle goes off.
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the people will run for their lives, the other half will run
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on Twitter within minutes and likely appear on CNN. Half

dM
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sensations. The Effect is stepped down a Level if the message
is sent not mind-to-mind but through intermediaries,

technology, clues or omens. Gabriel was the archangel of

Communion, but this Dominion is extremely common among
all the angels, as for thousands of years many angels saw their
role to primarily be one of delivering God’s message. This is

sS

why they are happy to accept the nomenclature of angel – it

103

dM
comes from angelos,
the Greek word for
messenger.
Level 1: Send a few words from

Level 4: Create massive illusory worlds that can imprison
many people for a long time; create complex ongoing
your conscious control.

you can see; talk back and forth with several people without
using voice.

Level 3: Make a whole city have the same dream; send a
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terrifying or commanding message to a crowd; communicate

with different people anywhere on Earth simultaneously for a
long period of time.

Level 4: Permanently link many minds; speak to the entire
world; directly commune with God or the equivalent.

Countenance (Metatron)
Angels can command the senses of mortals and make them
see fantasies and nightmares. Countenance begins with
the face of the angel itself, allowing them to appear as a

Excelsis (Azrael)
Angels can possess great might and grant that might to others.
might to mortals than for an angel to possess it themselves
– the Effect always steps down a Level if you are giving it

away to a mortal. Mortals have always been fascinated with
strength, and the powers of Excelsis are among the most
sought after and more commonly found in relics. Of course,
mortals usually abuse this power, and angels, stripped of these
gifts, cannot stop them. Those of Azrael’s ranks, therefore,
tend to be very wary about giving their gifts to mortals. It’s
ended badly so often. Then another bully comes along and

Mdl T
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they think maybe just one last time they will make a human
strong. Maybe this time it will work out OK...

Level 1: Grant target the strength, speed or flexibility of an

Olympic athlete or equivalent; increase intelligence or skill to
that of a great mind in the field (experience not guaranteed);

burning bush, a white bull or talking badger, but masters of

operate at substantial human strength beyond when that

Countenance can shine glorious images across an entire sky.

strength would normally give out.

Level of Effect. Trammels typically involve how much you
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must concentrate to maintain the image.

Level 2: Grant target superhuman strength, endurance,
speed or flexibility – strength sufficient to easily lift three or
four tons, speed able to outrun cars, fighting skill of a martial

Mdl T
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Metatron’s soldiers were the masters of these visions. They

arts master, supreme intelligence or tactical ability; make

were charged with being the heralds of great events, to use

Level 1 abilities last longer or grant them to yourself or a

their Dominion to add pomp and circumstance to things

group of individuals.

the angels wanted mortals to pay attention to. Nowadays

Level 3: Grant physical capabilities that defy biology or

nobody does pomp and circumstance any more: it is
considered gauche as well as dangerous. Those with power

sS

over Countenance feel disused and forgotten, and ache for a
chance to really show off their gifts.

physics; grant abilities of other animals or creatures of
fantasy; grant Level 2 abilities to yourself or large crowds of
people or make Level 1 powers permanent.
Level 4: Give super physicality permanently to several

Level 1: Make a small hand-sized illusion; make what is

individuals or to millions; grant godlike capacities; grant the

actually visible appear larger, smaller, or hugely distorted;

power of abstract concepts like absolute justice or purity;

appear as a stranger to someone who should know you.

become God herself or anoint another in her place.

Level 2: Make an illusion as big as a person; make a complex

Fire (Uriel)
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illusion that moves and convinces all the senses; make an

Fire is the heart of every angel, the blood in their absence
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The more impervious to being seen through, the higher the
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In the strange way of the Almighty, it is easier to give such
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certain thing or how a certain thing appears.

see; share an emotion with a large group

crowd; share a complex, specific memory with anyone

dM

several elements; permanently change how a target sees a

illusions of several humans that operate undetectably without

Level 2: Broadcast a clear, lengthy message to a

dM

illusions as large as whole buildings or environments involving

your mind to the mind of anyone you can
of people; whisper to everyone in a crowd.

T
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Level 3: Make yourself look like anyone or anything; make

illusion that appears terrifying or dangerous so it must be

of veins, so many are called to master it on earth. Uriel’s

avoided; appear to look like someone known to you.

Dominion is therefore very common among angels, and Uriel

M

The rough justice of the natural world brings death and
deprivation without rhyme or reason and for thousands of

It is not just Excelsis powers that are easier to give to mortals,

years no wisdom could unlock much of the why or the how.

and it is not just mortals that this is true for. Giving power to

And so the mortals sought the tender mercy of Raphael and

another is always easier than taking it yourself. ‘Cannot be

her soldiers. In the last century, things have slowed down but

given to yourself ’ is a good basic or Level 0 Trammel.

still they are called for every day. Every angel with Dominion

you willing to give someone who may never give it back? Or
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could use it to hurt you?
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was always happy to give it. Uriel created the sun itself so

T

the whole world would know the greatness of fire. Uriel is a

need they see around them, and the fact that saving everyone
is impossible. Some are callous, some strike bargains, some
drive themselves mad. Relics of Healing are few but valued
above all: the suffering caused by those keen to possess the
Holy Grail is a flashing warning sign of how far people will
go to escape infirmity and pain.

giver. And fire is the gift that keeps on giving. Some angels

Level 1: Heal light wounds; speed up healing; stop bleeding;

find it hard to stop burning once they’ve begun; fire is a blunt

keep someone alive; avoid or pass through sickness.

instrument, it tends to consume everything. Sometimes, lower
powers are better. Well, safer. But children of Uriel aren’t

known for subtlety.
Level 1: Start a small fire; control or shape an already
existing fire; cause first - or second-degree burns.
Level 2: Start a large fire at a distance; throw fiery missiles;
cause sustained heat like a welding torch; shape fire into
rough shapes; cause severe burns.
Level 3: Throw fireballs; explode cars and buildings;
burn people to death; shape fire into useful objects.

tuvwxyz
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Level 2: Heal serious wounds; stop critical wounds from
killing you; cure lasting afflictions; send diseases into

remission; spread healing across a large group or time period.
Level 3: Pull people from the jaws of death or beyond; cure
whole populations of an illness; remove a plague or pestilence.
Level 4: Grant immortality; defeat death itself;
heal millions; heal the sins of the world; heal the rift
between angel and demon.

Intercession (Barachiel)
After healing and supernatural might, mortals wish for

Level 4: Burn cities to ash and bone; scorch the earth from

intercession. Let it not be me, they cry. Let the sword hand

the sky; ‘the full Sodom and Gomorrah’; burn even the pillars

miss me as it falls. Let the car turn left, not right. Where the

of Heaven to dust.

angels of Excelsis are stingy and those mastering Healing
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Healing (Raphael)

Of all Miracles, it is for Healing that mortals most pray.

The Power of Aspect

The Aryeh have the power to craft a fiery sword, which
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capricious as Fate itself – assuming they are not, in fact, Fate
itself. They cannot be everywhere, so they settle for being

where they are least expected. Turn the corner and you may
be surprised by a follower of Barachiel. They are always
expect, and getting in the way. Intercession is not just about
moving small things at the right time, after all: it also allows

of Gabriel. The greater gift of flight of the Nesher could be

moving things and individuals at great speed. Can’t see the

Intercession and the Behema might have gifts of Protection.

Barachiel angel? Look over your shoulder.

angels are, after all, fragments of their progenitors. Aspect
powers are Miracles in every way, and they can be put into
relics in the same manner. This means that any angels seen
throughout history could have been humans using relics with
these powers.

sS

like that: popping up where you least expect, when you least

speak truth is a power that seems to be under the province

Aspects were created by archangels of certain Dominions –

4

are guarded, the swift angels of Intercession tend to be as

sounds a lot like Uriel’s work. The ability of the Isha to

Angels have no answer on this issue; it’s possible the original

sS
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but there’s always the question of trust. How much power are

over Healing has to have a strategy to deal with the constant

dM

Of course, angels can get together and help each other out –

dM

Oh What a Give Away
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Level 1: Move to a spot you can see; move a small item you
can see to another spot you can see; move at sprinting speed
without effort.

Level 2: Move at the speed of a car or a train; move

medium-sized objects at similar speeds; knock people down
or over at a distance; cause damage by moving things or

sS

yourself swiftly.
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Level 3:

Move as fast

as a speeding

bullet or jet
plane; intercept
or catch speeding
bullets; move instantly
to somewhere you’ve been
around at throwing speeds.
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Level 4: Move instantly anywhere
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in the world; to a particular person
or place on a map; in time to stop a
split-second attack; move faster than
sight or thought; move fast enough to

move between atoms; outrun light, truth, time, history,
consequences, God and even yourself.

Lightning (Chazaqiel)
Rainmakers, stormbreakers and now the whole world runs on
their power – masters of Lightning tend to be cocky bastards
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before; move cars and trucks
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who know the world falls at their feet. Theirs is the sky and the

sea and all the air between, and now every device that hums, whirs

and beeps across the land. The Valkyries, the Thunderbird, Zeus’s

dM

thunderbolts – there is no end to the poems and songs sung

in the memory of the dealers of Lightning. Other angels
are less impressed – it’s flashy, but it’s not as powerful

as mortals think. The dangers of Lightning for most
of history meant few mortals craved such

powers from relics, and it is only in the last
twenty years that most Lightning relics
have been crafted and used to tempt by
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demons. Only now, when electricity
is the gatekeeper of power and

information, have mortals truly

wanted to hold it in their hands.
And like flashy car salesmen,
Chazaqiel’s soldiers are so
ready to make you a deal.
Level 1: Slowly shift the
weather in a limited area;
create atmospheric effects like
small sparks, moisture or dryness;
move electricity around to power or
charge a small device; remove
power from a small
device.
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Protection (Michael)

summon a thunderstorm and exert control over lightning

Michael’s symbol is the spear, for he is a warrior, but his

strikes; create heavy downpours and darkened skies; power a

divine purpose is to fight as a protector. His soldiers treat their

large device or residence or short out the power thereof; throw

Dominion very seriously, as the alpha and omega of Miracles.

electricity into a target enough to damage, kill or break it.

Forget Healing; it is the duty of angels to stop the blows before

country-wide blackout; create waves big enough to crash
ships and rains heavy enough to cause rising flood waters.
Level 4: Scramble the whole world’s navigation systems with

VWN R 1 Ss

aerial electricity; power the planet or shut it down; call up

the defence, the damage done and the damage prevented.
The Level of Miracle determines that calculus: how much force
gets deflected and how much gets through. There is always
something stronger out there of course, something that can
break through the strongest of shields. And mortal and even
celestial allies can be so weak. So Michael’s children constantly

tsunamis, cyclones and sharknados; strike with the fury of

hunt for more power. At any cost.

God’s hammer.

Level 1: Make a target immune to or strongly resistant to

Passings (Raguel)

a particular kind of damage in concentrated amounts or

T

Nobody likes the Angel of Death nor their soldiers. They
keep to themselves as a result. Few mortals pray for death,
even for their enemies: they’d rather have the power to cause
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for limited times; stop a punch, a sword swing or a glancing
shot affecting the target; protect someone from cold, heat or
continuous conditions.

it with strength or see it coming with prophecy. But death is

Level 2: Deflect or reduce the damage of any bullets and

real in this world, and Raguel did not create it – they simply

stabs you can see coming; provide immunity to a broad

took up the burden of caring for it, for it must be as sacred

spectrum of damage for an entire scene or longer; pass

as anything else. Raguel and their followers are fine being

Level 1 Effects onto yourself; protect against non-physical

hated or ignored; they do their work regardless, keeping the

damage like emotions or financial attacks.

dead and the living worlds apart and the system operating

Level 3: Allow a target to ignore massive damage, extreme

as expected. Since God is gone and Heaven closed, this
public service has a question mark hovering above it – but

getting quietly on with the job is what those of this Dominion

do best. No questions asked. Just keep the dead dead, and
nobody has any need to worry (of course, bringing them back
is perfectly possible as well, but it causes so many problems).

Level 1: Gain information about recent deaths and how they
happened; slow down or speed up natural death or decay
processes; deaden something you can hold in your hand.

Level 2: An object or plant you can touch dies or decays;
get a sense of impending death or give that sense to another;
rush someone towards death or the edge thereof; get a sense
of whatever was present before it died or decayed or what it

heat and enormous destruction; deflect sustained machine
gun fire, explosions or similar; provide Level 2 Protection to
hundreds of people at once, or make that Effect last for years
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like discovery or betrayal.

Level 4: Be impervious to any harm; survive being thrown
into the sun, the Earth’s core or the vacuum of space; pass
similar powers to millions permanently; fix the universe in
time and place so it cannot be altered; protect something
against anyone even knowing it ever existed.

Soldiers of Tzadqiel were quite happy when The Matrix came
out: it gave everyone a grounding in their basic philosophy in a
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Level 3: Kill with a touch, gently or roughly; hold back the

spoon isn’t really there, it’s easy to understand how you can tap

down and die.
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Shaping (Tzadqiel)
world that’s forgotten Platonic forms. Once you know that the

outcomes of plans; cause great systems or machines to wind

4

or a lifetime; protect against abstract concepts themselves,

will be like when it does; hold someone back from death.

passage of aging in individuals; know the end of lives and

sS
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or into crowds of people; power an entire city; create a

they fall. They see the world in black and white, the attack and

dM

T

Level 3: Direct lightning strikes into anyone you can see

dM
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Level 2: Rapidly shift the weather within a few kilometres;

into the projection of the spoon and shape it into something

else. The greater the power, the larger amount you can change
and the more significantly you can change it. You just have to

reach in and alter the underlying code. Masters of Shaping are

Level 4: Create a new Black Death; blight world grain

the nerds of Miracles, and they’re playing in the greatest sandpit.

belts; greatly speed up the heat death of the sun; stop time

Originally all angels could Shape, and they built the world –

from moving.

but now most are happy to leave it to the experts.

sS
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and organic things much harder than inorganic. Angels have
always had trouble with life.
Level 1: Change something you can hold in your
hand – change its temperature, appearance, consistency,
configuration or operation.
Level 2: Change something you can carry; change solids to
liquids or liquids to gas; shift things enough to cause them to
break or fall apart; perform Level 1 changes to living things.

engines explode, lakes freeze and tarmac melts; make
dramatic changes on smaller volumes like water into wine,
sand into glass and air into chlorine gas.

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Level 4: Rewrite the physics of certain atoms; reduce entire
cities to rubble; turn the air to fire and humanity into glass;
unlock the Gates of Heaven themselves; rebuild reality.
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Witness (Sandalphon)

It was given to angels to see all the things upon the earth,
hence their plethora of eyes. Once, as with Shaping, all
angels saw everything, but there was only so much of it all
they could stand. Every grain of sand and every sparrow’s fall
is a lot to take in. Now only a chosen few have the time and
inclination to truly Witness creation. This Dominion allows
the angel access to information through all of the senses, not

Zaphkiel, the Knowledge of God, had the power of Truth.
Zaphkiel created an angelic language, a series of glyphs
which could express God’s nature and will. Zaphkiel’s
Miracles involved the very rules of the universe themselves,
such as the nature of Miracles and their Trammels and the
trapping of them in relics. Zaphkiel’s soldiers never fell to
Earth – indeed, falling could be described as a severing from
Zaphkiel and the direct line to God this angel has. Some
believe Zaphkiel was God, or near enough. Echoes and traces
of Zaphkiel’s work remain and are desperately hunted down
as they, like Remiel’s gift, are hoped to provide some clue to
the mystery of God’s absence... and all the other unsolved
riddles of angelic life.

l

presences of substances down to the molecular level; smell

The further it has to travel, and the more corners it turns

or hear things that could not logically have travelled that

along the way, the more power required.

distance or endured that long.

Level 1: See things that are far away or very small; see

Level 3: See like a spy satellite into any place in the country;

around corners or behind you; see in other light spectrums;

see what anyone you can name is doing right now and

notice and remember tiny details; see the actions of someone

track them as they move; see the past movements of people

of the previous few seconds; track with the acuity of a dog or

or objects over the last month or the future for the next
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an owl; see in infrared or ultraviolet; read fine differences in
the make, quality or crafstmanship of something using only

sS

a tiny hint.
Level 2: Clairvoyance of things beyond walls or several
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kilometres away; locate someone who you have seen before;
see into technological devices or the information stored
within them; see as if through a powerful technological
device like a telescope or microscope or an X-ray; see the
past movements of someone or something over the last few
minutes; see the future very briefly or faintly; smell or taste
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only sight, in ways that can go beyond mortal understanding.

touch or taste or smell; detect impurity in the air or food with
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Remiel, the Voice of God, spoke of times to come with the
authority of a future that was set in stone. They were given
the Dominion of Prophecy, and for many years Remiel and
their soldiers were happy to share it with mortals. But no one,
neither mortal or angel, truly wants to know what’s coming,
and the gift of Prophecy brought its professors nothing but
suffering. Slowly, they grew silent, until one day they vanished
altogether. The best guess is this happened sometime in the
early part of the first century CE, but nobody’s sure. If any
remain on earth to this day, they did not warn anyone about
God’s departure, and aren’t coming forward to explain what
happens next. Sandalphon’s children have flickers of Remiel’s
gifts, but they are poor imitators of the true master.

hour; track examples of a certain thing or person; see vast
spectrums of information such as the entire electromagnetic
spectrum, probability curves and potential universes.
Level 4: Track every human alive; document entire lives;
see everything that has ever happened in a place or will
happen there; see across time and space and into other
universes; see into Heaven itself and perhaps find God.

The Trammel
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Angels are not free. Godless or not, there is something in
them that rules their destinies. They are bound to their
Aspects, their Dominion, their Herald. And their Miracles
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Level 3: Change the nature of huge objects: houses collapse,

The Lost Dominions
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Living things are much harder to Shape than dead things,
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Level 1 Trammels include:
The angel must be touching or carrying the target
the entire time the Effect is taking place
The angel must possess a piece of the flesh or blood
of the target, or have access to a close friend or blood relative

The player can choose one of the following examples or
create something similar with the Dealer’s input.

The angel can only achieve the Effect
a certain number of times per month

Base Trammels

The angel can only target certain kinds of mortals
or those who meet certain descriptions

VWN R 1 Ss

However two or more of them combined could do so.

• The angel must concentrate and/or perform a small

T

ritual (e.g. repeat a phrase, move their hands or body in a
particular fashion) the entire time the power is working
• The angel can only achieve the effect
a certain number of times a day
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• The angel can only achieve the effect once per scene
•T
 he angel must be holding and/or destroy a certain
object or thing to achieve the Effect

•T
 he angel must be able to clearly see the target (or

The angel can only achieve the Effect if a complex,
tiring and noticeable ritual is performed for at least an hour
Equivalent (reversed or otherwise) Effects return to the angel
or must be redirected to another target
The angel must be holding/destroy a large, rare or valuable item

tuvwxyz
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The angel must sacrifice or injure part of their flesh (the equivalent
of no more than two wounds) or kill a small living creature

Level 2 Trammels include:

Must have intimate contact with
or intimate knowledge of the target

Can only produce the Effect a certain
number of times a year (or decade or century)
Can only produce the Effect a certain number of times per series
Must prepare a ritual or process for hours
in advance, with several participants involved

target area) without technological assistance or possess

Must be holding/destroy a priceless, arcane or extremely rare item

something of theirs or know something about them

Must sacrifice a mortal human life
or large creature’s, or several lives

•A
 reduced or minor version of a positive Effect,
or reflection thereof (e.g. giving strength reflects weakness,
causing pain causes pain back), returns on the angel or
redirects to another target

•T
 he angel must give the power away to another and can
never benefit from it themselves

•U
 sing the Miracle creates an uncomfortable side effect on
the angel or some other target, causing no more than a
wound or a single Blight to Tests

Must deal lasting, crippling or critical damage to the angel
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Creates a horrifying or agonizing side effect
on the angel or on some other being they care for

Trammels are not additive: an angel cannot keep adding

Level 1 Trammels to reduce massive Effects down to low-level
Miracles. However, a given Trammel could be created by
combining those of a lower Level.

Example: Giselle, an angel of Gabriel, has a Miracle called Blood of

Players can keep the game simple and only use base

another in the shape of a cross, the two mortals can permanently share

defined and controlled – but it also means less flexibility.
To add more colour and complexity to Miracles, angels
may achieve higher Level Effects by taking higher Level
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Trammels. Each Level of Trammel allows an
equivalent higher Level of Effect; for example

a Level 3 Effect with a Level 1 Trammel

4

An increased or more cruel reflection of the effect
returns to the angel or is redirected elsewhere

Higher Level Trammels
Trammels. That means the power Levels are always clearly
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These do not lower the power of higher level Effects.

The angel can only achieve the Effect once per session

dM
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For a Miracle to work it must have at least one Base Trammel.

dM
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have limits. There must be a rule, a condition, or asacrifice
before the Effect can be realised. This limit is called a
Trammel. The mandatory Trammel is a ‘Level 0’ Trammel
or base Trammel. The need to be holding or touching the
relic is also necessary.

Bonding. If she injures a mortal and wipes their blood on the forehead of
thoughts at will. This is two base Trammels – it requires a short ritual
to produce (painting the target) and the causing of
a wound – so the Dealer declares it
a Level 1 Trammel.

would create a Level 2 Miracle.
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Once Per Scene

The most common Trammel is ‘once per scene’. This is
designed to be simple and easy to use. However, scenes are
intentionally poorly defined periods of time, and some could
interpret this as the scene beginning when the power is used
and ending when the power ends. This is not the intention.
‘Once’ here means ‘for one action’. What is an action? It is
something that requires at least one Test, or something that
would have normally required a Test but does not because
of the power. Dealers should be generous here: if an angel
uses their powers to become super strong and then the fight
turns out to not happen at all, let them keep the power active
until they have at least used it for one Test. A series of Tests
can still be one action, or one ‘story beat’. Perhaps the angel
is fleeing from a burning building and is using the super
strength to throw furniture and concrete out of their way –
that might be several Tests, but the strength will keep going.
However, if a demon turns up in the middle of that escape
and wants to fight, the Dealer can say that would be a second
usage. It might be better for the angel to run away now and
set up the scene later – or modify the power so there’s a
different Trammel in case of future surprise demon visits.
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Random Miracles
Creating Miracles from scratch allows you to have the perfect
Miracle for your persona and story. Not everyone has an
idea to start with, or the time to spend on it, so here are
some random Effects at Levels 1, 2 and 3 for each Dominion.
Do a Major Draw and read off the table. Note that most
descriptions do not list a Trammel, even Base Trammels;
you’ll need to add them, or assume the power is just once per
scene. They also need a name.
Card

Communion, Level 1

0-1

Make your thoughts appear as text
on paper or a screen that you can see

2-3

Read a printed document just by touching it

4-5

Shout loud enough to be heard by anyone
up to a league (five kilometres) away

6-7

Know the (preferred) name of someone you look at

8-9

Understand what an animal is trying to communicate

10-11

Speak so only the person you are touching can hear you

12-13

Gain the total attention of one person who can see you

14-15

Speak to up to a hundred people who can see you,
each hearing you clearly in their native language

16-17

Speak through (and make ring if necessary)
any communication device you can see

18-19

Share a memory you experienced with someone
that is looking into your eyes

20-21

Write a message that can only be read
by one specific person

Card

Communion, Level 2

0-1

Plant a suggestion in someone’s mind
that you pose no threat or should be left alone

2-3

Compel someone to take a directed course of action
that isn’t particularly difficult or dangerous

4-5

Make up to a dozen people dream
the same image and up to seven words

6-7

Command an animal to treat you
as a friend, even if hungry

8-9

Change the emotional state of a target
from an extreme or to an extreme

10-11

Broadcast over every broadcasting device
within five kilometres

12-13

Gain the total attention of hundreds of people

14-15

Speak to several thousand people who are within
a few kilometres of you, each hearing you
clearly in their native language

16-17

Communicate your meaning swiftly and perfectly,
and with authority, with anyone you speak to
in whatever language they speak

18-19

Comprehend any message, writing or imagery

20-21

Express an idea so perfectly and beautifully
it causes all who see or hear it to weep

Card

Communion, Level 3

0-1

M

Compel someone to obey your command to the letter,
even if dangerous or deadly

6-7

Appear as a terrifying monstrous being
so people flee in terror or stand stunned

8-9

Appear as someone from a target’s memory

2-3

Send a detailed and lengthy message
via a dream to several people

10-11

Perfectly mimic someone’s voice, fingerprint
or some other security element

4-5

Bombard a mind with so much information the person
is paralysed, left in agony, or their head explodes

12-13

Appear to be several metres from where you actually are

6-7

Bombard an entire crowd of people with
overwhelming messages that leave them stunned

14-15

Appear to be unimportant and not worth noticing,
or doing something neutral

Command a crowd to follow instructions
that aren’t very dangerous

16-17

Create an image so bright and loud it stuns a crowd

8-9

18-19

10-11

Command a large group of animals to follow simple
instructions that aren’t very dangerous

Create an image of something as large as a car
or a house, that can fool several people

20-21

12-13

Gain the total attention of thousands of people,
making them unable to look away

Create an image large enough to be seen
by hundreds in the area

14-15

Speak to millions of people within a city or state area,
all hearing you clearly in their native language

Card

Countenance, Level 3

16-17

Compel thousands to dream the same dream,
or several minutes of complex imagery

0-1

Create a visual clone of yourself or a target
that can operate independently

18-19

Instantly communicate vast amounts of information
and instruction to someone who looks into your eyes

2-3

Change yourself to look like someone
while they appear to be an imposter

20-21

Utterly reverse someone’s opinion
and/or current emotional state

4-5

Create an image of hundreds of people

6-7

Create an image large enough to represent a massive
building, full of people, that feels entirely solid and real

Card

Countenance, Level 1

8-9

Create images so solid they can be
used as what they represent

0-1

Appear to be a cat or a dog (pick one common animal),
although you are still your regular dimensions

10-11

Fluctuate the solidity of images
so people can pass through walls etc.

2-3

Break your Semblance in small pieces at a time,
showing off your claws or wings or halo

12-13

Broadcast an image so everyone
within a city can see it or dream of it

4-5

Change your skin and hair colour to any colour

14-15

Project an image anywhere in the world you wish

6-7

Appear to be twice your size
but with no change to your strength

16-17

Completely override a target’s senses
so they sense only what you want

8-9

Change your appearance to that of someone you can see,
but not so it passes scrutiny with anyone who knows
that person well

18-19

Create images so horrifying it drives viewers
insane or to self harm

10-11

You give off no heat signature nor apply
any pressure to a surface unless you wish to

20-21

Create complex imagery or illusionary environments
based only on the memories or imagination of a target

12-13

Make any song or music be heard clearly,
as if from a loudspeaker
Alter your appearance to be what a person you can see
considers seductive or commanding

Card

Excelsis, Level 1

14-15

0-1

16-17

Alter your appearance to be what a person you can see
considers calming or comforting

Hold your breath for ten minutes, and during
that time dive up to 100 metres unassisted

2-3

18-19

Your image cannot be captured by technology
while you concentrate

Your claws manifest and do damage
like that of a mountain lion

4-5

20-21

If there are two or more people in a uniform or common
dress, you can blend in amongst them and avoid notice

Your feet turn to hooves and do damage
like that of a kicking horse

6-7

You have sufficient manual dexterity to get
a desired result on a die roll or coin toss

Card

Countenance, Level 2

8-9

Climb up surfaces like a monkey

0-1

Appear to be a large, wild, exotic, or legendary animal

10-11

Meditate for one minute and be as refreshed
as if you had eight hours of sleep

2-3

Change your appearance to perfectly replicate that
of someone you can see

12-13

Your wings grow large enough to allow you to
carry an entirely willing passenger

4-5

Become invisible

14-15

You become strong enough to restrain most mortals
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16-17

Gain one ability of one animal you can see,
commensurate to your size

18-19

Increase or decrease your mass tenfold

20-21

Crush anything that fits into your hand
until it is in fragments or dust

4-5

Cause a fire you can see to burn twice as fast
and twice as hot, and move at your direction
provided there is sufficient fuel

6-7

Create a ball of fire in the palm of your hand

8-9

Turn your hand into living fire

10-11

You glow bright enough to provide illumination ten
metres away and be seen from a kilometre away

12-13

Cook food by touching it

14-15

Anyone you are touching remains
warm and dry in any weather

Card

Excelsis, Level 2

0-1

Gain the abilities of any one animal

2-3

Your claws manifest and can do devastating damage,
enough to critically wound a mortal

16-17

Make an object so hot its holder will drop it

4-5

Jump so high and so far it is
one step away from flight

18-19

Burn any message you want
into a surface that is able to burn

6-7

Your wings are large and powerful enough
to carry an unwilling passenger or several of them

20-21

Throw a burst of sparks into the eyes of someone you
can see, blinding and stunning them

8-9

Become fast enough to outrun a car

10-11

Become strong enough to lift a car

Card

Fire, Level 2

12-13

Gain the ability to speak any language or
become an expert in one topic

0-1

Throw a ball of fire that does significant
or lethal damage to a person or object

14-15

Gain a supernatural edge to one skill; for example,
if you have medical skills, your healing becomes
miraculously good

2-3

Shape a fiery blade or club

4-5

Make a surface run with a burning flame
for the entirety of the Scene

16-17

Make your flesh or skin as impervious as steel

18-19

Make your body stretchy and fluid enough
to slip through tiny cracks

6-7

Cause a tiny fire to explode into a conflagration
and move at your will

20-21

Shrink down to a few inches or grow to double your size

8-9

Turn a limb into living fire; you can still walk on it
or manipulate it as you would a normal limb

10-11

Radiate enough heat to warm an entire
building or power a large engine

12-13

Make something spontaneously burst into flames

14-15

Make an object so hot it deals terrible burns to the touch

16-17

Shoot fiery streams into the air
that can be seen for miles

18-19

Launch an object with a powerful explosive like a rocket

20-21

Glow so brightly you blind anyone who looks at you

Card

Fire, Level 3

0-1

Throw a blast of fire that destroys buildings
and could kill dozens

Card

Excelsis, Level 3

0-1

Make a mortal so perfect in looks or behaviour they
become impossible to watch, or impossible not to watch

2-3

Gain supernatural abilities like breathing fire
or throwing lightning

4-5

Your wings are strong enough to buffet small
weather changes and blow people over

6-7

Your wings are strong enough to lift a tank
and carry it off (although your arms will suffer)

8-9

Become strong enough to lift a battleship

10-11

Become fast enough to outrun a jet plane

12-13

Become an instant genius in every field

2-3

Shape a massive or complex object out of fire

14-15

Become impervious to a broad category of attack
or harm, or extreme limits of a narrow category

4-5

Transport yourself and others on a fiery chariot

16-17

Your flesh becomes as hard as diamond

6-7

Turn your entire body into a living fire

18-19

Ignore all wear and tear from the passage of time or age

8-9

Travel as a bolt of fire

Shrink down to the microscopic
or expand to gigantic size

10-11

Power a gigantic engine like a nuclear power plant

20-21

12-13

Send out a wave of flames the size of a forest fire

14-15

Cause explosions the size of nuclear detonations
or rocket launches

Card

Fire, Level 1

16-17

Melt steel just by walking near it or looking at it

0-1

Your skin temperature becomes hot enough
to burn to the touch

18-19

Boil the blood of everyone in a crowd

2-3

Spark a small flame anywhere you can see

20-21

Write a message in the sky readable
from space or an entire hemisphere

M

Card

Healing, Level 1

14-15

Become immune to a broad level of attack or damage

0-1

Identify if any poisons, toxins or inedible elements
are in food or drink

16-17

Heal back to full health despite almost total destruction

2-3

Tell everything about the health state of anyone you see

18-19

4-5

Dull the pain felt by any one person,
as if on strong painkillers

Heal fast enough to endure exposure to
titanic damage such as a nuclear explosion
or at the bottom of the ocean

20-21

Heal fast enough to be able to perform
impossible feats of strength or speed,
your body simply repairing the strain

Card

Intercession, Level 1

6-7

Repel insects, parasites and infestations

8-9

Repel cold and moisture

10-11

Make anything organic into nutritional,
comforting food, or simple folk medicine
A willing target falls asleep and sleeps well
for twelve hours or until woken

0-1

Operate a simple device without touching it

12-13

2-3

14-15

Take a non-critical injury or illness from one person
and transfer it to another willing target

Make an object you can carry fly away from yourself,
fast enough to annoy but not injure

4-5

Make an object you can see move into your hand

16-17

Kickstart the immune system of a living thing; this can
also be used as an attack as per an allergic reaction

6-7

Move through any terrain at your top running speed

18-19

Stop a wound from bleeding

8-9

Move instantaneously to anywhere
you want within twenty metres

20-21

Provide medical treatment that works
twice as well and twice as fast

10-11

Move instantaneously to anywhere you can see

12-13

Move instantly right next to a person you know

14-15

Leap several metres (both up and across)

Card

Healing, Level 2

16-17

Intercept a punch for someone standing beside you

0-1

Heal wounds that aren’t life-threatening

18-19

Dodge a punch or anything moving slower

2-3

Reattach a body part that isn’t a head

20-21

4-5

Make someone feel as spry and strong
as if they were in their teens

Undo a mechanical lock by finely
adjusting the tumblers with your mind

6-7

Heal something abstract, like a relationship or a process

Card

Intercession, Level 2

8-9

Keep hundreds fed, warm and sheltered

0-1

Manipulate an object you can see as if using your hands

10-11

Endure without fatigue for days at a time

2-3

12-13

Boost someone’s system sufficiently to allow them to
perform feats of superhuman strength or speed

Make objects fly into people, doing great damage or
incapacitating them

4-5

14-15

Heal fast enough to endure exposure to the damage,
such as walking through fire

Pull something out of someone’s grip or out of its fixture
into your hand

6-7

Call a specific item to your hand from wherever it rests

16-17

Heal a chronic or life-threatening disease, condition, or
handicap

8-9

Move instantaneously to a place you know well

10-11

Dodge or intercept blades and bullets

18-19

Prevent wounds or damage getting worse until healing
can be applied

12-13

Beat a car to a destination

Provided medical treatment works ten times as well and
ten times as fast

14-15

Stop time for a few seconds

20-21

16-17

Swap positions with someone across a long distance

18-19

Perform a single task at twenty times the regular speed

20-21

Perform several complex tasks
simultaneously without losing focus

Card

Intercession, Level 3

Card

Healing, Level 3

0-1

Bring someone or something back from the dead

2-3

A large area of land or ecosystem blighted by
environmental disaster becomes verdant and lush again
Instantly cure someone of all injury,
disease and sickness

0-1

Move enormous objects with your mind

4-5

2-3

Hurl things and people as if shot from a gun

6-7

Stop the aging process

4-5

Move instantly anywhere in the world

8-9

Keep someone alive indefinitely

6-7

Outrun bullets or outfly jets

10-11

Never tire or weaken

8-9

Open or close any barrier or gain access to any area

12-13

Heal something abstract like a nation,
a system or an institution

10-11

Serendipitously be always where you need to be,
just in time

4
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12-13

See every outcome slightly before it happens
so it can be avoided

14-15

Stop time for a few days

16-17

Extrapolate several minutes into the future
so you can arrange the best outcome

18-19

Jump several seconds into the past to alter an outcome

20-21

Perfectly predict a series of events to orchestrate
or prevent some extreme outcome, like a world war
or world peace

4-5

Turn your body into lightning

6-7

Power cities or small countries

8-9

You gain sufficient electrical control to animate
dead bodies or convulse many living ones

10-11

Create enormous thunderstorms,
twisters and hurricanes

12-13

Cause sufficient magnetic polarisation
to throw jets and battleships around

14-15

Control the climate over a large area

Card

Lightning, Level 1

16-17

Create thunderclaps loud enough
to destroy buildings

0-1

Throw a small electrical spark at anything,
enough to restart a computer

18-19

Stop and start hearts with a glance

2-3

Shock someone you touch, stunning them for a moment

20-21

Stop electricity from flowing across an entire city
or small country

4-5

Increase the electricity in the air enough to cause
a small rainfall or make it extremely humid
Spark the air around you loud enough to cause
a deafening thunderclap

Card

Passings, Level 1

6-7

0-1

A small system will run out of fuel, or finish its task

8-9

Charge a battery to full or power a device for one use

2-3

10-11

Magnetise anything you touch

A small system will never run out of fuel
while you watch it

12-13

Start any engine without the keys

4-5

See how someone is going to die

14-15

Overload any small electrical device you can touch,
enough to short it out

6-7

Stun and frighten someone you are touching
by giving them a sense of their own death

Predict the weather, tides and ocean conditions
with total accuracy

8-9

See the moment of death for a corpse

16-17

10-11

18-19

Conduct any amount of electricity safely

See if anyone died in an area you can see
within the last day

20-21

Not conduct any amount of electricity
if you don’t wish to

12-13

Cause any singular non-animal living thing
you can touch to die or rot

14-15

Cause the gentle death of someone willing

16-17

Cause a machine to stop working

Card

Lightning, Level 2

0-1

Throw a bolt of lightning, doing significant damage,
enough to seriously wound or kill a mortal

18-19

See a death that happened due to
an item you are holding

2-3

Shock someone into paralysis

20-21

4-5

Summon a small thunderstorm

Deaden the nerves of a part of someone’s body
you touch so the muscles are useless
and/or they feel no pain there

6-7

Attract lightning near you

8-9

Power an enormous electrical device or machine

Card

Passings, Level 2

10-11

Overload any small electrical device
until it explodes violently

0-1

Age someone or something up to ten years,
backwards or forwards

12-13

All electricity ceases to flow in an area
up to a mile around you

2-3

Slowly weaken a human to death

4-5

Cause a machine or device to break down and fall apart

14-15

Control the weather over a limited area or time

6-7

16-17

Cause a thunderclap powerful enough
to knock several people off their feet

Find and utilise the weakness in a system,
causing it to fall apart

8-9

Appear to be entirely dead for several days

18-19

Magnetise things so strongly they fly away
or towards you at high speed

10-11

Cause several people to become exhausted or fall asleep

20-21

Magnetise people so they can’t move

12-13

Cause several people to become
starved of food, water or other necessities

Card

Lightning, Level 3

14-15

Speed up the decaying process a hundredfold

0-1

Have lightning strike wherever you wish

16-17

Give someone a taste of death enough
to damage them severely or incapacitate them

2-3

Ride on a bolt of lightning through the sky

18-19

Speak to the dead

M

14-15

You can ensure a wall or structure takes
no damage and cannot fall

16-17

You can ensure a machine or device
runs perfectly forever

18-19

Your arm becomes unbreakable and unbendable

20-21

Push anyone coming near you back several metres

Stop time for a few moments

Card

Protection, Level 3

8-9

Speed up faster than time allowing you
to operate at enormous speeds

0-1

Project a massive wall that is as hard as steel

2-3

Project a massive wall of fire

10-11

Kill a crowd of people

12-13

Cause the decaying process to speed up
millions of times so hard structures weaken

4-5

Draw a gigantic circle on the ground
that nobody may enter

6-7

You cannot be damaged by any mortal attack

14-15

Find a weak point to collapse a building or similar

8-9

Make a building impervious to damage

16-17

Summon and command the dead

10-11

18-19

Break down something abstract like
a force or an organisation

Expand a shield around you like a sphere
of force that can smash through buildings

12-13

20-21

Cause large areas of land or ecosystems
to collapse and become barren and dead

Your body becomes unbreakable, unbendable,
immovable and able to support any amount of weight

14-15

Rebound attacks back at the attacker with full force

Card

Protection, Level 1

16-17

Ensure a large system or institution becomes infallible

0-1

Your skin is like thick rubber and will resist bruises,
blows and scratches

18-19

As long as your physical form is not completely
destroyed, you can be brought back to life

20-21

Protect yourself or others from the passage of time

2-3

Your skin is like asbestos and insulates
against heat and fire

4-5

Endure ongoing hunger, thirst and exposure

Card

Shaping, Level 1

6-7

Something you are holding cannot be
broken apart or smashed

0-1

8-9

Punch through anything given enough time

Make something small change from sturdy to flexible,
like dead wood to green wood, steel to aluminium,
water into wine

10-11

Conduct any amount of electricity

2-3

12-13

Choose to ignore or temporarily remove the pull of
gravity (you’ll need a force to drive you upwards though)

Change a small generic object you are holding into
something very similar, such as a pen into a pencil,
a spoon into a fork

14-15

Withstand any amount of pressure or weight

4-5

Make a small amount of liquid you touch
freeze solid or boil

16-17

Nothing can pass through the palm of your hand

6-7

Make anything wet you touch extremely slippery

18-19

Withstand any temperature

8-9

Make anything wet you touch sticky enough
to impede movement

20-21

If you put your back against something
and your feet on the ground, you cannot be moved

10-11

Sharpen or dull an edge

12-13

Cause a small mechanical object you are holding
to become inaccurate, jam or break in some way
that takes time to repair

14-15

Make a wooden door, glass window
or wall as hard as iron

16-17

Shape your body into something terrifying

18-19

Make a brick pillar as soft as plaster

20-21

Break any handheld object you hold into two pieces

Card

Shaping, Level 2

0-1

Draw the water or air out of a living thing
so it becomes weak and unable to stand

2-3

Shape your body until it is stick thin or razor sharp

20-21

Remove all sensation and perception from a target

Card

Passings, Level 3

0-1

A mortal ages in reverse, all the way back to childhood

2-3

Cause someone’s fated death before it would
normally happen

4-5

Age someone hundreds of years in seconds

6-7

Card

Protection, Level 2

0-1

You are bulletproof or blade proof

2-3

You are immune to any damage caused by heat and fire

4-5

You can project a shield a metre across
that is as hard as steel

6-7

You can project a shield a metre across made of fire
– it is permeable but drives people back

8-9

You can draw a circle on the ground
that nobody may enter

10-11

You can rebound attacks against you with reduced force

12-13

You can target a person, weapon or
category of weapon; they may not hurt you

4
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4-5

Turn any complex object back into its component parts,
or vice versa

12-13

See well enough to read a newspaper from a mile away

6-7

Realign elements in a complex object
so it explodes violently

14-15

See from all directions at once,
so you cannot be surprised

8-9

Make a large solid object as soft as mud or vice versa

16-17

Hear well enough to detect heartbeats
and similar information

10-11

Turn parts of your body into other substances

18-19

12-13

Create a vast amount of something
from a small selection of it

Hear a single conversation amongst several,
as long as everyone is speaking normally

20-21

Have an eidetic memory of anything
you have seen in the last day

Card

Witness, Level 2

0-1

Reveal to someone something so stunningly true they
are struck temporarily blind or weakened

2-3

Reveal to someone a terrible emotional truth about
themselves that leaves them stunned and helpless

4-5

See through walls and around corners in every direction

6-7

Navigate with sonar

8-9

See at any range without loss of information

10-11

See people through an object they are carrying, or
through a mirror or other such devices

14-15

Turn a metal into gold or precious jewels

16-17

Make a limb or body part unbreakable and immovable

18-19

Alter the levels of permeability of an object
or building so you can reach or walk through it,
or do the same to your flesh to allow it passage

20-21

Card

Shaping, Level 3

0-1

Remove all the water from a living being so they are
nothing but a pile of mineral salts

2-3

Shape your body into liquid or gas

4-5

Shape your body into fire, lightning, or steel

12-13

Read the emotional state
and surface thoughts of someone

6-7

Rearrange any substance into a new shape

14-15

Read the dreams of someone

8-9

Turn something from any substance
into another substance

16-17

Know someone’s deepest darkest secret or hidden past

10-11

Shape whole buildings or landscapes
from surrounding materials

18-19

See abstract concepts like illness or rumour

20-21

Copy any ability or skill of a living thing
you see performing it

Card

Witness, Level 3

0-1

Show someone something so stunningly true they tear
out their own eyes or their brain shuts down from shock

2-3

Show someone something so terribly true about
themselves they rethink their entire existence
or become suicidal

4-5

See a person or place you name,
or through any person’s eyes

6-7

Know everything about someone instantly

12-13

Rearrange elements or atoms so things violently explode

14-15

Reconstruct the local environment so it
becomes hostile e.g. oxygen becomes chlorine gas

16-17

Convert landscapes: split mountains,
divert rivers, grow forests or create deserts

18-19

Shape some of the fundamental building blocks
of reality into new ones

20-21
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Alter the permeabiilty of something so water
can hold your weight like earth, or earth
swallows people up like water

Shape small alternative worlds
and move between them and this

Card

Witness, Level 1

8-9

0-1

Instinctively know the best place to get something being
sought, whether a good place to hunt or fish or the best
coffee in town

Borrow someone’s knowledge and skills by seeing inside
their head and learning what they know

10-11

2-3

You cannot get lost: if you take a few minutes to look,
you can always intuit a path from one place to another

Perfectly copy the abilities of a person
or thing you can see

12-13

Copy something you read or see in fiction or media

4-5

Your eyes can zoom in to 100x magnification

14-15

Know the past movements of someone, over the last day

6-7

See as if through infrared, detecting heat sources

16-17

See the future movements of someone, for the next day

8-9

Instantly identify the best example of something
in a list or series

18-19

Know where every part of something is
if you have a piece

10-11

Smell almost as well as a dog,
detecting trace chemicals in the air

20-21

See abstract concepts like history,
success and likely fates

M

Miracles aren’t magic spells. Outside of the Trammel, they
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How Miracles Work

T

don’t require a particular ritual or phrase to enact. Miracles
just work. Angels acquire mastery over their Dominions
much as humans acquire skills. Bringing this power forth
is as simple as a mortal using any natural skill like
throwing a ball or riding a bike; likewise, with
practise and exploration, angels can perform more
and more powerful expressions of their skills,

When angels fall, all this power and knowledge
goes into their relic. It is as if that part of their
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Professing the Miracle is still as if expressing a
known skill, but must be done with the relic in
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hand (or otherwise touching their body).
No relic, no Miracle.

The Trammel also must be considered; paid if

sS

it is a cost, obeyed if it is a restriction. God or the
rules of the universe appear to be unbendable on
this issue. The Trammel is attached to the Miracle
itself; the addition of needing to hold the relic is a
separate matter but still vital.

The Loophole

tuvwxyz
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brain, if they had one, was stored therein.
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in more precise ways.

Until God left, relics were inert, dormant. The power
was there but unable to be accessed. That was

the price of falling; an angel would be able to
interact directly with the mortal world and

appear to be a part of it, but not be able to
shape it with supernal power. God had

sS

bound all of the fallen angels’ powers into
relics that the angels couldn’t even use.
A loophole was discovered, however:

tuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrs
if an angel could disconnect

themselves from their physical body,
the relic would once again become
powered. The inert state required

both angel and relic to exist

simultaneously. Cut free from an
angel, the item became a relic with

sS

Miracles unbound.
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There were two ways to accomplish this: the first was to put
the angel’s consciousness, its ‘brain’ or ‘soul’ (called a Virtus)
into the relic itself. This is the case with most relics. In theory,
this gives the celestial the power to communicate with the
mortals who are consumed by the mind inside the relic, and

fall, but can voluntarily be placed into their relics; so too could

they typically become monstrous as a result.

the powers of their other Aspects – the fiery sword of Aryeh or

demonic spirit – in many ways, the difference is immaterial.

the resistant flesh of Behema. They can also put these powers
into items that aren’t their relics, although they must meet the
same criteria. These extra relics are called sacrums.

The main difference is that removing the item will usually

More commonly, angels will store memories – and Memories –

remove the threat of the Taken (although not often restoring

in relics or sacrums. This can be a way to hide information and

them). A possessing demon will typically only leave a host if

secretly pass it around. For example, a powerful relic could be

the host is destroyed – and can then just find a new home.

hidden with another relic or sacrum holding its location. Stored

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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The other method is to destroy the angel’s corporeal body

memories are known as Bindings.

and the relic at the same time. This leaves the angel as

The practice of attuning an item to an angel so it may become

nothing but a kind of spirit that must possess people, items

a sacrum takes a full year of carrying the object. It takes

or places in order to do anything. Once an angel in this form

twenty-four hours to move a Memory over, or twenty-four

can inhabit something, however, they regain use of their

hours per Level of the Miracle. Passing over an entire knowledge

powers. Possessing people and animals is extremely difficult;

of a Dominion can take a lifetime and depends on the scope of

items are easier, but this leaves the celestial back as a relic.

the angel’s skill. The art of making sacrums and storing powers

Angels tend to shun this method, feeling that taking over

is believed to be part of Zaphkiel’s Dominion, and rumours that

others is at best gauche and at worst an invasive crime against

Zaphkiel’s soldiers can break the fundamental rules regarding

body autonomy. They don’t like to ask for permission, yet

sacrums and relics (or at least speed up the process of making

hand, tend to use this one a lot. They don’t need permission,
but demons are lazy: they’d rather not fight for control if they

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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don’t have to.

Both of these loopholes were primarily used before God left
and relics regained their powers. Now that every angel’s relic
is reawakened to its Miraculous powers, there is little reason
to pursue either of these other paths – though plenty of
angels and demons who did so in the past remain.

Relics work as a kind of remote storage, and that means they
can be passed to others. Any angel or mortal acquiring a relic

sS 1 R NWV \
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the rule of relics being inert has been broken with God’s
departure is more evidence that Zaphkiel left when God did –
or that they fell...
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access to an arcane code or key, can retrieve them. Much of
the history of the occult is unlocking puzzles left behind by

angels to prevent misuse, with the idea being to restrict usage
to only the most intelligent, devoted and diligent of mortals.
In practice, however, it rarely works out that way. Instead,
cabals are formed around the protected knowledge, and the
best intentions go awry.
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can tap into the power stored within. Angels and demons

A relic can contain all the powers an angel could command

alike understand that power is best not simply handed over

when it fell, but angels are not always masters of their

to any mortal without an instruction booklet. Many times in

Dominions, and what power does transfer is not always

history angels have trusted mortals to act appropriately and

easily accessible by a new user. There are usually one or two

been betrayed. As a result, they often hide the power of relics

Miracles easily unlocked or readily granted, but accessing

so that only those of a certain level of knowledge, or with

true power over the entire Dominion is a skill that must be
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Relic Hunters
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them) is another reason they are so sought after. The fact that
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feel unwelcome if they do not have it. Demons, on the other
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– but they can also do this process with their other angelic
attributes. Their ability to fly remains inherent to them after the

controlled by a mind in a relic, from a mortal possessed by a

dM

When angels fall, their Dominions are forced into their relic

wielder, and in some cases even control them. The Taken are

It is impossible at first glance to tell one of the Taken,

dM

Memory Storage
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if they are planning to betray them, and to whom, in the

relics. A much easier path is simply to possess as many relics

name of winning a war that might already be over.

as possible, especially those containing the most powerful

Mortals have their own history with relics, holy items and

Miracles – and so the history of humanity has been an arms

historical artefacts, and more of that is covered in Chapters

race as powerful forces fight to find, seize and control the

Seven and Eight.

relics before their enemies do likewise.

Relics Want To Be Found

Angels do not usually get involved, at least not directly –

Have you noticed how, almost every single day now, the news

especially since there is a third loophole: destroy the angel

has a story about an archaeological find? Ancient Viking

and the relic powers unlock, without an annoying Virtus in

swords, Iron Age shields, Roman treasure hoards turned up

there to tell you to do good deeds. Angels are aware of this

by metal detector enthusiasts, great buildings and ancient

and usually try to take their relics with them when they die,

cities being stumbled upon in backyards and under sewer

but accidents happen. So does murder. Angels were already

grates, ancient manuscripts and lost plays unearthed in old

targets for their knowledge of relics, of the supernatural truth

chests

of the universe and the power mortals imagine they have. As

and in the bottom of drawers? History books being written

the centuries wore on, it became a much safer option to keep

and re-written over and over again? The permafrost slides

a low profile and not chase down the lost power of friends

back, laser imaging technology improves, every person

and foes – or at least to do so with protection from allies in

equipped with a camera in their hands – these are all

the Missions and with great planning and care.

sound logical reasons that hide an overarching truth:
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Now that their relics are waking up on their own, things
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relics want to be found.

have become even more dangerous. Relics can be stolen and

Even without a Virtus to guide it, celestial power abhors

continue to operate without killing the angel attached, so

disuse. Angels fall into Dissolution or die, but their power

great power can be snatched up by anyone who can catch an

refuses to be quiet. Miracles and their host objects cry out

angel not paying attention. It’s depressing enough being an
angel without powers; to be an angel knowing your relic has
been stolen (or found after you abandoned it) and is out there

causing misery and evil deeds is hard for most to bear. A lot

of angels have given up. With God gone, what’s the point of
fighting, and who are they fighting for? Mortals who would
sell them out in a second? A God that abandoned them?
Many angels turn to Dissolution (see Chapter Five).
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to any voice that will hear them, from beneath the deepest

ocean or buried under a million miles of rock – and now that
the Heavens have closed, that voice has become a thundering
roar. The earth itself cleaves in half to demand relics be

grasped and used. Around the world, archaeologists and
anthropologists cannot keep up with new discoveries. Antique

sS

stores are being stuffed with overstock and then rushed with
customers as mortals unconsciously feel the need to grasp
ancient power or some fascimile of it. The old second-hand
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Angels who give up, however, end up leaving their relics lying

bookstores have returned. The curio stores in the strange end

around, and those who are unaware of the stakes make it

of town are back and business is booming – and, of course,

dangerous for everyone else. Robbing a fellow angel now

the antiquities black market is the richest market in the world,

becomes an issue of safety. After all, the thief believes they

and any entitled man angry at the world who might have

will look after their relics properly, not just wait for some two-

once reached for a gun or been protected by a trust fund now

bit mortal magus to steal them. Angels and relics are being

just as likely reaches for something far, far more dangerous,

hunted like never before, and some of the biggest hunters are

and has far darker allies on his side.
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contemplation is the long road to easing more power out of
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angels themselves. Every angel eyes his fellows and wonders
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mastered even after being unlocked. Study, practice and
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But as thorough as she’d been, it hadn’t been perfect. Not in
her mind. There were memories. Flashes from the accident,
of course, but other things. A smell she remembered but could
never place. Faces of people that flickered in her mind and
made her feel sad and happy at the same time. The time she
visited the ruins of the Roman villa in Wales and she knew, one
hundred per cent, deep down inside her, knew that the artist’s
recreation had the bedroom facing the wrong way.
There were other things too – not of her past, but things that
suggested truly forgetting might be impossible. Like how her hair
seemed to grow so slowly she had to cut it only once a year, and
all her new friends couldn’t believe it. Or how her eyes never
seemed to be the same colour in every photo on her phone.
Or the time she stood on a broken beer bottle in thongs and the
glass went right through the thong and into her foot and she bled
a transparent orange fluid that didn’t look like human blood.
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But her past self had made plans for the future. Assuming it
was her past self – and the tag on the neck of the jacket that had
Rachel written on it in what appeared to be her handwriting
seemed to suggest she was correct – that past self wanted a
new life for herself. She had clearly felt she could have a better
life if she erased the past. She must have thought she deserved
a better one. In all the darkness and fear that came with having
nothing, nothing but a jacket and a letter and a pair of jeans to
live a life from when she came to in the hospital, she clung onto
that last line. She deserved better. She did this to live better.
She deserved to live, and live safely. She’d been that thorough
not just because whatever haunted her past was so dangerous,
but because she loved herself enough to make sure that in her
future she’d be safe. Even from herself.
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Whoever Rachel had been, she had been thorough. It was as if
she didn’t want to die, but to be reborn as someone else. Which
suggested a hate or fear far beyond suicide.
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That much was certain. When she’d come out of the coma
she’d found a letter in her jacket pocket. It read ‘Your name is
Rachel. Forget everything else.’ It seemed very clear. Someone
was trying to protect her. Possibly herself. Well, she’d assumed
it was herself, but that might as well have been a stranger.
Whoever she had been, she’d erased all traces of it, and
maybe that was for the best. She knew she’d been someone
so desperate to appear dead she had stabbed herself in the
chest while falling out of a window, as if one death wouldn’t
be enough. Someone who had previously burned the ends of
her fingers so there were no fingerprints, and let the pavement
rearrange her facial features.
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Rachel was dead to begin with.
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Nothing like it at all.
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And she knew then it would only be a matter of time before
something made her remember, but it was almost ten years
later that the two policemen came to her door and told her
they had something to tell her. Her first question was to ask
them how they found her – then she kicked herself for saying
something so obviously suspicious. They said they hadn’t been
looking for her, but they had found Rachel.
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‘I’m Rachel,’ she said again.

sS

No, they said. Rachel’s dead.
‘I’m Rachel,’ she said again, and this time she knew, one
hundred percent, deep down inside her, that it was true. ‘I’m
Rachel,’ she said again, and she could see on their faces they
knew it was true too, now too. She had made it true by saying
it. Saying it in a new voice, not like her own, not like any
human voice. Not like a human voice at all.
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And it was true. She was Rachel. And these men, fear in their
eyes, were liars, and deceivers. She held tight to the cuffs of
her jacket and suddenly there was fire there, fire coming out of
the sleeves, fire like a river. The policemen yelled and shouted
and rolled on the ground and all she could do was run, kicking
out the door, tears pouring down her face. Behind her, she
saw the fire catch and her flat burn. People ran into the street
and sirens wailed. Soon, the fire would consume everything,
destroying ten years of being Rachel, erasing the past. Yet
she also knew, as surely as she knew she was Rachel, that
she could never erase it truly. There would be no forgetting.
Something would always show through. Someone would
always come looking. Someone would hunt her down. They
hungered for Rachel and the things she knew, and the secrets
she kept from the days of Babel.
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And she knew, too, that she was not human.
She was nothing like a human at all.
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No, they explained. Rachel was a girl who, almost ten years
ago, had been stabbed by her husband during a domestic
incident in a Sydney hotel. Somehow her chart and her clothes
had ended up on the wrong body. There were photos of her
in the same jacket – the jacket Rachel was wearing still then,
almost ten years later, wearing it right there in the kitchen
when they were telling her it wasn’t her jacket.
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‘I’m Rachel,’ she said.
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– Tom Waits, Heartattack & Vine

T

his chapter covers more of the background of the
world of Relics. It looks at the nature and history of
angels, where they came from, how they fall, and their
demonic counterparts. Players looking to understand
more about those elements of their personas should
look here.
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This information is as angels understand it. Further

information – the real truth – is revealed in later chapters.

to creation or was that taint somehow part of reality? Was it
part of God Herself ? Did God’s chosen children, humanity,
somehow create them?? It was natural that angels would

seek them out; to understand these things of both natures.

To teach them and to learn from them. Was that the terrible

mistake, some crossing of the streams, some foolish arrogance
that loosed the assured damnation?

Players should not look there without the Dealer’s permission.

In the Beginning

sS

– Genesis 1.2

Even angels have trouble talking about non-existence. They
were created to exist, even if it is an existence alien to what
mortals think of as reality. But they know there was a time
when there was no time for things to be. What made God

create something antithetical to non-existence is beyond the
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knowledge of angels, but so She did. And between existence
and non-existence, there was a transference. A friction.
It could be called Heaven. Beyond it, God could not go,
and so there was born something like God: the angels.
Her nature poured into them and they echoed Her desire
to create, and created a cosmos below. They rose up

sS

mountains and called down fire. They brought forth
life in all its multitudes. And it was glorious. The
angels were like giants; they were titans, they
were gods themselves, they were light and fire
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illuminating the darkness. Earthbound angels

have only a dim memory of Heaven and their
life beyond the barrier, but they never forget

the time of creation. It was so pure, so perfect.
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Then something went wrong. Was it life and its

gnawing hunger? Was it sin? Was it some flaw in
themselves? Did they bring the demons through

W V \Z

‘The earth was without form and void,
and darkness was on the face of the deep.’

paradise was lost. Angel and human met, and good intentions

failed, and good fellowship fell to pieces.

Archangels
‘An angel does not make love, an angel is love.’
– Pygar, Barbarella

And then the killings began.

Angels were built to create. At first they were infinite. Then

Heaven

division were the archangels, each inheriting one of the

they divided into parts of creation. The first born of this

Heaven is referred to by angels as ‘above’, but that is merely
a habit picked up from mortals. Other things come closer;

Edwin Abbot was not far off when he said in his book

Flatland that Heaven is in the direction you can’t point to.
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Or more properly, the reverse: the natural world is in a

T

direction that Heaven cannot point to, a creation beyond
its dimensions. A projection beyond its existence. That was

duty, and their nature. Uriel is not just the master of Fire,
Uriel is Fire.

Even after the war turned them from artists to soldiers,
their Dominions remained their defining traits. But they also
acquired personalities from their Dominions, and how they
chose to express and embody them. Part of who they became
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was their role in the war: Michael’s role as leader made his

angels proud and determined; Raphael’s role as healer made
her soldiers caring and careworn.

the point, after all: to go beyond. For angels, to descend is

As mentioned in Chapter Two, angels can and do master

to be astronauts; to go beyond anything Heaven was, is or

Dominions beyond those of their original choirs, and some

ever could be.

and world-view of their masters, however, is inescapable.

As such, there is little in mortal experience to explain

Soldiers of Sandalphon cannot help but study; angels of

or describe it. Syncretic is a word that can be applied: a

Uriel cannot help but burn bright.

collective experience. It was only as the natural world
diversified and became more complex and more detailed
that the angels, too, grew more defined. But even then, they

were collective; they were individual facets of a greater whole.

Connected to each other and to God.

The first sense of identity that arose was when there was
a war to fight. That division was the first allegiance to
something beyond wholeness, which is why so many angels
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cling to it as their identity. Then came a notion of the

archangels who led each army, and to the Dominions that

were given to each of their legions. Like the war, an angel’s

Herald and Dominion not only were their first sense of who
they were, but the anchor to what it was like in Heaven.

Things were less complicated there, more pure. An angel
knew their place, for place was all they were.
Beyond concepts, the angels saw Heaven as a place of light
and infinite horizons. Silvers and golds and shining whites
are the colours; lines and shapes are mathematical and
pure. As for God, angels disagree on how to describe Her,
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and again, have no human concepts to liken Her to. But one

thing comes up over and over again in all descriptions:
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have little or no skill with their choirs’ gifts. The demeanour

There is no evidence that the archangels ever fell to Earth.
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– Mike Carey, Lucifer
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fragments of creation: their Dominion. It was their gift, their
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‘We were on fire. Perpetually burning
with the love of The Name.’

She smells nice.
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The angels do not know. But as the story of Eden goes,

That was not their way. Their war was always to be fought
above, angel and demon fighting face to face. When the
stalemate was reached, some sent their agents to Earth, but
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others cared not. Being so pure and close to God, they had

the least interest in actually mingling with creation itself. And
since they were closest to God they surely left with Her, and

all the other unfallen angels. But their shadow remains in the
demeanours of their soldiers, and the allegiances they still
owe. An angel who fell thousands of years ago would still

rather die than betray that fealty, and will trust an agent of

their own choir above one of another. That trust is perhaps

Titles

Angels created so much of creation and they take pride
in what they built. So much so they are often given to
appellations, but none of them are ‘official’. Uriel has the
right to call themselves the archangel of fire because of their
archangel status, but nobody is ‘officially’ the archangel of
the hearth. And yet Jain, a Behema of Uriel, proudly calls
themself that and would argue with anyone who tried to take
that name from them. What is official? Who is in charge?
Who gets to say? There’s no rules. Just affectations, and battle
lines. Angels can’t escape either.
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humans likewise. The myths of mortals talk about this as a

biases have the most effect.

time of punishment and expulsion. Many angels felt this cure
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The Rebellion

‘Let us climb down from this
watchtower of the neverborn.’
– Cassiel, Wings of Desire
In the early times, some angels came and went often. Some
crossed over purely for the thrill of it. Others disdained it as
cheap pleasure. Some describe descending as like being born,
with nothing before but haunted memories. Others liken it to

suffered, they could do nothing. Prayers went unanswered.
Chaos reigned. And even those angels who cared nothing for
humans were faced with a ban against doing the one thing
they were born to do: create.
There are even stories among angels that the chronology is
wrong: that the demons did not appear because God forbade
interaction, but rather that demons moved across the earth
humans from demonkind. Yet still it failed, as demons too

that final passage, only makes these sensations stronger; the

could fall. And the savage deeds of humanity did not stop.

differences starker, the change more severe.

God’s law accomplished nothing. It was enough to make an
angel go mad.
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and mortals forever apart. It seemed impossible to interfere

In the face of such a law, disobedience seemed, for many, the

without making things profoundly worse, for humans took

only option. To descend for good, to fall – for just as God

to power like a fuel, and became a wildfire that burned out

had set angels apart from humans, angels felt they must set
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most angels this was a traumatic separation, and for many

The Unfallen

Before the Gates were closed, angels and demons could still
descend without falling. So why not just visit, fight the war
on this side, and then go home? The answer is the Vessel.
When God set angels and mortals apart, the angelic Vessels
crumbled, and only by falling could angels wear human
shapes. To descend then meant to surrender one’s form and
come invisibly, as just a Virtus, and walk among them unseen.
This was no actual descent, for the angel could see everything
but affect nothing, and so was much like being in Heaven. Yet
many came anyway, to feel closer to creation. Some came and
went like this often, flitting back and forth just to see, long
before the divide.
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There was another way angels could visit without a Vessel:
by coming without any kind of containment for their eternal
fire. This could affect the world, and so was forbidden when
God prohibited contact, but it could still be possible. Perhaps
the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah was such an event.
Perhaps Tunguska or Krakatoa were such things. Time works
differently in Heaven, so perhaps there are some angels or
demons who refused to go into the Gates and are waiting to
fall in fire. Unfallen demons would be a threat that angels
would have no chance to stand against. They pray it doesn’t
happen... but who are they praying to?
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themselves apart from God. Even if there had never been a
war, the separation still tore the heavens apart, and angels

were never the same. Perhaps it was only natural for demons
to rebel and rule it all, lest they lose it all again. Or better to

destroy it, than not be permitted to create. In the shockwave
of the separation, the war began. Poets become warriors.

Creators became destroyers. And to fight the War, that too

required falling. When demons set to burning the world they

created, falling into the prison of reality became the only way
angels might put out the flames.

Mdl T

Angels look back on these events and wonder about them.

Did God always plan to set Her canon against interference?
Did they ever really have a choice, if, being set as creators,

they risked losing their creation? Were creatures designed to
descend, and then told not to, always destined to follow their
nature? It is said that God loved humans so much that She
gave them free will, to choose whatever they wished. Angels
wonder if they were given the same gift.
And now the last drop of hope is gone: the sense that it was
but a temporary separation. Again, if God knew She would
leave all along, why would She let Her angels fall if not to
trap them forever? What if creation is a prison for the parts
of God She could not longer abide?
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changed them no matter what. So the edict came down. For
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of control and poisoned the earth. And to come and go
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and corrupted humanity and the edict came down to save

reflection, a corpse lost in the belief it is still alive. And falling,

In an effort to save humankind from itself, God set angels
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was worse than the disease, for now no matter how mortals
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dying, and arriving on Earth as nothing more than a husk or
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not conscious, but that is why it is so powerful. The unnoticed
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Questions like these are why angels drink and try to forget.
Others make mad plans to find God and demand answers.

only make an angel tipsy, and a poison dose that would

‘I’ve seen and met angels wearing the disguise of
ordinary people living ordinary lives.’

Most importantly, if you cut off an angel’s wings, he loses

instantly kill a mortal will only sicken angelic constitution.

the ability to fly. Some angels do this to torture their enemies

In physical forms, angels are stars. When on Earth they

(demons have wings as well). Some angels sever their wings

coalesce this fire into crystal like fine diamond, taking the

as an act of integration and supplication to their fate: once

M

earth itself and firing it with their own essence. This form

the wings are gone, and they cannot forget and accidentally

is known as the Vessel. It does not appear human, although

fly, they feel both practically and symbolically human.

most of the time it is roughly humanoid in shape. It has the

Others sever them as an act of shame, or as a symbol of

claws of Aryeh, the horns of Behema, the spreading wings

transition, sometimes even out of obedience. Giving your
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of Nesher, the watching eyes of Isha. At the edges, the crystal

wings to a superior power is like a grander version of the

sometimes gives way to sparks, flares and Catherine wheels

feather (see below), and shows total surrender.

as the dust burns in the oxygen. The Vessel stands tall, some

T

seven or eight feet. It causes awe: that particular combination
of wonder and horror, the sense of being in the presence of
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Although resistant to harm, the crystal Vessel can only

take so much punishment. If it sustains enough damage

the inexplicably alien and incomprehensibly powerful.

without repair, it shatters, usually burning away into silvery,

Over this sits the Semblance. This is a projected image,

or fragments of crystal can have great power: if ingested (or

although one with a physical presence that feels entirely real
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to the touch; a three-dimensional, solid, flesh-like hologram
that requires no conscious effort to project and which remains

over the angel in unconsciousness or sleep. With mastery of
the Dominion of Countenance, the Semblance can be shifted,

but most angels have a fixed appearance for life – or rather

for the extent of their perhaps infinite manifestation on Earth.

Before falling, when an angel’s Vessel was destroyed, or they
chose to end their manifestation on Earth, they would cast off
the remnants of the Vessel in a shower of sparks and crystals

and return, invisibly, to the supernal realm. It required effort,
but it was perfectly possible for an angel to visit over and over

again, wearing new faces each time. But fallen angels are
stuck with their Vessel, and the Semblance it projects. The

Semblance is usually based on the first humans seen when
manifesting, adapting as camouflage to the environment. If

an angel awoke in the hills of ancient China, they will have
an Asian appearance for the rest of their unaging life. Angels
tell themselves they are fine with being stuck with the face
they got handed, but are feeling less fine now they know it
can never be changed.
The Semblance is a projection but also a shell. The Vessel is
shaped to it like liquid in a balloon; this means that if you cut
off what appears to be an angel’s arm or poke out their eye,
the angel will indeed lose that arm or eye. The two things
are intimately, irrevocably connected. Anything that happens
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to one transfers to the other – but the strength of the Vessel
protects the Semblance somewhat. The effects are dulled in

the transference. Angels are approximately twice as resilient

as a human; what would make a human dead drunk would
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– Tracy Chapman, Heaven’s Here on Earth
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The Flesh of An Angel

feathery dust as it does. Even if the angel is dead, this dust

injected) by humans, they can gain the powers of the angel
whose remnants they consume. As such, suicidal angels

Variations on a Theme
‘[Angels] manifest as nature’s sublimity. That is
why Gabriel is represented with wings. Not that
angels have wings, but that you may know that they
leave the heights and the most elevated dwelling to
approach human nature.’
– St John Crysostom

tuvwxyz
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The Vessel’s true shape is always some combination of the
Aspects, but it also varies from angel to angel. The Vessel
isn’t real, it has no rules of nature or physics, and is a kind of
metaphor: the natural universe trying to represent a spiritual
concept. So the wings need not be wide, long eagle wings.
They can be bird-like, or bat-like, or dragon-like; there can
be six wings or tiny wings on one’s heels or on the tailbone.
There can be heads of lions or eagles; some have hooves as
well as horns; there are helms of fire and cascades of eyes
(but the wheels within wheels thing was just a mistranslation
of ox-cart wheels). With the Dealer’s permission, players
should feel free to describe whatever monstrous chimera they
can imagine, for where the angel meets reality there are no
hard rules. This can even break the rules of reflecting the
Aspects. Among angels, strangeness is the only real norm. Ask
your Dealer if you want to have a unique Vessel. The Dealer,
however, can insist that if you take your true form and are
very clear that you are a pillar of flame or a squamous fire
squid, then you don’t have hands to hold weapons or open
doors, and so on.

5
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Angels do not shed skin cells or hair as continually and

thin. The most common method has historically been being

casually as living things, but it is possible for a small piece

blown apart by a lightning strike, but modern methods such

to break off or atomise into dust without them noticing.

as leaping into nuclear fire or sucked into a jet engine have

Someone obsessively following an angel, or trapping one

the right feel to them. Leaving no trace is an angel credo that

somehow, could slowly collect tiny fragments – but on the

applies to life and death. Leaving a footprint on the mortal

other hand, those who trap angels often skip straight to

world is considered gauche and lazy at best; more likely the

destroying them or consuming them as quickly as possible.

hallmark of demons.

Staying Alive

The marriage between Semblance and Vessel is seldom neat.
The Vessel is already a projection of a multi-dimensional
living fire into a three dimensional object, and the Semblance
often become intertwined and confused, creating strange
Semblances and even stranger Vessels – hence the Marks that
show off the inhuman nature of angels. But it can go much
further than just small things, and sometimes you end up with
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Semblances that are monstrous and misshapen and cannot
properly hide the Vessel. Other times it can go the other

than living things; they are approximations and imitations

with none of the actual characteristics. They don’t breathe,
eat, sleep, defecate, breed, grow old or die from old age
(although they can do the first three if they want, or if their
Semblance demands). Of course, it’s not as simple as that.
Angels don’t need to sleep the way living things do, but the

Vessels that have acquired mortal concepts like blood, bones,

fire in the Vessel cannot burn fiercely forever. If they exert

organs or DNA. For the most part, angels leave no traces

themselves, they eventually need to restore themselves –

when they die or are dismembered, but nothing with angels

or they descend into a torpor, and finally into a kind of

can be assumed. Angel bones and flesh, alive or dead,

unconsciousness known as Dissolution. This restoration

can and do exist.

requires an energy source: it doesn’t have to be heat, because

is alive has a psychic link to the owner. This can be used to
track them anywhere in creation, and with enough time or
power, take control over them, just as relics allow. Therefore,
angels only part with pieces of themselves for important
reasons. They do not give blood or other fluid samples
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haphazardly. They do not readily part with elements of their
Guise (credit cards were an incredible boon to their existence).
Poetically, angels will give a single feather of their wings to
those they love most in the world; in reality, feathers are used
as a trade of trust – angels will trade feathers to seal promises.
Some organisations and places will demand angels hand
over a feather before joining or entering. A feather is a sign

sS

of a pledge of fealty and obedience. If someone has your
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they have no internal temperature to maintain, but it must
be of significant force. Great kinetic energy like wind or a

rushing river will suffice, but fire is the traditional favourite.
Angels are drawn to fire, perhaps seeing it as a reflection of
themselves; like their feathers, it has become a symbol of

their presence. Their temples and homes typically feature fire
or flame in some fashion. Angels are drawn to cities not just

Mdl T

because of the density of humans, but because cities are full
of fire. Modern cities have electrical fires – but the pulsing

energy is equally seductive to angels. Where there are shining
neon lights burning all day and night, angels feel at home.
Since they don’t sleep, cities with eternal nightlife are also
favourites; angels flock to Times Square, to the Las Vegas
Strip, to Ginza in Japan.

feather, they have a standing over you. A feather is sometimes

Note that these sources of energy only restore exhaustion, not

given to humans to allow them to prove to others that they

repair the body from damage. To heal wounds, actual fire is

know an angel or are aware of angelic presences on Earth.

required. Scientifically, this must be a fuel substance burning

Or demonic presences: demons have feathers too.

in oxygen somewhere between 200 to 2000 degrees Celsius,
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The feather is used because it is easily (but not unpainfully)
removed. Sometimes pledges of fealty or love will involve
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Angels are not alive. They are closer to dolls or mannequins

way and the Semblance shapes the Vessel, ending up with

Anyone possessing angelic ‘flesh’ while the owner of that flesh

T
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– Lucifer, Lucifer

and heals a wound in an hour. The Dealer may change these
requirements if it is appropriate to the situation.

greater sacrifice to prove greater devotion. Wings have

Angels also don’t need to eat, but they can. They don’t

already been discussed; it is also not unknown for an angel to

hunger; they don’t need chemicals to survive or maintain

literally tear out his own heart to give it to a lover.

their health and strength. But the Vessel can see, smell and
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‘I do feel pain. But it’s more of an impression.
A nuisance.’
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adds another level of projection. The end result is that things
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typically choose careful methods that spread themselves
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taste, and it can take in food. If they eat, the chemical energy

dissipates – they do not need to, and cannot, excrete. Food
is an exotic thing to them; they try it now and then to fit

T

in and experience their host culture. They usually pick a
singular favourite that’s safe and reliable. Angels cannot
easily get drunk, high or stoned – but whatever happens
to the Semblance happens to the Vessel, just removed and
reduced in effect. Enough of a substance will do it. The
benders of angels desperate to forget their Earthly bondage
have become the things of mortal legends. Angels can get

M

addicted too, both physically and emotionally. Being hard to
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damage means they almost never burn out: their bodies can
take millennia of bad treatment and, on a related note, truly

T

from falling into Dissolution yet denying them energy, and
thus torturing them for centuries, until their Semblance is
ossified into stone but the Virtus remains inside, screaming.
Rumours that the Vatican have one of these in their secret
libraries are probably exaggerated.
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They can also survive almost any kind of exposure, making
them well suited to expeditions and exploration. Not needing

dM

epic amounts of torture. Indeed, there are ways to keep them

sS

to breathe makes them immune to death from suffocation

and drowning, although in deep enough water the pressure

will crush them to death. Without the air pockets of an
working, and the cold and dark offers no energy; as a rule,
angels tend to avoid the ocean.

Although energy restores angels, that doesn’t mean the source
of such energy will not harm them at a far quicker rate than
their energy levels are restored. Even without any liquids
in their body, they can’t be killed or damaged by heatstroke,

but incredibly high and low temperatures will damage them.

Angelic crystal has a melting point of around 10,000 degrees
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Celsius, and they will start to shatter at about half that. That’s
out of reach of a conventional oven, but easily obtained with

dM

animal, they also tend to sink like stones. Their wings stop

5
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a welding torch or soldering iron. Sustained temperatures
below minus 100 degrees Celsius will also slowly kill them;
about double that will shatter them quickly.
Not bothered by exposure except in truly extreme
circumstances, angels don’t need shelter, but tend to adopt
housing since it keeps them secure. Due to the Three Laws
of Compacts (see below), angels rarely possess great wealth –
but a long life tends to be one full of objects, and objects need

T
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a place to be stored. Some keep objects to preserve memories
of times past, others to provide an archive of study materials
to better unlock the secrets of humanity and the world.
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Angels of the Belt of Truth tend to keep vast museums of
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Rules for Exhaustion
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After every twenty-four hours of activity the Dealer may, at
their discretion, ask for a Simple Test against exhaustion,
which counts as Enduring for Behema angels. On a Full
Success, they are fine; on a Grudging Success, they have one
hour left before they need to find something to replenish their
energy or they will suffer a Blight for the rest of the day.
On a Failure, they must find an energy source within an hour
or collapse into unconsciousness. An hour of stillness by a
roaring fire or on a busy city street will restore them; it will
take longer with less energy. Most angels like to stand still
and welcome the sunrise for an hour every morning as a
‘sleeping’ ritual. Others love the dynamism of the crowd at
morning rush hour or the club scene at midnight: the energy
of people is easy to find, and they have a fire of their own
that can keep angels burning. More than one angel has fallen
in love with a human who started out as nothing more than
their battery charger.

in their Semblance. Each of these can be approached
in different ways: using gender as a tool can still be done
passionately or whimsically, and exploring them can be done
coldly or clinically. Humans can find all these explorations
confusing, especially if the angel switches between them or
how intensely they use them at a rapid rate; they also may
find sudden changes in gender expression to be manipulative
or false. Other angels are used to such changes because they
have watched humanity change so much.
Note that angels may construct identities or appearances
not just based on that of the Vessel in which they manifest
or Semblance placed over it; they may observe cultures and
personalities, conclude a gender preference of expression or
identity based on those, and then do their best to get their
Vessel and Semblance to match. Note also that many angels
begin their exploration or mastery from a Semblance that is
agender, non-binary or pan-gender. This means they have
far fewer cultural cues to learn from, and they tend towards

items, whereas those of the Shield tend to be more monastic
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and ascetic in what they carry. Booters can sometimes be
lavish hedonists or simple wandering hobos.

Angels are sterile in that they have no biological capacity

transgender, as these groups are more accepting of the
angelic fluidity of gender. Other angels are less help – and
indeed, if an angel is trying to embody a human gender or

it could be done with the right kind of Miracle or the right

seeing it as something that is part of their identity, more

kind of science. They typically don’t have DNA, either, so

traditional angels may be judgemental. It is unseemly to put

they can’t be cloned – but nothing is impossible in a world

so much emphasis on aping humanity.

angels can have sex too, and produce the appropriate fluids
and physical reactions. In their true form angels are asexual,
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genderless entities, but the Semblance presents sexual
organs, and can experience sexual pleasure – even desire.
That means dealing with how those things manifest and are
experienced in human society.

Gender

‘Angels plus women equals bad news.’
– Joseph, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent
Many angels would like to forget they have a gender since
it seems often a complicated puzzle that they lack the tools

sS

to unravel, but human society rarely allows them to do so.
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Eventually, most angels have to address their gender, and
there are three broad approaches they can choose: they can
approach gender as nothing more than a tool to be used,
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Angels are often drawn to people who are non-binary or

to reproduce – though that doesn’t mean there aren’t ways

of supernal mystery and human innovation. Of course,

dM

androgyny as being a kind of ‘neutral’ or ‘opting out’.

Sexuality
‘Have you ever been with a woman? It’s like dying.
You moan, you cry out. There’s a point where you
beg for release. I used to be an angel of death,
now I die every day if I have the cash.’
– Gabriel, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent
Angels are aware (if sometimes dimly) that sex is about
more than just procreation; that humans use it for pleasure,
for intimacy, for connection (not to mention other more
mundane or more selfish purposes); and that like everything
humans do, it is full of meaning and symbolism that remains
elusive. Like gender, a lot of angels would rather avoid it. It
requires a lot of trust and communication, and angels don’t
have a lot of that with humans, and little more with their own
kind – not to mention angels are no more immune to guilt

expressed solely to generate a desired reaction that suits their

over pleasures of the flesh than humans are. Indeed, given

agenda; they can approach it as a mortal experience

that sex is something outside the ‘design parameters’ of the

to explore, appreciate and study; or they can create an

average angel, they may even be more prone to guilt about

identity, or part of one, around the gender they are assigned

enjoying what is very much a human activity.

indulges. This can be for purely recreational purposes, or

dM
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However, for every angel that abstains, there is one who

T

as a part of a relationship, either with a human or with
another angel. For choice in partners, angels tend to not be as
bound as humans to a given sexuality since they have neither

M

cultural nor biological imperatives – although just as the
Semblance can have a gender that carries through to mean
something to the angel, the Semblance can also have desires
and preferences that must be fed.

Humans seem to put a lot of stock in sex, so why not use it
to achieve your ends? Or to fit in, or to follow convention,
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the bad things? Sex for domination, information and

manipulation is possible – but while ignorant of many things,
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all angels recognise signals of distress and disinterest. In

other words, they know sexual abuse and rape when they see
it or do it. Angels are not supposed to lie or steal or kill (see
Angelic Morality, below), or indeed interfere at all – but those

sS

are old rules, and for some angels there are always exceptions
and excuses, especially when the greater good is at stake.
Similarly, although angels have plenty of reasons to feel akin
to those who have diverse gender or sexual identities, there
are some angels who think otherwise. Most angels cannot
imagine why the Creator might have fixed Her canon against
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sexual diversity, but they also do not know everything of what
God may or may not have said to human religious figures. In
taking their cues from human culture and human religion,
they can easily become bigots because of the dark parts

of those religions. Of course, they typically see those rules
applying only to mortal sexuality; sex between or with angels
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or any of the other things humans use sex for – including
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As with gender, some angels take a utilitarian approach.

5
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is something different entirely... and whatever angels may
claim about such beliefs, they of course do not speak for God.

A Brief Glossary
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Relics is deliberately designed to encourage the portrayal

of diverse gender and sexuality identities. They don’t have to
feature in your game, of course, nor should you make them
a focus if your players prefer otherwise. But if you do use

them, it pays to be informed. If this world is new to you, here
is a short glossary of the terms and concepts we’ve used in
this section. Note that some subcultures and groups may use

sS

terms differently.
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dM
Not identifying as any gender

Asexual

Not sexually attracted to any gender

Binary
genders

The genders usually assigned at birth based on
physiological traits, man and woman

Bisexual/
Pansexual

Attracted to multiple genders
(one’s own and others)

people and identities. We are not attempting to present a

Cisgender

A person whose gender identity matches the sex
they were assigned at birth

comprehensive view on the subject, but we do hope to take the

Gender

A definition of a person’s identity based on sexual
traits. Can be physical (based on physiological
traits), social (based on social expectations of
a given gender, also known as gender role) or
psychological (a person’s own identity, also known
as gender identity).

Relics includes these elements of sexuality and gender
not least to allow more and better representation of queer

issue seriously, and not just as a dramatic device. We believe
that the nature of angels as outsiders trying to understand
human society can allow players to explore issues of gender
and sexuality in safe and interesting ways, and put the focus on

A person whose gender identity changes, be it
because of mood, desire or another factor

these identities in ways which other roleplaying games may not.

Heterosexual

Attracted to individuals of a different gender,
usually referring to one of the binary genders (man
attracted to a woman, and vice versa)

However, all such choices must be done with the

Homosexual

Attracted to people with a gender
matching their own

preferences are not ‘lifestyle choices’. They are a fundamental

Intersex

A person born whose physiological sex markers do
not easily classify as male or female

part of their personality, and using that as a punchline of

Non-binary

Identifying as a gender other than the binary
genders. Note this is not a gender per se,
but rather a category of genders that lie
outside the binary genders, such as agender,
genderfluid and others

Queer

Blanket term for persons for trans-persons,
persons with non-heterosexual sexualities and/
or non-binary genders. Also covered by LGBTIA+,
SAGA (Sexuality And Gender Acceptance); MOGII
(Marginalized Orientation, Gender Identity, and
Intersex); GSD (Gender and Sexuality Diverse);
and other abbreviations. Note that this term is
a reclaimed slur, and as such, not everyone
finds it acceptable
A person whose gender identity does not match
the sex they were assigned at birth
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Transgender

acknowledgement that a person’s gender and sexual

a joke, or to otherwise discriminate against them is bigoted
and cruel. Having angels or mortals express opinions on
these things is not intended as a device to propagate any such
bigotry, and nor should your games or the stories you tell. You
might think it is okay to have characters spout such things to

care for it even in that context. They might not even want to

hear about it at all because of the struggles and pain so often

unfortunately associated with these identities and the faiths and
groups that express such hate for them. In other words, talk to

Angelic Morality

your players and allow them to opt in or out as they need to in

‘I’ve turned rivers into blood. Kings into cripples.
Cities into salt. So I don’t think I have to explain
myself to you.’

elements they may find sensitive. And talk to all your players,

interfere; protect humans and the rest of creation; and try to
blend in. Of course, each of those three principles inherently
contradicts the others, and everything gets complicated.

players may be questioning their identity or not yet out. They
may find that fantasy and play are a way for them to explore
their questions – but they don’t deserve to have that forced on

l

them if they didn’t sign up for it. Naturally, the same goes for
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sex in general, and toxic sex and sexual assault in particular.
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Angels originally had just one rule: do not interfere. But

the pure evil of demons... yet some, perhaps, seem to

when they fell, they became part of creation and thus were

relinquish or relent their pursuit of suffering. For thousands

inherently interfering. Angels had one drive: to create the

of years there was the sense that God was perhaps in control,

world. So instinctively they seek to protect it and all that dwell

a sense of connection to a higher purpose, that the War

in it. Yet how do they do that while punishing those who

mattered and was ongoing and one day would end, or one

would destroy that creation? Angels have one enemy:

day they would be called home.
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Theoretically, angels have a clear and simple morality: Don’t

perhaps even in private, as you may have no idea if your
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– Gabriel, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent
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show their evil nature or blind faith, but your players may not
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A Very Special Episode

Genderfluid
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Agender

always individual. Humans are creatures of society, and so

if it destroys them. Facing such constant accountability, many

part of their sense of good, and right, and justice is fixed

angels prefer to look away (see Dissolution, below).

morality is personal, and about lived experience. And they
have lived so long and seen so much. Some of them have
seen almost everything. Mortal creatures are good at limiting
their vision to what they need to see to survive and get along.
Angels can’t do that. They are recorders, rememberers,
watchers and knowers. How do you choose morality when
you can see everyone’s pain? There isn’t an answer for them.
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Only questions. More and more and more questions…
Many angels deal with lack of certainty the same way
humans do: through faith, philosophy or adherence to some

T
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kind of ethical code. Although they usually construct this
individually, they still look to human sources as well, and

many join religions as much to follow them as to teach them.

On the other hand, having seen so many come and go
(and in many cases, created them) and found them wanting,
many more angels are atheists. It’s possible that humans

know more of God than they do (see the Second Law, below) –
but having known God and known religion, they often see
little overlap.

Angelic Law
‘God’s universe doesn’t work like the
American legal system.’

M

– The Devil, Brimstone

In the face of moral uncertainty and their exile from Heaven,
angels developed some coping strategies. Some of these
coalesced into the six great Missions, which are discussed in
the next chapter. Another was the establishment of the Three
Sacred Laws. These were set down by mutual agreement by
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early arrivals to govern all interactions with humanity, and
they were taught to all who came after as a holy code.

As the centuries passed, however, and more and more angels
fell, the more they realised nobody but themselves was
keeping score – and self-policing has its own issues.

An angel can take any action up to and including execution
against an angel that breaks one of these laws, and not face
any kind of sanction for it. An angel found dead who was
known to be breaking the Laws is not something anyone

Wherever there are those who believe they have moral

investigates or thinks about too hard. This also means that if

authority – and most angels do – there are those who will

someone can easily be framed as breaking the Laws, they are

impose it. And angels very often do, and impose it violently,

in grave danger. Therefore angels try to appear as

on mortals and on other angels. Again, for angels, this is

virtuous as possible, and when

always individual. They don’t have police or lawyers to hand

the Laws are broken

out justice, they only police themselves. If an angel is found
to be doing great evil or delivering great suffering (or even

a little suffering), then their fellow supernals may cut them
down. Or they may fall trying to do so. That risk makes

angels wary of seeking out to punish or restrain their
fellows –
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within society and culture. Angels don’t have that. For them
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and yet as protectors of the world they have no choice, even
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Angelic morality is best understood by recognising that it is

– and they are broken –
they are typically done
so quietly.
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The First Law:
Thou Shalt Not Make Any Compact
Between Thyself and Heaven

‘And God shall cover thee with His feathers,
and under His wings shall thou trust.’
– Psalms 91:4
This law means that angels are not allowed to
play or impersonate God or any alternative
Gods. This was originally written out of respect
for the creator Herself, but angels soon realised

dM

and the damage it could do. Of course, even without
pretending to be God, accidents have happened and
belief has sprung up – and then there are loopholes.
There is no restriction in working within

pre-existing faiths, apart
from the second Law.
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how easy it was to create religions around themselves

‘Unto us they did minister the things which…

government in some fashion – hence the face of Caesar on
it – some angels steer clear of it as well. This doesn’t prevent
angels working in their Guises: they appear to be in the
system without actually being on the payroll.

the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, which things

It also means angels have to focus on the barter of good

even angels desire to look into.’

deeds: if they want to buy someone a coffee to cheer them
– 1 Peter 1:12

It’s possible, even likely, that God has made spiritual contracts
with Her chosen children that angels were not – and could
not be – privy to. Therefore, any or all human religions or
religious observances could be right or contain some truth,
and thus angels are forbidden from meddling with them.
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Most angels take this to mean they should observe and obey
said traditions in the respective communities or spiritual

M

up, they have to wash a dish or push a broom first to pay for
the cup. For angels focused on helping humanity, the system
is seen as worth preserving. On the other hand, angels trying
to catch the bus and other modern practicalities are finding
it increasingly difficult. Equally difficult is any angel trying to
move money around in their Guise in business or directing
money to charity. Most angels believe there’s a loophole in
that if they just move money from one holder to another, they
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never make a compact. The banker is not paid the money

houses, and for much of human existence, many angels have

that a customer puts in his bank, after all. Buying and selling

entered religious faiths to make this simpler.

for yourself, no, moving money between two parties, yes.

Of course, if an angel did secretly break the first Law, then

Then there’s theft. The ‘Nor Break’ part of the Law is

the second Law conveniently would stop any others from

undoing their work, a fact that is very clear to angels. It’s

very easy for angels and demons alike to shrug off humans
worshipping them as an accident that just happens when
mortals are so prone to belief – and that once it starts, they
should be just left to go on with their mortal tendencies.

of ownership. However, theft is common, particularly to
deal with those modern practicalities. Jumping the subway
turnstiles or riding without a ticket are angelic traditions
thanks to the 20th century. It’s also true that it breaks no
Laws to steal from other angels, and this is rife. This is one
thing that stops angels from stealing from mortals: as soon as

The Third Law:
Thou Shalt Not Make Nor Break Any
Compact Between Mortals and Thyself
‘Every day I get up and in my wallet there’s thirty-six

angels to go around killing each other, but it’s much preferred

– Ezekiel Stone, Brimstone
Originally this Law was designed to prevent enslavement.
Angels feared that obedience to mortal contracts would force
them to counteract the former Laws, or they feared that their
immortal nature might lead them to be slaves to humans
forever. The condition not to break a compact was designed
to prevent angels from being tempted to make short term
deals they thought they could escape.
The nature of what makes a compact is poorly defined –
perhaps deliberately. Some consider it any human cultural
construct, such as joining or participating in any of their rites
or religions. Others take it to mean any written agreement.
This means angels cannot buy things that produce a bill of
sale, nor can they work for anything but cash in hand.
Since traditionally money was a legal contract with the local
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seen to disallow theft, as it is breaking an implied contract

word gets out that you’re acquiring lots of things, every angel

dollars and twenty-seven cents.’
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The Second Law:
Thou Shalt Not Break Any Compact
Between Mortals and Heaven
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who has refused to steal from mortals knows you are fair

game and have all the lovely things they want. Most angel-onangel violence is driven by theft and greed; it’s unseemly for

to them being seen to be preying on mortals. Self-policing is

a world of violent means, and even if no demon was left alive,
angels would still live dangerous, bloody lives.

Angels Don’t Shop

The practical upshot of the Third Law is that angels can’t
make money and spend money. This stops them from easily
ruling the world with compound interest, and is designed to
make the game more interesting since the personas can’t buy
their way out of trouble or around problems and must instead
create memories of skills learned and favours owed. Like
angelic naivete, however, an argument about paying for bus
fare can drag a game to a screeching stop or derail the plot
sideways in the middle of a dramatic character moment or
thrilling chase scene, when in fact the whole purpose of this
rule is to stop games derailing into boring scenes of running
down a shopping list. Like everything in Relics, only use it
when it is interesting, and skip over anything that isn’t.
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The Relic
‘Small things can pit the memory like a cyst.’
– James Mcauley, Because

Similarly they have tried hiding them behind challenges
of virtue, strength, endurance, piety, humility… every time,

like their Semblance and their feathers, a part of their very

humans seem to find work-arounds. So why not give your

being. Before God departed, it could not be removed from

relic to a random stranger? It might be more likely to succeed

them except with painful force, just like any other part of

than any testing system. And so the Holy Grail is sometimes

their body – hence the old name for the relic: the Fetter.

thrown in the back of a cupboard, and the Tarnhelm

It was designed to be a chain, a binding, locking the fallen

dropped in a homeless man’s cupped hands.

angel to earth as a prisoner and a weakling. And at the

Elysia

same time, because it contained their supernal power and

Some angels abandon the world in despair or ennui or

a memento vitae; a memory of when they were alive. Many

apathy, and slip into Dissolution. But there is another way

angels instil their Virtus into their relic in a hope that the

angels can escape. Just as they can cut a part of themselves

mortals who use it will make a difference and fight evil, but

off and store it in an object, they can take all of their Virtus

many others do it simply to end the pain. Better to be nothing

and build an Elysium. This is a small pocket of pseudo-

but a stone than to feel so much loneliness and isolation – and

Heaven, a kind of Miracle that exists as a place and time.

if said stone was hidden in an attic or a wreck beneath the

It is anchored to a relic which remains in this reality as a

sea there would be almost no risk of human misuse, which

door. Inside, it can be anything the angel wants, although

is why so many mortal stories feature magical objects simply

its potential is limited by the power of the angel that creates

stumbled upon or hidden away.

it, and shaped by the Dominions they control. Mortals and

away, many angels are doing just that by forgetting: you never
had to remember to carry it before, it simply appeared as part
of you. How easy now, then, to just walk out the door without

sS

Leaving it on a bus or a luggage carousel and never having to
think about your old life is a powerful kind of freedom.
It also opens up other possibilities. Relics can be given to
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other angels, or other mortals. They can also be stolen
by either party. Many angels insist they are better protectors
of relics than others. Some angels are happy to have others
carry this responsibility; certainly it is easier than the
pressure of knowing other angels and mortals are

constantly trying to steal it from you. What was once
jealously guarded is now sometimes gleefully given away

sS

to the first stranger on the street.
Historically, bestowing relics on mortals was a much bigger
deal – and not only because it required the angel to destroy

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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themselves. Mortals having great power always proved
dangerous and destructive, and with each experiment in
doing this, more care was taken and more provisos added.
Gilgamesh was simply handed the sword of Ea, but the
genies in lamps had limits of wishes, and the devices of
Solomon required more and more sacred mathematics and
lore to unlock. There was always a theory that by hiding lore
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angels enter body and soul and cease to exist in our reality,

for the Elysium is outside all existence. Time and space can
fold and be potentially infinite.

Elysia are rare because the angel who creates one must

sS

What Do Angels Do All Day?

With no need to do a great deal to stay alive, and burdened
with power they cannot use and a God they can no longer
talk to, angels often face ennui. Solutions vary. Some try
to ape humanity, hoping that doing whatever the humans
are doing will eventually just become habit. The comfort
of orders to follow is why the Missions are so popular.
Other angels fall into what is called Dissolution, a kind of
eternal sleep. Their Semblance typically becomes one of
the homeless in a city, shuffling back and forth, doing the
very minimum to continue to exist while inside the angel’s
consciousness dwindles to nothing. They can willingly leave
Dissolution – but the longer they sleep, the less energy and
will they have to do so. Another angel can wake an angel
from Dissolution, although usually it takes violence, great
amounts of energy or some powerful Miracle to do so.
Nobody knows how many angels are on Earth, and everyone
is aware that any attempt to count them will not capture the
countless more who might be in Dissolution. Just as great
relics and great truths about angels have been lost to history,
perhaps never to return, so too have great angels.
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And now that God is gone and relics suddenly can be thrown
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mastery over creation, it was also a reminder. A painful one;

thinking to pick it up. Or pretending you forgot to pick it up.
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great regret, how rarely intelligence and wisdom go together.
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people to the power, and thus the best. Angels learnt, with

There is one item an angel is rarely without: their relic. It is,
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in science and alchemy it would attract only the smartest
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destroy their Vessel, so do not get to enjoy
the experience themselves. Angels only

do it if they have a close bond with

T

another angel or angels, and trust
is hard to come by among angels.
As with Relics, Elysia can be

M

abused by those who are gifted
them; also, not every angel
can create an Elysium, and
they risk their very existence
to try. Perhaps some lost
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knowledge of Zaphkiel would
provide the key to success, but
so far the search eludes them.

whole locations become what are
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called Loci, and can create spaces that
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in different ways. Virtii inhabiting
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kinds of celestial spaces created
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There are also stories of other

are very real but where Miracles have
great sway. There are also tales of the barrier
between Heaven and Earth breaking in small

ways. That might provide a way back into Heaven –
but it might also allow demons to come in unchanged

Demons & Corruption

‘The Enemy, of course. But an enemy for 6,000
years now, which made him a sort of friend.’
– Terry Pratchett & Neil Gaiman, Good Omens

Modern myths suggest that angels can easily become corrupt,
that the line between angel and demon is easily blurred and
perhaps even difficult to see. Angels do not like this portrayal

and would very much disagree. They don’t even like the idea
that demons were once angels. Demons were asked by God

just one time to respect Her and Her creation, and they chose
destruction and ego. Like children, if they could not have
the toy to themselves, they would rather destroy it. Gleeful

arrangements, friendships and liaisons can occur. So can
spying and ‘flipping’ agents to your side – but disguises do not
work, angels are terrible liars, and each side has little they can
offer the other.
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Angels are creatures of absolutes, however, as are demons.

Trust is much harder to come by among them. So is civility.

Demons are too eager to push buttons and cause trouble, and
angels are too unwilling to let them get away with it. There
are also plenty on both sides who see any kind of lowering

of weapons as surrender or complicity, and will punish their

side with death for doing so. Self-policing knows no crimes of
degree. All of this means that whatever arrangements occur
are rare and must be kept secret.

to spoil something beautiful, they readily fell to earth to prey

Or it least that’s how it was before God left. Now, with the

and degrade and desecrate.

war definitely over, some are considering a more formal or

But there is, as with angels, the issue of time and distance.
As the centuries and millennia pass, in a world far from God’s
touch, some things fade and fall by the wayside. There are
things that angels and demons do have in common, and
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far from home, a familiar enemy is still a familiar face. And
in a cold war, times and places of détente eventually have

dM

by falling.

general ceasefire – at the very least, a negotiation of new

rules and territories. After all, why keep fighting when the

reason to fight is gone? Others say this is only of benefit to
demons – and perhaps they drove God away for just this

reason. Perhaps God leaving is not the time for the war to
cool further, but for it to heat up and explode.

a usefulness that outweighs their risks. Angels will deny

How angels fight demons depends on their Mission, and so

it, but in these times and places socialising happens, and

does their knowledge of their adversary. The fear and distrust
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between the two groups means closed ranks and much
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ignorance; disinformation and misinformation is common.
Even being interested in such things can appear suspect
or inappropriate. The Horde is the Horde, and it must be
destroyed, so why ask anything more?

Other angels (particularly the Armour and the Shield)
demons have hierarchies and factions like them; that they
have relics; and that they prey on humans in ways large and
small, subtle and overt. They know that mortals too often fall
for demon tricks and schemes, but have little luck preventing
such things before they happen. At best they come in late,
when a demon’s damage is revealed – and often that is too
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frustrating how little control they have over the outcome, and
exhausting watching things unravel over and over again.
Thus even those angels most keen to right wrongs, stop
suffering and correct the errors of mankind have become less
and less keen to do so, and more and more careful in their
actions. Their actions have become less frequent and more
veiled. There are also angels who consider any interference,
however small or benign, to be against the will of God and
will execute angels for doing so. Even greater than their
other angels.

All that secrecy leaves angels isolated and with no knowledge
or history of their own kind. Just as their morality is
individual, all they can really be sure of in their history is
what they personally experienced. They have no idea which,
if any, legends, myths or major religions were started by
their own. It would make sense that Buddha beneath his tree,

Mdl T

Moses with his tablets on Mt Sinai, and Christ on his cross

were angels with relics. It would make sense if the angel who
spoke to Muhammad was, in fact, an angel. A lot of angels
believe it. Whether the angels got the idea from humans or
vice versa is perhaps an entirely moot point.
Of course some angels know more than others. The Belt
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of Truth exists specifically to uncover these truths, and

the Shield of Faith claims they were and are involved with
Christianity and Islam. Other angels swap knowledge for

belief. If you can just trust that Muhammad spoke directly

and this increasingly frustrates them. The question of how to

to Gabriel, then following human faith is easier than not

change this has been asked often. And now, there are rumours

knowing your own past. Even some vague cargo-cult

of new plans, for the very first time, to take the battle to

approximation is better than nothing.

the enemy... but that might involve secret agents joining the
demonic side, which raises all sorts of moral questions.

Angels & Mortal History
‘Now, after all, the city falls,
just like the night or an angel does.’
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The history of humanity is the history of angels. The two are
indivisible. The moment humans appeared on earth, angels
sought them out. Angels tried to teach them, guide them and
understand them. Demons tried to control them, enslave
them and destroy them. Mortals, in turn, have tried to
understand, control and destroy celestials. Between tragedies
from angelic bequests, the work of demons and the threat
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secrecy among mortals, therefore, is their secrecy among

late to do much. Angels are on the back foot, always reacting,

– Alkaline Trio, Blackbird
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for them and for all the mortals around them. It is also

We Happy Few
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disagree with this simple approach. Angels do know that
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will, interfering in human history is dangerous. Dangerous
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For all the power of modern medicine, fear of death haunts
the mortal existence and their first questions of angels are
about an afterlife. The fact is, angels don’t know. That is
something between God and humans. It’s absolutely possible
that God created something like Heaven. Angels believe
humans have a spark of the divine within them, just as angels
do, and that could be considered to be a soul. Angels also
don’t know what happens to their own ‘souls’ when they die
– or rather their Virtii, their non-corporal essence. It used to
return to Heaven, but now that the gates are closed nobody
knows what happens. Given that the Virtus used to ascend,
it makes some sense that mortal souls did as well... but that
implies that the Gates being closed will affect mortals, too.
Which would be bad.
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The Undiscovered Country

of mortal reprisals, angels found that regardless of God’s

Terms like society and law are human concepts. The idea
of knowledge and convention passing across time requires
people getting old and dying, and the idea of those things
passing across a culture requires a population beyond just a
village. Angels don’t age and there’s very few of them, barely
enough to be a subculture. Although nobody knows how
many angels have ever fallen, the experts among the Belt of
Truth have tried to record the name of every angel now on
Earth, and the count is less than five hundred. No angel has
met all the other angels, but in their long lives have crossed
paths with enough of them to know something about most of
them. This is, after all, what Memories are made of.

Respect the Images

‘Keep to yourself. Let things happen.
Always remain serious.’

mortal religion, but most angels take things much further.

group memory; a collection of ideas of history, philosophy
and beliefs that can be externalised instead of internalised.
Angels are few and have only individual memories, not
collective ones, so their culture and laws are nothing like as
complex or as formal as human ones. And yet mortal laws do
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reflect those of Heaven and vice versa, and so too for customs.

and respect, if only because there’s something humbling
about people creating giant stone versions of you. Churches,

M

mosques and temples are considered sacred spaces where
no fighting should take place nor blood be shed – although
demons have no compunctions doing so, and indeed, love to
defile these places and mess with angels and the faithful in
one blow. Note that this is about places, not people – people
are too unpredictable, but buildings, edifices, obelisks, statues,

There are laws, but no police or judges to enforce them, only

friezes: these things are solid. They also last a long time, so

a general communal sense of outrage and individual acts to

they make excellent landmarks to rely upon. Statues of angels

correct transgressions. There are conventions, but no great

in particular are meeting places and rendezvous points.

penalty for ignoring them. There is a sense of ritual that

The Angel of Independence statue in Mexico City, the Cupid
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angels are drawn to, and that produces habits and customs

in Piccadilly Square and the Archangel Michael statue on

– but they are sporadically adhered to and spottily observed.

Mont St Michel in France are all examples of busy angel

Angels are individuals, and individuals drift and decay much

nexuses. Note that they consider Winged Victory or Nike an

faster than groups or cultures. But there are customs that

angel (and she almost certainly was), so the statue of her in

build up over the centuries, like foam on the beach after wave

Berlin is also popular. Berlin and Mexico City are the two
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after wave.

unofficial ‘capitals’ of angelic society: one in the old world

Fire & the Sun

and one in the new.

Fire and energy are healing agents to angels, and as close to a

Render Unto Caesar

religious custom as they have. These days the fireplace is less

common in households and candles are rarely enough fire on
their own. If they aren’t out at all hours soaking up the neon,

angels are up at dawn to greet the sun, Uriel’s greatest candle
of them all. Angels gather at sunrise in the open air, in places
that catch the morning sun. They are generally more often

found in sunny places and open spaces; they are rarely found

underground or in the frozen poles (Arkhangelsk being the

one exception). They are often found squatting on rooftops
like proverbial gargoyles, but not to haunt the night so much

as wait for that breaking dawn.

Keep Your Distance
Angels and humans look alike but are not alike. Though
angels often feel bound to mingle and mix with humans, and
shape and inspire their lives – in some cases they consider this

The Third Law stops angels from interfering with mortal law
and commerce, but again, there are further implications for
most angels. It is considered bad form to get involved in law or
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government, or to involve figures of those instruments whenever
possible. Don’t get arrested, don’t get put into the system, don’t
end up in a government cell or on the table of a government
lab. The Helm does like to be powerful, but even there it has
a sense of jurisdiction. Mortal legal problems require mortal

legal solutions; drug runners should be busted up by the cops if
possible, not slain with fiery swords. Contrarily, angelic problems
require angelic solutions. It is bad form to call the cops or the

5
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army to fight demons or demonic action. It’s not their fight.
There are lots of grey areas surrounding this issue, and human
allies are common, and it may be that keeping this distance is a
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luxury they cannot afford. There’s also the case that in order to

a sacred duty or a vital part of their mission – they have a

keep one’s distance, angels have to sometimes step in to mortal

tendency to do so from a removed perspective. Humans cannot

affairs; for example, killing humans a lot tends to attract police

ever be fully understood, and thus not fully trusted. So no

attention, which is bad, but killing cops to avoid angels being

getting attached. No falling in love. No getting married. Don’t

discovered and captured is defensible. Again, there are so many

stay in one place too long and get too involved. It’s a natural

grey areas, and wherever those areas exist demons love to cause

defence mechanism for a species that lives forever, and an

trouble. They gleefully play mortal forces against themselves

evolved protection from recurring betrayals... though on the

and against angels, forcing their enemies into terrible dilemmas.

other hand, it may be that humans are their only real allies.

Demons laugh as angels try to figure out the greater good.
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In many ways, human society and culture exists as a kind of

They take human religion seriously and treat it with humility
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– Cassiel, Wings of Desire

The Second Law says that angels must not meddle with
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Angelic Society
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And all that time Petrov has been silent, dead in the stone, but
now God is gone and I can feel something in there. I watched
him out of protection at first, then habit, but now there’s an
urgency. Petrov could part the sea and call forth lightning, and
one day, Sally Graves is going to call on all of that by accident –
or someone else is. Maybe Douglas.
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Sally and Douglas live together, most of the time. Sometimes
Sally kicks Douglas out. Sometimes Douglas is just gone.
Sometimes Douglas is locked out and pounds hard on the
door. Sometimes Sally calls him in tears begging him to come
over. I admit, I don’t know humans very well. Maybe not as
well as I should. I’ve never watched them quite so carefully
before. Usually I just kept my eye out for demons and checked
in on Petrov once a year or two. But now I’m here all the time,
watching. And not understanding anything.
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Except eternity never lasts forever. It was pure luck I saw that
the grave had been turned over by the ploughshare. It was
years of hard work that led me to the ring now being worn
by another. Later it was melted down to make a medallion.
Later still, a ring again. Gold never lost its value or its shine
to the human eye. It was pulled off a finger to make a gift for a
visiting king, then thrown into a treasure hold, then stolen by
barbarians, then stolen by pirates, then stolen by thieves, and
then given to a woman for a promise that was never kept. It
was hidden during a war, swallowed during an imprisonment,
sold for a ship’s passage, and paid for a freedom. It came to
America on a big steamboat and was traded for a mother sow
and her twelve piglets to make a farming life. Then a stone was
added and it was sold again and then given to a war widow
who gave it to her daughter who gave it to her daughter and
that was why I now find myself living two doors down from
Sally Graves who carries my friend with her every day.
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He always loved puns. And he loved her, too, loved her so
much he could not stand to exist any more without her. Better
to be a stone, he said. A shiny, golden stone, sitting on her
finger – her dead finger – for the rest of eternity.
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Petrov turned himself
into a stone
a thousand years ago.
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I am not supposed to interfere. I know that. And I am not sure
how to. I don’t know what to say, or who to say it to. I know
they hurt each other but both of them want to be there. I sit on
my patio and watch and listen in the night and I think if they
could just get away from each other for long enough, maybe
they could figure it out. That’s the beauty of being an angel, we
have so much time. We can work things out properly.
And then one day I see my chance, where at last, finally,
Douglas raises his hands to her, and now, at last, I have
something I can do. I fly right up there and smash through
the glass doors and throw him over the balcony. Breaks his
neck in the fall. I tell her it is OK, the police will know it was
self-defence. We take photos of her bruises while we wait
for the ambulance.
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And as the sirens get closer, she takes my hand and asks me
to stay. I feel the ring on her finger and I think of Petrov and
I think of stones, and I think I have never felt anything so
powerful as how much she wants me to stay, and I never want
to feel anything but that ever again.
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I know Sally hates Douglas. I can feel it radiating off her. I
know Douglas hates Sally. I know both of them love each other
desperately. I see them hold each other so tightly their knuckles
turn white and hear them make love until they scream like
fighting seagulls. I know they scream again with fights that
slam doors so hard I can feel the wood shake two doors down.
I wonder how Petrov ever loved one of them, when they are so
lost and so strange.
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shall be able to separate us from the love of God.’
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‘And in the midst of the throne and round
about the throne were four beasts
full of eyes before and behind.’

– Revelations 4:6
Humans are made of meat. Angels are made of Aspects.

their crowning form becomes clear. Like humans, what they
are good at they tend to do the most often.
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Angels don’t have social groups built around their Aspects,
or at least not formal ones. There’s no drive to organise

around these elements, as Heralds and Missions are far more

important; that said, a band of Aryeh might bond over how
they all know a stubborn Behema who gets in their way, or

an Isha who always wants to talk. Predominant traits become
presumptions, and prejudgements become prejudices. Every
Behema has yelled at a Nesher not to fly off on their own more
than once in their life – and some of those times, unjustly.
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There are stories that the first angels were one of each Aspect,

Sometimes their different Aspects can be a curse, but most

but such purity could not quite stand to exist in the natural

angels see them as a blessing. They are a clear sign from God

world. Other stories suggest that angels tried to be all the

of the four things She values, and the four ways to act upon

things of the Earth when they first descended down and

the Earth. If only everything else was as clear as Aspects are,

the four strongest emerged, none strong enough to stand

a lot more might get done.
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the claws of the lion on their hands and feet, the wings of the
eagle on their backs and the face of a human in the centre.
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From these they draw the ferocity of the lion, the strength
of the bull, the swiftness of the eagle and the wisdom of the
human. But one Aspect is primary. In every angel, one of the
four rises to the top and rules over all the others. Their Aspect
determines their nature, choosing a path for them.

Other Aspects

Other descriptions in ancient scriptures talk of a different
four forces: they speak of fire, eyes, wings and tongues. These
too are the Aspects of the four beasts, but with different
names and different images. Aryeh angels tend to burn
brightly and strike out with fire. Behema angels wait and
watch, and Isha speak with the tongues of men.
There are myths of other forces, other kinds of Aspects that
were perhaps once part of angels or lurk in demons, but those
are just stories.
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Angels have the horns of the great ox shining on their heads,
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alone and defeat the other three. Whatever the case, the four
living creatures exist in all angels and seemingly always have.
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Angels of the same Aspect can vary greatly, but soon enough
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The Aspects

– Romans 8:38
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n this chapter we look at all the facets of angels, what
makes them what they are and how they divide
themselves. First the four Aspects, then the eleven
Heralds, then the six Missions.
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‘Why are we Aryeh the greatest? Because in case
you hadn’t noticed, there’s a war going on. There’s

T

always a war going on somewhere, sure, and that’s
important, but I mean, and that’s important, but I
mean the demons. When you’ve got some big fiery
bastard with too many teeth trying to rip your
A Nesher will run away, the Behema will just stand
there and take it, and what’s an Isha going to do?

VWN R 1 Ss

Talk it to death? No. You’re gonna want someone
who can take the head off that black-hearted pile

T

of ugly before it gets its claws in you. You want
someone who can bring the fire and the fury.
Only an Aryeh can deliver. We don’t mess around.
We act, and we act decisively. We get the job done.
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You want to know what an Aryeh is? Stop asking.
Start doing.’
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face off, who do you want standing next to you?

– Ironheart

Aryeh are all about action: driving it and being in it. They
prefer to shoot first and ask questions later, but the truth is

some shooting. Aryeh aren’t all physical combatants, but

whatever field they pursue they believe in being aggressive
and taking the offensive. They never wait for the battle to
come to them or for the time to be right. They make the time

and bring the battle.

Sigils: The lion, the wolf, the sword, the flame
Suit: Swords
Mastery: Striking. A draw of Swords counts as a Full

Success whenever you are striking. This must be an attack,
not just any use of force, but it can be at an inanimate object.
It does not have to be a strike to harm physically; it can
impair or impede or otherwise defeat – but it must be a direct

T
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Where You’ll Find Them: Aryeh angels are often at the
front and in the lead, not because they are inspiring or good

at organising others but because they prefer to act than think
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or talk. The world is full of people waiting for someone to do
something, and the Aryeh who are doing it already.

Stereotypes: Hot-headed and stubborn; unwilling to

consult others or take direction; violent and bellicose; fearless
to the point of recklessness.
The Others: Nesher hide in the shadows and Isha talk too
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much; Aryeh have no time for them. Behema, now there is
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an enigma. On the one hand they are the slowest to act and
the least likely to strike, and thus the opposite of everything
the Aryeh is. On the other hand, their strength is unmatched,
which makes them the ultimate ally. After another Aryeh a
Behema is the best person to have on your side.
Archangels: Azrael, Uriel

sS

Aspects

attack that damages.

Aryeh

dM

they don’t mind when they shoot as long as they get to do
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The wise man, they say, built his house upon the rock.
And that rock was Behema, the angels of the ox.
They are solid types. Salts of the earth. Strong and
mostly silent, except when a whispered word can be a
salvation. Behema can take pain, but they can also sense
it in others; they are rocks for others to stand on and
shields for the weak to take rest behind. They have
everyone’s back but not their own. The Behema is
everyone’s friend but is often alone; always the endurer,
but forgets to rest.
Sigils: The ox, the hippo, the eye, the rock, the pillar
Suit: Staves
Mastery: Enduring. A draw of Staves counts as a Full
Success whenever a Behema is enduring or outlasting
something. It must be some sort of damage or an attack,
and it must be affecting the angel themselves, not others.
It can be a non-physical attack, and be from any kind of
force, however impersonal.
Where You’ll Find Them: Behema tend to be in the
middle of things, the place where they can check on

Behema

everyone else. They won’t run to the front lest they leave
some behind, but if they are too far back they can’t put

‘I want you to hit me as hard as you can. No, harder.

What makes the Behema the greatest of the angels?
Nothing. We aren’t the greatest. The others will tell
you they are, of course. But this isn’t false modesty.
It is a struggle to be a Behema. We are the eye that
sees all and weeps to see it. When you hit me I did
not move an inch. But I felt it. We feel everything.
That’s our job. To feel everything. And to say nothing.
So you want me to tell you about the Behema? All we

Aspects

as much as the Nesher, trying to be everywhere at once –
but when they get where they need to be, they are very

See? Nothing.
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their bodies in the way of danger. Sometimes they move

do? All we are? All that is within us?

hard to move.
Stereotypes: Stubborn; martyring; self-pitying;
grand-standing; unwilling to find a better solution
when they could just suffer through.
The Others: Behema likes everyone. Or rather, has no
problem with anyone. Or not a problem they will bring
up. They respect Aryeh’s courage but wish they would let
them take the pain. They have deep friendships with Isha,
who are the only ones they can talk to. They often feel
Nesher are haunted, so they offer sympathy. Not everyone
can be Behema.

I’ll tell you nothing.’
– Joshua

Archangels: Michael, Raphael, Sandalphon

Where You’ll Find Them: You won’t – they’ll find you.

of the Kuba called me Koy Bumba, the leopard.

Either they are hiding somewhere you can’t see, or moving

Swiftness is my gift. Speed is my power. I am the

so fast by the time you find them they’ll be somewhere else.

runner and the diver. I am the predator who pounces
– and the prey who slips away.

Aspects

‘An eagle, yes. But I am also the leopard. The people

Stereotypes: Loners; anarchists; brats; iconoclasts; the
kind of people that if everyone else goes north they have

Speed is life, my friend, and I am speed. I am too
fast for you. All you can do is watch – if you can. We
Nesher are faster even than your very eyes. If we stop,
it is just for you to admire us. How fast we move.
How glorious we dance. Take a moment to look. It
will not come again.

to go south; never around when you need them; unreliable.
The Others: Nesher are loners and only tend to trust
other Nesher, but if they had to choose they’d hang out
with Aryeh. Behema are too slow and too careful and Isha

M

too noisy. Aryeh get that everything is about physicality,
of the actual action, not the idea. Of course, the Nesher

Why are we the greatest of the angels? If you have

are often enraged by the Aryeh letting out a warcry and

to ask, you are not one of us. We’re too fast for you.

revealing the perfectly hidden Nesher assassin. Just like a

Blink – and we’re gone. Or you’re gone, if you are

lion to give away the element of surprise.

the prey. Which are you today, predator or prey?
Don’t you know? Can you run? Will it be fast enough?
Go on – try.’
– Koy Bumba

Archangels: Barachiel, Chazaqiel, Tzadqiel

Nesher

The Aryeh angel is often at the front, but not because he
is fastest. The Nesher angel will get there first anyway,
but they don’t need to lead to do so. They would rather
pounce from the shadows, or charge from the sidelines.
Come from behind where you never expected them
to. They’re speed, but they’re also stillness and silence.
There may be times when the Aryeh strikes the first blow
because the Nesher was studying the angles for a moment
– but the Nesher strikes once and once only, and leaves
nothing to doubt. Efficiency is the perfection of speed.
Sigils: The eagle, the vulture, the wheel, the monkey,
the wings

6

Suit: Coins
Mastery: A draw of Coins counts as a Full Success
whenever a Nesher is moving. Stealthy movement counts.
Remaining perfectly still does not, but slowly creeping up
to or into somewhere certainly does, as does moving into
a hiding spot. Moving in a vehicle counts if and only if
the angel is directly controlling the vehicle with their body:
driving a car does, captaining a steamship doesn’t.
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‘Let me get you a drink. You have questions. A thirsty
mind – but a thirsty body too.
Why are Isha the greatest of the angels? What do
you think? Do you think we are the greatest? I am
honestly asking. I think questions are so much more
interesting than answers, don’t you think? I’ve been
asking myself questions for centuries. Who we
are, why we are here, what is Her plan for us. I find
meditating helps. And a hot drink. What about you?
What helps you think?
What is Isha? Isha is to ask the question. Not the

and how, not who and which. What are we, we Isha?
We are the question. Do you see? Here, let me draw it
for you. It is easier in kanji, I think.’
– Gen Tenshi
The fourth beast is the human form. So it is that all angels
have a connection to humanity within them; none more
so than the Isha. Angels were created to be messengers,
the connection between the supernal and the natural, and
the Isha embody this role most fully. Isha are the message
and the medium, the path between and the ends held out.
The idea of angels knowing all things come from the Isha,
because they just talk to people – and the wise ones also

answer. Or is that an answer? Am I cheating? Perhaps.

listen. The Isha are content to simply talk – or sing, for the

Drink your drink. Then ask me again. That is the key:

Lord loves a new song and it was the voice crying in the

to keep asking. Too often we think that the answer is

wilderness that cried out for the love of God.

the end of asking, and that is the worst thing of all.
An answer that stops us asking is no good to anyone.
The right answer is the one that demands even more
questions, questions that never stop.

Sigils: The human form, the human face, the hands held
in prayer, a mouth, a book
Suit: Cups

Am I talking too much? It is a flaw of mine. Have I

Mastery: Speaking. A draw of Cups counts as a Full

given you your answer yet? We are what we are, you

Success when talking is the goal. Face-to-face spoken

see, and better questions are what we are, and why,

communication is where this is most powerful, but it does

Isha

work over technology such as telephone or video chat – just
not nearly as well. Written communication doesn’t work at all:
there’s too much architecture in the way, and for this reason
the Isha are deeply worried about the digital age.
Where You’ll Find Them: The Isha are not ones for
battle – they leave the field and get ready to negotiate for
peace afterwards, and would be trying to talk both sides
down beforehand. If battle is unavoidable, they are the spy
who talks to everyone to see the lay of the land. They are
everywhere, moving amongst everyone, and always talking.
Stereotypes: Long-winded; loud-mouthed; given to
exaggeration, fantasy and braggadocio; unwilling to share
the spotlight or the stage; unwilling to do anything at all
when it could be discussed instead; prone to ignoring
problems in favour of carousing.
The Others: Isha get along with everyone because they
can hold up a conversation. But they distrust Aryehs
because they never have time to talk, and they dislike
Behema for they are often so silent. Yet Behema, given

Aspects

time, have secrets to tell if you have the patience to
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wheedle them out. The same is true of the Nesher – they
think they’re so slick and secretive, but the Isha knows.
Nobody keeps secrets from an Isha.
Archangels: Gabriel, Metatron, Raguel

allegiances owed as well. A soldier’s duty is first to their Herald

‘To my right Michael and to my left Gabriel,
in front of me Uriel and behind me Raphael.’

truly relax around those of another choir.

mind, but there is a knowing of each other, an awareness. That’s
not the same, however, as the sense of communication that

‘When the wicked advance against me
to devour me, it is my enemies and my foes
who will stumble and fall.’

comes with being in the presence of an angel – while every angel
has shared the connection of Heaven with their Herald, they

l
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may not have personally met them.

– Psalms 27:2
Azrael is the angel of strength and might, their own and their
gift to others. And mortals have always longed for power. So

d MT

Every archangel is different. Some are hands-on, some

many stories are told of humans seeking great might from the

micromanage, some are distant or aloof. Some teach their

Heavens (or the underworld); Azrael and their children will

Dominions through scholarship and lessons, but it is equally

take credit for all of them. Even the bad ones: just because

possible to instil the gifts simply through inherited memory.

the human couldn’t handle being immortal or super strong

Herald is the appropriate name for the archangels because they

or whatever is no poor reflection on the quality of the super

are what comes before, and the angels under their wings are very

strength. Even a little Achilles Heel (or the Achilles Heel) is a

much like their children. They were not born, but the archangels

small price to pay for top-shelf invincibility.
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laid down the patterns and shapes through which their soldiers

entered the world. They took their hand and kissed them and
made them live.
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Azrael was the first to descend to Earth, the first angel who
saw humanity and thought they could lift them up, to give

them wisdom and power so they might smite their enemies

As ancestor figures, they demand a level of respect and homage

and lead their people. This has had terrible consequences, but

from their children no matter how cursory or affable their

Azrael still believes in the idea. You can’t tell Azrael anything.

demeanour. And as creators, they pass to their children more

They are as proud as they are stubborn, and they see

than just the shape of their flesh and their talents. The Herald’s

pre-eminence as the solution to everything. Their soldiers

soldiers carry with them a shadow of their parents that shapes

are likewise. The motto of an Azrael angel is if brute force

who they are and how they see the world. Some reject or subvert

isn’t solving the problem, you’re not using enough.

that heritage, some embrace it, some struggle to find their own
line. But none can ignore it. Nor can angels ignore the ancestry
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Azrael always worked face-to-face with humans and

of others. Eventually, the Herald shows through.

was equally personable with their angels. Their army is

As with Aspects, these patterns lead to assumptions,

go forth and do good under their own auspices. The children

presumptions and stereotypes. Unlike Aspects, there are

Heraldic Vessels

The archangels are not believed to be on Earth – if they
ever did fall, then surely God would have called them home
for the final battle. But they have visited, and they have the
power to craft their own Vessels to do so (each archangel has
enough mastery of Countenance and Shaping to appear
human). While they could appear as any kind of human, all
angels have types they gravitate to and forms they prefer, and
archangels only more so. This means some archangels could
be considered to have a sex since they appear in those forms
so often, not to mention other physical aspects. These are
discussed below with the understanding that the archangel
could always find a different appearance if they wished –
human or something else entirely.
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In Heaven all angels are connected. They are not one shared

Azrael, the Exhalation of God
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– The Kriat Shema prayer

and the soldiers who served under them. An angel can never

dM
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The Heralds

disorganised and individual, encouraging singular agents to
of Azrael chafed greatly under God banning interaction, and
many of them fell immediately because to be an angel of

Azrael is to interfere. If those of Azrael cannot empower and
exalt the mortal creatures, they have no purpose. Azrael’s
army rushed to put themselves in relics through the loophole
– but they also numbered greatly among demons, wanting
to rule what they empowered. Azrael is not an angel that

sS
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encourages grey areas or middling thinking. Azrael is as bold
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as the shining brass of their flesh, and likewise are their children.
Azrael typically appears as a tall muscular woman with short
cropped hair and glowing bronze flesh. They occasionally
swap genders, but infect human myth as an enchantress.

Despite their natural gifts, they like to wear the armour and
weapons of their time. Some angels have suspected their
female Semblance to have been, or at least been associated

sS

with, St Catherine of Alexandria and Joan of Arc.
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their soldiers could be everywhere at all times, and humans

anyone has. If anyone would leave with God to fight demons,

kept multiplying and multiplying. Those angels who follow

it would be Azrael and Michael. Most imagine Azrael stands

Barachiel have learnt to be philosophical, and do what they

at God’s left, Michael at Her right, fighting the war with fire,

can. Barachiel’s armies were organised and meticulous to

fury and triumphant glee.

encourage attention to duty and to detail, but their agents

Azrael is an Aryeh angel, and their Aryeh children feel right
at home with giving power and granting it. Behema of
Azrael see themselves as holding together the very fabric of
the universe, giving mothers strength to bear children and

Others may falter, but not they. And while presumably

show-offs far more than most Nesher, but this is just more

Barachiel is now beyond the Gates marshalling the Host

Azrael use their gifts to unlock a mortal’s greatest wish – and
then grant it to them. Or try to.

and they find themselves often among the Armour of
Righteousness or the Helm of Salvation. The quiet ways of
the Boots and the Belt are less attractive.

Barachiel, the Intercession
of God

‘What’s the most you ever lost on a coin toss?’
– Anton Chigurh, No Country for Old Men
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for the final battle, their soldiers on Earth get on with the

done. The most common Aspect among these busy celestials
is Behema, for they are tireless, followed very closely by
Nesher, for they are always moving. Isha Barachiel are rare,
as there is so much to do and so little time to spend talking.
Yet words are the most potent form of intercession of all the
right word at the right time and you can blow a kneecap off
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the world. Among Missions, Barachiel’s children are drawn
to the invisible helpers of the Boots, and the guardianship

of the Shield. They shun the limelight of the Helm and the
directness of the Sword.

Barachiel, when they stopped long enough to be seen, liked

to take the form of the wind or wildfire or a spinning wheel.

endless sufferer, ever working to protect mankind. Barachiel

In human form, they are tall, androgynous, and featureless;

doesn’t mind. They’re used to doing all the work and others

a glowing humanoid shape. Barachiel is so focussed on

getting the credit. Taking bows is for lesser angels anyway.

work they don’t have time for images. Sometimes that has a

Angels with less to do, or more sloth in their nature.

downside. If Barachiel was on Earth, nobody would know.

specifically the final battle. Michael tends to figure in myth as
being personally responsible for destroying Lucifer or Satan,
but Michael is a brawler more than a leader. Definitely not
an organiser. No, for that, it falls on Barachiel. They are the
wind that is everywhere, the voice that calls, the memory that
never dies. They say if you want something done, ask a busy
person, and there’s nobody busier than Barachiel.

Mdl T

Chazaqiel, the Breath of God
‘God exhaled, and there was light?’
‘Multimedia.’

– Umberto Eco, Foucault’s Pendulum
Chazaqiel isn’t like the other archangels. They don’t model
the world like it is clay or sand. They breathe out wild wonder
and watch the chaos tumble and the world react. Their
angels aren’t direct actors, certainly not with the mortals
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Barachiel was the second angel to descend, and invented

themselves – not when they have the sky and the sea and the

the idea of intervening in human events in small and subtle

storm. Yet there would be nothing without Chazaqiel and

ways. Theirs was the very idea of Intercession; not to give

their work. The very first thing in creation, as the bible says,

humans great might to conquer evil but to deliver them from

is the creation of the sky, the waters and the earth, the rising

evil instead, so they could rise and fight anew. To redirect

and falling of the seas. Even before there was light, there

the sword blow, to turn the cannonball’s flight, to twist

was darkness and the deep. Uriel’s soldiers would say that’s

fate and buy time. But they soon realised neither they nor

not really the ocean and light came first. Details are not the
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remains. They are said to be the winter rose, the flower that

They would be too busy to tell anyone.
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who calls the Host together and leads them into the battle,
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job. Tomorrow is coming, and there is more work to be

They say Michael is the champion of God and mankind, the

Barachiel is known as the Marshal of the Host; the one
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their legions to become demons: why work so hard if not to
rule over what you preserve?

to heal if you don’t have to? Nesher of Azrael tend to be

Their generosity drives them to interact with humans,

dM

Of course, the very size of the task encouraged so many of

But again, the loyal soldiers of Barachiel are philosophical.
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were free to move as they needed to do their enormous task.

children strength to grow old and wise. Why wait for Raphael

generosity of Azrael’s children. They are givers. The Isha of
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Their empowering of Joan is the last decent sighting of them
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concern of Chazaqiel’s children. They concentrate on the big
picture – on the biggest picture there is. They paint across

T

all of creation and rarely bother to zoom in. They ignore
everything but their canvas; not just mortals but their fellow
angels as well. Even fallen, they’d rather be out in a storm
than inside having a conversation.
As a result, Chazaqiel’s soldiers are the rarest among fallen
angels. They had no great need to fall since the storm is
indifferent to humankind or its efforts – or so they thought

Chazaqiel’s magnetic forces and creating their own storms.

All of a sudden, mortals became fascinating. And more and

T

more fascinating with each passing year. Chazaqiel’s
angels are often the most recently fallen, unable to
resist some new work of genius like the transistor or
the battery or wifi. All of a sudden there is a crowd
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of Chazaqiel angels on Earth, and their approach of
being loners has left them lost and confused. For the
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until mankind discovered the power of the storm, harnessing

sS

first time in their existence, they need the help of
other angels and mortals – and they have no idea
how to talk to either of them. Chazaqiel was no

as much as to mortals (and preferring to appear
as a bolt of lightning or a storm at sea isn’t much
help). The one trump card the Chazaqiel soldiers have
is that they usually understand human technology a lot more

than other angels. They can trade that knowledge for other

angels showing them what talking is and how clothes work.
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Chazaqiel was a Nesher, and so are most of their angels, but
the fury of the Aryeh and Behema are also quite common.
Like children of Barachiel, it is rare for the soldiers of

dM

help before they left, remaining as aloof to angels
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Chazaqiel to be Isha, and yet storms are prophets too. As
strangers to humanity they find that being invisible like
the Boots is an easy option, while their interest in human
science and alchemy leads others to the Belt. They are
scientists themselves, and explorers, and full of wide-eyed
wonder about the world they once shaped and can again.
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Many – perhaps most – of the fallen are pessimists or at least
despondent about the future; Chazaqiel’s children have too
many toys to play with to fall victim to that. These loners are
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the best cure for the rest of the Host’s blues.
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‘All I see is a dead world run by the Fallen.
And you know what? These people seem to like it.’
– Gabriel, Gabriel

archangels, and certainly the one the most angels have met
face to face. Many of his soldiers think that Gabriel’s love of
humanity may have caused him to remain on Earth rather
than leave with God. Because Gabriel was first and foremost

to have spoken to Moses on Mt Sinai and to have dictated

about strength, and he would never give up on humanity.

his soldiers are strong. They can work all day and all night,

l

and they will take great pains to remind you of this. Their
strength lies in many fields, but none less so than talking.
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As Gabriel would say, there’s a lot to talk about – and talking
gets things done. Talking is what makes humans human.

Gabriel appeared in human form often, in an unassuming
form, working as a scholar or an artist or a scribe – anyone
whose Semblance’s gender seems to have become enmeshed
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with his being; as such, he is usually in a masculine form.

Gabriel’s symbols are the stave and the stylus, the paper and
the pen. His soldiers are given to writing, recording and

interacted with humans the most. He was the first to see the

sending letters too. Many of them are drawn to the Belt of

divine spark in humans and the ability and possibilities of

Truth, because if they cannot communicate, they can at least

interacting with them, one-on-one and face-to-face. Gabriel

study these children of Earth. Their fondness for humanity

tried very hard to inspire humans and lead them to greatness.

leads them to the Shield and the Armour as well; they are not

But somehow it all went wrong. They say Gabriel became

unknown among the Boots, but that feels a little distant for them.

children; they have the message and they reveal the truth and
still, nobody listens, nobody hears, nobody cares. It is enough
to drive an angel mad.

Gabriel’s armies are split fairly evenly across the Aspects.
His children are often Isha, but the message needs force to
deliver it and strength to maintain it. Gabriel is almost a
Behema himself, and is certainly stubborn enough to be one.
The speed of Nesher is a key part of spreading the message,
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and it was clearly a Nesher of Gabriel that inspired the

Before all that, Gabriel’s approach to his soldiers was the
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same as his approach to humans: talk to them. Gabriel was
amiable and personally interested
in every single one; every

legend of Hermes, the winged messenger. The link to science
and learning is deserved too. Children of Gabriel have many

Miracles – but they believe, whatever their Aspect or Mission,
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humans reject their Herald! Rage is common in Gabriel’s
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bitter and withdrew. Many of his soldiers fell to try different

T

given to write or carve. He is one of the rare archangels

Of all the archangels, Gabriel has visited Earth the most, and

approaches. Others turned to demons in outrage – how dare
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with him. Gabriel is perhaps the most beloved of all the

Gabriel is said to have delivered the news of Jesus to Mary,
the Koran to Mohammed. Gabriel works hard. Gabriel and

T

angel of Gabriel has at least one nice memory of talking

dM

Gabriel, the Strength of God
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that nothing is more important than the message: the idea
that humans can be more, and can be so by sharing.

been sent by God directly to humanity many times. They
talk in pillars of fire, in burning bushes, in symbols of blood
and water, and in terrifying dreams of prophecy and doom.
But this is only in the visions they send. In person they are
quiet. There are moments of bold, large movements, of
great dramatic prophecy and elegy, and then silence. The
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Metatron is enigmatic and unpredictable. They talk in riddles
and metaphors, metonymy and synecdoche. Metatron says
little, meaning much. In quiet solitude, they appear wise and

T

mysterious. Others wonder if they are just appearing that way,
and being smug about it. Metatron cares not to answer such
queries. Their children likewise.
Metatron was perhaps the most artistic of the angels, who
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painted dreams and artworks and ideas, and their angels

are equally devoted to beauty. If anyone was hit hardest by
having to abandon the work and become soldiers, it was
they. But Metatron did not shirk, and can and has shown
themselves willing to bloody their hands against the Horde

whenever necessary. Do not, as they say, rouse the sleeping
giant. Some soldiers of Metatron have had occasion to

witness their Herald’s wrath. It is not something they ever
forget, and they wonder how something could enrage
someone so much – but then, the artistic soul is always in

turmoil and always sensitive.

Angels of Metatron are artists and poets and as such they
love to inspire the same in mortals. They mix with mortals

almost as much as the legions of Gabriel, and have similar
disappointments, similar frustrations, and similar rages.

l
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only come from Behema of Metatron. How could

humans have lasted so long in their despairing lives
without the metaphors of the tireless spider, the mighty ox,
the long-lived mountain?
Around Metatron and their children, the whole world is a
riddle with more than one meaning. Nothing is as it seems
and perhaps everything is an illusion. Which makes some
wonder – is this reality or is all creation Metatron’s canvas?
Is God’s departure Metatron’s great artwork? Did God ever
exist or was it Metatron’s shadowplay? You could find them
and ask them, but how do you find the angel of illusion?
Where do you even look?
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Michael, The Likeness of God

‘And so it must be for so it is written on the doors to
paradise / That those who falter and those who fall
must pay the price.’

– Javert, Les Miserables

They were likely the Greek Muses and the spirit of invention.

Gabriel may have announced the birth of the messiah and

Knowing how much humans stake on imagery gives them

recited the holy Koran – but Michael is immortalised in

the best insight into human potential – and human weakness

human art, song and word more than any other angel. His

and how to manipulate it. Metatron soldiers who become

Biblical tale of destroying Satan as a dragon with his mighty

demons can make humans dance so easily, and always have

spear has been morphed into legends of St George and

the best tunes.

countless other dragonslayer myths. When people think of

Children of Metatron cannot do without humanity for long,
because humans are the only other creatures that understand
art and artistry; as such, they are common among the Shield,
the Armour and the Boots. They love to mix with artist
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Like Gabriel, Metatron is a messenger, and claims to have

The closest sibling to Metatron was Jehudiel, the Laudation
of God. Theirs was given to sing the praises of God and of
angels and to fill the world with that adoration. When God
withdrew the ability to interfere with humans, there was no
way to teach creation to sing, and Jehudiel and their soldiers
remained above. When Heaven is described as full of angels
singing, it is Jehudiel’s choirs they are speaking of. When God
departed, there was no more song to sing, so Jehudiel either
went with Her or ceased to exist. The Heavens are silent now.
Some say Jehudiel buried themselves beneath the earth for
there were no songs left to be sing. Some think if Jehudiel
could be found they could sing God back into being, or a
whole new universe to explore.

dM
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– Zophael, The Prophecy 3: The Ascent

Jehudiel

T

‘We’ve always spoken to your kind in voices.’

dM
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Metatron, the Vision of God
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angels they really think of Michael with his armaments; his
spear of burning fire; and Satan beneath his feet. Michael

has a lot to live up to. And Michael bears this burden like a
thousand-tonne millstone around his neck.

communities; to inspire, suggest, and encourage. This means

Michael never smiles except faintly and grimly. Michael takes

angels of Isha are strongly represented – but the fire of Aryeh

everything seriously. Michael has spent a lifetime knowing

is the fire of creation. The slashes of the paintbrush are the

that he and his legions are the last line of defence. He is

realm of the Nesher. The fortitude of the lonely artist could

the youngest of the angels and did not exist until the War
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of metal album covers. But to Raguel it’s all a misunderstanding.

from demonkind; that is all he and his soldiers have ever

Raguel doesn’t kill people. They didn’t invent death. The

known. Michael doesn’t care about whether others think he

existence of life demands the existence of death. If anyone’s

takes things too seriously; he has bigger things to worry about,

responsible for that, it’s God, not Raguel. Raguel sees their job

bigger threats on the horizon. Michael believed in discipline,

as to make things easier. Smoother. Kinder. Kindness is Raguel’s

training and alertness. He worked with his legions, training

watchword. Death is rarely kind, so Raguel tries hard. Death is

them hard, teaching them unflinching excellence. Every child

often ugly, so Raguel tries to make it sweet.

of Michael remembers that training and how much their
Herald believed in them. Michael’s faithful came to Earth to
teach that discipline to others, and to protect mortals directly.
They fell to fight among the innocent rather than above them.
Michael’s children fell more than any other.

Did they, then, kill the firstborn and burn Gomorrah? Raguel
says no. That was a plague and a meteor, respectively, and blown
out of proportion. They don’t like to be asked about it and it’s
rude of you to bring it up. Raguel’s soldiers are similarly private.
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of their archangel. Working hard and being kind. And killing

but there is time for the speed of Nesher and the battle

people. But only when necessary. They don’t like to be asked

commands of Isha. There is always a place for warriors

about it. They don’t like to be talked to in general. Raguel’s

of all kinds. Michael’s children are a natural fit for the

children are loners even in the angelic world. Other angels either

Armour of Righteousness and the Shield of Faith, but they

don’t like them to begin with or learn to take the hint from the

don’t shun the limelight of the Helm. Michael’s soldiers

silent treatment. Those who do know them properly realise they

are proud of what they do, and don’t see the need to hide

are steadfast friends and deadly enemies. If Metatron’s anger

that – especially not when so many humans venerate them.

was terrifying, Raguel’s vengeance is apocalyptic. Raguel and

sS

Where Gabriel’s soldiers send the message but feel they are

their children are, however, slow to anger and never judgemental.

ignored, Michael’s are called on again and again. Apart

The thing about meeting a standard to get into Heaven is all a

from Raphael, Michael’s angels are the most prayed to, the

human idea. Raguel is only in charge of endings. Only humans

dM

most called for. It’s often Azrael’s gifts they actually want, but

think life ends in a score check.

Michael, when he appeared, played up to his image, wearing
do likewise. It is expected. It is the only way, perhaps, to get
the attention of humans – of course, all they want to do is
fight each other instead of fighting demons, the real war.
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the image of the warrior god is mankind’s eternal idée fixe.
glittering armour and weapons of the time, and his children

Still, Raguel is an angel prayed to only as a propitiatory figure,

to keep them away, and their children are as unloved by mortals
as they are by angels. Raguel’s Miracles are craved for use on

mortal enemies, and many angels have lent their powers to this
end, hoping that this time, surely, the humans knew what they

were doing. Raguel’s soldiers, despite everything, are full of hope.
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Except now, that war is cancelled – on this side of the Gates,

They have to be to keep doing their grim work of watching

at least. Presumably, Michael and his legions are raining

death claim the wicked and the virtuous alike. They do also
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down fire and lightning in the ultimate battle between good

kill when they need to. The Aryeh and Nesher Aspects come

and evil, standing shoulder to shoulder in the apocalypse.

to the fore and strike without mercy or hesitation – but Raguel

And Michael’s Earthly children are wondering what to do

is an Isha, standing between life and death as the ultimate

with themselves. Staring across the battle lines. Clenching

diplomat, and many of their children are likewise, despite their

and unclenching their fists.

quiet demeanour. An Isha of Raguel can make a Behema

‘Mass genocide is the most exhausting activity one
can engage in, next to soccer.’
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– Loki, Dogma

look talkative, but death, for humans, is a time of singing and
communing. Raguel, when they used to take form, came as
a singer: a beautiful long-haired woman singing a song for a
weeping world.
Raguel’s angels find themselves often among the Shield, because

They call them the Destroying Angel. The Angel of Death.

humans need faith or something like it to deal with death.

The one who killed the firstborn in Egypt and rained death

Reducing people’s burdens and fears invisibly leads them to

on Sodom and Gomorrah. They who stood between Heaven

the ranks of the Boots; and as whispers at deathbeds they stray

and Earth with their sword drawn and their hand pointing to

into the realm of the Belt; and as killers of human enemies they

Jerusalem, promising the death of God’s enemies if they touched

find themselves often among the Armour. Especially when that

the sacred homeland. Raguel has a hell of a rap sheet – and a lot

anger rages hot, and there is so much cruelty in how death is
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Raguel, the Revelation of God
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They try to focus on others, the work, and following the example

Michael’s children are typically Aryeh and Behema angels,
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began, and he was born to protect humanity and Heaven

the work or the pain. The same goes for her soldiers. If they

Gates of Heaven are closed and Raguel is gone, others think

stand back, it is because they know getting close to another,

demons should be the real focus of their work, not humans, and

human or angel, makes the pain only worse. When they do

are leaving the Armour for the Sword. After all, death takes care

grieve, they grieve loud and long and publicly, because they

T

of itself. It wasn’t like Raguel made things die. They just made it
smoother and easier.

dM
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measured out in this world. On the other hand, now that the

know it is part of healing. But then there is always more work
to do. Raphael was generally too busy to give much hands-on

Is it a problem that nobody is currently making it smoother and

direction to her soldiers: the work was obvious, and they were

easier? Probably not. The children of Raguel don’t like to be

expected to get to it. As with Gabriel, many of Raphael’s

asked about it. Just move on.

children just instinctively knew their work had to be done
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Raphael, the Healing of God

‘When in the dark he kneels to pray, he truly prays.’
– Chuan Lin, Jadeclaw

God, presumably in Her unending wisdom, made the world
full of death and all the things worse than dying: pain,
suffering, injury, disease, the agony of hunger and the agony
caused to feed. And all these agonies cry out for remedy, and
they cry to Raphael. Or rather, Raphael took it upon herself
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to answer whatever she could. Like Barachiel, she knew she

could not be everywhere. Unlike Barachiel, Raphael
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when fallen, and fell in great floods. Some believe Raphael

must have fallen herself. She could never have left the world

to suffer. Is she still on Earth? None have seen Raphael since
humans invented fire.

never learnt to be quite as philosophical. Raphael’s
symbols include the staff, to lean upon, and a flask to
slake her thirst. Raphael is always tired, always weak.

Always working. Always knowing it isn’t enough. As driven
as Michael, and as idealistic as Gabriel and as obedient as
Raguel makes for a very weary and often very sad angel. Her

s
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followers do their best to avoid both afflictions, but like their

Herald, there’s only so much they can do.

Raphael isn’t aloof like Azrael or quietly mysterious like
Metatron; if she is silent it is because she is concentrating on

Hey, I Know That Guy!

Although a series of Relics assumes the personas begin as
angels with a relatively low level of knowledge about the
world and with their powers undeveloped, it is always to be
assumed that those powers will develop and that knowledge
will expand. Given the way Memories work, it is perfectly
acceptable (and, indeed, encouraged) for personas to have
more information about the past works or current location of
any number of the Heralds or leaders of the Missions. Relics
is about shaking the pillars of Heaven, and nothing is offlimits unless the Dealer says otherwise – and even then, they
should want you entangled. That means that the personas
can know more about the Heralds than is listed here, and can
even change it if it helps the story. After all, they were there,
right? They’d remember what happened better than some
guy writing a rulebook.
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can they tackle the task of recording everything that ever

martyrs: when they remember

exists? Step by step. They take it slowly. There is eternity to

to heal themselves, they are still

do it in. Sandalphon is patient and methodical.

the best healers. And they aren’t
all doctors: healing of mental,
emotional, social and political

Others might say boring. And Sandalphon nods and writes
down, ‘Others might say boring’.

wounds are also their expertise.

Sandalphon approaches their legions with the same care and

They do all know the pain of need

meticulousness. Originally each angel was given one single

and of being needed, and that

element of creation to watch over – and doing so required

humans will hunger for healing endlessly, and that can play

fractal angels for a fractal universe, so was much easier done

on the mind. Many of them give themselves over to relics

in Heaven with careful guidance from one’s Herald. Very

to escape it. Many have watched in horror and sadness as

few of Sandalphon’s angels have ever fallen, and as soon as
they do they find themselves immensely frustrated at how

possess and control that power. Some Raphael angels drift

difficult it is to view things from a fixed position in time and

further and further away from their calling as a result. It is

space. Sandalphon angels are the few whose miracles can

hard to care for creatures that spread so much pain. And now

transcend this, and that makes them invaluable to other

that God is no longer insisting these humans matter so much,

angels. Suddenly the boring angel is everyone’s friend when

perhaps it is time to give it all away.

information is needed. Sandalphon’s children are the IT

to ignore them and gravitate to the Boots of Humility or the

team of the angelic world: few in number, poorly understood,
social pariahs and desperately sought in times of trouble.
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Their complicated relationship with humans means they tend
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Sword of Wrath – after all, demons cause even more pain

Sandalphon appeared on Earth only once, taking the general

than humans do. Those who want to heal at higher levels

angelic Vessel with wings and horns and teaching humanity

dM

turn to the Helm or the Belt. Raphael is a Behema, but her

how to remember. Apart from the image of Michael, the

children are often Isha too, as healing is about communing.

recording angel bent over the stylus remains the most

The warlike Aryeh are rarer, but healing requires boldness,

common human idea of what an angel looks like.

action, and speed. The Nesher of Raphael are the original

That order, that sense of reliability: that is the spirit of

first responders. Healing that arrives late is no healing at

Sandalphon. It is not eternity that their angels guard, but

all. Most of Raphael’s soldiers are in fact medical officers in

eternal fidelity. The litany of God sung perfectly forever,

humans who heal, they find inspiration for themselves to go
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on with their great work.

Sandalphon, The Litany of God
‘Then onward in my journey, I come to
understand / That every hair is numbered
like every grain of sand.’
– Bob Dylan, Every Grain of Sand
by angels, but also to be recorded. To be seen
and then painted as a picture. After all, what
is existence that is not observed? So every
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moment is to be recorded and set down, every
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Falling changed that. The nature of physical existence invites
signal decay, builds noise. It became harder and harder to

Mdl T

record, and more and more disorganised. At least before
God abandoned creation, their fallen could be sure that

Sandalphon was keeping record above – but now all that
remains is their jury-rigged half-measures of keeping the

chronicle. It is not ideal and there’s no time to fix it because
more information is piling up every day. Sandalphon angels
are typically harried, and often on the verge of panic.
Something must be done, and nobody is doing it but them.
Nobody even cares but them that the system is on the verge
of spiralling completely out of control.

life charted, every sparrow that flies and every

Angels of Sandalphon come in all types: they need the

drop of rain that falls. And Sandalphon is

patience of Behema, the speed of Nesher, and Isha’s ability

the angel in charge of all of that. The great

to inquire. Aryeh too are among them, for truth absolutely

recording angel that writes everything down in

needs a soldier and a guardian. Preserving history and

the book of life. Meticulous. Attentive. Correct.

knowledge, their own and that of mortals, is something

Tireless. Sandalphon is all these things. How

that they are prepared to kill and die for. Other angels have
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The world was not just to be built and shaped

with no loss of signal quality.
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some regard, or have some connection to the profession – in
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humans have caused a hundred times more suffering to
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Angels of Raphael aren’t all

more connection to material things

life. But such things are for Raphael to care about, surely.

than living ones, although shaping

Sandalphon’s children can’t do everything when they’re

flesh is also among their talents. But

also exists as a reaction to the fallen’s lack of information
– and thus having to fall back on mortal methods. Some
Sandalphon angels therefore have a rivalry with it or despise
it outright. After all, the more things remain a mystery, the
more power Sandalphon’s soldiers have. Their need to know
as much as possible also draws them to the Helm. If there
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are secret masters keeping the secret history of the world

get access to their medium and to
understand it from its own point of reference. Fallen Tzadqiel
angels are common, but they do not commonly interact with
human history – they are more likely to be off trying to count
the grains of sand on a beach or create the perfect roast potato.
They are sometimes muses, like Metatron’s children, but more of
engineering than of art.
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– Masons, Rosicrucians, Templars – they dream of being

Tzadqiel’s children don’t even talk much to each other except

Sandalphon’s angels. In some cases, they dream it so much

to exchange notes. The work is what matters. Without their

they hunt the angels down like dogs.

Herald and their God, it appears the work goes on just the same.

T

Tzadqiel, the Purity of God
‘If the doors of perception were cleansed everything
would appear to man as it is, Infinite.’
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– William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven & Hell

Tzadqiel is a contradiction. On the one hand, all of creation
is fluid; it was shaped like soft mud and soft mud it remains.

Change is the only constant. And yet, is there not the idea of
perfection? Is there a way to arrange the world into its perfect

form? Does each change take it further from perfection, when
it was unborn and unchanged, or is it only through ever

moulding that we walk the world towards its perfect form? Or
is the unknowing tumult of change the closest to perfection we

will ever get? Tzadqiel is a philosopher. They have to be when
reality is an abstract concept that slips through the fingers like
sand. Plato, Browne and Bacon clearly talked to Tzadqiel angels,

perhaps Kant as well with his pursuit of beauty and truth as

absolute forces. Deists and atheists like Blake and Shelley and

Keats reached for the same desperate truth. Tzadqiel is what

Perhaps Heaven was the roast potato the whole time. Only the
potato knows for sure.

Tzadqiel’s angels are typically Nesher, with their affiliation for

movement, but Aryeh cause change to happen and Isha are all
about transference. Behema are rare, but art always requires
strength and the creations of Behema of Tzadqiel are the most
epic of all – great mountain ranges, deep ocean currents, the
latter slowly turning the former into dust. Tzadqiel’s children
may get lost in their work – but they feel akin to humans who
do likewise, so are not strangers to humanity. They are, however,
not committed to any clear sense of what to do about humans,
so gravitate to all the Missions and to none. Some might call
them frustratingly non-committal, even flaky. There is much of
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the anti-theist’s view of God in Tzadqiel: the blind watchmaker
who cares about nothing. Their legions would say they do care,
of course. It’s just that they care about something you wouldn’t
understand, like the decay of an atom or the accretion of a
continental shelf.

transhumanists might think of as God: the eternal search

Uriel, the Light of God

for the infinite and ineffable, unable to be expressed in any

‘What do stars do? They shine.’

form because they are the idea of the inexpressible. Tzadqiel
likes the attention as much as they like being contradictory.
Tzadqiel is what an atheist might think of God: a bit too
pleased with themselves.

– The Star, Stardust
From the beginning of time, humans
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have associated the light with
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goodness and the dark with evil.

Tzadqiel is neither hands-on nor distant with their children; they

That’s Uriel’s fault. They can’t help

adapt to what each angel needs, leading each child to their own

it. They believe in light the way the

nature and destiny. Just as each angel shapes creation and it in

crops believe in rain. Uriel is light

turn shapes them, Tzadqiel encourages each to be the potter and

itself, but they still can never get

the clay alike. Some leave such heavy questions and just focus on

enough of it. If they could make it so,

the art and craft of their work. They aren’t busy with panic like

everything would be light. Everything

Sandalphon, but they do become engrossed in shaping, shifting,

would be fire. The stars would burn

polishing and perfection. Like Chazaqiel’s legions they have

forever and consume everything in
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Although many Sandalphon angels join the Belt of Truth, it

unlike Chazaqiel, the soldiers of
Tzadqiel were likely to fall to better
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already doing more than anybody else.
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questioned whether they value such things above human
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one glorious eternal conflagration. Uriel has no off-switch. Uriel
is fire in the poetic sense as well. They are intensity personified,

only metaphors of Uriel, but if they endure, then Uriel must
surely as well. And yet what would God be without Her holy

– Ephesians 6:14-17

is also a promise: Uriel is the light that never goes out, the light
of God that shines on Her creation forever. Did Uriel depart
behind the Gates? As much as they adored God, the sun is still
shining above the Earth. The stars still fill the sky. They were

light beside Her? Neither option makes sense.
Uriel’s optimism is annoying and difficult at times, but it is
also infectious. Uriel’s soldiers were inspired every day by their
speeches and visits, or the memory of them. Each one shines
in their memory, and they shine too, as brightly as they can.
Uriel’s angels strive to fill the void as powerfully as the sun itself
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dispels the night. Falling was a culture clash indeed then, for a
fiery explosion is not always welcome when fixed to the earth,
but to deny themselves that shine was unthinkable. Some burnt
themselves to ash the moment they felt they could not shine as
much as they should. To live as a fallen of Uriel is to balance
your need to show the world everything you are while existing in
a world that cannot allow you to be unconstrained. That breeds
optimists, artists, leaders – but it also builds arsonists, terrorists,
and self-destruction. Uriel was always the most dangerous and
destructive angel, and their soldiers are likewise. That optimism,
that sense of self-belief, self-goodness and self-actualisation – it

other. Once there was a sense of the infinite and the ineffable
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and Her orders and intent no longer seem so clear and simple.
They hang on to the fragments they remember, the intent that

seems most sensible. Broadly speaking, they fall into predictable
patterns and repeated motifs. Slowly, these became the Missions.
Compared to the order of Heaven, the Missions are very much
lesser arrangements. Even angels dedicated to their Mission
agree that the groups seem so very human in their construction.
Perhaps the mortal world demands mortal means. Or perhaps
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humanity is a virus that makes angels more degraded every day.

Some Missions are actual organisations; some are simply a loose

collection of beliefs; some demand loyalty; and some you belong

to almost by default. But they all remain a language of definition
and differentiation, a shorthand to classify the world, to know
who shares your goals and whom you can trust.

Once they were casual classifications, but over time they became

or a nuclear bomb.

inescapable divisions. Membership is not mandatory, but is hard

are the rarest, and talking to humans is not something many
of Uriel’s children can manage. Some of Uriel’s children can
be a little bit fractured from holding themselves in, and some
break all the way open. But they aren’t crazy, just confused and
unpredictable. Like Tzadqiel, they are hard to pin down to any

sS

particular idea, goal or Mission. That said, their sense of their
own glory marks them as clear fans of the Helm of Salvation
and their fire makes them perfect Swords. The War at least
makes sense and lets them let loose. Even fighting with humans
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would be better than keeping calm and carrying on. Ultimately,
every Uriel angel is waiting for the call to come that the War is
on and they can finally unleash all that fire. Surely Uriel is still
here and waiting to reveal themselves anew and lead the way to
final victory. Their soldiers stand ready and waiting.
Any moment now.

to avoid. Eventually you have to trust someone, rely on someone.
And then favours are called in. Sooner or later, whether you like

Mdl T

it or not, or even know it or not, you’ve taken on a Mission. That
means you have a few friends and many, many more enemies.

Membership Levels

The angelic Missions are small and only a few of them
have actual named levels of membership. However every
group has informal, implicit levels of membership and
power relationships no matter how much they claim to be
a loose confederacy of equals. In Relics we model this
with three Levels, each one roughly corresponding to one
of the three Tiers in which a series will take place. The
base assumption of the rules is that games and personas begin
at Story Tier 1, and thus also at Level 1 in their Mission. Ask
your Dealer if you’d like to start at a different Level.
In general, the Story Tier and the Mission Level should be

Mdl T
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fire burns long like Behema and fast like Nesher. Isha of Uriel

T

outcome of God’s will; now they see Her through a glass darkly,

comes forth as a smile, but also as a flaming sword. Or a volcano,

Aryeh are the most common of Uriel’s children, of course, but

sS
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Angels that fall to Earth break their connection to God and each
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‘Stand therefore, having girded your waist with truth,
having put on the breastplate of righteousness, and
having shod your feet with the preparation of the
gospel of peace; above all, taking the shield of faith
with which you will be able to quench all the fiery
darts of the wicked one. And take the helmet of
salvation, and the sword of the Spirit...’

the fire of the blood, the fire that burns out of control. But that

dM

The Missions
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approximately the same, although it is perfectly possible

to tell epic, world-shaking tales about angels at the lowest

long-term plans for the Mission; smaller groups will be

Mission leaders can be told at low Story Tiers – we just

loyal to your philosophy and your agendas, and when

assume they have limited access to their world-shaking

you say jump, Level 2s say how high and Level 1s know

T

connections in this part of the story. Powers don’t always
have to not exist in the world; they can simply be off-stage
in this part of the narrative. Moreover, just as powerful
relics and Miracles above the current Tier can drive stories

true fear. You can pull together all the resources available
to your Mission and always count on allies having your

tuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrs

back. The downside of Level 3 is scrutiny; you’re one of a

as important hooks, the higher levels of Missions can and

dozen at most. And they weren’t kidding about the plan to

should intrude to drive the plot of those at lower levels.

destroy you. Angels aren’t stupid enough to let people into

The higher-ranked will always demand action from those

the upper echelons that that they either aren’t totally sure

below, either through direct order or simply because of the

about, or cannot destroy the moment they go off script.

VWN R 1 Ss
damage they can do.

Level 1 is someone with little or no power or

T

responsibility in the group. Whether new or old
members, they have done little to come to the attention
of others above them. They can ask for help from the
group, but help comes with strings attached: attention,
control and the expectation of favours being returned

NW V \ Z
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in service. Orders can come too, with no real help

behind them; you can be hung out to dry or treated as

expendable, as canaries in the coal mine. On the other

dM
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rung of their Missions. Likewise, stories about high-level
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hand, Level 1 comes with some anonymity as well. You’re
less likely to be called on – especially for really critical

things – and if you make mistakes, they’ll be less noticed,

and more forgiven.

Level 2 represents angels who have come to some
notoriety in their Mission. They’ve done enough right or

wrong to be known by the people in charge. If they’ve
done enough right, they’ll get plenty of work, as said
people in charge never have enough good help. If they’ve

done wrong, they’ll get plenty of attention from said
people to make sure they stop doing wrong. They will be

encouraged to stop doing anything if they can’t be helpful,

and threatened with force if they don’t obey. They are too
dangerous to have as enemies, which means consequences

will fall on them fast. They can be relied on to be just
good enough at their jobs to not need micromanagement
and just bad enough to take the blame for everything.

6

They can get support from above, but it’s expected they
earn it or only need it in the most dire of circumstances.
The one saving grace of being caught in the middle is you
can boss Level 1 angels around.
At Level 3 are the angels who run the Missions or are close

T
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acquaintances with them. Or possibly rivals, even enemies.

Suffice to say everyone of Level 3 and Level 2 knows

where you sleep at night, and likely has a plan to destroy

you. You can direct large scale actions and make
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Nicknames

entwined with humanity. Humans must be

Hobos, Bums, Ghosts, Wanderers

allowed to choose for themselves.

Foundations

This does not mean that creating them

Organisation
The Booters are not a particularly
organised Mission. Their fondness for
wandering, however, means they have

The Boots were the last of the Missions

was a mistake, nor was falling to Earth.

to be properly formed. Originally they

The role of angels was to create humanity,

were a loose collection of ‘other’ and

and with that job done there was no need

‘non-assigned’, the angels that didn’t quite

whatsoever to be in Heaven. Their role is

fit with any other group. There was also

now that of the distant parent watching

a much smaller group who believed in

their child grow up. Of course the child

various old religions known as the Boots

will fall sometimes and the parent will

of the Way or Boots of the Word. They

few centuries the train tracks have been

carry them for a moment, but they must

the most common place to look for signs

learn to walk by themselves. Individually

and to gather. Ditto bus terminals,

Booters disagree on how much to interfere,

airports, highway rest-stops and other

and how often, and towards what kind

places of travel. If you want to find a

of morality they should intervene – but

Booter you look to such places, or leave

all believe it is their goal to guide, not

a message there.

took their role in the armour of God to
be about spreading the gospel (or other
religions), but in ways more subtle and
less organised than the methods of the
Shield, and moving amongst humans in

borrowed from human traveller codes
from history. Booters leave signs in towns
and neighbourhoods that they have
arrived, and read the signatures of their
fellow Booters in town. Graffiti is the
modern method of choice, and for the last

The Boots of Humility
‘They don’t need to see us.’
ways more peaceful and less organised

The Booters don’t have any formal rules,
– Cassiel, City of Angels

lead. This logic seems inescapable to

but they have a code: help each other out,
leave important information and above
all, keep a low profile. Failure to do so
will mean that they withdraw their help

than the Armour. As religion evolved

Booters: how can anyone choose a fate

into monolithic juggernauts in the Age of

for humanity who is not of humanity?

Faith, they abandoned their last vestiges

For some that is why angels fall: to better

sound like much, but when you’re a

of faith and militarism. They found they

understand humanity, so they can better

Booter no other Mission will help you

had more in common with the unclassified

support them. Or perhaps become them,

either – to be shunned by them is to be

angels, and the Boots of the Way became

which some say is the next step. Others

truly alone in the world.

the Boots of Humility.

believe angels will pass into nothingness,

Beliefs & Goals

or be reborn as the rocks and stones of

The other Missions are trying to answer

the world, or descend again to some level

and all the city walls will warn everyone
not to help the transgressor. It may not

Levels in the Boots of Humility represent
contacts. A Level 1 Booter perhaps knows
only one or two others in a small local

below existence. God leaving is, for many

area. A Level 2 member knows every one

future of humanity. For the Boots, the

Booters, clear proof that their philosophy

of their fellow members in their city, and

whole question is wrong. Humanity’s

is the right one. The evolution continues.

can travel across country meeting friends

destiny, whatever that might be, will not

Having given birth to the universe, God

in each big city. A Level 3 is like a beggar

and cannot be led by angels. Angels may

finished Her great purpose, and angels,

king or a rock star. Crowds come to meet

indeed have their own destiny, but it is not

having shaped it, must too fade away.

them in city squares, and they can travel

the question of the role of angels in the
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sometimes. For the Behema, of course,

place. They know everyone who is anyone

the hard is what makes it great. Silent

in their field, and can arrange favours if they

watchers taking what pain they can? This

are not already owed plenty in advance.

is their jam.

Friends & Enemies

Where You’ll
Find Them

If they are introverted types, they may fall

Booters have two basic strategies: either

they insist that other angels obey the

they work invisibly, or they slip into human

same rule. Any distortion of the path of

As observers of humanity, Booters get
along with the Belt, and as helpers of
humanity they get along with the Armour.
There is a shared respect with the Sword,
because of their common idea that angels
aren’t about controlling humans, but they
dislike the Sword’s sense that therefore
humans don’t matter. Their biggest
enemies are the Shield and the Helm,
whom they see as abominations for the
way they have controlled human life and
human history.

to heart so much that they refuse to
interact with the human world in any way.

into Dissolution; if they are extroverted,

disguise and help that way. Working
invisibly doesn’t mean they are invisible

M

– although Booters who have mastery of

Countenance often are, drifting through

the world as if it is a movie only they can
see. Working invisibly means stopping

Some Booters take the idea of invisibility

humanity is seen to be a perversion of
nature and an attack on humanity’s free
will; an angel saving a human’s life is just
as bad as one taking that life and must be
fought with equal force. Some take this so

the skateboard before it goes around the

far as to plot to destroy or dismantle other

corner and under the car, or posting nice

Missions, or even to hasten the extinction

of all angels on the Earth.

The Aspects

reviews of people’s work on Tumblr, or

Aryeh are not natural Booters. Their need

being the unseen mail-room kid or janitor

to fight for something makes them really

who ensures the company ends up in the

want to get very involved, and fighting for

right hands. Those in disguise tend to be

become so obsessed with mimicking

the wanderers and bums that earned the

and understanding humanity that they

Mission their nickname, travelling from

convince themselves they are, or should be,

place to place and helping individuals one

mortal. They can then forget their angelic

at a time to get what they need. Sticking

responsibilities and thus end

around after you help people leads to

up exposing the truth by accident,

humans typically means fighting alongside
them – which leads to the Armour. But
Aryeh Booters are known to exist. The
boxer who trains the poor kids in the
drop-in gym is an Aryeh, as is the person
teaching self-defence to young ladies at
the YMCA. For the other Aspects, the
Mission comes very naturally. Isha slip
amongst humans well with their ability to

Missions

Extremes

the world and see a familiar face in every

way too many questions. It also risks
entanglements. The Booters are most at
risk of all the Missions of settling down,

There are also Booters who so insist
on disappearing they ‘go native’. They

6

or excusing the use of their powers
through cognitive dissonance. Angels
losing themselves in humanity or trying

talk to them, and the Nesher are naturals

getting attached and being sure that this

at being invisible and wandering around.

time, when they reveal the truth to the one

The image of the guardian angel watching

they love, the mortal won’t run screaming.

over mortals is from Neshers who have

There are of course ways to have no

are even stories of some angels being so

been glimpsed on rooftops or in doorways.

attachments without physically moving on;

intent on being human they entirely forget

Every now and then they get arrested

artists and hedonists can flit through life

they are angels. That can be an amazing

for stalking. It’s hard to be a Booter

without ever taking anchor.

burden to remove, after all.

desperately to do so are disparagingly
referred to as ‘Adam and Eve-ing’. There
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View of the
Other Missions
The Belt of Truth

Just like us, except they only want to

study the theory, not practical experience.
Not what really makes humans human.

The Armour
of Righteousness

Shyni

‘I read something by a man from the Arrernte people, one
of the indigenous nations in central Australia. He said that
the nomadic people had a ritual obligation to walk the
boundaries and crossways of their land. Marking it out,
sort of. He said they would walk softly, but with intent.
I like that. Softly but with intent. Just because you’re
being soft doesn’t mean you’re not making your mark.
A whisper can be heard around the world if it says the
right thing at the right time. We’re not invisible, us Booters.
We’re here, but we’re quiet. That’s how it’s supposed to be.
Softly, softly – but with intent.’

humans, but they can’t stop telling them

‘Shyni’, as she is known to her fans, has found the ultimate way
to fade into the background while still being powerful: she is a
celebrity on YouTube and Twitch, where she does ‘Let’s Play’
and commentary videos with her face obscured by animations
or cosplay. Her real Semblance is of a dark-skinned Malaysian
woman in her early twenties, but none of her audience of 1.4
million viewers could pick her from a crowd. She is popular,
though, and her opinion of a game can drive sales; she maintains
her commitment to Booter philosophy by focusing on indie titles,
spreading positive messages about lesser known works and her
fellow YouTubers, and never selling out. There may come a time
however, when Shyni will have to give her favoured realm away
lest she become too famous and risk exposure. Not yet, she says
each morning.

what to do.

Aspect: Aryeh Herald: Uriel

to stroke their egos and worship them
as heroes.

The Shield of Faith

Just like us in wanting to help

The Helm of Salvation

Just like us but they only want the good

parts of being human, the being wealthy
and powerful parts.

The Sword of Wrath

Just like us but they forget that humans do
evil just as well as demons, if not better.
158

Dominions: Fire, Countenance
Descent: Love. Shyni was drawn by the amazing cultural fusion
she found in French Indochina as it was during the 1880s. She’s
followed art and its rapid advances ever since.
Mission: Boots of Humility
Relic: ‘Shadow For The Eyes’ – face makeup made from a crushed
metallic powder that never runs out.

Miracle: When applied, Shyni looks like exactly what the
viewer expects her to look like. The effect fades after an hour.
(Level 1, Countenance)
Miracle: When applied at twice thickness, Shyni is invisible for
an hour. (Level 2, Countenance)
Mark: No matter what she does to her hair, it always turns into
two distinct points on her head.

rs

Just like us but they want humans

M
Missions

M
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Nicknames
Bookers, Scribes, Recorders, Chroniclers

Foundations

alien. Even though angels were given

for knowledge, begging for some kind

power to shape them, they are made

of surety to back up what they pretend

of things angels don’t understand and

to know. But true knowledge has a price,

operate under rules they cannot conceive.

and the Belters know exactly how hard

Angels never needed to store knowledge

Even angels become mysterious and

it is to find out the truth about anything.

before they fell: they saw everything and

unknown the moment they interact with

So they are not just knowledge gatherers,

remembered everything. That changed

this world, as they are cut off from the

but knowledge brokers – and they charge

after their descent, and they quickly

pure truth of God’s light. Somebody has

through the nose.

discovered that the human idea of writing

to discover what’s going on with all of

things down was going to be invaluable if
any amount of knowledge was going to be
kept, gathered and passed along to other
angels. Yet every single time, humans
proved too unreliable to trust with such
things. Oceans rise. Empires fall. And
knowledge is lost, over and over again.
When the Akkadian Empire collapsed
into a dark age in the 22nd century BCE,

this and keep a record of it. That is what
God charged angels to do in Heaven, after
all: to observe and record, not just create.
God would not have made creation if
it were not so important, therefore it is
angelic duty to record every aspect of it.
Fallen, that role changes to using human
forms of enquiry, but the goal remains

Organisation
The Belt understand the theory of the
human idea of knowledge stored outside
their own brains, but they still can’t really
internalise it. They are still getting used
to books existing, let alone lending them
out to others. The Belt therefore rarely
share knowledge, and keep no shared
pool of discovery.

The Belt of Truth
‘A book, too, can be a star, a living fire
to lighten the darkness, leading out
into the expanding universe.’

–Madeleine L’Engle, A Wrinkle in Time

Instead they share each others’ contact
details: every Belter in theory can contact
any other for help in their research or for
an answer to a question, and the rule is
that a Belter must provide all possible help
they can, and where their knowledge fails,

the angels knew something had to be
done. So the first of the Missions was
born. On a hilltop beside the Tigris river,
an oath was drawn to collect and guard
all human knowledge. Today the town of
Samarra stands there, which some believe
comes from Samyaza, the Aramaic word
for ‘fallen angel’. This first forming of an
official group was an important landmark
in angelic history. The Belt is very aware
that it is the original Mission – and never
lets the other Missions forget it.

the same. If God changed Her mind, or
in truth had different intentions, then this
will be discoverable through research and
study. The Belters agree with the Kantian
idea of revealed spirituality: that the true
nature of the hidden universe can (and
can only) be revealed by studying that
universe and the secrets hidden behind
it. Trying to guess what God wanted,
having fallen, is impossible; with God
gone, there’s no other way to even attempt.
The other Missions pretend to know what

suggest other contacts that might be able
to take over. The counterpart of the rule
of shared assistance is that no Belter is
bound to provide help to anyone not of
their Mission – and indeed doing so at
all is frowned upon, unless the gain is
worth it for the Belters as a whole. A Belt
angel found to be just handing anyone
who asks information that an angel
worked a lifetime to acquire, and getting
no return, will be removed from the
collective immediately.

Beliefs & Goals

God wants, but the Belters are the only

The Belters expect help to be returned:

The natural world, this Earth and its

ones actually looking. Eventually, the

if you keep asking for knowledge and

creatures – these things are fundamentally

others come crawling to the Belt, begging

never providing answers to others, your

160

them to help them succeed. Level 3 Belters

for archaeologists, but none of the angelic

the pile. They also expect a certain quality

tend to be the least social: revered (and

Aspects make natural scholars for the Belt.

of research – Belters who are found to

jealously despised) for their vast knowledge

It is a learned skill, unless buoyed up by

be wrong or confused on an issue will

and immense libraries, the lower levels

Dominion over Witness or Communion.

also find themselves shunned. Belters,

beg them for scraps and they often end up

The Belt is the smallest of the Missions:

therefore, can rarely sit on their laurels, no

becoming complacent – or the opposite,

few have the discipline or the intellect to

matter how big their libraries, and must

insanely paranoid. Legendary members

truly master the field, and that sharpens

be constantly doing research and hunting

of the Belt seal themselves off in great

the ego of those that do. When it comes

down lost mysteries and ancient secrets.

archives protected by many traps and

to mortal skills and intellect, the Scribes

guardians.

are the best of the best – the one Mission

are no agreed upon standards of how much

Friends & Enemies

that rises above the need to fight that is so

information should be given out, and to

The Belt are good friends with the Armour

whom, and at what cost, and how much

and the Shield because both of them are

scholarship and new discovery counts

involved heavily in tracking down relics,

as relevant or worthy. The Belt is thus as

with or without mortal help. The Shield’s

disorganised as most of its libraries: the

access to the great libraries of religion

system of information exchange is rife with

make it a rival if it insists on not sharing.

more rivalries, feuds, ego-trips and social

The Belt has different interests than the

drama than a high school cafeteria. A vital

Helm, but they both desperately need

clue for one angel might be held by another

resources, so they have a lot in common

who is still keeping a grudge from a perceived

and often move in the same circles. Belters

slight towards his manuscript from four

look down on the Boots as being amateurs

thousand years ago. Stealing the required

who don’t know how to properly do what

information would be wrong, of course –

they are trying to do, and of course the

not to mention dangerous, given the security

Sword is too violent for them. The saying

systems angels keep in place just in case.

goes that a Belter would rather question a

The problem with this system is that there

Levels mean the least for Belters, as they

M

demon than kill it.

Missions

requests will be moved to the bottom of

much a part of angelic design, and truly
beholds the creation around it.

Where You’ll
Find Them
The Belters are a contradiction: they tend
to prefer isolation to deeply immerse

themselves in the pursuit of knowledge
hidden in words and artefacts, but always
their collection falls short and they must
go and search for more. Some are societal
pariahs who steal what they need or
observe from the shadows. Others take
roles in centres of learning. More than
one eccentric old dean or aging don at an
ancient college is an angel hoping nobody
notices he’s been there since the Middle

6

Ages. They are not all churchmice or

have so little structure, but have the most

The Aspects

social impact because of how much they

As with the Boots, Aryeh are not natural

ago realised that the wealth of knowledge

are driven by ego and competition. Level 1

members of the Belt of Truth – but

goes to those with the actual wealth, and

Belters are virtually ignored unless they

truth needs a soldier, not to mention an

like the Helm, you’ll find its members

discover something truly compelling –

archaeologist; possibly even a mystery

among the elite of society, funding

and their discovery could just as easily

archaeologist. The truth also needs some

expositions and hiding away vast

be stolen if they are not careful. Level 2

very heavy bodyguards, and Aryeh are

collections. For every great scholar there

Belters compete fiercely to gain attention

very welcome in all these areas, as are the

is plenty of work for underlings, so the

from each other and those above, and will

Behema. Nesher don’t sit still for long, and

Belt is full of those who may have no

have many scurrying Level 1s beneath

Isha prefer to talk rather than read – fine

great scholarship but provide muscle and

bookworms, of course: the Belt long
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these things makes this task easier. How many of the American
soldiers who took souvenirs from the Baghdad museums were

View of the
Other Missions

angels or mortals working for the Belt? How many such agents
were among the great museum heist in Dresden in 2019?
Impossible to say.

Extremes
The Belt is full of eccentrics, which is to say there is nothing

The Boots of Humility

Trying to be like humans without actually
knowing what they are.

but extremes. The pursuit of knowledge as an ideal in itself,
unconstrained by any moral precept, leads quickly to dark places.
Graves looted, temples robbed and libraries ransacked are just
the beginning. Some Belters want to study the world not just by
looking back but through experimentation and study of – and
on – the living organism. One cannot understand a creature or
its society without tearing it apart and rebuilding it in new and
interesting ways, after all. Belters do their best to self-police their
numbers when they find them straying too far off script – but the
thought that the knowledge might be worth any cost convinces
many good Belters to permit perversions to persist.

Entrances and Exits
Angels are created in their Aspect and by their Herald. They
can declare loyalty to another Herald – but their past remains
as it was, and no known power save that of God Herself
can change an angel’s Aspect. However, angels can and
do change their Missions as time passes and their lives and
opinions change. The opinions on this vary between Missions:
the Belt and the Helm have secrets and look down on those
who might share them; the Sword believes in loyalty and the
Shield in authority; the Armour and the Boots scoff at those
who cannot walk their harder, lonelier paths. But ultimately,
moving between Missions is not very difficult. Angels mistrust
each other already; there are too few of them to hold even
more grudges over such things – or no more grudges than
they already hold. So certainly, in flashback scenes, players
may suggest other angels were once loyal to other causes and
masters, and scenarios can be built around shifting allegiances
and any baggage that brings with it.
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Working inside or secretly controlling mortal forces that pursue
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manpower in the finding and acquiring of historical objects.

The Armour
of Righteousness

Have the right idea, but it’s like they want
to find the treasure without knowing the
map first.

The Shield of Faith

Lost in pursuit of ideas, without but

without knowing the truth of those ideas.

The Helm of Salvation

Trying to lead, but how can they be wise
kings without knowing their realm?

The Sword of Wrath

Trying to fight a war without the greatest
weapon: knowing their enemy.

Missions
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Phanuel

‘Everything comes back to humanity. We were charged
with watching over them, so they must be the most

important. From them, we can learn the truth of God’s
intent and Her will for us. The secret lies in them.’

Phanuel has been alive since the days of ancient Egypt and has

M

been studying human biology and medicine since then,

believing that the human form is a microcosm of the true form

of the cosmos. She appears as an intense-looking six-foot blonde

woman who would stand out if she wasn’t wearing a dowdy

nurse’s outfit. This also allows her to slip in and out of hospitals,

where she continues her work: studying life, death and the

horrible places where they meet. She is not a mad scientist (yet),
but her perspective on humanity is one of extreme distance:

she has wandered through millennia of plagues and pestilences,

and one life means little to her.

Aspect: Behema

Herald: Raphael

Dominions: Healing, Passings
Descent: Knowledge

Mission: Belt of Truth

Relic: ‘The Needle of Life’ – a bone needle trailing a thread

6

of human hair.

Miracle: Given an hour to work, Phanuel can stitch any body
parts back together and restore the person as they were in life,

even if they lost a head or suffered another critical injury. It must
be done while the flesh remains stitchable. (Level 3, Healing)

Mark: Phanuel’s fingers end in horrible bone spikes instead

of nails. When not in scrubs, she wears bandages around them
to hide this.
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Nicknames

apart the Bronze Age world, they made a

continue. There may even be much to

The Cult, Mortal-lovers, Heroes

pact to fight evil in secret, with humans as

learn from the children of the Earth – and

their allies, to build a better world without

so much to teach them, so that each might

trying to rule it. At first they kept their

grow. But it is enough on its own to stand

existence hidden from the other Missions,

with them in the face of darkness. The

knowing they would try to stop them.

Armour owes them that no matter what.

Foundations
Like the Boots of Humility, the Armour
arose out of the actions of other Missions.
In the early days of human empires, faith
and government were one. The first
Missions appeared when those things

Many centuries have passed since then,
and now they stand unafraid in the light.

diverged, and what would become the

Beliefs & Goals

Shield and the Helm were divided on

There is a saying among angels that goes:

how best to lead humanity. That division

‘the Armour is sharper than the Sword’.

led to more war and more suffering and

Because nobody is as angry and as fierce

more chaos, and with it more demands

in battle as the angels of the Armour.

from each side that it was the one who

Righteous is indeed the word – and why

As much as God said not to interfere, that
was before falling – and there are ways to
interfere without rewriting human history
and causing all those problems of the
past. A secret army was called for to fight
a secret war; an army of the righteous and
the pure. Only a few would be chosen –
armed in secret, equipped with the truth,

The Armour of Righteousness
‘You have a right to choose.
I’m not sure you ever did.’

– Gabriel, Gabriel

and sent forth to keep the mortals of the
world safe and the darkness at bay. And
nothing, not even angels, will stop them.
Certainly not the departure of God. If
anything, the Armour has always been

could truly lead humanity. The world

should they be otherwise? The world is

burned, and empires fell across the globe.

full of terrible evil. What kind of monster

That was when the Armour began, for its

would leave people alone in it? Or leave

first adherents realised that in the battle

them alone at all? Mortals and angels are

between temporal and spiritual power, in

very different, but they share a spark of

the rise and fall of priests and kings, the

the divine and a special connection. How

Organisation

common folk were left behind with no

dare the other Missions think to keep

The Armour of Righteousness runs like a

angels to protect them. The world was full

themselves apart and leave these humans

secret society of the classic style. Members

of great evil, mortal and otherwise, and

thinking they alone carry the burden of

exist in small cells of no more than ten

too many angels were taking God’s ban

knowing right and wrong? They are so full

individuals, with only one knowing a way

on interference as an excuse to wash their

of loneliness and surrounded by enemies

to contact their superior, and then only

hands of any care or responsibility. The

whom they are powerless to fight, and

through code names and signals. Each

original founders of the Armour would

it boggles the mind of the Armour that

agent only knows how to contact at most

not let that stand. Seeing great wars tear

anyone could be so cruel as to let that

two others, one above and one below,
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ready for that. They are apart from God,
and on Team Mortal instead. God or not,
they know where their loyalty lies.
And the work goes on.

comrades to being examples of virtue,

the Booters about the Helm and the

identity is compromised. Although the

courage and strength, a shining light in

Shield: there is value in fighting the

hierarchy is strong, and orders always

the dark of the world – except of course,

darkness in those ways; it’s just cruel to

expected to be followed, individual cells

when they have to be ruthless,

leave humans in the dark. The Armour

are left to their own devices and trusted to

coldblooded spymasters.

secretly suspects the Shield tells its

carry on the work.

Missions

and in ways that can be abandoned if an

faithful the truth. It also believes that the

Level 1 members of the Armour will

Sword of Wrath will come around one

Security is not designed to indoctrinate

know a single cell of a few angels and a

obedience but to prevent the group from

half dozen mortals. They’ll be expected

day too – but until then, it cannot stand

being infiltrated by mortal agents (and

to follow often inscrutable orders from

with the Sword and forget humankind.

originally, angels of other Missions).

shadowy figures above. Level 2 Armourers

The Armour is sharper than the Sword,

Working hand in hand with mortals

set up cells and move between them,

and angels of the Armour will prove that

makes that constantly a risk. As much as

recruiting mortals and celestials alike, and

the Armour considers its close contact

orchestrating relic retrievals and moves

with mortals vital to its duty, the Heroes

against the forces of evil. The small group

are aware it is also their weak point,

and they go to great lengths to vet and
monitor their human allies. More than
once they have had to expunge mortals
who have proven dangerous to the cause.
It breaks their heart, but they do it. And
they keep involving mortals not just for
the invaluable help, not just because they
believe in working together, but because
they seek to inspire humans to be all they
can be. The Armour believes humans
may be angels-in-making, perhaps, and

M

at Level 3 are the only ones who get to see

the whole pattern and layout of the cells
across the world. They have a reputation
of planning some great and epic strategy,
but mostly their work is cut out keeping
the cells safe and well resourced. They
assume each of their fellow members is
working for the greater good – but there
are so many variables and secrets, one

any time a Sword is looking for trouble.

The Aspects
War is language that Aryeh and Behema

understand and secrecy is the realm of the
Nesher, and when it comes to recruiting
and inspiring, the Isha are perfect. Every
Aspect finds much to do in the Armour
– more proof, to its members, that it is
where all angels truly belong. Of course,
the cell-based system means they are
seldom in the best role for their talents.

could easily be setting some cells against

The Armour lacks the organisation

others. Secrecy is the Armour’s great

of the Shield or the Sword, so there is

power; it is also its greatest weakness.

no real system to put them where they

6

are best served. Sometimes it is not the

by showing them the nature of angels and

Friends & Enemies

giving them power and agency to shape

The Armour gets along with the Boots of

their own destiny, they can make those

Humility in their mutual closeness with

mortals greater and that destiny brighter.

the humans, but with condescension: they

Like the superheroes of comic and film,

assume eventually all Booters will get the

Where You’ll Find Them

they set themselves and their mortal

hint and join up. They also disagree with

The Armour wants to find trouble and

mortals who are the weak link in the
Armour, but an Aryeh needing to be subtle
or a Nesher needing to lead.
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Armour angels hang around police stations, hospitals and
warzones listening for problems, demonic or otherwise, and
watching for people with the right kind of skills to help them.
They often get people marked by trauma, which isn’t always

View of the
Other Missions
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the kind of humans who deal with trouble, like first responders.
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recruit mortals to fight it. Both of those tend to happen around

The Boots of Humility

the best for recruitment, but that is the way of working on the

Just like us but we actually do

front lines. The Armour also hunts down relics, but lacks access

something to help humans,

to much of the news inside the church or the wealthy. Instead

instead of just hanging around.

it relies on an ear to the ground on the darkweb and among
conspiracy theorists, hunting for anything that looks Fortean or
just strange archaeology. Again, it works with whatever humans
are available – who aren’t always the most sane, but they are
receptive. There is growing word on the net about getting ‘the

The Belt of Truth

Just like us but we actually put the
information to use.

tap’, a shorthand for when an angel metaphorically taps you on
the shoulder and tells you you’re in the Armour now.

Extremes
The Armour is always considering going public in some way.

The Shield of Faith

Just like us but they’re so busy keeping
humans in the dark they don’t fight.

The Armour is also always considering going dark for a century,
so it can stay safe and find its real enemies. The collective
intelligence agencies of the world would literally kill to know

The Helm of Salvation

what the Armour knows, and it would love to trade knowledge

Just like us but they are too proud to

and resources if it could find someone to trust. Working in

work with humans when they could work

the shadows means you never know who is going to go rogue
and take things out of the shadows – or who has already done

above them.

so. For the Armour, the question is not about who has extreme
beliefs but who is going to use their desire for victory to make an

The Sword of Wrath

extreme choice. Who will sell you out because you aren’t extreme

Just like us but are trying to fight a war

Could you stop them if they chose to betray you? What if

like they’re still in Heaven – even though

they already have?

this is Earth.
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TT

enough, or because you’ve made choices they would not?

M

‘It’s not enough to build Heaven on Earth. While there are
demons here, we must also build a Hell.’

Missions

Ava

Aspect: Aryeh

Herald: Metatron

Ava Stafel is a slender, blonde, Germanic woman who dresses
with a severity to match her cheekbones. She is a high-placed and
sworn member of the Armour and the head of Project Gremlin,
a concentrated effort to deal with the demonic population on a
more permanent basis. Killing them one by one is inefficient and
slow; capturing them for information would be much better but

Dominions: Countenance, Excelsis
Descent: Tactics

M

Mission: The Armour of Righteousness

would require a safe place to store them. Ava has been charged

Relic: ‘The Manacle of Might’ – a forged iron manacle

with building a literal Hell on Earth, a prison that could safely

that she wears around her ankle, from her days as a slave

hold a large population of demons. To do this she has infiltrated

in Ancient Rome.

corporate prison company Broadland Industries, and is studying
their technology and methods. She oversees a lot of cells and is

Miracle: For an hour, the wearer has the strength

looking for strong demon hunters who are willing to risk bringing

of an elephant. (Level 2, Excelsis)

them in alive for testing. Others in Project Gremlin have invented the
Chains of Ezekiel (see Chapter Eight); she disapproves of the product
being given to humans – but is torn, because it is so very effective.

Mark: Ava’s torso is a blocky rectangle like a poorly-rendered
statue. She wears large overcoats everywhere to hide it.

6
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Nicknames

the paradox of having a touch of the

Religions become corrupt and cultures call

divine yet being unable to sense God’s

for new enlightenment or reformations.

Foundations

presence. Angels suddenly had a clear

The world is in the grip of several crises of

and unmistakable purpose: to be the

faith, with extremes wanting to extinguish

The Belt was the first Mission – but the

connection between God and mortal,

all religion or hurl the world back into the

angels of the Shield would point out that

between the natural and the supernatural.

Middle Ages. The angels of the Shield are

they existed before Missions began, doing

Their halfway state was obviously designed

having a similar crisis about how to respond.

what angels have always been supposed

to bring the two worlds together, and to

Do they keep a moderate church for the

to do: watch over humanity, and show

guide humanity towards their celestial

quietly faithful? Do they reframe spirituality

them a better way. It is a chicken and

destiny; to bring the lost sheep home and

in the language of science and self-care?

egg question: were humans born to seek

the prodigal son back to the family. It is

Some think – especially with God departed

out something greater than themselves,

not enough to recruit humans bit by bit

– it is time to bring back the age of miracles.

something mystical and ineffable that

like the Armour, or try to run society like

Choirs of angels, blasting trumpets, a world

makes them strive to be better, and did

the Helm, or just kill the adversary like

church rising to unite everyone. Yes, those are

angels come along and shape themselves

the Sword. Humans deserve better than

the signs of the apocalypse. But maybe the

to fill that idea? Or did the first angels

that. They deserve to be protected but

apocalypse is here.

The Faithful, Preachers, Cassocks

The Shield of Faith
‘What’s so funny ‘bout peace,
love and understanding?’

– Elvis Costello, (What’s So Funny ‘Bout) Peace, Love & Understanding

give this desire as a gift to humanity, and

also nurtured. To have a force that not just

is humanity what it is because of it? The

curses the darkness but lights a candle. To

outcome is the same: the Shield are the

show them a better way to be. And if they

angels who most conform to mortal belief

falter, if humans are selfish, vain, cruel

in the great infinite truth. They guided

and shortsighted, then who is truly to

humanity to create cities and temples and

blame? The teacher, not the pupil.

civilisations, and it was only when greed

Organisation
The Shield has always copied human
institutions, particularly churches.
Sometimes to a fault – after all, in order
to crawl inside and guide the great
religions of the world, it helps to mimic
them. There is a group of twelve angels
known as the Assembly who wield
supreme authority (Level 3 in mechanical
terms). Below them are those of a middle

The question then is how best to do this.

rank who are known as the Order or the

The truth is that humans work in metaphors

Ecclesiasts (Level 2), and then the general

and stories. The easiest way to protect, teach

brethren of the Shield (Level 1). Rising

and inspire humanity towards spiritual

to the Order and to the Assembly is

and supernatural enlightenment has been

somewhat informal; it is simply a matter

through using human ideas: mythology,

of impressing the Assembly with good

Beliefs & Goals

mysticism, religion and philosophy. But

work, support and obedience, and thus

It was only when angels fell to Earth

times change, as do the mores. The Shield

awarding angels a sense of higher status over

that they truly understood humanity:

is not blind to the cycles of human thought.

the common throng. The Ecclesiasts cannot

and anger made men want power and
violence that the Armour, Sword and
Helm drifted away from the pure cause.
The Shield is a Mission under protest –
only because others have fallen short.
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the Behema satisfied – as literal shields of

demonic work. The other Missions would

privileged consideration by the Assembly:

humanity, the ox-like angels are second only

say that the Shield is far from the front

the Order can bring things to their attention,

to the Isha in numbers. Only the Nesher are

lines. The Shield would point out that

make suggestions and be entrusted to run

less well suited to the slow-moving path of

being the last line is more important.

operations or local groups. Scholarship

the Shield, but there are ways they can serve.

and good deeds are also supposed to be

God’s message needs a messenger, after all,

Extremes

rewarded, but the Shield looks after itself

and the wings of the angel are the greatest

The Shield is conservative, so those with

first and foremost. And it follows tradition

messenger of all.

eccentric views are never allowed into the

as well: respect is paid to those who rise
to power in a real world religion, and the
more monolithic and moralising faiths are
favoured – Judaism, Islam and Christianity.
All of these habits make the Shield
conservative, old fashioned and inflexible,
but it promotes loyalty and conformity. That
means when the Shield makes its move to
build its world church, most will fall in line.

Friends & Enemies

Where You’ll
Find Them

upper echelons – and yet inside those very
echelons, eccentricities can easily fester and

M

The Shield is particularly fond of human
religion and for millennia its angels have
found themselves inside it, shaping it,

directing it and using it to inspire. And they
do this work seriously, dutifully and actively,
not just preaching but living their faith,

to alleviate suffering and seek justice. But

strength and authority than trust the other,

there are other ways to inspire and protect,

weaker Missions, and as the most numerous

and they will use whatever they can. They

of the Missions, it doesn’t need allies. But the

are communicators of all types that can

Preachers respect the scholarship of the Belt,

reach a wide audience: artists, writers,

the power of the Helm and the organisation

orators, activists, performers, philosophers,

the Boots and the Armour, seeing them as
undisciplined, dissolute rabbles who work
to help one human at a time instead
of all humankind.

The Aspects

go unquestioned. Since the beginning of
history, the Cassocks have kept the faith and
nurtured humanity, with the understanding
that they were doing God’s work. A holy
mindset leads to fanatic beliefs, and the Shield
has overstepped its boundaries before, trying
to move Heaven and Earth to bring the two

working with communities and individuals

The Shield prefers to stand on its own

of the Sword. They have little time for

Missions

give large-scale orders; it is more a matter of

thinkers and counsellors. They have been
slow to embrace YouTube but they love
a good TED Talk. They even dabble in
politics, as the church has always done. The
Helm has a reputation for dwelling in the
halls of power – but just as often you’ll find
the Shield there, guiding, inspiring and

together in one perfect union. More than any
angels they battle with the question of what
Heaven on Earth would look like, and what
it takes to bring that about: who they would
need to convince, and how they would bring
them under one banner – which would be the
Shield’s banner. Now the call is rising to build a

6

world church, to sound the horn
and reignite the fires of faith. It smacks
of the prophecies of Revelation, but with God
gone, what else is there to do but replace Her?
Armageddon is about a new beginning after all.

As teachers and guides of humanity, the

protecting. The Faithful’s religious presence

Its only real opposition are the Helm and the

Shield is a comfortable home for the Isha.

means that when humans encounter the

Sword – and if the Helm were found to be

The Aryeh have a place in the Shield

strange and terrifying they are often the first

ruled by self-interest and the Sword found to

also, even if they find less to strike. In the

to know, but they are less proactive than the

be moving actively against humankind, then

patient, monastic life there is much to keep

Belt or the Armour in searching for relics or

it would be a fait accompli.
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View of the
Other Missions
The Boots of Humility

Could do so much more if they stopped
hiding and let their light shine.

Bishop Dicton

‘I know the world is a bad old place and we need to be
running soup kitchens, marching in the streets and

sometimes even picking up arms. But I don’t think I’m
an old fool for also talking about the value of a good cup
of tea and a nice sit down. We can do that at soup kitchens,

The Belt of Truth

Could do so much more if they

stopped looking at books and put
that knowledge to work.

too. Wherever we go. Have a sit down, a nice cuppa and

break bread. Or in this case biscuits. Would you like one?

They’re oatmeal.’
Bishop Malcolm Dicton can be a fiery force in a pulpit – his shrill
Irish voice, white hair and ruddy face calling on his congregations

The Armour
of Righteousness

his pulpit face; he has others. He plays all the parts: diplomatic

Could do so much more if they stopped

politician, wise community leader and kindly priest ready for a

trying to arm humans with weapons and

chat by the fireside. ‘Malcolm’, aka Maladicto, believes in leading

instead armed their souls.

in example as well as from the front, in his public role and his role

to rise up for social justice, to feed the poor and the needy. That’s

as de facto head of the Assembly. As an angel older than history,

The Helm of Salvation

Could do so much more if they

forgot about the pursuit of power and

remembered the pursuit of goodness.

he’s seen what happens over and over again when religious folks
don’t live by their own creed, and he does everything he can to
stop those who make that mistake and ensure he never falls prey

to it either. If anything, he works too little on the former and far
too hard on the latter, trying to repent his own sins that sit in the

darkness of his eyes. He tries to keep the Shield in line but he

The Sword of Wrath

has only so much rage to go around, and he is so very tired. And

Could so much more if they put down

now that global fascism is on the rise, he is spending all his energy

their swords now and then and fought

trying to lead world relief groups and less time checking on the

for truth, not just victory.

aspirations of his fellows. And even he is wondering if the world
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needs to be led by angels before more
holocausts begin.
Aspect: Isha
Herald: Chazaqiel
Dominions: Lightning
Descent: Guilt
Mission: The Shield of Faith
Relic: ‘The Agate of Agony’ – a shining
polished stone set in the top of his cane.
Miracle: If the holder concentrates for a
minute or more before pushing the Agate
against a target, it will produce enough
electrical shock to severely wound or throw
someone across a room. The effect lasts
in the Agate for as long as the meditation
beforehand. (Level 2, Lightning)
Miracle: If the bearer holds the crystal
aloft by the sea for a minute/hour/day, it
will summon a stormy sea strong enough
to prevent travel/smash boats/flood
coastlines. (Level 2, Lightning)

M

6

Mark: If he forgets himself, he cleans
himself like a cat, licking his hands.
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Nicknames
Princes, Snobs, Little Kings

Foundations
The Helm was born out of necessity. The
Shield has always spoken about how it was
here to help humanity, to lead them to their
true potential and make their world better.
But nothing got done. Meanwhile, humans
took it upon themselves to make their world
better. They organised into larger and
larger groups, and invested power in small
groups to organise them. They built cities
and accumulated wealth and created kings.
Admittedly, for a long time, these practices
were full of mysticism and religion, and
the Shield was enough. But nothing lasts
forever. Humans always change. In the days
of Sumer, Babylon, and Egypt, there arose

The key, then, is to do the most good
work with the smallest push. And that
requires a lever: the lever of power.
Power would be a poor thing if it could
only oppress. Power can set humans
free and lift them up.
There are many ways to be in power: to
be on the throne, or behind it; to have
fame, or money, or strength. But without
power you cannot do anything. Power first,
then God’s work can begin. Critics would
suggest the Helm spends far too much
time on getting the power and not enough
applying it. The Helmers would point
out that the bigger the lever, the more
they can move. They aren’t so gauche as
to claim credit for any particular social
movement or technological solution – but
they assure the other Missions the world

recommendation by another Helmer, who
will examine the applicant in person for
several decades or longer. Helmers often
take on apprentices and protégés with the
intent of recommending them if they prove
sufficiently talented. Conditions of being
recommended include proving yourself to
have sufficient temporal power and acting in
line with the goals of the Helm.
Upon entering, Helmers meet face to
face as soon as possible. They find close
personal contact helpful in building bonds,
encouraging shared problem solving, and
avoiding the rivalry and division of the
Belt. It also means they can keep an eye
on each other, and avoid Helmers going
too far into controlling humanity or
altering the course of history. Should two
angels of the Helm meet and not know

The Helm of Salvation
‘I need to be on a stage. If I can’t do that,
it’s all so awfully pointless.’

– Cassandra, The Wicked + The Divine

those who were wealthy and powerful but
outside of faith. Even when the pharaoh
was like a god, he was more than the high
priest. The Helm is fundamentally practical.
Nothing can get done without power, and
that meant going where humans put power.
A small group of angels saw this clear logic
in the days of Egypt and quietly left the
Shield forever.

Beliefs & Goals
To be a fallen angel is to decide that
interfering with human history must be
done. To have angelic insight and power
and not apply it to make the world a better
place is a crime. But, of course, humans
deserve to make their own choices, and be
only slightly, gently redirected when those
choices lead to great damage or suffering.
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would be a mess without them. Who ends
wars, stops hunger, organises Live Aid?
The Helmers don’t answer, but they wink.
The Helm’s precise agenda for how to
help humanity is non-specific; it is left
up to the individual member with the
assumption that the angel will do good
and that the rest of the Helm has enough
power to eliminate anyone who goes too
far off script. Again, critics would say this
shows the Helm’s lack of devotion to a
real agenda. The Helm would say it lets
angels be angels, to their full potential.
That way, humans can reach their full
potential too.

Organisation

The Helm keeps its numbers few, and its
systems informal. Joining requires

each other by name or face, they would
introduce themselves by naming their
mentor and sponsor, which also provides
an idea of how they do business. That
is also important because the Princes do
encourage individuality, and don’t like to
get in each other’s way. They are the most
loosely organised of all the Missions; even
the Boots have more formal arrangements
and codes. The Helm does everything
on a handshake and a promise to meet
again soon. It works, up to a point. Like
the Shield, though, it means the Helm is
very uniform, despite its claim of letting
everyone be themselves.
Individually, the angels of the Helm have
their own organisations. Like the Armour
and the Sword, they are passionate about
acquiring supernatural power through
the collection of relics – but with so few
numbers, they cannot do that alone, and
they employ angels as well as humans to
help. A lot of angels who think they have
no particular affiliation or believe

Helm can offer the Belt the knowledge it

also helps. Plutocracy and wealth is

in fact working for the Helm. Some angels

seeks – as long as they agree to share. It

their most preferred hiding hole, not

suggest that the Armour and the Sword

has a similar working relationship with

least because it is the easiest place to

are entirely creations of the Helm. The

the Armour and the Sword, happy to

hide. Certainly far from all cultures

angels of the Helm certainly do have

point both of those armies at threats

have had a powerful merchant class, but

secret agendas, and they do not see the

that the Helm alone cannot handle. The

for the last five hundred years it has

need to inform even other Helmers of all

Armour and the Sword are happy for the

their plans. Certainly not other Missions.

assist, assuring themselves they definitely

Not when said Missions insist on being so

aren’t just doing what they are told. The

critical of the Helm and its methods.

Shield and the Armour talk about how

Level 1 members of the Helm are not
even members: they are helping an actual
member with the hope, perhaps, of being
one themselves one day (or perhaps not,
as the Helm has so many helpers). Level 2
is where an angel actually joins the Helm
officially – although they will have only
met a few of their fellow members, and

eventually all the other Missions will be
subsumed into their respective folds. The

M

Little Kings smile, for perhaps all the other
Missions have already been subsumed into
the Helm.

The Aspects

become a fairly uniform world-wide
system that allows eminent protection
and great control. In earlier times, they
were more likely to be working inside
palaces or churches, taking the roles of
great leaders or standing just beside and
behind them. The angels of the Helm
have many styles, but ultimately it comes
down to that one choice – in the light
or in the shadow just outside the light.
That’s always where they’ll be.

Natural leaders like the Aryeh gravitate
to the Helm of Salvation, as do the

will still be under observation by others.
To reach Level 3 means you are finally

high flyers of the Nesher and the chatty

accepted enough to be truly left alone

Isha. Only the Behema find the Helm

to get your work done, with your only

uninspiring, but there are a few amongst

distractions being all the angels below you

the Helm still. Power often requires

wanting your attention, and having to

patience, as does waiting for that perfect

decide if they are worth it.

moment to leverage that power to do the

Extremes
Like the Belt, each member of the Helm
is already an eccentric and singular case.
Like the Shield, the power of the Helm
makes its standard agenda a knife-edge
away from being extreme enough to give
the other Missions pause. But much more

most good with the lightest touch.

dangerous are the means used to gain

The Helmers like to stay cordial with

Where You’ll Find Them

power. The Princes are aware that there

everyone. That’s another reason why

The angels of the Helm of Salvation are

they keep their cards close to their chest:

easy to find. Power comes in many forms,

it helps them make and keep allies. But

but wherever it is, there they will be. They

secretly they mock and look down on

are the rich, the famous, the members of

the Boots for being their opposite, so

high office and dwellers in high towers.

absolutely powerless. They have a

Although military and police have a great

historical rivalry with the Shield and often

deal of power, the Helm tends to leave

Friends & Enemies

Missions

themselves to be of another Mission are

lies their greatest temptation, their weakest
link. It’s there they scrutinise each other

6

the most. Power is valued, yes, but
never at the expense of others. And yet,
what is power but a system that exploits?
Every Helmer has their own idea of how
far they are prepared to participate in a
broken system to master it, and how far

clash in battles over territory; the Helm is

such things to the Armour and the Sword,

not blind to how much power real-world

and only operates at the very highest

extremes of the Helm are measured in

religions can offer it. The same is true of

levels therein. Helmers prefer to be present

inches and shades of grey, and slowly

the Belt; knowledge is power and the two

in the governments or corporations

some have become very black indeed.

have fought over treasures. They have at

running such things, but every now and

But if it builds a better world in the long

other times allied, for the power of the

then a wise hand among the generals

run, isn’t the price worth it?

they will tolerate others doing so. The
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View of the
Other Missions
The Boots of Humility

Want to help, but they can’t do anything

to really help humans without the power
we have.

Amenset

‘Understand: we’re not after Earthly power for us.
We’re after it for them. After all, a helm and a halo
are just two different kinds of crown, aren’t they?’

Amenset, or Amy Ansett, fell to Earth by accident: she
was so busy trying to get the Egyptians to stop messing
around with internecine squabbles and the minutiae

The Belt of Truth

Can study all they want, but they can’t do
anything with the knowledge they find.

The Armour
of Righteousness

of faith and get on with creating civilisation that one
day she looked up and it was permanent. It fit her well,
though: as an angel she sees herself as the messenger
incarnate, and the message she brings is how to do it

better. She now works as an international corporate

consultant, but the work is always the same: find a
system that isn’t working, and breathe in a new idea, the

Want to be like us, but they can’t

thing they just can’t see from the inside. Give her an

do that while they’re afraid of

hour and a ten thousand dollar cheque to her favourite

becoming powerful.

charity and she’ll rewrite your entire business model with

a slide show and a smile, making it twice as profitable

The Shield of Faith

and far more socially responsible. It’s all become too
easy, however, and she’s seeing more and more that

Want to lead, but they can’t do that

changing companies one by one is doing nothing to stop

without the power they pretend to shun.

the worldwide financial system from becoming worse and

worse. She has enough connections and knowledge to

The Sword of Wrath

tank the entire financial system and leave only good companies
standing, but she saw how much suffering the GFC caused – and

Useful, but you can’t win a war unless you

she knows some of the Helm would stand against her. Unless, of

come into the power they fear.

course, it didn’t seem like she did it.
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Missions

Aspect: Nesher

Herald: Gabriel
Dominions: Communion, Countenance

M

Descent: Carelessness
Mission: The Helm of Salvation
Relic: ‘The Illuminating Eye’ – Amenset’s right
eye is a sphere of gold. She wears makeup
and contacts to conceal it.
Miracle: If she maintains eye contact with someone for
ten seconds she can implant a suggestion of a new idea.
They don’t have to act on it. (Level 1, Communion)
Miracle: If she touches someone, she knows their name
and their current desires. (Level 1, Communion)
Miracle: If she spends an hour/day/year studying
a system, project or operation, she can discover a way
to fix it, improve it or solve any one significant problem.

6

The size and complexity of the system determines how
long she must study it (See Chapter 4 for examples).
(Level 3, Communion)
Mark: Despite missing her eye, she has 20/20 vision
in both and the gold eye tracks and reacts exactly
like a real one.
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Nicknames

Beliefs & Goals

Organisation

Brutes, The Burning Ones, Furies

The Sword believes that trying to ‘fix’

Emerging from the human military, the

humans or even ‘save’ them is a fool’s errand.

Sword is organised in kind. Brotherhood

It’s not the Sword’s place, or something it

and loyalty are the supreme virtues.

can really understand; even if such a thing

Its leader is known as the Isfahsalar, an

were possible at all, it would be neither

Arabic word for the head of an army.

doable nor important until every demon was

Beneath him are Amir Mi’a and Amir,

dead. Humans can cause great suffering in

and then common members are known as

their own way – but so much of that is made

Askar. The titles and ranks are a flotsam

worse by demonic forces, and the problem

and jetsam from the Crusade age, and are

must be dealt with at its head. The infection

confused by time and translation, but in

must be pulled out. You cannot work with

theory each angel knows their place and

humans while demons walk amongst

swears fealty to their superiors. Promotion

them, especially when they can hide their

is based on valorous and distinctive service.

Foundations
As great and terrible religious wars raged
across Europe and Asia, the battles
between the cross and the crescent (and
different shades of both) inevitably led to
angels fighting angels. Each under orders
from the Helm or the Shield, sent to die
based on someone’s theory of what would
make humans or humanity better, while
demons prowled the battlefields and
laughed. It was too much. It would not
stand. At the height of the Fourth Crusade,

influence in relics or in other ways. Indeed,

The Sword is selective, and prefers to

The Sword of Wrath
‘For the cherub with his flaming sword is hereby
commanded to leave his guard at tree of life,
and when he does, the whole creation will be
consumed, and appear infinite, and holy.’

– William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven & Hell

only take the best, but the Burning Ones
recognise that more and more, angels
want to join their army and fight the good
fight. They would never to stand in the
way of anyone keen to do their part.

as Constantinople burned, soldiers of
both sides could take no more: they threw

there can be no alliance with other angels

Unlike human militaries, the Sword is not

down their swords and became brothers.

either: not until the demons are purged and

based on gathering in large groups, nor

They called themselves the Sword, but

angelic kind is pure again. The rebellion

is it regular active service. Soldiers are

they would no longer be wielded by absent

against God threw off everything from what

expected to drill so they are constantly in

masters. They would be their own masters,

it is supposed to be, and until the error is

condition, but may go decades between

and fight for, with or against neither angel

corrected, nothing else matters. The Furies

seeing action. Independence is prized;

nor mortal ever again. And they would

admit, they have not yet succeeded. Their

members are expected to fight on their

forget trying to fix humanity; it was at best

task is enormous. Even more reason to set

own, perform their own reconnaissance,

a distraction, at worst too corrupt anyway.

themselves to it above all else. And the War

and take initiative with any and all

There were bigger enemies, and more

will be won as all wars are: gather the troops,

demonic threats. Orders of superior

important wars to fight, away from endless

find the enemy, and slaughter them all until

officers and senior tacticians are respected,

bloodshed of human pettiness.

victory is achieved.

but it is an order of fealty, not obedience.
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Sword means organisation is almost

bookishness looks like weakness. They

a fellow Sword cannot refuse a call for

always about rank and file, not egos or

despise the Helm for similar reasons: the

sanctuary or support in their ongoing

social trends.

Snobs are seen as pompous and soft, and

war. Most do not need to be reminded of
this, and respond to the call of battle with
passion. That, more than anything, keeps
the Sword united and effective. Chains
of command exist, but zeal is faster and
stronger and more reliable.

given to hiding behind mortal means.

Friends & Enemies

Missions

At least in theory. But the fealty is sacred:

Ironically, because Swords pursue battle

The Sword has a long-lasting alliance

in human forces and fight great powers,

with the Armour, promising mutual

they often end up in close quarters with

support and no interference. The two

the Helm’s angels, and must swallow their

work together well, and Sword angels will
support Armourers in need. They tend

M

pride for the good of the mission (and the
Mission).

The Amir Mi’a and their leaders represent

to respect the Shield for their ancient

the Level 3 membership of the Sword,

traditions and dutifulness; the quiet

with the Amir making up Level 2 and the

servitude of the Boots also earns their

Askar Level 1. Of course, an unpopular

respect, although they are undisciplined

right down to their four beasts. The Sword

Amir Mi’a could be operating at a lower

rabble. They appreciate the Belt for the

is indeed a place where the fierce Aryeh, the

level, but the respect and loyalty of the

tactical information they gather, but their

swift Nesher and the mighty Behema not

The Aspects
Angels often feel they were built for war,

Missions & Memories

Angels may, thanks to their Mission, have superiors and underlings, mentors and proteges, colleagues and rivals, allies and those they
blackmail into obedience. Remember, though, that all mundane abilities in Relics are represented as Memories. If an angel wants
access to a resource that they get through their Mission or another member of it, then it has to come through a Memory. This will
likely provide some backstory into the relationship with this angel. What the provided skill can achieve should be determined by the
level of the angel and of their colleague. This can be done without any concern for mechanics, but Dealers should freel free to add
Trammels to these Memories to reflect any power imbalance in place. Use the Trammel rules for Miracles as a guide.
For example, if a Level 1 angel wants to call down all the might of a Level 3-equivalent Sword of Wrath military attack, that would
need a major Trammel, equivalent to a Level 2 Trammel for miracles: a lifelong debt owed, a massive sacrifice paid and/or a once-ina-century condition under which it can only be called in. Asking just one Level above would require a moderate Trammel, indicating
a call for service or favours that must be returned. Aid from the same Level comes with a minor Trammel, of around the Level 0
standard, so only doing so once per scene is the baseline. Aid from below comes without Trammel. Aid from two Levels below
– a Level 3 calling on a Level 1 – can provide two Blessings or a substantial amount of support.

6

Example: Shaun’s persona, Katarina, is a high placed Amir Mi’a in the Sword of Wrath, and has infiltrated the Swiss Guard believing that the Pope is
humanity’s supreme leader who must be protected. Chasing a demon hunting a lost relic in Rome’s past, she calls in the Swiss Guard to shut down the entire
Vatican and commandeer Roman police to run a manhunt. Shaun adds the memory ‘With the help of a medieval spymaster, Ligaeus, I infiltrated the Swiss
Guard, Running a Manhunt (Moving)’. Katarina is only Level 2 in the Sword, however, and this is a big ask. The Dealer decides that the Trammel is it
reveals how much power the Sword has in Rome. Ligaeus, a trusted member of the Shield, is cast out for working with a rival Mission and will have questions
for his friend Katarina. The Isfahsalar invites Katarina over for a friendly chat about whether it was really necessary to draw so much attention from the
Shield, and all the ways Katarina might repair the damage. Later, Katarina is forced to run from Shield and Sword agents alike, and her friend Petrov wants
to call in a favour to stop the Sword from using the full force of the Swiss Guard against her. Petrov is Level 1, so this favour demands major sacrifice. The
Isfahsalar insists that in exchange for not seeking punishment on Katarina, Petrov must become totally obedient: his wings will be severed and kept by the Sword
to permanently control him.
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Isha are rare and out of place, like the Behema in the Helm. If there
is any sign that the Sword is not the totality of angelic purpose, it
is that the Isha are less at home among them. There are a few, of

View

of the

Other Missions

course; the ability to command mortals when needed is useful. And
angelic Mission isn’t all about angelic capability.

Where You’ll Find Them
Like the Armour, the angels of the Sword find themselves
drawn to the ranks of human fighters: the police, the army,

The Boots of Humility
Need discipline.

and mercenary forces. It gives them access to information and
weapons, and cover stories for acquiring both. Always practical,
they have little time for any other reason to be among human
society; such things are a distraction. So you find them alone, far
from society and civilisation. Sometimes they go native in a very
different way than Boots angels: they spend so much time away
from humans they let their Semblance slip and forget how to

The Belt of Truth

Need to give us their information.

disguise themselves. Others withdraw so much they fall into
Dissolution, with nothing but shadows of themselves left behind.
They believe their zeal will keep them engaged – but total belief
can be as empty as total apathy.

Extremes
The Sword is an extreme. There is only one thing the Furies
really disagree about among their ranks, and that is how much
they reveal themselves to mortals, and how mortals should be
treated. When do they become threats to be removed? How
many casualties is too many to achieve a goal? Humans aren’t
necessarily granted civilian status, to be protected as noncombatants. And yet, angels who are too cavalier with human
life and with discretion are not tolerated. Moreover, the Sword
of Wrath was founded on an oath that no angel would take arms
against another angel. Yet at times they have no choice: angels
can conspire with demons or betray the Sword or pervert the
Mission... once again a certain respect is demanded, but everyone
disagrees on how many bodies actually count as too many.
The Sword do believe in obedience and fealty, but are riven
with division and distrust in actuality because everyone has their
own idea of acceptable losses.
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stretch to welcome it. They can strike, and endure, and charge. The
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just belong but thrive. Battle calls to them, and they feel their wings

The Armour
of Righteousness
Need to join us.

The Shield of Faith
Need to leave us alone.

The Helm of Salvation
Need to watch their backs.

Missions

Mdl T
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Adra

‘Everything is a war. Everyone is a soldier. There are no
bystanders. Just life. Death. And fire.’

Adra (or Adramelech) is not your typical Sword, most say.

He appears as a short pale-skinned Frenchman, spectacles on

his nose, and is as often found sitting by a map or a diagram as
standing with a sword in hand. But he is the Isfahsalar of the

M

Sword, and takes it very seriously. He is very young to hold that
rank – he fell during the First World War, horrified by the great
tide of death of soldiers he saw – but his brilliant mind and his
singular ambition have catapulted him to the very top. He is a

master tactician and a skilled leader. He inspires fanatical loyalty

with his quiet conviction far more than a blustering bully might.

Adra works in weapons technology for the French armed forces,

and brings the latest in weapon design to his Sword legions. Some
say he is working on something special, something secret, with

maps and diagrams. Something that requires the attention of all
the Sword... and will lead to winning the War once and for all.

Aspect: Nesher

Herald: Tzadqiel

Dominions: Shaping, Passings
Descent: Disgust

Mission: The Sword of Wrath

Relic: ‘The Last Clock’ – Adra carries a pocket watch

appropriate to the early 20th century. It has a regular

6

clock face with a stopwatch hand.

Miracle: If Adra stops the clock’s hands, someone he is looking

at dies instantly of seemingly natural causes. He can only do this
once a day – or twice if he dies as well. (Level 3, Passings)

Miracle: If Adra starts the stopwatch, he becomes insubstantial
for sixty seconds. (Level 2, Shaping)

Mark: Adramelech has a peacock’s tail he has to stuff inside his
clothes. He prefers to sit at a table or stand with his back to the
wall so it isn’t obvious.
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The second time he met her was in Seoul, at the big conference
for the world’s hottest up-and-coming tech CEOs. He’d
patented his idea, and marketed it, and discovered the ocean
might be wider and bluer than he’d ever dreamed, and now he
just needed investors to make the project really big, but none of
these goddamn people wanted to give him a chance. And there
she was, over in the corner in a figure-hugging black cocktail
dress, eyes made up with kohl, looking like she’d just stepped
off the set of Cleopatra.
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And she handed him a black card with gold text that just said
AMY ANSETT, CONSULTANT alongside her phone number,
and walked away.
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Amy Ansett wasn’t like any of the others. There were no mealymouthed platitudes, no tired bromides about self-actualisation,
no stupid goddamn acronyms, and not one mention of the
word ‘synergy’. At the end of it, he wasn’t even sure what
she’d spoken about, but his head was buzzing with that idea
he’d shelved away ages ago, the one he’d drunkenly ranted
to his buddy was gonna ‘change the friggin’ world, man’. He
managed to catch her in the lobby afterwards, and they went to
a bar, and she smiled and nodded as he breathlessly explained
it all to her without even really knowing why. Before he knew it
he was telling her how underappreciated he and his coworkers
were, how nobody in management gave a damn about them
and had just laid off like half the best guys in IT in a stupid
‘efficiency restructuring’ and were probably going to outsource
the rest, and how maybe if he could get this off the ground he
could get out of this hellhole. And then she said the words that
would change his life:
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The first time was in Boston, at the office where he worked as a
low-level IT drone. He wasn’t even sure why the company kept
hiring these motivational speakers, but if it meant an afternoon
away from exorcising the PC Gladys from Accounting insisted
on loading up with toolbars and useless screensavers for at
least the fifth time, then sure, he was all for it.
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And then she walked away into the crowd, to mingle.

The third and final time he met her was in Silicon Valley, as
he sat at his mahogany desk and he looked over the numbers
and wondered why the hell, with all his genius, his company
was losing money. The sales weren’t what they used to be, and
despite putting in what he knew the customers wanted every
time, nobody seemed interested any more. He’d laid off the
dead weight – efficiency restructuring – and he’d outsourced
what he could, and he’d made only wise investments, nothing
too risky, but none of it seemed to work.

tuvwxyz
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It was almost in desperation when he reached into his Rolodex
and dialed the number on the black and gold card for AMY
ANSETT, CONSULTANT. She was in town, as it happened,
and came by that afternoon. And she smiled and nodded as
he went through all his company’s woes, the ungrateful staff
who whined about him ‘not listening’, and the unprofitable
investments, and the tried-and-true products that weren’t
selling any more, and then she said the words that would
change his life one more time:
‘You should take an early retirement.’

Amy Ansett, Consultant, didn’t go to the press conference the
following day, when the management shakeup was announced.
She was already in London, sitting in a coffee shop, listening to
a young woman talk about her unpublished manuscript that
was going to ‘change the world’ if only she could find someone
to read the damn thing.
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‘You should self-publish,’ Amenset said, and smiled.
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He eagerly rushed over to shake her hand and thank her for
what she’d done for him. He was about to change the world, he
really was, he could feel it, if only one of these fat cats would
have the balls to take a risk and put their money down on
what was absolutely going to be the next big thing in consumer
tech. And she smiled and nodded, and took his arm and led
him through the party until she found a guy younger than he
was, Japanese or Korean or something, he didn’t know, with
slicked-back hair and an Armani suit and a gleaming Rolex on
his wrist, and she said to the guy the words that would change
his life all over again:
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Chapter Seven

Thieves in the Night
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A game of Relics can focus entirely on angelic life and
occult mystery and treasure hunting. This chapter discusses
the truth of relics, including their supernatural and mundane
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history. Here, too, you will find dozens of relics, their powers
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and where they are hidden, to kickstart sessions and series.

opportunity for great earthly power, and have proven popular

If you intend to be a player, not a Dealer, in a game of

since angels first arrived.

Relics, you should stop reading now.

Relics disconnected from angels in any of these manners are
known as “loose” relics – waiting to be found, and used, by

Loose & Fixed Relics

‘And the angels that kept not the first estate
but left their own habitation, he hath
reserved everlasting chains under darkness.’

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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– Jude 1:6

God was always clever. Relics may have been Her cleverest
trick of all. Angels thought they could have some kind of
freedom on Earth, in exchange for shunning the Heavens –
then the relic appears, a fetter, a chain. It is a part of their
Heaven they left behind. And it holds their powers in check.
No wonder, then, that so many angels want to remove the
relic from their life. Since God departed, angels have had the
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power to relinquish their relics, to hide them or give them

Severing vs Imbuing

Mdl T

‘One of the drawbacks of being intangible is
you have no say in the editorial process.
My job stops at the inspirational whisper phase.’

– Serendipity, Dogma
Until the Gates closed and God departed, the only way a
celestial could gain access to their Miracles was through
either severing themselves from their relic or imbuing the relic
with their personality. Both processes leave the angel with
no physical form, just an inchoate intelligence known as the
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Virtus. In the severing, this form is an ethereal, invisible cloud
of light. Angels in this form can do little more than move

away. This is extremely dangerous, as anyone possessing a

very slowly and observe their surroundings. They can also

relic not only has access to its powers but can find, hurt and

communicate telepathically with a mortal they can encircle

control the angel. Before that, doing so required a more

with their form. In this way they can ask for permission to

violent process akin to severing of wings (see the sidebar opposite).

inhabit a mortal body, at which point they gain total control

The other two options are even riskier but provide an

of the physical form for as long as they wish. Angels severed
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flesh, like their wings and horns. It reminds them of the

mortal or angelic hand.
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fighting demons, but relics provide an extra dimension of

There are many stories of angels using Miracles, particularly
in ancient times. They may describe angels that had not
fallen, or fallen angels possessing relics of their fellows. But
some seem to suggest angels with powers that come from their
own relics. Since relics are awakening slowly after the Gates
closed, it makes sense that they might dim slowly as well.
Or perhaps even never dim entirely. There may be a secret
magic that kept a few relics powerful for all those centuries,
and it might be a power that could wake all relics up entirely
in an instant. Zaphkiel would know, if they could be found.
The Belt is looking into it, absolutely.
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the universe.

Inert − Or Were They?
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ower has always been the chief concern of mortals, and
angels cannot fight the war with fire and sword alone.
Relics in mortal hands have driven human civilisation
and shaped human legend, and the pursuit of lost relics
has been the secret history of all mankind. And now
that they have all become empowered anew, that hunt

has become a feverish chase that will determine the fate of
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– First Thessalonians 5:2

item. They can no longer move, but they can still sense their
surroundings and communicate with individuals near to,
or touching, the item. Being bound into the object makes
it impossible to inhabit the body of a mortal, but a strong
telepathic bond can lead to total control over the holder of
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the object (see The Taken, below).

The angel is taking an enormous risk. Although their powers

T

are now released in the relic, it’s the person holding the relic

who gets access to those powers. The wielder has all the
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power and the angelic Virtus has no direct control. They can
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Where Are Relics?

It breaks down into three possibilities: lost, found, or in use.
A lost relic is one that is in a position where its value is not
known or recognised in either a supernatural or historical

sense. Either it is discarded, lost to human attention through

advise, suggest, direct and even command, and weak-minded

the passage of time and carelessness, or it is part of a

mortals are easily convinced that obedience is the price of the

collection of everyday objects with no recognition of its

powers within, but ultimately, the power is there for anyone

unique status or capabilities. A lost relic must be located with

who holds the item. Angels sometimes build in to the item a

archaeological processes. The history of the item’s past use

requirement of ritual or sacrifice, but by default the power is

and owners must be tracked through primary and secondary

accessible to anyone.

sources until a current location is unearthed, and then

There are conditions, however: the item will only do what its
Dominions allow, and has to be activated by thought. This
means that the relic can only be used if the wielder has some
idea of what it is going to do. A close approximation is fine:

a relic that blasts fire knows what to do when told to destroy,
it doesn’t need to be told to shoot forth fire. Very often, clues

are left on the design in imagery or writing. Other times,

perhaps a physical unearthing will need to take place as well.
A found relic is one that has its value recognised, although
not its (full) supernatural power. In this case the item is stored
in such a way that it is guarded, protected, or displayed; it
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becomes something that is less about being found as it is

being acquired. Of course, countless objects of history are
preserved, displayed and protected without being relics;

sometimes finding a lost relic among these is a trial in itself.

these clues are in code with the idea that only the deserving

The acquisition of the relic could come before or after,

will know what they mean. Angels have gone to great lengths

although stealing every sword in a museum to try and find

(and instructed mortals to do likewise) to keep the power

the relic is perhaps riskier than finding the right sword and

accessible only to those who are selected and worthy. This has

stealing it. This category also applies to items that are kept

never worked out very well.

A One Way Trip − Or Is It?

The moment the Virtus coalesces outside the Vessel, the
Vessel bursts into flames and burns quickly to dust. However,
before God left, it may have been possible to return to
Heaven and come back with a new Vessel. One alternative
is constructing an artificial Vessel out of Earthly materials
that could be inhabited and utilised instead of the Heavenly
created one normally provided. Experiments with clay
homunculi have so far been unsuccessful; further work by
Rabbi Loew and John Murray Spear have come closer.
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the angel is reduced to the Virtus but kept alive inside the

dM

Imbuing a relic is more common and safer. In this case,

Before God left, relics were bound to angels as if part of
their flesh. They could not be simply lost or stolen or given
away. There were options, however, if the item could be cut
off from the angel. But how do you cut away an item from a
Vessel? It requires the flaming sword of an Aryeh and a lost
ritual, but it was apparently done. The Belt was trying to find
out how, but now there seems little point – unless, of course,
that ritual could allow a relic to no longer be connected to
the identity of an angel, so you could steal it and the owner
would never be able to find it again…

dM
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is fragile and easily disperses into nothingness.

Removing a Relic

T

without a living host: the Virtus, ungrounded in a container,

dM
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from their relic like this can only survive for a few seconds

not in museums but houses of worship or places of cultural
significance, which changes the dynamic of acquisition
greatly; the Sankara stones are easy to steal but there are
grave consequences for doing so.
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Finding lost and found relics is easier than it might appear,
however. Even the most dormant relics, with the quietest

Virtii, want to be found. It as if God cannot abide a thing

not being used. Relics call out to the universe and the people
around them through some unknown power. Then people
accidentally kick them up with their shoes. Ground shifts
revealing great lost treasure hoards. Rings fall off hands and

7
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land in stranger’s pockets. On top of this, the Virtii call out
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be used to mould a free and independent mind into the total

power of their relics to call in voices loud as thunder. One

Z \ VWN R 1 Ss

slave of a Virtus. Most of the time, angels lack the knowledge

look at the news shows new archaeological finds happening

of human psychology to do this very well, but they’ve had

every single day. Lost temples, ancient swords, prehistoric tools...

millennia to learn and practice, and demons seem to be

dM

the world groans with discovery. Some angels even wonder if

naturals at it. Most angels would not want to hurt mortals or

global warming was a celestial plot, melting the permafrost to

control them, but desperate situations can arise, and it’s also

reveal the great lost relics of old. It’s possible. It’s plausible, even.

possible for the angel to not be aware of what they are doing;

Finally, there are relics that are in use: their owners know
of at least some of their celestial powers and are applying

co-dependent personalities can lead a Virtus into an abusive
relationship with neither party truly being aware of it.

them. This typically means they are expecting someone to

The relationships between angel and mortal are as varied

come and try to take the relic, so they are better prepared to

as the individuals involved, and yet the same stories are told

provide natural and supernatural defence. In other cases, they

over and over again. The angel tries to bring out the best in

simply know that they have a magical device that gives them

the mortal, to guide them to use their powers for the good of

power without knowing it has any greater context or angelic

the world and to the detriment of natural and supernatural

history. Even then, such possessions bring out paranoia and

evil, but something goes wrong. Humans aren’t just stubborn
in refusing advice, they are also selfish, spoilt, irrational and

go from being thieves working in the shadows to assailants

egotistical. Most angels are cynical; all of them have trust

finding and disarming an enemy.

issues. They often check out altogether, either trusting in
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Relics. For more on this, see Chapter Nine.

human secret societies or ritual requirements to instruct or
control whatever mortals come along, or abandoning all
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hope they will be used for good and falling into Dissolution or

The Power of Relics

apathy inside the relic.

‘Is a danger to be trusting one another
One seldom wants to do what other wishes.’

Humans, for their part, would rather not be bossed around at

A relic can provide total mastery over the Dominions of its
originating angel. All it takes is a handler taking the time and
effort to unlock this power, like learning a skill or mastering
an art form. In the case of an imbued relic, there is more

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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within: the personality of the angel remains. The angel has
the power to communicate with the mind of anyone who

all, and have their own strategies for blocking out the voices
of celestial beings telling them how to use objects of power.

Secret societies teach these kinds of things, selecting only the
most fanatical, loyal or delusional of their members to wield
the items so that they will ignore any outside opinions from

invisible commentators when they set out on their holy quest.
Over time, angels and mortals have stopped talking to each
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other; there increasingly seems to be no point. As such, fewer
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can see it, sending thoughts, images and dreams. The whole

and fewer celestials seek to imbue their relics as time goes on.

purpose of imbuing was the hope that the human wielder

And now that God is gone, there’s no longer much reason to

could be controlled, or at least reasoned with. Sometimes this
is the case, but humans are stubborn and seditious types and
prove extremely resistant to control. A celestial can hone their
Virtus down to become nothing more than a predatory force

sS

that swallows up the mortal mind, crushing it and giving
them total control over the host body. These unfortunate

do so. Humans, at last, are no longer needed. And so many
angels are so very relieved.

Christian Beliefs
‘Who do these Christians think they are anyway?’
– Jesus, The Book of Life

victims are known as the Taken, slaves to whatever brutal
drive is left in the relic. In extreme cases, the Miracles

Real world Christian dogma and faith includes veneration

within will remake the flesh of the Taken, turning them as

of holy objects. This is a brief summary of that dogma and
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monstrous in form as they are in mind.

Otherwise, the celestial is only able to suggest and advise.

sS

belief, to inspire your story telling. As always, treat religion
with respect.

A wily Virtus can prey on a mortal mind with the full extent

In the Christian faith, a holy relic is an item which is a

of psychological warfare. Prompting weaknesses, needling

conduit of divine power; it may provide holy miracles upon

ambitions, using abuse and praise – all of these things can

those who visit, witness or touch it, and provide a heightened

Mdl T
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– King Mongkut, The King & I
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These three locations drive the three basic types of plots in
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wariness in the owner, and a defence will be mounted. Angels
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too, in what were whispers whispers – but now harness the
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connection to God. Relics are created by
being associated with a miracle, or by being

attached or in contact with a saint, holy person

T

or Jesus Christ himself (these are called contact relics).
Body parts, embalmed or otherwise, are popular choices
for contact relics. A reliquary is the container that contains
the relic, and as such becomes itself a conduit of the same
divine power. Relics are distinct from icons, which are a
conduit of divine power because of what they represent.
Many Christian denominations such as the Roman
Catholic Church, the eastern Orthodox

VWN R 1 Ss

churches and the Coptic Church revere
relics. A key element of the Protestant

T

of relics. The Church of England, Presbyterians,
Lutherans and Baptists do not venerate relics.
However, recently a few revivalist Protestant
churches have begun traditions of infusing regular
objects with the power of prayer.
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Relics were an enormous part of the medieval
church as a cultural and socio-economic
institution. Pilgrimages
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Reformation was the rejection of the holiness
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to view them would

ensure visitors,

and selling access
provide income.

In some cases,

relics had to be
protected from

theft and damage.
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to them could
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even know more about specific parts of the truth than

by climbing to the top of a platform and then crawling

angels do. Developing a blueprint of the knowledge of each

through a five-metre tunnel only a few feet in diameter.

institution is discussed further in the next two chapters, with

Today, relics are less protected, with their ancient reliquaries

the understanding that every group knows just enough to be
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assumed to be up to the task. In June 2017, a reliquary was
picked up and walked out of the church in Castelnuovo,
Italy, because the thief wished to sell the gold and glass case.
Finding a relic inside – in this case the brain of St John Bosco
sealed in wax – he hid it in a kettle.
There are lots of ways to – assuming as always that your
players are okay with such devices – use these real Christian

contains a preserved piece of a 4th century Bible, believed

angels, and enough to have something angels want. Here are
a few of the key players.

Signa Dei
In the aftermath of WWII, the Roman Catholic Church
found itself at a crossroads. Its attempt to be neutral as it had
and in the reclamation of Europe the Church found itself

handed off from one tyrant to the auspices of the American

place to hide secrets about the background of Relics (see the

as an international institution in the modern era it needed to

next chapter), and there are plenty of sainted objects believed

rebuild itself as a modern nation state, or even a corporate

to have great power. As to whether Christian objects or

state. The solution was found in Opus Dei, a branch of the

rituals have any power over demons, more on this in the next

church created in 1928 that taught that ordinary secular

chapter as well.

work was equally valid as a path to sanctity, where that work

What Mortals Know

supported the Church. In other words, lay people acting for

Angels try to keep a low profile. But humans are nothing if
not curious, and in the endless centuries of human history,
they have uncovered and approximated glimmers of the truth,
and invented endless patchworks to cover what they could
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not fully discern. Some of these guesses and extrapolations
have become cults, religions, mythologies and the foundations
of governments and empires. Others are secrets: arcane
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the interests of the Church could be considered to be doing
holy work. Opus Dei could therefore operate as a modern

corporate force, securing the financial and political needs of

the Mother Church, and draw on all the expertise and power
of the secular world.

In 1950, Opus Dei was made a personal prelature, meaning it
was a separate arm of the Church with its bishops answering
directly to the Pope, and not under the control of their
geographic superiors. At the same time, the Church realised
that Opus Dei would need a secret face as well; just as it was
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dealing with the financial and political power of America,

knowledge handed down to the chosen few or hidden in

it also needed to deal with US intelligence operations by

ancient texts and lost carvings. The history of humanity

creating its own. Signa Dei – the Signs of God – was created

could be described as a pursuit for the perfect knowledge of

as a secondary, secret prelature, answering directly to and

the supernatural. Some have sought this through philosophy,

with the total sanction of the Vatican Council, operating

drugs, or psychological journeys; Relics presents a world

like, and recruiting from, worldwide intelligence agencies. In

where the true knowledge lies in the secrets of angels. But

1962, as part of the Vatican II changes, Signa Dei was given

also much of that history can be pieced together from arcane

full access to the sacred archives. This allowed it to confirm

sS

discoveries and ancient archaeology, with or without mystical

the supernatural evidence it had uncovered and begin work

elements such as rituals and prayers.

on the Colligentum (‘the gathering’), a movement to gather

Many different groups have stumbled onto this truth to

every relic in the world into the protection and control of
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some extent: that there are hidden powers at work in the

sS

the Church. Signa Dei is aware others would prefer the

world and they and their nature can be uncovered through

Vatican not have these items, and is meeting such concerns

the exploration of secret history. That there exist powerful,

with deadly force. Few among the Signa Dei believe that

non-human figures, and powerful, supernatural items, and

the angels found on earth are actually the angels of their

that somehow these two things are related. Some groups

faith; they are some deception if they exist at all.
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– Neil Gaiman, American Gods
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‘There’s far too many secret societies out there.
They have no loyalty, and no love. They range
from barely competent to deeply dangerous.’

T
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in previous centuries had left it a puppet of the Nazi regime,

armed forces and the CIA. The Church knew that to survive
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powerful and to be dangerous; enough to be a threat to the

to be the oldest Bible still in existence. That is the perfect
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relics and the beliefs about them in your game. At the foot of
Mount Sinai in Egypt is the Chapel of St Catherine, which
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The Shrine of St Swithun in Winchester was only accessible
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to blackmail and control supernatural figures to provide

Signa Dei discovered much about the supernatural from

constant sources of information. They also work to recruit

agents it poached from the CIA. The MKUltra programs

agents across government agencies, expanding into the FBI,

were a series of scientific experiments conducted by the CIA

the Department of Defense and further, allowing them ever

during the 1950s and early 1960s. They were exposed and

more access to records of secret encounters and unexplained

T

began to be curtailed in 1963 during the height of Project
Midnight Climax, which involved the study of psychotropic
drugs, shamanism and sex magic on both knowing and
unknowing human subjects. The agents of Midnight Climax,
including mastermind Sydney Gottlieb, found themselves
at a crisis point: they had uncovered the existence of
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non-human entities moving amongst human society, just

as they were on the point of being shut down. They made a
choice to pursue their investigations outside the knowledge

T

of the central CIA bureaucracy. Gottlieb officially closed
down and phased out his processes while unofficially
creating Operation Morning Glory.

T
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Gottlieb himself would abandon the project in 1967, to
focus on what he saw as the greater threats of Communism

and Cuba, being replaced by Jay McMillan. Morning Glory
instead refocused on the Middle East, using the events of the

Six-Day War and the Yom Kippur War to position American
intelligence agents deep within the power structures of Israel

and surrounding countries. Morning Glory decided it was
key to its work to maintain constant access to Golan Heights

– not for its strategic or resource value, but because the agents
believed it may contain the power to directly speak to God or
step into Heaven. How much of the bloody history of Israeli

and Arabian conflict was directly caused by Morning Glory
is difficult to determine. The end result, however, was that

the continued need for US influence and intelligence in the

area provided the perfect cover for Morning Glory to siphon
assets and agents into itself until it became a world-wide
intelligence organisation in its own right.

Its singular mission is to hunt, capture and kill non-human
entities, and recoup their information and resources for the
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United States government.
Part of this they do
through military
and black ops;
other approaches
include the tactics
of psychological
warfare on both
the individual and
societal scale, as well as

classic spycraft in the style
of the Cold War. Agents work
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Operation Morning Glory

phenomena. They do not yet have a giant warehouse of lost
relics, but they have an ever growing network of celestials
who are more than happy to say anything that lets them get
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out of a cell and back to living their lives. Angels have no

idea how many of their numbers are now secretly working for
Morning Glory, passing on every single thing they know.

The Legacy of the True Cross

Like every Biblical-themed secret society, the Legacy claims its
origins go back to the Templars in the Third Crusade. Its lore

Hair, Blood & Semen

Celestial body parts do not crumble to dust when they are
removed, and although they resist scientific inquiry, they are
full of potent supernatural magic. Humans in various secret
societies value these elements greatly, convinced they can be
used to power whatever dark and sinister purpose they can
dream of. Hair, blood and semen tend to be the most easily
potted elements and thus the most sought after. Angels are
sterile, but their Semblances produce fluids, and inside those
fluids are things not unlike DNA and sperm. They’re not
equivalent but they are approximations, and experimentations
are being done on unlocking the powers of those things.
Others use such things in magical rituals, or take them
internally – orally or otherwise. Angels and demons alike have
a never-ending crowd of ‘groupies’, and some of them are
full-blown cults trying to prove they are the best candidates to
be the wives of angels or the bearers of the Antichrist. Angels
sometimes call these types ‘Rosemaries’, after the famous
film. Of course, plenty of unscrupulous humans claim to
be demons or angels to seduce other mortals, and the cults
of Charles Manson and L. Ron Hubbard are just the most
famous of this ancient practice.
But as with human celebrities, there are also groupies who
prefer a piece of material evidence to take away over a sexual
encounter. Angel-watchers are everywhere, searching for signs
of celestials, at which point they might snip a piece of hair,
pluck a feather or pull off a nail and run away. Hair is the
easiest to get and easiest to sell; there’s an entrepreneur
in Silicon Valley who believes he can make a space elevator
with enough angel hair, and the rumour that Hillary Clinton
is a demon might explain why a certain pharmabro put a
bounty on her hair.
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teaches that the Templars found the True Cross, along with the
Holy Lance and Holy Grail, and these items were transported
back to France from the Holy Land, later to be smuggled to
Scotland and thence to the United States as the fortunes of
empires rose and fell. Under the cover of Freemasonry, the
Templars would then create the perfect union of the USA;
the new Canaan, where they would rule as kings.

l

The Legacy goes so far as to trace its bloodlines back to
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Christ himself, and say this blood marks its bearers as the

true inheritors – Christ’s children anointed to rule over the

new Holy Land of America. How much of this is even

believed by the cult is debatable; what matters is it acts
as if it is true. What can be verified is that the Legacy’s
roots stem from the 1930s. As socialist movements
grew worldwide and threatened centralised white
power, a variety of proto-fascist patriotic groups
focusing on white purity appeared in many Western
countries: the US saw the reprise of the Ku Klux Klan,
the Knights of Columbus and the Children of God.
The Legacy of the True Cross was mostly hidden
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but the most enduring, marrying perfectly its blood-purity
mysticism to the appeal of white power.

It also had the benefit of quickly structuring itself to operate
as a military group with the psychological control of a cult.
During the 1960s and 70s, the group developed a mindset

that it was the true America: the last vestige not vulnerable
to ‘godless communism’ and any of its associated social

perversions. To avoid taxation, individuals gave their property
over to the group, which instituted itself as a church for

further economic protection. Long before the glory days of

Scientology, the Legacy used religion to turn itself into almost

W V \Z

a rogue nation within the US. Whole towns scattered across
America are owned by the Legacy, either via corporation

proxies or directly, and each contains underground mini-

fortresses stocked full of military hardware and other supplies.
Meanwhile, operating like the Freemasons, it has infiltrated
corporations, politics, high finance and the military. The
Legacy is poised to run half the world and destroy the other
half – and the last piece of the plan is eliminating the angelic
menace, as those celestials are in a position to contradict its
central mythology. Presenting all supernaturals as demons,
the Legacy has another common enemy to rally its troops
and encourage further militarisation.

The Supper Club
In the height of 1980s excess, the manager of the Raffles
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Hotel in Singapore inherited the contract to a failing zoo
in Bangkok. He decided to liquidate the asset by putting
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everything on the menu of the hotel’s restaurant, and
thereby invented the modern trend of ‘stunt cuisine’. Now

a world-wide phenomenon, it has trickled down into the

T

mainstream as celebrity chefs dazzle the press with avantgarde ideas like serving grass still growing in soil, or gaseous
cocktails. Meanwhile, the super-rich have spent the last
thirty years trying to push cuisine as far as it can go. The
infamous $1000 apertif once served in Manhattan bars no
longer thrills, as economic inequality has soared into the
stratosphere – instead, the stunt must be of a level beyond
what any ‘normal’ human could even dream of. Some say the
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art form really peaked in 1999 when a Saudi businessman
invited his guests to hunt humans for sport and then eat

their own catch; after that, the taboo of eating the wildly

T

rare, almost extinct or still alive could never quite compete.
Numbers drifted away, looking for new thrills.
Then, in 2005, a demon sold the knowledge of his existence
and that of his angelic brethren to the Club, followed by a
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live captured angel. Angel dust is hard to eat and has no

real flavour – but the access to the supernatural became the

ultimate stunt. Not necessarily to eat them, but to see them, hunt
them, torture them, kill them, make them dance; to use them

for sex, games and other pleasures: the Supper Club has a new

M

obsession. The rich and powerful have always tried to attract and
control the supernatural, but this new fad created a sudden rush

of demand – and as word trickles down to the slightly-less-rich,
the demand only goes up. What was once an idle exploration for
the few eccentric enough to believe has now become a world-

wide gold rush in black-market supernatural goods trading
and slavery. Even if angels had any legal resort, the buyers are
beyond the reach of any Earth governments, and their payment

rates mean humans are quickly finding ways to overcome angelic

defences and acquire fresh specimens.

The Excelsior Movement
In 2008, Craig Groth was working on trying to be the next
Tony Robbins, selling his new kind of self-management
system to corporate America. Tina Nelson was trying
to combine her love of middle-America corporate
Jesus merchandising with her love of pyramid selling
systems. They met at a small business fair, and the rest
is romantic, capitalist history. By 2012 the Excelsior
Movement was worth a billion dollars worldwide, and
still growing. The key, as Craig and Tina will tell you
at length, is synergy: the three-fold combination of
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the self-help philosophies espoused by books like The

7

Secret and ‘religions across the world’ (as they put it);
the capitalist mindset of empowering everyone to be
the best salesman they can be; and the pyramid process
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He named his new movement of young entitled men who

adds up to a seductive mix of new-age cult and corporate

refused to be kept down by gods or masters Generation Zero

fad which shows no signs of slowing down. Because none of

Gods, or G-0-G for short. As financial backing arrived from

the pair’s money was in property or anything else physical,

world-wide fascist promoters, and Trump’s election raised

they managed to avoid the global financial crisis – which

the profile of white supremacy, G-0-G became an internet

cemented their program’s reputation as economic, as well

dM

Anonymous, and adding the conspiracy theories of QAnon

The Excelsior Movement teaches that you are on the path

Boys, complete with a shroud of

and the belonging of the Proud
legitimacy among atheists and

highest heights that you truly deserve. Financially, this means

pro-science advocates, it was

unlocking your total income potential. Spiritually, it means

another example of the internet’s

connecting to the god or goddess within you and letting

power to recruit proto-Nazis at a

that divinity shine forth. Contractually, it means buying the

terrifying rate.

magazine and assorted products every month, and meeting
your sales goals or paying the penalty.

Then, in 2018, Belygolovya saw and
caught on film an angel turning into an
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The further one gets into the Excelsior Movement, the more

eagle on the Yorkshire Downs. The video

it behaves like Scientology on MDMA. What begins with

is unclear of course, but it definitely appears

shouting EXCELSIOR every morning becomes ritualised
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sensation. Borrowing the anti-establishment philosophy of

as personal, genius.

to being the greatest you that you can be, to reaching the

worship of profit as a kind of mystical capitalist god. Sell
enough merchandise, the reps whisper, and Craig and Tina
will let you in on the secret of immortality: their scientists
are working on it, seeking out the oldest remedies and the
newest technologies to revitalise not just your skin and your
bank balance but your soul as well. And the truth is, at the
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of recruiting others to sell for you. It’s a combination that

inexplicable and beyond any known science. It has
been presented by G-O-G as complete proof that there
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is a dark force behind the Deep State and that this
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force is supernatural in nature, just as was said about
the reptilian Illuminati. As freedom-loving atheists,
this oppression of humanity could not stand. This

was Belygolovya’s ‘Pizzagate’, his watershed moment

highest level, this is absolutely correct. In 2016, two major
things happened to Craig: first, he attended a meeting of
the Supper Club and watched an angel heal itself despite
hundreds of bullet wounds; and second, he was diagnosed
with stomach cancer. With Craig facing a death sentence, the

Grail, and they want to sell it in instalments, and they will use
the entire weight of their fortune and their army of corporate
adherents to make it happen.

G-0-G
Generation Zero Gods or Generation Own Gods began, like
‘bellyboy’ Belygolovya was an unemployed video game
enthusiast living in Northumberland who managed to gain
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thousands of followers through his videos about modern
atheism. Adding hints about how the rise of communism,
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followers into fanatics,
and fanatics into soldiers.
Information they either stole
from or were given by the
Legacy of the True Cross told
them all about these ‘angels’
(though they call them ‘quetzals’,
winged serpents that confirm
Illuminati reptoids) and helped them
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develop a list of targets. They find
suspected angels or those harbouring
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them, and they doxx them, SWAT them,

Marxism, feminism and anti-fascist groups was a clear move

frame them for crimes and try to acquire more

by the New World Order to enslave humanity and return

evidence of angelic interference and supernatural

them to a Dark Ages mentality, he was able to draw attention

secrets. They’re not well-organised or well-armed – but

from the ‘manosphere’ on places like Reddit and 4chan, and

their omnipresence online and ability to perform stochastic

ride the wave of internet hate movements like Gamergate.

terrorism makes them extremely dangerous.
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most YouTube sensations, with a guy with a camera. Jordan

that turned bemused

T

search for a supernatural key to eternity. They want the Holy
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entire company is now purposed solely to fund his and Tina’s

ground-up remains of Egyptian mummies. The mummies
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were also flattened out to make the first century of supplies
of toilet paper. Both of these practices only ceased in the
mid-20th century, and the idea of a
museum of historical artefacts as
we know it is barely a century old –
and is already one which is seen as
increasingly unacceptable. Which
is to say, the human relationship
with objects of historical value is one

alone how museums work. They will view a priceless piece as
their long-lost relic, or just a hairclip they lost four thousand
years ago; naturally, they will want it back, and may have
trouble understanding why they can’t simply take it. Even
if they grasp that, mastering the intricacies of international
historical law will equire years of study, and several human
allies, at the very least. Said allies will also be handy against
the various mortal and demonic forces who use money and
power to acquire antiquities illegally.
There is no great storytelling in going through the
complexities of international law on moving and selling

tuvwxyz
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which has changed greatly over time

objects of great value over international borders, but the fact

and still varies across culture. The laws

that these laws are byzantine, arcane, and run by corruptible

and systems of protection of such objects

individuals provides good fodder for all sorts of complications

also vary, and fall victim to the vagaries of
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politics, finance, crime and the ever-present shadow

of colonial racism. Thirty years ago, we readily agreed
with Indiana Jones’ righteous decree that great historical
objects belong in a museum rather than the hands

and adventure hooks. For example, the British Museum and
the Louvre could not give back items to other cultures even

M

if they wanted to: acts of parliament ban the items from
being removed from the country, which makes stealing them
treason. During the removal of Tutankhamun’s body, the

of private owners; nowadays popular knowledge is

mummified penis of the boy king fell off in the desert, and

catching up to the predatory nature of that idea, and

to this day Egypt is using it as a bargaining chip to demand

we would prefer the items to remain in situ, maintained

the return of the rest of the body. Of course, the wealthy can

by the original owning culture or the closest living

easily break importation rules, but that just makes it harder to

equivalent. Meanwhile, the inhabitants of said living

track things. As mentioned, angels may need guides and allies.

culture may prefer food, water, guns or oil than Western
ideas of cultural value.

sS

Here are some they may encounter.
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pigment known as ‘mummy brown’, a paint made from the

Angels have little understanding of basic human affairs, let

dM
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For five hundred years, painters across Europe used a

of a fictional story as long as your players agree.
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The Care & Keeping of
Historical Objects

SERAPH
How much you wish to

After 9/11 and the rise of ISIL, the illicit trade of Middle

explore the political

Eastern antiquities has increased tenfold, and the problem

and cultural issues of

was already spiralling out of control before that. So in

antiquity discovery,

2010 the Smithsonian Institute, working with Europol and

movement, storage

UNESCO, set up a worldwide initiative to track and recover

and trade depends on

illegally traded materials and to clamp down on the black

the tone of your game.

market that flourishes around them. The Smithsonian-

As with religious issues,
the Dealer should discuss
these things at the start of
the series. The colonial theft
of these objects, and the ongoing
paradigm that suggests that Western

T
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collectors are better placed to show them

in context than their cultural owners, is a major

political and personal issue that is a microcosm of how

sS

Europol Rare Antiquities Procurement and Housing initiative
(SERAPH for short) is the new world police of antiquity
trading, and its recent success in exposing the illegal trading
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by large American mercantile chain stores has given it a

strong reputation and increased government funding. As

yet SERAPH isn’t aware of angels and demons – but it has
files on several celestial individuals they have noted in the
field, and any angel doing any relic hunting will run into

the initiative eventually. And as SERAPH goes through the

colonialism continues to affect people of colour worldwide.

literally thousands and thousands of artefacts (and relics)

Suggesting that museums are basically good is not exactly a

stolen by ISIL and shipped to American corporations, it will

neutral statement, but it’s fine to assume so for the purposes

eventually discover just why that trade is so important.

7
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some have decided that talk is not enough. Under the fear

the edicts of the Excelsior Movement (‘make all that is of

of global fascism, stealing from museums feels like a way

any god yours, because you are your own god’) and stumbled

to strike back instead of being powerless. African artefacts

on a lead to the Seven Bowls of the Apocalypse, causing

across America in particular have gone missing. As successes

the Legacy of the True Cross to get interested. SERAPH is

lead to more attempts, they will be crossing paths with

about to walk into a turf war for the end of the world and

SERAPH and the Légion any moment now. Unlike the other

Légion d’Autolycus
For most of its existence, the Louvre Museum in Paris was a
storing house for historical artefacts, not art. It was only in
the time of Napoleon that it was established as a collection
sculpture. During the Third Republic it invented the idea of
art museums, as opposed to a gallery, show or salon. During
the Belle Epoque, this practice horrified the avant-garde,
who saw the idea of art in a museum as an abomination,

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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trapping art separate from its context and away from the
living culture. The artists of the day began a game to see
how much they could steal from the Louvre and return to

sS
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the salons and streets. Eventually they formed an informal
society, named for the master thief of Greek mythology. The
Légion continues in the modern day, although its position on art
museums has softened somewhat: they may be sterile prisons
that allow corporate corruption, but at least they are better than
the theft and greed of private ownership. Its goals are the same
as in the days of old: liberate art and return it to the people. Its
rules remain unchanged as well: nobody may die, no art may be
damaged, and no money may be made from the theft. These
days few have the principles and resources to devote to such
enlightened altruism, but anyone robbing a museum will run

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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into one of the Autolycus eventually.

De-Archivism

This isn’t a group or an organisation in itself, but a

philosophical and political trend that is increasingly gathering

sacred quest to heal the world.

Angelic Pieces

‘We razed four corners of
the globe for the Holy Grail.’

– Hunters & Collectors, Holy Grail
The purpose of relics is to power exciting, dramatic stories
and entertaining games. They are tools to drive the personas
into action – to seek them, control them, use them to solve
problems or stop them being used to cause problems. As such,
all the following entries don’t simply describe the powers of
the item, but where it might be found, and a hook for a story
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using it. First we list 22 items where the angel (or demon)

within them is either still, uncaring or mostly benign. The

section following has 22 items set to do evil and harm, where
the inhabiting Virtus is very much present and predatory.

The Blood of Heroes

The dried brown substance in this philtre from the Timurid
Empire is no longer a liquid; however, if mixed into water
and drunk daily, it gives the imbiber enormous strength,
endurance and constitution, at and beyond the human
extreme (Excelsis Level 2). It also grants them foolishness as

Mdl T

if drunk: they lack willpower and are constantly drawn to the
pleasures of the flesh, be they food, wine, drugs or sex. The

angel within is still very much present, and will do everything

adherents, momentum and audacity. The belief is that the

it can to guide its mortal champion away from such things

concept of archivism is morally bankrupt in any form: history

and towards what it believes is its holy mission. The angel has

cannot be taken out of its resting place and kept in museums,

poor understanding of the world and is also somewhat foolish,

because that fundamentally shifts it from the traditional,

and believes its mission is to rebuild the temple of Jerusalem,

typically indigenous culture, and places it in a Western one.

using its sacred geometry to call God back to Earth. Nobody

Only those connected to the culture have the right to host

would be likely to drink the dried-up stuff in a museum relic

cultural objects, unless an explicit trade is agreed to. It is not

– except that the angel encourages it in those that pass by. It
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only that the process must stop, it must be entirely reversed.

begs to be stolen from its place in the Pitt-Rivers Museum in

Under a de-archivist agenda, every Western museum must

Oxford, England, and one day a passing tourist will take it

divest itself of all artefacts it claims from other cultures and

and a structure will begin to be assembled on Merton Fields.

sS

return full custody of them to the proper owners. Mostly
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of angels as if they came from Heaven to help them on their

this attitude has been rising in academic journals, editorials

The Book of Abramelin

and panel discussions, but with the popularity of a recent

Written in the 14th century by a Dutch occultist, this book

superhero film involving the reclamation of African artefacts,

describes the author meeting the titular Egyptian ‘wizard’ who

Mdl T
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of national history, and thus began to collect paintings and
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two, the De-Archivists need allies, and may fall into the arms
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desperately needs allies – particularly supernatural ones.
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One particular hobby-based chain store was working under
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instructs the author on the process described as ‘The Operation’.

This series of mathematical rituals and incantations will,
when conducted to the letter over a year, grant the performer

T

immortality (Healing Level 3). It does not prevent one from
aging, however, and many believe that the wizard described in
the Book is also the inspiration for Longinus, the Wandering
Jew, and other stories. Accident, assault and misadventure
still damage the person – they simply cannot die from
disease or decay. This is an example of a relic not actively
evil but with a definite downside.

The Boots of the Heavens

VWN R 1 Ss

Said to be crafted by either Hermes or Nike, the Greek
legend ends the same: they are gifted to a great

T

warrior to soar to the skies and perhaps beyond – the
wearer can fly with the speed and agility of an
eagle (Excelsis Level 2), move in the blink of an
eye (Intercession Level 2) and maybe even
enter Heaven itself (Excelsis Level 4). The
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leather sandals with winged decorations

were found by soldiers serving the

Roman emperor Caligula; the mad
emperor wore them everywhere and

M

reportedly used them to survive several

assassination attempts. To keep his
advantage hidden he ordered all history
of them destroyed, and his posthumous
reputation did the rest to bury the secret.

The shoes were passed down through
the Empire to the popes of the Catholic

Church. They are now in the Vatican archives,
somewhere, assuming they haven’t been thrown

away by accident.

The Cauldron of Life
The legendary inspiration for the Holy Grail and the
Celtic myth that predates it, this brass tub is two metres in
diameter and must be filled with boiling water to function.
A corpse placed inside the boiling water will return to a
semblance of life, albeit a half-lived one: the creature has the
memories of their existence but is in fact inhabited by the
angel of the Cauldron (Passings Level 3). As such, only one
such resurrection can be performed at a time. The Cauldron
was seized by invaders to the British Isles over and over
again, and was eventually stored in Cardiff Castle as part of
an example of Roman lifestyle. When the museum fell on

T
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hard times, it was sold at auction to a curious American who

7

took it back to Miami and now uses it as a hot tub. So far the

water has never got hot enough to reveal the power of the

Cauldron. So far.
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The Dagger of Aqu’abi

l

The Dagger is a finely crafted historical relic with a shining
steel blade and a bejewelled hilt, and has been the pride
exhibit of the Boston Museum of History for many years.
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Created in Islamic Spain and bearing its artist’s name, it was

Demonic Relic

0

The Blood of Heroes

The Book of Eternity

1

The Book of Abramelin

The Basin of Scrying

original was designed as a gift for the Emir to protect the

2

The Boots of the Heavens

The Box of Tempests

royal family: anyone holding the blade and concentrating

3

The Cauldron of Life

The Bullets of Blood

can see everything going on inside any building they occupy

4

The Dagger of Aqu’abi

The Crying Boy

(Witness Level 2), tracking the movement of every person

5

The Grass-Cutter Sword

The Dead Man’s Chair

as they go. It takes a lot of effort to hold this information in

6

The Hand of Glory

The Demon Core

your head for a long time, but it removes the need for security

7

The Helm of Swiftness

The Devil’s Bible

8

The Holy Lance

The Devil’s Guitar

9

The Horn of Jericho

The Doll That Moves

10

The Lantern of Sandalphon

The Gambler’s Coin

The Grass-Cutter Sword

11

The Mask of Kings

The Hope Diamond

Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi is a sword of ancient Japanese legend.

12

The Mask of Silver

The Maze of Maize

Its principal power is to summon and control wind and fire,

13

The Obsidian Mirror

The Mill of Suffering

moving both in great waves, enough to annihilate whole

14

The Ring of Robing

The Lens of the Sun

15

The Seal of Solomon

The Leopard’s Paw

16

The Spectacles of Truth

The Picture of Damnation

possessions of the Japanese Emperor; it was last seen

17

The Staff of Might

The Scabbard of
All the Earth

used in the coronation of Emperor Naruhito in

18

The Thoth Tarot

The Shoes of Blood

19

The Tower of Melusine

The Skull of Dracula

20

The Turquoise Tablet

The Stone of Sacrifice

21

The Vitruvian Device

the one in the museum is a fake, because anyone planning on
stealing anything would take the Dagger first to help.

this power damns its user: anyone who wields Kusanagi
will die within a year. Kusanagi remains part of the

2019. Its power is not enough to win a war – but it is
extremely useful for causing a terrorist attack. When
members of the Hikari no Wa terrorist group claim
responsibility for an attack on the Emperor’s Palace,
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angels may get word that something terrible is in
the works.

The Hand of Glory

Legend says the hand of any condemned man
will do, but as far as angels know there is

sS 1 R NWV \
l
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The Helm of Swiftness

The Torc of Terror

This spangenhelm from approximately the fifth or sixth
century CE gives the wearer the ability to travel anywhere
they want in the world at the speed of thought, as long as
they have been there before or have a picture of the location

only one of these, cut from a dying angel.

(Intercession Level 3). In Wagner’s Ring Cycle it is known as

Held aloft, the wielder becomes invisible

the Tarnhelm, and Wagner’s connections to Templar legend

to mortal eyes (Countenance Level 2)

gave him clues to where it was hidden. Following the hints

sS

and can open any door or lock (Shaping
Level 2). To get these powers from sunset
to sunrise, you have to cut off the hand
of a living human. The Hand of Glory
was being used by a busy member of the
Légion d’Autolycus – but when a group of
demons beat her close to death and stole
it, she was forced to reach out to other
supernaturals for help.

T

in the Cycle will reveal its location, and the first person to find it
will be able to perform terrible criminal acts and teleport away
to safety. Others suggest that Hitler’s fascination with Wagner’s
work led him to the Helm already, and allowed for both a last
minute escape and the construction of a secret power base.

The Holy Lance

Mdl T
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armies (Fire Level 3, Lightning Level 3). However, using

dM

cameras and is invaluable when performing heists. It’s possible

T

of Boston as an act of generosity and tax reduction. The
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If you need to randomly draw to get inspiration for a session,
use the table below. Use a Major Draw.
Angelic Relic

to art collectors, the descendants of whom gave it to the City

dM

Random Relics

Card

won back by Reconquistas and later sold by Spanish nobles

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Probably the most famous relic in history, and several

contenders around the world claim to be the original. The

sS1 R

The Mask of Kings

CE by invading Persians, who then gave it to the Byzantines

Supposedly cast by the greatest sorcerers of Egypt for the

who broke off the blade and set it as an icon in the Hagia

young Tutankhamun, the gold mask was buried with him

Sophia. It was later given to the King of France, and during

and now has pride of place in the British Museum’s Egyptian

the French Revolution was reclaimed by the people before

section. Wearing the Mask makes the wearer appear, to all

subsequently vanishing without a trace. In fact it was buried

who can see them, as having the qualities the viewer most

in the ruins of the Bastille prison so as to avoid being abused

respects – they typically appear mature, wise, successful and

by the leaders of the Reign of Terror, and still sits under the

sagacious (Countenance Level 2) and viewers find themselves

foundation of the opera house above. Recent subway station

passionately agreeing with everything said (Communion

construction allowed access to the Bastille ruins, and an

Level 3). It also only works in the full light of the sun; in

attempt to surreptitiously regain the Lance is being planned

shadow it has no effect, and it drains the strength of the user

by the mysterious society that inhabits the catacombs under

so much that extended use leads to exhaustion, then weakness,

T
T

to Michael or one of his generals and grants the wielder
encyclopaedic knowledge of battle tactics and tactical insight.

then death. It does, however, work over televisual transmission
– so anyone with the Mask could control millions.

tuvwxyz
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The Mask of Silver

It also kills anything it strikes (Passings Level 3).

El Santo is a famous wrestling identity whose supernaturally-

The Horn of Jericho

the man behind the Mask, Rodolfo Guzman Huerta, died

True to the Biblical tale, if this silvered bull’s horn is blown

of an inexplicable heart attack just a week after revealing
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powered silver mask was just part of his gimmick – and yet

M

continuously for an hour before a structure, it will reduce that

his face. The story goes that the mask originally belonged to

structure to rubble and dust (Shaping Level 3). This will require

Bass Reeves, the inspiration for the Lone Ranger and a long

someone with great skill in circular breathing and will leave

line of super-powered avengers. The Mask is said to provide

them physically exhausted, but is quite possible. The Horn

superhuman strength, speed, resilience and endurance

was found during excavations in Iraq in the mid-19th century,

(Excelsis Level 3), which would explain how Reeves survived

and then transferred to the state museum in Baghdad. During

being shot several times and crawling out of the desert. The

the second Iraq War, it was looted by mercenary soldiers and

Mask remains in Huerta’s grave in Tulancingo, unless his son

shipped back to the US, where it was claimed by wealthy

is in fact secretly wearing it; that seems unlikely, however, as

stockholders. It’s now on the wall in the trophy room of G4S

the Mask only grants its powers while the wearer remains

Risk Management, an international mercenary group based in

anonymous to everyone.

Palm Beach, Florida. As yet, G4S doesn’t know what it does –
but the company is heavily infiltrated by the Legacy of the True

tuvwxyz
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The Obsidian Mirror

Cross, whose research team will stumble on it any day now.

Brought back from South America by Spanish explorers it

The Lantern of Sandalphon

and ended up in the possession of Queen Elizabeth I. Her

was taken as a prize during a sea battle with English ships

The brass of this simple oil lantern dates from the first

royal advisor and wizard Dr John Dee discovered he could

century CE, but contains a clockwork mechanism not seen in

use it to call, reveal and converse with angels and demons

the world until a thousand years later. When the oil is filled,

(Witness Level 2, Communion Level 2) that are within a day’s

the key wound and the wick lit, the lattice casing around the

flight of the wielder. To gain the consultation and assistance

flame spins, projecting symbols on the walls. These symbols

of the celestial, however, a human host must be provided

form words in Aramaic, which claim to be the last testament

for them to enter, and the human mind will slowly shatter

of Sandalphon, given by the angel before they withdrew from

under continued occupation. The British Museum claims to
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the world. Much of the secrets contained in Chapter Eight

have this relic, but Dee famously feared his enemies would

are explained within. The relic also has the power to shape

steal his powerful items so made copies and hid the originals

stone and earth into a mighty fortress or similar (Shaping

around the world (see sidebar next page), leaving clues only in

Level 3), but the knowledge it possesses is even more valuable.

his ‘almanac’, a diary he feverishly kept. Others believe his

It was buried under the Mount of Olives, and uncovered

associate Edward Kelley, who hosted angels for Dee, took

during the construction of the Brigham Young University

the mirror when he left to be the chief alchemist of Emperor

Jerusalem Centre in 2010. Some Mormons stationed there

Rudolf II in Prague. Dee and Kelley had previously used the

have begun translating it and have no idea what to do next.

Mirror to speak to angels in Niepołomice Castle with Stephen

T
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be defeated is hard to vouchsafe, but it is believed to belong
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Paris. The idea that any army carrying the Lance cannot
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best potential Lance was captured from Jerusalem in 615
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Báthory, the then King of Poland. Also in attendance was

srqponmlkjihgfedcba
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Stephen’s young niece Elizabeth, who would later gain fame

entry into the highest levels of society by appearance alone
(Countenance Level 2). The items last for a year and a day,
and thus could be sold. The Ring was worn by a Viking
explorer now lost to history; he arrived in America shortly
after Leif Erikson and carried it as a way to impress the locals.
He and his men starved to death in the Adirondacks, and the
Ring is in a shallow grave waiting to be found.

The Seal of Solomon

sS 1 R NWV \

Solomon, including his various tools for summoning and
controlling demons. He gave the ring bearing the seal of

demonic control to Bob Marley, and it is still on the finger of
his skeleton in his grave in Jamaica. Whether Solomon ever
wielded it is unclear, but it can indeed command demons: no
demon can touch the wielder while they concentrate, and
they feel compelled to flee. Controlling the power of celestials
is beyond any extant Dominions, so any angel or demon
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getting their hands on this would be a big deal; it might lead

to uncovering the lost Dominion of Truth, or could unite one
side of the war and destroy the other.

The Spectacles of Truth

These rickety old brass spectacles date from the Islamic

Empire, and were set in a sturdier copper frame by their

19th-century owner. They were sold in a private auction to a

powerful arms and drug dealer working out of bases in Crete
and Greece, who now uses them to his great profit. Anyone
wearing the Spectacles can see the true thoughts and motives
of anyone they touch (Communion Level 2), meaning they

Mdl T

cannot be betrayed or spied upon. With the help of the

spectacles, the owner purged his organisation of Europol

informants and CIA agents, and also outmanoeuvred the
competitors he meets regularly. His ascension is causing

resentment, but nobody, it seems, can stop him while he vets
people personally. Taking him down would take a miracle.

The Staff of Might
A modest relic, this appears to be a short wooden baton with
brass rings around the middle – but once per day the owner can
make it extend to great size (up to hundreds of metres long and
the diameter of a giant redwood tree) and strike a target with

mirror was stolen by unknown agents who broke into Dee’s

equivalent force, giving the user sufficient strength to complete

The Ring of Riches

Possibly the inspiration for the myth of Draupnir, this ring

T

Haile Selassie claimed to have inherited the wealth of King

for her murderousness. Another theory states that the true
study and ransacked it while he was in Poland.

sS
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of whatever culture they find themselves in, enough to grant

the strike (Shaping Level 2, Excelsis Level 2). It only lasts for
one strike, and the change in size never affects anything but the

Mdl T
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Also interestingly, the turning factor in the Battle of Pavia was
when the Duc de Bourbon changed sides at the last minute.
Bourbon was a famous mystic, Templar, cathar and collector
of sacred artefacts, and was rumoured to own both the Holy
Grail and the mummified head of John the Baptist. Bourbon
was later murdered on the steps of the Vatican during the
Siege of Rome by Benvenuto Cellini, a Florentine sculptor
and jeweller working directly for the pope, and a close friend
of Nostradamus. Cellini was reportedly a brutal killer with
at least three murders to his name – but he enjoyed papal
support and the patronage of the Medicis, and for both he
made many fine holy objects. Cellini may have been hired to
find whatever Bourbon was hiding, but killed him by mistake.
There are so many mysteries left under Rome, and the
Vatican is in no hurry to solve any of them, or to tell anyone
else if it does.
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dazzling regalia of jewellery and finery as befitting a ruler

W V \Z

Perhaps more than any magician, Dee claimed to not only
speak to angels but have direct insight into their history,
powers and language. He claimed to speak Enochian, the
language of angels, and had a marble tablet he had found
in Pavia, in Italy, which he said provided him the secret
to unlock the Enochian alphabet. That tablet and several
other artefacts were stored in a cabinet which was given by
Dee’s son Arthur to Elias Ashmole, the famous collector of
Oxford University, who published Arthur’s magical works. In
1677, Elias had so many ‘curiosities’ he donated them to the
university and the Ashmolean Museum was founded. Dee’s
cabinet is still there, under the painting of the Battle of Pavia
that Dee also owned. Some have speculated that the painting
contains clues to where Dee found the tablet, and where
other secrets may lie. The cabinet in the museum is currently
empty; the tablets themselves are stored away to preserve
them – or so the museum claims. Dee’s journals and notes
passed to his son, who translated them into Russian while
working as court magician to Tsar Michael I. The notes were
later stolen by Rasputin, then later miraculously found by
the Romanovs, who donated them to the Imperial Library in
Moscow – with Rasputin’s comments now added.
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The Cabinet of Dr Dee

will produce a kingly garment, dressing its wielder in a

target, but the effect can be enormous. It is clearly the inspiration
for the staff of the Monkey King in Chinese legend. The staff

commanders that this was an item of powerful Egyptian

a larger size by a switch. It was classified as such when it was

magic. The four officers of the regiment sliced the Tablet

stolen from China by British visitors during the late 19th century,

into four pieces and entered into a tontine, with the one

and and now sits in the Museum of Magic in Sydney, Australia,

who made it home from the war getting to own all four

where it is used in stage shows. If violence broke out, someone

pieces. Three of them returned home, and over the centuries

on stage might unwittingly call on the power of the weapon.

the pieces came to be split between two powerful French

T

The Thoth Tarot
The original Thoth Tarot was built by Aleister Crowley to be
a trap. The angel in question was bound to the picture used
for the World (21), and Crowley believed that by binding the

VWN R 1 Ss

card into the deck with ritual and coded art, he could make
the newborn relic obey his commands. Crowley’s accomplice

T

Lady Frieda Harris tricked him, however, and the deck will
only work in the hands of a woman who remains virginal.
Therein, performing a reading of someone the wielder can
see reveals everything about that person and the life they
have lived until that moment (Witness Level 3). It can also
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somewhat predict the future (Witness Level 2), but combined

with the information of the past, it appears incredibly
accurate at that also. The Tarot was sold off to an unrecorded
buyer to cover Crowley’s debts in 1935. Various fakes and
imitations are in circulation, and descendants of his Thelema

cult and OTO continue to hunt for the original. Operation

Morning Glory has heavy surveillance on these members (if it
has not outright recruited them), and if word of the original
is found, Morning Glory agents will swoop within the hour.

The Tower of Melusine
Melusine is a strange French myth about a lady who is
half serpent but appears normal as long as her husband
respects her privacy. The myth about the necessity of secrets

hides a real truth: a small motte and bailey castle in south-

western France that cannot be found by anyone looking for
it (Communion Level 3). Anyone approaching within a a
mile will find the castle vanishes and their steps are directed
around it, unless they are specifically wandering randomly
and with no destination. Angels of sufficient Dominion over

Communion can find it as well, but it takes great effort, and
they know if they leave they will lose it again. Many of the
angels who find it stay there forever, safe from outside threat.
As such, a great many secrets and relics are waiting to be
discovered inside the tower.
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The Turquoise Tablet
Found by Napoleonic soldiers and at first misidentified as
being made of emerald, it was clear to their unit’s

dM
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itself is believed by its owners to be a parlour trick, sliding to

aristocratic families. Neither is certain what the item does, but
translations point to it granting some kind of power over the
very Heavens above. If anyone reads theTablet out loud in
the morning (which takes about an hour), they gain the ability
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to summon a storm sufficient to flood the entire Nile Valley or
equivalent (Lightning Level 3). Anyone with an active interest
on the stock exchange could use this on shipping lanes to
make billions with the right bets. As the fortunes of both

families wane, this last remaining ace in the hole becomes

more and more a last hope, and murder and theft is definitely
up for consideration.

Real Christian Relics

We have avoided using any real-world relics, but if you wish
to add some to your game there are many to choose from.
Countless churches claim to have slivers of the True Cross
or the Crown of Thorns itself. The cathedral in Limburg,
Germany contains the Staff of St Peter (said to be able to
perform resurrections), and a portable altar topped with a
severed foot – the altar containing the sandal of St Andrew, the
beard of St Peter and a Nail of the Lord (from the crucifixion).
In the Cathedral of San Salvador in Ovideo, Spain, they claim
to possess the Sudarium – the sweat – and bloodstained cloth
that was tied around Jesus’ head – while the knife he used to
cut bread at the Last Supper is in the Campanile of St Mark’s
Cathedral in Venice. Fakes and disputed relics are of course
common: many churches claim to have the true Holy Lance,
and in the 1670s the Pope personally bought what was claimed
before God by the seller to be the beard of St Peter; it turned
out to be a pubic wig. On the other hand, ‘contact relics’ are
relics which become important because of who touched or
carried them: St Helena, wife of Constantine, may not have
found the True Cross – but if she carried a piece of wood
from the Holy Land back to her church, then her saintly
status imbues it with great importance and power, whatever
its providence. In this way, there is no contradiction in that a
dozen different churches possess the right hand of St Marina
the Martyr: the very fact that they are treated as important
makes them important. In the Relics universe, Marina
might have been an angel with many many right hands.
The great body of Christian myth is yours to use however you
wish to imagine.
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of angels; however, his love of forgeries and jokes makes it

The code of Leonardo da Vinci isn’t in Madonna of the Rocks

almost impossible to find the true clues among the fake.

like Dan Brown said: it’s hidden in La Giaconda, aka the
Mona Lisa – which is why it was stolen in 1911. The Louvre
was returned a fake and the original is now owned by a Saudi
businessman. Anyone aligning the two perspective lines (the one
of the lady and the one of the landscape) will create an X on the
Italian landscape behind her, as instructed in da Vinci’s coded
diary. The X marks an underground cavern hosting da Vinci’s
last invention: a flying suit complete with fire-launching gauntlets.
The physics are wrong, yet the wielder can fly and rain down fire
in it (Excelsis Level 2, Fire Level 2) because of the angel caught

dM

in the silvered nose cone. A wearer can very easily be shot down
in it, making it not as useful as it might seem, but the hint of
da Vinci will drive collectors to find it – and more pages of his
diary, also in the cavern, contain further secrets of the maestro’s
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conversations with angels.

Demonic Items

The Basin of Scrying
A small copper basin with a worn hole in the bottom, it no
longer holds water unless fixed as a fountain. The copper
dates from the Byzantine era, but the fountain fixtures were
added in the 15th century in the Ottoman Empire. The
power of the Basin is extremely seductive to those with
enemies: when filled with water and concentrated over, it
clearly reveals the face of their greatest enemies, showing
above (Witness Level 3). The curse is that anyone viewed

through the Basin dreams that night of the person who used
it, and also learns their location and plans. The celestial
inside seeks to bring the two forces together as quickly as

possible so they can destroy each other and many more in the
fallout. The Basin is currently owned by a powerful occultist
who is also one of the richest men in Savannah, Georgia, and
a sworn member of the Supper Club. If any band of angels

sS

a demon and an angel is small, if not non-existent.

were to target his power base, he would turn the Basin to

Therefore, there is a false dichotomy in these two lists;

their activities.

dM

demons, and even angels dedicated to holy aims can still be
cruel and destructive.

The Book of Eternity
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This box is small enough to be held in the hand and is

secured with a simple metal lock, with no key to be found.

It has the power to raise a furious storm; not enough to be

dangerous, but enough to cause ships to seek harbours and

This appears as a frayed and dilapidated manuscript, bound

everyone wise to stay indoors (Lightning Level 2). Therein,

in vellum in medieval Europe sometime around the 10th

the demon in the Box begins its work, whispering discord to

the story of a journeying monk who is on a pilgrimage to
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Jerusalem and then to the centre of the earth to seek the
Grail. The problem is, the Book has no ending – and the
more the owner reads it, the more they become obsessed with
finding and reading that end, and the more they come to
believe that the Book contains a secret knowledge they must
unlock and understand. While the demon slowly seduces
the owner with this obsession, the relic removes from them

inhabitants to violence against each other, escalating to full
murder (Communion Level 2). It also offers healing powers,

Mdl T

enough to keep everyone from dying quickly (Healing Level
2) so they can enact bloody revenge. The Box was used by

Japan to defeat Korean invaders in 665 CE, and is currently
in the Tokyo Museum of Culture. Nobody is around late at

night to be affected – but the artefacts are about to go on tour
around the world.

3) and protects them from severe injury (Protection Level

The Bullets of Blood

2). Their health suffers terribly, and eventually some disease

These six steel bullets were cast sometime in the 18th century

claims them, but the demon enjoys making it take as long

but conform themselves to the modern age, fitting whatever

as possible, leaving a human shell that has spent decades

gun the owner has or the first one they find. Five of the

reading the nonsensical pages over and over and over. The

Bullets strike unerringly true: no matter how bad the shot,

short story ‘The Zahir’ by Jorge Luis Borges is definitely a

they will hit what the shooter wanted to hit (Intercession
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reference to this book, with Borges turning the Book into a

Level 2). One of the Bullets belongs to the demon, and hits

coin but hinting in his usual self-referential way that his story

the person of their choice, killing them instantly (Intercession

is the Book, or some clue to it. Given Borges’ mastery of

Level 3). The demon in the Bullets always positions this as a

mathematics and mysticism, it is likely he knew something

choice, promising the five unerring shots with the cost made
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the need to eat, drink and sleep to stay alive (Healing Level

everyone in the building it inhabits. Its goal is to drive the
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century. The author and origins are unknown; it contains
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The Box of Tempests
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the owner, but they could just as easily be wicked angels as
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where they are and their current actions as if viewing from

As discussed in the next chapter, the difference between

the following items have unquiet spirits that pull at and attack
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The Vitruvian Device

currently circulating through the police forces of cities

T

in the United States. The cops are vulnerable to the
deal: five shots to save the lives of their friends feels
like a good bargain. The opera ‘The Black Rider’ by
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Tom Waits and William S. Burroughs seems to be
about these bullets, but Tom says William had the idea
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clear. Humans still take the deal all the time. The Bullets are
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in a dream, and Burroughs took the details of that
dream to his grave.
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The Crying Boy

The Crying Boy is a painting created in

molecular thickness across fifty thousand objects. Each
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has the ability to shoot gushes of fire (Fire Level 2) enough

The Demon Core

to burn a small house down fairly quickly, which the demon

This sphere of solid

inside enjoys immensely. The chemicals are flame-retardant,
so the picture often survives, and with effort the fragmented

demonic mind changes the image to suit modern tastes

(Countenance Level 2). Right now it is a kitten wearing

plutonium weighs approximately

six kilograms and has a diameter of nine centimetres.

It was produced in Los Alamos in 1940, and was intended
to power the third atomic bomb to be used on Japan.
However, the war ended before that was needed, and the

sunglasses and is commonly seen in junk stores and craft

Core seemed to be cursed: it killed two men with radiation

shops, but occultists still think of it as named for when it

poisoning and underwent two criticality incidents (i.e. almost

first became famous. It’s a simple thing, but by virtue of its

fusion meltdowns). The demon inside wants to kill, and kill

multiplicity it is perhaps the deadliest demon on earth.

The Dead Man’s Chair
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as many people as possible. It murders anyone who touches it
(Passings Level 2), but it entered the plutonium so it could kill
millions. Military records say it was melted down – but it was

According to the Thirsk Museum in Yorkshire, where the

actually stolen by a member of the Legacy of the True Cross,

item hangs from the ceiling to prevent occupancy, anyone

which has constructed a devastating nuclear device from it.

sitting in this stout oaken chair is at risk of being murdered

by the ghost of Thomas Busby, who was hanged for murder
in 1702. There is also a suggestion it will drag your soul
to Hell. The demon within has Dominion over Fire and

The only issue to be solved is delivery, but the demon won’t
wait much longer.

The Devil’s Bible

Written in Latin and bound in vellum, wood and iron,

Passings and will use those gifts to murder anyone who sits

this Bible was designed to stay fixed to a pulpit, but was

down, typically by immolation, without the fire consuming

transported across the ocean from Medieval Spain to ensure

the Chair in any way. It only does this every now and then,
however, to keep people on their toes; the last death was by
‘accidental’ choking in 1972. The Chair is popular in ghost

T
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story books and local colour, and was recently featured on a

ghost-hunting television program. Soon enough, somebody
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in the paint of the printing, and cast itself in
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post-war Britain. The demon was actually

T

T

popular as a mass produced image in

dM

the 1940s by Giovanni Bragolin. It became

the correct teaching of South American slaves and prisoners.
It was later taken by British explorers to North America,

and currently resides in St Peter’s Catholic Church in the

Financial District of Manhattan. The name comes from the
strange symbol engraved in the front, which some say is a

satanic mark, but is more likely a distorted signature. The

is going to sit in it again, and the demon will have its fun.

demon within it is very real, however. It has Dominion over

Possibly on live television.

Communion and Intercession at the highest levels, and uses
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Bible for more than a few minutes. As they read, thousands
will dream terrible nightmares that the reader is a dark
god who must be obeyed, and will gain a sure and steady
knowledge of how to reach that person. They also know
the god must be given sacrifices of blood to appease them.
Not everyone will answer the call – but the dreams
are insistent and the human mind fragile. The reader’s
mind is also assailed with the surety that they have a great
purpose to bring about Armageddon. Again, they may
resist, but few can for long.

Also able to appear as a violin or any other instrument,
anyone playing this instrument is gifted with the abilities
of a maestro, a once-in-a-lifetime genius (Excelsis Level
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3). This is no guarantee of fame and fortune, but the voice
inside the Guitar whispers that it is the only just reward
for such a gift, and the audiences that soon gather will
agree. Next, predatory capitalists will appear, knowing a
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moneymaker when they see one. It is of course never enough,
and the demon lights the fire of addiction to the attention
(Communion Level 2), which usually leads to mental health
issues, substance abuse, chemical addiction and then suicide
or accidental death. The last person to use the Guitar gave it
away to a Nebraska radio station to cover a debt; it was won
by a fan, and they are learning to play. These days YouTube
is the avenue of choice rather than stadium rock, and the way
to success there is to court certain kinds of controversy and
fans – and the songs of this next like-and-subscribe hero have
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strong misogynistic undertones.

The Doll That Moves

This small wooden doll is human-shaped, scuffed and of
indeterminate age. The demon inside it has the power to
animate itself and move, and speak (Intercession Level 1,
Countenance Level 1). It does this when its owner is alone,
and then goes inert whenever anyone else is present – it’s

sS

an old trick, but it continues to drive people mad as it has
for millennia. It also likes to commit horrible crimes that it
can then blame on the owner. Its last victim was Key West
painter Robert Otto, which made the Doll have some fame
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as a sign of the eccentricities of the artist. As well as inspiring
many ghost stories, the Doll was put in the East Martello
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Relics end up in a whole variety of locations – but a great
deal of them are in public or private collections of some kind,
which means stealing them is a large-scale operation that
involves dealing with cameras, guards, sensors and vaults.
This rulebook does not go into the details of modern security
systems and how they might be beaten – although knowing a
little about such things helps make for exciting technobabble,
ultimately it’s not part of what makes good heist storytelling.
Likewise, it can be interesting as set dressing to get plans of
famous museums, but resist the urge to present a situation to
players and ask them to come up with their plans wholecloth.
Heists are an exercise in dramatic storytelling, and aren’t well
served by being presented as a puzzle that the Dealer invents
and the players must solve.
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A better idea is to follow the flow of heist movies and present
the job as a sequence of smaller challenges. That these must
be overcome can be posited as a fait accompli, and then the
players can come up with solutions for each one. For example:
the key to getting in is getting on the roof, but we need to
make sure we aren’t seen or detected by alarms. Then we
break in – through windows or panels, or by supernatural
means – then work via the ceiling to avoid any of the heat or
pressure sensors near the floor. That’s a series of little tasks
– get to the roof unseen, deactivate alarms and sensors, get
into the building, work from the ceiling – that can be solved
in a variety of ways. They suggest potential roleplay, and
mechanics such as Timed Actions or Complex Tests.

T
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This way the players can get to the action faster instead of
spending hours of real time planning. Full Successes can
represent them having forethought to prepare for the next
situation, allowing them to still feel clever; meanwhile if they
really get stuck, they have flashbacks already built into the
Memory mechanic. For ideas on fun challenges and more on
how to use this technique, look to any of the countless heist
films and TV shows, and see the list of inspirational material
in Chapter Nine.

l

The Gambler’s Coin
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The Gambler’s Coin appears to be a Spanish doubloon from
approximately the 15th century, but one side is stamped with
an indecipherable symbol thought to be of Mayan origin.
It may have been minted in the South American Spanish
colonies, but was recorded in personal letters and diaries of

Museum in Key West when Otto died in 1974. This is driving

wealthy hidalgos in Spanish California. After the Spanish-

the demon crazy because it can’t prey on people. It screams

American Wars it surfaced in Tombstone, Arizona, then San

telepathically to be stolen every single day. Soon enough, a

Francisco, then Las Vegas. The last known owner recorded,

visitor will succumb.

on his deathbed, that he threw it into the Bellagio Fountain
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The Devil’s Guitar

The Art of the Heist

dM

that power to bring the destruction of anyone who reads the
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so it would be lost forever. The Coin allows its wielder to win

will usually lead to an unfortunate

games of pure chance 100 per cent of the time (Intercession

accident. The Diamond is still owned by

Level 2). However, the demon within tells the gambler to keep

the Hope family, but they have loaned it in perpetuity to the

betting more and more, so there is never any time to enjoy

Smithsonian Museum, so it is currently owned by no single

the winnings. Meanwhile, it whispers resentment in everyone

person and its bloody reign has slowed.

around, and any money gained will almost certainly be taken
soon after through violent theft. Nobody likes a winner.

The Maze of Maize

The Hope Diamond

the Maze is ideal for a family outing when travelling the

Famous for being the largest vegetation maze in Iowa,

Perhaps the most famous relic of modern times, as is its

highways of America. It will keep the kids occupied for hours,

legend. Purchased by eponymous British industrialist Thomas

and even savvy travellers will get lost, as the pathways seem to

Hope in 1850, it was said to have belonged to King Louis XIV,

contort and change when you look away (Countenance Level

who purchased it from jeweller Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, who

2). The demon in the Maze also likes to whisper discord to

(legend has it) was later torn apart by wild dogs. The stone has

those who walk its pathways. It uses Countenance Miracles to

very little power – short range telepathy (Communion Level 2)

show frightening shadows, and lets exhaustion and paranoia

– but the demon within uses that power to constantly broadcast

work as the Maze seems to have no end. About once a year,
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to everyone who can hear it that the person carrying the

the right combination of panic, malice and open-carry laws

Diamond must be brutally killed. The disgust they feel

conspire to leave a corpse behind. The moment the murder

towards the carrier will at the very least drive away friends and

happens, the Maze seems to open up and an exit is revealed.

family if they cannot bear to do the deed themselves; if no

The visitors rush away, scarred; the owners cover it up so they

actual murder takes place, a lack of friends, care or concern

don’t lose their livelihood. And the demon smiles.
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The Leopard’s Paw

Also known as the Millstone of Job or the

A mummified leopard’s claw set on top of an

Sampo, this simple earthenware grain

ivory rod and decorated with brass and gold

mill will grind whatever you put into it,

jewellery, this is clearly an ancient artefact,

miraculously making an endless amount

and dates from the Mughal Empire in India.

without the initial input being consumed
(Shaping Level 3). The stories speak of rice,
salt or millet, but most people use it with
wealth. The downside is the production
doesn’t stop – and, in fact, speeds up. Vaults
split open; houses are destroyed, then
streets, then towns. Thousands are buried
alive in the tide of material. Eventually the
weight is so great the town slides into the

The demon within can kill anyone with a
close blood tie to the wielder (Passings Level
3), and will do so – but in a way that makes
the owner feel responsible. The demon assures
Whatever is wished, the demon tries its best

to make it come to pass through violent death.
Even if this isn’t directly possible, the demon
plays on the wielder’s fears and confirmation

similar disasters occur (such as the currency

bias to make the link and feel guilt. Eventually

becoming worthless). Only then does the

the wielder is driven to madness or suicide,

tide stop. In 1961 in the town of Centralia,

and the item passes on. It is currently in an
antique shop in Chicago, waiting for a buyer.
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Pennsylvania, a poor coal miner asked for fire

The Picture of Damnation

dM

and to stop his fellow miners needing to work
so hard. The city is still on fire to this day, and

Originally a painting, this relic updates itself

the Mill is somewhere in the ruins.

to suit the era and is now a digital photo. The

The antikythera mechanism was in fact a
piece of this strange ancient Greek device.
Appearing to use physical principles of the
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day, it in fact involves the power of Uriel,
pulling down a beam of sunfire powerful

enough to consume anything within visual

range in blazing white hot flames (Fire Level 3). Anyone

and tear suffered being transferred to the

picture (Protection Level 2). However, if the

picture is destroyed (deleted in this case, and
it cannot be copied or sent by digital means),

Mdl T

the owner dies, suffering the agonies kept

in the picture all at once. What’s more, the
demon inhabiting the picture whispers to both the owner

finding the device is schooled by the demon within that they

and anyone who views the image. Those who view it who

and their nation should take over the world, using the power

aren’t the owner see an image so twisted and horrific they

of the weapon. The demon will whisper the same to all they

are driven to destroy the image. The owner sees the same

speak to, so they will find governments and militaries quick to

image: themselves but twisted, unnatural and demonic, and

agree with the proposition. The science of the device cannot

the demon whispers that the image is their true self. Slowly

be duplicated, but the laser destruction is very handy for any

they come to believe that, seeing the thing in the mirror as a

small insurgent force; it could tip the balance of asymmetrical

hideous false face and succumbing to the monstrous nature of

warfare. Another piece of the device was discovered in 2018,

what they believe they have become.
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interpreted his plans for a death ray from its design. It ended

The Scabbard of All The Earth

up being sent back to his family after he died, and resides in a

It wasn’t the sword Excalibur that had the power, but its

box in storage in the Tesla Museum in Zagreb, Croatia.

scabbard. The sheath grants the bearer the ability to heal
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and the last piece is owned by the Nikola Tesla estate; he
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owner of the photo never ages, with any wear
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The Lens of the Sun
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to keep him warm on a frozen winter night
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the owner that the item is able to grant wishes.

sea or is submerged into the earth, or other
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The Mill of Suffering

connected to the lands around them, which are equally full

it to Sir Christopher Lee. Imagining it to be a prop from a

of life and healing (Healing Level 3). The celestial within

film, he sold it to a charity auction, and it is now owned by

knows no restraint; it reaches out with its healing energy

an obsessive fan who carries it as part of his cosplay to San

until it drives itself mad. Then it begs to be thrown away,

Diego Comic Con each year. The crowded con provides him

and seeks this by sabotaging itself through its wielder. It

endless opportunities to attract and feed on victims.

spreading sedition and betrayal. Eventually the unceasing

The Stone of Sacrifice

mistrust and anguish breaks the wielder, and they die by

This large granite stone is rectangular, about five feet by

suicide, or throw their burden away – and the land and

two feet, and carved with small rivulets around the edge. It

everything healed begins to rapidly decay. The relic sleeps,

weighs over a hundred kilograms and is very hard to move.

but the spirit within needs to be punished again soon

The demon within is happy to grant the power of flight and

enough, and a new king will be chosen.

great vision (Excelsis Level 2, Witness Level 2) to anyone
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The Shoes of Blood
In Hans Christian Andersen’s story, these red
shoes cause ladies to dance – but the real relic
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contains a demon that tells the wearer that a
terrible monstrous shadow is chasing them,
so that the wearer runs in fear until they die

from the effort (Communion Level 3).

They cannot stop even if they pass out
(Intercession Level 2). It is an agonising,
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while they are standing within a hundred
feet of the Stone (or flying above it), but

first it demands a blood sacrifice. This has

M

been particularly useful to the cult of the

Immaculate One, which has gathered around
the stone’s location in Windham, Maine:
they can demonstrate real physical power

after the murder, and the two combined has
membership soaring.

horrifying death. Andersen heard the story

The Torc of Terror

from the sex workers he used to socialise

This silvered neckpiece was fashioned in

with, who used it as a warning against violent
customers: be nice, or the girls would set the

Devil on your heels. The last wearer was a
Danish gentleman who ran into the North Sea
and drowned himself. The Shoes will wash up in
the nets of Copenhagen fishermen any day now.

The Skull of Dracula
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eastern Europe about a thousand years

ago and was borne by the slave trade

to Africa; it is now in an art display in

a five-star bedroom in a hotel in Accra,

Ghana, preying on each visiting guest. The
Torc gives its wearer the power to know
touch (Communion Level 2) and to project

for display, and the coronet he had worn in

images of those things into the mind of

life was permanently attached with silver nails.

that person at will (Communion Level 3).

grave robbers in the late 18th century.
The coronet has the power, however: it is
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possessed by a demon that gives its owner
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the fears and fascinations of anyone they

When Vlad Tepes died his skull was decorated

That might explain why the Skull was stolen by
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finds those closest to the owner and poisons their minds,
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A wealthy fan picked it up on the black market and gave
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any wound, and it spreads beyond this: soon their health is
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This quickly allows the wielder to dominate
the minds of their victims, and the demon

whispers on and on about how to use this
for evil purposes. Visitors often try it on for

powerful strength and speed (Excelsis Level

a few days, and take it off as they fear the

2) while infecting them with bloodlust and

power they have – but the right person will

endless hunger for human flesh.

one day steal the Torc and put it to use.
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‘Talk to me, my son. I will hear your confession.’
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The unshaven face cocked an eyebrow. ‘You ain’t no preacher,
ain’t no lady preach-’
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She cut him off by slamming her weight onto him, knees on
his chest, pushing him down onto the metal chair, her right
forearm closing his windpipe.
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‘You’re thinking hiding is still a good idea. Wrong, because I
know you are there. I know you oh so well. I’ve been tracking
you since before England, before France. Two centuries – more
now,’ she added. ‘It’s the twenty-first century now. I keep
forgetting that.’ Behind the panicked, choking eyes, a shadow
moved. Skin rippled across a sweaty forehead. Ava smiled.
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A spit bubble and a tremor reminded her to relax her pressure
slightly from her victim’s throat, but she kept her position, her
weight on his chest, her feet perching on his lap like an owl.
She enjoyed the incongruity of it, and the superiority it implied.
She didn’t own the prison outright – but she had spent years
making sure it was wealthy, and as a result she owned it in
every practical sense. She could do what she wanted to a man
on death row. Every camera would be turned away. Paperwork
lost. Nothing was too good for Ms Ava Stafel.
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‘I’m not talking to you, you stupid meatsack,’ she spat, staring
past the prisoner’s eyes into deeper, hidden recesses. ‘I’m
talking to the thing that’s taken you. Come out, come out
wherever you are,’ she laughed.
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‘I almost lost you when you didn’t need the knife any more.
I thought you might be dead. But you learned how to jump
bodies without the relic. I didn’t know you could do that.
I’d like to know more about that.’ This last sentence was
weighted, and her sharp fingernails emphasized each point
by drawing blood from the man’s cheek. She muffled the noise
with her palm.
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The eyes moved in the prisoner’s skull. Not in a way controlled
by the man himself.

M

‘This is the chair. The Sing Sing chair. It doesn’t just kill
people. It kills souls. It rips them out of mortals, even ones
who are just watching. This thing is full of a hundred dead men
and it wants more.’
She pulled him close to whisper in his ear,
‘And it can kill you, demon.’
Ava gazed down upon him with imperious fury. ‘I declare you
murderer, defiler, killer of hundreds of innocents, breaker
of the Sixth Commandment. I condemn thee to the fires of
Judgement, and you’ll be screaming for me to let you see them
as I kill you inch by inch with the fire in this chair. Or,’ and
here she stared at the shadow hiding in the man’s left eyeball,
to show she could see it sliding about, and knew its shape and
form. ‘Or I can take your confession.’
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‘And now you’re thinking I’m a fool, to think I can hurt you
by hurting your little host. Tsk tsk.’ Somewhere a voice
told her she was laying it on too thick. She didn’t care.
It was her victory lap, after all. ‘You probably even think I
can’t hurt you at all. That even if I burn this sack up with
electric fire, you’ll ooze into a guard or something. But look at
the chair you’re in, stupid.’

sS

Elsewhere in the complex, a guard turned off the security
cameras. He’d wanted to see the bastard fry for what he did to
those kids, but the sound of a demon screaming was making
his eyes water.
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– John Milton, Paradise Lost

T

he three building blocks of the Relics setting are
powerful items to be hunted and reclaimed, mysteries
that angels can uncover, and antagonists to battle.
The previous chapter looked at the first of those,
and a few of the human antagonists. This chapter
lays out answers to the big questions of the Relics
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setting (or one possible set of answers, at least), and the more
supernatural antagonists linked to those answers.

– Hal Hartley, Simple Men

The purpose of relics is to drive action and give personas

intent in every scenario. They are items of urgency; things
that must be addressed, sought after, collected, stolen,
returned, battled, destroyed, buried, commanded, entrusted
and forgotten. They push the personas into the story.

Some roleplaying games invite players to read the entire book

But stories and games are not just plots to be followed from

and to have access to all parts of the game and its setting,

A to B; there is also exploration and experimentation,

to be on equal footing with the Dealer. Relics is written

discovery and mystery. That is the purpose of the secrets

with the assumption that only the Dealer will read the last
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and the grand setting behind the setting: to inspire wonder

three chapters. Of course, there is no way to enforce this,

and to drive exploration.

and the connectivity of the internet means spoilers are easy

Exploration and revelation are drives that are very different

to come by. Players may also play several series of Relics,

to saving the day (or world) and fighting the forces of evil:

each unconnected and beginning their own story anew. To

more subtle, less immediate, less direct. They can sit behind

keep things surprising, many secrets are provided, as well as

individual scenes and stories and come out drop by drop, and

suggestions of alternative truths. Even a player who has read

they work best when untangled in an uneven and indirect
path. This is true of the smaller mysteries as well, such as
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series is uncovering, and how the Dealer intends to use it.

where relics are hiding or who is using what to bring about

And all of it can change on a dime as needed. Even principles

they allow the players and their personas to wander, to gather

laid out in the previous chapters can change too. If a player

data points and evidence, to test hypotheses and reflect on

has a great idea that contradicts the setting as written, there’s

outcomes. To be surprised and have suspicions confirmed.

no reason to hang onto that part of the setting. If the player
has an emotional attachment to something, you want to

the supernatural events that are happening. Small and large,

Many roleplaying games use smaller mysteries; fewer use the
larger ones. That said, a great many TV shows have serieslong arcs that work like this, some at different speeds or styles

at God for damning humans to Hell, or wants to play the

to others (see Styles of Mystery, below); the point is that the

foreign exchange angel from a dimension where nobody has

form is well known. The setting of Relics (and any story of

free will. Those are both amazing concepts and should be

angels) is deliberately crafted to leave many things unsaid so

instantly embraced. The same, of course, goes for you, the

that any simple adventure points to lots of larger questions
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Dealer. Want to tell a story where God threw Lucifer out of
Heaven because She thought the love affair between Luci and
Michael was distracting Michael from his duties? Please do it.
It would be criminal for anyone to stop you from doing so, let
alone some words in a book.

behind the scenes. Angels are mythic creations designed
to ask us questions; questions about who we are, where we
come from, why we are here and how we deal with the moral
quandaries before us.
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bring it into the game. Perhaps they think their angel is mad
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all of this information won’t know exactly which secret their
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‘There’s nothing but trouble and desire.’
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The Purpose of Secrets

Note that this is – for the personas and hopefully the players

often used in conjunction. In television, shows like Brimstone

metaphor becomes literal in Relics. Deliberately so. The

and Supernatural use the former system, while shows like

angels were around at creation, have met God and are

The OA and The Good Place do the latter.

change, as the protagonists find their way out of confusion
and loss and reconnect with their faith. In Wings of Desire
and Faraway, So Close!, the protagonists come from isolation
into the terrible connection and heaviness of existence. The
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Memories system of Relics helps bring this element out, and
as much as this chapter has secrets to present, the Dealer
should discard them if the personas remember something

better, or work to sew their Memories into the past as much

T

as possible. It’s more than just the truth, it is their own
personal truth.

What this means is that the personal revelations and the
emotional payoffs are more important than the actual specific
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answers to the questions. It matters more what the
players feel about God being gone, and how

they tap into those emotions, than where

She is and why She left. The purpose of
the secrets and mysteries is not to solve
the puzzle, but to inspire the search
so that it leads to introspection. This

chapter provides one sort of answer,

and hints at others. Use which parts you

wish, discard others and invent your own,
then reinvent them for subsequent series.

Other truths are always possible. Perhaps it’s
all just a dream. The truth is indeed out there, but the

you wish to tell in your series, but note that the secrets in the
setting of Relics are not all equivalent: some secrets are
better tuned for one method and some for the other. The
history of angels, the fifth Aspect, the lost archangels: these
are all good secrets to explore in the fractal method. The
truth about demons and ghosts, the dark side of Missions, the
coming of the Anathema: these make excellent twists that
can force enemies to become allies and rewrite the nature of
the conflict at hand. Of course, you can find ways to use any
secret any way you like, and all of them are full of dramatic
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potential in any form.

The Source of Secrets

‘There was a myth before the myth began,
Venerable and articulate and complete.’
– Wallace Stevens
Uncovering the truth behind the Relics
means. Powerful relics will hold secrets
and clues towards the truth. Finding key
individuals will allow them to fill in the
blanks. There are also records, diaries,
journals, inscriptions – some deliberately
coded, some just unable to be understood
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without the right keys. The search for the

Grail is about enlightenment and knowledge, not

just a trinket. Indeed, the path to finding relics can easily
point to secrets: if a certain item is in a certain place, then

Styles of Mystery

an angel must have taken care to put it there, and tracking

mysteries in media, but they boil down into two basic types.
The first is the fractal model, where at the beginning we see

them will reveal their life and their knowledge. Angels, and

not just those of the Belt, are fascinated by the mysteries that
surround them, and leave notes and hints everywhere they go.

the surface of the world and its characters, and while those

Secrets are also hidden in mythologies, beliefs and religions,

things remain accurate and relatively unchallenged, we then

and their protoplasmic antecedents. The secret backstory

fill in the details by expanding both outwards and inwards.

of Relics is designed to be one that echoes through major

We learn about the undercurrents and foundations of the

religious stories in various cultures, to suggest that all our

world and expand our knowledge of the wider forces at

human tales are half-truths reflecting the greater ur-story.

work, but our original foundations remain. The other

How much your players are familiar with such myths will

extreme is the twisting model, where the text uses

vary, but you can design your game with your players in mind

half-truths, restricted information and assumptions to
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present things falsely to the viewer; then, through reveals

and twists, it explodes those assumptions and rewrites the
foundations, revealing heroes to be villains, friends to be

enemies and so on. These aren’t mutually exclusive, and are

sS

universe can be done through many

answers matter less than you think.

There are countless different ways to present and reveal

8

dM

like The Prophecy and Dogma are stories of self-discovery and

You should use whatever style suits your game and the story

dM

T

made of morality; for them, these questions are personal
and involve their personal history. The best angelic movies
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as well – also a journey of discovery into the self. This
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for that reason. Relics takes its strength from the fact that

these myths are the background radiation of our culture and
worm their way into so much of our knowledge and view of
the world. Still, prompting is good especially in this modern,

sS
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more atheist age. Rather than just hand them source material,

207

tear itself apart – and perhaps Her as well. Instead She

things so the angels can have conversations. Have a human

realised she must create two worlds: the supernal above and

explain the Garden of Eden story; it perfectly and effortlessly

the natural below, one with all of Her power, and one with

sets up the players to respond with not just confusion about

nothing but matter. Exhausted from the battle, She used what

why humans believe such things, but what actually happened

She had: the terrestrial world was made of the dragon’s flesh

that day.

and bones, and the Heavens with the dragon’s fiery blood.

dM
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Secrets can also belong to the personas. The way Memory

But without any of Her divine nature in the world, God was

mechanics work allow the personas to remember the truth

locked off from the universe She wished to beautify. So she

about their beginnings, and the the parts of their lives

created the angels, things of both worlds. Things that could

buried in their relics. Said Memories can point to records,

take some part of Her creative essence, yet cross over into

individuals, and items that contain further secrets, combining

the world below and shape it to Her will and dreams. As

this source with the former. Not only does this tie the

Her universe was vast and manifold, so too did Her angels

personas into the plot and thus engage the players on a much

become legion. They were part of God, so they shared Her

deeper, richer level, it means less work for the Dealer. Let

spirit. They were part of the terrestrial universe, so they

the players lay the seeds to the answers and, if you like, even

echoed something of the shape of the dragon – horns on

provide those answers if possible. Most importantly, let the

their heads, claws like a lion, wings like an eagle, the face of

players and their personas speculate. Every time they wonder

God Herself, and the tail of a snake.

if they are wondering, then their persona has wondered it
going to ask but were stopped, or were too afraid. In other
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words, Memories can set up all the times the answer was
sought, adding greater payoff when the adventure begins with

‘and now there is a way to find out’.

In the Beginning

‘When the sky above had no name to know
And no word was made for earth below
There was father of them, primeval Apsu
And chaos Tiamat their mother too.’
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– Enûma Eliš

‘Before the first dawn, the silver city was. It is not
paradise. It is not heaven. It is the silver city,
that is not part of the order of created things.
The inhabitants of the city possess names and
identities. Perhaps they possess something
we might recognise as free will; perhaps not.’
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– Neil Gaiman, The Sandman
For thousands of years, the cold bone world was still and

silent. But there was something of the dragon’s essence still in
its bones, and life came. From bone and scale came fire and
stone. From fire and stone came smoke and water, and from
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those steaming pools came microscopic cells, and before the
angels knew it life was everywhere. It grew large and strong

In another place, beyond the universe, the forces of creation

and diverse. It was beautiful but it was also savage; to God’s

and uncreation are locked in an eternal war. Creation,

horror She saw The Hunger in it, fierce and unending, taking

being diverse and profligate, expanded and divided and

everything to survive.

spread throughout the multiverse to survive through greater
numbers. The thing the angels call God is one such being, an
offspring of pure Creation. She came to a remote end of the

sS

cosmos and there decided to create Her own universe. But in
the space She chose to shape it, there was something already
present: a force of pure life and pure survival that would later
be known to her as The Hunger.
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The War Begins

God feared most of all that this force
might infect Her angels, and

sS

through them Herself.
She called Her angels
back to her. She
demanded they
join Her in

When God shaped a fiery heart at the centre of the universe,

Heaven and be

it was consumed by the power of The Hunger and turned

content only to

into a great and terrible dragon. With all Her might, God

observe from

slew the dragon in a battle that still echoes in that void, and

now on – not

tore its body in two. She realised Her mistake: She could not

because of what

make a world that contained Her celestial power, as it would

angels might do to
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something out loud, take note and then find a way for you
or them to answer (or partly answer) that question. After all,
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have mortals in your series who know and can explain these
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The Angelic Calendar
‘Everything goes by so fast here. A day is like a blink of an eye. A week is like an angel turning his head.’
– Cassiel, Faraway, So Close!

8

Angels have no sense of time in Heaven, and they have constant trouble grasping this concept when on Earth. Creating a sense
of chronology is difficult for them. Any kind of answer to the question of when things happened must be broad, confused and
imprecise. But they do recognise a series of events, and divide their history into Ages.
The Age of Gold: God makes the world and angels first appear. The Dominions are created and the Aspects emerge.
The Age of Silver: Higher life forms appear on Earth. Angels make their children. God sets down Her ban. The demons rebel.
Things fall into chaos and ruin as the two sides war.
The Age of Bronze: The time after the ban when a great many angels fell. The beginning of written human history occurs here
(somewhere between 150,000 – 5000 BCE), and the rise of civilisations is made possible as the chaos of the Age of Silver subsides.
The Age of Iron: An ill-defined period when angels withdrew from public view. Some say this commenced because of the Late
Bronze Age Collapse, in about 1200 BCE, with angels seeing how their empire building led to nothing but chaos and bloodshed.
Others say it began around 1200 CE with angels recoiling in horror at the damage done by the Age of Religion. Opinions differ
on whether it has ended, too.
The prophecies of Daniel (given, the Bible tells, by an angel) suggest the next phase would be the Age of Clay, when everything
falls down. It is easy for angels to believe this has now arrived with God departed. Daniel then speaks of a great mountain that
smashes all the other metal and creates the Age of Stone, God’s unending kingdom that belongs only to Her children. Some hope
that this is coming soon. Others believe God left to create that Age elsewhere, leaving the fallen angels in the Age of Clay.
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Players may be curious about when God left the Earth, as in a human date. This is also a difficult question to answer for angels,
but the Belt has narrowed it down. One simple answer is ‘just before you start play’. If you want an actual date, it was the 21st of
April, 2016.
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Earth, but what Earth might do to Her angels. Yet now God

ethereal otherworld. It was a shining silver city, built of

was trapped in a paradox, for if She could no longer create

the impossibility of mathematics: the endless infinities and

the world in any way Her whole existence was frustrated.

straight lines and perfect circles that cannot exist in nature.

Lost in turmoil, She fell into confusion. As if a mirror of
the conflict in God, Her angels divided and rebelled. Some

felt that the Earth belonged to them, and they refused to
let it sit untended. Obedient angels were forced to return to
the terrestrial plane to stop them, disobeying God as well.

They learnt, too, of purpose, and order, and division. As war
had broken out, the angels began to reshape themselves as
warriors. The thirteen Heralds were chosen, and each turned
from artist to general. Great walls were built around the city
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The sides pulled further apart, and the world was consumed

and the rebel angels – now called demons – were banned

in fire as they fought. It was not the wars of humans that

from entry. As were any angels who were not there when the

caused God to recall Her children, but the fury of angels.

gates to the city were closed. So there were angels on Earth

Perhaps humans only copied them when they invented war.

who knew nothing of these changes and, owing no allegiance

Or perhaps, God feared, The Hunger had corrupted Her

to a Herald, could master all the Dominions; rootless
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angels already.
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There is a third possibility: that this new godless universe is the Age of Stone. The truth could be uncovered by finding the true
original works of Daniel, written in stone and still in the ruins of Nebuchednezzar’s palace, near Baghdad. These would reveal the
truth, which is that the prophecy was given by the angel Remiel and describes their coming exile fearing the wrath of their angelic
cohorts. The metaphors of Earth substances are a coded message that point to their hiding place in Hong Kong.

celestials trying to build their own supernal universes. And all

Meanwhile, in Heaven, the angels unable to shape Earth

of these things left their stain on human culture and belief.

turned their creative instincts into creating a shimmering

And much more was happening there below.
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‘Remember how one morning, out of the savannah,
his forehead smeared with grass, the biped appeared,
our long-awaited likeness? And from this man and
his followers, we learnt to speak.’
– Cassiel, Wings of Desire
The nature of angels is accretion. Slowly they became more
specialised for their Dominions, shaped by their Herald; less
a great plurality, more individuals. And each of the Aspects
became more and more distinct. And as life appeared and
idea: to create something like itself. There were, after all,
shadows of the dragon moving across the earth and waters,
so it would seem natural that their specific children should
emerge. Things with their form and shape but fully natural.
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From the angels of Aryeh came the manticores, the mantigers. From the angels of Behema came the bull-headed
minotaurs. From the Nesher, the hawkmen, often mistaken
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for angels themselves. From the Isha came the man-monkey
beast, the simian with the godly face. And from the fifth
Aspect, the angels of Nachash who wore the form of the
serpent, came the snake-men. For centuries all of these
creatures walked across the earth and shaped it to their
own needs. But none had a true element of the divine;
they resembled angels but lacked their celestial spark.
Eloah, the first of the Isha, and kindest angel of them all,
thought this might be the greatest gift to give to creation.
She sought out Luham, wisest of the Nachash, for how this
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might be done. Together, they gave Eloah’s children the
spark of the divine. These creatures were almost angels.

– Hebrews 4:13
As each Archangel began the Dominions, there were once
five angels who gave shape to the Aspects. Adon was the
burning bright lion of Aryeh. Rahma was the patient,
enduring ox that gave forth the Behema, and Jehvah was the
nature of becoming present who coalesced into the hawk and
the dove of Nesher. The lion-people, the bull-headed ones
and the winged folk sometimes worship these as something
like gods – or curse their names as abandoners. In the case of
humans, the ancient myths, from Babylon and Sumeria on,
twisted and turned. God and the dragon got confused with
Eloah and Luham, and became stories about a saviour god
and a defiler adversary.
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The angels turned on Eloah and Luham, demanding answers.

entirely clearly. They were children of angels just as the

the creation was all his idea. He had corrupted Eloah with

angels were children of God.

his wicked knowledge and arcane secrets. To save Eloah and

the earth, there came at that moment God’s edict to return

her creation, he goaded the other Aspects until the Aryeh,
Behema and Nesher rose up and destroyed him and his
children. His serpent men were obliterated with fire from

have been sin; there could be no crime greater than giving

the sky and their ancient kingdoms of Atlantis, Mu, and

the divine to the creatures of this world. God so feared

Hyperborea drowned forever beneath a worldwide flood.

infection, and here clearly was that very thing. Even if all

The idea of the serpent Aspect was cut off from the angelic

the angels abandoned the world, they had contaminated

world and never spoken of again, and all worship of serpents

it with the divine – and perhaps contaminated themselves.

and dragons was extinguished across the earth.
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When humans proved violent and savage, this confirmed their
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Knowing her love for her new children, Luham lied and said

Then the great tragedy struck. As these children set foot on

sS1

Note that Luham and the Nachash operate just like any other
Aspect. Nachash is the aspect of knowledge and secrets, the
wily snake that finds its way in where no way seemed to be.
Nachash angels are associated with the mastery of Knowing,
and the Major Arcana. Their Miracle is called The Knowing
of All. Once per scene they can touch a mortal and know
everything that person has ever seen or known. This does not
involve the mortal’s fallible memory, but rather is a perfect
record of that information and includes every book read,
knowledge absorbed and skill mastered. Nachash angels
therefore do not need Memories to learn skills, and never do
so. The destruction of Nachash is why the other Aspects must
do so, using memory as if they were mortal.

They had the power to sense God around them, if not

home and never interfere with creation. This creation must

sS
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‘All things are naked and opened unto the eyes
of him to which we must give account.’

fears. This was the original sin: acting as if they were God

Next they turned to erase the children of the Isha, but they

and making a new kind of angel. In response, God would

proved hardy and resilient. So bound to them were Eloah

surely destroy all angels for this crime.

and the Isha that while they lived, her mortal children could
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grew more complex in the world, each Aspect had the same

The Five Aspects

dM

The Coming of Humanity

T
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abandoned her creation, just as God had seemingly done to
Hers, but she felt she had no choice to keep them alive.
Some wondered if there were other reasons that humans
could not be killed. Perhaps having something like God in
them meant angels could not bring themselves to destroy
them, or were forbidden from doing so. Others wonder if
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angels saw themselves in their children and could not bear
to exterminate them. Was mercy their greatest sin? Or was it

guilt, a guilt they refused to kill lest they forget it? The guilt of

T

hubris, of daring to become gods?

T
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The Harrowing of Heaven

‘We are master alchemists... we are able to make
Heaven out of Hell, Hell out of Heaven
and Purgatory out of nothing.’
– Khang Kjiarro Nguyen

Humans were frightening and confusing, but none could

Barbelo and Boboda originally both fell into what is now
Iran during the ninth century CE, when Europe was on fire,
the Islamic empire was rising and religious war was brewing.
Finding demons at work in both Muslim and Christian
countries, the two bonded over a mutual exhaustion of
trying to fit into any side and became sworn champions of
the Sword of Wrath, ignoring humans to instead wander the
world as brothers in demon-hunting. Few things on Earth or
Heaven can match them with a khopesh or a scimitar, and
any time angels come across a dozen dead demons, there’s a
good chance Barry and Bobby have passed through. Of late
they have been back to the Middle East to fight ISIL, but
their haunts are always changing. Nowadays they dress like
backpackers and blend in with journalists and adventurer
travellers. Bob is an Isha of Tzadqiel, but is almost as quiet
as his larger, more handsome companion. Barry is a Behema
of Michael, and despite his intimidating form, would really
rather not kill anyone if he doesn’t have to. But some people
seem to insist.
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doubt their gift for survival and propagation. Suddenly they

They, too, soon rebelled and went into hiding, unwilling to be

were everywhere, building tools and languages and religions.

destroyed themselves in a plan to annihilate the humans.

They spread like a virus and plundered the Earth like a
cancer, and to the angels who knew the truth, they were
stigmata; a living, bleeding reminder of their sin of hubris.

It seemed impossible to destroy them through direct assault.
In the various attempts to do so, the children of the Aryeh,

Behema and Nesher suffered greatly and to no avail.

T
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If extermination could not be done through warfare, a
new plan was needed, but the angels were divided on
what it should be. Some thought they could present these
new children to God as a strange but ultimately wondrous
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cloaking herself in darkness. She recognised that she had
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would spare her and her angelic flock. She refused and fled,

Angels to Know:
Barry & Bobby

T

that if she chose to exterminate her half-breed brood, they
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not be entirely destroyed. The other angels swore to Eloah

mistake; an unexpected child that could nevertheless be

nurtured to greatness. Some wanted to destroy humanity

by driving them to destroy themselves, by drowning them

in violence and misery. And a third group felt that humans
could be corrected, if only they knew of their sins and
made recompense.
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Eventually, the faction that sought to redeem humans
and present them as an accident of unknown origin
that could be turned triumphant proved the
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loudest of the three. The angels on Earth

ascended to the silver city to tell
their lie to God.
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But to lie to God was impossible while Zaphkiel lived, for
they were the angel of truth and knew all things. So Michael,

caring so very much for the value of humans, slew Zaphkiel
himself to cover up the crime. Remiel, the archangel of
prophecy, saw this murderous conspiracy rising and fled into
hiding with their children. The remaining eleven archangels
formed a pact of secrecy and swore an oath in shame at
their crime and in the hope of redemption. As humans
were their creation and their sin, they would forever shield
them from demons, and if need be, from God Herself. Each
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The Nature of Demons

‘There’s a man going around taking names /
And he decides who to free and who to blame.’

– Johnny Cash, When the Man Comes Around
Demons lie about everything, and angels can’t help
themselves but believe. Angels are creatures of rules, after all.
They believe demons are always evil, always terrifying, and
that even when disguised their smell of brimstone always
gives them away. They believe all demons arose when they
sought to own the Earth in response to God’s rule of non-

instructing their soldiers in the myth they had agreed upon:

defined by the war for creation. None of that is true.

under the scrutiny of those angels loyal to God, these angels
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fell like rain. And they found the demons waiting for them, in

countless guises.

The Unbelievable Truth

The reason angels hide from the truth about the creation of
humanity is not just because they disobeyed God and killed
their fellow angels to hide their crime. Nor is it that they
fear they had simply copied the mistakes of their creator
and abandoned their offspring with little moral guidance.
Those belie a greater, deeper shame: that as humans are the
creation of angels, all of humanity’s flaws were given to them
by angels. What is more, Eloah and Luham set out to make
something better than angels; to infuse all of their gift of
creation with a pure aspect of the divine, an actual shard of
God Herself.

sS

This not only gave humans a more perfect conception of
God’s nature and Her plans, but it was designed to make
humans better than angels – a higher evolution, not a lesser
one. Even the angels of the Boots of Humility believe that
humanity is a descendant: a wilder, more savage, more
Earth-like creature, and that they, the angels, know better, see
further, and reach higher; that they are the true guardians
of goodness, truth and beauty. But it isn’t true. The monkeys
are better than them, and maybe as good as it gets. The
angels are the relics: old things no longer relevant, echoes of
a world now passed. But they cannot face this truth, and the
memories actively work to block it out. Pride is their sin, and
it eats at them like an abscess, and they would do anything to
avoid having to face up to it.

and on how to deal with humans. Those who wished to keep
shaping the Earth for their own ends, those who wished to
destroy humans by making them evil and despairing, and
those who thought to improve humanity through punishment:
they became what are thought of as demons. So there is
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no physical or supernatural difference between angels and

demons. There is no soul or cosmic ledger that labels them

one or the other, nor a test to find out which is which. There
are no physical manifestations of evil. All celestials have the
same horns and claws, the same fiery flesh, and the same

terrifying effect on mortals. Demons, however, benefit from
angels being confused, so like to keep myths alive. They

consciously choose horrifying forms for both their Vessel

and their Semblances, mutilating or deforming themselves
if need be. A great many of them have mastered the art
of Countenance for the same reason; it also allows them
to broadcast their smell of brimstone and their stink of

Mdl T

corruption. If they can’t do that, then they will add such

elements to their Semblance as cover – a little bit of sulphur
rubbed on the hands creates a brimstone smell, and a roll

in a dumpster adds a scent of rot. The latter is their subtle
parody of humanity’s obsession with cleanliness and their
need to link it to holiness. Demons do love satire, especially
when it pulls humanity down by making them more cynical
or hopeless.
Demons can drop this guise whenever they want, and it suits
them often to ‘appear’ as angels. So why the great lie? A few
reasons. One: they are here to hurt humans, and the simplest
and easiest way to do that is to terrify them with a monstrous,
twisted appearance that makes them doubt a sane universe
and a loving God could let such things exist. Two: demons
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Unable to fulfil this vow while isolated in the Heavens and

the most part, those angels who disagreed on God’s edicts
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like all great lies, soon the archangels themselves believed it.

The things angels and mortals think of as demons are, for
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demons would seek to destroy humanity if they wavered. And
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intervention, too prideful to submit. That all demons are

that God had charged them to care for humankind and that
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archangel created from their small cohort vast angelic legions,
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are simple creatures, and the more they identify with causing
suffering and bringing evil, the more it pleases them to wear

– Constantine, Constantine

organisations need humans to believe in monsters and for
angels to be chasing shadows. It means that when they do
making infiltration and coercion effortless.

What is the relationship between all parts of Christian

And for some demons, it’s just a matter of pride. Angels go

belief, ritual, and artifice and the world of Relics? And

to such lengths to appear holy, and it would be offensive to

indeed, the same questions for other religions. Does the

look like that, to take on such foolish airs and pretend to be

word of Allah call out the servants of Shaitan? The short

one of them.

answer is no-with-a-but.

8

appear as angels, humans and angels trust them implicitly,

Demons are as varied as angels as well. They have their own

At best, all the mortal religions are long-corrupted

unique identities, factions and mindsets (see below), beyond

dilutions of approximations of the truth, and none of their

how their character was formed from their past decisions. If

mainstream relics, rites or rituals maintain any inherent

they have a universal trait, it would be smugness, for they see

power over angels or demons. And yet hidden in those,

themselves if nothing else as better than humans – and, of

sometimes hidden in the most common, mundane or oftused elements, are echoes of the truth they approximate.
Holy water, crosses and Latin don’t work – but they speak
of powerful relics that might, and of rituals that bring them
to power. Angels gave items to mortals for a reason, and the
church collected these relics with intent.
A splinter of the True Cross might have power because it’s
actually a splinter of a cross-shaped relic – which might be
the relic that inspired the church to worship crosses in the first
place. Or what has become a half-remembered Islamic ritual
is in fact a fragment of Zaphkiel’s words that give Dominion
over celestials. If you go far enough back into the story and its
origins, there is often power at the source, and every now and
then that power does flow all the way downstream. The Holy
Grail could end up in a simple country church in Durham.
The words scratched on the stone in the disused graveyard
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course, better than angels, because of their believed greater
insight and wisdom about the true nature of the universe.

Hence their preference to keep angels ill-informed of reality,
and only release half-truths if they are painful to hear.
Beyond this, they vary even more than angels. Some are
bitter, some are whimsical, some are overt and some subtle.
Some believe they are doing good; some lie to themselves
that they are; and some, in fact, do good deeds, whether they
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know it or not, or believe it or not. A few that angels would
call demons have given up trying to torment
‘defect’ to the other side if
it made any difference,
or if they thought
angels were really

The other part of this issue is that angels and demons

Demons are bound

man as any human, and their laws prevent them from
countermanding such covenants. So it’s always possible
these things could be true. And just like mortals who do not
know, celestials fall into belief, and belief is a powerful thing.

or

destroy humanity and would

good enough to join.

as ignorant of any covenants pledged between God and

sS

violent and rage-filled, some calm and peaceful, some are

might just summon demons. These things happen.

don’t know any of this for sure until it is tested. They are

dM
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‘God’s a kid with an ant farm.
He’s not planning anything.’

Thirdly: it suits the masters. The various demon cults and

dM

The Power of Christ
Compels You

those things outwardly, to embody all that pain in their flesh.

to relics just as
angels are,
and their
Miracles also
come with
Trammels.

Angels and demons see things in patterns, and can become
incredibly superstitious. If the ancient legends of a religion
said that a bag contained seven demons, angels would be
rightly terrified of it, just in case. And that belief could make
a demon buckle under holy water or what it believes to be
holy water – or what the firm faith of a mortal makes them
believe is holy water.
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Can angels thus free themselves from their hierarchy and
learn these talents? It’s possible. Both sides benefit from
secrecy and limitations, and acquiring the knowledge and
putting it into practice would be an epic struggle, fit for a
great Relics series.
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‘It’s only in the face of horror
that you find your noblest selves
– and you can be so noble.’

sS

– Gabriel, Constantine
Those are the aspects of demons that
unite them, but they have much more
that divides them. There
are three key types
of demons, each
very different.
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The first call
themselves the
Regnant. They
are the demons
that were cast
aside by God
for wanting
to control the
world
they
created.

Often an angel’s relic is completely disconnected from who
they are and their angelic works. But not always. Gloria
lifted Tasmania from the sea bed and shaped its beautiful
mountains and forests; when she fell to Earth in the 1960s,
all her focus was drawn there. Her relic is the Huon pine,
Lagarostrobos franklinii, one of the world’s oldest trees and
in contention for oldest living thing. Gloria is a Nesher of
Sandalphon and watched it grow over the years (using it as
her record book), and only fell when its survival became at
risk as clear cutting of forest spread across the island. Now
she does the same work from Earth, working for the Belt and
local environmental science institutes to decipher the ancient
truths stored inside this incredible specimen. Most of the
time she stays within sight of the tree, rifle on her shoulder,
scanning for threats to her ‘child’, but the recent fires have
brought her relic’s survival – and that of her beloved ancient
forest – into great peril, and she’s about to take the fight out
to the climate destroyers as much as she can.
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Powerful and ancient, they often see falling to Earth as

beneath them, and their appearances on Earth are rare and
earth-shaking when they occur. They fear being trapped in
relics, so prefer to enter through Breaches or other rituals
instead, coming into the world still fully formed. Others
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prefer to act as gods, seducing mortals as God Herself has
done, through agents and dreams. Their goal is the total
domination of the world that they see as their rightful

property. Until they rule, and defeat all those with other
claims, they will never stop. However, because they rarely
come into the terrestrial plane, fallen angels rarely encounter
them. With God gone and likewise the angels in Heaven,
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Angels to Know: Gloria
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However, since the Heralds formed the angelic choirs to
fight demons, demons suffer no limitations on the number
of Dominions they can master (and the same goes also for
angels who fell before the War). They also have access to the
lost Dominions: they can see the future with Prophecy and
understand the lost language of angels with Truth. Likewise,
they are outside the hierarchy that gave birth to the Aspects;
because of this, they have access to all four of the Miracles
from the Aspects. In the case of ancient demons, they also
have the power of Nachash – the power of Knowing, able to
know all the things a mortal may know, removing the need
for them to generate Memories. What’s more, the more they
free themselves from the thinking of angels, the less their
Trammels seem to apply. Truly powerful demons can perform
devastating Miracles with few or no restrictions.
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they now have much less to fear, so fallen angels are about to
become far more acquainted with this dark force.

The second group are the Destroyers. They believe humanity
was a mistake, and that it must be exterminated. They
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work to drive humans to murder, war and self-destruction.
Since humans are their tool, they fall the most and are the
most commonly found by angels. Typically these are the
only demons that angels know exist, and when they talk

about demons and fight demons, they are thinking of the

Destroyers. The Destroyers are the ones who walk among
angels and keep up the conspiracy of deceit mentioned above,
and there is more on this majority below.
Lastly are the Punishers. They see humanity as a failed
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experiment, as a broken sword that must be reforged – or
at the very least punished for its crimes, which are
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different way to enter creation: instead of binding themselves
to an idea of humanity and a mystical object, they bind

T

themselves to the memory of a human who has died, and
their physical power rests in the remains of their corpse or
the tokens that mark the life the person lived. They appear as
what humans call the undead, spirits, zombies or ghosts, and
draw power from human guilt, rage, fear and pain – paying
it forward forever. In theory, they were supposed to make
the evil mortals suffer by echoing the agonies they caused for
eternity – but like many demons, they have lost themselves in

might deal knowingly with the Circle.
Over this, Destroyers have a hierarchy based primarily on age
and reputation: the longer you’ve been causing misery, and
the more you’ve caused, the more other demons will yield to
they lie like rugs; angels deal in secrets but nothing lies like
a demon. There are demons so supremely old and powerful
that they are the equivalent of the angelic archangels; these
are known as Exarchs. As demons did not split Dominions
amongst them as the archangels did, there was far less
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division of ranks, and the Exarchs have no personal legions

Note that the Regnant do not participate in the deceit of

them authority, and lesser demons do revere and fear them.

appearing demonic, taking on their high angelic forms as they

T

see themselves, and the Punishers can only appear as or embody

that once followed them into battle. But their title grants
Angels should fear them as well.

dead or decaying humans as they have no Vessels of their own.

The Regnant, the Destroyers and the Punishers all have

All three have reasons to fight angels, but the Punishers hide

Regnant believe they deserve to rule humanity and can’t do

themselves to avoid them and the Regnant are few. The
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Destroyers, therefore, are the most common foes of angels
and have taken steps to organise themselves to help destroy
their enemy. Like the angels, they have factions with their

own styles and philosophies.

The Crush is the nickname for the footsoldiers – the wild and
unfocused brutes who can be relied upon to deliver violence

and savagery when needed, organised into a rough cult of
adolescent rebelliousness. The Church is a full-scale religion

worshipping Satan; demons enjoy the irony of perverting
human artifices, and it is useful to keep lesser demons in line

and directed. They like to slip into human religions where
they can, to pervert and corrupt them as well as to borrow
their organisational power. The Corporation provides

demons with identities and money to move freely through

human society and have whatever finances they need to

achieve their goals; it trades under several names, with the
biggest being FWPD Incorporated. The Circle works as an
occult research group and secret society primarily to lure in
humans who believe that sort of thing would exist. It makes
it so much easier to promise them ultimate power if you can
show them a room full of ancient artefacts and ominous
globes. To keep up appearances, it does control world leaders,
nation states and multinational corporations – as does
the Corporation. The Helm and the Shield often interact
unknowingly with members of the Corporation, the Church
and the Circle, and are both heavily infiltrated by demons
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in disguise. The Circle also deals often with the Belt and

Armour, as their goals are identical in solving mysteries and
finding relics. Indeed, just as the Helm might deal with the

Corporation to get what it wants in the end, some of the Belt

8

your authority. Of course, this encourages demons to lie, and

their passion and turned justice into sadism.
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so countless and so abominable. To this end, they found a

divergent goals, though not mutually exclusive. Some

There’s What Now?

Players may express confusion that their personas have never
run into the ghosts of the Punishers, or chimera, or putti, or
the earthfolk or any other kind of supernatural in their long
history on Earth. Remind them that angels are secluded and
don’t actively seek out knowledge, don’t have any systems to
regularly record and share information, have powerful people
keeping them in the dark, and make lots of assumptions. Also,
the players can always use Memories to have their personas
always have known, or have a piece of the puzzle they can
now complete. Dealers should not use the surprise of mystery
to make the personas look foolish or force the players into
working against themselves. They are supposed to surprise,
not undercut.

Readers will notice none of these strange things have rules
attached. The systems in Chapter Three are sufficient; the
Dealer can use Scale and Specialisation where appropriate
for these strange beings. Relics is not a system designed to
bring novelty to new creatures mechanically. The surprise is
in their narrative potence, how much they reveal about the
mechanics of the universe, and where more such knowledge
might lie. What’s more, part of the fun and mystery in the
Relics setting, for players and personas alike, is seeing how
the celestial rules can explain everything, no matter how
strange – and marvelling where they cannot. For the latter,
Dealers can simply break some of the rules: ignore Trammels,
cross Dominions and just do what feels right for those strange
beings. Rules are for personas. Keep things strange and
mysterious (as they should be) by not following them yourself.
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they are not necessarily soft inside; they can be just as ancient

want to burn humanity to a ball of fire, and that suits most

and cynical as any angel. Since they lack the defensive

Destroyers fine. Both benefit from humans being superstitious

power of other angels, they are more easily slain, and those

and afraid, so are happy to let the Punishers work, but

that survive must constantly be invisible since they have no

consider it beneath their dignity to be so tied up in humanity

Semblance. As such, they often fall into Dissolution or take

like that. The Punishers think the other two factions are

the Vow of Stone (see page 218).

far too focused on destroying or ruling humanity instead of
torturing them. Indeed, many Punishers see themselves as
the true angels, redeeming humanity, and the other factions
as nothing but their enemies, and are only allies with other
demons because angels are a common enemy. But the enemy
of my enemy is my friend, and anyone willing to defy the

and violence in a celestial being and brings that to the fore.
The wings are hideous and scabrous, the claws and horns
huge and twisted, and the human form strangled into nothing
called imps, and like putti they must remain invisible as they

is an ally.

are instantly seen as unnatural. If seen, humans will gather

to destroy them, and many are slain this way before they can

The Misborn
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– Gabriel, Gabriel
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The space between the supernal and the real is not just a line

dM

into their Vessels. This process is not always perfect.

or a wall; it is a veil, a mesh. It changes everything that
passes through it. Celestials go from the idea of an explosion
Variations on Vessels happen – and sometimes the power
of the Hunger takes over and produces something
strange and monstrous, and they produce no
Semblance that can cover their strangeness.
Angels call them the Misborn.
Not all of them are horrifying. Sometimes
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what happens is that the good heart of

learn to hide. Others take the Vow of Stone, and some are
adopted by demons who find them extremely useful as attack
dogs and servants. They are just smart enough to carry a
message, be trained to guard locations, or hunt relics, and are
tough enough to slow down an angel for a while. That makes
them worth the risk of exposure. Of course, demons don’t let
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on that these creatures can easily be demons or angels; the

story goes that only demons are so changed by the process,
and the angels believe it.

Some celestials come through
with regular Vessels – or as
regular as can be expected

– but imperfect Semblances.

Sometimes they look human,
but not for long: the Semblance
flickers back and forth or fails in

Mdl T

the angel is caught and magnified.

certain situations such as in mirrors

The wings are small, delicate and

or in full sunlight, or has a hole

pure white; the mane soft and

where the true nature leaks through.

curly; the strength of the bull

Other times, the Semblance is

in thick robust flesh; and

imperfectly human much more

the heart of man reflected

than just a mark: the celestial has

as the purity of a child.

animalistic features even in their

When mortals see them,

human disguise, things nearly

they think they are

impossible to cover – giant

children. In medieval

leonine eyes, fully-formed

art they are known as

beaks, bat-like wings and

putti; others call them

much more. Their shifting,

greatly responsible for
the image of angels
as gentle and cute

creatures. Of course,

incomplete nature leads them
to be dubbed changelings,
and they inspired stories
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cherubs, and they are
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but hatred and madness. These mindless, thrashing things are

smugness of angels and pull down the arrogance of humanity

‘Everything works against us here. We fall prey
to things we never knew. It makes all of them
strong. All of us weak.’

sS
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Other times, the Hunger reaches in and touches all the rage
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that if the Destroyers wipe them out – but some Regnant
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of sprites and fey-folk in
times past.

becoming an ever-burning fire; other times just their
monstrous qualities alone are terrifying enough. They are a
gigantic cacophony of nature; all wings and teeth and claws.
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Perhaps they inspired legends of hippogriffs and chimera;
others are far more horrifying as they twist their animal
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parts inside and out, lashing with tentacles and tongues and
intestines as much as horns and hooves. Angels know them as

blasphemies, because there is nothing in them but unnatural
madness and horrifying strength, and they are a perversion

of everything an angel is. Angels and demons have even been
known to ally to destroy blasphemies, for they bring nothing
good to mortal or celestials, and their screams for their own
unmaking must be silenced.

Angels cannot, under normal circumstances, breed. But
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‘raw material’ exists, in imps and blasphemies, and it can be
moulded with ancient powers of Countenance, Shaping and

Truth. If these elements can be placed into a mortal womb,
then angelic children can be created. There are plenty of

cults and societies full of the willing, or with ways to make
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Aeons passed and God drifted further away, unwilling or

unable to find a solution. The angels and demons continued
their cold war. And then came disaster.

people believe they are willing. Angels sometimes use the

God was a refugee from a cosmic war between the forces

human word for these things – Nephilim – but more often

of creation and uncreation. And now, Her enemies had found

just call them Offspring. They are always deformed and

Her. The Anathema, spirits of nothingness, unmaking

insane – but angels keep trying to fix the recipe and get it

and unexistence, had tracked Her down to destroy Her,

right. The relic of Eloah would be able to fix these issues.

Her angels and Her universe. She knew that Her universe,

Exodus

‘Why didn’t you just ask God?’
‘Because he doesn’t talk to me anymore.’
– Thomas and Gabriel, The Prophecy

God looked on Her Creation and saw it in chaos and disarray.
Her angels fought and slew each other. The power of the
Hunger seemed to consume them, and She feared it might
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full of creation, would be their target, perhaps more than

Her. Terrified, she thought of one last way to protect that
world. She pulled the angels left in Heaven back to Her,
and created an enormous wall, a bastion sealing off the

natural from the celestial. The barrier was made out of the
strongest material She had: angels. Then she fled into the

darkness of non-existence, making herself small and hoping
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she would go unnoticed.
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corrupt even Her. God considered destroying Her work – but

The barrier, however, is not impregnable. The Anathema

could not, nor could She destroy Her celestial servants. When

are strong and have infinite time at their disposal. Slowly

She defeated the great dragon in the first battle, She had

but surely they are tearing through it. What appear to be

exhausted all of Her power to destroy. And now She was also

meteors are falling to Earth at greater and greater rates. Soon,

afraid to create, lest it be once again a perversion of all She

full-formed angelic corpses will fall, in burning fire or dark

hoped. Instead, God retreated back further and further from

black nothingness. The sky will turn a burnished orange and

creation, ignoring both Earth and Heaven. Even in the silver city,

the seas will turn black. Astronomers assure the mortals this

the archangels could no longer hear Her, and had no clear sense

is just a rise in unexpected meteor showers, and no cause for

of Her guidance and love. Feeling already alone, why not fall the

alarm, but climate scientists are watching things spiral out of

last step, they wondered – and many more did. Perhaps there

control even faster than their worst predictions. And through

were now more angels on Earth than in the Heavens.

the gaps comes something even worse than armageddon: tiny
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solid. Sometimes they exude nothing but their fiery blood,

Frederic fell into the Mediterranean at the height of the
Bronze Age, into the epitome of a bronzed godly body:
olive skin, golden hair, and muscular, masculine perfection.
An Isha of Michael, he devoted himself to protecting
humans as he cares for them deeply. He has been nicknamed
the Weeping Angel because he cannot stop himself from
crying when he sees any human suffering. A poet, painter
and sculptor as well as wandering hero, Frederic might have
been the inspiration for Hercules, Adonis and other legends,
and he continues to wish to inspire humans with his glorious
deeds and looks. In the modern age he tours as a motivational
speaker and guru, while also writing his own erotic fantasy
series about his adventures in Ancient Greece, a sort of Fabiomeets-Xena idea. Taking orders from none of the Missions,
Frederic is a loose cannon and everyone is wondering if
he will attempt to go public. Alternatively, if anyone does
go public, having Frederic be the shining, handsome, and
beloved face of it may be the only way to control it.
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It bubbles and teems, refusing to resolve into something

Angels to Know: Frederic

T

is not just malformed and hideous, but fluid and chaotic.
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Then there are others for whom their Vessel is imperfect. It
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The Anathema are almost invisible and untouchable, existing
only as a cosmic absence that slowly erodes reality. So far they
have only arrived in the smallest numbers, and have gone
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unnoticed – but even noticed, angels and demons have limited

abilities to combat them. Only great acts of creation can turn
the tide of unravelling, and that would mean taking a final
step that is the ultimate taboo to angels: reshaping the earth

without God’s design to guide them, remodelling creation anew,
becoming pure creators themselves. Becoming gods.

from reality, removing her last connection to Her angels and
cancelling all limitations upon it and them. This is why all the
relics have awoken, and why fallen angels no longer find their
powers contained and blunted. It also means celestials can
fall to Earth again without losing their powers, and without
just being an enormous nuclear explosion. The interference
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what the angel was. There are no known unfallen angels left
to take advantage of this, but the Regnant are trapped inside
the barrier God erected. Now they can come to Earth with
all their celestial might intact, as in the days when creation
was born. Demons will soon walk the earth in titanic,

The Truth About Relics

‘Everything is connected to everything else.’
– Umberto Eco, Foucault’s Pendulum
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fallen angels; they are becoming their ancient true selves,
complete and perfect. Since the relic is part of their physical
form, the power to work Miracles is not just going back into
the relic, but into all of the angel. With study and practice,

T
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angels would no longer need relics and could cast them aside,
or destroy them, having subsumed their power into their

being. Like all the angelic rules, this one too can be broken.
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Knowing the truth and putting it into practice would be

difficult – but is possible. No more relics to chain them down,
no limit on Dominions, perhaps even no Trammels: angels

have the power to make themselves infinite in power just as

they are in comprehension, if only they can believe it. What

that might do to creation is difficult to know. Does the human

world need all-powerful gods? That depends a lot on who you
ask, and who those gods might be.

Since relics are part of angelic flesh, it follows that angels (and

demons) can turn all their flesh into a material object. It cannot
be anything alive or that was alive – the Vessel cannot imitate

things which live. But it can be anything inert and of the Earth:
stone, metal, glass. Stone seems to be the most popular, hence
the act is known as taking the Vow of Stone. It puts the angel
into Dissolution, asleep to the world – but just like that state

it is not permanent. Those few angels in the Belt who know
about this have no idea what to do about it. The idea that

there are perhaps hundreds of angels and demons around the
world disguised as statues or art would cause mass panic, with
demons and some angels rushing to destroy them, and others

to awaken them. Instead they investigate in secret, trying to find

the most likely candidates first, then waking them up – carefully,
given they may be ancient and enraged. On the other hand, if

someone could find them all and awaken them all at once, they
might have an army.
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Two current strong candidates are the art pieces known as

The dragon was torn in two, making the Heavens and the

the Knife Angel and the Angel of the North. English angels

Earth. But the two were joined in their essence, and so the

of the Belt are planning a ritual at the latter for the summer

parts were eternally linked and cross-contaminated. In the

solstice. It is, in fact, a powerful archangel of Michael with

Heavens there was some of the Earth, and in the Earth, some

a strongly anti-capitalist agenda. He turned to steel when

of the Heavens. When angels fall from Heaven, they find the

he saw the Earth plundered by the endless greed of the

part of themselves that was missing, the part that was bound

industrial revolution. If the Belt can wake him, what he will

to reality and separate from their supernal self. It instantly

do when he returns is very hard to say.
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realm, or between the relic and the supernal realm. Thus,
all that an angel ever was is now slowly coalescing into the
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field between the supernal and the real no longer burns away

is no longer a conduit between the angel and the supernal
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Erecting the shield also caused God to be severed entirely

Now that God is gone and Heaven no longer exists, there
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fingers of the Anathema, ready to begin unravelling all reality.

plan that at all.
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acts as a power dampener was a cosmic accident. God didn’t

T

It might seem like a game about angels and demons doesn’t
need something bigger than that ultimate battle between good
and evil. The Anathema are here if you want your game to
go beyond that. If you’re running a Tier Three campaign
where the universe is ending and the great demon Exarchs
are destroyed, the Anathema can be introduced to raise the
stakes even further. High-level angels with powerful relics can
control the whole world. The Anathema exist to challenge
them beyond that.
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Why Anathema?

draws itself back to them and becomes part of them. That it
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Other Strangeness

‘There are no truths outside the gates of Eden.’

T

– Bob Dylan, Gates of Eden
Since all of reality was part of the dragon, every part of
Earth has a spark of the divine and an abiding connection
to the supernal realm. When God created angels above, the
Earth echoed this creation, and created its own children.
Slow-moving creatures of lava and igneous rock were formed
as surely as plants and animals. They thought at the speed of
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geological eras and had little means to interact with humans,
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but they were there, and in dim ways, humans sensed them and
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sought them out. When God forbade Her angels to interfere

and withdrew into Herself, the

Earth itself ached for
the absence.
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Vampires, Werewolves,
Mummies & Frankensteins

Possessor demons must be given permission by their human
host to enter their minds. They have found, over the
millennia, that the more injured a human is, the weaker
their will and the more desperate they are to cling to life. But
having your chosen vessel suffer is a poor solution, as it leaves
your host far less desirable and strong once you arrive. One of
the best solutions found to this is draining the target’s blood.
Blood is slowly built back up, with little long-term damage – and
while watching their lifeblood drip away, few have the strength
to say no to the demon offering to save their life. Of course, this
might not be the only source of the vampire myth in human
history, and it may be the source of other myths as well. Angels
ponder the story of historical figures who died of bleeding or
exhaustion, such as Jesus Christ – but on the other hand, other
angels swear that Jesus Christ was a vampire hunter.
When the Taken and the possessed are consumed by demons,
their bodies can shift and change. This is especially true when
the Dominions at work are those of Countenance or Shaping,
but it can also simply be the aspects of Lion, Eagle or Ox
bursting forth as the celestial claims the host and projects its
Vessel onto it. Relics and powers that do this clearly drive the
myth of the human transforming into a beast, although it
seems unlikely the moon would have anything to do with it.
Celestials possessing mortal bodies may not want to shift their
hosts, as that brings the great risk of not finding a new home.
A better solution might be to try to preserve their host’s
flesh for as long as possible, even if it means mummifying
it with preservatives or removing the organs. Or they can
build something from several corpses, add some electricity
to keep the muscles fresh and let the angel come down the
Jacob’s Ladder to do the rest. They can even try to skip flesh
altogether and build a host of wood like a marionette, or clay
like a golem, or metal like John Murray Spear attempted.
It hasn’t worked yet, as far as any angel knows, but there
are infinite possibilities. Perhaps an AI would be the perfect
vehicle: alive yet not alive…
All of this means that just because angels and demons are
the only game in town, doesn’t mean all the encyclopedia
of occult weirdness does not exist. It was just misread by
humans as being different to, or separate from, celestial power
when in fact it is just humans, with their limited
doors of perception, unable to see the whole
of the thing. Dealers can add anything they
like to the setting, with a simple flourish to
give it an angelic provenance to fit into the
Relics universe.
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they would answer the call themselves. These are known
collectively as the earthfolk. They are slow and quiet and
have none of the flash of angels, but they have the same sense
of duty to creation. When they saw angels falling they grew
silent, feeling that God must still be in control. Now though,
they know God is gone and all the power they never had is
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draining into them from above. The earthfolk are waking up
just as fast as relics are. They have always deferred to angels
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– but now is a time of great change, when the world suffers
greatly, and angels have never proven very good at their job.

The earthfolk are ready to take over and run things their way.
The earthfolk also know a secret that could be their ace in
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the hole: when Eloah went into hiding from the angels, she
buried herself deep beneath the earth. The angels hunting
her drew up an enormous piece of the Earth and struck the
world with it to drive her out of hiding. So powerful was the
blow that great chunks of the Earth were thrown into the sky,

sS

including Eloah’s hiding place. Eloah now lives on the moon.
In 2016, Chinese exploration reached the dark side, forever
hidden from those below, and their next mission will almost
certainly discover her. Eloah never thought mortals would come,
so she’s not hiding from mortal sight.
When the world was drowned by the angels trying to expunge
the creation of humanity and the children of the Nachash
who were blamed for it, it was not only mortals who were
taken below. Engulfed in water, the descending angels were
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forever changed. Some were the few remaining angels of

Nachash, and to survive they gave into The Hunger and

Angels to Know: Rahma

Luham lies dying at the bottom of the sea; Eloah hides on
the moon. Adon was torn apart in the battle to exterminate
humanity, and Jehvah fled to Heaven. But Rahma is on
Earth, the only progenitor to fall. As she did so, she erased
her own memory of what she had done, unable to bear the
shame and regret of slaying angels and their children. All
she remembers is she must be punished. She has walked
the Earth ever since, travelling from war zone to war zone
as a healer, taking the agonies of mankind into herself in
atonement, performing an eternal penance without knowing
why. If she could be made to remember, then she could
destroy every lie that angels have ever told themselves about
what they are – but the greatest master of memory was
Rahma herself…
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These spirits defiantly guard their great
secret: that Luham lives still, down
below with them, hidden from the
murderous angels of the surface world.
The wounds dealt to Luham by the other
angels keep them close to death but never
quite succumbing. These angels remain
hidden in the crushing depths alongside
terrible monsters out of fear of consequences for their crimes,
for as all angels, they still believe the creation they were
complicit in was the reason God withdrew from creation. But
like their crimes, the things below will not stay hidden; the
sea is giving back its dead. The beaching of more and more
great animals is the beginning of a march back to the surface
by the angels of Nachash, to reclaim the Earth and punish
the angels that put them there. Somewhere there is perhaps a
balm that can heal Luham and grant angels and mortals alike
the gift of perfect, infinite knowledge.
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Down below the seas and the Earth are hints to all the other
secrets. No more than one per cent of ancient literature
survived to the age of archaeology, and less than a hundredth
of that survives from before writing properly emerged. In
all those lost stone friezes and paintings lies the truth about
angels and all these other beings – and also lie the beings
themselves. The earthfolk walk again, the sea serpents crawl
onto beaches. In distant climes, the remnants of the first races
remain: man-cats and snake-people in Asia, hawkmen in the
mountains of South Africa. The the yeti and the Sasquatch
are the descendants of early experiments in creating humans,
when the work of Eloah and Luham was not quite perfected,
and so were the prehistoric human species that homo sapiens
destroyed. The winged creature known as the mothman
is a lost angel of Remiel, spreading prophecy mixed with
madness. The Jersey Devil is an imp with a gift for survival.
All of these strange things have secrets to reveal. Or they
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could be escapees from Elysia or strange things touched by
Breaches or misshapen by relics, or possessed by Virtii. Or
they could ‘just’ be myths. Humanity invents more things
than angels can dream of.
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If angels and God Herself were absent, the stones decided
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were raised by desperate humans.

became great and terrible
sea serpents. Others gave up their
Virtii into the water itself, and thus
have no Vessel or shape except for
what shape they can cause the water
to take; from these come the legends of
water spirits.
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Great stone monoliths emerged from the earth. Stone circles
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And there may be even things not of angels at all, but The
Hunger. It, too, is a power, and has a voice of its own. It
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of God was to create unto infinity, in infinite variety. This is
true for the strange, the horrifying, and the dangerous just

as much as for everything else. This world is full of fearsome
things, unknown to mortal and immortal ken alike.

Heaven & Hell

‘What will they do on Earth, do you think,
when the dead start coming back to life?’
– Neil Gaiman, Sandman
Humans often ask angels what happens after they die. The
truth is that no angel knows for sure. Humans do possess a
divine spark that marks them out as children of God; that
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celestial nature is something like a soul, and when it no longer

has a vessel to occupy it drifts upwards, returning to the
celestial sphere. There it dissipates into the surrounds, losing

any sense of existence and any consciousness if it had any.

But that was when God was still here; now the souls hit the

Some call them the Space Cowboy – yes, they’ve heard the
jokes. They’ve been around a long time and are more than
just the inspiration for modern songs. They claim to be the
original idea of the Fool and the Jester: the one in the
tarot deck, the one in the clown makeup, the harlequin in
the opera – they’re all them. Certainly they did invent
laughter, and whenever they hear it they glow as their fealty
to Uriel shows through. They wear an ancient carnival
mask (their relic), and a costume that makes their monkey
tail appear part of the look, and they love to perform on the
stages and street corners of the world – adding touches of
Miracles to tempt folk to believe there’s more than just stage
magic and acting to their mystery. The Joker is a Nesher and
a member of the Belt who uses comedy to study humanity,
and their long experience doing so has made them a kind of
‘agony aunt’ to new arrivals and confused angels. They are
kind – but they are also a student of comedy, and sometimes
give bad advice if it works out to be more hilarious. Calamity
and comedy are so very close to one another, they know.
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barrier and evaporate. A very small percentage bounce back,

is a lot in a year. Mediums are suddenly finding spirits are

as if trapped by a supernatural greenhouse effect. The death

everywhere, returning in huge numbers, desperate to talk.

rate of humans is two per second, so even a tiny percentage

Two-bit arcanists and necromancers are suddenly finding

Angels to Know: Gibborim

Gibborim was one of the first angels to fall. He likes to joke
that he didn’t invent boredom but he may have been the first
to suffer from it. He gave humans the gift of curiosity and he
went to earth to pursue it; Heaven never changes but creation
is always changing, and change is his addiction. An Aryeh
of Metatron, he could make himself appear as anything, but
he stays as an old man, bald and myopic and strangely cold
to the touch. He works for the Helm, not the Belt, but his
curiosity makes him a natural traveller and tourist: he has
tried to be at, or taking part in, as many moments of human
history as possible, and he was here before human history
even began. He cannot get enough of watching the fates of
individuals, armies and nations tilting on a single roll of the
dice. He claims to have suggested the Trojan Horse, pointed
out King Harold to an archer and lent a rifle to Lee Harvey
Oswald. His extensive knowledge of history makes him a
useful contact, and he is easy to find. Although his relic is a
primitive knucklebone die, he abhors casinos – the odds are
too fixed towards the house – and instead follows the game
of bridge, moving around the world following conclaves and
national matches. Beat him in a few hands and he might tell
you what he remembers about the event you’re interested in.

8

their spells working and their creations speaking back.
Angels, however, are easily led by human ideas. Since God
departed, Raguel, the Herald of Passings, the Angel of
Death, has realised that none of their charges are finding
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kill and eat all they see. And so on and so forth; the nature

Angels to Know: The Joker
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creatures into all-consuming appetites, hungry voids that
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reaches out and turns both mortal and supernatural
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release (assuming they did before). They have decided to craft
their own Heaven to hold the souls of the departed inside an
Elysium. The problem is that very rapid death rate: Raguel
has lost control of the incoming tide. This ‘Heaven’ is now

some kind of hoarder’s nightmare, full of lost and angry souls
with no paradise awaiting them and the edges of the Elysium
beginning to burst with the build-up. Raguel is too ashamed
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to admit they need help, however, and is still desperately
trying to fix things and hide their mistakes. Will ‘Heaven’
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burst open? Or will something worse emerge from within?
Jehudiel, the Laudation of God, is thought vanished with
God Herself, but they had a similar idea. Fearing that

God’s departure would leave the good unsung and the evil
unpunished, they are trying to create their own version of
Hell. Again, it is based on human ideas of the place, and

Jehudiel has no idea what Hell should look like. Their best

guesses come from human art, fiction, and the fears that drive
such things and give rise to them. In other words, they are
trying to make a theme park based on every horror story
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price of joining the group. Any subculture where who you

sealed-off realms with impregnable walls and perfect fluid

know matters more than your values will fit the bill, with high

exchange, they are bubbles of celestial foam that shape

finance, Hollywood and organised crime being particularly
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the real world as well, and passage is always two-way.

common. Gomorrites control semi-secret societies at the

Fictional demons are escaping into the real world, much

highest levels of both Los Angeles glamour and New York

to the dismay of real demons, who find such pretenders very

elites. With God gone, the laws of angels are shifting; it might

gauche... but they can’t deny how much pain humans can

finally be time to go public.

spread by accessing this realm and letting its inhabitants

The Ladder

come out and play.

The Bible tells of Jacob’s Ladder: a pathway directly from

These are not the only Elysia in existence. Although it

Earth to Heaven, on which angels can and did ascend and

takes great power and energy to build one, angels are

descend. Not all fallen angels make their peace with being

determined and fanciful creatures. Other kinds of heavens

cast out – some go mad from the isolation, guilt and regret of

exist, each stranger than the last. In other cases, angels can

falling, and for some of those, return is the only answer. Enter
the cult of the Ladder. It is a splinter group of the Belt, and

geographical features. There are spirit glades and haunted

easily recruits those explorers to trying to answer the only

houses, and angel and human alike must walk carefully

question that matters.

angels listen, as it could be a clue to finding one of these
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hidden places.

Dark Angels

‘Can one fall to Hell without meaning to do evil?
Without even recognising evil?
Once one recognises it, what should one do?’
God left the angels alone without clear laws or instructions.
Fallen or not, the path became less and less clear. Many
angels who do not call themselves demons and would never
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be welcome in the Horde have turned to darkness, despair
and depravity. What follows is not an exhaustive list of some
of the forms and factions of this evil. These are not separate
groups to the Missions, but rather cults and coteries that
intersect them and pervert them.

The Gomorrites
When angels arrived at Lot’s door in the town of Sodom,
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they were greeted not just as guests but kings. Those were the
days. The Gomorrites do what they can to live this way now,
and would love to bring those days back again. Their natural
enemy is the Helm – but that is also their greatest recruiting
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ground, as so many angels believe, deep down, that they
deserve to be feted by these hairless monkeys. Of course, any
move to build an angelocracy would be against the angelic

and that the way home is to hitch a ride. But ritual murder
is not its only idea: the Ladder looks everywhere for answers.
Some believe the power of Miracles hidden in great relics
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will re-open the Gates. Some believe that human ideas of
spirituality are the answer, and begin searching in drugs,

rituals and magic. Others look to mortal science, trying to

trap their souls in bizarre experiments (tested on mortals first)
or building rays to pierce the heavens. Large sections of the
worlds’ space programs are under observation by Ladder

angels in case there lies the pathway home (and they may

just be right, given where Eloah is hiding). Ladder-climbers

are united in that they will try and do absolutely anything to
find their way home, and will share all their resources and
knowledge with anyone who looks close to finding the path.

Mdl T

They support each other absolutely, and will kill anyone who

gets in their way. They’re going home – and nobody, not even
God, is going to stop them.

Judges
Faith without suffering is nothing. Mankind must be tested, as
Abraham was when asked to sacrifice his only son; tested as
Samson was when told not to cut his hair; as Job was when
he lost his home, his family and his health. Humans almost
always fail, but only by tempering does the steel becomes
strong. Only through force is humanity reborn as its true self,
or its more Godly self.
The Judges are aware of the Punishers, but demons cannot

culture of keeping a low profile... but there are ways to do

be trusted to do this – they would enjoy it too much. Only

things subtly. Gomorrites infect subcultures and social cliques,

angels know how to torture with purpose and with artistry.

reveal themselves to the upper echelons, set up a culture of

And it is an art form: subtle and deliberate and meaningful.

servitude and then demand obedience to those rules as the

The Judges are a loose collection of artists who like to
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– Cassiel, Faraway, So Close!

Its most popular theory is that mortal souls go to Heaven still
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warning. So when mortals claim to have seen Heaven or Hell,
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put their essence in Loci: relics that are whole buildings, or

on this Earth; it can and will shift around them without
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ever told, and drive human souls into it – but Elysia are not
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to that end

evaluate each other’s

they have

work, learning

begun selling

and celebrating

their remote

their fellows’ skills.

devices to

Sometimes they use

the highest bidders, be they

small touches, the

individuals, organisations or

everyday agonies of life,

world security forces. China is

just to see how these things wear

extremely interested, and the

down kindness and mercy. Sometimes

US has suddenly been forced to

they perform more complex, savage

comprehend a ‘demonology

or extended examinations, lasting

gap’ in its defence system.

angels that have haunted whole
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families, killing children,
bankrupting businesses,
smashing loyalty and
love into pieces of despair
and distrust. Just to see what
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happens. To see how hot the steel
can get before it breaks.

Meanwhile, angels at the facility
wonder if letting a few demons
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escape would help get other angels
supporting their initiative.

The Chains of Ezekiel form

the background of the three

connected scenarios that will

be released with Relics. The
first installment, ‘The Devil’s Own

The Chains of Ezekiel

Luck’, can be found in the Quickstart

The Book of Ezekiel tells of chains strong

Rules.

enough to bind a demon. A group of

angels from the Shield and the Armour

T

have developed those chains. Combining
the gnostic rituals of demonology of

King Solomon with modern holographic
projection tech, they have built a machine

which projects sigil circles as simply as a
laser pointer. Point it at a surface and the
device will display, then print, a summoning
and binding circle, etched into the surface with
a laser burn. Point it near a demon and they will be
instantly snared, paralysed and ready to torture into obedience.
This allows the Chains to easily trap and transport demons to a
holding prison they have constructed in downtown Los Angeles,
where the same technology holds the demons in place and lets
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the angels torture them for information.
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The Fifth Day Project
On the Sixth Day, God created man. That was
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generations or centuries. There are
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the mistake. The Fifth Day is a world-wide

conspiracy, sprung primarily from the Sword
and Helm, that aims to fix that mistake.
At its head is Adramelech, the current

sS

leader of the Sword of Wrath. Adramelech
believes that the demons will always win the
War because they have humanity as a hostage.
The path to victory is therefore clear: shoot the
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hostage. Eliminate humanity, and the angels will be able to
eliminate demons forever – but destroying humanity is no

simple task. Adramelech appeared on Earth when the First
World War gave him hope it might be possible. He helped

nudge both sides towards nuclear armageddon during World
War II and the Cold War, and was only barely stopped during

The problem is, nobody expected the program to work this

the Cuban Missile Crisis. Now nuclear sabre-rattling between

well and the prison was only built to hold a hundred demons.

middle powers and rogue states has put his plan back into

The members of the Chains need money to expand, and fast;

play, and spectacular fools and petty bullies have emerged

sS
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to total secrecy and total loyalty to ensure its success. The
time of humanity will be brought to an end with fire in the
sky, and the environmental disasters that come after.

The Relic Arms Race

Several angels, ‘dark’ or otherwise, have realised that if they
hold the most relics they can control the Host and Horde
at will. They have begun hunting down lost ones through
human agents, killing demons – and most importantly,

best to keep hold of any other relics, lest they fall into the
wrong hands.
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Selaphiel is a special case. Long ago, she was the servant of
Paschar, the angel of vision, who could see all ends as they
might transpire. Paschar foresaw that humans would rise
up and conquer the Earth and that angels could not ignore

sS
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them: as their creators, angels had no choice but to lead
them. Paschar thought that if the fallen could all agree on a
single cause, they could lead humanity as a group, and built
an army around this principle. She drove them to attack the
Horde and its monsters with the hope that a great battle would
not just provide victory, but inspire angels to greater loyalty
and vision. Then in one terrible battle, Paschar saw her own
destruction and turned to flee. Betrayed by this, Selaphiel killed
her mistress and took her relic: the Diadem of Endings, which
granted Selaphiel the ability to see what was coming.
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With it, she saw instantly that there could never be an angelic
concord but only a kingdom ruled by a single individual, and
to rule they must either have an angel’s absolute loyalty – or
if not, their relic. For over ten thousand years she has hunted
down relics, and now has dozens of them in caches around
the world. Others she destroyed simply to increase the rarity.
Now she presents her possessions to angels as a fait accompli:
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worst of others. She cannot predict optimism and hope.

It drives her minions apart and may be her final undoing,
if the right angels know how to use it. One version of

Selaphiel’s stories appears in the fiction that opens this
rulebook and in the Relics magazine The Reliquary.

Going Public

‘Mortals have always shown more interest in gods
than gods have in mortals.’

– Kieron Gillen, The Wicked + The Divine
The Three Laws have always stood as a bulwark against
angels going public, lest humans treat them as gods. But

nature, so it is a slow process – but effective. And she has

the Three Laws are only convention, and only prohibit

mortal allies as well as celestial.

falsely representing themselves as God. Angels have always
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supernatural ability to predict threats. She also has the
Kinslayer Axe, a relic that destroys memory, allowing her to
murder her enemies without anyone remembering the victim
existed or the murder happened. Her one weakness is that
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she has the power, so why not submit? Angels are loners by

Selaphiel is hard to stop because the Diadem gives her a

the Diadem inevitably reveals not all possible fates but rather

T

questioned the validity of these laws and how they are best
expressed and enacted; with God gone, these questions
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become ever more pressing. Many angels believe that they are
on Earth with a purpose that involves shepherding or leading
humanity, and wonder if that would be easier to do – and
more honest work – if mortals knew the truth.
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intimidating angels into handing their relics and powers over.
After all, with all the relics they already possess, they are the

If there’s any good contender for any angel being the fictional
Lucifer, it’s Adrakiel. Although she fell after the publication
of Paradise Lost, she has a tail and horns that her Semblance
refuses to hide, can shoot fire from her fingertips thanks to
her allegiance to Uriel, and also deals a lot in temptation.
She invented the idea of addiction; after all, she thought, if
desire is to be lived to its fullest it must be something humans
need to stay alive. She came to earth during the Opium
Wars as other angels told her this was all her fault and she
needed to own her mistakes; she simply smiled and went on
with business, and business was good. If humans must kill
themselves, better to kill themselves with desire. Her favourite
era was 19th-century Europe, where she inspired the green
fairy and mentioned to Oscar Wilde about the painting that
makes humans immortal. Her fondness for 19th-century
fashion adds to the rumour that she is Lucifer, which she
encourages among humans. She uses the nicknames Drake
or Wormwood sometimes to encourage allusions to dark
dragons. These days she haunts Los Angeles parties, the girl
with all the drugs and all the fun. Humans love her, but angels
find her tiresome – unfortunately, however, if angels want to
know the gossip about anything involving mortal celebrity,
Adrakiel probably knows.

W V \Z

they can. The plan is real, and every angel involved is sworn

Angels to Know: Adrakiel
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world powers and are pushing the nuclear clock as hard as
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to be easily manipulated. Angels have infiltrated several key
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the darkest and most despairing. In other words, it convinces

Amenset, the most prominent member of the Helm, believes

her and all around her of the worst possible outcome, and the

going public would be disastrous and has significant expertise in

public relations to back up her opinion, plus
sufficient resources in the Helm to
shut down anyone thinking

otherwise. The Shield, having

placed its faith in human artifice,

see going public as devastating to

its work and its existence, so agree
with the Helm on this. So too do
the Boots, for whom invisibility is their
calling. The Armour likes the idea, but has
operated so long in secrecy it has no systems
for doing otherwise. The Sword, meanwhile,
opposes this move utterly, believing humans
will turn on angels and make it all the harder
to achieve victory. There is, then, a lot of pressure
to stay quiet, without even considering that angels
are generally inculcated to do so as a survival mechanism
and will instinctively act to suppress any of their kind going
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And yet, angels are not entirely convinced. Some
have begun to see going public as a potent

more and more each day. A few years ago, a single angel
going public deliberately or accidentally could be easily
discredited as a hallucination, madness or conspiracy, with
agents of the Helm or Shield stepping in to neutralise the

8

threat and the angel in question. Angels are notoriously
slow at catching up with technology, however, and the rise
of mass media sharing completely took them by surprise.
All of a sudden, their control has vanished. One angel with
a camera could remove the veil in an instant. And that
inevitability is making more angels consider just ripping off
the band-aid and getting it done.
Meanwhile, many in the Shield believe that with God gone
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the apocalypse has begun and a new world church must be
created with angels at its head. They have had it with the

conspiracy of silence and want to tear it down for good. To
further their ends, they are spreading the idea that the Helm
is too uppity for its own good and is acting too autocratically
in its attempts to contain the secret. As much as the Helm talks
big, the Shield’s connection to faith gives it the upper hand if it

sS

came to an all-out war.
Some in the Helm believe
they need to take steps to
conquer the world their
way before the Shield
makes its move. The
Helm is attempting
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fly. As camera phones are now ubiquitous, sightings increase
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Antioch is – was – a poetic angel, a Behema of Raphael
who ached to watch human love and human pain. He
loved humans perhaps too much, and he came with the
pilgrims to America sharing their belief that this was Gilead,
where they would build God’s kingdom anew. After many
disappointments and collapses, and seeing what the harshness
of settlement could do to fragile human lives, Antioch
decided to found a town himself in Ohio, in 1850. At that
point, Antioch was so keen on stopping his humans from
suffering that he destroyed his Vessel and burned his Virtus
into the town itself. Antioch is only the size of thirty football
fields and has never had a population over 200. Now it’s just
88 people who know each other very well, and who have a
median age of 43. People get old and die in Antioch, and
sometimes people move out, but nobody ever dies young.
Nobody suffers in Antioch. Nothing bad ever happens.
Except now the mining business has collapsed and corporate
farms bought up the agriculture, and the already poor town
has spiralled into poverty. In 2016, for the first time since
World War II, the district voted Republican, for Trump,
because nothing else seemed to be working. Antioch can keep
people safe and healthy but he can’t create jobs. The banks
are starting to foreclose, and Antioch is either going to go
insane or unleash Biblical fury. Or both.

godless world. More and more, they show their wings and

dM

Angels to Know: Antioch
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rebellion against the past, and a benison to a
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Others have gone with direct explanation. How many times

humanity as an underclass would outrage the Armour and

this has happened throughout ancient history is unclear and

the Boots, making them side with the Shield. Civil war

up to debate, but there are some definite cases on record.

between the Missions is bubbling towards the surface, and
one angel going up on YouTube tomorrow could cause
everything to explode.

l

Of course, there are other forces interested in keeping angels

sing to humans directly, and for aeons they did. They took
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and that did not consume the bush on the mountain before
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out of the public eye. There’s no telling how many angels

Moses. When Moses came to the top of the mountain,

have come close to fame only to be intercepted by the Supper

it was Metatron who spoke to that prophet as best they

Club, Morning Glory or anyone else with an agenda that

could. Metatron sent dreams to Joseph and Daniel and

wants angels invisible, dead or captured. Demons, too, benefit

Samson. Metatron was trying to make a point about faith

and endurance, and they chose dispossessed folk in a desert

allies. Other demons would love to start recruiting directly,

because they seemed the best people to learn the lesson.

knowing that selfish humans would turn on apparent saintly

Metatron wanted humans to know that oceans rise and

overlords. In preserving the veil or destroying it, strange

empires fall but faith in each other can endure. So much

alliances might be made.

of the Old Testament is down to them. Metatron does not

Mortal Encounters

consider these experiments a failure, but Metatron is hard to
pin down on anything. They never stop talking in riddles.
When the ban was set forth, Gabriel felt the gulf between
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– The Secret World MMO

God and humanity was made unbearable. Gabriel was

the archangel of Communion, and there could be no true

Angels have gone public in small ways before. There is

communication with the supernal and the natural forever

an enduring sense of hope among angels that one time,

apart. They fell instantly. And as the Bronze Age collapse tore

somehow, they will get it right, that they will communicate

the world to pieces, Gabriel knew he had to act. Somebody

to the mortals that God loves them and all of this beauty is

had to try to show them something more. Gabriel took the

theirs to share (or whatever it is a particular angel wants to

form of a mortal woman and walked the earth for centuries,

communicate). Some have chosen metaphor and discretion.

preaching tolerance and understanding, revealing his divine
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Although she appears to be an Indian lady in her mid-forties
fighting for civil justice and women’s rights in the Indian
subcontinent, Gaspera was also the ‘Gaspar’ of Biblical
legend: the wise ‘man’ who brought myrrh to the mother of
Jesus, because a soothing skin cream is extremely important
for a young mother and child. Not that she was actually at the
birth of Christ, but she spent a large portion of the Bronze
Age teaching childbirthing tips and primitive feminist ideas to
young women from India to Istanbul. A Behema of Gabriel,
she was always passing on wisdom and caring for the infirm,
and she suspects she was grandfathered into the legend
somehow – or grandmothered, she would prefer, but men
must always make it about them, as she says. Even angelic
men. Which is why Heaven and Earth are always so keen
to know about the history of Jesus Christ and not Mary the
Mother. Smart ones figure out she is the one to ask, but few
are smart enough.

nature when necessary to underscore the importance of
his message. He spoke to many who would call themselves
prophets, including John the Baptist and Yeshua (who was

Mdl T

later called Jesus). Later he would speak to the one called

Muhammad. His message was the same: that goodness was
holiness. Somehow, all too often, the mortals heard that
holiness was goodness.
Gabriel now believes he is chiefly responsible for creating

both Christianity and Islam, and the battles between the two
that have raged since and continue to break the world weigh
on him like a millstone. He sees his ideas to be humanity’s
greatest curse. When God left, Gabriel realised he would
never be punished for his crimes, so surrendered himself to
the demonic legions for the punishment he feels he deserves.
No one has seen him since. The demons, for their part, are
trying to work out how best to leverage his release. Torturing
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from their enemy working in silence and having few human

‘We have stocks in Hell
and compromising photos of angels.’

sS
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Metatron is the angel of dreams. It was in their nature to
the form of the fire that shone to Daniel in the lion’s den
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this, knowing that their views on effectively enslaving

angels is a fun idea, but demons get bored easily, and Gabriel
is so full of guilt.

and have instead joined God in the final battle beyond the
Gates. They are generally wrong. Gabriel fell immediately.
When Michael slew Zaphkiel, he believed he had damned
himself forever by drawing the blood of his brother. He
marked himself as a killer and fell, but left all human society
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behind and soon fell into Dissolution, taking the Vow of

Stone on the walls of the Church of Our Lady of Gaudalupe
in Mexico City. Many believe he is the salvation of the angels,

T

that finding him and anointing him as his rightful place as
leader of God’s army against the demons is the way to win
the War, and the drive to find him has reached a fever pitch
now God has left. This is why his spear is so greatly sought,
as surely placing it in his hands will wake him – or his spear
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might be enough to lead angels on its own. Michael certainly

knows a great deal, and is the mightiest of all the fallen, but

who he might choose to lead and why is an open question –
and may depend a lot on who finds him. He certainly has the
power to open the Gates, but why would he?

Sandalphon, like Gabriel, saw their duty bound with
mankind; they could not record everything without being

here. They now sit in a dingy basement in New Jersey writing
down everything that ever happens. Their manuscript would
be extremely powerful for anyone who finds it, which is why
their location is hidden under substantial wards. They do

not like interruptions. Tzadqiel eventually sought to explore
perfection from the human side, where there was a true

challenge. They own a dairy farm in Wisconsin, near the

House on the Rock, where they are trying to develop the
archetypal perfect cheese. Like Sandalphon, they keep a low
profile and intend to stay hidden. Tzadqiel’s unmaking gifts
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decided if they’ll be a vengeful monarch or a narcissistic one.
Both seem fun.
Chazaqiel lives large, of sorts. Their idea of a cover story
is pretending to be the Norse god Thor and the Greek god

Zeus. The lies have changed, but they still use them to seduce
women (and men, and animals if no humans are around).
That they haven’t been caught by one of the many secret
societies of modern times is a testament to their ability to act
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like it’s all a big joke and they are the punchline. The older

Chazaqiel gets, the more they become the punchline; they’re
now less sexy beach bunny and more crusty beach bum,

living out of their hot-tub selling business on the Gold Coast
in Australia. Their disguise is being mediocre and banal, but
they can’t hide forever. As they become more disgusted with
themselves, they are slipping up.

could also break open the Gates, but again, they don’t want to.

Azrael knows all too well that humans eventually catch on.

Uriel has also dropped out of life, finding themselves

The Legacy of the True Cross caught them in a prison of

increasingly disenchanted with human and angelic existence.
They’re certainly not pleased that humans have broken the
planet so badly that their greatest invention, the sun, is killing
them and many other inhabitants. They wandered into the
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glass arranged in sacred geometry. If Azrael breaks the glass,
the world cracks in half. The Legacy wants to break Azrael’s
will and use them to power its crusade to rule America, but
torturing Azrael is difficult. On the other hand, Azrael

Colorado desert looking for answers and accidentally started

loves to be free and give mortals power, so they may yet be

Burning Man. They return every year because it pleases them

convinced. They might also be rescued – but the Legacy has

to see so much fire. Both the Judges and the Gomorrites know

them in a vault in a secret hotel under the ocean off the coast

this, and they, along with other dark angels, visit Uriel every

of Dubai. Only the Supper Club knows about the hotel,

year trying to slowly convert them to their particular cause.

and its members might have enough money to tempt the

Uriel does want to rule the world, but they haven’t quite

Legacy to sell.
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Most angels believe that these highest of celestials never fell,

Both servants of Raguel, these two fell to earth during World
War II when the shadow of the atom bomb seemed poised
to destroy all humanity. Both members of the Armour, they
infiltrated human society to try and stop humanity killing
itself. However, they ended up on different sides of the Cold
War, both as intelligence agents, and spent ten years trying
to murder each other before each realised that the seemingly
immortal shadowy figure foiling them was an angel they knew
so well. Knowing it brought no peace, as both had pledged
to their respective governments that they would find and kill
the other, and to this day they are under such surveillance in
their Guises that they cannot come clean and work together
except when they make it look like an accident. The two have
become minor folk legends, and their story a tale of why
trying to interfere is a bad idea and how it can go so wrong.
Try to run the humans and they’ll end up running you – just
like what happened to Carlos and Karlov.

dM
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– The Adversary, The Messengers

Angels to Know:
Carlos & Karlov
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‘Who I am doesn’t matter.
What matters is what I know.’
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The Other Archangels
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Buddha, but Gabriel said he never saw her on his travels.

The truth is, she was so stricken with guilt and shame at the
murder of Zaphkiel that she removed herself from angelic
politics. She cut off her wings and horns and sold them on
the black market, and although this leaves her with bloody
wounds that will not heal, those are the only clues to her
true identity. She tries to hide among humans and do good
and is currently tending to the massive refugee population

in Tanzania. Word is spreading of how all she touches grow
healthy and strong, and if she wanted it, she could lead an

T
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army or build a kingdom of faithful strong bodies.

Metatron is impossible to know of or find. It is hard to
imagine them giving up on their love of dreams and

leaving creation. But how do you find the master of illusion,
the entity that invented hiding? Where would you even
look? Barachiel’s location is similarly all but impossible to
discover, because even if you did find him, he could simply
be somewhere else in an instant. Or perhaps you might
actually never have found him in the first place – if anyone
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Shael is an angel who loves trouble – seems to conduct it,
like lightning. He is indeed a soldier of Chazaqiel, and has
been on Earth since humans first seemed close to discovering
electricity. The ‘Baghdad battery’ is his fault – as an Isha
he’s been excited about humans finally getting the hang of
the concept he invented: conductivity, and using it properly.
He’s so impatient that he’s caused quite a lot of strange
occurrences and technological leaps over the years as he
has whispered into the ears of scientists and mystics. Now
he’s found himself Barron Moll, a silicon valley wunderkind
who is finding more and more useful applications for
superconductivity and quantum levitation. Some angels
worry that humans aren’t ready for yet another great leap in
technology, especially since the domineering and unstable
Moll is a fierce capitalist. Others fear that Shael will get bored
waiting and speed things up by revealing too much to Moll.
Shael is indeed so very bored,
and he’s been waiting thousands
of years for this moment.
Every day is agony.
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can change fate, after all, it’s the angel of fate. Remiel might
know where both he and Metatron are, if they could be

found, but the angel who can see the future can

see anyone trying to find them and can only be

found by random accident. Which is why Marion

Ng stumbled onto them hiding up the back in

her cheap jewellery store in Hong Kong. They talk

occasionally. Remiel isn’t ready to leave the store yet.

Inside, they can see what’s coming (usually customers).

‘We dance around a circle and suppose
But the secret sits in the middle and knows.’

– Robert Frost, ‘The Secret Sits’

Relics is a game of mysteries and surprises. The material
in this chapter provides many of those to reveal, but there
is always a possibility that you might want to change things
up and reveal different truths. Relics was designed with
this in mind: the setting is crafted so that it suggests many
possibilities and allows for different explanations than the
ones we’ve laid out in detail. Here are short summaries of
what else might be true, if you prefer a different world
behind the veil.

Top Men
There is a worldwide conspiracy, a secret power behind
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Other Possibilities
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Angels to Know: Shael

Raphael has gone into hiding. Some say she was Jesus or

everything. It’s just entirely mortal – or at least has

nothing to do with angels and demons. The agencies

prison so they can never return. Only now, the relics have

above what humans consider governments. They have vast

been switched off as God is experimenting instead with a

technological powers and possibly magical gifts, allowing

great wall to lock the demons in creation. The angels could

them to shape reality, change memories and make people

try assailing the wall, and meet the true angels inside – or

T

they want disappear. They adjust history so it suits their rules
and provides the outcomes they want. As time went on and
the great plan evolved, it was a fun joke to call it God’s Plan
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who make their lives so miserable.

Life Corrupts

agents to control would be those who thought they really

Humans are a mistake, whether born by angel, or demon,

were angels, so they would always follow orders from ‘God’

or misadventure, and corrupt to the core. Not because God
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on sight. Over the many years they have been running
history (or simulating it in a gigantic theme park?), they
have lost track of some agents who wandered off believing

T

the memory implants were real. Rogue agents like that were
not particularly concerning, since they had no real power –
but now the final part of the plan is going into action, it’s
time to bring them in. The easiest way to find them is to
turn their technology back on and wait for them to do
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something stupid. Then the men in the black suits can

come and debrief them properly.

God is Dead

In this scenario, God is not immortal, only long-lived.

Knowing She would one day die, She gave birth to hundreds
of angelic children who would one day grow up and replace

Her – but only one could succeed at taking on this role.

Michael was so intent on being that one that he slew God
(not Zaphkiel) before anyone else knew the truth, giving Her
a terrible mortal wound with his spear. From that wound
came demons, bringing suffering to the world. And in God’s
sickness She could not empower Her children, and they

were cut off from Her, thrown to Earth with only their relics
to keep them in contact with the Heavens. God took many
millennia to finally die, and now that She has, the powers

of angels are returned to them. Michael still hides away in
shame – but still wants to take the throne. Are angels willing
to slaughter each other over this war, and how many humans
must die in the process? Or should it go to a human?

We’re the Demons
Angels in the world of Relics have horns and claws and
fiery flesh, things normally associated with demons. What if
they are? When they fall, they are not just coming to Earth
but being cast out and tainted with demonic traits. The fall
is so traumatic it wipes their memory, and seeking a more
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palatable truth, angels tell themselves they are not sinful

monsters. Demons are, in this scenario, the ones who have

accepted the truth and are trying to get the angels to see it
for themselves. Relics are the manacles holding them in their

8

finally draw a truce with demonkind and turn on the humans

and the agents ‘angels’. And then they realised the easiest

and kill rogue agents (who were classified as demons)

dM
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behind it are vast and powerful, and seventeen levels

sS

The Power of Truth

Zaphkiel had Dominion over Truth. Like all Dominions,
this power is not actually limited to only the angels under
their command, and their soldiers and their relics remain on
earth to be uncovered. The power of Zaphkiel can be seen
hiding in the power of the Isha to speak the word and be
believed, and in the Knowing of Nachash. But what else
can this Dominion do?
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Primarily, Truth has the power over the absolute truth of the
celestial universe. It allows knowledge of what is true, now
and in the past and present, on the Earth and in Heaven.
Since angels are the recorders and observers of that truth,
Zaphkiel’s Dominion provides a power over angels and
demons. Zaphkiel created Enochian, the secret language of
angels, and some humans discovered aspects of it. With this
language, angels and demons can be called by name and
seen wherever they are hiding. They can even be forcibly
summoned and bound. God Herself could be contacted,
if the Gates could be opened – and that could be possible,
with enough power.
In other words, Zaphkiel and their Miracles are your tools
to allow the discovery of the answers to the mysteries in
this chapter, and even be the answers to those mysteries (or
indeed any others that might occur to the Dealer or the
players). Relics with these powers can drive any scenario
you might imagine, from minor discoveries to an ultimate
crisis for the climax of your series. Anytime you need to
break, bend or soften the rules for celestials we’ve outlined,
Zaphkiel’s Domain is your ticket. This does not mean it is on
tap for angels and demons in the setting; Zaphkiel has been
dead for thousands of years and the only traces left are poor
human translations of Enochian codes. Trying to unlock
these powers is like trying to learn how to fly a plane based
on a single bird’s feather. Relics is a game where things can
change, where the rules can and will be broken and total
armageddon is a heartbeat away at any moment – but it
should still feel like hard work to get there.
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blood and fire. But on the other hand, this time it’s different.

only to consume and breed and replicate. That force is a

Something’s changed. Was it God leaving? Was it angels

growth like a cancer that perverts everything, and turned

falling to Earth? Was it the strange child born on Earth two

humans into monsters even if they were children of angels.

weeks ago? The angels of Remiel don’t know – and for the

It turns angels, too, into monsters, giving them claws and

first time they have no idea what’s going to happen. They

horns and evil desires; hence many turn into what seem like

have reawoken all the relics to reach out to every fallen angel,

demons. The Gates were a last desperate solution to stop

because things have gone off script and for once, just maybe,

the corruption reaching God – but the Gates are already

they can save the world and nobody has to die. But that

wearing away and God is already being infected. What if

requires angels who were told to watch to have the courage

the only solution is to destroy the humans, or perhaps every

to act.

living thing, to get back to true purity? Is a God that can

The Fault in Our Stars

only be saved by extinction a God worth saving? Or should

T
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All of this belief about Gods and angels is just mythology that
angels inherited from humans trying to explain the truth as

best they could. Angels lose their memory when they fall, so
human approximations are all they had to go on. In truth,

This is the Bad Place

angels are literally stars, living nuclear fires. The heavens

Angels remember paradise, and now they are powerless,

above show the angelic hosts in all their glory, with God as

alone, and surrounded by a world full of meaningless cruelty

the single sun. The story of God being gone is about how day

and violence. Perhaps this is Hell. For disobedient angels,

separates night. Angels are conscious and love the Earth, and

or for mortal sinners who claimed they were saintly; both

indeed, sent their minerals to it in the Big Bang. They watch

could be true and the effect is much the same, although it is

on with love and awe, until they can bear the separation

more shocking if they were once mortal. The terror of this

no longer and fall. Demons in this world go mad from how

Hell is power: the angels can go anywhere and do anything

isolating and strange it is to be out of the sky, and seek only

and change the world, but they don’t. Or when they do, it

to destroy their prison and jailers. With Earth so close to the
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always seems to end in bloodshed. The demons taunt them,

sun, the atom-smashing Miracles of celestials are dimmed

daring them to care about the fate of humanity and then

against God’s fierce power, and bound in Earth-objects

making sure the humans destroy themselves despite all good

so they do not reignite angels while on Earth. But the sun

intentions, until slowly, the angels go mad and turn into

is dying, which is allowing relics to wake up and angels to

nothingness to escape it all. Every few thousand years, the

remember who they really are. The heavens, however, are

demons turn the relics on to make things more bloody and

not somewhere angels can fly; they cannot just become stars

epic and thin the population out for the new arrivals. It’s

again. Or at least, they have no idea how. It may involve

entertaining to watch, too. For the demons, that is. Once the

organising a world-wide space program. And as much as the

‘angels’ figure this out, they also need to figure out how to

sun doesn’t want to go, She might not want to be replaced

escape, and what it’s like back in reality, which leads to our

either. How do you become a sun? And more importantly,

next few options as well.

how do you kill a sun first?

All of This Has Happened Before

Deus Ex

The children of Remiel can see the future because this has

God is a giant program running a three dimensional

all happened before. God has been running this particular

holographic simulation, a deep-immersion MMO. Angels

experiment over and over again – to prove something, or

don’t age or need sustenance because they’re not players but

discover something, or fix something. The angels are here to

administrators, sent inside the program to maintain, repair,

record it, hence their instructions to watch over creation. But

and keep it running. To help motivate players to act well,

every time, it goes down the same way. The demons rebel,

they are equipped with powerful magic items they can give

the angels fall and after ten thousand years or so the humans

to those players who deserve it, remaining present where

destroy the planet, destroy themselves, or both. Why She

the item is and checking on how it is being used. Once, they
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keeps making the same mistakes is odd: is it something wrong

could log in to the programming code – but then the creators

with the whole idea or is God somehow self-sabotaging?

locked access so angels could only appear inside the program

Either way, God doesn’t like the ending. It’s gotten so bad

itself. And now it seems the program has stopped updating

that She hasn’t even stuck around to see it this time, all that

the game, and bugs are getting bigger and bigger. Rogue
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humanity’s image?
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the same? What would that God look like, a God made in
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angels allow themselves to fall into humanity and let God do
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is evil, but because life is: the force of The Hunger knows
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admins are using this to get away with messing with players
more and more, and it seems the only way to make things

better is to get the players fighting back. But do they know

T

they’re in a simulation? How long have they been in it?
Are they in battery farms back in reality, and would they
want to wake up? If angels are part of the computer, and

8

the humans turn the computer off, will all the angels die?

Chariots of the Gods
God and Heaven are another dimension, and angels are
aliens from there. The dimension is one of pure energy, so

VWN R 1 Ss

coalescing into matter in this one is confusing, as is dealing

with living things made of matter. But energy can easily
control matter, and with their amazing powers the visitors

T

were quickly worshipped as gods. They came and went
for thousands of years – but on the last trip, the
‘spaceship’ was damaged and they were all stuck
on this side, unable to be anything but ‘fallen
angels’. Stranded, they argued over whether
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to take over this new world or try to live by
its rules, hoping to guide the inhabitants to

discover some Earthly power source that
might enable them to go home. They
passed a cover story to the younger

ones who didn’t remember the
crash, something that seemed to

fit with how the humans saw
them. Over the millennia
the ship lost power, and as

a last act transferred that
power to the handheld

communication objects

each visitor carries

with them. With that

power, they could help

humans to discover
their communicator
on the dark side of
the moon, and work
together to build a path
home and a united future.
Or the aliens from home
could arrive and conquer
the colony properly as always
intended, leaving the resident
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angels caught between the two
sides in a war for the whole

planet misunderstood as a

religious Armageddon.
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Myths.
They’re dangerous things.
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And then they drift. Which was why what started as a myth
about a great wolf-like being swallowing the sun had turned
into a story about the world being covered in darkness. The
people of the frozen north, thousands of years before the
Vikings showed up, they’d meant it had got suddenly cold, not
dark. That’s what losing the sun meant to them. But to folks
in a desert, when they heard the myth, no sun meant darkness
– and so all of a sudden we went from a dog swallowing the
sun to mysterious dogs running the Underworld, the land of
shadow and death. They got that the other story was about a
land of green farmland being lost forever, though. They called it
Eden. Vinland, the Vikings called it. Hyperborea to others. The
great lost land to the north that sunk beneath the waves like
Atlantis and was covered in water that froze when the poles
shifted. Too many myths: all the same story. A great green land
in the north, swallowed, taken under. The land under the snow,
under the waves. Under the ice.
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I also taught them how to make the radio telescope. Probably
a few decades too early, and definitely not allowed either way.
I had to speed things up. I’m not like the other angels, who
fell centuries ago. I’ve only been here since they had science,
and they were so close. And I was so close! All I had to do was
confirm the location of Sirius 10,000 years ago, and that meant
better telescopes. Reber was pretty confused when I showed up
in his backyard in Illinois in 1937 with a blueprint. I told him
I was an alien. Myths change, after all, if only on the surface.
They still do the same thing: cover up the inexplicable.
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Even when you’re part of them, you can’t understand how
powerful they are. How much they dominate and control
everything humans do. Angels, we think in straight lines.
Obedience, duty, service. Humans think in stories, and stories
don’t travel in any kind of lines. Humans were so caught up in
stories it took an angel to teach them that time goes forward,
like an arrow. Well, technically I made that bit happen. Taught
them to see it that way, instead of all mixed up. It seemed to
make more sense that way. To me, at least.
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I said aliens because I had to show them rubbings of ancient
tablets and prehistoric star charts, but it had to be technology
to be something they could understand. I told them that the
ancient folk had drawn mysterious gods because they couldn’t
understand the science of these visitors. But I knew whatever
was down there wouldn’t look like technology, and it wouldn’t
look like ancient ruins either. It would be something strange.
Something nobody expected. Something from myth. And myths
are funny things. They don’t work in straight lines. So I said
aliens to them, even though it wasn’t aliens exactly. The new
kind of myth, to cover the inexplicable.
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And I thought I knew that, too. I was ready for something alien.
Something unexpected. But even I was caught up in aliens, and
didn’t see what was coming. Even I stood in shock and terror
when the crane brought up from the ocean depths what was
undeniably, unquestionably a giant block of stone, with a pure
white sword embedded deep within.
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I said aliens to my crew, too, of course, but I didn’t have to
say it to them. You go digging up samples deep under the ice
and aliens just appear in people’s minds. It was comforting,
though, working with science. That was always my field.
Straight lines. Rules. And it was science we were looking for,
too. Or so I told them, and myself. If an angel had hammered
a relic into the ground that could sink a continent and freeze
a pasture and move the poles, then a relic that powerful could
save the world. Stop global warming before the oceans boiled
into nothing but red algae, and choked with swollen corpses,
like the myths foretold.
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Chapter Nine

Dealer’s Choice

T
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‘Oh chief of many throned powers that led th’
embattled Seraphim to war.’

– The Devil, Brimstone

episodes that make it up, then find the players who will take

the roles of the personas. Some start with the players, getting
them to make personas that will then drive the idea for the
series. Most do a combination of both, with ideas flowing

in both directions. Either way, the key element is gathering
people, and gathering ideas.

The art of finding fellow players is beyond the scope of this
book, but luckily the internet has made it much easier. It is

– John Milton, Paradise Lost

also easier than ever to play online, with text or voice, by post

Before the Dealer can build

or by text message. The simplicity of Relics makes it perfect

a series with their
players, they first

for playing over the internet, so although the immediacy of
a physical presence is wonderful, don’t forget all the options
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have to assemble

the virtual world can provide. When assembling ideas, the

all the moving

internet is also your friend, as is the entire body of angelic

parts. Some

literature we go through later in this chapter.
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work ‘top down’ – they have an idea for a series and the

With people and ideas, the same principle applies:
your game is made up of disparate elements
that need to be bonded together. The ideas become

episodes which become a series; the personas start as random
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ideas and become real characters connected to each other
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Getting the Band Together

dM

T

his chapter covers information for the Dealer on how
to run the game to evoke drama, mystery, horror and
philosophy; on how to structure sessions and series; and
on how to get the most out of the Fugue system as it
evolves through play.
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S s ‘We don’t play dealer’s choice, Mr Stone.’
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deeply. The people become friends who can trust each other.
The first two things will happen organically as the games

progress. All it takes is for the players to put energy into it.
The more they care, the more they engage, the stronger the
game becomes. Ultimately, no game engine can replace an
enthusiastic group, and starting with that is the best advice for
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running good games.
Similarly, the group grows stronger socially on the same fuel; on
the desire to make it so. This is less organic, though, as there are
no narrative ties to push it forward. Enthusiasm is needed from
everyone, but it can also be fostered. All of this is to say that
a good series of Relics, or any roleplaying game, rests
primarily not on any rules, story, or creativity, but
on the social group that rests under all that.
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Nourish that with the utmost care, because it
is the root of everything else.
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each other, and can be helped by formal structures: Dealers

mediator. Again, this should not just be your job. Nor is it

can set aside time to catch up, and also to talk about the

something you want to bring up halfway through a game. A

game. Before each session, it can be good to talk about where

better idea is to make things clear at the outset of the game

it is going and if everyone feels excited and engaged. After

what the goals are, what the limits are and how everyone is

each session, players can debrief by talking about what they

responsible for achieving those goals and staying in those

enjoyed, and what other players did that they liked the most.

limits – as well as what to do if the goals are missed or
the limits overstepped. Some groups like to do this with

the audience are the same people, and yet we forget the

written ‘game contracts’; these provide a writer’s bible

most important part of being an audience: the applause.

about the tone and subject matter the game will cover, but

Humans are easily motivated, and we do what we see people

also responsibilities and processes expected of everyone. If

appreciating; if you want your players to keep pouring in

a written document is too much, then these things can be

energy into the game, keep rewarding them when they do.

discussed in person before the game begins.
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Use the different languages of love to do so, too – to words

T

of affirmation add gifts like food, and go out of your way
to offer services like drawing others’ personas or making a
series journal, or just enjoy dwelling in their ideas. Note that
physical touch should only be done with consent, but we
could all do with a bit more touching in our lives, especially
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as so many of us players face toxic masculinity. Shake hands
and say ‘good game’ just like in sports.

Note that although this appears in the Dealer’s section, all
of this advice applies to all players. Everyone is tasked with
building strong social bonds; everyone should be sharing the
load of all the game work; and everyone should be sending

The contract should not just include what is expected and

9
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what is out of line, but what to do when that breaks down.

If someone feels another player or players are treating them
or their persona unfairly, they need to have a way to say so.

Just ‘saying so’ will not usually cut it. It is very intimidating to
tell your friends you want them to do something differently,

especially when they seem to be having fun. This applies most
of all to topics that could be emotionally or psychologically
upsetting. Relics is a game of religious horror, and that

is a topic that always tends into the controversial and the

confronting. The utmost care should be taken to give players
a way to opt out of things they find too distressing. Even

forth appreciation, enthusiasm and love to everyone else.

when people sign up to be scared and disturbed, there are

Everyone’s Fun
is Everyone’s Job

Safety First

things they still might find unwelcome.
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Roleplaying games are performances where the actors and

dM

This puts another hat on the head of the Dealer: conflict
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This means setting aside time beyond just play time to talk to

‘Is man an ape or an angel?
‘You showed me how to make worlds, but you never
Sir, I side with the angels.’
told me how lonely it would be to be their guardian.’
– Holly Black, Lucifer

Just as Relics provides opportunities for players to contribute
to the story, it is the job of everyone at the table to ensure
that everyone has fun and that everyone feels included and
safe. Players should be aware of the needs of other players
and support those needs. They should work to share the
spotlight, and point it at others and applaud. That, ultimately,

– Benjamin Disraeli

As much as discussion before the game helps establish clear

responsibilities, goals and limits, roleplaying is improvisational
and always goes off script. What’s more, player and persona
feelings can quickly bleed into each other in the intensity of
the story. In the heat of the moment, players need ways to
stop the action and avoid things.

is the point of the Memories system: to allow players to

The Time-Out gesture is made by placing one hand beneath
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point the spotlight at other players’ personas and give them a

the other in the shape of a capital T. Borrowed from

chance to shine, while also stepping into the background and

American football, it signals a stop in play. The Time-Out

seeing where they go with the new idea. If players are using

gesture is a useful way to show that the player wants to break

it combatively, something has gone wrong and it won’t be

the action for a second to ask questions. Usually they want to

fixed with the rules. It’s never a good idea to try to fix player

confirm with other players questions about the setting, rules

T
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problems with mechanics: bad play will always find a way

or dramatic direction of the scene. It can also be used just to

through them. Instead, it is more important for players to

check in on others if they seem confused. Clarifying that your

work together out of play to agree on the kind of game they

anger is totally in character, not real, can help others if they

want to play and how best to create that experience.

are worried you are really shouting at them, and so on.
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The Time-Out doesn’t even have to stop play very long: you
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can hold up the T, make a clarifying aside while you hold it

and then drop your hands and drop back into the action.

The Time-Out gives the player a chance to ask questions.
The X-Card is used when a player doesn’t feel like answering
questions. If the subject matter becomes disturbing or

uncomfortable, it is also often difficult to talk about that
subject matter or why it is disturbing. The X-Card allows for
silent requests for the removal or lessening of something. The
card is placed on the table in easy reach of all, and anyone
feeling disturbed or uncomfortable can grab the card and the
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scene will be changed, no questions asked. Later, in private,
the Dealer can talk to the player and clarify what was going
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on so the problem doesn’t happen again.

Bleed In, Bleed Out

‘If you do this, there’s no turning back.
You see them – they see you.’

sS

– Constantine, Constantine

‘Bleed’ is a term used in the roleplaying world for when the
emotions being presented in the story ‘bleed over’ into the
emotions of the players and Dealers. Bleed is a serious
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issue, and it’s why there’s lots of advice in the first chapter
and this one about how to be safe when you game.

It’s important to work out in advance what is and isn’t
acceptable, and use X-Cards for things that can sneak
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up on you, as we’ve explained.

But bleed can also be your friend. We want everyone at the table
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how some characters and performances stay with them away
from the set or stage, and in turn that their lived experiences

can provide great inspiration for their own performances. The
reason Macbeth is considered to be the ‘cursed play’ is not least
because the play is so crushing and brutal it bleeds over into the
emotions and lives of the performers.
The other reason it appears cursed is because of confirmation
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bias: once you start looking for something to be cursed,

you can’t help but find it. A particular kind of confirmation
bias is also a kind of bleed: once you start thinking about

how a fictional take on the real universe operates, its tropes
and elements become suddenly visible everywhere. This

is known as the frequency illusion or the Baader-Meinhof
Phenomenon, and it’s particularly potent in RPGs.

sS

Don’t Be A Dick,
Be A Dick Wolf

Dick Wolf is an American television writer and producer,
most famous for his show Law & Order and its many spin-offs.
At the beginning of every episode there is a disclaimer that
explains that the story is fictional and any similarity to real
people or events is coincidental. They do that because (to
borrow a tagline from a much older cop show) Law & Order
likes to do stories that feel ‘ripped from the headlines’. This
is bleed: by using parallels to real events, we feel as if the
stories are more real, and we feel connected to them because
we have knowledge of the real events as well. It could be said
that the shows still prey on real misfortune for cheap ratings,
much like the tabloid press, and no amount of changing
the names is in fact providing any distance from that act of
predation. On the other hand, all our ideas come from the
world around us, and it may be better to bring real events
into fiction to help us culturally process them; it may even be
healthy to insert fiction into real events and imagine how we
might make them better.
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The key, as always, is to be thoughtful. Use consent words or
X-Cards to help people opt out – but long before that, think
about how you are using the material and whether you are
using it respectfully. The town of Paradise burning down cost
lives and destroyed livelihoods on a massive scale. That’s not
something to treat lightly for a cheap joke or reference. At
the very least, remember Dick Wolf and apply some aspect
of rearrangement to provide some referential distance. If a
museum fire makes a good hook, consider creating a new
museum in a different country. Nobody’s life is yours to use
without respect.
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Dealers take on a lot of work in games, and there is an
expectation that Dealers happily do the lion’s share, acting
as entertainers and hosts free of charge. That implicit
expectation can lead to players taking advantage. It’s
important to never do more than you enjoy doing, and not
sacrifice your own entertainment for that of others. It’s your
game too, and that goes for every part of it. You get to control
some of the story, and you get to demand that your players
pull their weight and help you to help the game along. Too
many Dealers carry too much and burn themselves out. Or
they are so busy giving players control and agency in the
story they forget that the game is for their entertainment as
well, and that includes having a story to ‘tell’ if they like.
Also, if the Dealer is doing a lot to create the game that
the players can’t help with, then asking them to contribute
food, a location, or even money to help put on the game isn’t
unreasonable.

T
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Your Game Too

to feel things and feel them deeply. Great actors talk often about

and bring these ideas to the table and talk about them as if

imagination with ideas for stories; naturally, that’s going to

they were in their Relics series. They can even weave them

make you hunt for stories everywhere until you can’t help but

into the plot, and Dealers may reward players for doing so

see them. Add that to an RPG like Relics set in the modern

with Memory Chips. The more unlikely the coincidence, the

day and using religion, which has a sneaky habit of hiding in

bigger the overlap, the stranger the vibe, the more Chips

every part of our culture, and all of a sudden you will see the

they get – and more so if they suggest ways for the Dealer to

world of Relics everywhere you go.

use them. They don’t even have to appear in the game to be

Foucault’s Pendulum, by Umberto Eco, which is exactly about
this sensation: the more you understand occult thinking and

powerful: discussing such things strengthens the sense of the
game as being important and interesting. Everything players
do to make the game matter is worth rewarding.

the way it connects everything, the easier it is to believe in

Example: At the start of playing Relics, Steve buys a small box of

conspiracies, and the next thing you know, they start coming

tarot cards from a new-age store called Angel Blessings. Later, the Dealer

true. While we were writing this game someone tried to steal

runs an adventure where the angels find a demonic relic: a building that

the Magna Carta; there was a devastating museum fire in

can appear anywhere as if it had always been there, then vanish without

Brazil; dozens of ancient relics were discovered, including

comment. Returning to the shop after a session, Steve finds the store has

two mysterious swords emerging from the sea; and someone

vanished. The session about the vanishing building is over, but the Dealer

stole a saint’s brain. Angels appeared to be everywhere. If

gives Steve a Chip when he tells the story, because the tale sounds so very

you were given to believe in omens, it would have

much like the game they are playing, and excites the players.
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been worrying, as if the things in this book were
becoming true.

This is another way that bleed can be your
friend: letting players bleed reality in
rather than the game bleeding
out. Players can see their
series and associated
ideas everywhere
they look in the
real world,
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The Game Bible

‘To sit in darkness here, hatching vain empires.’

– John Milton, Paradise Lost
As a Dealer or a player, everyone has the same goals for
their experience in a roleplaying game. They want to be
treated fairly, both as players and for their personas, and
to share equally in the amount of time in the spotlight and
in the amount they get to drive and shape the narrative.
The question that remains is what kind of game each
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One of the biggest influences on Relics was the book
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It’s the job of an RPG to get inside your head and ignite your
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participant has in their heads, and how that vision is shared
out. The rules and setting contained in this book provide a
solid basis to refer to, but each participant can interpret that
in many different ways – and indeed, Relics is written to
permit and encourage different styles of stories.

Some groups might like to just wing things, taking what the
rules provide and seeing what arises. Others may like to have

sS

more uniformity to the elements in their game. In this case
it can be useful to make notes or a document towards what
these elements are, much like the game contracts mentioned
above, but going into more detail about the settings and

tuvwxyz
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tropes being used. The word ‘bible’ refers to these documents
as they are used in television writing. They also often include
ongoing notes on the established truths and setting details

of the emerging universe, which is also useful for roleplaying,
where these things aren’t captured on the persona sheets.

Having some notes in the bible before you begin can really
help everyone jump in on the same page. By making these

sS

together as a group, the Dealer can be sure they don’t
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override things too much with their own ideas, or ignore

structure and are built of pieces, all the advice in this chapter

something others want. The Dealer inevitably has quite a

applies equally to both sessions and series. The choices you

lot of say in things, but this is balanced out in play by having
several other voices from the players. A bible is an explicit
way to give everyone something to work from, instead of
leaving everything up to the Dealer to pull it all together
whenever the players drag things too far away from what
works or what is expected.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the tropes, styles, and
ideas that make up Relics, and how to evince them so you
The Shrine of St Swithun in Winchester was only accessible
by climbing to the top of a platform and then crawling
through a five-metre tunnel only a few feet in diameter.
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Today, relics are less protected, with their ancient reliquaries
assumed to be up to the task. In June 2017, the reliquary
was picked up and walked out of the church in Castelnuovo,

ends and moves to the next, and how the stakes escalate.
When crafting a series there are two basic approaches. Either
you create your sessions first and then find an overarching
theme that links them, or you begin with your series arc in
mind and then fill in the sessions that will be the elements
of that arc. Although the former often gives rise to a more

sS 1 R NWV \

same to players, especially once their choices come into play.
That element is the biggest difference between sessions
and series: the longer the game goes on, the more player
interaction will develop it and change it; what you can plan
for and react to in a single session cannot be planned for on
the same scale over many sessions. The lesson is to choose

Mdl T

the elements of your series much more loosely than you do
for each session, so that it can adapt more easily. Flexibility

Finding a relic inside – in this case the brain of St John Bosco

is the key to being a good Dealer, so you can listen to what

sealed in wax – he hid it in a kettle.

the players want and effortlessly shape something everyone
enjoys. You can plan ahead – as long as you also plan for the

There are lots of ways to – assuming as always your players

fact that things will change.

are okay with such devices – use these real Christian relics

Narrative Styles

Mount Sinai in Egypt is the Chapel of St Catherine, which
contains a preserved piece of a 4th century Bible, believed to
be the oldest Bible still in existence. That is the perfect place
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to hide secrets about the background of Relics (see the previous
chapter), and there are plenty of sainted objects believed to
have great power. As to whether Christian objects or rituals
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narrative at once, or have one dominant one. Here are the
main ones the game supports.

Horror
Demons do terrible things to humanity, and angels aren’t

Mdl T

much better. Even finding out there are real angels and

demons can be terrifying, and even more so to learn God has
abandoned creation. To look upon the celestials is to see the

chapter as well.

truth, and the truth makes men mad. Belief is a precursor to

The Series & the Session

believe in something unseen and untested demands a certain

Relics is designed to emulate short stories that might appear

kind of insanity. Horror is a natural fit for these celestial tales,

in visual media: movies or limited-length TV series. If you

and can come in many varieties: from the creeping dread

sS

Alternatively, you might build three very small plots into a
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larger one. In this way, and in any longer Relics game, there

T

A game of Relics can include many different types of

have any power over demons, more on this in the next

are emulating a movie, you may only need a single plot idea.

T

episodic feel, in practice the outcomes of both can look the

Italy, because the thief wished to sell the gold and glass case.

and the beliefs about them in your game. At the foot of

sS
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case you choose your scenes and beats, when each section

infinite misdeeds, and it is itself a mesmerising terror: to truly

of discovering the truth of mythology or the lies of your
superiors, to the terror at violent, gory deaths and hellish
torture, to the cosmic annihilation of total truth.

are the parts that make up the whole. Individual games or

Action

compact stories we call sessions, and together these connected

There is a war on, and that means demons are fighting

sessions make up a series.

angels. Humans are fighting angels. Angels are fighting

Since even smaller stories tend to follow the three-act

games – and is very easy to bring to the fore. Indeed, it can
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and crafting the parts is much like crafting the whole. In each
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can choose the ones you and your group want to emphasise.

make for your series overall will be followed in the sessions,
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angels. Action is integral to Relics – if not most roleplaying
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genres are present. Gunplay, swordplay,
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of all games, whatever other
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and will likely be part

research and detection, or two-fisted inquiry. See more below
about how there is also the sacred, religious mystery at work,
and the mystery of the powerful and shadowy forces above

throwing fireballs around and the occasional fistfight are all

and beyond our perception. Everything in Relics is a mystery;

on the menu. Like horror, action can come in many flavours

nothing can ever be certain.

and styles. It can be brutal and gritty, epic and superheroic, or
lighthearted and picaresque. It can be grounded in mundane

Drama

urban crime or world-spanning adventure.

Angels come preloaded with personal drama in Relics, as their

Mystery

upon. The suggested memory triggers provided are designed

With relics hidden and secrets abounding, mystery is a natural

to create character conflict and interpersonal angst. Meanwhile,

part of a Relics game. ‘Monster of the week’ stories involve

the whole story of God and Her children is one of family

tracking down the supernatural entity or object behind the

dramas; of children dealing with expectations, of their parents

mysterious events, and provide a natural structure to a story and

and siblings dealing with rivalry and betrayal. Secrets are hidden,

an obvious goal for a game. Mysteries can be wide-spanning

the truth is being discovered – and when you cannot forget,

or brief, fiendish or simple, and unravelled with cunning minds,

the wounds never heal.
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memories, good and bad, of their band are constantly built
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from the philosophical to the personal, and plays out inside

There is something absurd about the angel. As majestic,

our angel personas in everything they do. And the system of

supreme beings, they are perfect straight men for mockery

‘mutable’ memories in the game is an expression of this question

and undercutting with silliness, and as strangers to the Earth

of self-justification, as angels can in essence shape themselves to

are great for jokes about not fitting in. Angels are also not far

justify things. Or discover they have done things that appear evil,

from the wandering vagabond clown, the pathetic Brechtian

and must be justified.

Z \ VWN R 1 Ss

dM

bum who shuffles through history reflecting its foibles.

Demons, too, are famous as sources of acerbic wit and satire.

There is also fantastic romance (in the original sense of the
word) to the angel, this curious hobo-cum-genie who sweeps
into people’s lives and adds strangeness and magic, finding
lost childhood or new love, and bringing out our humanity

Philosophy
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to themselves. What morality they construct is up to them,

and up to your personas. Resist the urge to have a clear idea
in your head as Dealer. Let them sin and sin again as they
see the need, and let them ponder the morality, and ask,

One thing that angelic stories can do more than most other
stories is bring us right into philosophical discussions. Why

And then provide no answer. In this, Dealers, you are the

are we here, are our fates set in stone, are there unseen forces

mute voice of the uncaring universe that refuses to offer

at play with the universe, what is the source and nature of

either judgement or absolution.

rage or transcendent praise or anything in between.
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Deeper Philosophy:
Morality & Identity

‘“I have done that”, says my memory. “I cannot
have done that” – says my pride, and remains
adamant. At last – memory yields.’
– Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good & Evil

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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Relics can be played in many ways, but it is designed to
have philosophical questions at its heart. The two chief ones
stem from some of the questions rising from Nietzsche’s work
quoted above. Relics is not a Nietzschean game, but the
work deconstructs how we come to understand what is good
and evil, and where those ideas come from, which become
key questions in the game.

sS

In Relics, our specific focus is: what is our reaction to evil when
we find it? How do we grapple with this element of individuals
and societies without, in ourselves, breaking other pacts of
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goodness, and becoming monsters as we battle them? Indeed,
what is the nature of ‘good’ behaviour? How much of our
definition of goodness is vanity? Or a manufactured identity to
justify our own deeds? Angels embody two elements of human
thought – our sense of divine justice and our sense of divine
goodness – and these two things are inherently in conflict. Thus
this philosophical question, of justice versus goodness, is moved

‘I watch the angels. They do not eat, or flirt,
or converse. They observe.’

– Neil Gaiman, Sandman

Angels have a problem when it comes to narrative: they

are inherently passive. They watch and they wait. Wings of

Desire is all about the question of daring to act. Relics is no
different, and makes things worse with the addition of an
absent God and the détente of the long cold war possibly

collapsing into a bathetic ceasefire because of that departure.
What is an angel to do? What are they supposed to do? This

is no good for roleplaying games at all. Players tend to be shy
at the start of the game, unwilling to command attention or
take striking action. They want to feel around the edges of

both the new social space and the story. So we have a perfect
storm of inaction, ennui and stagnation.

Remind Them They Can Fly

Roleplaying games are a strange beast: players are, in theory,
embodying everything their personas are – but since they are
also human beings, they are going to forget things their personas
would never forget. Such as the enormous wings strapped to
their backs that they take for granted. They may also forget their
fiery flesh, but the wings are the most common. Humans have
resigned ourselves to a two-dimensional existence, and that is
very hard to shake off. As the Dealer, take a moment every now
and then, even if it’s got nothing to do with the situation, to
remind them they can fly.
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than that which we can sense – all of these are questions
angels can hold a lens to. The response can be maltheistic

Come Out Swinging
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real or true and is there room in our philosophies for more
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God’s vision of themselves and must, terrifyingly, give birth

their hands stained with blood, if they did the right thing.

natural morality, what is our response to evil, what is or is not

T

have no rules but their own. They are at last free from
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while failing to understand it.

Relics does not pretend to be able to answer these
questions. That’s why God is explicitly absent and angels
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Whimsy
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Therefore, the Dealer must start each scenario with
something that cannot be ignored. Rumours of something
strange aren’t enough. It needs to be something that demands

T

action, right now. Something that demands going somewhere
and doing something. If need be, have a higher power
angel suggest it, or simply assume it has already happened.
Start with the assumption that the angels are already doing
something. It’s not ‘Bob asked you to come and look at a
relic, what do you do?’, but rather, ‘You’re walking into Bob’s
Curio Shop because he asked you come and look at a relic…’
Or even better: ‘You arrive at the Curio Shop as usual to

9

return of the Ein-Sof.’

T

At the start of a long-running series you may need to come
out swinging very hard indeed, but you have the whole
episode to do so. Similarly, a lot of this can be avoided by
spending some time at character generation working out what
the angels do and what brings them together, as discussed in
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Chapter Two.
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Theme & Mood
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find Bob’s severed head on the counter screaming about the

sS

Other games talk a lot about themes and moods, and for
good reason: they help establish the underlying
meaning of the stories being told and the modes in

which they are expressed. It is a useful shorthand
expected of them and what to expect. Like narrative
styles, you don’t have to pick the ones listed, but

these are the assumptions made when creating

Relics.

The theme of Relics is isolation. Angels are isolated
from God and Heaven, brutally, severely, eternally.

They are isolated from each other because of a lack

tuvwxyz
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of trust. They are isolated from humanity because
they can never quite understand it. They are isolated

dM

for Dealers and players alike to understand what’s

sS

from the truth of their origins, the meaning of their
existence and the purpose of their future. In the face
of this, all they have is each other, and their bonds
formed through memory. This is a metaphor for the
isolation of humanity from each other, and from
ourselves. Faced with unanswerable questions of
the nature of good and evil, of right and wrong, all we have
is each other, yet we cannot seem to breach the great gulf
between us and them and truly understand. As a series of

T
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Relics moves through its arc, the players will develop more

and more fondness for their fellow angels as their memories
build and mesh. Thus, they conquer their isolation, and find
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that love is the only thing that matters.
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Roleplaying games are a strange beast. It’s easy for players
to get so into the fact that they can control everything their
persona does that they end up thinking like they are living
their persona’s lives, not telling their story. This means they
get into the habit of thinking that if they didn’t say it, it can’t
have happened already. Relics is not like that; it is clearly a
game run on narrative construction and ideas, and things can
happen ‘off stage’/‘off camera’ all the time. Most RPGs don’t

or transgression they must now carry for life. Of course, that
is just what that persona remembers of the scene; there are
always misunderstandings. Therein lies the isolation.
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Isolation can also be communicated
in descriptions. Angels haunt far-off
lonely places. They congregate on

cliff tops and beaches and the tops of
statues. Particularly, they perch high

work like that, so as the Dealer, keep reminding them they

above thanks to their wings. These are

have this power. Whenever something new happens or some

places where no humans can go. Take

new information becomes apparent, they can always say they

time out to describe the emptiness of

already knew that and can act accordingly. They recognise

these heavenly heights and it will ring

that item, they met that villain before, they can anticipate this

through with the emptiness of the soul.

situation somehow. That’s part of what makes Relics special
– but it is different, so Dealers will need to take time out now

The mood of Relics is desperation.

and then to gently remind the players they can always have

Angels have spent so much

done something off screen. Note that this goes for Dealers as

of their long lives

well: as remarked in the section about commanding attention,

waiting, waiting

be cautious about this sort of thing because players can feel
like they lose agency, but honestly, in practice players tend
to love not having to decide every little thing, and enjoy the

tell them what to
do. With God gone,
there is an even greater risk

immediacy of jumping straight to the stuff that matters. Put

that this could continue. With

the boring stuff off-screen whenever you can.

no clear notion of good or evil,

Isolation is communicated naturally by the format of

srqponmlkjihgfedcba
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roleplaying games: since only the personas have players
embodying them in the world, it creates a sense that the other

just give up, and that makes for very
boring stories indeed. Desperation
is the force that stops this from

enhanced by the way that angels have trouble navigating the

happening. Desperation comes

modern world and its mechanisms, and likewise their inability

from the fact that others are

to perfectly blend in. Remind them that unless they are Isha,

certainly not giving up and are

come naturally. Use Failures and Grudging Successes to
remind them that they are strange and off-putting. Use their
single human contacts as a way of highlighting that they have

taking God’s departure like
a red flag to a bull, a sign
to begin burning everything

l

no other friends. They cannot borrow money or bum rides.

down. Relics are waking

And asking for any help requires a precious Memory,

up and reaching out.

or making a Test to see if they convince a stranger.

Mortals everywhere

dM
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Isolation between personas comes from the entanglement
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angels – and players alike – might

people in the world are more removed. This can be further

or have an appropriate Memory, talking to people does not
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for someone to

are finding themselves

of Memories, so encourage players to put each other in

suddenly gifted

compromising and troubling positions. Remind them that

with incredible

the Memories that stick are often the most painful.

powers.
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has to happen on screen. There’s a tendency for Dealers to
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you can start with a bang precisely because not everything
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absolutely fine to stick them with a betrayal or compromise
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Remind Them That Not
Everything Happens
On Screen

T

A player is getting a whole new skill for their persona, so it is

T

weapons – are the weapons. They cannot sit this one out.
Every other angel has very strong ideas about how you should
be using your relic, and if you disagree they will insist very
clearly with bullets and knives. All the plot hooks sewn into
the relics we’ve listed and the plans of the various enemies

s

are beginning right now, just as God’s departure begins when
your series begins. The blood-dimmed tide is very much
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loosed and flooding in the windows.

The system encourages the mood of desperation through the
fact that Grudging
Successes are the
most common
outcome,
forcing
personas to
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never quite get
what they want
without loss, or bargain,
or suffering. Any fight
they face will generally
leave them haggard
and worn and
wondering if
it was worth it.
Likewise, the
blackjack rules
for Complex
Tests are
stacked
against them:
since the
Dealer plays
last and wins
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all ties,

Desperation also comes from structure. Keep scenes short and
punchy, cut right to the action, dwell in the consequences rather
than the setup. Don’t give the players a lot of time to think.
And keep raising the stakes. The section below on the three-act
structure goes into this in more detail, but that structure is useful
for mood because it keeps raising the stakes. You can’t back out
once you’re in act two, because everything is already in motion.
Act three is coming whether you like it or not. Good Relics
stories have this kind of inevitability and ticking time-bombs.
Players should, like the world, feel as if they are on a runaway
train straight to Hell (maybe even literally). That doesn’t mean
they don’t get choices. It just means they don’t get many choices,
and none of them are good.
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Adding desperation to descriptions comes in describing
events and other people. Make the mortals desperate: afraid,
irrational, given to poor judgement. Make the danger
desperate, the axe about to fall on the neck, the cops always
on their way up. Cars never take the corners slowly in the
world of Relics. Nobody waits that extra second before
honking their horn at the lights or getting out of their car to
punch the person who honked their horn at them. Nobody
has the time. Nobody has the breathing room.

9
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about an apocalyptic nuclear war. And angels are carrying
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Wrath and the Legacy of the True Cross are trying to bring

it is in their interest to keep hitting and they will bust often.
Enjoy this. Players are clever, and angels are resistant, and
million-to-one chances happen all the time in fiction, which is to
say: don’t be merciful. Hit them hard. And don’t be afraid to kill
them if the cards fall that way. This is a desperate world. Angels
die every day. Including the personas, if they’re not very very
careful. Or unless they are the first to get their hands on relics to
protect themselves, thus driving the plot ever forward. Comfort
gives way to complacency, so never let them get comfortable.
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Angels are being caught on film. Agents in the Sword of
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Getting Ideas

‘I saw the angel in the marble
and carved until I set him free.’

– Michaelangelo
Relics can be described as a ‘point-source’ setting: all the
weirdness and magic that infuses the setting is tied to the
single idea of the presence of angels. There are no occult
occurrences that are not, at some level, powered by this
manifestation and explained by this truth. On the surface,
that can make it harder to come up with ideas for plot
hooks and narratives. It feels like some things don’t fit. But
the omnipresence of angels and demons in human history
and the universal application of the Relics ‘lens’ can turn
anything into an idea for a Relics game. Angels have
been part of all human history, in every place and every
time, and intimately so. They have a stake in absolutely
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source for relics and conspiracy. Meanwhile, she’s also pondering the fact

every strange happening. Relics could literally be anywhere

that in modern times, the post office is being supplanted by email, which

and angels can look like anyone, so any mundane crime could

she remembers from the rulebook as being fostered by Yuurei, an angel of

be part of a power grab. The angel genre is actually a lot like
the spy genre in this regard. The weight of the entire world
can easily be seen to hinge on the smallest actions: a courier

Chazaqiel. What if Amadeo’s pride turned to rage and he put out a hit on
Yuurei, using the gigantic forces of the Knights of Malta who have infiltrated

being waylaid, an accidental death, a mis-addressed package.

every level of history? Finding herself pursued by shadowy agents, Yuurei

Read a few of these and you’ll be set, as indeed you will be

runs to the personas, and tells them Amadeo wants more than revenge: he

the more you absorb the game’s setting. As mentioned in

wants to be appointed the new ruler of all information and communication

the section on bleed, once you start seeing ideas for Relics
scenarios, you may not be able to stop.
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everything, and the evidence of their passing is left behind in

dM

on Earth, which he believes will make him a new God. He intends to use

Example: Hillary is bored waiting in a long line in the post office.
Suddenly she wonders about the idea of mail. Such a powerful means of

stop him – if only the personas can find him…
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Yuurei’s relic to control the entire internet. Perhaps only Gabriel himself can

communication must have been the work of an angel of Gabriel, allowing
humans to send their thoughts across the entire
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world. So where did this angel first put the idea

into human hands? She looks on the internet and

discovers the modern postal service can be traced back

to Amadeo de Tasso. Amadeo means ‘lover of God’, which
sounds like an angelic name. The de Tasso
family have ties to the Knights
of Malta, a templar
association founded in
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Jerusalem during the
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Crusades. The templars,
Hillary knows from

sS

reading Umberto
Eco, are connected
to everything, and
are a potent
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Unknown Armies is packed with inspiration for a campaign
about investigating the conspiracy from the inside. The Buffy
and Angel games were fantastic at this, and were two of the

The setting of Relics doesn’t match perfectly with any other

best games ever written – especially in how to communicate

angel story out there, but elements from most of them were

tone and mood with rules and presentation. Others have

borrowed to make it feel familiar, and so any angel in any

kindly likened Relics to Kult and Nephilim, but while the

story you might find could be constructed to some close

former keeps staggering back into print, you might find the

facsimile. And of course, all angel stories borrow from each

latter hard to track down nowadays.

other, encoding myth over myth. What this means is that

VWN R 1 Ss

there is a cornucopia of material to borrow and steal ideas

from. The following is a brief examination of some classics

and some recent highlights that informed Relics, and within

T

which you might find some more information.

Roleplaying Games

Films
There certainly seem to be a lot more stories about powerful
forces being in control when people feel powerless – witness

tuvwxyz
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the spate of angel TV in recent years (see the next section).

Fearing the end of the world under the shadow of World

War II, the modern angel was born in a parade of movies

You don’t publish a roleplaying game about angels without

throughout the 1940s. It began with Here Comes Mr Jordan in

acknowledging the big kahuna that is Steve Jackson Games’

1941, with Claude Rains in the title role forging the mould of

In Nomine and its original French incarnation In Nomine

the angel as a kind of put-upon service worker – but dapper.

Satanis/Magna Veritas. Relics wouldn’t exist if not for those

The sequel, Mr Jordan Comes to Town, was remade in 1978 as

games. We’re working in territory covered by White Wolf ’s

Heaven Can Wait with James Mason taking the role, and it also
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Demon: The Fallen and later Demon: The Descent (not to mention

inspired the Brad Pitt vehicle Meet Joe Black. Continuing in

some of Hunter: The Reckoning/The Vigil and Wraith: The

the 40s, there was A Matter of Life and Death; I Married an Angel;

Oblivion). Also in the White Wolf territory are Witchcraft

An Angel on My Shoulder; The Bishop’s Wife; Angels in the Outfield

and Armageddon by CJ Carella; our faction design hope was

and of course, It’s A Wonderful Life, which took the functionary

always to be as good as Carella’s. Better Angels is an obscure

angel down to a struggling, clumsy hobo trying to catch a

and underrated supers game that is actually about angels

break. Its legendary status in American film made Clarence

and demons. Respect is due to a little-known indie game

the definition of angels for two generations. It inspired a

published only on the internet way back in the late 90s called

series of more family-friendly angelic fare, such as Disney’s

Children of Fire. Regarding supplements, we must mention

Charley and the Angel (with Harry Morgan being the dour but

World of Darkness: Reliquary, which contains not just plenty of

mercurial tramp-like angel), and Oh Heavenly Dog, where

great relics to use in this game but also the art and science

canine star Benji took the role of the celestial.

of finding and stealing things. Similarly there’s GURPS:

Warehouse 23 for another good source of magical items.
Relics originally appeared (much condensed) as a setting for
the Cortex Plus game system in the Cortex Plus Hacker’s Guide,
because it so fits the Leverage mould (the RPG of the show
of the same name). Both inspired the heist rules, and are a
valuable resource for a Relics game, as is the equally heistand-flashback themed One Last Job. And if you like heists,
check out Honey Heist as well.
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Angels got back to their more epic roots when nuclear

armageddon loomed large in the 80s. The Prophecy and its
four (!) sequels are modern cultural touchstones, bringing

sS

sS

back a much more Biblical and horrifying truth to the fluffier
image most people associated with angels. The more recent
Legion and its TV series spin-off Dominion follow a similar vein,
with nasty angels and a few good ones (note also the collars
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around the angels’ necks, very much like relics). On the other
side of the Atlantic, Wim Wenders’ Wings of Desire and its

You should definitely look at Alas Vegas – which featured the

sequel Faraway, So Close! wrote the book on angels, and set up

original version of the Fugue system – as well as the equally

many other modern tropes – especially linking the angel to

simple, equally strange Over the Edge. Both take a simple

the myth of the eternal wanderer, so often tied to the vampire.

T
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– Cassiel, Faraway, So Close!

you can use in Relics, especially adventures, while the new

dM

‘Remember how easy it once was?
We could appear and put words in their hearts.’

Agents; the GUMSHOE line in general is filled with things

dM
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Source Material

system and add big, complicated secret-filled worlds, and

City of Angels, the American remake of Wings of Desire, is

were a big influence on how secrets work in Relics. Blades

turgid – but like the European originals, it’s an excellent

in the Dark has an excellent look at world building in a world

example of how angels don’t know how to find places or

full of crime. For occult conspiracies, you’ll want Night’s Black

catch the bus. Kevin Smith’s Dogma credits Wenders and
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and the best, Raiders of the Lost Ark. A game of Relics that
looks like Indiana Jones, Sahara, National Treasure or (of course)
The Da Vinci Code would be very much true to the spirit. Pulp
novels are your friends. So is noir and detective suspense/
horror: both often focus on powerful items and deal with
metaphors of good and evil. Angel Heart is a good example
that is also supernatural, with both voodoo and Christian

T
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It’s not an angel movie at all, but go and watch
Sahara, or read Clive Cussler’s book it was based on. It’s
an enjoyable action romp about two old soldiers who dig
up ancient treasure in the modern world, which is very
appropriate. What’s more, every time they pull off a scheme,
they set up a Memory first. It’s an old story-telling trick that
Cussler uses a lot as a way to justify his characters being super
competent and knowing more than perhaps they should: it’s
because they ‘did this before’. Similarly, one can’t talk about
digging up ancient treasures and magical holy items without
mentioning the Indiana Jones films – particularly the original
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Hal Hartley’s incredible short film The Book of Life has no
angels besides Satan, but is an incredible film about the
Biblical apocalypse. He Never Died is a film that is probably
about a vampire – but he might also be an angel – and is
a great example of this aforementioned parallel. It’s also
a perfect examination of what living forever does to the
mind and soul. Speaking of living forever, plus flashbacks
and apocalyptic battles with swords: Highlander is very useful.
Michael is a complete mess of a film, but surprisingly, John
Travolta’s angel is the best part. Gabriel is a little-known lowbudget Australian film that puts an interesting twist on the
angel-demon war. It’s flat and slow, but a useful source. Also
flat and slow is Winter’s Tale, but Russell Crowe as a demon
serving Will Smith’s Lucifer makes it almost
worth the slog.
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Constantine is jarring to fans of the comic, since the elements
of Hellblazer are there but in totally different ways; get past
that, however, and it’s quite a good film – and the perfect
Relics film. Beeman and Papa Midnite are clearly reliccollectors; the film features several relics, such as the Hell
Bible, the Sing Sing Chair and the Holy Lance, and smaller
ones like Balthasar’s coin and Hennesy’s amulet; and the
half-breeds are much like the Fallen in Relics, with rules
preventing full angels and demons from crossing over, and
a superpowered détente holding back full warfare – except
when the rules get broken. The easiest way to get people up
to speed with Relics is to use this film.

T
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Gaiman’s work (see below) as major inspirations, and has its
own wellspring of brilliant ideas – as well as an absent God,
if only temporarily.
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wouldn’t recommend it. Expanding beyond angels, there are
countless schlocky horror films of the eighties and nineties
that feature evil spirits in objects, or powers bound in objects,
such as puzzle-boxes, puppets, dolls or animals (like a crow,
say). Similarly, there are countless movies about sinister
hidden forces controlling reality – whether they create entire
universes like The Matrix or Dark City, or simply shift fate
around like in The Adjustment Bureau.
The Denzel Washington movie Fallen is a very good example
of how research into angelic threats might go and inspire
the possessor demons. It has nothing to do with the TV
miniseries called Fallen, but it is based on a series of books,
and both are a good example of a low-level angel rising up
to deal with world-ending prophecies. The romantic teenage
film also called Fallen is a great example of fiery wings at work,
and that never-ending overlap between the immortal vampire
and the angel. Speaking of teen silliness, Maximum Ride is

Lucifer is an Isha of Gabriel and is in fact an archetypal
member of the Boots faction. He doesn’t keep a low profile
but all he wants is to be among humans and do human
things. Mazikeen is an Aryeh of Michael and believes in
the Sword of Wrath – at least in series one. Amenadiel is a
Behema of Raguel and is the perfect example of someone
who works for the Shield of Faith.
stories you’ve got things like the amazing American Gothic and the
surprisingly excellent Friday the 13th series.
Staying with shows about mysterious objects, The Librarians is a
great example of supernatural artifact requisition, and there are
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lots of works in similar genres – Warehouse 13, Relic Hunter, and

horror versions like The Lost Room, when you add ‘monster of the
week’ to ‘magic item of the week’, there’s shows like Shadowhunters,
Buffy, Angel, Charmed, The X-Files, Fringe, The Twilight Zone, The

Outer Limits and of course the angel-packed Supernatural. Branch
out to include supernatural creatures that can be rewritten into
the Relics cosmology and you can add everything from Lost Girl

about bird people – but the wings are great.

to American Horror Story.

Television

Highway to Heaven was very much the kind of soft-edged

We need to start with Lucifer. It is only very passing in its

Christianity that has shaped a nicer view of angels, but it is

derivation from the comic (see below), and was reimagined into

also a definitive text on the wandering lonely do-gooder who

that recent odd mix of supernatural epic crossed with police

doesn’t quite fit in – and there’s a lot of subtlety in the show

procedural (very much like Sleepy Hollow). But that combination

about the purpose of faith, the nature of control over our

is very much the perfect model for a Relics campaign,

lives and what makes a good deed. Its modern incarnation,
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and the echoes of the Relics setting are fast and furious.

Touched by an Angel, wasn’t as good, but shouldn’t be ignored

Lucifer’s coin is clearly his relic, and Amenadiel has a relic

for ideas either. Other interesting wandering heroes include

too (the key he wears around his neck). Azrael’s blade is a

The Fugitive and its many descendants like Spenser for Hire, The

classic imbued relic, Mum’s drive to go home is a Ladder
plot, and the auction episode in season one is clearly a run-in

great example of a Relics angel at work, switching across

Guises. Brimstone was a gorgeous little late nineties monster-

family drama and legal saga to talk about philosophy and our

of-the-week show with an angels and demons setting that is

relationship with goodness, fate and divinity. That is exactly what

perfect for Relics; the more recent Reaper was in essence

a Relics game should do.

a comedy version of Brimstone but no less useful because

continued to dominate our screens with angels and demons.
A group of angels creating an Elysium to try to fix humanity
would make a hilarious series idea, and the philosophical debate
of how to actually do that is a perfect Relics fit. We also saw
Miracle Workers and the TV version of Gaiman and Pratchett’s
Good Omens (see below), both incredibly on topic. Making your

sS

Incredible Hulk, and The Pretender. The latter in particular is a

with the Supper Club. More importantly, it uses its elements of

In 2019 American Gods got a second season, and The Good Place

9
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fighting devilish enemies. You can try End of Days, but we

I Love Lucy - Lucifer in Relics

dM

The Exorcist (1 and 3) and any number of films of cops

dM

powers at work. See also The First Power, The Seventh Sign,

sS

of it – a game based on angels tricking humans into doing
their work for them could be hilarious. And speaking of
old shows that helped build the whole concept of genre TV,
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Forever Knight is again about vampires, not angels, but its use

of flashbacks to the past of a long-lived hero make it perfect
inspiration for Relics.

Neon Genesis Evangelion is so drenched in symbolic Freudian

angels a little bit strange gives us the The OA – not very much like

metaphors that it’s hard to see what the angelic mythology

the Relics angels, but Hap is exactly the kind of person angels

really adds, but the story of children fearing that their parents

might run afoul of. The Leftovers was also a strange series about

will destroy them is what Freud thought we transposed into

the Rapture from a few years back, and if you go into religious

the story of the angry Christian God. You’ll find that same

sS
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Freudian tale of angry or absent fathers in The Prophecy and

Legion and all sorts of angel stories, and arguably in the Bible

itself. Doing it with giant robots is a good reminder that angels
exist to be mythological rubrics, not necessarily bewinged
superheroes, and the purpose of mythology is to reflect
human experience. Your angels in Relics can be potent

metaphors for all sorts of things. You can even use angels
to tell symbolic stories about death, AIDS and American

Finally, Dead Like Me is a show laden with mystery and
moral questions alongside its dark humour, revolving as

T
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it does around a group of Grim Reapers who could easily
be inspiration for angels of Raguel. Do yourself a favour
and skip the sequel movie.

Comics
Mike Carey’s Lucifer was a big
influence on Relics. The idea of
relics (the items) sprang from the
tarot deck in the six-card spread
arc, and lots of other hints came

Mdl T
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politics, as was done in Angels in America.
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along. Hellblazer, particularly
Garth Ennis’ run, features

angels that influenced much of
the feel of our angels; the arc

‘Dangerous Habits’ was

an extremely distant model
for the film Constantine.

Ennis would then develop his
religious themes in

Mdl T
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For occult conspiracies about angels and demons, you can

Swamp Thing, which had some excellent tales of Hell and

try Dan Brown’s Angels and Demons, The Da Vinci Code and The

demons. Neil Gaiman tread similar ground with his

Lost Symbol; they’re cheesy and messily written, but are good

Sandman, which is where Carey’s Lucifer sprang from in the

examples of uncovering powerful conspiracies and hidden

first place.

secrets by pulling at small threads and unlocking symbolism. A

look. Then there’s Chew by Layman and Guillory, which on the
surface is about cops and weird gastronomic powers – but it’s
a good example of how to do an ever-expanding conspiracy

Umberto Eco’s Foucault’s Pendulum, where again an enormous
conspiracy about the true nature of the world is exposed (and
the form is lampooned as it is analysed). He takes a similar
approach with a much more biting tone in The Prague Cemetery.

story right (i.e. not the way Lost did it), and excellent monster-

Tim Powers’ Last Call and The Anubis Gates aren’t about

of-the-week weirdness – only based in people and skills rather

angels – but they are about hidden magic, secret societies and

than things. Planetary also does good work with conspiracies

powerful objects. Stephen King also writes a great deal about

and powerful beings dealing with shadow authorities. So does

powerful objects; he finds evil in hotels, cars, lawnmowers,

VWN R 1 Ss
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Hellboy, and it comes with plenty of demons, as do Spawn and so

steam irons and lots more – a treasure trove of demonic

many other mainstream comics. Angels are not unlike costumed

relics. Needful Things specifically is about how objects and a

superheroes, and characters like Daredevil, Azrael and Daimon

few ideas can destroy lives, and Leland Gaunt is a devilishly

Hellstrom have strong religious elements – plus almost every

good example of how a demon can put all their power in

superhero is driven by flashbacks to training montages, and of

objects yet do great evil with just a whisper. The film is decent
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course to the event that drove them to be a superhero.

Computer Games

Diablo and its sequels play in the universe of angels and

but gives way to farce. Much the same happens with the TV
version of The Stand, but King’s devil de jure shows up and an

Poetry

full of ideas to plunder and style to emulate. The Secret World

They are not easy to read, but Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained

MMORPG is a marvellous example of the hidden world

defined our modern ideas of angels and demons as a story

of Relics and the kinds of villains that inhabit it, with

about authority and obedience. Milton was also the first person

the Templar faction being not unlike the Shield of Faith.

to reframe angels from being faceless bureaucrats who can only

Speaking of the Templars, if you want ideas for historical

execute divine will into creatures of epic narrative like the Greek

items and the secrets that might protect them, the Assassin’s

gods, and everything we do with angels since descends from

Creed games are a goldmine.

that. William Blake’s reaction to Milton’s work, The Marriage of

Good Omens by Pratchett and Gaiman is a great place to
start. Aziraphale is a wonderful example of an angel who

has acclimatised to Earth more than later arrivals. Gaiman
works again with angels in prose in his short story Murder
Mysteries. Sharon Shinn’s Samaria series (Archangel, Jovah’s
Angel, The Alleluia Files, Angelica and Angel-Seeker) describe a

tuvwxyz
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Heaven and Hell, deserves equal attention – as does all his work,
being full of angels, demons and excellent philosophy. Poetry

was the primary means of discussing religious philosophy in the
17th, 18th and 19th centuries, so don’t stop with those two; look
at Shelley and Goethe, and the librettos of Wagner’s works. And

sS

although a bit earlier, Dante’s Divine Comedy still contains our
definition of Hell, 700 years later.

fantasy universe where angels and humans live alongside

Non-Fiction
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each other, and is a brilliant look at angel psychology and

Thomas Aquinas discusses angels a great deal, particularly

anatomy. Madeleine L’Engle’s Time Quintet has angels more

in Summa Theologica and in most of his notes from the ideas

as four-dimensional time-travelling stars than the familiar

of Maimonides. That’s where the standard breakdown of

form, but over the series their angelic nature and intersection

Thrones and Wheels comes from (we didn’t use them in

with human history becomes more apparent, and is a great

Relics because it’s been done so often). Other religious
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excellent example of a Biblical apocalypse is had.

demons, and although it has its own unique mythology it is

Prose

9

dM

is an excellent exploration of how angels going public might

more weighty and intellectual book with much the same plot is

dM

T

The Wicked + The Divine by Kieron Gillen and Jamie McKelvie

dM
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Preacher and Morningstar, and John Constantine sprang from

example of how a very weird, alien history can explain the

philosophical writers of note that were an influence include

angelic mythology that arose. Less famous but right on the

William of Occam, the Venerable Bede, Anselm d’Aosta,

money is the recent The Burned Man series by Peter McLean;

Kant and Descartes. And of course there’s the core sources:

this is very much a Relics game in action.

the Bible, the Apocrypha, the Koran, as well as rabbinical

sS
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– Gabriel, The Prophecy 2

Replacing God is just as difficult. Becoming an all-powerful
angel that dominates the Earthly plane is relatively easy, as long
as you have enough relics and enough allies to watch your back.
But becoming God and ruling supreme requires an extra step of
either breaching Heaven or creating a new one. And then all the
problems of creation – and the invaders coming to destroy it –
are entirely on your shoulders. But this is a big theme of Relics,
so it makes a great finale: to become God and then deal with the
responsibility of literally everything.

srqponmlkjihgfedcba
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and Jewish books like the Tanakh, the Talmud, the Zohar
and the Book of Maccabees (the last being the prime source
of Jewish angelology). A translated (and much changed)
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start you off. A very good print work to have by your side is

Angels A to Z by Lewis and Oliver. If you want to get into the
amazing world of how historical relics and art can be stolen,
hidden, tracked down and retrieved, check out The Orpheus
Clock. Relic hunting doesn’t have to only be Indiana Jones.

Music
There are a lot of songs about angels (and demons), but most
of this game was written to Tom Waits, Lou Reed, Leonard
Cohen and Huey Lewis.

T
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Plot Elements: The Three Ms
The core elements of a Relics story are obvious: angels,
demons, and powerful items in play. And ideas are
everywhere – but there are a few more elements of flavour

that provide the total Relics experience. Adding them to any
starting idea or plot hook will give you a roadmap to a great
scenario in the Relics mode.

Mystery

Mdl T
T
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Most roleplaying game scenarios have elements of mystery.
Many, like Relics, borrow directly from horror tales like

Call of Cthulhu and monster-of-the-week pulp tales where the
true nature causing the strange occurrences must be slowly
unravelled; even when they don’t have this form, there is

always the unknown element arising from not knowing what
is in the next room of the dungeon or what idea the dice or
players will spring forth next. Mystery in Relics, however,
means something more than just this. It has a meaning
similar to its use in Catholic dogma, in the sense of the
unknowable and incomprehensible.

Mdl T

The angel story delves deep into religious and philosophical

questions, and thus should have an air of dealing with enormous
mysteries. Similarly, the deep dive into history should lead to
the kinds of mysteries that bubble out of the spy and conspiracy
genres: just as there are higher destinies to ponder, there are
powerful forces at work. Mystery means there is always more
going on than it might appear. Everything runs deeper and goes
further and leads to more questions. Everything is connected
to other things, but those connections cannot yet be seen, or
entirely understood. There must be big complicated questions
asked, and answers not yet provided. Adding these elements
gives a story that added edge of awe and (holy) mystery that
makes it feel properly epic.

version of the Key of Solomon by S.L. Mathers can be bought

Example: Hillary wants to run a game about Amadeo’s plan to conquer

in bookshops, and other translations are free online. We also

the internet, and has a fun idea of angels trying to replace Mark

went back to Akkadian, Sumerian and Babylonian myths

Zuckerberg (or an equivalent) with an imposter. The irony of there being

Mdl T
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How might angels get God back? First they’d need to find
a way to pierce the shield, go back into Heaven, and not
be annihilated by the Anathema as the silver city collapses
into non-existence. God is hiding in the celestial concept
of a cupboard, terrified of dying but terrified of facing
Her existence. Finding God isn’t the big problem. The big
problem is, is She ready to be God? Does She deserve it?
Does creation deserve Her? And what does She think of you?

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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A lot of angelic stories hinge on God being absent, missing,
gone. This is because given Their ineffable and omnipotent
majesty, it is difficult to see why They simply don’t fix
everything. Said fixing of things makes an excellent third
act resolution, too: the very definition of deus ex machina
on a level only total omnipotence can provide. Resist the
temptation to do this. The hunt for God, the desire to bring
Her back, that makes good stories, but ending with it means
you have no more tricks left in your hat, and the threat is
gone forever. The get-out-of-jail-free card is back, and it will
take some enormous level of writing to ever get your players
to care again. You also lose the whole sense of mystery,
isolation and loss that permeates the setting. You can do it,
but you can only do it once. And Relics is a game that suits
that one epic campaign that ends with bringing back God to
a godless universe, or becoming that God, or inventing a new
universe with a new God. That is a good ending, but again,
you can only do it once.
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summaries on all of these and plenty of angelic names to
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‘Phone’s gonna ring. It’s going to be you know who.
Phone’s gonna ring. Everything’s going to be
made right.’

T
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The Big Guy Upstairs

and the story of Gilgamesh and Enkidu; Wikipedia has great

with using statues to create
new life. Hillary decides she’s

amuses her. That suggests a reverse

also the inspiration for the legend of
Prometheus: when angels found out she

an event that others are already infiltrating, in

was trying to make a new race of humans, they

order to prevent the swap from happening. That’s got

shunned her. A giant who created a new race of people

basic mystery of how each team is going to get in, but no
big questions about Amadeo’s plan; he must be using a Miracle of

about ways to play up Amadeo’s link to the Knights of Malta, and
decides that Amadeo’s relic allows him total control over whether a written

Countenance to counterfeit entire people, so that’s a powerful ally or relic

communication reaches its intended recipient, and when. He is the angel of

he must have access to. Who is he working with? And what are the

lost letter tragedies and communication breakdowns. That ability gave him

consequences of his plan? Is God really just a matter of information?

incredible power over history, and every famous near miss is down to him. He

Could Amadeo unlock the true names of things if he processes enough

ensured Paul Revere’s lanterns were seen, and the message to Colonel Rall

information, or could he just break the entire internet, and what would the

about Washington crossing the Delaware was not. But he cannot control

latter actually do? And are there other shadowy conspiracies who would

pixels, and that makes him furious.
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benefit from the latter? Hillary decides to have some members of the Legacy
of the True Cross around who want the world to fall into chaos so they can
take over. Wheels within wheels, mysteries within mysteries.
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Mythology

Memory
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What makes angels special is that the mythological is personal
to them. That’s what makes their stories so potent. The

things we see as towering over history and lost in time are

Mystery isn’t enough on its own. Spy thrillers and detective

things they witnessed first hand and carry in their memories

stories have mystery. What adds gravitas and that angelic

forever. The Relics game system will add memories so

touch is the sense that some of these hidden figures and

that every scenario can potentially link to the past and

shadowy forces are the building blocks and fossils of our

the mythology that underlies the events – but there’s no

cultural touchstones, and that the factors involved may be the

guarantee their flashbacks will really ground them in the

pillars that hold up Heaven. It’s not enough to simply say that

events unfolding and the higher powers behind them, unless

the events are part of the plan of an archangel or demon to

you take steps to make sure they do. Dealers can encourage

rule or destroy the world; it’s not enough that a relic has great

personas to seek answers to their questions in their own pasts,

power to rewrite reality and shift the path of history – what

and narrate how they know about the characters and relics

makes it feel like these elements are larger than life is how

in question. Flashback scenes at the start to introduce the
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they are sewn into the tapestry of our minds. That’s what sets

episode can be used to force the personas to have personal

American Gods apart from Lost Girl (among other things). Note

stakes in the lives and powers at work. Moreover, be sure to

though that mythology here doesn’t just refer to the life and

wire memory directly into the celestials and relics that don’t

times of the Greek and Norse gods; mythology is anything

belong to the personas. It’s never about raising Atlantis back

that sits in our subconscious and sparkles with a sense of

to the surface without also being about the regret of the angel

power and magnitude. The omnipresence of McDonald’s

who watched them all drown. Memory should also be part of

restaurants lends them a mythical quality. Historical events

the mortal stories involved, so that the motif runs throughout

that feel like they changed the world, or that we all remember

the scenario. Humans, too, are all about the personal, even

in our heads from school, have mythological weight. The

when trying to rule the world. The more you wire memory

Kennedy assassination was a historical event but also a

into the stories, the more players will take the lead and do

mythological one, and not just because it was the slaying of

the same for their personas, and make every story about their

an anointed boy-king from an ancient bloodline conducted in

own pasts. Just as Relics should be.

a plaza that was named for a high level Mason and built next
to the Trinity River.
Example: So far this story is really just a conspiracy techno-thriller with some
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big Relics-style Mystery. Hillary decides that there are some

links her to the Nephilim legend from Genesis. She also thinks

dM

T

heist story: the angels trying to infiltrate

dM
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many fake Zuckerbergs and

people unable to tell the real thing

sS

Example: Hillary makes some notes to hint towards Mr Zuckerberg

pondering his great creation and the morality of his work, and then turns to
the celestials’ memories. She thinks of another famous story about facsimiles

magical cloning technology. Time to give it the gravitas of mythology. Hillary

of life and decides Galatea was involved. During the Middle Ages, the

decides the angel providing the doubles is Galatea, an angel of Metatron who

angel found a village near the Alps where every child had been killed by

is obsessed with creating the facsimile of life. She is indeed the inspiration

the black plague. Taking pity on the sorrowful mortals, the angel found a

behind the legend of Pygmalion in ancient Greece, where she experimented

local craftsman who had made copies of childlike figures as marionettes,

sS
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Bathos
‘You can actually do miracles! Did you magically
guess my name, too?’
‘Yes, with my mystical going-through-your-wallet
powers.’
– Laura and Lucifer, The Wicked + The Divine

Galatea realised the creations would never age, and the mortals would never
understand and would cling to them forever, she had to lead them all away
with images of paradise, into a hidden valley in the mountains, where she

slaughtered them all. That memory weighs heavily upon her. Amadeo knows
about it. Perhaps he is using it to gain leverage on her, threatening to expose
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her again to other angels’ critique; or perhaps he has promised her a way,
through virtual reality, to build children that will at last be perfect.

How many of the personas know this about Galatea? Did they try

Bathos is a literary technique named by Alexander Pope

to stop her? Did they help her?

describing a sudden shift in tone from the serious, grand

Technical Discourse, or Six
Degrees of Francis Bacon

combining the two to emphasise the contrast. Bathos can kill
the mood and undercut all the drama and significance, and is
not something you want too much of. But it isn’t always bad,
and has a place in Relics.
Bathos is a major trope of angelic media, not least because
that is what fallen angels represent: grand, lofty concepts,
brought down to our mediocre level. You’ll see it in The
Prophecy where Gabriel can’t drive, and in Dogma when God
plays skee-ball; what’s more, the entirety of Wings of Desire is

‘For a lunatic, everything comes back
to the Templars.’

– Umberto Eco, Foucault’s Pendulum
Technical discourse is a literary and screenwriting term for
text elements that exist not to impart plot or exposition or
character, but rather to give the audience a sense that the
characters (and the writer) know more than them. Note that it
does not need to be true that the author knows more than the
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or lofty to the common, trivial or ludicrous, or otherwise

audience; it is just to give the impression of this. Accuracy is

not important, as much as a sense of accuracy. The idea is to

about this very contrast (and by extension, how the mundane

give the audience the impression of facts and knowledge as a

is the miraculous). Miracle Workers constantly uses bathos (in

way of making them feel smart.

ideas rather than in consecutive sequence) where the angels

In Relics, technical discourse comes from two main

causally murder people while trying to get two people to fall

sources – history and occultism – with the latter particularly

in love. Playing on these things is a great way to give heart

featuring occultism in the realm of Judeo-Christian/Middle

and mood to your angel stories, and Relics provides a few

Eastern mythology and angelology. Adding these flourishes

means to do so.

to a game of Relics will provide a great deal of excitement
and immersion in the setting, while also kicking off lots of

Bathos is a natural thing in roleplaying games, as we find

scenario ideas and leads for personas to chase. Dealers and

ourselves pondering the smaller day to day concerns of

players may feel intimidated with the need to come up with

fictional characters, but here in Relics it finally has a

these elements, but the thing to remember is that it is only

apparent in the restriction that angels cannot do everything
a normal human of the modern day would know how to do.
Most roleplaying games do not bog down in the minutiae
of what your persona would not know how to do, and while
this can lead to mood-destroying low comedy or just endless
player frustration, it has a real narrative and dramatic
purpose here. In other words, lean into the bathos when it
inevitably happens. It won’t hurt that much – and may make

Mdl T
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purpose in resonating the themes of the game. It is even more

the appearance of knowledge that matters. In other words, a
little bit of knowledge goes a long way once you know how to
babble, and how to think hermetically.
The hermetic mindset is the one that creates as many
conspiracies as possible, through the understanding that
everything is connected to everything else because of a larger
pattern. Armed with this approach, a few small facts can
become a ribbon of belief and deceit. Anything that looks the
same or feels the same is good enough to make a connection,
and through those connections you can get anywhere you

things much more awesome. Let the angels figure out how

want. Ken Hite, the great RPG writer, dubbed this idea ‘Six

to ride the subway without money to get to the Holy Grail.

Degrees of Francis Bacon’. Francis Bacon was a famous
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Done right, they’ll never forget it.
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and with her Miracles turned them all into living creatures. Then when

occultist and Mason, and thus makes a perfect stand in for
the actor Kevin Bacon. Umberto Eco plays the game with

bomb. In chemistry, H is hydrogen and P is phosphorus, both extremely

end step is any kind of mystical object, or anything to do

explosive. Shane remembers some theory about explosive materials on

with angels. You can practice this all the time when you’ve

the Hindenburg, and a quick Google search indicates that phosphorus

got nothing else to do: pick a random object in your vision

bullets were used to destroy airships. Looking up phosphorus, Shane

and see how many steps it takes you to get to a gigantic occult

discovers its name means ‘light bringer’ and is strongly associated with

conspiracy. Practice makes perfect.

the Morning Star in ancient Greece. The idea of the lightbringer bringing

T

Obviously, the more random bits of history and occultism you
know the better, but again remember it doesn’t need to be a
good knowledge of these things. Indeed, a surface knowledge
works better and a surface knowledge of history is easily
acquired from dipping into historical fiction, or any historical

VWN R 1 Ss

documentary, or a visit to any of your local museums. For

occultism, your local bookstore or library will give you plenty,

down hydrogen – with an atomic number of one – is akin to the occult
destroying the idea of the One God. Phosphorus also comes in white and
red, which are the two colours of alchemy. The Scarlet Letter was red
on a white tunic. Shane also remembers that in Greek, HP is in fact the
the queen of England. She was famously advised by Dr Dee, who
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claimed to speak to angels. Dee also had a version of the Necronomicon,
according to Howard Phillips Lovecraft.

Studying occultism will also reveal how they make these leaps

This does not mean Shane is going to run a session where Hewlett-

T

hunt connections with a shotgun – not resting until they find one.
Not all of this will be useful, or any of it – but it is training your
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mind and giving you ideas for the future.

And remember, whenever you need a connection and you
can’t find one, that’s obviously where you add your players

and elements from your series. Angels, after all, are an ancient
conspiracy of immortal beings who were involved with every
secret society, every cult and every historical event. The purpose

of the technical discourse is not just to make your story sound
compelling but also to make the personas compelling. To give
them ideas of how they secretly run the world, or ruined it.

That’s what makes Relics different from every other conspiracy
story: the personas get to unravel them from the inside.

Example: Hillary wants to suggest that mystical agencies were
instrumental in setting up the information revolution somehow, so

even modern computing looks like an ancient hermetic conspiracy. She
remembers that IBM worked for both sides in World War II. The Nazis’

obsession with racial purity was linked to Wagner’s ideas, and Wagner
wrote Parsifal about the Holy Grail. So we go from modern computing to
IBM to Nazis to Wagner to the Grail: five simple steps to angelic objects.
A longer example: Shane is staring at his printer and cursing how it
keeps eating character sheet print outs. He wonders if he can distract
himself thinking about the occult connectivity of printers. He notes that
it is a Hewlett-Packard brand with the logo HP. HP are also the initials
of Howard Phillips Lovecraft, someone with many connections to the
occult. What else could it stand for? Hester Prynne from The Scarlet
Letter? Homo Piltdownensis the famous fake? High Priestess, the tarot
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card? Hiero-Phant, also a card? Harry Potter, Horse Power, Hit Points

(RPGs were developed by new-age hippies with occult connections)…
what about Hillary for President? According to Google, HP is the

designation for Hiroshima Prefecture, which was hit by a hydrogen

9

letters Eta and Rho, or E-R. Those are the initials of Elizabeth Regina,

and YouTube is a terrifyingly endless resource on this matter.
themselves, from the simplest associations. You’ll see how they

dM
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the Templars in the novel Foucault’s Pendulum. For Relics your

Packard is secretly seeking out members of an ancient order of occultists
loyal to Elizabeth I, who they see as the secret High Priestess. But it
does give him an idea for a group of cultists who believe the current

When in Doubt, Go Weird

‘If you want to know the secrets of the universe,
think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.’

– Nikola Tesla
Relics is a ‘point-source’ setting, where all the weirdness and
supernatural power comes from one source: the existence of
angels. This can make it seem as if a lot of things are off the
table when it comes to ideas. For example, super science and
magic spells can easily allow for, say, time travelling dinosaurs
or pirate zombies showing up, and it is not immediately
obvious how to do these things in Relics. While Relics does
have a tone, and saying no to every single idea outside of it
will help keep that tone, the importance of mystery means
weirdness is always welcome. Much of the angelic story is
well known or easily deduced, and the personas have great
access to information through their flashbacks. This can make
games feel predictable, and that’s a good way for players to
lose interest. Keep them on their toes by allowing yourself
to get weird. Add in whatever you want, whatever comes
to mind, the weirder the better. You can always find a way
to explain it later with Miracles, relics or angelic mysteries,
and you’ll have plenty of time to do so while the players are
trying to figure out all the terrible things they could possibly
not know about. Much of the material in Chapter Eight
is already designed along these lines: to be a scattershot of
the weird and unexpected to keep players on their toes and
to teach you how to do the same. Keep that spirit, and go
wherever you want.
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Elizabeth is the reincarnation of the great High Priestess, just as the
earlier Elizabeth was. This fits perfectly with his plan to run a game
about stealing the Crown Jewels; now the cultists can babble endlessly
about how ER and HP are the same letters – and all of a sudden there
is technical discourse for the Dealer characters. And the Dealer has plenty
of ideas to suggest for appropriate flashbacks covering learning Greek in
Ancient Greece and Dr Dee writing the Necronomicon and then the angels
later convincing Lovecraft it was all just fiction…

Plot Formats: The Three Hs

dM

make a long-distance rifle shot at a fleeing demon. He asked
his fellow players for a Memory and then inspiration hit him.
‘Oh no,’ he said, looking at his fellow angels, ‘did I kill JFK? I
did, didn’t I?’
And Relics was truly born.
What made that moment work so much was how big that

assume that most sessions and larger series revolve around

idea was. How much weight it carried in one simple fact. Not

finding and obtaining the titular relics. Any search for an item

just the power of the historical resonance of one of the most

or wielder of one tends to follow three basic shapes.

singular events in history, but all the attached implications.

The Hunt

That Lee Harvey Oswald was framed. That the conspiracy

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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hardly anybody, knows its value. It has yet to be used to do
anything, but the potential of it being found and used is
enough to spur action. These stories begin with research or

nuts were right about at least that part. That this heretoforebelieved-to-be-mostly-good angel had come to the conclusion
that he had to kill JFK, and was there in Dallas that day with
their fellow angel, and a key Memory that had come away

Memories of other angels or demons, providing a trail of

from that moment was it was a hell of a good shot. We had

clues to where a relic might be hidden, or where it was last

gotten one answer, but it had only asked more questions.

known to be, or who might have last possessed it. This then
becomes a treasure hunt: following the clues leads to more
and more information slowly narrowing the location down
to one place – while getting a clearer and clearer look at the

‘Big-ness’ is what makes angels special. As mentioned in the
section on Memory, everything is personal to them. It’s not
just that angels are angry at God, they have personal beef.

opposing forces and the nature of the target.

It’s not just that they grieve over the Second World War, but

Opposing forces here are competing in a race format, trying

into Ozymandias, but that he still owes them ten bucks. To

sS

to get to the clues, and thus the relic, first, while taking steps
to slow down their enemies. Each act brings both sides closer
to the goal and in closer contact with their enemies, building
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the tension until the foes are face to face and the item within
arm’s reach. Films like Sahara and Angels & Demons are perfect

that they started it. It’s not just that they sense the age worn
be mortal is to often feel overwhelmed by the enormity of the
universe and the vastness of creation and the scope of history
and the power of governments and the tide of time. To an
angel, these are all small things, and an angel is far bigger

examples of the great relic hunt, but so are Constantine and

than them.

The Prophecy. Hunts can also turn into chases and games of

Big-ness also makes mystery, leaving questions to be asked.

hide and seek as sides obtain the relic but then swap it back
and forth. But if the value is widely established and the item
secured, the story turns to the second form.

sS

The Heist

Big-ness makes mythology, leaving massive answers in its
wake. Big-ness creates more story, as these great waves ripple
outwards and change everything. Players are often shy in
roleplaying games, for the system or the setting tells them to

Here the relic is found but not in use – or not yet, or not

think small. They are told they can do anything they want

much. But its location is known, as are many of its powers,

in the game, but of course they cannot make the sky green

and perhaps there is some idea of the purpose to which it

or have always known what was in the Temple of Elemental

will be put. Research now becomes planning, identifying

Evil, or be best friends with Cthulhu. Relics is not like other

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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the security systems (physical, electronic, supernatural
and metaphorical) in place, and taking the first steps to
understand and countermand them. The second act becomes

sS
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During early playtesting of Relics, a persona needed to

Although you can run any kind of plot in a Relics game, we

In this plot the relic is hidden and unknown; nobody, or

dM

When in Doubt, Go Big

the execution of the plan, bringing the personas into the
protection system and within reach of the item. Up to this
point the villains are usually passive and unaware of the

games, and players can indeed do all these things. They may
need encouragement to see otherwise, having learnt too well
to think small elsewhere. Here they absolutely can and should
be friends with Cthulhu. Of course, he wanted to be more
than just friends, but that’s another story….

VWN R 1 Ss
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presence or motives of the personas, but in the third act they

react and take direct action to stop them. The protagonists
leveraging themselves and their new prize out of where they

T

are – typically deep inside the enemy’s lair or besieged by
their best forces – is the final act, with their enemy often
using the relic against them, or the heroes using their new
found treasure as their only solution.
Heists are more common than you think, once you
think expansively: action and horror films are
often heist-adjacent, with rescue as the goal instead

9

of acquisition (John McClane sneaks around
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trying to foil a plan and escape unharmed in Die

Hard, in Aliens Ripley is there to find the colonists and
off attackers and fights to get the prize out safely. Gabriel is a heist
as well, with the titular angel breaking through not physical
defences but individuals, slaying demon after demon to reach
Sammael – the prize is the final battle with the great enemy.
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With their emphasis on acquisition, whether it is of the ultimate
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prize, the final battle or just survival, heists make great ways to

end a series.

dM

T

escape). Legion is a heist, as Michael breaks into the diner, holds

sS

The Haunt

In this scenario the relic is in use. That means a demonic
force, evil mortal or wicked angel – or group thereof – has
mayhem. In some cases, because of imbued demons,
the relic itself is driving the suffering. This format is

common in the many ‘monster of the week’ shows like

The Librarians and Supernatural. This reverses the
arrangement of protagonist and antagonist from the

Heist: the villains have begun their plan, damage has
already been done to innocent victims, and it is only

when the fallout gets noticed that the heroes are
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brought in. The villains are already inside the
perimeter and the heroes are reacting to try and

dM

activated its power and are using it to cause suffering and

sS

drive them out.
Investigation and research become
tracking the damage to its source,
which may involve identifying what
has befallen the victims and why,
while also fighting to avoid the
effects themselves. Like the Heist,
once inside, the threat pushes

T
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outward, not to escape but to
consume and conquer, and

often turns the tables on the
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protagonists early.
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Setting:

the villain’s sanctum, to the source of the problem (which

Our primarily location is:
Minor Draw

Setting

games to run as the players are most in the dark, which

Swords

The Big City

Staves

A Small Town

Coins

Somewhere Isolated from Civilisation

Cups

Somewhere Religious, Mystical or Supernatural

a natural increase in pace in act two, and the solution of the
‘magic key solves everything’ giving easy closure in act three.
Strong three-act structure applies to all these forms (as we will
see below), and they are not so very different. A Hunt is like
a Haunt in that the villains are already in play and spreading

The main figures involved at least appear to be:
Players

levels of defences in a Heist. The classifications therefore

Swords

Angels

should not lead Dealers to think in constricted fashions, but

Staves

Demons

rather get new inspiration for different starting points. Indeed,

Coins

Mortals

Cups

Some other weirdness – the chimera, undead,
blasphemies, old gods…

Stuck for an idea? Generate a random relic from

Chapter Seven and/or a random Miracle from Chapter
Four and then run through the following tables. These
are very sparse and broad concepts but they’ll give you

sS

a framework to add the above ideas onto.

Plot Structure:
The overall structure of the scenario is:
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Minor Draw

Structure

Swords

Hunt

Staves

Heist

Coins

Haunt

Cups

A combination of two, or a story driven by drama
between personas and their mortal connections

tuvwxyz
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But the true enemy is:
Minor Draw Villain
Swords
Staves

Angels

Demons

Coins

Mortals

Cups

The relic itself
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The Random
Scenario Generator

The Villain:
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Example: Hillary’s last scenario was primarily a Heist – breaking into a
conference to stop other angels replacing Mark Zuckerberg with their powerful
relic. She decides to break things up with a Haunt. She finds a link on the
internet to the story of a German burgomaster who was killed by his own
beard, and the beard then kept in a museum. Seeing that humour is becoming
a big part in her game, she crafts the idea of a deadly demon-possessed beard
stalking through Silicon Valley. It turns its host into a Taken, replacing their
soul with only a demonic urge to kill. She randomly generates some Miracles
and gets gifts of Barachiel; she decides the beard makes people feel and act
like superheroes, throwing their perceived enemies around like ragdolls. At
first the personas may believe an angel is at work because the hosts are
enacting vigilante justice, something the personas probably do a little too often
themselves. She decides this will lead into a Hunt when they realise that the
beard was stolen from a collection of holy relics of St Peter. That might be a
separate session, but it depends on the players; if they quickly identify
the beard as the threat she can shift into a Hunt easily.

T
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Minor Draw

also keep your stories fresh and lively.
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Who’s in Play:

suffering, and the clues of the Hunt are much akin to the

moving back and forward between the edges of all three will

dM
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happens in act two for a Heist). Haunts are often the easiest
allows a nice slow first act, the threat escalating and providing

dM
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The third act is the personas escaping from or breaking into

dM
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Who is seeking:
Minor Draw

Structure

Swords

Power

Staves

Revenge

Coins

Suffering

Cups

Knowledge

closest friend. Any faction that acquires the blade is at risk of falling
under its spell, so they’ll have to work together to destroy it – or
answer its question. Matt pictures a chase to find the knife after
research reveals the item is privately owned by a wealthy member of

dd MM
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The Goal:

the Helm. Loyalties will be tested and drama will arise.

Narrative Structure
& The Three-Act Approach

Structure in narrative is the art of building an unfolding

And can (only) be stopped by:

plot to reveal the right amount of horror, mystery, action or
whatever tropes you are looking for, in the most satisfying

Minor Draw Weakness

manner for the audience. There are many elements to

Swords

structure and many overall styles that are used. Since Relics

Supernatural power

VWN R 1 Ss
Staves

Enough brute force

Coins

Diplomacy and allegiance building

Cups

Careful research and planning

T

Complicating Factors:
Stopping the villain is complicated by the presence of:
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Complicator

Swords

Other angelic factions, competing or confounding

Staves

Mortal belief, religion, or occultism

Coins

Mortal temporal power such as
governments or cults

Cups

Things not being quite what they seem
or what you expect

Genre Tropes:
Besides mystery, the story will feature primarily:
Minor Draw

Structure

Swords

Action

V
W
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Staves

Drama

Coins

Horror

Cups

Whimsy, Philosophy,
or some combination of several

Example: Matt draws a plot that involves a Hunt in a city, to do
with angels, where the villain is the relic that wants knowledge, and

can only be stopped by diplomacy, complicated by mortal belief
and with a dash of drama. Matt ponders a weapon wanting to
understand warfare, perhaps a relic so old it has forgotten it’s a
demon – or an angel, since they are involved. What would be a
momentous weapon of ancient age that angels might want, and might
be tied up in human belief ? Matt comes up with the idea of the
blade that Cain used to kill Abel: the very first murder – of an angel,
by another angel. Matt decides that angels want to find the knife
for a variety of reasons, including deciphering why the first murder
occurred, and if Cain was guilty. But the blade itself has a question
– why it was created, and why angels and mortals commit violence
– and to find its answer it compels any who wield it to murder their

9

has three Tiers of play, a good fit for it is the system known as
the three-act structure. This is a system used often in movies
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and TV writing (though certainly not in all of them), and is

one that works very well in games for much the same reasons
it works in those pieces of media. Since Relics is a game
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Weakness:

designed to emulate movies and TV shows, it fits well here too.

The three-act structure is not simply the idea that stories have
a beginning, middle and end. One of the best summaries of
the technique comes from the veteran TV writer Stephen

Players Are Authors, Too

Some Dealers like to play games with their players, hiding
their intent and seducing players down plot lines while the
players believe it was all their own idea. Some like to keep the
strings hidden so players don’t disconnect from feeling like
they are really living in the world; they worry that if they tell
the players they have found the big climax or the real enemy
that things will feel false or forced, or if the players know that
the first encounter won’t kill them they’ll disconnect or ‘cheat’
with that knowledge. The problem with this idea is that some
players prefer to think like authors, and you’re tying your
hands behind your back by not engaging them as if they
were authors. That doesn’t mean telegraphing everything or
reducing everything to tropes; it’s not about saying ‘don’t kill
this guy, he’s actually the villain’ when you introduce a new
character. It is about letting them in on the ground level and
giving them an understanding of your plans. If they know
you’re using a three-act structure, they’ll know how and
when to shift their sense of drama and pathos. If you do any
‘railroading’ to establish structure, they feel included if they
feel like they are part of creating that structure. And that’s
what you want: the players feeling like they have ‘buy-in’ at
every level. Relics lets them craft their backstories and thus
their universe. Let them drive the plot architecture too. Let
them not just get a glimpse of the man behind the curtain, but
invite them back into that space, and let them move some levers.
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introduce all the characters. In the second act, you put

structural elements. Three act structure can be an attitude,

them in the worst situation imaginable. In the third act,

a way of telling stories; it’s the idea of pacing so that you

you get them out of it. What’s good about this structure,

introduce, then you complicate, then you resolve. It’s also

even absent its familiarity to those of us who grew up with

about getting a good sense of how the human brain works

media. When the story is new to us, we need time to adjust.
Just as things are becoming familiar and the characters settled
in our minds, we feel tense as these things we love spiral into
a position of peril. Then our tension is diffused as they fight
back and save the day.

TV series and episode one will set up the characters and the
stakes, run through a first adventure. The second will expand
on things and set up the rules and limitations. Then just as
the third episode comes to a close and the audience is getting
comfortable with those rules and limitations, there will be a

is a good way to structure an individual session of a game.

we are comfortable, and so we need to add a new hook. This

Players take about half a game session to get readjusted to

is true no matter how many episodes in the show – unless it is

the idea of playing a roleplaying game, to remind themselves

just three.
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in the first hour or so because they won’t be in a position to
react to it properly. Once you have them invested, you can

In other words, if you plan to go further than just three
stories, you should be ready to kickstart the next instalment at
the end of the third act. The easiest way to do this in Relics

then begin to put them into peril, and they will – almost

is by changing Tiers.

instantly – want to fight back. That call-and-response of

Three Acts & Three Tiers

threat and reply is one of the great ways to get emotional
power from a roleplaying session.

Mdl T
T
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Relics is deliberately built with three story Tiers not just
because it’s a good way to break down power levels but

It is also a good way to structure a group of sessions. The

because it also fits into the three-act structure. How you

first session is always rocky as things are established, and as

may use this in a series varies. You could use it in a single

players test out the system and their powers to find out what

session game, for example. The first hour or so the personas,

with their powers (both mechanically and as in-setting actors)
and can begin to test them and push them – and things
will push back. And by the third session, their powers and
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capabilities are so familiar they can be used flippantly. It is
therefore important that the greatest peril occurs at the end
of the second game so the third involves something large
to push against. If a third session doesn’t have these raised
stakes, players will become bored and contemptuous of their
powers and need more stimulation. Regardless, at the end of

who are Tier One, deal with just using their own powers and
relics, and discover rumours about powers, relics or angels

operating at Tier Two. Then in the next hour they discover
the truth about these powers and perhaps have a chance to
wield them, only to discover at the end of this act that it is

Mdl T
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all a part of a larger plan to conquer or destroy the universe,
leading to an act three about saving the world. Countless

Hollywood action adventure movies use this same escalation
pathway and pacing.

the third session, players are ready for a new ‘level’: new powers

This simple process can be expanded as much as you want.

and an enlarged scope (and a new series of three can begin).

One, three, or however many sessions could be run at Tier

sS

It’s important to note that in cinema and in games, the acts
are rarely the same length; they are not equal thirds of the
film. In some extreme cases, the third act can be less than
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a minute long! In individual sessions you have plenty of
options for where your acts fall, but using this system across

One, ending with the discovery of the truth about the powers
of Tier Two, and so on for the next Tier. It could be six,
nine, twelve sessions, and the edges between the Tiers can be
blurred, but having that framework will produce a satisfying
arc that runs through the series and comes to an epic and

sessions in a series means you do have to space things out

explosive conclusion. Build-up is the most important thing:

approximately equally. Simply keeping the concept in mind

a story needs to establish scope before it can be expanded,

will, however, ensure that your games have the right kind of

and develop small stakes before they can be raised. Don’t try

tone so that each set of three has a strong arc of introduction,

to start with the end of the world – unless you know how to

complication and resolution.

make it worse in act two.
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they can do. In the second session, they have become familiar
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Using this structure in games has similar benefits. Firstly, it

matters about the story. You can’t bring deep peril to them
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and when to change things up. Watch any good modern

new element. A ‘tilt’ is the name for it. Because three is where

of what the setting is and who they are playing and what

dM
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Note also that the three acts don’t have to be formal

it, is it works well with how humans consume short-length

dM
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J. Cannell. Cannell puts it like this: in the first act, you
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Act one (episodes 2.1 to 2.8) begins with establishing the new

action throughout each act. The fact that angels can’t do Tier

facts. Amenadiel has been cursed and is losing his feathers,

Two Miracles makes them want to gain that power in Tier One,

perhaps as punishment from God; Lucifer’s mother is on

and be afraid of others with that power, and really want Tier

Earth and inhabiting a new body called Charlotte; and God

Three powers and be really afraid of others having them. Those

may or may not be happy about that either. Uriel arrives to

they’re much more important in driving the plot and creating
satisfying three-act arcs.

The Three-Act
Structure At Work

VWN R 1 Ss

To give you a greater idea of how the three-act structure
works in storytelling, here are two examples from two popular
stories that are excellent examples of angelic fiction, and very

T

close to the kind of stories Relics was built to tell.

Lucifer, Season Two
Lucifer is based on the Mike Carey comic of the same
name, but has only surface similarities. Carey’s
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comic is an epic dark horror tale about
character and identity, whereas the TV
show turns it into a police procedural.

Developed by Tom Kapinos, it tells the

bring Charlotte back to Hell, and swears he will kill Chloe to
force Lucifer’s hand. Lucifer instead kills Uriel with Uriel’s
own sword, but then this relic is released into the world by
Charlotte, and it seduces mortals
to murder. This powerful Tier
Two
imbued

9

relic must
be dealt with
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in the climax of

act one.
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emotions drive the action. Those emotions drive the action – but
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The Tiers exist to help with this escalation, and to drive

story of Lucifer (Tom Ellis), a playboy

bon vivant and nightclub owner who,
bored with living for pleasure, attaches

himself as the Odd Couple opposite to
by-the-book Los Angeles police detective

Chloe Decker (Lauren German). Lucifer
is joined by his loyal bodyguard, ex-

demon Mazikeen (Lesley Ann-Brandt),

and his old angelic rival who despises
his rebellious nature, Amenadiel (D.

B. Woodside). While the body of the
show focuses on police procedural

crime solving and the sexualised banter
between the inappropriate Lucifer and

tuvwxyz
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the self-conscious Chloe, its supernatural
denizens allow it to thread fantasy plot
arcs across the series.
Season two focuses on the conflict that
arises as Lucifer’s mother ‘Charlotte’
(Tricia Helfer) is torn out of Hell and
decides to take herself, Amenadiel and
Lucifer back to Heaven. When Lucifer

T
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disagrees, Charlotte believes it is because of
the growing romantic relationship between Lucifer

and Chloe, and forces Lucifer to confront his desires
for the detective and his allegiances in general.
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(episodes 2.9 to 2.15) establishes a reason for Charlotte not

and then it is resolved with Uriel’s death (act three – resolve

to kill Chloe: Amenadiel and Charlotte discover Chloe was

the crisis). Act two we set up the problem (Lucifer loves Chloe

born out of a miracle. Thus we have the new status quo of

and is guilt-ridden about Uriel, Charlotte wants to stop

détente, but again with mystery, as this solution only asks

the former), we bring them to crisis point (Lucifer goes to

more questions (and raises the stakes to a higher Tier – Chloe

Hell) and we resolve (Lucifer saves Chloe). And so on. Note

is not just a cop, she’s a cop with a destiny). As Lucifer’s guilt

also that in both the larger acts and the smaller ones, act

over his brother’s death worsens, he falls more and more in

three tends to be quite short. Don’t be afraid to make your

love with Chloe, and the plot brings both of these things to

last session of a series run shorter than the others. Players

a head when Chloe is poisoned with a Tier Two weapon – a

would rather have an important session than a long one.

poison with no cure. Lucifer

Alternatively, you can keep

must go into Hell, save

momentum by adding a

his affection and his guilt. In
this climax, the trip to Hell
reveals that the blade of Uriel

The episode numbers for Lucifer and the act breaks for
Constantine are approximations. There are transitional episodes
and scenes that straddle the acts. Likewise, Dealers should not
be strict sticklers for Story Tier, nor should they ever demand
players stop getting invested in things because it’s only act one.
If you are laying down elements in act one to drive things into
act two, there’s always the chance that players will seize on those
elements and follow those drives faster than you expected – or
indeed, care about something you thought was trivial, driving up
stakes you never expected. Contrarily, they might not care at all
about what you think are high stakes and demand things idle in
an act one state because you haven’t figured out how to impress
and frighten them yet.
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is the flaming sword that

guarded Eden and, when
fully assembled, can cut

through the Gates of Heaven,
allowing fallen angels to

return home. Again, clearly a
shift in power, and this hunt
for a Tier Three (or Four)
relic moves us into act three.
In act three (episodes 2.16
to 2.18), the action is in a
full relic hunt. The hilt of
the sword is a Level 3 relic
that grants its user the ability

Having a perfect structure is easy when you’re writing a
TV show, a movie or a play. It’s never going to come out
neat when you have four or six people pulling in all sorts
of directions. It is always preferable to sacrifice neatness
or planning to discover revealed structure in play. Never
stop the players from caring about something because you
want to slowly build tension, mood or setting. Involvement
and connection are the primary goals, and are perniciously
difficult to create from pieces of paper and cardboard.
Whenever, wherever they care, follow them. If they are ready
to shift Tiers, shift with them.
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to perform incredible acts

of healing. The final piece
can only be retrieved by

reading a mysterious book
in a lost language, and it

reveals another great secret:

that Amenadiel, not Lucifer,

the end of your final act two
session.
Also note that the three-act
structure does not just
raise the supernatural
stakes but the emotional
ones as well. In act one,
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Uriel’s ultimatum against
Chloe is threatening, but

Lucifer can deal with it and
its impact is kept in the

background. In act two, his
guilt over his crimes and

affection for Chloe are far

more overwhelming forces
and are thrown into the

foreground, and his mother
threatening Chloe is more
dramatic as they have a

Mdl T

deeper relationship. In act
three, although he pulls

back from Chloe, he faces
his guilt, tries to reconcile

with his father and exposes
himself to the damage he’s

was God’s favourite son.

done to those closest to him.

sS

Amenadiel reawakens his lost power, and now has the ability
to stop time over a large area (Level 3 powers are common

His desire to stop that damage drives him to save his mother

in this act). He uses it to allow Lucifer to send Charlotte

and the world.

to another dimension where she can build an entire new
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universe. This Level 4 Miracle is the climax of the act and
the season.
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short act three directly onto

Similarly, knowledge unfolds and is revealed at each step,
scaling up in importance, impact and depth per act. Act one
is about everyone finding out who Charlotte is and the deal

Note that each of the three larger acts contain smaller

Lucifer made, and at the end of act one Lucifer reveals his

three-act structures of their own. In act one: Lucifer’s

demonic side to his doctor, and Charlotte learns how Lucifer

mother arrives which brings about a new situation with new

is bound to Chloe. Act two reveals more and more about

characters (act one of this act), Uriel arrives to bring that

Chloe and Lucifer’s emotional state: we don’t just learn the

Mdl T
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Be Flexible
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badness to a head (act two – bring the characters to a crisis),

Chloe, and confront both

T
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Of course we can’t let the main characters die, so act two
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and Angela investigating the suicide of her sister. She is led

truths about every character, and the lies they tell themselves.

to Constantine and he initially refuses to help her, still bitter

In act three, we return to more supernatural secrets, but also

about his death sentence. When Angela is attacked by even

big family ones: Chloe finally learns that Charlotte is Lucifer’s

more full demons, Constantine realises there is a lot more

ersatz mother, Amenadiel learns the truth of himself, and

power in play, and accepts the call to action, bringing the

Lucifer reconceives of himself as a lightbringer rather than a

characters together.

Constantine
Constantine is a 2005 film directed by Francis

Act two follows the two protagonists as they
now try to unravel the mystery. The
power level is shifted up: we now see
that Constantine can enter Hell, where

VWN R 1 Ss

he discovers that Angela’s sister is

tells the story of a private investigator

suicide. Angela explains she was

who can see the world

a psychic like Constantine, and

Lawrence. Roughly inspired by Garth

Ennis’ run on the comic Hellblazer, it

T

of angels and demons. After
attempting suicide as a youth, he is
banned from Heaven and is trying
to win his way back by exorcising
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demon half-breeds back to Hell.

indeed there, punished for her
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searching her room they find a link

to a prophecy of the son of Lucifer
being born with the help of the
Holy Lance (a Level 4 Miracle,

now driving the action in Tier 2).

After discovering he is dying from

Keeping with the increased power,

lung cancer, he stumbles upon a vast

Constantine awakens Angela’s

supernatural conspiracy surrounding

psychic gifts; this leads them to

a woman called Angela, the Holy

Balthazar, a half-breed demon,

Lance, and the end of the world.

who explains more about the

In act one, Constantine realises
things are amiss when a full-blood

demon (as opposed to the halfbreeds he normally deals with)
tries to manifest. Constantine
talks about this to several contacts,
introducing us to the characters in

his world: Gabriel, an angel; Father

Hennessy, a psychic; an occultist
known as the Beeman; and (in
the extended footage) Ellie,
his lover. Constantine is soon
attacked by a full demon out
on the street, confirming his
fears. But another contact,

Papa Midnite, refuses to
believe him. Through these
encounters Constantine’s
backstory is revealed,
and these events are

T
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interwoven with the

discovery of
the Holy

Lance

9

sS

prophecy. But then an invisible
force kidnaps Angela. The new
information is enough to
convince Papa Midnite
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that we learnt along the way.
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punisher. The real relic is the truth about ourselves
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secrets and lies that have been kept on the surface, but deeper

that things are sufficiently

critical, and he grants

Constantine

use of the Sing Sing Chair to

find Angela. This powerful

Tier 3 relic heralds the step
into act three.

sS

Act three begins with Gabriel –
who is behind the plan to raise
Lucifer’s son – bringing Angela
and the Holy Lance together

tuvwxyz
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for the ritual, protected from
interference by a horde of
half-breeds. Constantine

and his friend Chas storm in,
and the power level is now

very high, as the two churn

through the small army with
magical crossbows and holy

sS

water. However, Gabriel is
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Lucifer will come take his soul. Lucifer foils Gabriel, but after
Constantine selflessly asks Lucifer to free Angela’s sister, Lucifer
loses his claim on his soul. Lucifer saves Constantine’s life, sure
that he will soon sin again and be reclaimed as Hell’s property.
Again note here how the emotional stakes rise with each
act. Originally Constantine is curious but distant, and his
contacts are equally unmoved by the problem. It’s only as the
pressure increases that Constantine joins the crusade, uses
more of his power, and begins pressuring his contacts and
of Father Hennessy, Beeman and Chas – heavy sacrifices
befitting act two. Act three’s stakes are the entire world, and
Constantine has to risk his own life and immortal soul to
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stop it, not just those of others. The movie’s arc is one of
waking up: Constantine begins in a kind of denial about his
cancer diagnosis, and ennui. In act two he rises out of this

sS
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stasis and into action, and in act three he actively confronts
his fate of being damned and accepts it (happy ending aside).
The revelations of plans and powers and their path to world
domination mirror the revelations of personal demons and
paths to self-improvement. Sacrifice of friends and resources
are mapped to sacrificing prideful delusions and comfortable
distractions; breaking promises, moral codes and rules of the
universe are mapped to breaking through our limitations.
The fast-paced improvised format of roleplaying games
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rarely allows for such emotional parallels, and players are
often unwilling to see their personas in need of any growth.
However, sticking to the three-act arc still gives a great sense
of epic scope which can call forth these sensations on a
subconscious level. Also, the Memory system in Relics can
help drive more emotional connections. As the powers and
stakes raise, personas will need more and more powerful

sS

Memories to help guide them, prompting more potent
flashbacks. Although the film presents it earlier in how we
view the story, the climactic scene could be represented
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Roleplayers will often debate about which comes first: the
rules or the narrative. The answer, really, is neither – the
players come first. Roleplaying games are like soap operas:
all that matters is the audience. If a character dies on a soap
opera, and the studio gets thousands of letters complaining,
that character comes back to life. By the ‘rules’ of the show
they were fired, by the rules of the narrative they died in a
fiery bus crash, but none of that matters: the people have
spoken. In RPGs you have the wonderful situation where the
audience and the artists are the same people, each impressing
each other, each captivating each other. So you need to watch
what your audience likes and give them more of that. The
rules of Relics are designed so a new Memory or Miracle
arrives about once every twenty or thirty minutes. That’s
because this about how long the average human attention
span is. That’s what matters: the humans around your table.
If you see them nodding off or being distracted, then you
need to change the pace and bring out the big hitters or cut to
something new. When they are learning forward and heavily
invested, then whatever’s going on is what you want to give
them more of. Break every rule of the game or of the story
to get them invested when they aren’t, and to keep them so
when they are. That’s the only thing that matters.
The reverse of this is also true: players will do what you
reward. And this isn’t about in-game rewards or in-story
rewards. You are artists playing to each other. Reward them
with applause and commendation. Tell them about the
moments you loved, as often as possible. Stop the action
now and then to applaud how cool or clever their personas
are being or how the drama has your soul aching. Even
unconsciously, they will want to do more of what you like,
and will start playing to you. That’s how you get the ‘story’
you want to tell, if that is something you want: with applause.

T
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Some groups like to use the old theatre practice of ending
every session with mentioning something that someone else
did that they enjoyed. Dealers could make this a ritual and
could even hand out Memory Chips for doing so – to the
feted person or the applauding one. Both are helping your
game.
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in Relics with Constantine remembering he has the skill

Keep It Short, Stupid

Summon Lucifer (Knowing), because as a teen he attempted

Large surveys across the roleplaying hobby found that the

suicide. The heightened emotion of powerful dramatic

average game of Dungeons & Dragons only lasts ten sessions,

moments will subconsciously inspire your players to pitch

and that’s a game with a strong focus on long evolving

ever more dramatic flashbacks at each other, providing this

campaigns. Increasingly, our lives are becoming less

powerful three-act emotional scaling.

predictable and our leisure time shorter and shorter. There’s
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torturing Balthazar. This pressure also leads to the death

Play to the Players

dM

too strong to be stopped, so Constantine slits his wrists so that

T
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On the other hand, we’re not your dad, you can do what

So although it doesn’t matter how many sessions you put in
each act, it is recommended that you aim for nine or fewer in
total. The rules assume no more than that and are designed
more for three to six sessions. With players getting about two
memories a session, nine sessions means they end up with
around twenty skills, which is just too many to easily track
during play. The game which premiered the Fugue system,
Alas Vegas, is designed to run for just four tight sessions, and is
all the better for it.

options (mechanical and narrative) to keep things from

T
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Why play several short games instead of one
long one? Because endings matter. Because
a story satisfyingly concluded resonates
deeper and longer in our hearts. Your
players will remember a game with
a great ending for the rest of their
lives, while the ones that peter
out will be forgotten as missed
opportunities. This is doubly so
when your ending is as big as
Relics lets them be. There’s
nothing more undercutting to

saving all of humanity and
becoming God than having
to show up next week to fight
another demon. Go big. Do
your massive, earthshaking finale.
And then – as always – get off the
stage. Leave them wanting more.
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If you do go long though, you may want to use the rules
for temporary Memories (see Chapter Three) or explore other
getting too clogged up with Memories. Passing things onto
other angels in the same cosmos is a good idea, or using other
supernatural conceits to give some semblance of a clean slate:
a certain almost-immortal Time Lord keeps things fresh by
rebooting to a new body while keeping all prior memories.
New Semblances, new Vessels, new relics – there are always

9

ways to keep the story going and still feel different. Look at
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Supernatural, too, for angels and demons who just keep
going and going.

Setting the Speed

Pacing is probably the most important skill of a Dealer.

Roleplaying sessions tend to have somewhat of a fixed time
length, and narratives are inherently elastic. The best thing

dM

This doesn’t mean you need to know where your game is
going to go before you begin. Nor does it mean not to take into
account the vagaries of life which will inevitably cause sessions
to be cut short or run long. Structure is a difficult mistress. It
might be that to get to a great ending you end up needing seven
or eight sessions, or only five. Nor does your ending have to tie
everything up and answer all questions: an ending doesn’t have
to be the perfect ending, just a good stopping point. The key is to
plan to end somewhere, and not far from the beginning; to have
the three-act structure in mind when you conceive of your series,
so that things will be laid out, then escalate, then conclude.
This also doesn’t mean you can’t play more after. Relics has
more than enough secrets and mysteries for several series,
each with their own satisfying conclusion. Each could
even feature the same angels.

however you want to). Play it every week for twenty years.
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you want. Play Relics for as long as you want to (and
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nothing wrong with long series, but a game with an end is
typically better than one that peters out. This is the other big
reason that Relics is built around the three-act structure: so
that there is an end. Angelic stories are better with some sort
of conclusion, even if it isn’t an answer.
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a Dealer can do is make sure that things move slowly at first
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and then ramp up in speed an intensity towards the end.

It’s perfectly OK to have a digression about how the angels
catch the bus in the first hour; it’s not OK at all in the last.
It is OK for the last hour to have a flashback to how you

learnt to drive, but make it punchy and in keeping with the
current storytelling flow.
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Luckily, Relics is cleverly designed so that as your pacing
speeds up, things naturally get more dramatic. The
more Tests you call for, the more players will

need Memories and be forced to spend Chips,
raising the tension as the possibility of running
out rises. They will also have more flashbacks,
raising the emotional connections in play. Also,
calling for more Tests and using Complex
Tests greatly increases the chances
of Signifiers being drawn and more
Miracles occurring. The higher the pace,
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the more mystical things become.

This, of course, assumes that the Dealer
makes more Tests as things become
more dramatic. Relics is written under
that assumption, and it is important for
Dealers to be aware of this when they
run it. It is also important to know that
at any point in the game, the pace at

which you call for Tests will determine
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the emotional and mystical content
of the story. Some Dealers like
to run very informal games
with very little mechanical

intrusion; others like to Test

for everything and anything.
Everyone has their own

personal style, and it certainly

will not break Relics whatever
speed you set it at. It’s just a
matter of being aware that as the
Dealer, you’re in control of all
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of this. Choose your speed with

care, because it has great effect.

As mentioned in Chapter Three,
if Miracles and Memories
are coming less often, you
might like to increase the
supernatural potency
of the former, and the
emotional potency of
the latter. Likewise, if
you like to cut the
cards every minute or
two, you can reduce
things. You’ll find that

Mdl T
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frequency will drive

this for you naturally:
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backstory, so you can make sure every Memory has a sharp

into a rhythm of making them short and sweet, but again: it’s

emotional edge. Dealers should encourage other players

worth knowing how this works so you can plan accordingly.

to link their flashbacks to previously established ones. This

The system should work for you and your style, not force you

builds shared backstory and encourages more emotional

into a style you find less comfortable.

entanglement. Dealers should do this too with their plots.

Big Drama

Since angels and demons live forever, any appearances of

Ultimately, the goal of a good storytelling game is to leave
people moved and changed by the story they experience.

To leave them different after than they were before. And the
way to do this with story is not through plot, but through

T

character. It is the character moments that really resonate
and stay with us. It is characters that we love and remember.

bring out in the present day action. That is, after all, exactly
what flashbacks do in stories. If nobody is specifically
mentioned, that doesn’t mean they weren’t there. So much of
a Dealer’s job is trying to get the players to care about events
rising into the story, and the easiest way is to tie them directly
into the backstory of their personas. With that backstory so
conspicuously flexible in Relics, this is easier than ever and
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should never not be done. Just as everything is personal for
the personas, everything is also personal for every celestial

In other words: when in doubt, put the personas first. The

they meet. They’ve all met before, or know someone in

Dealer – and all the other players – should be fans of the

common. This is always, always personal, and there’s always

personas. They should be eager to see them in action

a Memory involved. If it didn’t come out in a call for a skill,

and be keen to put them in dramatic situations. But that

you can always add more flashbacks, whenever needed.
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alone won’t produce big character drama. Luckily, here
the Memory system comes to help, if used well. The key
to good flashbacks in general is to remember that they are
memories: they are something that the angel describing the
scene remembers deeply, and clearly, and well. Something

that stuck in their mind. A good habit for Dealers to get into

‘God is not just. God is not kind. God is not merciful,
and understanding that is essential to true devotion.’
– Ted Chiang, Hell is the Absence of God
Most of the above advice is about building a strong group

is presented. Where were they when this was happening?

and crafting stories. Adjudicating rules is another duty of the

Generally, when we remember other’s actions it is because we

Dealer that requires skill and confidence. Luckily, if the group

weren’t acting in that moment, either because we didn’t have

is strong, and if the players are all on the same side, working

the skills, or lacked the strength, or because we were being

to keep everyone else appearing and feeling awesome, then

Even good memories have barbs that catch at our souls.

Nostalgia means ‘the ache to return’. So when happy
memories are recalled, Dealers should ask if those times
have ever come again, or if it seems a long time ago. When
painful ones are recalled, then they should lead to topics of
conversation. In other roleplaying games, players are typically
discouraged from ‘derailing’ games by having their personas
fall into a pointless argument in the middle of an action scene,
but in Relics this is the exact intention of the rules as written.

You need to steal that car to get away, yes, but it absolutely
should bring up that time you had to steal a car because your
fellow angel destroyed your car with their reckless behaviour.

T
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Being a Rules Adjudicator

is to ask, ‘Why do you remember that?’ when the Memory

acted upon in ways we did not enjoy.

9
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– Thomas Paine

celestials in Memories are character offers for Dealers to

dM

T

‘Reputation is what men and women think of us;
character is what God and angels know.’

dM
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if players get several flashbacks in a row they’ll simply fall

the rules will mostly take care of themselves. In rules-light

systems, the attitude of the players is the biggest factor, and
it’s almost always better to deal with that than try to fix any
problem that seems to arise from the rules.

sS

However, a rules-light system does require the Dealer to
make a lot of choices, often at high speed. They must decide
exactly what success and failure mean in a scene, and what
cost might be applied to make it Grudging. They must decide
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where skills do and do not apply. And they must decide what
a Miracle can do at each Level, and an appropriate cost for
the Trammel. The best guideline to making these kinds of

calls is to be generous. Always err on the side of the players

Time in roleplaying games, as in all fiction, is rubbery, and

having more impact and more power. The system is already

there is always time to bicker. And remember: for angels,

quite harsh: angels face a vast amount of enemies while

everything is personal. Keep the memory generation tools

armed with very few advantages, and ultimately players want

from Chapter Two handy as well as your ideas for history and

to feel powerful. Players who feel frustrated won’t come back

sS
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Angels are desperate: they are alone, confused and isolated,

power will want to play over and over. Relics promises them

and the entirety of creation wants them dead.

the world: their personas have met God, built creation and
lived through all of it – they deserve to feel powerful. Give

l

them this and they’ll never complain when the cards fall
against them – which they will, as the system is stacked in

Z \ VWN R 1 Ss

dM

favour of the house.

down, and then keep hitting them. Pour it on and never let
up. They’ll thank you for it. The best way to pull people into
the moment, into feeling the story is real and not just a chat
around a table with cards, is with intensity. Grab them by
their (metaphorical) collars, get in their face and never let

apply the same generosity to the opposition. Players who feel

them relax. Intensity makes for drama, and drama makes

like their personas are powerful are far less likely to complain

for good gaming.

when you feel like you had one hand tied behind your back
feels lousy, but losing one when you were armed to the teeth
feels amazing, a glorious struggle against a run of bad luck.

Fear Not

– Isaiah 43:2
Mention angels to most people and within a few seconds

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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triumphing over evil. Resist this temptation. It cheapens the

they’ll bring up ‘fear not’, a phrase that is uttered by God

struggle and lowers the scope. Just as the personas are titans

and angels over three hundred times in the Bible. But it also

of the universe, the odds against them should be likewise.

applies to running roleplaying games.

able to think of more ways to win than the Dealer can.
Hesitating to hit them as hard as possible makes for a lesser
game – and a lesser story. Good stories come from danger
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that doesn’t let up, when the hits keep coming, when the

end of the world is at stake and then things get worse.

Name What’s Threatened
‘...fools rush in where angels fear to tread.’

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
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– Alexander Pope, ‘An Essay on Criticism’

One of the old tools of game moderators in other games is
to ask ‘What do you do?’ As mentioned earlier, angels come
from a very passive, observing position. They also have
great questions about what they should do. Yet the mood of
Relics is one of desperation. Thus a better question to ask is
‘What are you going to do about X?’, where X is something

sS

terrible that is about to happen. And there should always
be something terrible about to happen. Relics are in the
hands of maniacs. Demons walk the streets. Cults are legion
and evil mortals abound. Every moment an angel delays,
something terrible will happen. They are right to be afraid of
the consequences of their actions, but heroism demands some
foolishness. Some rushing into the fray. Angels are not subtle
and rarely thoughtful; make sure your players never are either
by keeping the pressure up. Name what is threatened. Show
them the axe about to fall, and ask them what they do to stop it.
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Roleplaying games are a strange beast, full of contradictions.
One of these is that players are told that in RPGs, at last,

they can do anything they want, anything they can dream

of – and then are told of all the things they cannot do. And
rightly so: we all know that being able to do anything can

destroy any sense of story, from the moment we pointed our
finger guns at our friend in the playground and they refused
to fall down. We also know that limitations breed creativity

and good storytelling. It’s also true that good games are built
on limitations, and since these are games, they will always be
adversarial. The system will tell the players what they cannot
do and the players will push back.

Mdl T

The unfortunate side effect of all this is it makes players

reluctant to tell stories. They shun the spotlight, because
the mechanics of games tell them they can only have it

under strict conditions and with strict constraints. They are
protective of their own characters and unwilling to risk
their fates; they are likewise unwilling to command the fates
of their fellow players. Nobody wants to lose their playing
piece or their ability to have fun with it. Nobody wants to
overreach and be told no, or to look like a fool for not
seeing the true consequences.
But Relics is a game that works best when the players
are storytellers in full flight, putting their personas at risk
and telling grand sweeping actions. It asks players to put
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fewer mechanics to think about, meaning they are always

W V \Z

What’s more, they always outnumber the Dealer, and have
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‘...when thou walkest through the fire,
thou shalt not be burned...’

Dealers may feel the need to pull their punches against the
personas, in the name of fairness, good storytelling, and good

T
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Be generous, yes. Then hit them hard. Hit them until they are

The other advantage of being generous is you can always

when their enemies come in equally positioned. Losing a fight

T
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to play again; players who feel like they have agency and

T
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their personas in the hands of their fellow players, and it
encourages other players to be cavalier with that gift.

Finding a creative voice and feeling free to speak it is not easy.
Even among friends, we can easily feel judged. Players should
feel like they are equal parts of the game as the Dealer, but
they will still look to the Dealer for leadership. That means
you need to lead. Spend time with the quieter players or
those who can’t find ideas as easily. Talk them through
things. Build space with your words for places their words
can go, without putting words in their mouth. Give them lots
of options, but let them choose. Make sure they understand
what they can do, and have a real sense of the power and
scope they control. When they make choices, make sure
they are happy with them, and then back them to the hilt.
Applaud their creativity and their verve. Make their decisions
matter, and their stories ring with awesomeness. That’s what
we’re all here for: to feel good.
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audacity of action, forced to stop trying to figure out what is
right and into trying to make things right.

dM
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Getting them to do this requires you, the Dealer, to encourage
them. To make them feel safe doing so. Partly this can be
done by reassuring them that neither you nor the system
will punish them for expending resources (see the section on
safety in chapter three). The rest is encouraging them as
players to be brave.

So let them ‘break’ the game and the world. Let them
go public. Let them gather followers and be kings and
emperors and gods. It only makes Relics better. And, more
importantly, it might make them feel powerful in their own
lives, to realise they have the ability to work for good or for
evil, and not just let it happen. If Relics has a message, it is
this one of transcendentalist humanism: each of us is God
in and of ourselves, and we have much more power than we
realise to fight for good or for evil. And it’s up to us to decide

9
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what to do with that. To have the audacity to choose, and to
act, for a better world.

Play games. Be gods. Change the world.
We believe in you.

Dealers are often reluctant to give players the keys to
the kingdom for the same reason: fear. They fear players
will go too far and ‘break the game’ or ‘break the world’.
This is a sensible concern; Dealers want to challenge and
inspire their players, and that requires a meaningful sense
of opposition and consequences. But Relics is a game
that takes away a lot of that fear, because it is very hard
to ‘break’. The game is about gods and monsters, the
ruling of Earth and the destruction of it, Armageddon
and new beginnings; these are the bread and butter of the
stories, so there’s no way to go ‘too far’. They can break
the world, that’s what being an angel means. That’s what
makes Relics feel different from other games.
Moreover, Relics is fundamentally about the
philosophical question of the Problem of Evil. If, the
game asks, we can recognise true evil, what action must
we take to stop it? If we have the power to do so, what is
our duty? At what point do those actions risk becoming
evil themselves? Relics gives angels the power to save
the world, however they want. They can kill all the
demons. They can kill all the bad humans. They can take
over the world as kings and emperors. They can literally
become God; the post has been vacated. Relics sets this
up because the question the game is designed to ask is
not ’can you become God?’, but ‘now that you are God,
who do you punish and who do you redeem?’ Angels are
inherently passive creatures forced by the setting into the

T
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At the top of the stairs there was an angel.
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Mrs Morgan said nothing, but put her shopping down to rest
her fingers. She still needed to catch her breath.
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The angel looked sad and far away. ‘I’m sorry you’ve seen me.
I’m just tired today.’ A person, a real person, not an angel,
might have smiled then, or met her gaze to make the apology
real. ‘I have seen the dawning of the first day and I always felt I
would live to see the sundown on the last, but I am tired.’
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This was important, as he was tall, and large, and it was
almost impossible to get past him. Mrs Morgan was 79 and
she had broken her hip two years ago and she couldn’t get
past such a figure. She didn’t have the agility for it. Nor the
power. The climb had exhausted her. But she lived at the top
of the road and the train back from the shops dropped on the
other side, which meant she had to go across the footbridge. It
took her almost ten minutes to get to the top and another ten
minutes down and she had to get home soon because the light
in the kitchen was out and she was too old to make dinner in
the dark, and too short to reach the bulb, and too old to stand
on a chair and change it. She was in a hurry, but she always
had to stop and rest at the top, so she had a moment to take
in the figure and confirm her first suspicions. But in truth, the
enormous wings of fiery whiteness were a dead give away.

‘I am tired of all the endless days. I am tired of people being
small and petty and careless with the lives of others. I am tired
of being able to feel with the ends of my fingers but not feel
where my fingers end.’

sS

Mrs Morgan thought that was all well and good,
but she was tired too.
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‘Today,’ said the angel very sadly, ‘today I wanted it to be a
demon. But it’s just a bridge.’
Mrs Morgan picked up her shopping. Never mind what the
angel said, she could see the sun was setting now, and nobody
was coming to pick her up, and she had twenty-four stairs to
walk down, and she’d have to rest at the end again. So she was
going to move forward and hope the angel took the hint and
flew away back to Heaven, because she didn’t feel up to talking
to strange men, let alone strange beings, and she had to get to
walking now or she’d be making dinner in the dark because
she was too short to reach and too old to stand on a chair and
change the bulb.
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But then Mrs Morgan stopped and stared at the angel who, for
the first time, seemed to see her.
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‘There was a demon once,’ he went on, for he was clearly a
talker. ‘He lived in a bridge and he ate children. I killed him
and he turned into stone and you can see the stone to this day,
screaming in agony. I thought this bridge might be the same,
but it turns out it isn’t. It’s just a bridge. People just die on it.
They jump off, into the wires. Into the trains. Mostly young
people. I’ve seen a million decades and they have barely seen
two and I wonder at the depths of agony God saw fit to make
amongst you.’
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‘You’re very tall,’ she said.
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Appendices
In Hebrew, the
suffix or prefix -El- means
power, might, kingship, ruler or

Appendix I:

lowercase G-god(like). In Aramaic this

Angelic Names & Their Meanings

becomes Be-el or Bel, and hence Belial or Bel-i-El

In memorable role-playing sessions (and games), much

means ‘God is lord’. Jah, Yah or Yahweh is a name for

good comes from the naming of things, because that’s

God in Hebrew. So El-isha means ‘God is our salvation’,

what creates mood. Choosing a strong name can help

and Isa-iah is the Isha part followed by Jah, translating to

give your game the right tone from the start. Angels

‘Jah is our salvation’. Jah becomes Jo in the Greek, making

draw their names from all over history or whatever they

Joshua ( Jah is our salvation), or Jeshua and thence to Jesus.

might overhear or mistake for a name; they know what
cars are, but still have some ‘Ford Prefects’ among their
ranks. Others go for names designed to help them fit in,
like Jonathon Smith or Nathaniel Messenger or plain
old Bill Door. Finally, angels borrow from the gods or
mythological beings they have been mistaken for, or pick
names from the culture they found when they first fell.
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Similarly, Baal also means lord in the same way as Bel.
Moloch means king or ruler. Both are used to describe the
lordly nature of the Hebrew God. Bel-zebul means ‘King
of kings’. So it is that many names associated with demons
are in fact just other names referencing God, and thus are
perfectly good names for angels.

All of these set a good Relics tone, but nothing quite says

The following list contains hundreds of names with the El,

angel like a proper angelic-sounding name from Hebrew

Jah, and Bel elements. As usual, use discretion with using

or Aramaic. To help you choose one, we provide this short

names that some players may consider important religious

guide to such names and their approximate meaning.

signifiers connected to their beliefs.

Name

Meaning

Bardiel

Son of God

Eliezer

My God helps

Abdiel

Servant of God

Bethel

House of God

Elimelech

My God is king

Abiel

God is my father

Betzalel

Path of God

Elizabeth

My God is my word

Adbeel

Disciplined of God

Bithiel

Daughter of God

Elkannag

God has created

Adiel

Witness of God

Boel

God is in him

God is with us

Adirael

Magnificence of God

Camael

He who sees God

Emmanuel/
Immanuel
Ezekiel

God will strengthen

Adriel

Flock of God

Cassiel

Speed of God
Shield of God

Wall of God

Energy of God

Castiel

Gadriel

Ambriel
Advachiel

Happiness of God

Chakel

Wisdom of God

Gaghiel

Roaring beast of
God

Ammiel

People of God

Chamuel

Seeker of God

Gamaliel

Reward of God

Ananiel

Rain of God

Denzel

Fortress of God

Hamaliel

Grace of God

Arael

Vision of God

Daniel

Judgement of God

Hanael

Glory of God

Ariel/Aryel

Lion of God

Elad

God forever

Imriel

Eloquence of God

Armisael

Mountain of
judgement of God

Eli

My God

Iruel

Fear of God

Eliana

My God answers

Ishmael

Heard by God

Asmodel

Greatness of God

Elijah

My God is strong

Israel

Struggles with God

Azael

Whom God
strengthens

Elisha

Salvation of God

Jeluthiel

God supports

Barbiel

Illumination of God

Elishama

My God hears

Jerahmel

God’s exaltation

Jeremiel

God’s mercy

Ahiah

Brother of God

Nethaniah

Gift of God

Joel

Jah is God

Amariah

Integrity of God

Obadiah

God’s servant

Katriel

Crown of God

Amaziah

Strength of God

Odelia/Ophelia

Thanks to God

Kazbiel

He who lies to God

Ananiah

Protected by God

Padaiah

Redemption of God

Leliel

Jaws of God

Athaliah

God is exalted

Pelatiah

God has delivered

Lemuel

Dedicated to God

Azariah

Pelaiah

Mahalalel

The shining
light of God

Whom God has
helped

God has
distinguished

Batyah

Daughter of God

Pelaliah

God has judged

Matarael

Premonition of God

Beliah

God is Lord

Pekahiah

God has noticed

Mishael

Who is what God is?

Elijah

God is Jah

Rannaniah

God is my joy

Nathaniel

Gift of God

Hananiah

God is gracious

Reaiah

God has seen

Nemuel

Day of God

Gedaliah

God is great

Rephaiah

God has healed

Othniel

Hour of God

Hezekiah

Seraiah

Prince of God

Phanuel

Face of God

God has
strengthened

Hodiah

Splendour of God

Priel

Fruit of God

Shecaniah

One who knows God

Hodaviah

Give thanks to God

Rachmiel

God comforts me

Shephatiah

Judged by God

Isaiah

Salvation of God

Ramiel

Thunderclap of God

Toviah/Tobias

God is good

Isshiah

God exists

Salatheel

I have asked God

Uriah

God is my light

Jeconiah

God has established

Sahaquiel

Ingenuity of God

Uzziah

God is my strength

Jedaiah

God knows

Samael

Severity of God

Zebediah

Gift of God

Jedidiah/Jebidiah

Beloved of God

Samiel

God who is blind

Zedekiah

Justice of God

Jehosaphat

God is judge

Samuel

The name of God

Zepahnaiah

God protects

God is my oath

Sariel

Commandment
of God

Jehosheba

Zechariah

God remembers

Jehozadak

Righteous of God

Baalah

God is Lord

Sealtiel

Intercessor of God

Jekemiah

God raises

Suriel

Moon of God

Jeremiah

God’s mercy

Baalath

Proud Lord

Tamiel

Perfection of God

Jeshaiah

Salvation of God

Baal-berith

Lord of the covenant

Tarfiel

God nourishes

Joab

God is father

Baal-gad

Lord God

Uzziel

Power from God

Jochebed

God is glory

Baal-hamon

God of the crowd

Verchiel

Shining from God

Johan/John

God is gracious

Baal-hanan

God is gracious

Zaafiel

Wrath of God

Jonathon

Gift of God

Baal-hermon

God of destruction

Zagzagel

Splendor of God

Joseph

God is increased

Baali

My Lord

Zeruel

Arm of God

Josiah

Supported by God

Baalis

Rejoicing Lord

Zophiel

Beauty of God

Malchiah

God is kingly

Baal-peor

Lord of the opening

Abiah/Abijah

God is my father

Micah

Who is like God

Baal-perazim

Lord of divisions

Adaiah

Ornament of God

Mattiya

Gift from God

Baal-shalisha

Lord of the three

Adaliah

God is just

Neabiah

Servant of God

Baal-zebul

Lord of all princes

Adonijah

My lord is God

Nedabiah

God impels

Baal-zephon

Lord of the secrets

Ahaziah

Vision of God

Nehemiah

God confronts

Jerub-baal

The Lord contends

I: Angelic Name & Their Meanings
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had expanded as far east as the northern Solomon Islands.

An Angel’s Guide to History
‘You talk funny Nash, where are you from?’
‘Lots of different places.’
– Cop and Connor, Highlander
Relics gives you a banquet: all of history and prehistory
across the globe is yours to command, use and adapt to your
purpose. Such an empty page is hard to fill, and such a vast
resource is hard to use. Even those with a sound grasp of
history can have trouble picking one idea on the spot when
presented with such a grand menu.
That’s where this section comes in.

descendants of a second wave of Southeast Asian peoples,
together with the Melanesians with whom they interacted,
began to venture into the more remote islands of the Pacific.

Key Inventions & Great Works
• A s far as inventions go, the development of spoken language
ranks highly, followed closely by the harnessing of fire.
Those were both invented during this time.
•T
 he oldest surviving works of Oceanic art are the rock
paintings and engravings of the Indigenous Australians,
the earliest examples of which may be 60,000 years old.

It provides a brief, whistle-stop guide to all of human history,

While several different stylistic phases are evident over their

broken down using the chronological slices used in character

long history, Aboriginal rock art traditions have continued

generation. It is not a complete historical text; rather, each

unbroken to the present day. Their starmaps are accurate

period of history shows a snapshot of just some of the major
players and forces that shaped them, for good or ill. While
these are tiny pebbles in the sea of history, they provide

enough to be comparable to modern ones.
• In other parts of the world, cave paintings predate even the

an impression of the time and can act as inspiration when

Aboriginal works; the oldest cave paintings found (to date)

needing Memories for your angels, or whetting your appetite

were in Indonesia and on the border between Spain and

for your own further research.

France. Other art forms include necklaces made of animal

Most eras also list interesting people your angel could have
been, known, influenced, or seen – or wish they had, or wish

bones or talons.
• I n Europe, the Woman of Willendorf stands out as an

they hadn’t. Remember that Memories don’t have to just

example of a prehistoric fertility symbol: a woman with

be about what happened. They can be about what nearly

exaggerated secondary sexual characteristics that implied

happened, or what could have happened otherwise, or what

abundant resources. The small statue was clearly designed

really happened that history has forgotten. Never feel too

to be portable, and was created of a material not found at

bound by actual history if it gets in the way of something
sounding cool or dramatic. After all, you were there, so you
know better than what someone wrote in a book.

Begin at the Beginning:

Before 10,000 BCE

• Humans as we know them today existed from at least
300,000 BCE, living throughout Africa. The first evidence
of human migration out of Africa is currently understood

the site where it was discovered, implying that it was carried
a great distance as a personal belonging. It is likely that it
was not a unique item for its time.
•A
 nimal domestication began during this era, with the
wild ancestor of the dog forming into the dog we know
now around 15,000 BCE, although the beast first began
domesticating itself 100,000 years earlier.

to be around the year 185,000 BCE, though little evidence

Great People of the Age

exists to suggest why this migration began.

This era was before written language, so next to nothing is

• The islands of the Pacific were originally settled from
Southeast Asia by two different groups of people at widely
separated points in time. The first settlers of the Pacific,
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It would be more than 30,000 years, however, before the

known about specific individuals who lived during the
time. Examples of ground-breaking discoveries include
the discovery of fire, as well as the invention of the wheel,

ancestors of present-day Melanesians and Indigenous

the inclined plane, and the lever. The development of the

Australian Aboriginals, reached New Guinea and Australia

atlatl (spear thrower) and sling changed hunting and

roughly 40,000–60,000 years ago (although new evidence

warfare, and great discoveries include any number of

suggests Indigenous Australians may have arrived 100,000

explorations of the larger world, above and below

years earlier). By 38,000 BCE, these Melanesian peoples

ground, and all the creatures living in it.

Neolithic:

10,000 – 5000 BCE
• The oldest known large structure – a proto-religious
ceremonial hall some 20 feet tall – was developed in
Göbekli Tepe near Turkey around 10,000 BCE – but the
entire site was filled in and paved over 2000 years later,
as if intended to be forgotten.
• Between 8500 and 6500 BCE, pottery developed in the
Sahara region of Africa.
• Between 8000 and 7000 BCE, stone buildings and complex
stone sculptures were created throughout South-East Asia,
centred on New Guinea.
• The Sahara continued to be a thriving centre for civilisation

• This was the time period when pottery (and the first,
rudimentary, pottery wheel); basic agriculture; the
sewing needle; masonry; archery; and irrigation were all
introduced. Shaduf levers, pulleys and complex screws were
used to move large objects and pump water.
• Cave paintings and small figurines continued to be the
most popular art forms, although increased tool usage led
to more surviving artifacts that were functional rather than
decorative. The first primitive glass beads were invented.

Great People of the Age
Like the era that came before it, modern history cannot
identify any specific individuals from this time.

Chalcolithic:

until 5000 BCE when it was hit by a dry phase, converting

5000 – 2000 BCE

the once-fertile region into the desert we know today. The

• The Austronesian peoples spread throughout Southeast Asia

Nubians established an empire along the Nile; the early

between 4000 and 2500 BCE, bringing their languages, art,

Egyptians would record it as ancient. The foundations of

and cultural practices. These foundations, in many respects,

what will eventually be Sumer were formed around the

remain in use and unchanged even today, as evidence for

Tigris and Euphrates rivers, which they mythologised as

the fortitude and complexity of these societies.

running from the eyes of a great dragon.
• Doggerland, a massive land-mass that stretched between
modern-day England, the Netherlands and Scandianvia,
disappeared under the rising North Sea, taking several
kingdoms with it. The Mediterranean swelled, tripling in
size. Legends of undersea kingdoms began.

Key Inventions & Great Works
•T
 he Seated Woman of Çatalhöyük, a statue of a woman on

• The Minoan society appeared in Crete and surrounding
islands, where they worshipped a flying bull.
• The Egyptian Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom periods
saw the empire along the Nile River rise to prominence and
ultimately reach one of its peaks. Around 3100 BCE, the
Upper and Lower kingdoms of the Nile were united, leading
to six dynasties of rule before a period of disunity.
– The Great Pyramid of Giza was constructed
c. 2580 – c. 2560 BCE by the Fourth Dynasty monarch

a throne giving birth, was a continuation of the historical

Khufu. The somewhat smaller Pyramid of Khafre

trend of female sculptures thought to be fertility symbols

and the much smaller Pyramid of Menkaure were also

from the Paleolithic era. These types of statues were

constructed during the same time period. Current

gradually replaced with more masculine, warlike figures as

scholarship holds that the edifices were built largely

societies turned towards conquest of their neighbors. The

by voluntary labourers who travelled to the area after

creation of this figure corresponds in time and place with

their crops were planted or their other duties had

the first lead smelting.

been fulfilled. When wages were insufficient, the first

•M
 egaliths were constructed around the world during this
time period, although there are a few examples from the
earlier age. Megaliths in Europe remain the most wellknown, but there were standing stones as far away as the
Korean peninsula.
•A
 lcohol fermentation was created during this time, first in

recorded worker’s strike occurred.
• The Old Assyrian Empire rose in 2025 BCE in the ‘cradle
of civilisation’ (modern-day Syria and Iraq). They had
a complex religion which included Lamassu, a divine
protector with the body of a bull, the claws of a lion, the
wings of an eagle and the face of a man.
– The early Assyrian kings were pastoral nomads. Assyrian

China with the creation of mead and then shortly thereafter

history records that there were ‘seventeen kings who lived

in the Middle East with the invention of beer. Distillation

in tents,’ followed by ‘ten kings who were ancestors’ and

came much later.

then ‘six kings whose names were written on bricks’.
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Key Inventions & Great Works
•T
 he Great Pyramid at Giza, constructed during this era,
was the most notable work of humanity for hundreds –
if not thousands – of years.
•N
 eolithic cultures in northern Europe built great burial

Great People of the Age
Gilgamesh (c. 2800 – 2500 BCE) was king of the
Sumerian city-state of Uruk, but is better known as the
protagonist of the Epic of Gilgamesh, written during the late

structures and stone circles. The most famous of these,

second millennium BCE. In that story, he befriends a wild

Stonehenge, was built and operated c. 3100 – c. 1600 BCE.

man sent by the gods to defeat him, kills the Bull of Heaven,

Later, it would be claimed to have been built by the Jutish

and quests for the source of life itself – a power that a wise,

King Hengist, druidic cultists or the wizard Merlin. It

unearthly being reveals is held in a handful of seeds.

would be used to channel ‘psychic energy’ against Hitler
during World War II.
• Copper metallurgy was the great invention of the era, made

Imhotep (c. 2700 BCE) was a chancellor to the pharaoh
Djoser, and a polymath whose areas included poetry, law,
engineering, illusion, writing, astronomy and especially

possible with the beginning of mining technology. Copper

medicine. He was one of only two commoners to be deified

was used for tools and weapons as well as jewellery and

after death.

artwork. Because of the intensive labor required to mine
and forge copper, it was almost certainly reserved for those
with status and privilege.

Khufu (2589 – 2566 BCE) was the second pharaoh of
the Fourth Dynasty of the Egyptian Old Kingdom. He
commissioned the Pyramid of Giza, which was one of the

•P
 olychrome paintings, the decoration of functional items,

Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. His reputation has

and architectural elements with multi-colored imagery

waxed and waned since his death, as various chroniclers

began in this era.

impose their own interpretations on his reign.

•T
 here was a move from consistently representational art

Kubaba (c. 2500 – 2330 BCE) is the only queen on the

to more abstract patterns and stylised images. Specifically,

Sumerian King List. She was worshipped as a goddess in

serpentine icons and maze-like line devices and designs

later periods, and is stated to have ruled for 100 years.

first emerged.
•W
 ritten language began to develop in this era, beginning

Urukagina (c. 2352 – 2342 BCE or c. 2700 BCE) was a
ruler of the Sumerian city-state of Lagash. He ascended to

with numbers used for basic accounting, which led to

power through illegitimate methods and was only in power

cuneiform script in Mesopotamia.

for a short time, but made sweeping revisions to the legal

•A
 round 3,500 BCE the wheel entered into usage as a tool,

system (specifically revising the corrupt tax system).

but the military possibilities wouldn’t be realised for several

Lugal-zage-si (c. 2294 – 2270 BCE) was the last Sumerian

centuries: desert cultures had no need of it for transport,

king before the rise of the first empire: the Akkadians under

with sleds working better on soft sand.

the rule of Sargon the Great. Aside from ignominious

•T
 he domestication of the horse in the Middle East,
Europe, and Central Asia proved to be one of the most
significant in history.
• Papyrus was invented for people to write on during this era;
coincidentally, tattooing – writing on people – was invented
at roughly the same time.
• The Epic of Gilgamesh may be the earliest surviving form of
literature; it is a melding of real historical figures with a
supernatural tale involving the underworld of the dead.
•T
 he Varna civilization is thought to have been the first to
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thought to exist in the rest of the world combined at that time.

defeat, he is famous for leading a scouting party from central
Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean Sea, which at the time
was the ‘edge of the world’.
Sargon the Great (c. 2334 – 2284 BCE) was the first
ruler of the Akkadian Empire, which he established through
the conquest of other Sumerian city-states. His empire,
the first in Mesopotamia, spanned much of the modern
day Middle East.
Ur-Nammu (c. 2047 – 2030 BCE) was king of a coalition
of Sumerian city-states during the Third Dynasty of Ur
(which he founded). His primary achievements were in

develop goldsmithing, predominantly for jewellery; a Varna

construction of both roads and buildings, and he is credited

burial ground was uncovered that had more gold than was

with commissioning the Great Ziggurat of Ur.

Bronze Age:

2000 – 1000 BCE
• The Mycenaean Empire lasted from c. 1600 – c. 1100 BCE,
and stands as the foundation for the Greek and Roman
Empires of later eras. The Mycenaeans were known to
be innovators in engineering, architecture, and military

to Akhenaten and encouraged the singular worship of
only one god (of whom he was the living incarnation).
Nefertiti was heavily involved with this religious
transition, and may have taken the mantle of pharaoh
herself after her husband’s death, assuming the name
Neferneferuaten. Akhenaten’s son Tutankhamun’s

infrastructure, with a particularly advanced sea-borne

death at a young age led to him receiving a burial in

trade network focused around the production of bronze.

excessive riches, the discovery of which thrilled and

– Odysseus, the mythical king of Ithaca and hero of

frightened the world when opened by Howard Carter in

the Iliad and the Odyssey, was a famous example of the

1922 CE. Akhenaten’s mother was a powerful Nubian

height of the Mycenaean Empire. Whether Odysseus

queen called Tiye, and the two women were known

existed or not, later Greek cultures certainly looked

colloquially as The Elder Lady and the Younger Lady.

up to him as an archetype of the intelligent hero –
cunning and resourceful when most other heroes
were strong or courageous.
• The Hittites were an Anatolian people who controlled much

Between c. 1200 and c. 1150 BCE, one of the world’s greatest
mysteries occurred, now known as the Bronze Age Collapse.
This series of events led to the almost complete collapse
of the Mycenaeans, Hittites, Middle Assyrians and New

of the Near East and reached their zenith during the mid-

Kingdom Egypt – four of the most powerful civilisations in

14th century BCE. The Hittites were renowned as great

the world at the time. There are many theories surrounding

city-builders – cities that would go on to survive the Bronze
Age Collapse in later centuries. Despite this, their politics
and borders were some of the most temperamental of the
era, changing hands so frequently that the Hittite Empire is
hard to classify.
– Šuppiluliuma I was the king of the Hittites between c.

the collapse, but nothing definitive. Whatever led to this
calamity shifted the politics and social structure of the
Levant, Middle East, Mediterranean, Europe, and Africa
from ‘palace economies’ of massive communities to isolated
tiny settlements.

1344 – 1322 BCE. He brought about a golden age for

•M
 etalworking, especially in bronze and tin, developed

the Hittite Empire when, through his skills as a great

throughout the Asian continent. Evidence shows trade

warrior and statesman, it challenged the dominant

in bronze and tin reaching from China to Turkey, with

Egyptian Empire for control of the lands between the

African lapis lazuli being sent back. Tools, bells, and

Mediterranean and the Euphrates River.

jewellery were among the earliest metal objects made.

• The Assyrian Empire stretched across what is now Syria,
Iraq and Turkey. Those that it subjugated feared it as
unstoppable. Myths appeared of miraculous delivery from
them, such as the myth of the Destruction of Sennacherib.
• New Kingdom Egypt, also sometimes referred to as the

During the Shang dynasty (c. 1600 – 1046 BCE), a method
of casting bronze using multiple ceramic molds was
invented, resulting in the production of extraordinary ritual
vessels intricately decorated in relief. This method, unique
in the ancient world, required time and precision, and
the control of the raw materials, labour, and technology

Egyptian Empire, was the peak of the region’s cultural and

was one of the prerogatives of the ruling Shang elite. Jade

political power. Casting off Hyksos rule, the Egyptians

carving was another innovation that artisans of the Shang

expanded south into Nubia, and waged wars with the

dynasty developed into a sophisticated art.

Hittites to keep the armies of the Levant from having
a chance to invade again. This era, also known as the
Ramesside period due to the number of pharaohs who
took the name Ramses, finally came to a close when costly

• A s the culture of the great Indus Valley civilization declined,
new languages and cultural orientations were introduced
into South Asia by people migrating from the northwest.

wars with Libyans, as well as a variety of natural disasters,

Settling in the Gangetic plain, the so-called Aryans

brought down the 20th Egyptian dynasty; the empire was

interacted with indigenous cultures, and their language,

then divided into areas controlled by the 21st dynasty and

Sanskrit, eventually dominated. Beginning around 1500

those controlled by the priesthood of Amun.

B.C., the Vedas, hymns in Sanskrit that comprise the

– Nefertiti (c. 1370 – c. 1330 BCE) was the wife and queen
to Pharaoh Amenhotep IV, who later changed his name

earliest Hindu writings, were composed. Settlements also
began to flourish in central and southern India.
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• The Lydian Empire (c. 1200 – 546 BCE) was a Bronze Age/
Iron Age civilization that existed in what is now western

remaining folk tales in Egyptian culture. The Egyptians

Turkey. Although the Lydians apocryphally invented

also made elaborate death masks from gold for their

coinage, very little about their culture was left after waves

ruling class.

of invasions by neighbours such as the Greeks, who also
provide much of their recorded history.
• Zoroaster (c. 1000 BCE?) was an Iranian religious
leader and philosopher who challenged the dominant
Indo-Iranian beliefs with his views of self-realisation of the
divine. Historians can find no concrete evidence of when or
where he was born, and can only date his existence by the
adoption of his writings; by 600 BCE Zoroastrianism was

constitute a military oath taken by soldiers, the earliest
known pledge of fealty.
• The Celts left behind much distinctive artwork, but nothing
quite as evocative as the ceremonial knives from this era.

Great People of the Age

the state religion of the Persian empire, and would go on to

Hammurabi (r. 1792 – 1750 BCE) was the Babylonian

greatly influence Christianity in philosophy and imagery.

monarch who instituted rule of law for the first time

The god-figure in Zoroastrianism, Ahura Mazda, is a

in Mesopotamia, known as the Code of Hammurabi.

human with a glowing crown and great eagle wings.

During his reign he built canals, roads and fortifications,

Key Inventions & Great Works
• The discovery of bronze metallurgy made for more
practical tools and weapons, but craftsmanship also
improved. This was the first era where functional metal
items had decorative elements. Ornamental designs on
helmets, swords, axes and armour became widespread.
Scale armor was introduced in the Middle East.
•T
 he Nebra Sky Disk is the most famous piece of art from

dramatically improving his empire and starting a historical
period that lasted for over 1000 years.
Tang (c. 1675 – 1646 BCE) was the first emperor of the
Shang Dynasty, having defeated the possibly mythical Xia
Dynasty in battle. He believed he had a Mandate of Heaven
to defeat the Xia emperor Jie, who was cruel to his subjects.
Cecrops I (c. 1500 BCE) was the legendary (and most
likely mythical) founder of the city of Athens. He was said

to have had a serpent’s tail instead of legs, and introduced

celestial symbology. Created around 1600 BCE, it is the

concepts such as marriage, literacy, and burial practices to

earliest surviving concrete depiction of the cosmos, and is

the Athenians.

thought to be a forgery when it was re-discovered.

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
tuvwxyz

•R
 ope was invented during this era. The further

Moses (c. 1500 BCE) was a mytho-historical prophet of
the Israelites. According to legend, despite being raised
by Egyptian royalty, he led the Israelites out of servitude

development of the wheel led to chariots. Sickle-shaped

in Egypt to the Levant and communed with God to bring

swords saw an emergence as well. Scissors were invented

the 10 foundational religious laws to the people. There is no

in Egypt, as was glass. Pottery advanced significantly,

archaeological evidence, however, that the Israelites were

becoming much more long-lasting.

•T
 he first coins were minted by the Phoenicians. Although

sS

the concept of currency had existed for some time, this was
the first use of metal disks to represent wealth.
• Homer’s Odyssey and Iliad are the enduring works of
literature from the era. They depict the apocryphal Trojan
War and the events that immediately follow it. Fictionalised
and grossly exaggerated history remains the preferred style
of recording events in text at this time.
•T
 he Book of the Dead was committed to papyrus in Egypt

T
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the era: a flat circle with a green patina inlaid with bronze

so advanced for the era it was created in that it was initially
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•T
 he Hittites, in the meantime, left behind two tablets that

ever in Egypt to begin with.
Hatshepsut (1507 – 1458 BCE) was the third
woman to act as pharaoh in the history of Egypt and the
first to do so with the full power of the position. To assure
her position, she was depicted as being strong and masculine,
and her chief priest declared that she was an incarnation
of a male god.
Sudas (c. 1400 BCE) was an Indo-Aryan tribal king of the
Bhāratas tribe. During the Battle of the Ten Kings, he led
the Tritsu clan to victory over the Puru confederation of ten
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the Tale of Two Brothers emerges as one of the oldest

during this period. A funerary text, it detailed not just

other Indo-Aryan clans. The event was notable enough to be

burial rituals but also depictions of the afterlife. Likewise,

included in the Rigveda.

Achilles (c. 1260 – 1180 BCE) was a legendary and possibly

mountain, and established a central power there to

mythical figure in the legendary and possibly mythical

oversee his empire.

Trojan Wars. He is known for having slain the Trojan
hero Hector outside the gates of Troy. His death is not
described in the Iliad, but subsequent legends state that he
was invulnerable except on his heel, where the hero Paris
ultimately injured him.

• I n c. 1000 BCE the Etruscans arrived in Italy, precursors
to the Roman dominance. They would war with Rome
after 753 BCE when that great city was founded. In 511
BCE, Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, last king of Rome, was
expelled from the city, and the Roman Republic rose up

David (c. 1000 BCE) is a mytho-historical figure who

two years later. Rome held strong, and reached for its

began as a humble shepherd, but rose to prominence after

Golden Age, but was sacked by the Gauls (early French) in

killing an enemy champion named Goliath. According

390 BCE.

to apocryphal sources, he eventually became king and

– Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, Tarquin the Proud, was

conquered Jerusalem, bringing the Ark of the Covenant into

said to be a ruthless murderer, orchestrating the

the city. He claimed to have met and spoken to many angels.

assassination of his wife and elder brother to take

Iron Age:

1000 – 400 BCE
• Beginning in c. 1000 BCE, and spanning until c. 500 BCE,
the Aryans settled in and across India, bringing with
them the concept of political elites, and the technology
of iron production. In 322 BCE, Chandragupta founded
the Mauryan Empire at Magadha. The Aryans brought
with them myths of winged creatures of fire from
above, the same myths that would also go west and
found Zoroastrianism and eventually find their way into
Christianity – only as the evil spirits.
• Between 900 and 400 BCE, the Olmec civilisation of
Central America shifted from its original site of San
Lorenzo to La Venta, due to uprisings or environmental
changes. The rise of La Venta enabled the Olmecs to keep
a grip on their culture, and raise their civilization to heights

the throne of Rome. His reign was so tyrannical
that it forced the Roman people to rise in revolution,
overthrowing the monarchy forever.
•A
 cross the Mediterranean in modern Tunisia, in 814 BCE,
the city of Carthage was founded by the Phoenicians – great
traders and shipwrights. The Phoenicians first invented the
writing system from which all modern European languages
descend. The Carthaginians would go on to rival the
Romans at their height.
– Queen Dido of Carthage, legendary founder of the
city, was said to have asked for only the land that could
be measured out by an oxhide. When the Berber king
Iarbas agreed, Dido went on to cut the oxhide into thin
strips, so she could encircle an enormous area of land.
• Following a period of instability, most of Egypt was brought
under the Kushite Kingdom of Nubia, in 744 BCE. This

of power and wealth. They lived in the tropical lowlands of

ushered in the 25th Dynasty in Egypt, which was a time of

south-central Mexico, laying the groundwork for the Mayan

reformation and reaffirming of Ancient Egyptian religious

and Aztec civilizations that followed (including sports and

tradition, architecture, and artistry, considered by many to

ritual sacrifice). They are most known in the modern era

be a renaissance. The dynasty reigned until 656 BCE, when

for the enormous stone heads they left behind, which some

the Assyrians invaded and defeated it.

claim have African features.
• In 771 BCE, the Zhou feudal order, the longest surviving
dynasty in Chinese history, collapsed, and with the
introduction of iron technology in c. 650 BCE, gave way
to the Warring States period. The introduction of iron and
the formalisation of the Chinese writing system during this
period represented significant cultural shifts that spread
across Asia and the Near East, changing the world forever.
– Emperor Jimmu, crowned as first emperor of Japan
in 660 BCE, is a semi-mythic figure. He was said to

– K ing Piye, the conquering Kushite king, was a master
of watching and waiting for the right time to strike. Due
to his diligence, he was able to seize control of Egypt
from the hands of disorganised and squabbling petty
rulers. Piye re-established the veneration of Amun,
the god of the Sun, and spent his reign rebuilding
the temples of Egypt. For this, his subjects seemed to
have welcomed his rule in stabilising the region, and
returning their religion.
• The Greeks, from c. 750 BCE, established settlements

be the descendant of the sun goddess Amaterasu

along the coast of the Middle East and northern Africa.

and the storm god Susano-o. He launched a military

When they weren’t overthrowing their own tyrants, and

campaign, capturing Yamato and climbing a Nara

establishing democracy in Athens, they were butting
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heads with the massive, cosmopolitan, and multicultural
Achaemenid Empire from Persia. For three generations,

the keel was developed in Europe and the Middle East,

under Cyrus the Great, Darius, and eventually Xerxes, an

which was foundational for the addition of tall masts and

intense rivalry formed. In three separate battles, Marathon

sails to boats. The rudder was invented in China, along

(490 BCE), Salamis (480 BCE), and Plataea (479 BCE),

with galley oars.

the Persians attempted to take the Greek mainland, but
were rebuffed each time. Eventually, Alexander the
Great, a Macedonian king, conquered Persia and much
of the known world at the time, before dying in 323 BCE,
scattering his young empire.
– Cleisthenes, the ‘father of Athenian democracy’, was a
lawgiver and reformer, instrumental in the foundations
of Athens. In 510 BCE, he was able to rally support for
a middle class-backed democratic revolution against his
once-allies, the Spartans under King Cleomenes I, who
had helped free his people from a tyrant.
– Herodotus, the ‘father of history’, was a writer who
lived during and after the Greco-Persian Wars,
and who wrote his Histories, the first known compiled
history. Herodotus journeyed across Greece and
the Persian Empire, interviewing eye-witnesses and
recording their stories.
• The Persians saw a huge growth in power after the fall
of the Assyrians and Urartu in the Middle East, most
notably when the Medes (an early and central tribe of
the Achaemenid Empire) sacked Nineveh, capital of the

• Cast iron was developed in China, although it would take
some time for the rest of the world to catch up. The Chinese
also developed the first catapult and the crossbow.
• Peat bogs were cut apart for the first time to provide fuel in
areas with insufficient timber.
• The first collections of poetry (in contrast to the primarily
functional or historical fiction of previous eras) are
published in China.
• The Torah and other books of the Old Testament were
written. Likewise, the Tao Te Ching (the fundamental text
of Taoism) was written by Lao Tzu in China.
• Aesop’s Fables were created, and became some of the oldest
commonly retold folktales in Europe.
• The Parthenon Sculptures depicting the whole of Greek
mythology have stood the test of time as paragons of
classical Greek art, although the world has forgotten that
they were brightly painted in their time.
• The Greeks developed drama into an extremely symbolic

Assyrians in 612 BCE. This was followed by the capture

and layered form and made it central to their culture

of Babylon in 539 BCE by Cyrus the Great, founder of the

and values, developing key concepts of tragedy, comedy

Persian Empire. His successor, Darius I, would go on to rule

and ongoing melodrama. Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex was first

an empire from the Nile in Egypt to the Indus Valley.

performed in 429 BCE and is still performed today.

– Cyrus the Great was the founder of the Achaemenid
Empire, and was responsible for installing the satraps

Great People of the Age

of his administration. Under Cyrus and the system

Thales of Miletus (624 – 548 BCE) was arguably the first

of satrapy, integrated kingdoms in the Achaemenid

Greek philosopher, and almost certainly the first to pursue

Empire were given incredible amounts of autonomy

scientific philosophy. The scientific method as it exists can be

concerning their own governance, religion, culture, and

traced back to the teachings of Thales.

language. Due to the wisdom of Cyrus and his policies,
he was able to establish one of the largest empires the
world has ever seen.

Key Inventions & Great Works
• The discovery of iron was the greatest invention of this
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• There were also major breakthroughs in naval technology:

Artemisia I of Caria (c. fifth century BCE) was queen of
Halicarnassus, a Greek city-state loyal to the Achaemenid
Empire, who led a fleet of ships against the Greek mainland.
She was well regarded in her day and since for her skill
at command.

time period. It led to improved tools such as ploughs, which

Lao Tzu (c. 571 – 471 BCE) is most famous as the author of

provided a significant boost to agriculture. Iron was also

the Tao Te Ching and the founder of Taoism. Through his

used to make improved weapons and some armor; iron was

teachings, readers were urged to humbly work in concert

capable of holding an edge without being significantly more

with natural forces, and to practice we wei (‘non-action’: not

brittle than bronze.

forcing things).

Confucius (551 – 479 BCE) was a Chinese teacher,

• The Toltecs were a legendary Mesoamerican civilization

politician, and philosopher. Founded Confucianism which

that predated the Aztecs and in many ways were a proto-

emphasised personal and governmental morality and justice;

Aztec culture. Unfortunately, most knowledge of the Toltecs

he also authored many of the classical Chinese texts which

comes through Aztec scholarship, which may or may not

remain relevant today.

be factual. Whether the Toltecs existed at all is a matter of

Sun Tzu (544 – 496 BCE) was a Chinese general, military
strategist, writer, and philosopher. Credited as the author of

scholarly debate, but the Aztecs certainly believed in their
existence.

The Art of War, a widely influential work of military strategy

•T
 he Kingdom of Aksum thrived between the years of 100

that has affected both Western and East Asian philosophy

to 940 CE in what is now Ethiopia. It was considered a

and military thinking.

major world power for much of this time, and served as an

Tahm-Rayiš ‘Tomyris’ (c. 530 BCE) was the Great
Queen of the Massagetae (Central Asia) and slayer of
Cyrus the Great for his treachery in getting her people
drunk and killing them. Quoted as saying ‘I warned you
that I would quench your thirst for blood, and so I shall’
after she beheaded him, before stuffing his head into a
wineskin filled with blood.
Euclid (mid-fourth century – mid-third century BCE) was a
Greek mathematician, considered the ‘father of geometry’. His
Elements remained the most influential work on mathematics
from its publication until the early 20th century.
Socrates (c. 470 – 399 BCE) is hugely influential as one
of the founders of Western philosophy, despite having no
known writings. He was such a convincing orator that he
was put on trial and was ultimately executed (by poison) for
corrupting the minds of the youth and failing to believe in

important trade conduit between the Roman Empire and
the Indian kingdoms of South Asia. Legend holds that it
is the final resting place for the Ark of the Covenant, and
perhaps was the inspiration for the Kingdom of Prester
John, which would later transform into the myth of King
Solomon’s Mines.
– Ezana of Aksum was the first Aksumite ruler to
embrace Christianity, and led an invasion of the
Kingdom of Kush, eventually capturing its capital
of Meroë. He was later canonised as a saint in the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Later the Templars would
raid these Christian cities and steal their valuable relics.
• The Kingdom of Kush was established in ancient Nubia
after the Late Bronze Age collapse of the New Kingdom of
Egypt. In the 8th century BCE, the Kushites invaded Egypt
and installed themselves as the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty, but
were expelled a century later by the Assyrians. The seat

the state religion.

of Kushite power in Meroë was eventually captured and

Hippocrates (c. 460 – c.3 70 BCE) was a Greek

the Kingdom of Kush persisted until the fourth century CE,

physician, considered the ‘father of medicine’. Founded
the Hippocratic School of Medicine which revolutionised
medicine as a profession.

Classical Antiquity:

400 BCE – 400 CE

• The city of Palmyra (in what is now Syria) is mentioned
in documents from the second millennia BCE, and
archaeological artefacts going back even further (to the
Neolithic period) have been found on the site. The city itself

burnt to the ground by the Kingdom of Aksum, although
when it gradually disintegrated due to internal rebellion,
leaving three Christianised kingdoms in its place.
– A manirenas (40 BCE – 10 CE) was a warrior queen of
the Kush, who fought alongside her son and husband
against the Roman Empire. Although she lost an
eye in battle, she continued fighting and developed
a reputation for being merciless (including feeding
captives to her pet lion). Ultimately, she reached an
accord with the Romans, leading to 400 years of peace.

changed hands many times before being absorbed by the

• Between 264 – 241 BCE, 218 – 201 BCE, and 149 – 146

Roman Empire sometime in the first century CE, when it

BCE, the three Punic Wars were fought. The two major

became a colony along the emerging Silk Road.

sides in the conflict were the Roman and Carthaginian

– Odenathus (263 – 267 CE) elevated the city of Palmyra

Empires, who were sworn enemies. During the three wars,

and the surrounding region (the Palmyrene Kingdom)

both Rome and Carthage suffered significant blows, with

to a position of power in the Middle East by remaining

Carthage ultimately losing the conflict. Carthage was

loyal to the Roman Empire after the capture of its

sacked and burned to the ground, in an act that historians

Emperor Valerian and waging a hugely successful

widely regard as one of the most significant turning points

military campaign against the Persians.

in the history of Europe and the Mediterranean.
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– Hannibal, a mercenary general in the service of
Carthage, led an attack on Roman-controlled Italy

Nanda with the scattered satrapies left over after Alexander

by crossing the Alps during winter – a feat thought

the Great died, reached its height in the mid-third

impossible. This seizing of the initiative took the

century BCE. The empire established a single financial

Romans by surprise, and started the Second Punic War.

system throughout its borders, and reigned over a strong

• In c. 250 BCE, the Mayan civilisation of Central America
entered its Classic period, which would last until 900
CE and has been likened to the Italian Renaissance or
Classical Greek period in terms of political, economic,
and social growth. During this period, the Maya became
one of the most powerful and influential cultures in the
Americas, with massive cities that rivalled Rome in terms

agricultural and economical golden age for India.
– A shoka, emperor between 268 – 232 BCE, saw such
destruction and terror during the Kalinga War that
he converted to Buddhism and inspired its spread
throughout India and beyond. His Lion Capital, a
column with four lions at its head, remains the symbol
of India today.

Key Inventions & Great Works

tallest in the Americas until the 1930s.

• Gears, canal locks and blast furnaces were first used in this era.

While backed by foreign powers, Yax Nuun Ahiin I
built Tikal into the largest and most powerful of the
Mayan city-states, which would go on to define the
Mayan culture for centuries.
• A fter three centuries of war, in 221 BCE, six of the seven
warring states of China were unified under the Qin
Dynasty. While brief, spanning only two emperors, this
dynasty established what it meant to be culturally Chinese,
as opposed to a member of a warring state, all the way into
the 20th century. It also finished great works such as the
Great Wall of China and the Terracotta Army that stand to
this day. Eventually the Qin Dynasty gave way to the Han
Dynasty, which ruled China until the third century CE.
– Emperor Shi Huangdi unified the warring states of
China and established the Imperial system, which
paved the way for the centralisation of Imperial rule
and the staggeringly large bureaucracy that made the
empire so successful.
• Throughout the Eurasian Steppe, the Xiongnu, a
confederation of nomadic tribes, established an empire that
reigned and challenged Han China for centuries. Their
power and organisation would go on to be mirrored by later
empires throughout the centuries.
– Modu Chanyu founded the Xiongnu Empire with the

•T
 he Archimedes screw used for raising water for irrigation
purposes was developed during this era by the inventor of
the same name.
• Paper was invented in China, followed shortly by woodblock
printing; they also invented the wheelbarrow. Meanwhile,
glass-blowing was invented in Lebanon, and the Hellenistic
Greeks invented the Astrolabe.
•S
 imple steam turbines and cranks with connecting rods
appeared in Asia Minor.
•S
 tirrups, first developed in China, allowed for greater
control over horses while riding, as well as enabling
horse archery.
•T
 he works of Plato were published for the first time,
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of population, and structures that would be the largest and
– Yax Nuun Ahiin I was installed after a rival city directly
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•T
 he Maurya Empire in India, which unified the regions of

establishing one of the foundational elements of science
and philosophy.

• The Mahabharata and Ramayana were both written in India.
The first details the dramatic struggles of two groups
during the Kurukshetra War, while the other describes the
epic rescue of a princess from the hands of demonic forces.
Together, they form the Hindu Itihasa.

•A
 dditional portions of the Old Testament, such as the Book
of Daniel, were written during this era.
•T
 he works of Cicero endure as examples of historical and

execution of his own father. With his empire established,

philosophical prose; his writing style was so influential that

he led massive cavalry raids into China, forcing the

Roman writing was said to all be a reaction or critique of

Han Chinese to drastically alter the political landscape

his works for the next several centuries. Ovid, Virgil and

of Asia as they scrambled to build alliances in the face

Horace followed his tradition, and became the pillars of

of the threat.

all Roman, and subsequently European, literature.

• Boethius not only created his own works of Christian

of land and wealth from the wealthy to poor and disabled

philosophy, but translated works from antiquity from

veterans. They were both assassinated at different times for

Greek, allowing the ideas of Aristotle, among others,

their campaigns against the upper class.

to find a new audience.
• The canon of Greek mythology was formalised, remaining

Julius Caesar (100 – 44 BCE) was a general in the Roman
legions. Deemed too politically powerful by his rivals, he

an element of oral and written history for the next two

was ordered to step down from his position, but instead

thousand years.

returned to Rome to begin a lengthy civil war. After his

• A lthough silk production in China may have dated all
the way back to the Neolithic Era, it was during this time
that silk embroidery was developed. It has remained a
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decorative technique that hasn’t changed significantly since
that time.

Great People of the Age

victory, he established the groundwork for the transition
from the Roman Republic to the Roman Empire, although
he himself was never crowned Emperor – his adopted son
Augustus was.
Jing Fang (78 – 37 BCE) was a Chinese thinker who is
most well known for codifying musical measurement in
Chinese classical music, but who also developed a practice

Shang Yang (390 – 338 BCE) was a chief advisor and legal

for accurately predicting solar and lunar eclipses. He was

reformist for the Qin Dynasty. His policies enabled the quick

publicly beheaded by the Emperor for making allegedly false

rise and powerful victories of the dynasty, as well as the

accusations against a government official.

military state and meritocracy that enabled it to prosper at
an uncertain time.

Agrippina the Younger (15 – 59 CE) was the
granddaughter of Augustus, great-niece of Tiberius, sister of

Chanakya (371 – 283 BCE) was an advisor and teacher

Caligula, niece and wife of Claudius, and mother of Nero.

to the first and second Maurya Emperors. He was a clever

Denied her ambitions due to being a woman, Agrippina

philosopher and economist, and is regarded as the founder of

the Younger left a swath of seduction, intrigue, and murder

political science in Asia with his treatise Arthashastra.
Archimedes of Syracuse (c. 287 – c. 212 BCE) was a

through the early Roman Empire before being killed on the
orders of her own son.

Greek thinker and scientist, known for his breakthroughs in

Boudica (c. 40 – c. 61 CE) was queen of the British Celtic

math and physics, but also for his contributions to ancient

Iceni tribe who led an uprising against the Roman forces

warfare and military techniques. He is believed to have

who were occupying Britain. Despite the rebellion being

invented the catapult, and some have claimed he had the

ultimately unsuccessful, she remains a folk hero and a

ability to harness the sun to light Roman ships on fire. He

symbol of resistance against overwhelming odds.

T
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was killed during a siege because he refused to abandon an
unfinished mathematical equation.

Ptolemy (c. 100 – c. 170 CE) was a Greco-Roman
mathematician, astronomer, geographer, and music

Liu Bang (256 – 195 BCE), though born a peasant, led a

theorist. He created the Almagest, a kind of a model for

rebellion from Han China when Emperor Shi Huangdi died.

astronomy still in use today, although he got many of

His rebellion was successful and he went on to be declared

his conclusions wrong. He charted stars and derived a

Emperor Gaozu, and installed a regime that held power for

mathematical model for various astronomical cycles,

over 400 years.

notably the motion of the planets.

Siyaj K’ak’ (c. 250 BCE), named Fire is Born, was a

Zenobia (c. 240 – c. 274 CE) was queen of the Syria-based

Teotihuacano general who led assaults on several Mayan

Palmyra, who seized most of the Roman East, from Ancyra

city-states including Tikal, Uaxactun and Copan. His

to Southern Egypt. Whilst originally beholden to Rome, she

attacks led to the installation of many new and successful

eventually succeeded and declared herself Empress of an

rulers, boosting the power of Teotihuacan.

independent Palmyrene Empire.

Tiberius & Gaius Gracchus (c. 169 – 133 BCE & 154

Constantine the Great (272 – 337 CE) was the Roman

– 121 BCE) were two Roman brothers who each served as

Emperor who began the transition from a single Empire into

Tribune in Rome. These politicians ran successful populist

the Eastern and Western branches, as well as being the first

and reformist campaigns which saw significant redistribution

Emperor to convert to Christianity (albeit on his deathbed).
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While the appellation ‘Great’ was added by Christians, his

had the rightful claim to Rome’s blessing. Europe would

military victories over the Franks and other European tribes

be rocked with wars over the Papal states because of the

might well have earned the title as well.

religious power that came from installing the pope.

Early Middle Ages:

400 – 800 CE

• The origin of Buddhism can be traced back to a historical
figure, Siddhārtha Gautama, who was a member of the
kshatriya ruling class in India. After living a sheltered life,

Roman Empire, now called the Byzantine Empire, was
resurgent. From their capital in Constantinople (now
Istanbul), the Greek-influenced Byzantines began a
reconquest of holdings and learning that were lost following
the collapse of the Empire in Rome. While the Byzantines

Gautama ventured out in the world and witnessed great

were the predominant superpower in the area, their

suffering. Ruminating on the cause of suffering, he fasted,

influence gradually waned with the rise of Islam, which

and ultimately reached a conclusion that desire is the

spread rapidly across eastern Asia.

root cause. The philosophy of Buddhism spread through

– Justinian & Theodora (527 CE – 565 CE) were perhaps

India quickly, melding with existing Hindu mythology to

the most well-known rulers of the Byzantine Empire.

some extent. It further spread into China during the Han

Justinian I led the push to reclaim territories and

dynasty (206 BCE – 220 CE), and later Japan. Somewhere

treasures lost in the West. His wife Theodora was the

along the line, Buddhism broke into two general traditions:
Theravada (found in Sri Lanka and South-east Asia), and
Mahayana (found in Tibet, China, and Japan).
• The exact date that the Western Roman Empire went into
decline is widely debated, but the reasons for the gradual
disintegration are generally accepted to be economic;

daughter of a bear-trainer, and an actress of some
renown. She is notable for her role in quelling the Nika
riots, and for her desire to reconcile the competing
Christian factions of the empire.

Key Inventions & Great Works
•T
 he horse collar, first developed in China, allowed farmers

religious; and due to internal pressure from barbarians

to harness the power of a horse to plough a field rather than

establishing themselves within Roman borders. The final

do the work themselves. A few centuries later, the Chinese

blow is usually considered to be the moment that the

also created the first paper money and invented porcelain.

Goth Odoacer took control of Italy, but even that is

One of the most enduring inventions, gunpowder, was

a matter for discussion.
– F lavius Odoacer was a barbarian who became the
first King of Italy following the defeat of Romulus
Augustulus (often described as the ‘last Roman
Emperor’), who was 16 at the time. Odoacer presented
himself as a client of the Eastern Roman Empire,
although he actually maintained control over the Italian
peninsula. He was the first of a series of barbarian
rulers who became ‘Romanised’ and led to the culture
of medieval Europe.
• Rome emerged as the Holy Roman Empire, which had only
a religious hold on the rest of Europe where new nationstates were arising from Celtic, Gothic, and Slavic tribes.
The empire of the Franks arose as the largest in 481 CE.
One of its dynasties included the Merovingians, who were
conquered by Charlemagne, founding the Carolingian
line; Charlemagne was crowned the Holy Roman Emperor
by the Anti-Pope. Resistance to the Carolingian powers
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•A
 s the Western Roman Empire crumbled, the Eastern

accidentally discovered in the same region during this era,
although it took several more centuries to develop it into a
usable weapon.
•T
 he Art of War by Sun Tzu is one of the definitive books of
strategy and tactics, and has endured to the present time.
•T
 he spinning wheel, developed in India, allowed for
finer textiles; the windmill was created to harness the
winds of Persia.
•T
 he Byzantines developed a substance like napalm that
continued to burn even when deprived of oxygen. They
called it Greek fire. The recipe was lost when the Byzantine
Empire collapsed.
•O
 ne Thousand & One Nights is remembered as the most
enduring and influential works of fiction from the Islamic
Golden Age, although it would be another thousand years
before it was translated out of Arabic.
• In the Americas, the Mayan codices were created, detailing

included the circulation of myths that the Merovingian

the known academic works of that civilisation. Although

kings were direct descendants of Jesus Christ, and thus

many, or even most, of the codices were destroyed by

Spanish invaders, some survived to the modern era.

China. Urged on by his son Taizong, Gaozu – a governor at

Indigenous North American nations in the northeast,

the time – rose in rebellion to the Sui Dynasty. After a short

northern plains, and sub-arctic Canada developed

rule by a puppet emperor, Gaozu took command himself.

porcupine quillwork, which was the dominant decorative

His successor, Taizong, is regarded as one of the greatest

weaving before the introduction of beads.

Chinese emperors, reigning during a Golden Age.

• In 731, the monk known as The Venerable Bede wrote the

Abu Bakr (573 – 634 CE) was the father-in-law of the

first English history in what were the foundations of the

prophet Muhammad as well as one of his closest companions

English language, although Old English existed for almost

and followers. He was present for the early struggles of

two centuries prior.

Islam, and became the first Caliph (inheriting religious and

Great People of the Age
Hypatia (c. 350 – 415 CE) was the earliest documented
female mathematician. She was murdered either for political

political leadership when the prophet died), and the only
Caliph in history who refunded the amount of money he had
drawn from the treasury as an allowance during his reign.

or religious reasons (she was both politically influential and

Harshavardhana (c. 590 – 647 CE) was a north Indian

a pagan). Her legacy has grown since her death, and she was

emperor who opened diplomatic relations with China and

considered a vital part of the neo-Hellenistic world by the

heralded a cosmopolitan age of innovation, arts, religion and

19th century.

social progress. His empire reached over a million square

Alaric the Goth (370 – 410 CE) was king of the
Visigoths, and was ambushed by another Gothic tribe
while negotiating with the Roman Emperor Honorius.
Believing it was a set-up, he attacked Rome and ultimately
sacked the city.
Chandragupta II (c. 400 CE) was an emperor of the
Gupta Empire of northern India. He continued the
expansion of the empire established by his forebears, ruling
over a domain that ranged from the Indus River to the
Bengal region, and from the Himalayan foothills to the
Narmada River in the south. The legendary Vikramaditya
is thought to have been modeled on his reign.
Attila the Hun (406 – 453 CE) led a barbarian invasion

kilometres. When a visiting Tang diplomat discovered
Harsha had died, he immediately attacked the royal guard.
He was driven off, but returned with an army from Tibet,
sacked the kingdom and took valuable Buddhist relics back
to China.
Ali ibn Abi Talib (601 – 661 CE) was a cousin and
son-in-law to the prophet Muhammad. He was named
Muhammad’s successor shortly before the prophet’s
death, but succession went to Abu Bakr instead, causing
factionalism in the new religion. Although he did become
the fourth Caliph, the disagreement over rightful succession
became the basis for the split between Shia and Sunni
traditions of Islam.

from Central Asia that dominated Europe during his

Wu Zetian (624 – 705 CE) was arguably the only female

lifetime, attacking both the Eastern and Western Roman

emperor in Chinese history (the daughter of Emperor

Empires. He was on the verge of sacking Rome itself when

Xiaoming was presented as a boy, but the deception was

the pope dissuaded him.

quickly discovered). She began as a concubine to Emperor

Khosrow I Anushiruwān (501 – 579 CE) was the
King of Kings (Shahanshah) of the Sasanian Empire in
modern day Iran, who laid the foundations of many cities
and palaces, oversaw the repair of critical trade routes,
and successfully defended his lands from the voracious
Roman-Byzantine Empire.

Gaozu, but married his son Taizong, and ruled in his stead
after he suffered a debilitating stroke.

The Age of Religion:
800 – 1200 CE

• Islam was established by the prophet Muhammad, who
received messages from the angel Gabriel. Gradually

Emperor Gaozu (566 – 635 CE) and Emperor Taizong

increasing his adherents, Muhammad and his followers

(598 – 649 CE) were the co-founders of the Tang Dynasty in

were forced to leave their homes in Mecca and settle in the
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city of Medina, but were eventually able to return and take

thereafter (888 CE), leaving behind no clear heir and a

the city of Mecca by force (although there was little actual

chaotic mess of factions competing for the throne. The

violence). Following his death in 632 CE, his followers

Vikings also left their mark on the British Isles, killing

created caliphates to divide up the Muslim world. Islam was

the first Irish King Boru in 1014 CE; conquering much of

a proselytising religion, and was spread by missionaries and
merchants alike along the Silk Road and through the transSaharan trade routes. When the Ottoman Turks adopted
Islam, its expansion was even more rapid.
– Umar ibn al-Khattab was a companion of Muhammad,

the Americas.
•T
 he First Crusade began as Pope Urban II attempted
to unify otherwise disparate and warring Christian

who became one of the most influential caliphs after the

kingdoms by charging them with retaking Jerusalem and its

prophet’s death. The Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem,

surrounding territory from the Muslim rulers who occupied

Sophronius, handed over the city to Umar personally.

it. The first to respond to the call were the common folk,

After seizing control, Umar removed the ban on Jews
that the previous Christian rulers had established.
• The Songhai Empire dominated the interior of Western
Africa south of the Sahara. The cities of Gao and Timbuktu
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followed by the armies rallied by the Christian rulers. It

was a bloody campaign, beginning in 1095 CE and ending
four years later, but ultimately the Christian armies were
successful in establishing the so-called Crusader Kingdoms

prosperity, largely due to Songhai being a necessary stop

in the Middle East. Three major crusades followed as well

on the trans-Saharan trade route. The success of Songhai

as several smaller ones.
– The Order of Knights of the Hospital of Saint John

conquered and held the capital of Gao for around one

of Jerusalem arose in 1023 CE as a religious order

hundred years until cracks began to form in the Mali

dedicated to John the Baptist and to provide care for

expanded.
– Muhammad Ture ‘Askia’, also known as Askia the
Great, challenged the newly throned Sunni Baru on
the grounds of religion and essentially led a military
coup. Under Askia, Islam became an integral part of
the empire, which also increased trade with Europe
and Asia.
• The Silk Road ran from the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic,
and between the Islamic caliphates and China sat the
Khazar khaganates. Their heritage was mostly Turkish
but they contained a great mix of races and religions,

sick, poor or injured pilgrims coming to the Holy Land.
After the successful conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 CE,
the Hospitallers became a military order, charged with
the care and defence of the Holy Land and its religious
treasures.
• Japan entered a golden age known as the Heian period (794
– 1185 CE). Heian means peace, and the three centuries
of peace were a time of great art and cultural excellence,
especially in poetry and literature. The capital moved
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Empire itself, during which time Songhai re-emerged and

to Kyoto (then Heian-kyo) and great palaces were built.
The peace was manufactured by the shadowy dealings

including Judaism, Christianity and their own unique

of the Fujiwara clan, who worked to ensure almost all the

religion known as Tengrism. The khaganate was later

Emperors of the period were born to Fujiwara mothers.

swallowed up by the Mongols and then colonised by

– The noblewoman Murasaki Shikibu wrote The Tale

the Rus tribes to form the basis for the Russian empire.

of Genji, arguably the world’s first novel and certainly

Contemporary texts describe the ‘Mother of the Khagan’,

the world’s first psychological novel. It deals with the

a warrior queen called Parsbit or Prisbit, who expanded

romantic and dramatic life of the son of an Emperor

the empire greatly around c. 730 CE.

who is disinherited and lives as a commoner, learning

• Charles the Fat was crowned Holy Roman Emperor in
801 CE. He may or may not have suffered from epilepsy,
but either way could not protect his territory from Viking

T

who began a pilgrimage to the Holy Land themselves,

rivalled any settlements in Africa for size and economic

brought the attention of neighbouring Mali Empire, who
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eastern Britain; and sailing to Africa, Greenland and even

all the arts of Japanese custom to fit in. It was written
on fine rice paper in a folded concertina book that
would unfold in a labyrinthine way as the reader

incursions. Arnulf of Carinthia, the nephew of Charles

progressed. This, and its use of archaic style, slang and

the Fat, took advantage of the insecurity of the people and

unique poetic forms, meant it was not translated into

the unpopularity of Charles to foment rebellion. Charles

modern Japanese until the 20th century, and remains

fled rather than fight the insurrection, and died shortly

difficult to read.

Key Inventions & Great Works

Great People of the Age

• I n mathematics, the concept of numerical zero was

Fatima al-Fihri (c. 800 – c. 880 CE) was the daughter of a

conceived of in India and algebra was created in Syria.
The first universities were created in Morocco.
•T
 he Bessemer Process for turning iron into steel, only
perfected in the west during the 19th century, has its
roots in this era.
• The earliest reference to a magnetic compass dates back
to this time.
•T
 he Vikings invented skiing, although it may have
existed earlier.
• I n naval architecture, the dry dock was perfected in China.

poor merchant, who built the Al-Qarawiyyin mosque
in Fez, Morocco. Upon its completion, she turned it into
a library and university that still runs to this day, making
it the oldest and longest-standing still-operating
educational institution.
Leif Erikson (c. 970 – c. 1020 CE) was an Icelandic
explorer who was the first European to arrive in the
Americas, establishing the short-lived colony of Vinland
in what is now Canada. His father, Erik the Red, had
previously discovered Greenland.
Aetheflaed (c. 870 – 918 CE) was the daughter of Alfred
the Great, arguably the first English king. Ruling alongside

They also changed from woodblock printing to movable

her husband Aethelred, they rallied resistance to the Vikings.

type, something that Europe wouldn’t have for a few

After her husband’s death she became the first English queen

hundred years.

and had vast military success, including bloodless victories

• Beowulf is the oldest surviving Old English epic poem,
depicting the intervention of a Danish heroic figure in the
depredations of a monster in a Scandinavian community.
It was collated somewhere around 975 CE.
• Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam (the ‘Astronomer-Poet of Persia’)
was created, although it wouldn’t be translated out of
Persian and made famous outside of the Middle East for
another 800 years.
•T
 he first depictions of King Arthur appeared in print,
although it was undoubtedly derived from earlier Welsh and
Breton oral traditions. The Mabinogion was the first attempt

as she was viewed as a saviour.
Avicenna ( c. 980 – 1037 CE) was a Persian polymath, one
of the most significant physicians, astronomers, thinkers
and writers of the Islamic Golden Age, whose medical texts
would be used up until 1650.
Samuel ibn Naghrillah (993 – 1056 CE), sometimes
called the Prince of the Jews, was a highly influential poet,
merchant, soldier and Talmudic scholar living in Islamic
Spain. Despite relatively humble beginnings, he was given
the job of a tax collector, then a secretary, and finally an
assistant vizier of state to the Berber king Habbus alMuzaffar.

to catalog the history of Britain, although, like many early

ʻAhoʻeitu (c. 1000 CE) was the first king of the Tonga

histories, it was laced with supernatural accounts and folk

people, and in Polynesian oral history was also a demi-god.

tales. The Book of Kells, an illuminated Latin manuscript

His name has been reused for several centuries for royal

combining the four gospels of the New Testament with

descendants.

extensive illustration, was written at a monastery in

Matilda of Tuscany (1046 – 1115 CE) was arguably

Great Britain as well.
•T
 he Māori and other Polynesian groups gradually evolved
the iconography of the tiki, which was reflected in masks,
carved statues, and hei-tiki: ornamental pendants made of
green stone.
•W
 hile religious portraiture was always a part of Orthodox
Christianity, the Russian interpretation of icons after their

the most important figure of the Italian Middle Ages,
controlling the fate of kings and popes with her political and
military acumen. When she was born, she was nicknamed
‘Matilda of the Light’, and she would be eventually crowned
Imperial Vicar and Vice-Queen of Italy, an almost
equivalent of the pope. Legend says she founded over 100
churches. She weakened the power of King Henry IV by
accusing him of conducting satanic masses.

conversion in the 10th century began to shift and change

Peter the Hermit & Walter the Penniless (c. 1050

almost immediately. Although they began with a common

– 1096 and 1115 CE, respectively) were the leaders of the

tradition, Russian icons are unique and distinctive.

Peasant Crusade. Leaving well before the main army of
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knights and their followers, they both led their pilgrims

began a Reconquista to remove the Muslim presence

through the Holy Roman Empire and other Eastern

from the Iberian peninsula entirely. They were gradually

European countries on the way to Constantinople, often

joined by other Christian states, and the Moors (the

looting and plundering on their way. Peter was said to have

Spanish-North African Muslims) were driven from central

been commanded by a sacred goose. Walter and Peter
joined forces at Constantinople, where Alexius I Comnenus
provided transport across the Bosporus. Despite warnings,
they engaged the Turks at once and were cut to pieces. Peter
survived and returned to Constantinople, but Walter was
killed, allegedly pierced by seven arrows.

(and Jews as well) were forced to leave Spain, convert to
Catholicism, or be killed. This would eventually lead to
the Spanish Inquisition being established. It operated to

mystic who was also part of the First Crusade. He claimed

not abolished officially until 1834 CE. Thousands were

Saint Andrew appeared to him in several visions instructing

executed, but modern historians now believe its cruelty and

him where to find the Holy Lance that had pierced Christ’s

authoritarian nature were overstated by contemporaries.
•T
 he Manden Kurufaba (or Mali Empire) was a West

still doubted its providence. Bartholomew agreed to a test of

African civilization that thrived between 1235 CE and

fire, walking through a burning passage where he claimed

1400 CE. It capitalised on both the mining of gold and

he was unharmed by holding the lance.

the advantageous location along the trans-Saharan trade

Yue Fei (1103 – 1142 CE) is one of China’s most celebrated
generals and remains a symbol of loyalty. Legend has it that
his mother tattooed the words ‘serve the country loyally’ on
his back in order to resolve his dilemma of whether to honor
the virtue of loyalty, by joining the defence of the country by
invaders from the north, or the virtue of filial piety by taking
care of her.

routes to become one of the wealthiest nations in the world.
It successfully invaded and occupied the neighbouring
Songhai Empire, before beginning to disintegrate due to
internal pressure, weak leaders and disunity. Eventually, the
tables were turned, and it lost much of their territory to the
Songhai before collapsing entirely.
•U
 rbino was one of many city-states in Italy during this

Marie of France (c. 1160 – c. 1215 CE) was a poet known

time period. It was a walled city in the Marche region, and

as the first French author. Little is known of her true identity

was notable for its profound contributions to Renaissance

except that she spoke dozens of languages and was widely

culture. Its most famous son was the great painter Raphael,

travelled. She translated Aesop’s Fables into French and

whose depictions of tiny angels, also known as putti, remain

added hundreds of her own, and her romantic literature

an iconic image of angels in popular culture today. In the

invented the chivalric ideal. Moreover, by centring her

16th century, Urbino became known as a place of scandal

stories on women seeking emotional and sexual fulfilment,
she defied the church’s ideas of virginal and married love
and was a proto-feminist.
Genghis Khan (1162 – 1227 CE) was the founder and first

and murder, and one particular royal crime became the
subject of John Webster’s 1612 CE satire of false goodness,
The White Devil.
– Federico da Montefeltro (1422 – 1482 CE) was a famous

Great Khan of the Mongol Empire, which began by uniting

humanist and patron of intellectuals in Urbino. He

the various nomadic tribes in the north. Shortly after his

commissioned the construction of the largest library in

death the Mongol Empire became the largest contiguous

Italy after the Vatican’s. After his death, the library was

empire in history, so expansive that it was able to control the

broken up and most of the books vanished.
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was eventually defeated in 1492. The remaining Moors

various extremes for the next three hundred years, and was

would later be carried in front of Crusader armies, but many

Ss

continued for three more centuries in southern Iberia, but

Peter Bartholomew (??? – 1099 CE) was a soldier and

side. He led a dig in Antioch which uncovered a spear that

dM

Iberia by 1212 CE. The Moorish Kingdom of Granada

entire Silk Road.
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The High Middle Ages:

• The Mongols spread rapidly from their home on the
steppes, traveling south and west, reaching Eastern Europe

1200 – 1500 CE

by the 1240s. The destruction the Mongols inflicted was

• There had been a strong Muslim (formerly North African)

epic, making the rise of the Mongol Empire one of the

presence in Spain since 710 CE. In the 8th century,

bloodiest conflicts in human history. This may have been

however, the Christian Kingdom of Asturias in Spain

compounded by the diseases that the Mongols brought with

them, possibly including the bubonic plague. When the

expanded greatly and demanded all its tenant states provide

Mongols reached the Middle East, the westernmost branches

tribute to the empire, a sacrifice known as Inasi. Not unlike

of their empire converted to Islam, and then brought that

feudal Japan, this strong control kept the empire stable

religion with them back to South Asia as they doubled back,
generations later, to establish the Mughal Empire in India.
– Timur (1336 CE – 1405 CE), also called Tamerlane,
was a member of the Mongol horde in central Asia (he
was born in what is now Uzbekistan) who converted
to Islam upon arriving in the Middle East. Though he
considered himself a product of the steppes of Mongolia
and fashioned himself the heir to Genghis Khan’s
legacy, he had more in common with the Muslims

for centuries, but its expansion would eventually lead to
pushback from the Samoans.
– T he Nagarakretagama, penned in 1365, is a gigantic
eulogy written to the Javanese Emperor Hayam Wuruk,
written on hundreds of narrow palm leaf boards. It
describes courtly life at the time and also suggests that
the construction of the Majapahit Empire is a gigantic
mandala, a Hinduistic representation of the heavens
and the Earth.

of the Arabian peninsula. The Timurid Empire was

Key Inventions & Great Works

remarkably successful, defeating Egypt, Syria, the

•R
 ockets, cannons, landmines, naval mines, naval artillery,

Ottoman Turks, and the Delhi Sultanate before

bombs and the first firearms were all invented in China

crumbling upon his death. Timur is often considered as

and its surrounding areas during this time. These ideas all

great a strategist and conqueror as Alexander the Great.

gradually drifted into Europe and the Middle East by way

• The Triple Alliance (also called the Aztec Empire)
consisted primarily of three Nahua city-states: Tenochtitlan,
Texcoco, and Tlacopan. Despite the initial conception of

of the Silk Road.
• I talians invented the eyeglasses for corrective vision.
•E
 uropeans invented the moveable type printing press

the empire as an alliance of three self-governed city-states,

during this era, although the Chinese beat them to it by

Tenochtitlan quickly became dominant militarily. These

hundreds of years.

three city-states ruled the area in and around the Valley
of Mexico from 1428 CE until the combined forces of
the Spanish conquistadors and their native allies (angry
at increasingly despotic rule) defeated them in 1521 CE.
The state religion of the empire involved a polytheistic
pantheon that included officially recognised cults. The
war god Huitzilopochtli was the basis for the imperial cult.
Conquered peoples were allowed to retain their own beliefs,
as long as they added Huitzilopochtli to the mix. The
Spanish began a centuries long process of tearing apart the
cities and enslaving the population, and grew rich on this
trans-Atlantic trade.
– L ope de Aguirre (1510 – 1561 CE) was a conquistador
nicknamed The Madman and the Hungry Wolf
because of his endless hunger for mass slaughter. He,
however, called himself ‘The Wrath of God’ and
believed Heaven had sent him to devour enemies of the
faith. He died during his journey down the Amazon to
find the mythic city of gold, El Dorado.
• The South Pacific was dominated by large sea-based

•O
 ne of the earliest works of literature from the period is
the Germanic Nibelungenlied, the first heroic epic in German
featuring the adventures of Siegfried. It would be turned
into an operatic cycle with white supremacist overtones by
Richard Wagner in the 19th century.
•T
 he legend of Robin Hood was formed: it depicts a heroic
outlaw who lives in the forests and corrects unfair taxation
by corrupt authorities.
•D
 ante Alighieri penned The Divine Comedy, which was a
work of satire at the time but went on to influence Christian
depictions of Hell from that point forward.
•G
 eoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales popularised the use
of the English vernacular in European literature.
•T
 he Book of Margery Kempe, attributed to an author of the
same name, is a seemingly autobiographical account of
women’s mystical experiences with the Christian faith in
the high medieval period.
•E
 ither a travelogue of the era or one of the greatest works
of fiction in history (or some combination of both), Marco

empires, such as the Empires of Brunei; Majapahit (centred

Polo’s Travels depicts the adventures of the Italian explorer/

on Java); Tonga; and Samoa. During this time Tu’i Tonga

merchant and his journey along the Silk Road to China.
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• Various pre-Columbian empires produced some astonishing
gold jewellery, specifically earrings and necklaces, although

I, was the tenth mansa (emperor) of the Islamic Empire of

much of it was melted down by the Spanish invaders.

Mali. Prior to the European colonisation of the Americas,

On the other side of the world, the illuminated Korans

Mali was the largest producer of gold in the world, which

featuring Arabic calligraphy were first introduced, although

made Musa’s empire (and Musa himself) enormously – even

the text itself is from much earlier. The Yoruba developed

inconceivably – wealthy. The scope of his fortune was made

distinctive masks of bronze and other materials, creating a

clear when he made his pilgrimage to Mecca, which was so

mask-making tradition which is notable in art history.

grandiose that he has been labelled ‘the richest man of all

• The Voynich Manuscript was written during this era: it is a

time’.

vellum manuscript with cryptic diagrams and written in a

Nafanua (c. 1300) was a queen of the Samoan kingdoms,

still-undeciphered code or language.

who was deified upon her death and who was nicknamed
The Warrior Princess. Her wisdom and rejection of

Razia Sultana (1205 – 1240 CE) went from being

that guided cultural thought for centuries. A famous story

the daughter of a slave girl to ruling one of the largest

suggests that in one battle, the wind blew her garments

empires on Earth, laying the foundations for the Mamluk

upwards, revealing her sex and causing both armies to

Dynasty in the Delhi Sultanate, controlling an area across

cease fighting, ashamed that they had not brought more

Persia and India. She was known to be wise, just and beloved

women to the battle.

romantic adventures which would become the inspiration
for Arabian folk tales.

vengeance and unnecessary bloodshed became legends

William Tell (c. 1307 CE) was a Swiss folk hero and expert
crossbow marksman who was said to have assassinated the
tyrannical representative of the Habsburgs in the region of

Marco Polo (1254 –1324 CE) was either the first European

Altdorf. The epic tale often includes shooting an apple off

to report on the journey through the Middle East to China,

his son’s head, and was an important symbol during the

or was one of the most successful liars and plagiarists of all

19th-century creation of modern Switzerland.

father or from other travellers (or even possibly a cellmate),
and there is some doubt if he even reached China. However,
his book inspired a wave of world exploration, and gave
Europe its first glance at Chinese culture (even if it was
embellished, fictionalised or incomplete).
Durante di Alighiero degli Alighieri, or ‘Dante
Alighieri’ (c. 1265 – 1321 CE), was an Italian poet whose
Divine Comedy, written in the vernacular of the common
people, was hugely influential in literature and theology.
His depictions of Hell, Purgatory and Heaven were so

Jiao Yu (1311 – 1375 CE) was a Chinese military advisor
who wrote the first treatise on the use of gunpowder in
combat. He helped overthrow the Mongol Yuan Dynasty
and establish the Ming Dynasty.
Zheng He (1371 – 1433 CE) was the commander of the
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time. It is possible that Polo borrowed accounts from his

Chinese naval fleet at its peak during the early Ming

Dynasty. Under his leadership, expeditionary voyages were
made to Southeast Asia, South Asia, the Middle East and

East Africa. He was born to a Muslim family and was also
a court eunuch.

significant that they were deeply ingrained in Christian

Joan of Arc (c. 1412 –1431 CE), nicknamed ‘The Maid of

imagery going forward.

Orléans’, was a teenage girl who claimed to see visions from

William Wallace (c. 1270 – 1305 CE) was a Scottish
knight who became one of the leaders of the First War of
Scottish Independence. He defeated the English forces at the
Battle of Stirling Bridge, and continued to serve as Guardian
of Scotland until he was defeated (and later captured) by

T
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Great People of the Age

by her subjects and her husband. The pair had many
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Mansa Musa (c. 1280 – c. 1337 CE), also called Musa

God and ultimately joined the French forces near the end of
the Hundred Years War. She was captured by French forces
loyal to the English and handed over to the enemy, who
put her on trial for a variety of charges. She was ultimately
burned at the stake, although her influence persisted.

the English. He was drawn and quartered by Edward I of

Pachacuti (1418 – 1471 CE) was the ruler of the Kingdom

England, but his reputation and legend since then have far

of Cusco (which began as little more than a village), and

outweighed his actual contributions.

ultimately the founder of the Inca Empire. Machu Picchu

was built as his estate. The conquest he began expanded

– Hōjō Sōun (1432 – 1519 CE) was a samurai who

Inca control from the valley where his village was located to

rose from relatively obscure beginnings to become

encompass nearly all of western South America.

a powerful daimyo during the tumultuous Sengoku

Vlad Tepes (1428 – 1476 CE), also known as Vlad III and

came out of nowhere, he actually was born Ise Moritoki

Vlad the Impaler, was a voivode (prince) of Wallachia in

to a side branch of the prestigious Ise family. None of

what is now Romania. He is famous for his cruelty, both to

that makes his meteoric rise to power, culminating with

his own subjects who dared oppose him and to the invading

the successful invasion of the Izu Province in 1493, any

Turkish forces during his reign. His habit of impaling

less impressive.

captives on long pikes and letting them slowly die when
suspended is legendary, and inspired the creation of the
vampire Dracula.
Leonardo da Vinci (1452 – 1519 CE) was an Italian artist,
inventor, architect, engineer, and polymath scholar. As
the archetypal Renaissance man, da Vinci had insatiable
curiosity that caused him to pursue a variety of subjects,

period. Although folk legends paint him as a ronin who

• Motivated primarily by his desire to dissolve his marriage
to his first wife Catherine of Aragon, Henry VIII decided to
remove the Church of England from the authority of Rome
and ultimately seized the assets of the Roman Catholic
Church in England. There was a brief period of counterreformation when his daughter and second heir, Mary I,
tried to reestablish Catholicism during her reign; however,
it was unsuccessful, and a pogrom against the Catholics

many of which he mastered. So vast was his imagination

rose again under Elizabeth I. The schism between the

that he engineered artistic and technological devices which

Anglican and Roman Catholic Churches, as well as the bad

could not be made for centuries.

blood between the English and the Spanish, ultimately led

Joanna the Mad (1479 – 1555 CE) was the daughter of
Queen Isabella of Spain, but when her great gift for reading
and education led her to become a sceptic, her mother had

to an ill-fated invasion of England in 1588 CE by the largest
naval force assembled in Europe, the Spanish Armada.
– A lexander Farnese, Duke of Parma (1545 CE –1592
CE) was an Italian nobleman who was the governor of

her thrown in prison and tortured. She went on to marry

the Spanish Netherlands. He was to lead the invasion

the son of Maximillian I, the Holy Roman Emperor, and

of England by the Spanish after his troops were

her son Charles became the emperor at the time when the

ferried across the English Channel in barges. Due

Empire was the largest in the world. This family line was

to a combination of bad weather and privateers with

known as the Habsburgs, and their hearts and skulls are kept

fireboats, the Duke’s forces never departed for England,

preserved in palaces across Europe.

Early Modern Age:

1500 – 1700 CE

• Beginning with the Ōnin War (1467 CE) and ending with
the establishment of the Tokugawa Shogunate (1615 CE),

sparing them the fate that befell the rest of the Spanish
Armada. Farnese went on to fight in France after the
assassination of Henry III, and ultimately put down
the Dutch Revolt (1578 CE – 1592 CE) before dying of
complications from a lingering wound.
•T
 he Imjin Wars were invasions of the Korean peninsula

Japan’s Sengoku period was defined by the weak power of

by Japanese forces hoping to establish a foothold into

the Emperor and designated Shogun. Daimyos refused to

China between 1545 CE and 1598 CE. The Japanese

recognise the authority of these higher feudal powers, and
used this local autonomy to fight amongst themselves for
land, power, and influence over the Shogun. Legendary
(but very real) swordsmen like Miyamoto Musashi become
instrumental in deciding massive power struggles.
The Sengoku period came to an end when the feudal
system was re-established under the Tokugawa Shogunate.

succeeded in occupying large portions of Korea, but were
ultimately repelled both times by combined Korean and
Chinese forces. The war marked the beginning of Korean
nationalism, as well as the first attempt by the Japanese to
transition into being a world power.
– Admiral Yi Sun-sin (1545 – 1598 CE) was a gifted naval
commander for the Korean forces during the Imjin War.
With no formal training, it is surprising that Admiral

The strategies and philosophies of the warring houses, and

Yi not only never lost a naval battle (despite being

how the Tokugawa came to reign supreme, influenced

outnumbered in most of his 23 engagements), but also

Japanese thought for centuries.

never lost a ship under his command.
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• The Thirty Years War (1618 CE – 1648 CE) was one of the
bloodiest conflicts in human history, with casualties in the

English. At roughly the same time, Mother Goose Tales were

hundreds of thousands, leading to a reduction of between

committed to paper in France, and the Italians published

25% to 40% of the entire population of central Europe.

the Pentamerone collection.

While it was originally a religious war in the Holy Roman
Empire between Catholics and Protestants, the scale of
the conflict rapidly expanded to include most of the major
powers in Europe, and bloodshed on a previously unheard
of scale. The economic devastation was terrible as the result
of widespread destruction of infrastructure, and led to
disease, famine, witch-hunts, and the weakening of the
Holy Roman Empire’s central power in favour of its
constituent princedoms.
– Graf Ulrich von Helfensten XIII (1524 – 1570 CE) was
the ruler of the city of Wiesensteig in 1562 when a series
of severe hailstorms damaged the already war-ravaged

• M iguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote de la Mancha is often
referred to as the first European novel. It details the story of
an elderly, delusional man who ventures forth as a knight, a
satirical work on chivalric legend.
• Shakespeare became the premier playwright of the Western
tradition. His plays have never been out of print.
•O
 n the Italian peninsula, Leonardo da Vinci painted the
Mona Lisa and The Last Supper; he was also an inventor of
hypothetical machines, and his journal (written in mirrored
text) is full of ingenious sketches. He was one among many
polymath artists, including da Vinci’s rival Michelangelo;

and religiously volatile area. Perhaps not wanting to

Sandro Botticelli; Filippo Brunelleschi; Donatello; and

stir up further religious unrest, Ulrich blamed the

others. Thanks to a patronage system, it was a flourishing

misfortunes the city had suffered on witches. 67 women

period for art and architecture in Southern Europe.

were ultimately executed for the crime of sorcery.
Wiesensteig would go on to have more witch trials
under Ulrich’s successors in 1583 CE (25 dead), 1605
CE (14 dead), and 1611 CE (5 dead).

Key Inventions & Great Works

•A
 lthough woodblock printing had previously been
developed in China, Japan during the Edo period refined
the techniques further, utilizing water-based inks with a
wider range of colours and transparencies.
• J apanese poetry reaches its peak, with Basho being its most

•T
 he Mercator projection map of the world was developed,

famous son. Other greats of the form include Buson, Shiki

which is still the most common depiction of the globe in

and Issa, which is a pen name that translates as ‘cup of tea’.

two dimensions.

Musashi’s Book of Five Rings is also published.

•T
 he Koreans invented the newspaper; the Germans
claimed to invent it first a hundred years later.
•B
 oth the telescope and the microscope were invented
during this time, as was the slide rule, which is used to do
extremely complicated mathematical sums through the

• Sweetgrass baskets were developed in West Africa originally,
but their method of creation was brought to the Americas
by enslaved Africans who continued to practice the
techniques with new materials throughout their slavery and
for decades after.

power of logarithms, also a new invention. The microscope

Great People of the Age

revealed the cells of the human body and microorganisms

Martin Luther (1483 – 1546 CE) was the first and

for the first time, but germ theory was slow to develop.
•T
 he modern violin, viola, and cello developed from earlier
instruments like the viola d’amore, viola pomposa, viola da
gamba and violone.
•O
 pera was invented in 1598 as an attempt to unite all art
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• Tom Thumb became the oldest known published folktale in

most successful church reformer during the Reformation.
Originally a lawyer, he turned to religion when he pledged
his life to God should he survive a dangerous lightning
storm. He later became a priest, a monk, and a professor of
theology before ultimately rejecting elements of the Catholic
Church by famously nailing 95 theses to church doors in

forms into one – costume, writing, music, singing, dancing,

Wittenberg. His proposed reforms led to excommunication

and painting and construction of sets. It became the

and war within the Holy Roman Empire. He was also an

defining art form of the next two hundred years.

accomplished composer and musician.

Michel de Nostredame, or ‘Nostradamus’ (1503

Akbar the Great (1542 – 1605 CE) was the third ruler

–1566 CE) was a French mystic and physician who, during

of Mughal India. During his rule, the empire tripled in

his lifetime, dictated 942 poetic quatrains that were allegedly

size and wealth due to a powerful military system and

prophetic. An apothecary and failed medical student,

social reforms he established. He won over the non-Muslim

he found patronage with the wealthy, including the queen,

citizens in his empire by abolishing the sectarian tax on non-

Catherine de’ Medici.

Muslims and by appointing them to high civil and military

Suleiman the Magnificent (1520 – 1566 CE), also
known as Suleiman I, was the tenth and longest-reigning
Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, overseeing a Golden Age for

posts, creating a truly multicultural state.
‘Black Luce’ (c. 1600 CE) was a well-known owner and
manager of the largest brothel in London. Evidence suggests

his people at the apex of their power. His Empire expanded

she was once a lady-in-waiting for the queen but had turned

dramatically during his reign, expanding to include most of

to a more profitable occupation. Her connections were

Hungary, the great majority of the Middle East, and large

vast and crossed social divides, and she may have been the

swaths of North Africa.

inspiration for the ‘dark lady’ in Shakespeare’s sonnets.

Hiawatha (1525 – 1595 CE) was a skilled orator of
Onondaga and/or Mohawk heritage, who persuaded the
Senecas, Cayugas, Onondagas, Oneidas, Mohawks, and

Her racial identity is unknown, as ‘black’ was a common
nickname for women of various appearances, and also
implied sinfulness or inappropriateness.

eventually the Tuscaroras to join together as the Iroquois

Margaret Fell (1614 – 1702 CE) was the key founder

Confederation, the First Nations of North America.

of The Religious Society of Friends, also known as the

John Dee (1527 – 1608 CE), an advisor to England’s Queen
Elizabeth I, was an occultist, philosopher, astronomer, and
mathematician. He is credited with coining the term ‘British
Empire’, a concept that he strongly championed. He is
primarily known for his explorations of alchemy, divination,
Hermetic philosophy, and astrology, although at the time
these were considered sciences. He also claimed to use Aztec
mirrors (pieces of highly polished obsidian) to speak to
angels, and record their language.
Mordechai Maisel (1528 –1601 CE) was a Jewish
community leader in the city of Prague. He is widely
regarded as being the richest man in Europe at the time,
although the source of his wealth remains a complete
mystery. He established the building of a great Jewish centre
in Prague, including a temple which is said to be built from
the stones of the original Jewish temple in Jerusalem. One
of his associates was the Rabbi Loew, who was considered
a powerful mystic and is a figure of great legends. As well

Quakers. During a time of religious persecution, the
Quakers popularised the idea of non-violent protest against
the government as well as many liberal ideas: their concept
that all were equal in spirituality defied not only church
supremacy but argued for equality of gender and race.
Lin Siniang (c. 1629 – 1644 CE) was a Chinese prodigy
who was said to be able to wield a sword with absolute
precision by the age of six. While working as a sex worker
as a teen to escape poverty, she caught the eye of Zhu
Changshu, king of the feudal state of Quingzhou. As his
wife, she became his military advisor and trained all his
concubines to form an elite and deadly army.
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 – 1750 CE) was a prolific
German composer and performer who remains one of the
most popular musicians of all time. In addition to writing
one of the largest bodies of secular and religious music of
any Western composer, he was also the father to 20 children.
He was used as an example to prove Germany’s supreme

making the Golem from mud, Loew is said to have met

position as the cultural centre of the universe.

Death one evening and so impressed him with his learning

Late Modern Age:

that the angel spared his life.

1700 – 1900 CE

Mary, Queen of Scots (1542 – 1587 CE) ascended

• The Great Northern War (1700 – 1721 CE) began when an

to the throne of Scotland when she was six days old.

alliance of Denmark–Norway, Saxony, and Russia attacked

Due to marriage, she was very briefly the queen of France.

Sweden, due to the perceived weakness of its young king,

After an uprising, she was forced to abdicate the throne

Charles XII. Quickly, the Swedish side was joined by the

of Scotland to her son and flee to England, where she

Ottoman Empire and Ukrainian Cossacks. Poland was

was ultimately executed for plotting the overthrow of

notable for having supporters of both sides of this conflict.

her cousin, Elizabeth I.

The war ended with a Russian victory over Sweden,
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usurping its dominance in the Baltic region and leading

negatively affecting the national economy as well. The

to the Swedish Age of Liberty where the monarchy was

founders of the company itself engaged in insider trading to

gradually replaced with parliamentary rule.

remain untouched by the disaster.

– Ivan Mazepa (1639 – 1709 CE) was the Hetman of

1745 CE) was one of the great politicians of his age,

in 1708 CE that Peter the Great of Russia planned to

essentially creating and assuming the role of Prime

replace him as Hetman. Mazepa switched sides and

Minister of Great Britain. Like many, he was caught up

joined the Swedish forces of Charles XII, bringing a

in the rampant speculation in the South Sea Company,

large portion of his forces with him and earning himself

but avoided financial ruin by selling his stock before the

an anathema by the Russian Orthodox Church that

bubble burst. He subsequently guided the legislation

continues to this day.

that prevented future financial crises of a similar nature.

closest possible successors were in the powerful Habsburg
and Bourbon families. Acquisition of the undivided
Spanish Empire by either would tip the balance of power
in Europe. The War of Spanish Succession, also known as
Queen Anne’s War (1701 – 1714 CE), broke out between the
French Bourbons and Grand Alliance of the English, the
Dutch, and the Holy Roman Empire. The series of peace
treaties that ended the war had the unintended effect of
relieving thousands of sailors from military service at a time
when international shipping was at its peak, resulting in a
boom in piracy. Upon taking office in 1718 CE, the newly
appointed governor of the Bahamas announced clemency
for all pirates who took the King’s Pardon, which led to the
end of the Golden Age of Piracy.
– Edward Teach, aka Blackbeard (c. 1680 – 1718 CE)
is perhaps the most famous pirate of the Golden Age
of Piracy, and there is much apocryphal information
about him. It is assumed, based on his choice to name
his ship ‘Queen Anne’s Revenge’, that he fought on the
losing side of the Bourbon-Habsburg conflict. Known
for capitalising on his unusual height and for cultivating
a frightening appearance, Teach was actually never
documented personally killing anyone, relying instead
on intimidation and overwhelming force to encourage
the surrender of his victims.
• In 1711 CE, the South Sea Company was founded as
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•S
 ometime around 1818 CE, Shaka kaSenzangakhona

began uniting several tribes descended from the Nguni
people, unifying them into a single monarchy which

dominated the southern portion of the African continent
until it ran into conflict with imperialist European powers.
Shaka was the illegitimate son of the king of the Zulus, who
was exiled but ultimately assumed power himself until he
was assassinated by his own half-brothers.
• I n the early-mid 19th century, the Soho district of London
struggled with overpopulation which put a strain on the
already primitive sanitation systems. Slaughterhouses,
animal pens, and rendering industries prevalent in the
area contributed to filthy groundwater, which was often
just below the floorboards of cellars and caused the cesspits
to overflow. This toxic mess was ultimately dumped into
the Thames river, which led to a widespread outbreak
of cholera. In 1858 CE, the hot summer made the river
stagnant and it was dubbed The Great Stink. The problem
was fixed by a new sewer system designed by genius civil
engineer Joseph Bazalgette.

Mdl T

– Dr. John Snow (1813 – 1858 CE) was a physician who
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• K ing Charles II of Spain died without direct heir, and the
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– Sir Robert Walpole, First Earl of Oxford (1676 –

the Zaporizhian Host of Cossacks until he learned

pioneered the field of epidemiology by tracking cholera
outbreaks and hypothesising that they resulted from

germ-contaminated water. This breakthrough led to
better sanitation systems and medical hygiene, and the
solidification of the germ theory of medicine.
• In order to address a trade imbalance with China, the British

part of a scheme to reduce the national debt of England.

Empire became involved with transporting Indian-grown

The company was given a monopoly to trade with South

opium into the country. In 1839 CE, the Chinese outlawed

America and its nearby islands, but this dictate was made in

the opium trade entirely, seized 1000 long tons of British

the midst of the War of Spanish Succession (Queen Anne’s

opium, and placed British traders under house arrest in

War) during a time when Spain controlled almost all of

their own trading centres without access to supplies. In

South America, so there was never an intention of pursuing

retaliation, the British dispatched military vessels to the area

it. The company looked great on paper, however, and was

and engaged in a number of brutal, decisive battles with the

publicly traded, even as it was buying up government debt.

Chinese navy. These one-sided exchanges continued until

The South Sea Bubble burst in 1720 CE and the inflated

1842 CE, when a treaty ceded the island of Hong Kong to the

stock price crashed, ruining the fortunes of many and

British in exchange for the cessation of hostilities.

dubbed the Last Samurai, was a noble who was

in-chief of naval forces for the Qing Chinese dynasty,

part of the attempts to reconcile the Imperial Court

and was the admiral responsible for seizing the British

with the Shogun, was thrice banished for his efforts,

opium shipments. Prior to that, he had cordial relations

and eventually became one of the three influential

with his British counterparts, and both sides lamented

politicians who facilitated the Meiji Restoration.

his death near the very end of the First Opium War.
• The 13 American colonies, in full revolt against the British
Empire, adopted the Articles of Confederation in 1777
CE, which served as the first constitution for the nascent
United States. The agreement formed a coalition, with
a strong emphasis on maintaining the sovereignty of the
individual states. It allowed the federal government to
conduct war, to engage in diplomacy, and to mediate
territorial concerns between participants and with the
Native American nations; it also validated the existence
of Congress. However, the weaknesses in the document
(specifically in regards to taxation and national defence) led
to its replacement with the current US Constitution in 1787
CE, ratified less than a year later.
– James Madison (1751 – 1836 CE) is viewed as one of
the primary architects of the US Constitution due to
his involvement with drafting the document as well
as his tireless efforts to promote it. Having served on

•T
 he rise of the middle class and the end of feudalism
brought with it the emancipation of women, leading to vast
changes in property ownership and a complete redefinition
of domestic space and work space. The creation of tea
houses and coffee houses provided a new place for thought
and discussion; new ideas about science and politics
emerged and power shifted immensely as rebellions rose
and fell. Royalism gave way to capitalism, which soon
created terrible working conditions, and the industrial
revolution was followed by socialist uprisings across
Europe. The British sent their rebels, along with the rest
of their prison population, to America and then Australia
in what is the largest mass movement of people excluding
the Holocaust.
– Opera became the dominant European art form,
designed to be a combination of all the arts at once. It
was extremely politically important as well as full of

the Continental Congress throughout the war as a

occultism and mysticism. Mozart’s The Magic Flute (1719

representative of the Virginia colony, he was politically

CE) is packed with Masonic and Illuminati imagery,

well-connected and in a unique position to navigate the

Handel’s Orlando (1733 CE) links the French romantic

treacherous political waters that resulted from a post-

hero Roland to the wizard Zoroaster, and Wagner’s

war confederation of states. Ultimately, he became the

Parsifal (1882 CE) draws a direct link between Germanic

fourth president of the United States.

nationalism and the quest for the Holy Grail.

• The areas of Pakistan and Afghanistan were under tribal
control in the last years of the 19th century, but the edges
of British India pushed further northward. An uprising
of Afridi tribesmen reclaimed the infamous Khyber Pass,
attacked outposts in the area, and shattered the fragile

tuvwxyz
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Key Inventions & Great Works

•T
 he steam engine might have been the most influential

invention of the era, changing the face of entire contents
and remaking naval warfare. Within a few decades, the

peace. In 1897 CE, 21 British Sikh soldiers fought to the

locomotive and steamboat were invented. Within a hundred

death to defend a fort from around 10,000 tribesmen in

years, the internal combustion engine was created, although

a valiant last stand at the Battle of Saragarhi, which is

it wouldn’t enter common usage until after 1900.

still remembered every September 12th by Sikh military
personnel as Saragarhi Day.
• In 1853, the first of the foreign Black Ships arrived in
Japan, forcing the isolationist country to open its borders.
Quickly recognizing the economic and military deficit
that Japan faced, a political coalition ended the sakoku
policy, dissolved the Tokugawa Shogunate, and began
rapidly modernising under the direct administration of
Emperor Meiji starting in 1868. This Meiji period lasted
until 1912 CE.
– Saigō Takamori (1828 – 1877 CE), sometimes

dM

– Guan Tianpei (1781 – 1841 CE) was the commander-

•T
 he fortepiano was adapted to become the modern
conception of the piano.
•T
 he flying shuttle allowed a single person to operate a loom
by themselves. The spinning jenny improved the weaving
process even further.
•T
 he first successful vaccine was created, this one preventing
the spread of smallpox.
•T
 he invention of the telegraph allowed transmission of
messages over large distances. In the same era it was
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replaced by the telephone, which allowed for audio to be
transmitted in real time.
• Nitroglycerin, and later dynamite, were invented during
this time, allowing for massive works projects like carving

wrote The King of Cats. Later in the era, the first collections
of Irish folktales were published.
• Works of great epic satire such as Vanity Fair, Gargantua

railways through mountainous areas, as well as tunnels

& Pantagruel and Gulliver’s Travels help drive Enlightenment

through solid rock.

thought by dressing political philosophy in the trappings

• Thomas Paine’s Common Sense and The Rights of Man
were essential texts in defining the precepts of
representative democracy.
• Hymnals became a field of great art and also politics, as
pipe organs increased church musical capacities and new
tunes were brought in from both classical and popular
music. ‘Amazing Grace’ was published in 1779, without any

of fiction.
• Das Kapital by Karl Marx and The Communist Manifesto (with
Friedrich Engels) informed the next several hundred years
of economic theory. Leo Tolstoy’s War & Peace became a
central piece of Western literary canon, as did Goethe’s
interpretation of the earlier tale of Faust.
•M
 ary Shelley invented science fiction with the creation of

accompanying melody. More than twenty different songs

Frankenstein. Fyodor Dostoevsky crafted Crime & Punishment,

were paired with the work until the mid 1830s, when it was

a classic of Russian literature.

matched to the melody we know today. ‘Silent Night’, based
on an old Mediteranean shepherd tune, was published in
1818. Bing Crosby’s version of it is one of the most popular
singles of all time, with Crosby’s own ‘White Christmas’ being
at the top of that list.
• Photography was invented in the mid-19th century.
• Evolution emerged as a leading theory for the development

• Bone or ivory carving and engraving, known as scrimshaw,
was a popular craft form of the era. The most common
materials for scrimshaw were the bones and teeth of sperm
whales and the tusks of walruses.
• The Tlingit people of the Pacific Northwestern
United States were notable for their construction of
full suits of leather armor made with a distinctive style,

of life on Earth. On the Origin of Species remains one of the

often incorporating things like Chinese coins for

pivotal books in biological science.

additional protection.

• By the end of the era, the incandescent light bulb had
largely replaced the oil lamp.
• Smokeless gunpowder, the zipper, the ballpoint pen, and the
ferris wheel were all invented during this time.
• With the invention of the bicycle, the average distance
between husband and wife’s place of birth in Great

• Vertical landscape paintings using a wet watercolour
technique known as shan shui were perfected in China
and Japan. The Four Wangs are among those best known
for this period. Watercolours also took off in Europe, and
created new kinds of artwork such as impressionism.

Great People of the Age

Britain went from one mile to a hundred miles in less

Julie d’Aubigny (1673 CE – 1701 CE), better known as

than thirty years.

Le Maupin, was the subject of much gossip and speculation

• The marine chronometer revolutionised naval travel,
since a reliable portable timepiece could facilitate more
precise navigation.
• The vast Luba Kingdom in central Africa held artists as
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• Goethe wrote The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, and Thomas Lyttelton

due to her flamboyance and adventurous history. What
is reasonably known is that she grew up learning to fence,
and after a dalliance with a fencing master who was being
sought for the death of a man in an illegal duel, fled with
him. After that she sang opera in Paris and Brussels. That

almost the highest rank in society, and artists carried their

said, numerous stories note that she was a prolific duelist,

carving adze with them to show off their position. Art styles

was bisexual and took many lovers during her lifetime, and

varied greatly as a great era of artistic achievement spread.

once infiltrated a nunnery to continue her relationship with

Eventually, some of the fluid forms of Luba art would

a lover. She then faked her death by stealing the corpse of

greatly influence cubism and similar European art in the

another nun, hiding it in her bed and burning the convent

20th century.

down while the lovers escaped.

Nanny of the Maroons (c. 1686 – c. 1755 CE) was born

Cheng I Sao (1775 – 1844 CE) was a Chinese sailor who

to the Ashanti people in what is now Ghana and taken by

worked her way up from a life of forced prostitution to

slavers to Jamaica. The Maroon Wars and surrounding

commanding the largest pirate fleet that has ever sailed. She

rebellions that led to the freedom of Jamaica were said to

inherited her career as a pirate from her husband, taking

be led by her, known only to the British as ‘an old Obeah

over for him upon his death. At her peak, she commanded

woman’. Obeah is a collection of spiritual beliefs and

over 300 junks manned by 20,000 to 40,000 pirates. She

practices that arose from western Africa.

died of old age in her own bed, a free woman.

Anne Bonny (c. 1702 – sometime after 1782 CE) was one

Simón José Antonio de la Santísima Trinidad

of the most notorious pirates in history, having joined the
pirate life after falling in with ‘Calico Jack’ Rackham, and
later Mary Read, her partner in crime. When their ship was
captured, Anne and Mary fought the hardest against the
pirate hunters, and escaped execution due to being pregnant

Bolívar Palacios Ponte-Andrade y Blanco
(1783 – 1830 CE), generally known as Simón Bolívar
or ‘the Liberator’, was a political and military leader
who participated in the secession of Venezuela, Bolivia,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Panama from the Spanish

at the time. Bonny’s ultimate fate is unknown, as prison

Empire.

records are incomplete.

Sacagawea (1788 – 1812 CE or 1884 CE) was a Shoshone

Benjamin Franklin (1705 – 1790 CE) was an American

woman who guided the Lewis and Clark Expedition in

inventor; author; printer; political theorist and politician;
scientist; humourist; statesman; diplomat; and one of the
Founders of the United States. Although he never sought
the presidency, he was pivotal in his role in the Continental
Congress, and later as a diplomat to Sweden, diplomat to
France, and first Postmaster General.
Catherine II (1729 – 1796 CE), also known as Catherine
the Great, was Empress of Russia following a coup d’état
which she organised – deposing her husband, Peter III. She
was a popular ruler, and Russia thrived under her control.
She was a patron of the arts and presided over the Russian
Enlightenment, which was a golden age of Russian history.
Kalani Paiʻea Wohi o Kaleikini Kealiʻikui
Kamehameha o ʻIolani i Kaiwikapu kauʻi Ka
Liholiho Kūnuiākea (c. 1736 – 1819 CE), also known
as Kamehameha I and Kamehameha the Great, was the

exploring the Louisiana Territory after it
was purchased by the United States from France.
The expedition traveled thousands of miles to the Pacific
Ocean, a journey which she did as a new mother carrying
her infant child with her.
Sojourner Truth (c. 1797 – 1883 CE) was born into slavery,
but later escaped to freedom. Once emancipation had passed
in New York, she filed a lawsuit to free her
five-year-old son, becoming the first African-American
woman to win a court case against a white man. She
renamed herself (as Sojourner Truth), and is famous for
delivering the extemporaneous speech ‘Ain’t I a Woman?’ –
although that phrase was apparently never spoken by Truth,
and does not appear in the earliest full transcription. A
later version was released by the woman who headed the
women’s rights convention where Truth spoke, rendering it
with Southern slave vernacular and material not originally

unifier, founder and first king of the Kingdom of Hawaii.

appearing in the earlier transcription.

As ruler, he took steps to ensure the islands remained a

Mary Anning (1799 – 1847 CE) was an English pioneer

united realm after his death: he unified the legal system and
promoted trade with Europe and the United States.
Thomas Paine (1737 – 1809 CE) was a British philosopher,
political activist and revolutionary. His works Common Sense
and The Rights of Man supported the French Revolution,
and for this he was charged with sedition and had to flee

in the emergent field of palaeontology. Although she was
barred from joining the Geological Society of London, and
largely ignored by the male-dominated scientific community
at the time, she received posthumous credit due to several
biographies which pointed out her contributions.
Mary Seacole (1805 – 1881 CE) was a British-Jamaican

France to England. He is considered a chief thinker of

medical practitioner who set up the ‘British Hotel’ to aid

Enlightenment philosophy, which for him included the

wounded British officers during the Crimean War. She had

disavowal of all religion as another kind of tyranny. His

initially applied to the British War Office to help, but was

strong stance led him to be shunned, and only six people

turned down. As a result, she travelled to the region and

came to his funeral.

set up her hospital independently. She would inspire her
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subordinate Florence Nightingale to reinvent nursing as a
profession and begin the idea of patient care as paramount.
Otto Eduard Leopold, Prince of Bismarck, Duke of
Lauenburg (1815 –1898 CE), known as Otto von Bismarck,
was a Prussian politician who perfected the concept of
‘realpolitik’ and was the first Chancellor of the German
Empire, which he had unified through clever political
manoeuvring.

The Age of War:
The 20th Century

• Following the death of a member of the Austrian royal
family at the hands of Serbian nationalists in 1914 CE, a
web of secret alliances drew Europe (and beyond) into a
war that came to be known as ‘the war to end all wars.’ The
war was known for the introduction of new technologies,
and decimated the populations of all countries involved
before grinding to a halt in 1918 CE. The vast destruction
of life, especially due to advanced mechanical weaponry,
led many to see it as a sign of the end of the world, or
that such a thing was deserved. A period of experimental,
deconstructionist art gave way to nihilistic and chaotic
schools that decried all meaning.
– During Christmas of 1914 CE, there were a series of
unofficial ceasefire agreements between the soldiers in
the field. During these breaks in the fighting, troops
from both sides met in no-man’s land to converse, play
soccer, and trade. By 1915 CE, the goodwill had died
(and had been squashed by the upper echelons on both
sides), so the ceasefires were much less common. In
August of that same year, another ceasefire occurred at
Mons when several British soldiers claimed to have seen
angels on the field.
• In the midst of the Great War, a series of revolutions rocked

treaties that ended World War I, and in reaction to the
rise of communism as a political ideology across Europe,
the governments of Italy and Germany both adopted
fascism. In the case of Germany, this also led to a rapid
militarisation and expansion, including the annexation of
neighbouring countries. This resulted in the Second World
War as Germany faced off against a confederation of allied
countries, while Japan took advantage of the chaos to
expand its holdings in Asia by attacking China and former
European colonies.
The two wars crippled much of Europe’s military strength
and ended an era of imperial adventurism – and, indeed,
the European world empires themselves.
– The United States attempted to remain ostensibly
neutral in World War II, but quickly became the
primary weapons supplier for the Allied forces (the
‘arsenal of democracy’). Despite unrestricted submarine
warfare by the Germans, it was actually the Japanese
surprise attack on the Pacific fleet in Hawaii that
brought the US into the war. With the aid of the US,
the Allies built on their successes in North Africa with
an invasion of Italy, culminating in D-Day in 1944
CE, when the liberation of Western Europe began in
earnest with the invasion of the beaches in Normandy.
The massive influx of cash earned by the US allowed it
to become a vast world power and make huge leaps in
science and industry.
•A
 fter the World War II, Germany was divided in half;
the East was controlled by the Soviets, and the West was
controlled by the French, British and Americans. The city
of Berlin, within the borders of East Germany, was likewise
divided between Eastern and Western control. In 1948 CE,
before the infamous Berlin Wall was erected, the USSR
made an effort to take over the Western portion of the city

the monarchy of Russia, replacing it with a communist state

by shutting down all trains and roads leading into that

known as the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The royal

section of Berlin. The United States and allies responded

family was executed, and the new nation-state withdrew

by airlifting supplies into West Berlin at a truly prodigious

from the conflict.

rate. The blockade was lifted in 1949 CE, although tensions

– Grigori Rasputin, also called The Mad Monk, was
an itinerant mystic and self-described holy man who
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•H
 obbled by the reparations demanded by the peace

between the East and West continued to chill.
– Uncle Wiggly Wings (1920 CE – present) was the

befriended the Russian royal family in the late days of

name given to Colonel Gail Seymour ‘Hal’ Halvorsen

the monarchy. While Tsar Nicholas II was engaged in

by the children of Germany due to his habit of rocking

the Great War from near the front, Rasputin exerted

his aircraft from side to side to alert the children

significant influence over the government in his absence.

when he was delivering candy to them. Halvorsen’s

He was assassinated by anti-tsarist forces, in what is

actions caught on, and ultimately over 23 tons of

probably one of the most grossly exaggerated stories the

candy was dropped from landing aircraft during

Russians have ever produced.

the Berlin Blockade.

• The Communists in China had been fighting both the

Nations and the World Bank. Mass migration and the

Japanese invaders and their Nationalist government

increase in communication and transport technology led to

throughout the course of the war. After the Japanese were

an internationalist view, but this also led to the weakening

defeated by the Americans, the Communists were able to

of financial laws, allowing vast corporations to hide taxes

seize power. The highest ranking members of the previous

from governments while expending their costs in poor

regime fled to the island of Taiwan, where they established

nations and earning their revenue in rich countries. Control

a government in exile. Relations between China and

over key resources such as oil became the new drivers of

Taiwan remained actively adversarial for the remainder of

war and imperialism, while the rapacious appetite of global

the 20th century.

capitalism hastened an increasing environmental collapse.

– Chiang Kai-shek was the leader of the Republic of

Nuclear power was hoped to be the salvation to this, but the

China until he was deposed by the Communist Party.

events at Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, and in the early

He continued his term of office in Taiwan, and was

21st century Fukushima (to name a few), soured its image.

recognised as the legitimate leader of China until
the United Nations officially recognised the new
Communist government in 1971 CE.
• In response to the United States placing ballistic missiles in
Italy and Turkey (as well as the botched invasion of Cuba
at the Bay of Pigs), the USSR deployed long-range missiles
to Cuba in 1962 CE. A US naval blockade was created to
prevent delivery of the weapons, and things escalated in
what many consider to be the closest that the Cold War
between the rival powers came to breaking out into open
warfare (which would almost certainly have been nuclear).
– A lexander Alexeyev (1913 – 1989 CE) was a Soviet
spy stationed in Havana who was appointed to be the
Ambassador to Cuba after the revolution. Alexeyev was
responsible for convincing Cuban leader Fidel Castro to
allow Soviet missiles in his country, but was also pivotal
in keeping him calm and talking him down during the
escalating crisis.
• Relations between the US and the USSR worsened over the
course of the later 20th century, resulting in a number of
proxy wars. Conflicts in Korea, Vietnam, and Afghanistan
(as well as intense espionage between the two spheres of
influence) all had their roots in this Cold War. Even space
was a frontier, as the two sides raced to achieve a presence
in orbit and then reach the moon. Later, space exploration
would become the realm of China and India as the Cold
War bankrupted both sides.
– Hồ Chí Minh (1890 –1969 CE) was a Vietnamese
Communist revolutionary leader, defeating the French
to establish the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
(North Vietnam). He became Prime Minister and later
President, and was active in both the People’s Army of

Key Inventions & Great Works
•T
 he zeppelin was invented and then promptly replaced
with the aeroplane (starting first with propeller-driven
aircraft, then eventually jet engines). Likewise, the internal
combustion engine finally replaced the steam engine: it
became ubiquitous as the automobile completely superseded
horse-drawn travel.
•M
 oving pictures made way for ‘talkies’, which were
eventually colourised and then finally digitised.
•R
 adio, then television, became the primary recreational
activities for people at home.
•T
 he tank and the automatic machine gun revolutionised
warfare. They remained in place even as the autonomous
drone became a weapon of war. In the meantime, chemical
weapons were developed, then outlawed; nuclear weapons
were used, then become a deterrent in a lengthy cold war.
•C
 alculators gave way to computers, which simultaneously
shrank while getting more powerful over the few short
decades after their invention. They were eventually linked
together in a giant connective network called the internet.
• Space travel became possible, and rockets (and later shuttles)
launched a variety of artificial satellites into orbit.
• A rt became modernist and then postmodernist, decrying all
representation, shape and meaning, as realism gave way to
surrealism and finally abstraction. However, mathematical
theory discovered that chaos functions lie within seemingly
meaningless works such as Blue Poles.
•P
 oetry enters a golden age, with works such as ‘The Waste

Vietnam and the Viet Cong during the war with the

Land’ and ‘The Second Coming’ challenging the artform

South Vietnamese and Americans.

to the core.

• A fter World War II, vast international bodies were formed
to increase international co-operation such as the United

•V
 irginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse, Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird, and Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar were all published,
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and Jules Verne, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Arthur C. Clarke,
Isaac Asimov, George Orwell and H.G. Wells all redefined
science fiction for a new era. The Feminine Mystique, written
by Betty Friedan, was the book that launched second-wave
feminism. On a more menacing note, Mein Kampf launched
the career of Adolf Hitler, while The Diary of Anne Frank was
the more enduring work. Ulysses, Dubliners, A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man, and Finnegans Wake are James Joyce’s
lasting contributions to literature. Franz Kafka’s The Castle
and Metamorphosis are icons of dystopian, paranoid fiction.
• J.R.R Tolkien and C.S. Lewis reshaped the literary
genre of fantasy.
• Rene Lalique helped define the art nouveau movement
with his glassworks.
• The popular song became the key art form of the latter

Nikola Tesla (1856 – 1943 CE) was a famously eccentric
Serbian-American inventor and futurist, who pioneered
alternating current electricity. Often held up in relation
to his rival Thomas Edison, Tesla was a scientist first and
a businessman second. Rumors circulated of his plans for
wireless energy transfer (which he believed would provide a
free energy source), a vast death ray that he thought would
win World War II, and other theories which seemed at
the time to be mad science. He died essentially penniless,
although he held around 300 patents at the time.
Teddy Roosevelt (1858 – 1919 CE) was born to an
elite New England family. Roosevelt was at various
times a cowboy, a New York City police commissioner, a
commanding officer for a volunteer cavalry company

half of the century, with political songs like those of Phil

without horses, the assistant secretary of the navy, a naval

Ochs and Woody Guthrie embodying and leading great

historian, and the youngest president the United States has

cultural movements.

ever had.

• The rush of new manufacturing techniques after World

Emmeline Pankhurst (1858 – 1928 CE) was one of the

War II, combined with a sudden baby boom of young

leading figures in the suffragette movement to establish the

people who for the first time ever had a large disposable

right for women to vote in Britain and its colonies. She was

income, created the first fads: entertainment and artworks

widely criticised for adopting violent militant tactics that

designed to be consumed in vast numbers as they become

would later be seen as a key driver of the movement’s success.

popular then forgotten. Andy Warhol’s art commented

However, fearing a perceived rise of Bolshevism in leftist

on this trend with his works, such as Campbell’s Soup Cans

movements, she later joined the Conservative Party.

in 1962.
• Toys and games became mass produced, and the generic

Marie Curie (1867 – 1934 CE) was the first woman to win
a Nobel Prize, the first person to win twice, and the only

form of any teddy bear was replaced with the uniform

person to win two awards in different fields of science. Curie

brand of Barbie dolls and Lego bricks, the latter of which

discovered radioactivity and coined the term, discovered

became the most popular and enduring toy to date.

the elements polonium and radium, and was also the first

• Electronic games evolved from pinball and simple tennis

woman to become a professor at the University of Paris.

into intense first-person experiences that can tell stories and

Curie’s work shook the fields of physics and chemistry to

evoke emotions. Grim Fandango presented an evocative tale

their very core, made all the more impressive due to the

of life after death.

social barriers of being a woman at that time.

• A sian media slowly began to threaten the total dominance
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Great People of the Age

Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, aka Lenin (1870 – 1924 CE)

of American and European work. Manga and anime

was a Marxist agitator who was the primary figure behind

became internationally popular. The meta-critique of

the October Revolution of 1917 CE that led to the creation

anime tropes Neon Genesis Evangelion first aired in Japan

of a communist government in Russia. Lenin served as the

in 1995.

head of the new government until his death in 1924 CE.

His time as a political leader was primarily an illustration

undemocratic caste system, and the establishment of India

of the compromise necessary between idealism and

as a world power with nuclear capability. She was plagued

pragmatism.

by accusations of corruption and was eventually assassinated

John Maynard Keynes (1883 – 1946 CE) was perhaps the

by her own guards.

most influential economist of the 20th century, essentially

Eleanora Fagan, aka Billie Holiday (1915 – 1959

laying the foundation for the recovery from America’s Great

CE) was born in abject poverty and died with less than a

Depression. Keynes challenged the idea that free markets,

thousand dollars to her name, but would go on to be in the

unassisted, would be able to provide for full employment.

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and be nominated for twenty

Instead, he proposed that fiscal policies by a government

seven posthumous Grammy Awards. Influencing every

could alleviate the adverse effects of recessions and major

singer in both R&B and popular music and nicknamed the

financial downturns.

‘Angel of Harlem’, her song ‘Strange Fruit’ remains one of the

Haile Selassie (1892 – 1975 CE) was a defining figure
in Ethiopian history, having served as regent between
1916 CE and 1930 CE before ascending to take the title of

most important works about American racism. Nina Simone
(1933 CE – 2003 CE) would also record a version and
continue Holiday’s legacy of protest through soul music.

Emperor. Although his reign was marked by human rights

Rosalind Franklin (1920 – 1958 CE) was the daughter

violations and he was deposed shortly before his death, he

of an affluent Jewish couple who had helped Jews escape

is nonetheless perceived as a messiah and an incarnation

Nazis during World War II. She achieved her doctorate

of God by the Rastafarian movement of Jamaica – and the

in chemistry at Cambridge University and would go on to

modern day inheritor of Prester John.

revolutionise X-ray techniques and studies from them that

Alan Turing (1912 – 1954 CE) was a brilliant English
mathematician and cryptographer. Turing is most known for
breaking the codes used by the Germans during the Second
World War and for his influence in the burgeoning field of
computer science. He was persecuted for his sexual identity,
and ultimately committed suicide rather than face continued
punishment by the very government he had helped preserve.

would lead directly to the discovery of the double-helix
structure of DNA, the cure for polio, and the foundation
of all molecular biology.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (1929 – 1968 CE) was an
American minister and civil rights leader, who became
the figurehead for non-violent confrontation and protest
during the tumultuous 1950s and 1960s. He participated
in a number of hugely influential boycotts and marches, as

Hedy Lamarr (1914 – 2000 CE) was an Austrian-born

well as delivering some of the most oft-quoted speeches

American movie star who had the added distinction of

in the 20th century. He was targeted for blackmail by the

being the pioneering self-taught inventor in the field of

FBI (who viewed his activities as inherently dangerous to

radio guidance and wireless communications technology

the government of the United States), and was ultimately

that led to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Even while she was

murdered by a white supremacist.

appearing as a movie ingénue in films during the 1940s
and 1950s, she was developing patents for improved traffic
stoplights and suggesting revisions to the aircraft designs
of Howard Hughes.

David Bowie (1947 – 2016 CE) was a British songwriter,
musician and actor, and one of the most influential artists
of the 20th century. Inspired by Iggy Pop and Lou Reed,
he released his first album at 15 when rock and roll was

Indira Priyadarshini Gandhi (1917 – 1984 CE) was

still quite new and dominated by Beatlemania, but would

India’s first female Prime Minister. In power for over fifteen

consistently update and experiment to remain relevant,

years, she oversaw the winning of a war against Pakistan,

captivating and popular until his death. His last album,

the establishment of a centralised government with near

Blackstar, released posthumously, begins with the words

universal suffrage, the weakening of the ancient

‘Look up here, I’m in Heaven’.
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Appendix III:

Who’s Who in the Tarot
Kickstarter backers at the highest tier were invited to
create characters to appear in the tarot deck. To these
backer-created characters we have added some of the ones
mentioned in this book, and others you may encounter along
the way. Obviously we also encourage you to change who
they are and make them characters in your series instead.
Note that not every card in the tarot deck is listed below.

Major Arcana
0 – The Fool
This is Gabriel, the last time anyone saw him.

Nidith-Haiger helped establish the Akkadian Empire
and, as a natural leader, founded the Helm of Salvation.
An Aryeh of Raphael, he sees his role on Earth to heal not
just humans but humanity, and that requires money. Over the
centuries he has set up thousands of charitable groups and
organisations, some of which have gone down in legend and
conspiracy theory, and some of which now span the globe.
(Conan French)
6 – The Lovers
Verethӕon is a Behema of Raphael and gave humans the gift
of the embrace. But to her it feels that no angel nor mortal
has ever truly understood its power, or returned it to her as
strongly as she gives it – save one. That is Gatheriel, an Isha

1 – The Magician

of Metatron, who gave humanity doubt, or the ability to

Amenset, Nesher of Gabriel, is one of the major players in

see through arrogance and deception. But so strong is his

the Helm of Salvation. She sees herself as a muse of good

devotion to doubt he has begun to doubt everything: his

ideas and good will, bringing humanity to their best. She
frequents Las Vegas, not least because the architecture

origins, his nature, his mission, his very existence. His one
constant is his beloved Verethӕon and the two have met, as

reminds her of her glory days in Ancient Egypt.

they promised, every year at the summer equinox on the

2 – The High Priestess

in such a ritual. (Gareth Willcock and Liz Verbraak)

The Professor, Isha of Sandalphon, has been a professor
so long it became her name. She sees her mission in the
Shield as being to educate, and points to Judaism and her
own choice of faith, Islam, as two faiths that centre learning
as their key principle. She teaches many subjects involving
history, archaeology and ancient languages, and is invaluable
help in tracking down relics.

slopes of Mt Fuji. In an uncertain world, angels take comfort

7 – The Chariot
Koy Bumba is a Nesher of Azrael who epitomises speed. He
created the leopard and spent much of his time wandering
through central African kingdoms, training young men
and women as warriors of the Armour. Nowadays he does
the same as a sports promoter: he finds talented boxers,
kickboxers and MMA fighters, and trains them to be his

3 – The Empress

cadre of soldiers. If Bumba is in town then fights are going to

Adrakiel is an Isha of Uriel, but follows no real Mission.

go down, one in the ring and one elsewhere.

If angels were looking for proof that demons are no different
than them, they would find it in her. She is the angel of
temptation and addiction, and walks the world as dealer of
the finest stuff to the rich and powerful. She also has a spiked
tail and horns her Semblance never hides, and is most likely
the inspiration for modern images of the Devil – not to
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5 – The Hierophant

8 – Strength
Ironheart is an Aryeh of Uriel and of the Sword of Wrath.
Her flaming sword is her relic and it, along with her fiery
wings, inspired angelic myth and the Viking tales of
Valkyries. In her first battle with an archdemon she was
scarred for life, in Vessel and Semblance, and now she

mention the Green Fairy. (R. Pinel)

carries that scar on her soul too. There is no angel braver,

4 – The Emperor

but no angel more foolhardy.

Gaius Crastinus is an Isha of Michael who believes in

9 – The Hermit

leading humans to the truth through preaching and

Yuurei is an Isha of Chazaqiel and a quintessential Belter. She

inspiration, but found himself a founding member of the

loves humanity, especially now they have developed so much

Armour of Righteousness when the Shield made it clear

new technology: she rushed to fall when the information age

that humans needed to be shielded from the truth. He carries

began, and knows technology better than nearly any other

costume elements from every fighting force he’s joined.

angel. If it’s hiding online – as so many demons and mortals

(Michael McPheeters)

and secrets are – Yuurei can track it down.

11 – Justice

This is Ava, a prominent member of the Armour of
Righteousness and a believer that demons must be fought
on a systematic level. She believes in Justice, of sorts: that
every demon be rounded up and made to pay. An Aryeh of
Metatron, she is starkly beautiful in her human and angelic

buttons, and she’s curious about what makes them react. She
might have inspired legends of trickster gods, and if humans
are being tricked, angels will look for her hand in things.
(Amanda Renaut)
19 – The Sun

forms and has no trouble finding allies in her mission.

Lucius is a warrior angel and a natural leader – though he

12 – The Hanged Man

to bring healing, but he sees the best way to do that is to

Veitaal is an Isha of Gabriel, and he came to Earth to bring
wisdom and counsel to the great leaders of humankind. He
fit naturally into the Helm, although he believes in elevating
mortals, not angelkind. Over the centuries, rivals of those
he selected for greatness saw him as a threat, and now he
has gone down in legend as a wicked priest, vizier, spirit or

is not an Aryeh but an Isha. A servant of Raphael, he lives
lead armies to swift, effective victories over those who would
bring more harm and suffering. He exemplifies the templar
elements of the Shield of Faith. Whenever evil is on the march,
Lucius is likely leading the opposing forces. (Harrison Wong)
20 – Judgement

vampire that deals in secrets. Any angels dealing with political

This is Michael, the last time anyone saw him.

figures will likely run into Veitaal. (Ravi Duvuuri)

21 – The World

13 – Death

Rachel is a Behema of Uriel – but she’s forgotten that after

Adramelech is the current head of the Sword of Wrath. If

T
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being attacked by Selaphiel wielding the Kinslayer Axe.

you’re fighting demons Adramelech will soon pay a visit,

As the memories come back, she becomes more dangerous.

because he does so like to be involved. He’s a Nesher and he

Swords

is always swift; his gifts from Tzadqiel allow him to control

time so he’s always prompt.

14 – Temperance
Rahma is a Behema of Raphael – and the first Behema
to ever exist, though she can’t remember it. She’s a sworn
member of the Boots, and devotes herself to her work
with the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement in the
battlefields around the world. She feels it is wrong to try to
stop war, but it wearies her to see its endless cost. Angels in
any kind of armed conflict will run into Rahma quickly.
15 – The Devil
Every two-bit demon and half as many angels like to pretend
they’re Satan. Maybe one of them is telling the truth. Maybe.

2 of Swords:
An Aryeh of Raguel, Stevor fell to bring death to any demon
or mortal sinner. But after centuries on Earth, he gave up his
sword, sickened by all the violence he had seen. He turned
instead to poetry and writing, and wishes to be known (on
Heaven and Earth) for his skills therein instead of his prowess
with the blade. You can always find him taking a writing class
or working on his new book in a café. (Matthew Sforcina)
3 of Swords:
Loxley is a Behema of Raguel, and their affinity with death
makes them extremely talented with the blade because they
can see the death blows of their opponents before they fall.
Loxley (centre) believes the Shield of Faith is about any kind

17 – The Star

of human guidance, including political, for what is more

An Aryeh of Metatron, Aelia inspired the idea that owning

important than humans banding together to choose their own

or holding something related to someone famous could make

destiny and throw off their oppressors? Loxley wouldn’t say

you be like them. What began as holy relics are now known

they started the French Revolution per se. Not singlehandedly,

as celebrity endorsements. Eventually she came to love fame

anyway. (Asajii Reynolds)

and material objects as much as any mortal, and she gave up
her angelic Vessel to infect whomever is her latest project with
her Virtus. (Ian Whitehead)
18 – The Moon

10 of Swords:
Some angels lean into human faith hard. Such an angel is
Cristiano, a Behema of Sandalphon. It is said once long
ago he tried to let humans choose their own morality, and

When not slaying demons, Zoraida prefers the company

someone he loved died. Forever after, he takes no such risks

of animals, but as a member of the Belt she’s interested

and believes in total obedience to God’s law – or his version

in humans. An Aryeh of Barachiel and with gifts in

of it, via Christian dogma. He fit in very well in the Middle

Countenance, she knows how to play games and push their

Ages and still refuses to give up his armour and sword entirely

III: Who’s Who in the Tarot The Major Arcana − Swords
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from those days. One day, he knows, a new crusade will come.

natural member of the Belt, although he is more a prankster

(Elizabeth Rine)

than a student. His perfect companion is Kassimatis. An

Page of Swords:

Isha of Metatron, she invented mockery, the humour that

Gibborim is an Aryeh of Metatron with a fascination for
history, and has spent his long time on Earth working
for the Belt and conducting experiments: changing history
ever so slightly and recording his findings. Many other
angels disagree with this practice, but he feels occasionally
assassinating a president or king here or there is worth it
for the knowledge gained, and if angels need to find

make fools of humans – though she finds she barely needs to,
and instead just likes to sit back and laugh. She is a Booter so
she can get a nice seat up close to enjoy the show of humans
making asses of themselves. If humans are falling victim to
amusing misfortune, angels will know these two will be sitting
somewhere nearby with a good view and enjoying themselves

something out he is their best bet because he was either there

too much. (Murray Keir and Imogen Cassidy)

writing things down or changing how it happened directly.

Seven of Cups:

(Noah Plunkett)

Zevael (centre) is a Nesher of Raguel, and in his Heavenly

Knight of Swords:

days was something like God’s legbreaker, an angel set to

Serpentus is a Behema of Gabriel. He created many ancient
reptiles, and feels more at home among them than with
humanity. He might have been various snake gods – and
even the snake in Eden, since he has such a dim view of
mortal failings. He has done his fair share of impersonating
gods to insist humans worship or at least respect nature.
As this method worked less and less, he fell to Earth and
reluctantly joined the Helm, trying to steer governments and
corporations towards environmental concerns. He may just
go back to the old ways soon. (Stephen Durtschi)
Queen of Swords:
Siobbhan is an Aryeh of Raguel, and her ability to slow and
speed up the lives of others made her a fearsome warrior
even before she devoted her Earthly existence to mastering
martial arts. A sworn member of the Armour, she travels the
world serving justice and inspiring others to do the same. She
used to update her look as she changed time and place, but
she grew fond of the customs of the Scottish highlanders and
decided that look could stay. (Michael ‘Talthos’ Willett)

Cups
Two of Cups:
Zeta, an Isha of Tzadqiel, invented probability and chance,
and was so thrilled when the humans gave these concepts
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undercuts and attacks, and uses her Countenance gifts to

reap the souls of the wicked, whether mortal or celestial. He
was the good soldier, and only fell because he thought the
battle was best fought at knifepoint. Zevael always assumed
when the last demon died, he’d go home again. But now the
Gates are closed and Zevael has lost his mind. A member of
the Ladder, his whole existence is now devoted to God letting
him back in, and he believes one hundred per cent that the
way to do this is to create a vast world church, so that every
human alive will chant God’s name as one. That, surely, God
cannot ignore. He knows enough about powerful angels to
help them fall in line with his plan. (Ben Johnson)
Eight of Cups:
Adellum is an Isha of Raphael, and he believes that true
healing must not just be of the body or mind but of the soul.
He uses his position in the Helm to grant people’s wishes and
help them achieve their dreams, often whisking them away to
his own private island to do so, or at least begin the process.
He’s the reason that the phrase ‘angel investor’ replaced
‘venture capitalist’, and plenty of the mortal rich and famous
whisper about the man in the blue suit with the silver eyes
who can make anything happen, if only you can find him.
He asks nothing of those he helps, but his contacts make
him valuable to anyone who wants access to the powerful.
(Shaun Bentley)

names, he came down to join them. It is in his nature to keep

Nine of Cups:

playing with the odds, however, because he finds it fascinating

One-Eyed Jack is an old-school cowboy, and like a true

how humans will keep backing longshots, and he enjoys

Behema, refuses to let that era die. There’s something about

making them sometimes pay off, for good or for bad. He is a

stoicness that fits a Semblance that cannot show emotion.

That also makes him a killer poker player, as does having

She can no longer rely on humans to listen, it seems. Now the

invented the game and taught it to Mr Hoyle in the first place.

battle is hers to fight in person. (Jesse and Mariah Slater)

His gifts of Barachiel help him beat the odds – but he doesn’t

Queen of Coins:

like to cheat. Goes against the grain. He’s also a Booter to the
core. Angels need to fade away, just like the cowboys of old.

Samiel prefers to be known as Rose Écarlate, Master Thief.
She invented the concept of the phantom thief, after all –

Queen of Cups:

not to mention the concept of theft itself. So she’d better be

Brynhild is an Isha of Azrael. Philosophically, she considers

the best at it in the world. A Nesher of Metatron with skill in

herself a member of the Boots of Humility in that she never
seeks to identify herself as an angel. Instead she relies on her
social skills and devastating attractiveness to rule humans
using their methods, which she loves. She has been many
queens over the centuries, and – as she points out – has a
better track record than most humans in power, in terms of
both success and good works done. (Simon Goebels)
King of Cups:

Intercession, she can literally wear any face and walk clean
through walls when she needs to. She adores the modern era
of the museum and gallery; now thievery really is an art form
with a high difficulty curve. She is affiliated with the Helm,
but she only leads humans in the sense of inspiring them to
be better thieves. Angels looking for a relic may find Rose has
already stolen it.

Bishop Dicton (aka Maladicto, an Isha of Chazaqiel) acts

King of Coins:

a humble Irish-American Catholic bishop who has seen his

‘Lucky’ runs a punk bar in London, and has since forever,

church do horrible things over the millennia and stuck with

when punk had different names. He’s been on Earth since the

it, because he believes in its potential to do good, and sees the
same potential in the Shield of Faith which he leads. He has
to believe because he’s seen the dark ends of faith so many
times, and so much of the Shield now seems to want those
days back, when faith led armies. All that pain sits on him

very first days and was one of the closest angels to Barachiel.
A Nesher, his Miracles deal with being just out of reach
of danger, or just where he needs to be. He invented the
concept of Just In Time. For eternity he’s been content with

and forces him to search for other ways. While he holds court,

just serving ale to sorrowed souls, working vaguely for the

as a simple, kind man, the Shield waits. But his power will not

Armour, but with his powers back he is perhaps one of the

hold them forever. (Chris Waldock)

most powerful angels on Earth. Whatever he does, it will be

Coins
Two of Coins:
Sorael is a Nesher of Chazaqiel who lives for the wind she
created, and moves like it across the world. Wherever she
goes, a breeze blows softly, making the shadows dance. She
has always seen the prideful demons as the greatest enemies
of humans, animals and the beautiful natural world, and
while she was celestial she engaged humans in the battle.

at exactly the right moment… (Benjamin James)

Staves
Page of Staves:
Phaedra is a Behema of Michael. Knowing she could not
protect humans everywhere, she gave them a gift: a creature
that could hear, see and smell danger far away, and bark a
warning, and would be loyal unto death even to a species not

She appears to them as a terrifying figure with a tiger-skull

its own. She walks with the Armour, leading humans to act

mask, and guides them towards demonic forces that must be

against animal cruelty as well as cruelty against their own

exterminated. She fell very recently, when the last tiger died.

kind. (Erich Arendall)

III: Who’s Who in the Tarot − Swords − Cups − Coins − Staves
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Appendix IV:
Kickstarter Backers
Thanks to all our backers. We list you here in the Book of Life so you shall be rewarded.
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Mark Harris

Jamie Collette

Erik Carl

Chris Reynolds

Gregory Pogorzelski

Richard Vickery

Guy Edward Larke

Nick Welch

Nicola Urbinati

Seth A Spurlock

Fox Lee

Daniel Maberry

Michael Tree

Karl Lange

Filippo Franco

Jill Wong

West Legacy Games

Allen Varney

Dave Bushe

Jake Nelson

Adam Rajski

Nathan Everett

YoMaster

Seth Callaghan

Stilettoblade

Christian Ankerl

Davery B.

Matthieu Dubois

Spyros Veronikis

Andy Leighton

Peter Woodworth

Charles Choi

Christoph Daether

Andy Nguyen

Shemjaza

Ingolf Schäfer

Ron Beck

Ty Larson

Andrew Peregrine

Rickylee Leonard

Ian M. Ward

John M. Portley

Joshua Edwards

Lachlan Harman

thornae

MeLeah Grubb

Stoo Goff

Karl Maurer

Ben Harnwell

Josh Medin

Dgreensill

Daniele Fusetto

Jakob Pape

mrmister

Steve Asmussen

Anthea Wright

James

Vesala

Jerome Comeau

Conrad Romanowski

Density Media

Ben Stewart

Joshua Lake

Jennifer Hartshorn

Johannes Nordsteien
Svensøy

Aaron Lim

Antonio434343

Andrew Chirgwin

Jeff Tidball

James Fellows

Michael Harmon

Andrew Rawlings

Darrell

Rodolfo Schmauk Ortúzar

Saul Alexander Whitton

Daniele Di Rubbo

Lachlan Jones

Jason Bean

Gareth Ryder-Hanrahan

Kieron Gillen

Jessica Korte

Ivo Goudzwaard

Patrick O’Duffy

Gregory McCausland

M D Spangler

Chuck Dee

Graham Cooper

Daemn

Alex

Jan

Jarrod Farquhar-Nicol

Dan Smith

Jonathan Campbell

Patrick

Alex Jarkey

Bryant Durrell

Philip Barclay-Monteith

Kam Wyler

Keiran Sparksman

Mirrafire Games

D Howard

S.A. ‘Birdy’ Hannon

James Woodman

Games with Teeth

Peter Griffith

Robert Smith

Sebastian Waltz

Duncan Harris

Josephine Mitchell

Patrice Mermoud

David Thompson

Jacqui MacGregor-Pahl

Cassa61

Michael Pfeiffer

Sharon Darlington

Quodo45

David Homola

Ian Borchardt

Benjamin Davis

morpheoMancer

kashiichan

Nicolas ‘Gulix’ Ronvel

Roberto Mandrioli

Chris Pramas

Russell Williams

Justin Halliday

Jose Alarico Teixeira
Manzano
Universe Creation 101
Vincent Arebalo
Noël
John Snead
Nicholas Rowe
Prudence Greenwood
Mark W Roy
Jeremy Kear
Mildra
David
Craig Slee
Nicholas Fletcher
Jonathan Guzman
Violet Henderson
Bo Fahlberg Madsen
drew craker
James Meredith
Daniel Ketzer
Dacar Arunsone

Joey

twiddle87

Liam Eyers

Nicolas Brian

Daniel Hochstrasser

Owen Francis

Sean Holland

Aaron Jones

Eoin Richardson

Stephen Ball

Jason Mical

calixus

Omar Amador

James Fishwick

Tilly, Loki and Murphy

Kyle Hooton

Benjamin Welke

Laura Bennett

Adam

John H. Bookwalter Jr.

Terra Kloepfer

Tsunami in the Toilet Bowl

Tom Fowler

Colin

Andy Cook

MythosScarper

Duan’duliir

Shane

Jaan Eerik Sõmermaa

Tim Czarnecki

Vikrant Misra

Götz Weinreich

Jamie Wheeler

Aleksi Airaksinen

Michael Cl.

Az D Lyon

Brad Ellison

Derek Pearcy

Jordan Muller

Craig Oxbrow

Nethescurial

Jonathan Korman

Tim Coaldrake

Brendan James Raymond

Kevin Lowe

Paul Douglas

Raida

Ben McKenzie

Polymorph Games &
Hobbies

M Alexander Jurkat

Herman Duyker

Robert J Schwalb

Michael Schwartz

Steven Lord

Jonathan Calleja

Brennan Dawson

Amy Cain

Jason Schindler

Nadia Bagley

Brad

Paul Rivers

Sarah Peloquin

Cameron Lam

Timothy Ferguson

cbonnici

Jack Phoenix

Petter Wäss

Michael Barclay

Rachel

Rufus

Murray Keir

Materialgod

Tahlia

Phoebe

Matthew Karabache

Paul ‘Ettin’ Matijevic

Colin Smith

Shane Cubis

Ralf Muhlberger

Shannon Kelly

Victoria Hyde

Chen-Hsun Chiu

Hilary Kincaid

Trisha Huang

F.F.B.A.K.K.

Daniel Wilks

Alan Batson

Elizabeth Whitacre

Kobal

Greg Tannahill

Ignacio de Orueta

Chantal Nelson

Mara Marzocchi

Keith Burkhead

Grant Chapman

Achim Meissner

Mark Solino

Tim ‘Thoth’ Cooke

Russel Lowe

Steven Vest

1954796132

Elizabeth Munson

Tom Bath

David Goodner

John Ickes

Justin Walduck

Kira Carter

Sunshine Cunningham

The Pandemonium Institute

Wajanai Snidvongs

Kristine Hertel

Ishmael Zarkov

James Vogel

Cameron Hays

delwyn

Sean

Timothy Groth

Michael Kruckvich

Julie Reeson-Sengstock

Ash Alexander

Tim Ellis

Tyson P.

Alan

Katherine Savage

Andreas Sewe

Ducky

WJWalton

Veronica Ball

Matt Roberts

Wayne Alan Jennings

XIG Games

Graeme Harris

Lobo

Peter Blake

Adrian Smith

Nathan Nolan

Elizabeth Pollock

Andrew Beal

Angus Abranson

David M Jacobs

Joel Fowler

Blake Hair

Kari Anderson

peregrinefalcon

Richard Rivera

Matthew Gillen

Giles Pritchard

John Reid

Spinel

Stefan

Phillip McGregor

Theron Bretz

Mauro Adorna

D Jeremy Brown

Jason Smith

Chall

Jean Lorenz Alvarez

Kate Shaw

Rob Lowry

Neil

Lena Thane-Clarke

Andromeda Taylor

Jean-Christophe Cubertafon

IV: Kickstarter Backers
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Guy Reece

Chris Lee

Jess Blacklock

Matthew Maynard-Cullinan

Chris Halliday

Andrew Schubert

Martin J. Manco

Carl Rigney

Matthew McFarland

seth lindberg

Pedro Garcia

Mike Longley

Morgan Weeks

Bram Dyckmans

Kerry Clarkson

Simon W

Daryl McLaurine

Nicole Lindroos

Seth Hartley

Hjalti Nönnuson

Richard Bailey

Klaus Ole Kristiansen

zak ralston

Contesse

John Kasab

Frédéri ‘V.K. Friedrich’
Pochard

Duncan Usher-McGee

Shauntelle Benjamin

Ciaran O’Brien

Ralf Schienhammer

Sam Piaggio

Imogen Claire Cassidy

Eleanor Hingley

Eddi & James

Rafe Richards

Uqbarian

Ben Plopper

Damon Black

Derek Guder

Anestis Kozakis

M. Sean Molley

Michael Abbott

Thomas Ladegard

Lisa Padol

PurpleDynamite

Brian Gross

Brad McWilliams

Mikloshe

Bek Brucker

Robert Colby Perkins Jr.

Glenn Seiler

Ols Jonas Petter Olsson

James B

Steve Clark

Josh Nolan

M. Alan Hillgrove

emacgregor

Aidan Hurst

Andrew Grant

Danny Atwood

Liam Murray

Scaut

Sean McCormack

TYPE40

Joseph Franecki

Kat Beecroft

StoryWeaver Games

The Rangdo of Arg

Nick Argall

Jesse Burneko

Andrew Sheeler

Jenna Flohr

Dana Boychuk

Karl The Good

Pixie McSweeney

William T Carmichael

Michael Feldhusen

Stephanie Cooper

Mitchell Wallace

Marc Kevin Hall

James Steinberg

Natasha Ence

Elledritch Owls

Lucas McCauslin

Craig

Soren Haurberg

Nick Brazukas

Matthew Farrer

A’n’SR

Osye E. Pritchett III

Phil Hanley

Robert Roeschenthaler

FS

Bookwrm83

Tristan Chénier

simonrandrews

Raymond Smith

Randy Belanger

Stras Acimovic

Shaun Burton

David Rodemaker

Paul Echeverri

driahades

Drew Wendorf

Bat Fan

Corey Wells

Rick Neal

Brad Bean

Jonathan Conant

A. Eris Bee

Frankie

Clyde Lee Graham

Mendel

Jens Milbredt

Andrew Maggio

Audi Tri Harsono

ruemere

Mirko Rogg

Alistair Bates

Jonathan Ly Davis

David Starner

Cable

Tim Serpas

Smyrne Volstein

Apaphous

The Creative Fund

Addster

Lassi Seppälä

Sean Dennis

Karen McLeod

Angus McLaren

James Reich

Jonathan C Bruce

Gavin Vance

Richard Ohnemus

Laura Wilkinson

Christopher Wilkinson

Red Young

Matt

Julian Tysoe

Cousin Artaud

Michael ‘Talthos’ Willett

Andrzej Krakowian

Gareth Hodges
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Kanaris
Kalanyr
Christian
Lorenzo Fossetti
Chris George
Oscar Simmons
Antoine Boegli
Juanma Barranquero
Lawrence Hatez
Ian McFarlin
H. Alexander Perez
Triclasius
Dylan Nelson
Mithrull
Keegan Bateman
Necrophidian
Alex
Coman Fullard

Appendix V:
Relics uses a version of the Fugue game system. It is available under the Creative Commons
Licence. You may use it in your own games as long as the following licence remains attached.

CREATIVE COMMONS LICENCE
The Fugue system of game mechanics by James Wallis (as described in Chapter Three of this
book) is made available under a Creative Commons licence, specifically the Attribution-ShareAlike
4.0 International (CC BY-SA 4.0) licence. The full text of the licence can be found at:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode
But the tl;dr goes like this:
You may use the Fugue mechanics in your own work, including releasing them in whole or in part
in a free or commercial product. You may also change, augment and edit the material. However
you must abide by the following conditions:
• You must include a credit to the original work (‘The Fugue system created for the Alas Vegas RPG’)
and the original designer (‘James Wallis’), at least as prominently as you credit other contributors, and
you must say that the Fugue mechanics are made available under this Creative Commons licence.
• You must indicate if you have made any changes to the original material.
• If you make any changes or additions to the CC-licensed material then you must distribute
changes
your
under the same licence.
• You must include a copy of the licence or a link to it.
• You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing
anything the license permits.
Fugue is occasionally updated. The latest version can be downloaded for free in a standalone
document from www.drivethrurpg.com and its affiliated sites.

V: Creative Commons Licence
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Effect

Trammel

Mdl T

MIRACLES

Mdl T

1~6 Failure

Memory

7~10 Partial Success

11+ Full success

Skill

SLEGNa fo EMAg a a gAME of aNGELS SLEGNa fo EMAg a a gAME of aNGELS SLEGNa fo EMAg a a gAME of aNGELS

Name

Descent:
Arrival:
Angelic Work:
Historical Impact:
Appearance:
Mark:
Mortal Connection:

Signifier

sS 1 R NWV \ Z

RELIC ~

DESCRIPTION

Rank

Dominions

s S 1 R NW V \ Z

MISSION ~

HERALD ~

s S 1 R NW V \ Z

Mastery

Angel

Mdl T

ASPECT ~

sS 1 R NWV \ Z
MEMORIES

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
tuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
tuvwxyz

Mdl T

Persona Name:
Player Name:

Persona Sheet
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Persona Sheet & Notes
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For millennia, angels and demons
have been locked in a cold war.
But now God is gone and the gates
of Heaven are sealed forever.
Trapped on Earth, angels must forge
a new destiny in a world where
they will never belong.

God’s away on business...
Relics is a new roleplaying game
from award-winning game designer
Steve Dee. Unique storytelling
mechanics allow you to build
your character’s angelic history
through gameplay, so that the sins
of the past may be unknown
even to the players themselves.
All you need to spread your wings is
this rulebook and a Tarot deck.

978-0-9924470-6-9

RAGA001

tinstargames.com

